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OUR HOUSEHOLD INSECTS.
Br E. A. BuTLEB.

COLEOPTERA {continued).
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the circle represent iiig a

sphere.

e (90' from 0) on tlu

1 Fig. 1.

If the map is a pdlur miij), tlien the circles thus ob-

tained are parallels of latitude, 10° apart, and radial lines

to the alternate divisions round A C B D, as in the lower
half of Pig. 1 , are the corresponding meridrans.
The meridians and parallels for the illustrative charts

have been obtained on this principle, only that instead of

the geometrical construction just given, I simply took out
the natural cosines of 5°, 10°, 15°, &c., to represent the radii

of the parallels having polar distances 10°, 20°, 30°, .fee.

The whole globe can be represented, as we see from Fig. 1,

in a single chart on this projection. In my " Essays on
Astronomy " there is an article on equal-surface projec-

tion illustrated by charts of the whole surface of the
earth on three projections possessing this property. The
first of these chai'ts is on the polar equal sm-face projection
here considered. There are also projections of the whole
globe in my little treatise on " Elementary Physical
Geography." Of course the distortion in parts of such
maps is necessarily very great.

In the illustrative charts the British Empire is tinted
by meridianal shading, the United States by shading
along latitude parallels, the Chinese Empire by_ slant

lines in one direction, the Empire of Brazil by slant lines

in another direction, and' the Russian Empire is spotted.

[By the way, when we consider that the British Empire
is not much more than half-a-millinn s.juar,' miles larger
than the Russian, and note the limitt-d shore-line we
command, our anxieties about Russiiui encroachments in
Central Asia seem m.,ro than justili.a. There is a bare
possibility that Russia ni;iy one Jiiy extend across Persia
or Afghanistan, so as actually to rtacli tlf shores of the

Indian Ocean ! What a terrible thing that would be for
British commerce

!]

Photogeaphy continues to increase in popularity. A new society
juat established in Birmingham starts with seventy members, and
promises to be of real use to the town and district. The meetings
are held in the Technical School, Bridge-street. Dr. Hill Norris is

President; Mr. W.Jerome Harrison, F.G.S., rice-president; and
Mr. Joyner, of 43, Bull-street, hon. secretary. At the first excursion—to Salford Priors, on Jnne 27—nineteen members were present,
and 8eventy:three plates were exposed.

STATISTICS OF GREAT COUNTRIES.

Bi Ri 11 VI I V Pit < I I
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i 1
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|

i I i 1
i 1
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the United States) —
^^^'", Population

Exports and
square miles. ^ Imports.

Engl^h-speaking nations
12,491,726. 367,225,000. £1,371,842,260.

ana possessions.

But as regards exports and imports, the United
States, by a foolish protective system (in political

economy America is still a mere child among the

nations) has spoiled the splendid total which the

English-speaking nations might otherwise have shown.

Imagine fifty millions of the most commercial people

in existence, with a magnificent country and a

splendid seaboard, fi-ee also from the necessity of

maintaining large forces for defensive purposes (to

say nothing of their prudent avoidance of a^-gres-

sive courses), yet with little more than one-third

the imports and exports of our 36,300,000 in the old

country ! And they claim to be a progressive, nay a

go-ahead nation !—regarding us as effete. (If we are,

though, things look bad for our kinsfolk over the

water, who presumably have inherited our national

qualities.)

The wiseacres who regulate American commerce (and

are regarded by manj- Ajmericans as statesmen !) conceive

that the way to make a nation rich and prosperous, is to

force it to manufacture at great cost (and pretty badly,

too, in many cases) what they could get more cheaply,

and much better, from other nations. They neglect

altogether the splendid opportunities which America

would have if she drove—as she could—a roaring trade

with other nations in the muUitudinous articles which

her people can manufacture well, and (owing to natural

advantages) at less cost than other countries. They
imagine the artificial rise of wages to meet the enormous

extra cost for necessaries of many sorts, a real gain ; not

seeing that labour would be far more profitably remune-

rated, and have a much more rapid (because a more

natural) growth if directed to such manufactures a*

would make of America a great exporting nation. And'

because the old country (which has long since come to

years of discretion and ha.s learned tliat as among indivi-

duals so among nations, the loss of one is a loss for all

and the gain of one the gain of all) would be glad to see

wiser counsels prevail, America fondly imagines that

Britain would be the only gainer if America threw away
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THE FACE OF THE SKY.
From Jdly 3 to July 17.

By "F.R.AS."

3nt indications of renewed solar activity in the ebape of

grand spots render the son a very interesting object whei
ever the sky is clear. The face of the night sky will be found
depicted in Slap VII. of "The Stars in their Seasons." Twilight
persists all night long during the fortnight which these notes cover.

Mercury is an evening star, and, towards the end of the next four-

teen days, mav quite possibly be picked up with the naked eye
over the" W.N.W. horizon after sunset. Venus is an evening star,

too, and may certainly be seen in the same part of the sky. She
is still a very insignificant and uninteresting object in the tele-

scope. Jupiter may be caught pretty close to the horizon after

dusk; but at this time he is too low down for telescopic examina-
tion. The only phenomena of his Satellites theoretically visible are

the reappearance of Satellite IV. from eclipse at 8h. 28m. 40s. on
the 3rd ; the egress of the shadow of Satellite III. at 8h. 27m., and
the occultation of Satellite II. at 8h. 50m. on the 13th; the occulta-

tion of Satellite I. at 9h. 38m. on the 1-ith; and the egress of the
same satellite at 9h. 15ra. the ne.\t night. The observation of any
of these is, however, doubtful. Mars and Saturn are invisible, as

is Neptune too ; but Uranus may possibly be seen under unfavour-
able conditions as soon as it is sutficiently dark. The Moon enters

her last quarter 2SG minutes after noon on July 5, and will

be New at 5h. IS'Sm a.m. on the 12th. High tides may be ex-

pected about this date. No occnltations of fixed stars will take
place during the time which our notes cover, save one of Aldebaran
in bright sunlight at llh. 23m. 26s. a.m. on July 9. When they
begin, the Moon is in Pisces, across which she is travelling until

4 p.m. on the 6th, when she enters the N.W. corner of Cetus,
quitting it, however, for Aries at 2 o'clock the next morning (that

of the 7th). At Gh. 30m. a.m. on the Sth, she crosses the boundary
between Aries and Taurus. Her journey through Taurus occupies
her until 4h. 30m. p.m. on the 10th, at which hour she passes into

the narrow northern strip of Orion. By three o'clock the next day, she
has crossed this and emerged in Gemini. At 2h. 30m. p.m. on the
12th, she leaves Gemini for Cancer, and Cancer for Leo in turn at

1 a.m. on the 14th. She is travelling through Leo until 8 a.m. on
the 15tb, when she descends into Sextans, to re-emerge in Leo at
one o'clock the same afternoon. She finally leaves Leo for Virgo at

1 p.m. on the 16th, and is, of course, still in the last-named constel-

lation when these n

jmbera of the Society of Telegraph Engineers, at the
of their president, Mr. Spagnoletti, Telegraph Super-

intendent of the Great Western Railwav, paid a visit to the
Swindon Works on Tuesday. Some five 'hundred members went
down by special train, and the visitors spent a most interesting and
instructive day. The works, as may be imagined, are of colossal

proportions ; they cover an area of thirty acres, and give employ,
ment to upwards of 5,000 men. No effort was spared, on the part
of the railway officials, to make the trip pleasant and profitable to

all who took part in it. The possible output is at the rate of one
engine, six carriages, and fifty trucks per week.
We give the following from a paper entitled " On a variation in

the size of an image on the retina according to the distance of the
background en which it is seen," by Alfred Brothers, F.R.A.S.,
which was read before the Manchester Literary and Philosophical
Society. " The effect on the retina when the eyes have been fixed

intently for a few seconds on a brightly-illuminated coloured
object is well known; the colour complementary to the one looked
at always appears when the gaze is removed to a colourless sur-

face. It is also a matter of common observation that when the
eyes have been directed to a bright light for a short time, the
image left on the retina as seen when the eyes are averted is dark ;

but if the eyes are rapidly opened and closed the image is still seen
bright. I am not aware, however, that it has ever been noticed
that this image varies in size according to the distance of the
background to which the eyes are directed. A circle of gas-jets,

perhaps, affords the simplest test. It will be seen after looking at
the circle of light for a few seconds—in some cases a more or less

lengthened gaze at the light is necessary, owing to the varying
sensitiveness of the retina—that, if the vision be turned to a dis-

tant background, the size of the image is instantly enlarged, and
then, if the eyes be directed to a near background, the image is

reduced in size. If any difficulty should be found in seeing the
reversed image of the gas-jets, it may readily be seen as a bright
object by rapidly closing and opening the eyelids. The effect is

the same as if the image were seen through a cone—the apex of
the cone being held close to the eyes. In other words, the effect is

the reverse of the ordinary rules of perspective."

" Let knowledge grow from more to more."

—

Alfbed Tennyson.

Only a fumll prnporlion of Letters reerircd ran posxilly le inserttd.

CONVENTIONAL EVOLUTION.
[1790]—Kindly allow me to make one or two suggestions upon

what has been happily termed "Conventional Evolution." Every

his doctrines; and sometimes it happens that such doctrines are
the least proven, as universal truths, by the master. This, I think,

has been the case with Darwin. He certainly relied very much upon
small variations in expounding his theory of " natural selection" ;

but it is doubtful whether he would have made them a sine qua
non, as his disciples do. Cataclysm and special creation were the

favourite hypotheses of our forefathers. We have now gone to the
other extreme, and nothing but a growth by infinitesimal grada-
tions will suit us. No kind of break is tolerated. It is assumed
that Nature is opposed to any sort of leaps, and, in accordance with
that idea, many of our present teachers point to an imaginary chart
of brutal ancestry descending by a slow unbroken chain to the parent
man—ape. The " missing links," of course, may yet be found, bnt
till they are why draw so largely upon imagination ? Has Natnre
no phenomena by which the breaks can be explained ? Does she
never pass abruptly from law to law ? The anther of the " Vestiges"
made such a suggestion, but no one, it; seems, has ever followed it

up. In chemistry we pass from one substance to another by
sudden steps. You cannot link calomel to corrosive sublimate by
gradations of chlorine. The diamond, too, enters suddenly under
the control of laws which have no apparent concern with common
charcoal. But leaving the inorganic world on one side, what are
we to say to the leap Natnre makes in creating a Shakespeare or a
Beethoven ? Can we lead up to them by a slow ascending series

of their ancestors, or do they suddenly appear, like Minervas, fnlly

formed ?

I had something to say about Darwin's law of correlation being
so much neglected of late, but I am afraid I have already taken np
too much space. Gamma.

SPIDER.

[1791]—If one may hazard a conjecture on so short a descrip-

tion, the spider referred to by " Hallyards " is perhaps Thomisus
ahlrei-iatus. This is a buff-coloured spider with the body abruptly

bent down behind, and with an angular projection on each side of

the upper part at the edge of the bend. But it has/i-c small pits
on the upper surface. Some members of this genus are found in
flowers, and 1 have seen one so closely resembling in colour the
flower (a composite one) amongst whose florets it was lying in
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wait for proy, that it was with great difficulty detected. I enclose

a ekotch of Thomisits abbreviafuis, which may perhaps enable
" llallyards" to decide whether the determinatiou is correct.

E. A. Butler.

THE PBEVENTION OF COLLIERY EXPLOSIOXS.

tnptedy Can any
installation of the

a recent article ir

[1792]—How many
without preventive meuHures ueiug a

expert inform me what would be the

electric light in mines ? Herr Juliu

the Fortnightly on " Electricity," has provea mat tuo mme-ligntmf;
question by electricity has been brought within the range of

praotioal possibilities; and I myself, two years ago, heard Professor
Tyndall confess it could be managed, and these terrible disasters

averted, if it were not for the expense. Surely some association or
society might be formed to collect funds for such a purpose. The
British public is ever ready to come forward upon charitable pre-

texts, and if once it was fully understood that the illumination of

mines by electricity was not an impossibility, subscriptions would
be forthcoming. Science, who never turns her back upon us when
we need her aid, can help our poor miners now if man will let her.

ROCKS OP CHARNWOOD.
[1793]— I am pleased to know that my article on Chamwood

has led Jlr. Fletcher and his friends to study the remarkable rocks
of that region. The quarry which he describes in Brazil Wood is

clearly the one to which I referred, and I am glad that he saw
clear evidence there of the intrusion of the granitic into the slaty

rocks. If ho visits the spot again, I hope he will search for the

garnets which have been plentifully developed in the altered slate.

I found them most abundantly in the corner farthest from the gate.

They are dark—nearly black— in colour, and vary in size from
microscopic dimensions to about the eighth of au inch in diameter.
The pebbles and gravel lying on the top of Mountsorrel hill-

some 200 feet above the level of the Soar Valley—probably mark
the stage of depression which followed the deposit in England of

the great chalky boulder clay—itself the moraine of a mighty
glacier. England went down, perhaps, 2,000 feet in the west and
south, but much less in Leicestershire; perhaps not more than
-100 feet. Still, this change would be quite suflBcient to submerge
most of the Charnwood hills, including Mountsorrel, and during
the washing and redistribution of the surface boulder clay which
then took place, the pebbles now forming a thin covering to the
hill-top may have received their rounding.
But Mr. Fletcher states that he found bones and fragments of

pottery in tlie loiter part of the stratum containing the pebbles.

This 1 consider to be owing to the fact that the stones have been
moved partly down the hill by rain, &c., since the time of their

original deposition. The real summit of Mountsorrel—long since

quarried away—was much higher than the part which now remains.
All such exposed summits get washed bare, and the tU-i-i'is is

pushed down the slopes. I may add that a fine flint javelin-head
which I f u d 1 probably a corresj ending position to the bones,
>to lu lb"t) would possibly be coeval with them, and that bones,
pottery and all are I thouU cci s der, i-eferablo to a period some-
wheie ab t tl 1 f tl e K u an occupation of this country.

of L the

1 I I 1 el| n settling th

1 1 k t would be a good thing if local workers
more fre [uently with short, condensed

ot 1 e under their observation. It is certain
that in flail teresting facts arc lost to the world of

c cncc for tl o gl olsor^ed they are not recorded.

W. Jei(o.me Uaiuuson.

TWO-SPEED GEARINCx.

[1704]—In reply to " W. J.," Bown's two-speed gearing performs
excellently, provided it is so adapted to a tricyclo that it can bo
changed from power to speed easily. John BR0WNiN(i.

A PARADOX.
[1795]- Your rovrc.^pondont " Culrford " (1772) ,u-opoun<ls lu.

r great -groat-great-grand-

.t help intermarrying as I

3 wife's grandfather.

[1790]—The solution of the rather curious paradox wWch occurs
upon page 533 is to be found in the following simple facts :

—

Although every single individual in ordinary parlance is said to

possess two grandfathers, four great-grandfathers, <ic., these
various antecedents are at once, grandfathers, &.C., to many other
individuals.

Moreover, when marriage is contracted between members of the
same family, as is often the case among certain African tribes, it

occasionally happens that a person has but one grandfather, his

father's father and his mother's father being one and the same.

A glance at the annexed diagram will show at once ho^

matter stands ; the dot.s represent individuals, and those a
of each angle indicate the parents of the person foi

the

z ther ? dowi From this

that if we allot to any individual in the lower line (A for example)
his common share of ancestors, he will posses a grandfather on hia
mother's side and another on his father's side (apparently two,
but in reality only one) ; the fathers of these, and of their wives,
make four great-grandfathers (still represented by one) who, with
their wives, are the offspring of eight great-great-grandfathers (the
complete eight, as a matter of fact, being a single individual of the
first pair). Again, ten boys, each having a father, should make
ten fathers in all, but if the boys are brothers there is only one
father. All humanity must be more or less related, and the
evident reason which your correspondent requires why the popu-
lation increases instead of decreasing, is because in almost every
case a grandfather has more grandchildren than a single grandchild
has grandfathers. Alex. Mackie.

[Solutions are also sent by " Scotus," George Falkner, F. W. H.,
A-c.-En.]

SYMMETRY.

ins of taste frequently a))]

it in using the word " .-vi

th balance ? Surely he is not. Nev,
one in this misuse of the word ; it .>

1 journals devoted to art subjects, i:

not symmetry. Symmetry, accordin]
armony of proportion—the proportion
hole together. A work either of Nati
id without being symmetrioul. As t

But

rs of t,

,s the ei

it B

1 to be 8 can be clearly

LETTERS RECEIVED A

W. C. Penny was horribly shock
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poHeges.

libration in loDgitnde will bring more of the wes
of the eurface into view.

—

Augustus J. Harvey nrgea me
npcessitv for national electrical engineering and phonetic training

[e is also anxious for the establishment of hospitals for

•ism or self-healing, though why a man cannot cure

himself at home he fails to explain.— Dr. Kx'ir.nT sends comments
on a dec sion (n^a nst h m) of a local Connty Cmrt Judge Th s

is not, however tho place to re ew legal j id ments in —^\

RoBixso\ points out m conne t on w th the art cle on p olo that

the cm ss on cf any reference to i movat le p Uev mikes it read

asthon£,h the roj e be ge npU passed over one fixed pulley over

headpo\er wis i « gamed tie fact hen" that under

snch circnm-itance tw 11 1 le over lull pnll upon
one end of the rope to

I
1 1 r— J nN P^r -i

About as much Conne 1 ctr e f cl inces

as it has with tbe K 1 tl oncnc r f it

described m the otl 1 — \ 1 lEO 1 tp

final paragraph on p 50o cf last volume Let me implore

you to keep your ten per —J4 ie L i \ Th bright d ac

of the sun which we see ai d wf cl istronon ers caU the
" Photosphere is a species of self lum nons cloud surrounding the

sun
;
just like our clouds, only made up of metallic vapours instead

of water. It is needless to say that the temperature must be

stupendous to maintain metals in a gaseous form. Well, such spots

as you saw are depressions in this photosphere. If you have ever

watched the water in a mill-pond, near the penstock or sluice, you
will have noticed how the surface exhibits little funnel-shaped

depressions. Now, in some way iil-understood, it is supposed that

sun-spots have their origin in a somewhat similar sucking down of

the matter of the photosphere, and the cooler gases, of course,

brought down from above would look darker than the surrounding

highly-heated ones. The nucleus of the spot, which seemed to yon
black bv contrast, would be unbearably brilliant if it could be

isolated.' Ton should read " The Sun," by the Conductor of this

journal, or the volume with the same title by Professor Young, in

the " International Scientific Series."— J. V. Hall suggests to

"Hallyards" that he should comment on "commence" for
" begin," " penetrate " for " pierce," and, in fact, on the

employment of words of Latin origin generally, when Saxon

ones exist and are more expressive. V>'e have largely to

thank Dr. Johnson for this depravation of the English lan-

gnage. "Hallyards" resides permanently on the Continent.

—

H. E. B. I recognise the justice of much which you advance ; but

yon must bear in mind that the dicta in question were put forth as

those of a dead woman of the highest literary ability, and of almost

world-wide fame (or notcriety), and neither as arguments, norwilh

any expression of approval. I suppose that if I reproduced

filthiest and :

"

^ in hot c

Indian doctor n-, man with the average clean-

liness of our ra , -ry slightest need for it in the
tropics; while you iiave fniy to consult the first qualified medical

ta,,e m tl s country. Forgive me for saying that your whole
reason ng is fallacious. It is Art and not Nature that perpetuates
1 ere 1 tary disease by keeping people alive who would infallibly

succirab but for its aid. How long do you think the breed of

loehor cs would remain pure—or fancy pigeons continue without
I vert 1 to their ancestral form of the bine rock, but for the most
II ert and watchful care on the part of breeders? All this

c tb at tl e very root of ycnr argument.

—

Jasies Ellis, in ascending
a Irv 'sen cr shaft in Leeds about a year ago, discovered a half-grown
fro w th Its mouth (seemingly) entirely sealed up. This he gave
to a lo al medical practitioner, who kept it in a Ward's case

;

nltie for some time, no alteration in its mouth took place.

i 1 on tie 1 reduction of the frog, however, for the inspection of

son e naturalists, it was found to have adapted itself to its changed
c rcumstances and, under the influence of light aud the presence

of injects to have opened a mouth useless to it in the blackness
of darkness of the sewer. Our correspondent's idea is that the
frog was developed from some spawn thrown away in the water in

which some watercresses had been rinsed. Having kept batra-

chians for many years, I can myself say that when they hybemate,
either inspissated saliva, or something, does form a kind of skin,

which makes it very diflicult for them to op«n their months on their

return to their usual life.—Dr. Cubrax. Keceived with thanks.

Will communicate with you by-and-by as to your idea of

reproducing them.— W. H. Greene. Thanks, but crowded
out for want of space.—Dr. Lewins. I am entirely with
yon as to the nttcr unsoundness and nntenability of much
which Tou assail ; but when you proceed categorically to assert,

in effect, that matter is eterna'l, and that what the overwhelming
majority of mankind agree in calling mind, soul, or spirit is

immanent in it, and neither has, nor can have, any separate exist-

ence, I can only regard such assertion, in the existing condition

of our knowledge, as (in Scottish legal phraseology) " not proven."
All I can say is\\yrosu,.—Cnyn\i'^TATon. The Condnctor returns to
England in a week or two (see p. 527 of last volume), and it shall be
submitted to him. Once more, thanks for artistic pictnre.—J. C.

Claxchy. Ttterly out of place in a scientific journal, however
*

' ' ' '' " '^allvart'S. " Est modus in rebns j Bunt
lefine

interloc :ould

accuse me of admitting evidence for Pantheis

yourself, didnnquestionably trench on theological ground, inasmuch
as yours was a categorical contention for positive miraculous inter-

ference in explanation of a phenomenon of nature. It did not strike

m.e that " Ultra-gas " was advanced to explain the action of gravity.

The whole question you raise is a delicate and difficult one. See

first reply to Dr. Lewins, for example, at the beginning of p. oSi,

in illustration of what I have to contend with.—General Babbage.

Can any possible advantage accrue from protracting the discussion ?

As for "calumnies," had tlie late Jlr. Sheepshanks and the present
'

) name on'y two people) nothing to complain of

alw!

1 that r

3 think self V.

Should have been sent to the
?ntlv gratify you to have the

n only deplore, for the sake of
^' circulation could hardly

The

1 place. The r

;rs.— .1. H. Wai
ignifyi,

:
pcv

Lt the shops. Mind a)

varnish loo bare. D
: of your telescope i:

table of the a

you ask for exists, c

which hav
t the icles c

30

pearcd here. I question if such a

of the various parts of the body as

lid be compiled. Your idea that people in

a line passing through the middle of the

inner fore-arm passes when produced inside the shoulder-joint are

more remarkable for mental than physical perfection, can only be

established or disproved by observation.—I. J. Colluns. Tou are,

I imagine, tinder a delusion as to the general benefit of the opera-

afford to hint at one of your illustrations, /can't

—

I can't indeed. The entire subject savours de la sahfe ^ and I was
sorry afterwards that I did not merely acknowledge the receipt of

that correspondent's letter, instead of replying to it in a form to

provoke a rejoinder. Would you like your MS. returned ?—Howard
(;. TiizER.—The Conductor will receive your letter on his return
to England later on in the month.-F. W. Kind. (1) There is no
better work than Schmidt's " Doctrine of Descent and Darwinism,"
published in the " International Scientific Series," by Kegan Paul,
Trench A- Co. (2) There is no such a thing as a cheap scien-

tific dictionary, (3) nor does such a pamphlet on engineering
as you ask for'exist. (4) The volumes of the " Chandos Classics,"

published by F. Warne & Co., contain editions of the poets suitable

to your wants. (.5) This questionis simply an impertinence. What
business have von. or any one else, to inquire into the editorial

arrangements of this journal ?—F. W. H. Dovlf. (T) The orbits

of the planets are bv no means accurately in the same plane.

That of Mercury is inclined 7' to the ecliptic or plane of the earth's

orbit; Yenus's 3'; Saturn's, 2^°, &c.: wh;le among the planetoids

the inclination of Pallas's orbit is nearly 35°. If, though, as is

supposed, the whole solar system had a common nebulous origin,

its components would naturally be spread out approximately in the
plane of the equator of the original rotating vaporous mass. (2)
The path of any body describing an orbit— or even passing only
i.iice round the sun—depends upon the direction in space from
which it approaches him. (3) From the elementary principle that
' action and reaction are equal and opposite." The air rushing out
drives back the vessel containing it precisely with the force with
which it does so issue, and as that vessel is, necessarily, attached
to your hypothetical ship, it is not hard to see why the latter

remains unaffected. Did you ever try to lift yourself by the
waistband of your own tronsers ?—E. C. H. If you were standing
at either flank of a company of soldiers firing, of course not a

bullet would go near you. If you, however, stood straight in front

of the file which happened to be shooting, the passage of one or

two --155 bullets through your person would indicate with sufficient

clearness what was going on. To be consistent, though, yon ought
to maintain that under the former circumstances there was no filing

at all

!
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the French Defence, the game proceeding evenly, ti'

part of the game, llacDonnell and Pollock ezpwt
Eide by an advance of the KKtP. Masfin took a^h

weakness with his well-known judfrment and abii

came off victorions. GuDsbcrt? and Hunter began n

,.|Bird and Hewitt on Saturday. The former plav

,
j^dwantage in the developing moves of the French l)

game had to be adjourned The game was fan -.he

' and Bird and his partner won
Complete score of the B C A Tournament t
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FEMININE VOLUBILITY.

By Thomas Foster.

AMONG tlie minor miseries of life, wBicli become by
frequent repetition, and by steady continuance,

very serious troubles, perliaps tbc querulous volubility of

kindly women, is as apt as any to embitter life. The
scolding vixen is endurable by comparison with the un-
selfish woman, who.se anxiety for the welfare of those
around her leads her to make them all exceedingly un-
comfortable. I can imagine a man of sense exposed to

the angry vituperations of a Xantippe, finding in them
after awhile a fund of amusement. I cannot imagine
such a man becoming very angry with a mere shrew,

save perhaps for the effect of her vile temper on the
comfort and happiness of others. But it is diilerent with
the complaints of those whom we know to be well-

meaning. Their querulousncss is infinitely more tryin;,;-,

because we cannot separate from our sense of annoyance
the sense of utter incongruity between the object fliev

"
atter of

ndly

really have i
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mero jiaticnce to bear the miser}-—patiem
all may be at last overworn, or remainine
the patiouco of disgust instead of the patie

•GilOWTH OF A FAMILY.

By RiciiAKi) A. Proctor.

MR. FHANCI.^ C
obtain from lu,

development of cliil^

rarious ages. But I i

supply of f

fuller infoi flin l;r

r,ls of

is likely tnsupplN
Talnablc tli.iu tli.

logieal recnr.l. w],

useless loads in

kittle cattle (n s

may lead us to i

apt to project u- •

Still t.liere ,-;,i; 1

compiled stati-t w

would be interisii

the heights «{ ( li

may possess hiu'li pli v-ii 'luLMriil int-i-r'^t. r^jM'i-iilly if

accompanied by iiifunniit ion as t'
i I'ln-uiii-tain-fs w'hii-h

may have affected gi-owtli.

I have not myself been very attentive tu sueh matters,
although so far as numerical relations are concerned I

have had as good opportunities as most men. Since 1866
(when the Corner House fell, and by its fall condemned
many innocent persons to hard labour for life), I have
not been so constantly with my family as Mr. Galton's
statisticians are expected to be. Many times I have
been away from home for seven or eight months at a
stretch ; and once I was away nearly two years. And
indeed, it has been merely in a casual way that I have
taken measurements, usually when by some lucky chance
my whole family were gathered together and the question
of growth chanced to be started.

I was surprised, therefore, to find that the records I
had scrawled on the margin of a certain page, gave so
much information as, when analysed, they appear to me
to convey. That page is the one" in LarJner's " Common
Things Explained," in which Quetelet's curve of growth
is given. I used to compare the heights of my children
with those due to their several ages according to
Quetelet's mean curve ; and so I naturally pencilled in
my notes alongside that curve of comparison.
A short time since I made a clean copy of these

pencilled notes. In the course of the work it"^ struck me
that a series of curves for comparison with Quetelet's
would be interesting. The smaller figttre in the accom-
panying engraving arose out of this idea. It will be
esen that the heights for the five children dealt with are
shown in curves set down on the same plan as Quetelet's
growth curve, so that one can see at a glance whether
the height of a child at any age was above or below the
aTjrago height for that age. (Quetelet's curve corre-

sponds to a height, when full grown, of rather more than
5 ft. 6i in.)

Bnt'l first set out the heights of the different children
deait'with (I omit the records of several of my children
who died young) as they were recorded on given dates,

obJHaining the very curious series of curves occupying the
larger-scale portion of the drawing.

_voU,J. Ur .-. ia-„.., L,.J ...y ivcurJs
lii-e uf a dehuite lAnu they would

I publishing.
'

lie explanrltinn. The progress of
f" lit.

, but the height
ird those in the

'i! j-fret " (to tise an
I .1 no regular m^ea-

;
_• always a squaire-

. c .w..il it just touched
e on the head is a very
asy to determine when it

irface set with its plane
a vertical wall, you_qan
hi'iu'lit measurer, -c-j

drawings were made""are

Kame.
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EAMBLES WITH A EAMMER.
By W. Jkrumk. Haruisox.

(Continued from p. 215, YU. 17/.)

THK nortli-c:istrn. r

extend far to the scui 1

there are collieries and
Bodwortli and Polcswc
colliery sliafts run in

from Eazcley and Wili
sist ' of dark-bine shii

containing five workali

nessisSOft. Thes^. ,-,

shales; so far :,s that ;

ninto^efhrr to f. rn
paratly with tli-

Htaffordslnn. Coal-li.'

ditions and rrnlialilr al

(.f the nunrral.-, r..l,-,,ar a, id h> rnhl, aaha Lookin- now to

al.nut r>00ft.. lil-h, coiiii.nscd ,.f .|uirt/,ite, wl,ich extends

hill. It uill l,r iM-st t,o wall, al.ai- thr rU her abrupt
eastern hl,,j,r of thi.s rid-,., and tin ii to ivt niai to Nuneaton
rid Sto,-kln-fo,-d, whirl, Ih-M on tho u , ^tn ,, Mdr. Cross-

out-, a-o|. fr,Mn Tnith- Hill to I hut -I, ill, I'L ''.^,-rions

by ^^d,i,d,

land e

1^1

In

marls (2,000 fr. tl

been apjdied, but win ' - '

: .

form-the' iippermo.st ,i ,
•

, . i , ,: .

|
, i.

mationV these e.xtii; !

'

• .

distance of Leaniinn'f n :•.;.'] W : -w i,'!: . ( O; i!,. ii,r:i|.

east, and west, the true relati,.,us <i the eoal-nietusurfS t,j

the Surrounding strata are obscured by faults—great dis-

locations of the rocks by which the beds are "displaced
from their true level to the extent of thousands of feet

But it is of the rocks which undoubtedly lie I, low the
coal-measures in this district that we especially desire to
treat. In the maps and sections of the ^inh.-'nal Mirvey
the c6al-seams of Warwickshire are ,sh,?uii .is nu,l, i-hiiu

by 2,000 feet of " lower coal-mcasur,.s '
1,, l,iw uhi,li is

shown "millstone orit " l,O00f,..ct in tl,nk„, ., M ,thin

the 1 -' 1 ,
o ,

Fij. 1.—The Wanviekshire Goal-fielJ, (^cale, 3 miles to 1 in.)'

I^lixxl Pre-Cambrians. f^r'^//^ Cambrian Shales,
j

j
Coal-

Measures.
||[ [|||||

Permian.j^^^^ Trias. -,-i_,-i- Railways.

Faults. (Tho arrows show the direction of dip.)

--h" ,

i„-

v,M

Wo r.hii

which -als., , MM, I the Wrekin, in Shrop-
shire;' Cr, -

;
I

, there is a hue section
exposed in a .ji, my ,1 :, to the canal. Here the
(inartiite is traversed by an intrusive rock, which
Mr. AUport has showTi to be a diorite, composed

id a dis-
-

''
,

t
' ' I

;- -parateil from the
— ; i ;, ;. !|,/ v;u-ic.S iu ColopT

iv-n vA/v.- o, ,•, ,1, ;.:.| ,.a, ,1a- v,,i.v sptvks of decoDl-
p, M-,1 hl.par. At it, h.-,. it i, r,::i , f an.atl.r fragments
of fclstnno tt.al .slat.a .haav,-l fn.ni tla- mcks beneath.
Esfimafin- tl,,' th la): ia>, ,,f tli^ ,j,t,rl/il,. at 1,000ft.,
we tiud tliat, bau,hs of ...l,,d,, app,Mr alout the middle, and
as we approach the top tlas,. .shalv hods bLaa.me thicker
and mere numerous. No f,..sMls htu e vet been found in
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Sin(lsf,,u,'.s ;,,„! ,,,:,|-ls ,'.xt,„,l,s I, I (l,r M,„. I, ,11s ,,f CI, ;,,!.-

wood, lr,„nl,.s,ll.(:,,,(. .\t tl,r r,„,f , fll„...|,,|.,^ 1. ;k :

A\r uii,lri>l;,i„l llii.s i„,w, I

md lie l„l (

used (i,i;,rry in
_

the quartzite ;,r,' ixpus, ,1. 'J'he quari'y is Kiirruui,,!, d liv

a fence and a lit I li' s|,i,ii,(y. but tdamberiug over at I he
northern end mi- ;,t ,,i,ii' liml ourselves among rucks nf a

totally distinct i,;,i,uv to (li,,se of Loth the ridge ai„l the

plain. First ther,' is ;i small area of a hard, coinpaet,

much-jointed, shitv, cr phity rock which is travei'sed

by an intrusive" dyke of a very handsome rock
—a quartz /W..//, ulneh sends tongues rainifvino-

through the s'latv I'.'ck. Jiut the ujass n'f the r.„-k mtu
inthc<|U;uTv is ;i ,l;,rk-ah,i,.st Lkck- reck, ef a dulh

EfHH
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TRICYCLE8 IN 1885

B\ JciHN Bbowmnc
{Chauman of the London Iruyrle CM )

A NEW MACIIINF—THF COVL\TR\ CUAIR
SMALL WHEELS ICrSL5 LARC

T

, NOTHKR nt« triLjcle Ins just been m\tntc(l

V. piUiitcd, u, "

lOtt

lit fou\ ud l>y Ml

1 I i( . (1 the first experim

papsenger,
1 Ih, v,cni

1 ^vhcek,

licll was
I

i
t undiB-

lu Cb-Jir

vithi:

1 pun,,

iblin 11!? of I b ul 1 111} s

having been suddenly stopped, caused by mud liavmg ccot

in between the tetth of the latk and biidcued, and tbus.

jammed my stteimg
Of course, icir sttirincr isnot.fifMlf m i,h int ,j-< but

a rcir btccrcr cm p. ImII^ U ,„ „I, lijii.i il, n. , fi ui

stecrer, and it c m c 1 1 1111I3 b( di i\i n ii|i lull ( i hi Hi
expenmentil mioliiiic 1 liad Avcj^bul . iil\ iliiit (.11,,

and 1 bhould think 1, vciy lyhtuudst.i uiil, ,n , llu luit

break could be m uk not to ^vtlgb nu n th m >i) lb I

found mtlio m..d(l is it maj bt ttmu.l ,1 xnIiuIiikik

of the lurthutu uljustibk, tbit tin pi.l ils wi il 1 itlu i

btj iuliii\ 1. uh iiMUvcubi.nu niches too fa in fi out of

mc, s.lli.i I III I (o wii'. >Mth a thuist, mslcid of tlu

vcifuil uliiin 1 im ustd to, md tlit h mdlc bxr -vMs

about thrcL inchts too low, touimg m contict with my
thighs

Ytt, with all thcho disadv intij,£s, the machine be

ha\i.d f arly wtll llic sttciin^ w i& better than that of

any c (lu 1 u n sn ( u 1 I have tried, excepting, possibly,

thi I \n mill hould be recollected that the Phillpott

mieliiiK h 1'^ t III iiU mtage of bicycle steering I tested

thtstLiiiii^ IS Mill) IS T ronld bee lu&e this was th(

only point 01, uln h I u -, doubtful of its piifoMunu.
Inthocoursi ifiiiN 1,1 1 jiut lubt out of the diiMu,
wheds and tl,, mill liiml stei imt, wh, el o%(i i st.nie of

at leist thiie 1111 lies dmiutn wluu i iinnuig down
hill, without ceusui^ the m u liuu d \\ei\e, at xll

dangerously

The Rtee.ingisT.r> pe.ulm lu ,1,^ ,1 1 ,n_ul so tb it

hop.

II,

plum

r si

111

ciriH sti'i'"('u

Duentij 1 I

before 9 $0 lli ii
1

some, refreshmeut iml
1 1 o'clock

Vt 110am the rider and dnvei had reached the
clock tower at Towocstii Here run began filling mel

showers kept coming down throughout the ust of tin

I fie&h

Li.^ele Club mil U
Ml A J A\ils(n

mxde by Llojd Btos

wheels gcaed up to

lllsuU

_.pii

suifici foi ,11 thre

blCAek t,onciillj bill

^\luelsinlim, whuli
The di tinee ridden

)llsh( 1 1 1

About two J

c

,rii< r, ridiculiun

\h.tls could b<

and fister uiihill li

than an ordinal j bie><

the score of safet j , it 1,

itt lied from
silyon to

],m., thue
t 22 hours,

t Ml, ill r n

( f the WaveJ-lej
^ 57 m wheel
1st.,, Quidr.nt,

iiMh w,n.a.ily,
1 d .hi sen being

ill 111 hnd good
1. 1 1 of the

I I I for two

< wrote to KnOW-
uyelc with 40 in.

IS 111 wheels, yet

m diumg wheels

., «heel of 57 ID

TIumlx;r *
cf their

1. md .11

' „ I > mid« ej

ill It It is nearly, if

, U . u 1 level road,

undoubtedly faster

1 itiug roael, and, on
t 1 be desiied
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CHATS ON GEOMETRICAL
MEASUREMENT.
Bi KlfllAll \ I'l XIOR "

1

u I ( f tho strip of tht SI 1

ll

2
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of t

qual 1

whole
spher.

.

CncloKinf^ cylinder, it folio

Hie cylinder < B 1) T is e.jiii

hemisphere B A D.
We have in fact this

A B E D, Ficr. !

the £ rfiic of f

f rin

parallel to tlie base (.f (Ik

area, of the part jiAP
•(•urved area of the eylimli

A. Cm
of il

n.ler

of i T Y ,

(•=1t(IU')== 4 tii:= 2 A 0. 2 7r

tfreat circle <

A. So that if we divide AE into fm
A M, M G, G ^^ N E, and draw I M I

l^araUel io tT ov y Y, the area of the s

into four equal parts, each eqvial to a gi

sphere.

M. Tes. Note also that the surface

tiqual to two-third* -tfee-t©tai->8urface <

i

-^ (To be co^itinuei.)

Memoey.]—" A short time eince, I went through a course of

inatructionl under Professor Loiaette, at 37, New Oxford-street,

and I must say that I was greatly charmed with it. It laiiswered

my everjc ; requirement. It ignores all harassing liijks and
foreign associations. It appeals directly to the inner workings
of man's (lervous system, and obtains as a response a; measure
of BBCCcss by no other means obtainable. Who, for, example,

by any otfcer known nstem, could hope to commit to memory
indelibly ai string of 008 fig'ureB of the Ratio of the Circum-
ference of tiie Circle to its Diameter, and that in the short space

of two hours ? And yet this is quite an ordinary performance with

the Professor's pupils. But an astonishing feature about the

matter is that, when any series of toames, dates, figures, passages of

prose or poetry, Ac, is memorised, it may be picked up at any point

and rehearsed forwards or backwArds with equal facility, and all

this without using any key. So simple, too, are the principles upon
which the system is based, thaf-they kiro capable of being mastered
with the greatest ease by persons of all sorts and ages. So satisfied

ani I with the system as a means of scientific memory-training,
that 1 alJi convinced that at ^ome not very distant date it will

form part of the cnrrioulnm at our scboole. But of what age, it

wiill be w\sed, is all this to telegraph, elorks ? Hare they no neetl

for improved and cultured memories ? Are they so conversant with

all that goes on around them, that when thoy get a sheet of almost

niidedipherable flimsy, they can call upon the iiatnral memory to

aid them P I think not—nay more, I am sure they are not. Never-
theless, were their memories once trained, an impression once made
would endure for ever, and there wquld be no quustion of whether
Mr. So-and-So or Mr. Soracbody-clso were mcmlR^r fur such-and-

anch a place. Further than this, I am convinced that there is

nothing which a telegraph clerk could study with better a(lv.Tnlai,'p,

or with a prospect of aecuring a greater return fer tlie outlay.

A short time since a youngster walked into the rrofri^S(.i'H room
for a lesson, saying he had been trying foi

had it

3 Mor The r

8 pel

of the code,

-r of the sor

tl>e Professi
and also the Army Flag SigniiHing Cu.lc, into Ijis no

lessons, together with more than one (iHnL-innl a|-|

aystem, making his the raostromplelo uml cvIihusi iv

•aOBt Wnral and etttfctive, systeni of niouKiiy ivo
little incident way help to show how easy it is

memory when once we sot about it in ratiomil aud n;

Prom the " TeUgrafhUt," June 1, 1885.' ' '

i' jrlilfE IN DEATH.

^T0 one canhavo rend PTten^ively in any species of

ij literature without -o. ' ..; passages or occur-

rences, which must- .'!'
!

' _' ' i.^t—appear to him
to be incredible, if m.i al>,-, iofo , impo.ssible. Nor is

this experience peculiar to «,-rk^ ,.f tietion, in which it

would, of course, be more excusable than el.-.'.vbf i-- : it

obtains also in the <xr.i\cv productions of tlo- litoi\,i y |
on,

and exaggeration rather than diminution i.s //,• el.ai-ac-

teristic' of the gnius irrihihile vatuvi every whore.

Passing bv, therefore, as being in a measure )irivile.a-d,

the "words that breathe, and the th.mghts that biu'n
"

of the i.oet, we will desrend into the lower jlaincflhe

nd ( ,-)ln

od, '

"Vha't peculianJies of soil, cliinato, an 'l fo..!

-n certain races, and .so avoid teehnieality ...f

setiiiM^ivilist..! elLTiLn'has'those organs of si-htVh,e^^^

touch, and the like, with which he has to coniond f r his

support with the beasts that ] orish,moro highly or ,-or„.i-

tively developed than his ht-nfher of the eityortho
,
lains;

and as an illustration of this, \se may point iotl„;fiol,

noticed in all the pttper-, ll.af the Maorlo. wlo, lately

visited this conntrvalwaA-s.^^ land bofot-o ...y of thtir

fellow passengers.
' The .savaoo man, / >.v- o;, ,;, oan sus-

tain with imprmifv rni amount of exposure ai:d sutToriug

that would cortatnlv ]
rnvo fital to his nion- oiviH..d

brotlier, and the insens.lalit v ^> ith whieh tho Ai.a-rican

Indians, for instance, endure initiatory and otlier tribal

tortures is simply astounding. A similar measure of

imperturbable indifference to pain, and even death, has

been noticed in Oriental countries, and all our doctors in

India testify to the rajidiiy atid sang-froid with which

their ]iiitients in that country bear and recover from

the effects of !.,'i-ave sur-ieal oper.vtions and other like

iniuries.* But this ].htu=e of the question is t,'enerally

acknowled^•ed ;
so that wc need not dwell further upon

it here, atal one has onlv to examine the calf-mu.^olo. of

the ,i:,»sv„.o or the hor.se-joek.y, or the Mooi-, of the

blackstnith, to Hnd that some of their ,„useU->, as well,

IHThaps, as of their faculties, are developed at the

ex pen.M...f others. '

'that doiu^'hty deeds of persbnal daring and adtfentnre

wire thought more of in the piast than they are at jiresent,

* The following illustrative case in point is taken from Dr.

Livingstone's "The Zambesi," p. -163, and appears to be otherwise

worthy of reproduction in this connection. A native woman was,

aaphi

.t fro

of a fuUe'wor of \. ' ,. - • " --•..''^'1 o. '.he biL-k, the

,)
'

1 .
I

,,, fv . i Mu!s sl'iowiii.' t'::i-, lH)th lungs

h-el'l'.o,''n niptm-o-t Tl ! I .o. lorrloigo iwhioh was, of course,

I

frightfu'l was restrained by nn iutueiou of hot ooffeo being ponrod

I

into the wjunds, and—he recovered.
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whelming odil-

undertake t ii i

acknowleiL
and illusTi

Descnl

e lit en

^>hlch

nil Lk Lmdsav

• Apropos of this " pinning," reference may be made to the case
of the youDSf Russian sailor, mentioned in almost all works on
surgery, -n-ho thi ueh pinned to the deck by a trysail mast, which
it penetrated through his body to the depth of an inch, yet
recovered, and i\as ible to resame his laborious employment 1U
writer ma\ be here permitted to say that he has seen cxpenrntut
tried on the ' subject," Ac , f Dr the purpose of verifying or
proving these narratnes, and that m no instance have theuM
corresponded with the effects said to be leabsed under the < i

ditions narrated above ^ ictor Hugo mentions (" Histoire d u i

Crime," p 155), the case of "un ouvrier, perce d'oatre enoutie
(qui), s'arracha du ventre la bayonnette et en poignarda UB soldat "

I) li

his sword, ^hith
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the lalis stamped on the ground, ;

impatient.

As may easily be imagined, the gesture language has

no more inflections than the Chinese, and tlie same wign

stand* for walk, walher, walki,i.j. ,r.,ll,../, ,r.,ll.;sl. At,,

hence, theoretically, the various purls <.l'
|

i . rh iiim;, \v

supposed to be not easily di.sliii-uislmM-', 1 nt tins is

rarely the case, as words or signs arr uiHlrisiL^od by the

context. The deaf mute arranges his sentences some-

what after the manner of the Latins, always putting

first the word which he considers the n
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t' iiiM ii\ J,,uii I , \[i.s-,i,,u i\r a| t to l„> ,,v,r-

nid , Ml, ilic „iini„ of the «ov,is to «lnch tlu^
>. t. uiitt.n Who at lirst sight -(voald iniacciiic

../ Ill Us I'tymoloffual meaning is a somdlmtii
loia thi Inuit. Professor 8.iycc has beautifully
(it tins ttndenry in the -words, "Language is tlie

e-hou^e of ^\orn-out similies—a living testimony
n!,tinet of man to find likeness and rcsemblanee

Me. H. R. Goodwin, of the North Manchester B.C., has recently
completed perhaps the most remarkable ride ever yet accomplished
on the bicycle. Leaving Land's End on June 1, be rodo to John o'

Groats ; having reached which point in seven and a half days, he at
once tnmed southward, and arrived again at Land's End on the
16th, having completrd the double journey from one extremity of
England to the other, or about l.SOO miles, in less than sixteen
days. From Land's End 5fr. Goodwin rode to London, where he
arrived on the 19th, the total distance ridden being 2,050 miles, in
exactly .nineteen days, or an average of about 108 miles per day.
He rode a 40 in. "Facile," which carried him well from start to
finish, and he arrived in London fresh and well.

Thx London Stereoscopic and PiiOTaGBAPinc Companv, Limited.—
For many years this well-known photographic business has existed

"Con 1 the rdinar 1 of t)

le only. It has latterly been pretty generally understood that
tne enterprise was a proprietary one, carried on by tlie lato Lord
Mayor, with the assistance of bia son, Mr. Charles G. Nottage,
Mr. Howard Kennard also being a partner. The recent death of the
first-named gentleman, however, has induced the surviving partners
to convert the business into a " Company," in the fullest financial
sense, and a prospectus (which .ippears in another part of this
number) has been issued, setting forth that the recjuired capital is

e o£ 18.000 BhareB of So each. We
th the financial aspect of the ques-

mbersof amatei
photographers, and the
Company would largi'.ly

seem to be a speculation

of view, and one offerin

opportunity of forn

applying their wants^

of the proposed
rould

: often

idvantageons i

reliance is justified, inasmuch as I

actually existent, not merely estir

nird of tie purchase-money in ehar

n paid tn ordinary shareholdi
aith ii

purely financial intereat, unt

pages only because we knc
large number of amateur

prospectus alluded to.

cs.sful rorking of the Compai

FIRST STAR LESSONS.
By Richard A. Proctok.

THE constellations included in the twenty-four maps < f

this series are numbered throughout as follows (the

names being omitted on the maps, to clear these as far as

possible from all that might render the star-grouping less

dutinct) :—
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?vl(;ilT SKY FOil JUIA' (.FinsT Map of Paih),

Sliowing tlic lieaTfiig as they appear at the following hours :—

Even n
A tca.'l

has ..x

wliu-h '

Kvon\'l
even II,

condiwl.

lUii.lr Mr. r,,-w,s

has aUon\f)tcd \o fasten on licr. Ot\c miifht ns well upjily
|

such a tfcrtti'^o d Boc'6nd wife' -vtHo wa^ asister'Of the first.,
|

r.ai.Miii,-,-,s Mirli a u.arriaije iUesral. To
rpoM-s, siivo MS r,M_r:n-as the iftter of the
n;is ( ;i(ir-c I ,i\m s's wife. Therelation

mirriiiLTr has sd-li 'in ---ptrhaps never^—
fully fuliilK.l, I'll,' law would have

I ci-iiiiiwal li:i'l tli<' Iriral ceremony been
'li, whciliiT l'\ ]M'ii'^! IT inn'j-isrfrate ; and to

,^ltl, tl
I

Ini/nsd ,n:,_N .ay ll.O faith) of GcOrgO

ui;aii-a' V ill..', Tlw.ai'lvi .iiit 1 hey liad to COn-

eaeh rnuld trust the other to tcgard it as snch.

who knew either, certainly rib one who under-
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stands the mtaniiv.'- of (Icoriro Eliot's life, can doubt that

they were unit, il liv ;i tie \vhich was to them perfectly

sacred. Whftlu r, tlic i,vi>i-ld beingf what it is,—most
easily offended vvlierc il clTemls most ri'iidilv— Ceni-nre

Eliot and Georf^e Luwcs should h.-.vr . -rvMr.-.l ihrn.M-h-L-s

rather than oftcud the worse niiiul.il (1 m.:!! nmst lite-

rally sacrifir, themselves, becuusr tl.ev «nul>l h^ve s;ieri-

ficed the l"»tt, !]:,,' - f tin ir life \Nork, ..£ wli

1 pi> the

It

selves, thor

.aldr
might

But would tl
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I'it hu It :i h(i

thoroui^hly trust ivcrtl ^ i

Th, r/inno)! > I,, 11 111
I
In, ot irilo>.

(L nd n L T i ( i n A Co l^M ) Ytt n

tiiiibliti n t tl ,, ,u.a of Villus' llii

>.'h t

sttlht
1 i

s .f t:

.f kunui
fur iddlD

Aritus wIlilU bt\

of reprjductioim t

map of eq^uat n il ^

tTdito the t xt Til

should coian li

of oui cxi-,ti

,S'- , n>,j . -

. dc 1 Aiil

cerU,imlT if miwu is to le t ui_,'ht m ur j ulilir (_k

mtntirj bohools, it wculd not be t isj tu hud i, LLtti.1 li

more thoroughly SLUaible and practicirl manuAmu,n Mr
Haskms has given up His book furnishes abundrnt

internal evidence of [the possession on the pirt of its

author of a sound and com] i t ut kn «ltl'- cf hi^

subject, and—what Isibyno iul ui^ m\ 1 1 ilU is-, luk 1

with such Ino-n-kdsfe-,-the fiLiil\ it li i 11\ imi itii

it We hope that hw -noik nmII net ^^Jth th su

which it undoubtedh di_ m i \ t >

The Studio, a,ii }]Iit to ] T It B^ n \

E0BlNb0\ (Londcn IiilT a ( i^tr l^s _l'ri

manly addressed to the pioii,ssional j 1 t i
I

1 i ^1

Robinson s capital little book nia.j bi u 1
|

tit Ih m 1

advantageously by e\ (kj amatcin wh 1 i ti it 1 < i

who ever proposes to i try, to tike a j i it icw l£

our living wi iters haVe done as much is Mi Robinson

to forward the gro-svth of aitistic fistc m i
hotogi xphy,

and to render the i)hotogi-iph icillj a thing of btT,uty,

and not a mere hird, dij, mechmical rtiroduction of

the object depicted, tie sustains his -well-earned repu-

tation in the present sjnall volume.

Crowded Out; or, Hot Hung for Want of Space at the

Boyal Academy, 1885. Edited bv Hinrt Lassatlk.

(London: Sampson Lowi Co. 1PP3,)- ^^Ir. L:iss;,ll... has

done a real service to art in tin- puliliiat i.u nf tlir w^rk

whose title heads this notice. By tli.- uiM nf .sometlilii-

like a hundred /'./';-iJ;)ij7e skotchej; dr.nvii by tlie ;u-ii>t .s

own hands, of picttircs rejected ut the Ju.yid Aciulemy, the

reader is furnished with the means el' emit vast iiiq- the

obvious artistie exeellenee of some ef the paintings wliich

filled to gain iuliiu,.si,.n, uith the mass .i meJloerity

(to say nothiiiu- ul duwiiri-la rubbi.sh m plaee^) which

appears upon the ualls.

The Ifoo/.'^ /;''
,

'
'' I \ ' V " '' 7''-w,/

Slattef & I;.. 1".^
! lai:. M ,-, 'I y i

• •. :-
:

.'ie;il

argument w.; ;
1- 'a-.ly v\u-^r v, , n-. •, \\h,t'\ia- it

may be worth (and we h.ave a very detinite opinion

of its value), it is not Seience. His hypothesis of

the cause of the coincidence in time of the moon's

motions of revolution round the earth and rotation on her

own axis may "be briefly epitomised by saying that he

considers that-.thegtavitaitiBg. force of the two hemi-

1 ^ f tlie e irth \nd her satellite which ire f vcing

tl r ill i^t 1 t IS though producing temporary co-

n II 1 til it s > t ) spc xk thu outside hemisphere of

I I m ' itt, tid bj nosuJi f jrCL must ti ud to

I 1 hi 1 n < f tho moonsmutnn f timslation

1 n 1 r und Tht. proiimity c f the t irth and
1 I 1 tl t 111] irat]\tly small dittti m in then

I 1 U m (_ 1 is one rt is n uliy th. 4UIS1

. 1 nllix t lilt tli,si e nhtims i.ssurelly do
I 1 11 < 1 1 hqit 1 ml hw f ursadlitts,

1 t S t in ml I i.lus in b th .f ^^huh ctses

\ I \il n t i tl t m ,1 1 f tl .11 tmubof
1 n ml 1L\ liit, n ^ u ulfc .Mi i> nnan's

1
s, , ml ( atli A\ f" 1. I 1\ r ' rl his I r ,k as

ihii

jlu li

J i!v ^ T
, I n
(L nd n

to mea
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becaase in the south pole's samraer the earth is ia perihelion*, so

that it would remain hot after the north one. It has been replied

tl it in tho=e very remote times othvr conditions obtained, owing

tD the different ellipticity of our orbit; but a letter in K. last

spnii„' shewed that no trustworthy calculations esist as to thi«,

Bii the discovery of Neptune vitiated all the previous ones.f I

tl u V tno things may lead to conclude that the north pole waa
th t t (a) the fact that Torres Straits divide the southern

fr m cho northern fauna, as if the northern had had a longer ran)

{h) tliat man has become most civilised north of the equator.

TLrc a or four books have since advanced this theory; one waa
noticed in A', but I have not seen any of them.

vpothesis is admitted, it is clear that life bepan, and con-

"very long, under conditions wholly different from any
with wliich we are familiar, or indeed which erist on earth now.

All living things must have been conBned to a roughly circuUr

patch round the pole, widening as the earth cooled. The heavenly

bodies were entirely invisible; a dense cap of cloud hung over the

world, containing great part of our actual oceans. There would be

a constant hot wind from the south. In fact, a Russian bath must
During the six months' day then

If the h

IS a dim light, equal perhaps t(

iring the six months' night the;

cept perhaps for a few days be

Are there any data -whence w
isted under those conditions ?

that of a London station in a fog.

e would bo impenetrable darkness,

ore and after full moon.
I can guess whether man already .

I think ther

TUE GREAT SUK-SPOT.

pl7i)6]—*I must apologise for troubling yon again, but the taag-

nificent display of solar activity rfiowa in this splendid groop ia

worthy of notice in K

uld hybernate, with hia

ac'ive brain. Darkness alone would not cause him to do so, for

the mole, who lives always in the dark, is obliged to get up every

four hours and make a hearty meal, otherwise he would die of

1. But if man did stir at all during hia long night, he
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Appearing on the limb on the loth, unfavourable weather has
prevented us from seeing it again until to. day (June 20).

Certainly wo have had nothing like it ;i.s a di.iplay of force since

1883. The leading spot mea3nr<>a abuiit 1' 15" on the disc, while

the group in extreme length ia about 3' 40".

Observing it with a direct eye-piece, the eight is really flue. The
whole seems connected, and one common movement appears to

pervade the different masses. At times of superior definition a great
part of the penumbra seemed honeycombed with dark markings.
I enclose a correct copy of a careful drawing done at the screen.

G. L. Bbown.

THE OLDEST SOLAR MYTII.

tX7991—In letter (1779) I said I believed the Uaming sword of
Eden to DO a tradition of a real oocurrauce. Jt any curiosity be
felt, I will explain.

In 1880 I wrote an essay (unpublished) arguing that the real
Kden muBt Lave boon at the north pole ; at the pole, because the
globe woald, there first bo cool enough for We; at the north, i

would certainly bo most alive and active for all objects at the four

or five half-light periods of, say, eight days about the full moon.
Jlay not this be a more probable origin for certain periodical animal

functions than the only one Darwin could imagine ? viz., the covering

fvU I

lefiuitt julJ not coincide

we see all

in appetite at the same hour. The
or less brotlble lioth men andotbei
greater degree than tluj mere light

thgre are individuals w'

nights, exceeding, then,

ddtjji.jht doings.

2. There is a universal tradition of

iptitudo for the cliasi\ Ac, all others'

ago—" Sofumia

precisely the opposite oondit'on of• At present ; 12,000 years aj

things obtained.—E I). .- ' -

t This must betekon rum Haagiu) grano «aJis.—EfiUrii ai3t<iacK'.'>
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regno"—when things wore wholly different. Giyen that man
started from a savage state, how can this be accounted for, if hia

conditions were the same as with savages now J

3. When the present state of things were about, the earth would
be found less fertile, and life harder. The clond-c.-ip gone, and the

easy Paradise gone, for the first time men saw the sun. It must
have no donbt hurt their eyes very much at first. What more
likely explanation than this' for the flaming sword which turned

every u-ay—as the solar beams do—and was at the cost end of the

garden—where the sun rises ? The record seems a strange one,

if it cannot be explained naturally; for it would have seemed
more natural to a primitive narrator to set lions or other beasts

to guard the forbidden ground ; which we know is not on earth at

aU.

Space forbids to pursue this theme further ; but I suggest that

physicists, if they keep it in mind, may perchance find it explain

facts in natural history hitherto obscure. Hallyaeds.

THE MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF EVOLUTION.

: [1800]—" Commentator," in referring to my theory of evolution,

has unfortunately quoted a misprint from the brief extract given of

it, under the above heading (p. '180)

—

proposition should have been
printed proportion. The editor will therefore perhaps kindly
allow me to restate the several positions, and to allow the

printer to use capital letters and italics where I have used them :

—

1.

—

Adaptation to PiLrpose,Fitnesi, resolves itself into Adaptation

of Proportion to Purpr>se.

2.—Evolution, Deceloprnent/mto The Becoming f/ the Proportioned
in All Thinqs.

S.—Polities, into The Proportioned Adjustment of Material
Interests, and of Social Relations.

4,.—Ethics, into The Science of Proportioned Cojiduct.

5.

—

Hygiene, into The Science of Proportioned. Living.

6.—Education, into The Science of Training and Developing a

Proportioned or Beautiful Race.

7.—JEsthetics, into The Science of Proportioned Taste.

8.

—

Fine Art, into Proportioiied Art.

Pending the publication of my work I cannot enlarge upon the
subject, but I may say that the Mathematical Theory of Evolution

THE NATURE OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

[1801]—C. N.'s ideas (1761) are gradually becoming clearer-

Her former admission that " something exists independent of con"

Bciousness," carries with it, of course, the fact of this " some-
thing's" externality, and her present admission that " every valid

concept must certainly be correspondent with a thing," defines

exactly what that "something" is, and therefore completes her
surrender. My " vulgar realism of tripe and onions" will thus hare
had the effect of leading her from the refined philosophic tom-
fooleries of Lewinsianism to a higher, a nobler, and a wider con-
ception of the relationship that subsists between herself and her
surroundings.

If she will ponder carefully the subjoined extracts from G. H.
Lewes, it will help her to overcome the misgivings she still

evidently feels, as shown by her use of the terms " valid concept

"

and " group or synthesis of sensation"; as if a concept could be
non-valid, or a group of sensations could in some way fail to fully

represent the things so grouped.
In his " Problems of Life and Mind," Vol. II., pages 43-45,

G. H. Lewes writes :—
When " an insight irto psychological processes teaches us that

knowledge is a process of two factors, the organism and the
medium, the knowing mind and the object known, we come round
to the Btarting-point, and still say that to knew a thing as it

appears, is to know it as it is, under the objective and subjective

conditions of its appearence.
" A thing being a group of relations, varies under varying con-

ditions. Obviously this changing group will not be the same
throughout the changes, but it is here and there precisely what it

appears here and there—the manifestation changes with the

" The famous distinction, therefore, between is and appears is

either a logical artifice or a speculative illusion. The logical artifice

points to the distinction between general relations and particular
relations. The speculative illusion assumes that the knowledge of

things being only of appearances, can never be a knowledge of

things as they are in their inmost nature.
" Our utter inability to form a conception of the aspects which

known objects would form to a new sense, ought long ago to have
shown the inanity of speculating about the aspects of things in

relations not sensible, and ought to have closed for ever the dis-

putes about the enpra-sensible. The logical distinction between
the inward essence and the outward appearance is simply this :

—

The Thing considered outwardly— i.f., in its presentation to sense,

is the Thing in definite relations ; but, besides this, we conceive the
Thing as capable of other relations which are not definitely

specified, or as existing in indeterminately fluctuating relations

—

a mere possilility of appearance," which possibility of appearance
has—as is proved above

—

to ns, no possibility whatever."
J. S.

VITAL FORCE.

[1802]—"Meter"' (Letter 1759) almost piteously appeals to

ns not to seek to destroy people's reverence, not to rob the world
of hope, &c., which alone affords any valid reason against a man
doing just as he chooses. I would briefly console him. Men can-

not " do just what they choose." If there was no reverence, no
hope, no fear in the world, there would BtiU be "necessity :

" the
inexorable laws of cause and effect, actions, and inevitable conse-

quences. The first law of nature is "self preservation;" from it

spring all notions of right and wrong, the golden rule. Do ye unto
others as ye would be done by, for what you consider it wrong for

others to do to yon, it must be wrong for you to do to theoL
F. W. H.

P.S.—I would further impress on " Meter" that knowledge is

superior and, in fact, supersedes " belief." Teach people that. As
thou sowest, so shalt thou reap ; that evil actions produce evil con-
seqnenoes; that " sins " cannot be forgiven; that wrong done to
ourselves or to others must be suffered for; that .the laws of

nature cannot be transgressed with impunity ; that experience

proves to demonstration, that on oar "actions," not on our
" beUefs," hopes, or fears, depends whether we shall be happy^,

contented, and prosperous in our present life, here and now. up

MIND AND MATTER.
[1803]—" F. W. H." really does not seem to understand the diffi-

cultv some of ns find in accepting, just as thev stand, the axioms
of the Haeckel philosophy. The difficulty I, for one, find is this : I

grant all the premises. Every atom has a soul. Every combina-
tion of atoms has a composite soul, whether the combination is

organic or inorganic. Every molecule of carbonic acid has its com-
posite soul. When the carbonic acid is split up, each atom of
carbon and oxygen can call its soul its own again. So each plant
has its composite sonl, and each animal too. So far, all is plain
sailing ; but now comes the difficulty. Man has a composite soul
exactly similar to the composite sonl of carbonic acid, a plant,

or a dumb animal. Two of the attributes of a man's soul

are said to be consciousness and volition. Therefore, the souls of

possesses them, just as he is the only animal that can speak. There
seems to me no escape from one of the horns of this dilemma. One
of Darwin's main propositions to which " F. W. H." refers in-

directly—namely, that the life of the individual is a type of the
life of the species—is perfectly untenable on the theory of gradual
evolution. Where in the life of the species, according to the theory
of gradual evolution, is the jump the individual makes on his first

appearance into the light. If there is a corresponding jump in the
history of every species of placental mammals, what becomes of
the theory of gradual evolution ?

Again, admitting all Haeckel's premises about matter having
a soul, what is there to prevent the composite soul of the solar

system having the same control over the matter of the system that
a man's has over his body ? Suppose the sun uses the force of
gravity towards the planets because he likes them, and so cannot
help using it towards comets (just as when a man beckons to
three people he attracts them all when he only wants one), never-
theless, lets the comets know he does not want them by blowing
them all to pieces. What a delightful solution to the much-con-
tested problem of the cause of comets' tails ! On the other hand,
why should man, if Haeckel's doctrine of universal law be correct,
be the only combination of matter which is able to change its mind ?

Of course, it is more satisfactory to explain phenomena in a
simple natural way than to have recourse to a supernatural
miraculous way. But, when Sir Charles Lyell wrote hia "Principles
of Geology," the book that made Darwinism possible, it was the
custom to explain every geological phenomenon by a cataclysm, or
an earthquake, or a flood; nevertheless. Sir Charles himself pointed
out that when the crust of the earth was thinner, earthquakes and
volcanic eruptions produced very different effects to what they do
now. Each philosopher in turn calls his the simple natm^l way.
None ever dreams there is more in heaven and earth than in his
philosophy. Jos. W. AiKiiMDEB.
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INFINITE DIVISIBILITY.

[1804]—Does not the difficulty concerning infinite divisibility

arise from the confounding of two separate questions, of which the

one is concerned with natural history or physics, and the other with
either formal logic or metaphysics ?

The question whether or not there is a limit to the divisibility of

matter is surely a question of physics. Matter may be composed
of small portions capable of resisting the disintegrating action of

any natural process whatever. These portions will then be, physi-

cally speaking, indivisible; and we must then say that there is a

limit to the divisibility of matter.

Whether or not this is the characteristic of matter is a question

of Bcienoe, and must bo settled, if settled at all, not by any intuitive

intellectual effort, but by actual experiment.
The other question is not a physical but a metaphysical question.

In this sense, "infinite divieibility " is no longer concerned with
the divisibility of any substance by any force, but is concerned
with the divisibility of a mental abstraction, and, therefore, has no
more to do with the divisibility of an atom of matter than the

triangles and circles of the geometer have to do with those of the

brassfoundcr.

If these considerations are applied to the example given by
" U.allyardB" (1747) of the disk and its centre, it will bo clear, I

think,'that the difficulty does arise from the confusion to which I

have referred.

The diak of which he speaks and thinks Ib a piece of metal, card-

board, or other substance ; but the centre flf which he speaks and
thinks is the geometrical centre of a geometrical circle, and not a
material atom.

Descartes rightly taught that one of the requisite precautions for

the discovery of truth is to divide a complex question into its com-
ponents. Let us, therefore, begin by separating the empirical

question as to the structure of matter from the metempirical ques-

tions of ideal geometry.
I believe this problem has been discussed by Mr. G. 11. Lowes in

" Problems of Life and Mind," and also by Prof. Clifford in one of

his published " Lectures and Essays "
; but I have not the books to

refer to. M. B.

GHAVITATION.

[1805]—" No two gases of different composition can remain in

contact with each other without mutually intermingling or diffusing

themselves through each other But for this diffusion, and
the fact that it overpowers gravitation, we could not live upon the

earth."—KivowLEncE, p. 539.

May I not claim tliis as another influence counteracting gravita-

tion as a universal law? By it, carbonic acid gas sJtould always
be lowest ; which in practice it is not

; yet no chemical mixture

prevents its obeying the law. Ualltaed.s.
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killed from two to three hnndred every evening of the season,
during three jeare; the fourth summer there was hardly a. sing to
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eoul went to Arthur's losom (where
in some of its nioodg have pot on excellently with
inmate)" . . . and below— " durrnp his sojourn in
?a.-...„i." Kow, I cannot imafrine how any bc-ing able
have developed type as his "protective peculiarity"

could fail to see by the allusion to La/.arns—whom he must have
heard of at church, if nowherfe else—that, if even his copy had had

laws of cenrse appears as "Breton" in the same journal; and I

it is not always subordinates who are preternaturally obtuse. " As
to this I confess I am tv,„didenius " (in an old letter). Can there
be a doubt as to what this means ? Yet the reviewer declared it
insoluble. A confrere flashed the levin of scorn on a hapless novelist
for having a " Bp. of shire ;

" declaring no district ever to give
title to a see ; in face of Man, Galloway, Argyll, the Isles, ileath,
Ossory, &c.
Considering how many broken-down scholars there are " around"

living on their wits, (which must be good, or else they would
starve) it seems strange they cannot be cash as press-correctors,
where they would be " the right men in the right places."

Hallyasds.

LETTERS EECEITED AND SUORT ANSWERS.
J. Webb. I do not know who the London agent for the Sidereal

Messenger is. Try Grevel, Triibncr, cr Wesley & Son. No one but
Mr. Nasroyth has, so far as 1 am aware, ever seen " willow-leaves"
on the sun, but the "rice-grains," "granules," or "leaves" of
other observers may be seen with apertures of 6 in. and upwards.
—A Kreophagist. Assuredly not ; it is ntterlv baseless.—J. L. P.
Shall be handed to " Five of Clubs" on his return to London.—
Dr. Lewiss. You compel me to speak plainly. Briefly, then, I
cannot convert the columns of KNOWLErcB into a propaganda of
your doctrines for two simple reasons. The first is that this journal
was established for the purpose of affording efficient and trust-
worthy instruction in what is proved and knou-n in Natural and
Physical Science, and by no means for the setting forth of the
subtilizations of Metaphysics. The second you will regard
doubtless as a merely sordid one; but this will scarcely
affect its validity. If I were to favour mv readers
weekly with columns of declamation in favonr of Atheism
pure and simple, I should speedily have so very limited a number
of such readers as to render the paper a ruinous loss to its pro-
prietors, which I could assuredly plead no justification for doing.
This is why I suggested to you to start an organ of your own.
Snrely, as sporting men say, " you ought to back jour own
opinions."—W. Cave Tuojias. He lives in Italy. If I can ascer-
tain his address accurately, I will forward it.'—D. Walkinsuaw
sends a new system of spelling, which surpasses all the systems of
phonetics that I have, so far, seen in simplicity. It contains no
new characters nor letters. Try the Philological Society.—J.
FocLEETON. Received with thanks.—H. A. BuLLEY. The discussion
is a very barren one. Y'ou only meet your opponent's dogmatic asser-
tions with others equally dogmatic, and, let me add, equally un-
provable.—Commentator. Please send your exact address, as there
is a letter lying here for yon.—W. Solthwick Rogers. In its

existing stage it is simply a commercial speculation which I

certainly do not feel called upon to advertise gratis. — John
HiHPDEN. Don't talk nonsense ! The gnomonic projection of the
circles of the sphere upon the plane of the terrestrial equator was
employed ages before either you or I were bom or thought of. The
southern (outside) part of your map is wildly wrong !—Comme.v
tatob. Requieseat in pace. Observe what factitious importance
such a discussion confers on the subject of it.—Jas. S. Gkeig. I
shall be happy to accept it as a voluntary contribution. Should
you not agree to this, I will return yonr MS. on receipt of a
properly - addressed and sufficiently - stamped envelope. The
conductor is in the United States. — Hallyakds. All safe
to hand, and will appear in instalments. The precis was
not set up after what you said, your remonstrance reaching
me in time for me to stop it.—M. B. The actual superior

* [How many of these have their origin in the detestably bad
writing of people to whom it is impoEsib'.e to send proofs ?—Ed.]

limit of the atmosphere is supposed to be about 200 miles
above the earth's surface. This estimate is derived from
the observations of twilight by M. Liais, in Rio Janeiro. I

know nothing of Faraday's esperinui.ts i.'^tal.:i.l,ing the limit
of diffusibility of mercury. T . problem is

insoluble without more data'tl;.- -cnf.—J. II.

CoBBETT. The image of any pi-. '. lebaran, or
whatnot—formed by the objectj.;]:i i.^ thrown on
to the slit of the spectroscope, tj '' know what
object it is that we are examining spccfr'i?fn[.if:i!Iy. Light travels
in straight lines, so that no other rays can reach the eye than
those from the object under observation. Light passing across the
field of view is absolutely invisible (see Vol. V., p. SuO). Do you
not see that if the light of the different stars traversed the imma-
terial population you postulate, it would render the stellar spectra
all alike—or at all events they would have a vast amount in

common. But for the kind of discussion it would provoke, I should
print your very amusing letter in erlen^o.—U.A.Il. Shall be sub-
mitted to the Conductor immediately on his return from America.—Arctukvs.—Bather a question for a crammer or private tutor
than for a scientific journal. I do not possess Todhunter's " Euclid."
You may always describe a right-angled triangle by making the
sides=3, 4, and 5. Y'ou have the length of the hypothenuse given ;

calling this 5, the sum of the two other sides = 7. Take the sides
in the proportions given. I am very much of your opinion as to
the most advantageous types of communication for [he Correspon-
dence Columns. The Mind-aad-Matter question has been utterly

thrashed out.—St.vckyakd. The courtesy and pleasant tone of

your criticism is only equalled by its candour. I trust that you
will find future nuniber.s altered in precise compliance with your
requests.—W. M. K. With a preliminary request that you will

study section 3 of the concluding paKigraph on p. 505 of Vol. VII.,

I would ask yon seriously whether you expect me to insert eighteen
sheets of the most dogmatic possiljle assertion, unsupported
by one atom of proof ? There is intemperance in language and
argument as well as in drink. Alcohol does mischief. Granted.

—

but so does water. Because a woman uses it to drown herself in,

am I never to have a bath ? When you reiterate that favourite
phrase from Mr. Tweedie's tracts, " Our drink bill," doea it not
strike you by how many millions the population of these islands

increases in every decade, as shown by the census ? Surely you do
not expect the consumption of alcohol to diminish ! That " the
road of moderation leads to drunkenness " is, you must really

pardon me for saying, merely offensive cant. Again, your allega-

tion as to what " every sensible person believes " is very arrogant,
inasmuch as it brands with stupidity everyone who dares to think
differently from the comparatively small clique to which yon
belong. Your ideas of the operation of the law with reference
to fire are vague, to say the least of it. The law does not
prevent a man having gas-burners, Ac, in all sorts of

dangerous positions ; while it does prohibit a publican from
serving an intoxicated man. Furthermore, your assertion that
it would be for the good of a temperate man to deny him-
self any stimulant whatever is simplv the expression of yom-
opinion. Thousands of the best and w'isest men who have ever
lived have thought differently. Y'es, I can say that, living arti-

ficially as we do, strong drink is a very " necessary article of con-
sumption for proper nourishment of a man in ordinary health."

When gentlemen wore nothing but a few dabs of woad on their

persons, and ate acorns, spring water was obviously the most
fitting beverage for so pig-like a diet. And here, again, yon are
guilty of maWng an assertion without a fragment of proof when
you assert that " the leading men of the medical faculty

"

think total abstinence reasonable or wholesome. Why, I

could fill this column with the names of the very greatest
physicians and surgeons, all of whom not only recommend alcohol,

(in strict moderation), but take it themselves. Y'onr two questions
are modest demands for me to prove a negative—which no one is

called upon to do. The qnestion as to the superior " vitality and
endurance" of water-drinkers was tried out in the hayfield in an
English county only last year, with the result that the beer-drinkers

beat the brethren of the pump off their heads. As for your evi-

dence of longevity, it is worthless. A vast proportion of the oldest

men whose deaths have been recorded have been both moderate
drinkers and smokers. And can you give me the name of onP
single insurance office which takes teetotalers' lives at a lower
premium ? To be brief, your tremendous letter consists of asser-

tion from beginning to end. My first impulse was to print it tn

extenso, and let the reviewer of the book which evoked it reply to
yon. In mercy to you, though, I have done so myself. From the
days of Noah downwards men have taken wine, and will continue
to take it, the United Kingdom Alliance notwithstanding.—M.
HuMM. Lectures will be duly announced.

—

Geologists' Assocta-
TioN. Received.
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BRITISH CHESS ASSOCIATION.

FKIDAY last the proceedings of the British Chess Associatioi

were brought to a close. An adjourned game between Bin

"tnd Gnest was declared drawn. This ended the Tournament, th.

! 'winners of which are :

—

Second „ ^ II. E. Bird...

A. Gn
who divide the two prizes.

W. Pollock
"( G. A. MacDonnell...

j K. Loman
who divide.

Con ION- TorRNEl

First prize—Mason and Donnisthor
Second prize—Bird and Hewitt.
Third prize—Gunsberg and Hunter

n the B. C. A. Tournament :-
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tip of the nose : for now, not only does the nose appear
double, but o«e nose appears to he longer than the other.

One can easily understand why this is. Under ordinary
conditions the first and little finj^ers cannot at the same
moment feel two bodies which are equidistant from the
observer,—or let us say from tlie palm. If for instance
we place the forefinj^er tip ou the end of a white note on
the ]n';ino, the little fms,'er tij) can only rest ou the end of
auuih.r „l,i(e iiuie by bending the hand: we can how-
evn- murli mi ,iul of a black note with the forefinger tip

while the third linger tip touches the end of a bkck note,

without bending the hand. The lesson taught, then, by
constant experience (unnoticed through its very fami-
liarity) is that two bodies so felt extend to different

distances. But in the experiment with crossed fore-

finger and little finger, the finger-tips t..urh i,t tin- same
moment the same nose-tip: which ajijn :irs double
because touched by the outside edges of the linmi-s, and
the two noses appear of unequal length because it seems
as though the little finger touched one while the fore-

finger touches the other, each of them at the tip.

Other singular effects may be produced by crossing the
fingers, varying the combinations. If tin; f(.i\ hiiger a,nd

second finger of the left hand be ctossimI ;,s urll ';,s those
of the right, and a small object be liehl l.etuctn the
crossed pair of each hand, the most ineornct i.has of the
shape of the object are given. I have just tried the
experiment for instance on a small box of pen-nibs,
holding two opposite corners, one between the crossed
finger-tips of the right hand the other between those of
the left hand ; it was impossible to realise that the object
thus held had any regularity of .shape at all.

Another experiment on the sense of touch depends on
the circumstance that usually the outsiiUs of the hands
are so placed that if both touch tun sui-faces at the same
time those surfaces are not in tin- h;iin direction. Of
course the two hands can be placid ^ide by side with
their backs uppermost and a fiat surface may so touch
both ; but usually the palms are towards e.ach other, and
this is especially the case when both hands are used in

holding anything. Place the hands together palm to
palm, then cross the arms so that the hands are back to

back; if now a book is held between the backs of the
liands its edge appears bent. The force of tliis illusion

is different with different persons ; but let not tliose who
are not affected by it rejoice as being le.ss easily deceived
than their fellows ; for, as Sir David Brewster remarks
in speaking of an illusion affecting sight, it often happens
that the most observant are those most completely
deceived by such illusions.

There is another curious illusion of touch which
appears to depend on the teaching which the hands and
arms have had (unconsciously) in estimating the dimen-
sions of bodies held in the normal way, in front of the
body. Suppose a book lying on a table before you, the
back of the book being towards the right. Take liold c^f

it by the nearest right-hand corner (that is, holding it

by the end of the back nearest to you) and pass it over
the right shoulder so that the face which had been
uppermost lies against the back of the right shoulder in

a nearly vertical position. Now pass the left hand round
behind you under the left shoulder-blade till you can
grasp with it the edges of the leaves. You will now find

that though you know from the feel of the edges that your
left hand holds a side several inches fi-om the back
held by the right hand, that side of the book appears
to be a continuation of the back of the book,

—

so far as direction is concerned. The explana-
tion appears to be simply this : — When an object

like a book is held in front of the chest, the right hand
holding one side, the left hand reaches the opposite side
without effort or stretching ; while with a slight amount
of stretching the side held by the right hand can be
reached : now when the book is held behind the back in

the way described above, an effort is required to reach
with the left hand the side opposite that held by the
right, hence the same effect is produced on the mind as

when in the normal way of holding objects of the kind
the left hand is stretched over to the riglit hand's side of

the object ; thus instead of the left hand touching the
side opjx)site that lield by the right, it appears to touch
the same side.

So much for illusions affecting touch. Or rather,

these afford sufficient evidence that the sense of touch
may be readily deceived. But in reality, scarcely a day
jia.sses without our noticing, if we are at all observant,
illusions affecting this sense. If we observe the circum-
stances under which such illusions occur we generally

find that they arise when some organ of touch is used in

a novel or unusual way. But in the majority of cases

arising in ordinary life the sense of touch acts in com-
bination with either the sense of sight or the sense of

hearing, and consequently the illusions arising are not

.such simple examples of errors in the evidence afforded

by the sense of touch as those considered above.

{To he continued.)

LIFE IN DEATH.
Br William Cukran.

( Continued from p. 26.)

LET n.s now turn to another jihase of the question, and
see how far that deviates from credibility, or accords

with the experience of our common life. Dwelling,

apparently with much complacency, on what ho calls

the Horrendus Maximini interritus—alias the painful

death of the tj-rant ]\Iaximinns—Lactaiitius says {Be
Mortihiis I'rr.<' r ::!,>r'i :..) :

!> /;'/-
;

.) ' i' I'n gravesrjue

cruriiifiix, riin< ': '
:''!''

'

'
', i.riliemnt

orvli ijiiK ,1 ' : ,
1

i '. 1- li \. hile asking

whether any our, s;,;,.; . r ,.i\, ).; i ,
r :n^.. ,

. "dash out

his own brain.s," or cause his own eyes to start or jump
out of their sockets. Grave writers and " able editors,"

as Carlyle woitld call them, say the thing is possible, and
we occasionally read of such performances in connection

with police-cells, lunatic asylums, and the like. Thus
the reverend author of a little book called " A Popular
History of the Insurrection of 1798," after mentioning
the dreadful sufferings that were endured by those who
were subjected to the horrors of half-hanging and the

pitch-cap in that year, says, p. 72, that the victims of

these pleasantries " dashed theii- brains out, in the mad-
ness of intolerable pain, against some neighbouring wall,

and thus put an end at once to their life and misery "
;

and the following occurs in :\Ir. O'Hagan's translation of

the Song of Rowland " :—

On the golden crest he amote him full,

Shattering steel and bone and skiiU

;

Forth from his head his eyes he beat,

And cast hini lifeless before his feet,*

vhere we may safely leave hi

* Somewhat akin to this is the ci

a for the j resent.

me or occnrrence mectioned ii
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1 W \ Kl.M

01 ill iht iiunuiin. in

ij^Tenteen >Lnr Cicada (

•raica,! f >rm d k iiital hook'

il c, „ Linn) A <? of

trBicail f >rm a s iiitai nooks sinking apparatus B <? of

'-2hf small f rm (ra. mu) e 1 x mtil hi,k9 Coloura {A) black

jrf'iiKWBge and orange brown (L) black and orange

jrf* 'Till re is t, voluimnimt, bttritiut cu this insect, ind i

T -painfull account of it wis ^nen bj the inscnt t\ liter m
his "tir-t Report on the Insects of Missouri, just

seventeen -^t \rs igo In th it iitick it is mide e-vidtnt

that, besides a number of bi -<kK i quu in^' seventeen

years for thtir undtrsriouul ch-velopmeiit theie lie

I -others bel mgmcr to a thirteen ye u r lee oi \ ^i letv, -sThich

miiifli called Gi^adx tndeivm

Oio From the chronolof,ieal record there gi\ en, the brood

XXII which is 1 s. \ nt .n \. .1 bidxl md whieh H-^t

DdJapfuaud m 1^0^ ^M^1 u l
i iln unuuei on Lim.

aM 1

t 15i , kl^

\ I 1 ,11

a -soutli

3ri+Ulch« n ml \i ^n .

Th'^^Stii II Mil lii_ III 111 I I hi

to lhn bn. I his 1 ,

jjiHl^ 1732 174'» 17u' 17

^o y1868
9JJ - Ihe.tlur brond (li 1

/Gwhrood i| 1 I iiid h t 111 1~^7.

orfi poUioucflUm i.iukui
n m.in. te ind M. si i|

|

''iif. It ^mU thus b s , , t I

extended lie I th

shaped ti ick of e ii

"^ northern limit ui 1

tlie south, with its s ai

t Koehestei

ind m thi

utluid, Yei
t Lolumbii

1, I in the 1 .St

.sl7 \t,A l^jl I

u the sout

111 Louis

1 iin£ra%\edee-

^Mng tjwaid
icichiug northern

1,11^11 Tilt thiit . u year brood IS loc tted to the south

1 ( f till w 1 ind IS much more limitid in t\tent

ii n 1 iti\ I II 1 f the two broods are indi( itod in the

1 ( Tu)i iii\ iii_ 111 11 lliis gives only the localities which
i\i l)(in full\ Miified, though there iro doubtless

imj (itlii 1 foniKcting points between tht separated

i\^ V
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rapid succession of shrill, rattling sounds. Tlie males
only possess these musical organs, tho females being
absolutely mute—a fact which was embodied in the lines

of Xeuarchns,

"The body of the female is provided with a'coraplicated

piercer and ovipositor, consisting of a pair of tiny double-

edged saws and a spear - pointed bdror, which plays

between them. When not iu use, this iustvumeut is

foJded into a longitudinal groove on the umUr .surface of

the abdomen. Both sexes have a sharj) beak, ( >r ImudtfUmn,
with which they pierce the bark of shrubs and tree^ and
extract the small quantity of sap which const ituft-s their

sole nourishment.
" The periodical cicada emei^es from the gi-ound and

a;ttains its wings during the latter part of May or eaj-ly

in June, in tho latitude of the Middle States, the males
usually appearing several days in advance of the females,

and perishing }Jroixirtional]y early. Immediately after

pairing, the females begin tho laborious process of ovi-
' position, the result of which is the sevtro, and sometimes

j' fatal, summer pruning of our forest and fruit, trees.

I

With her ovipositor the female penetrates the twigs of

'^'trees, and inserts therein two rows of eggs obliquely

SeTenteen-yesr Cicada
(Cicada Septemdecim,
Linn.), Bide view of ? to

show beak, a, and ovi- year Cicada,
positor, b. Colonre.

—

Black, brown, and orange.

placed. The eggs are one-twelfth of an inch iu U'ugtli,

of a pearl-white colour, and taper at c.iih ctuI to an
obtuse point. They hatch in about six wcrks, usuallv

before tho branch containing them I'naks i>iV. Tlic

newly-hatched cicada is very activr, i(s nKitiins i-i sriii-

bling those of an ant. It so.m easts itself f,ai-l.ssly fr.nn

of its'being \vaf(r.rg'"t Iv dowiiNvard (.7 tlir i^vi^xm,'].

Impelled by instinct, it at ,.ncc burn, us umln-.^ v<.nu,{ in

search of rootlfts, upon whose exuilatinus and sap it

subsists, penetrating deeper and deepti- inln the larlli in

following tlieir cour.se. It has many tuiu s Wm f.uind at

a depth of from 10 to 12 ft.

" This cicada has many enemies, but ncmc more striking

than the large hornet or digirev wasp {Sihus granclis),

tho female of which stings, ]iaralyscs, and buries it in a
burrow beneath the ground as a future store of food for

the young wsisp.

"Ther alw reports, dm
-le..ple; bcicada, of its

mologists have si

of such stinging are based on m:

more likely caused by the h' ni

knocking against a person wlini

burden, will naturally resent tin

her sting.
" The popular appellation ff '

cicada, has given rise to a gndd

serves to confound it in tin-
j

destrnct

;_' w itli her heavy
nlinnnt by using

t.' applied to this

led

vage ( :'ol.s Tl,

n.pie

rts ef .ser

)rtho,.t:

with the

which

by these raven.. us pests, whieli l)e^.ll^r tu the .same family

as the locu,sts of Serij.ture, alreiwly euuie fi-om the south-

east and from California. But the cicada is incapable of

any such injury, as it belongs to the Homoptera, a
haustellate sub-order, and feeds by suction, so that it can
not devour veii-etatinn. The only injury it inflicts is by
means of the .idpositer, as the .sawing and puncturing of

tlie twigs of trees fcr ovi]iositibn almost invariably causes

tlie tijs of the twigs to break off or die. Its injury on
young fruit-trees is sometimes very serious."

ERIES AND MORALITIES.

( f Hf iiie not only
pend fer it exist-

vas thought
common to

gree and detail,

iardly,"-6ay8 the
.\neient Celtic,'

.11 than that the
ting the Pagans
jmlices by yield-

.ven of

to their old

-lorses this statement in the
of the principal ChristLan

pagan prototypes, as, «.</., Christmas
if the winter solstice in the Roman
H'lebration of the birth of the sun-god
1 V(.lie deity; Easter Day with the
cnie nature-god Eastre ;

-f and May
ef tlie\-irgin, with the Floralia of
ijipi'l if tlu-ir lieenii.ms merriment,

al lli.sfory of

a the
sixth century to the Abbot Mellitus, then on his waj
to this island, in which he bids him tell Angustine, the
first Archbishop of Canterbury, that the temples in

Britain should not be destroyed, but sprinkled with

• Quoted in Brand's Pop. Ant. I., 13G.

t Ostara, or Eastre, eeems to have been the divinity of the
lawn, and perhaps of the spring, and the festival in her honour
' could," na Orinim says, " bo easily adapted to the festival of the
Io8iirrcction.""-T. II., pp. 290-1.
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and Judas were paid loss, i

pageant accounts show :—
) extracts from the

Payd to the players for rehearsal—
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the lower three or fnur mil. s of tht ui

umforin (ipxit fioiu cloud, hu ikii^

lii,'ht)

(To he conhnued )

, ITHE YOUNG ELECTRICIAN
•TObnjjBim By W Sunoo

7m TuiriMt TWO ELECTRIC SlATEb

IpR 3—TllLU lU 1U , .l,,lll. St, lis, „MI

j|7 liO'^itut. luilm^iliv. 1 In . (.ini-, lu

serve till ir iiuijiiisi mij will iltUoi^h |ki)i

alittk l.idM iiii.,lit 1mm 1„,,i , 1, Ml, \\, I ,1

d'oubl., ol l,o flu,, I tl,,,„, , ,,l ,1,, tl„ ,h Vs

|jeyon,l tlu b.n.uK ,.f , siuuiiion It is

fteoii ,i„l not ,1, ,st ,l,li li,,l l,u ,„ ,,i,,i, ,

tk-xi th. u .1. ,„„ o, t„,,, ,„ ,,i\ uuiulid

fiuid', VvhU IVI.IlII,, tl,,,L IS IS ,1, ,l,lL,liv th( Othtl >, l>

-j-thit IS to si;y,dLLtii, itj is x fon o «l.i, h is not i IIukI

nordocsjf 111 miiij c.si s bib ivc hU i thud Ab, how-
^yer, «i hi\o sbt ouisd\ts !,„ uust tb(onsiu,f, Id ub
Simply i(. isscit tint tluu in twoiUdiu st itts oi cuu
^itioiis, ,ind kt us tude i\oui to idiutjf) tlu ui

,>,Ex XCI—Attxobtbu tbu ul Ol ribbou couiKctol to

file pd,poi loop (tit; 3'J), ,;r tbt wirt, stuiap (i'i'< 41), to

11 > i ,lkd

sn„pl>

,,k to ^,.

,jf .kdu

a support of some kind, sudi as tlmt. ilhistvalcd in

Pig. 3G'(rage 495). Fig. 47 shows tli,' arrano-cim.nt.

Any other form of support, ho\v,;v,r, (bat siv^L^rsts itsidf

t^ the V..11UU- ..Icdridau will do f,.,- this |,uv|h.s,., as

insulali,"m is >,m( rss,.ntial. \Xi- know (fn.n, Kx. kXMV.)

plarrd ,.n II, r slir,a,p, tb.- ap|nKU'l, of an'.-Iort rili,d ' •hI

ivsnlts i,, :,li,-.,,-ii,M,, Si„,,l:,rly (VW . kXXIX.) tli,^ un-

tubc. Soal.o UM„ld 11,,' ,l.vl|-,li,.rs,Mlii,;j:.wax or '^dass

llannid, an,l i,la,-,-,i ..u the stirnip, Tb,.n brio- nrar tb'o ,aid

A, aiiothi'r oluctrificd ^tick of sealing-wax, attraction will

ensue ; but bring tie isecbnd stick iifear ilife 'end B, and

mstpid i,f ittnetitm wi sb ,11 ^ti if])uhion, for the bus-

])ind, d i,„l uill I , 1 fi I,, *1i it bdl m tht hand Lay
llKSi,,,nl till ,11 ,, lb II, I ,li\ pliLt, md (.kctrify

the li.it dn l,s t.,1 I l\\l\) Tl,,n bring it

n, ir V atti ,, i
1 if 1 ' ' ' u-'ht

ncir B u. _ 1 '^ V

th( f

'

inch<sl,mg(wiih ]fv'iib,Mit on. cuds, d,,l) Ihe

d.drihul suhn-NMY oi..'hss lid.l m th. h uid will

ittnrt Mtbii ind \ <,i I! , f tbi undicti i1il,U'1 iss But

if tl„ ,,„1 I! of tb, lI.ss bi d.ctiih.,1 lu the Usui]

111 mm I stionr itti „ ti,,i, will b, .\,iti,l b, tw,ui it ind

<b( s, dm^ « r^.wbib It will iLLub fioni ,.r b. n pdkd
bj tlu didntiul [^'liss

Hiu, tlun wt sc, tint dKtiifi d , ihn_ .> i. itti „ls

dtdllhld [Thss but Upds d.<lMh, 1 , ,h„. Nl., ,nd

comtrsclj ckdiifudgliss ittri, ts.l,,t,it, 1 ,liii.r w ix

indiipdsdLLtiifKdtrliss ckuLMd,!!,. fhittb.ic lie

twoelictric stitis, tli.t tlu stilts jiroilu, > 1 , u siinil ir

b di, s b> siiiiil 11 rubbds lu nuituill) np, ll,nt while

tht stitis producfd on dissim.lu bn,lits b\ dis.si,nihi

lublurs piodlltt (iltboughuot ilwajsntctssirilj) ittrit-

tion

Ex XCII—Thit titlui tbttiic stntt is stlf-rtptlliut

may bt furthn ,k i,i .usim, d b\ i uiodiht itum of J \

LXXXV Dii^v , lu,, , r I, mow silk ubbon b, twt.u

two uljictnt 111, , ,

]
I M 1, d » ith indi i i ubbt i bt ills, md

thtucirtfull) siisp, niltb, ubbon OMr..n. of th, tin,iis

h.l,l..ul sti ii.,bl tlu two hahts of tht ubb ,n, btiiig

sir, 111, iK di,l"Iilud willitptl oni anothti, md tak. up

posil,,,,. ,ssli,.«ninl<b^' 48 Tht stion<,i i ibt d. , t.i-

htitionthi ^it ittr, of tour,t, imU be tht ,ln ti^o ik,^, of

tht ubbon

Fig 48 Fig 40

Ex. XCIIL—Another intereslin- experiment may K-

performed with the sbe.'t of ele.tritied nnte-pap.r d^'.

LXXXTII). Havin-eledritie,l ir by lubbin- it ^^ bile

lav in- -m a hot, ,l,v' b,,ard with a piece of iiidia rubber,

,-u"t it luto a kind ."( fr,n-e, iiui drawing a sharp knife

j1i,.,,ii-1i it s,\',r,l ii,,ies i,,akin.' the cuts jiarallel, and

l..|imj- tl„.uM-\i.a,d ,„,,;> ,l„-leui;ih of the paper. Half

Ex. XCIV.—A very attractive experiment ia that illus-
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tmtcd in Fig-. 50. A stand consisting of a stick of

wood, 18 in. or 20 in. long, stuck into a suitable piece
of flat wood, say 7 in. or 8 in. in diameter, is jirovided
with a funnel supiiort. Tliis may bo arranged in a

11k Mmjl.st

ted b, iiu-elt
I 1 ,

GUI 1 I ! 1 II

mt t),e tlnckne<;s of 'tlie

lod - ti
I n.l soldo on to it,

ncu UK. I 1 el 1 1 I ji I i ^t ut wire btnt to
shape, 01 a

i utt .f slu d uniu I ii n -nith two holes
cut m it, one to can 3 tla funnil the othtr to shdeo^er
the rod The briss tube if ( f the proper diameter,
will fit spring tight on to tht rod, and so cnibk it

to be placed at any height If it is desired to
seciue the tube bj means of an ordinary sereT\, or, better
still, of a thumb or miUtd head scre>\ , then a stout
pieee cf tubing -nill be lequiied, ci a seilid piece of
mttil inaj be boldered to the tubing, and hive a hole
eliilled thi( u_'h It and tapped foi the screw Wlien a
squiie II I 1 ( III] 1 \ 1 T| 1 it IS not thought necessary
to jioMde 1 )

' ,„,' the height of the looped
iim CI till hiped piece of tinned iron"

'

'

' '
; end ( f it fcr

the ul I III

the bent poition bei i

upright Annmbei i iii] ii liinj- 1 1 i

will doubtless suetg:! '^t 1

1

I il, 1 | ili 1 jl, ^

a small ghss funnel, 1 (n u 11 t i , Ikuh ,1 q j a tus
makers), pio\ided -iMtli m ijcitim ef iln ut i lu m
diuneter pirtl> fill it « itli hn< mImi s ,n 1 uul th. s.iid

«ill fill thruuirh m a stiu^ht column like th it inlieited
onth lift SI 1 f the sui port If howe\ er, one end of
a -SMI M 1 uniimstd m the smd, while the other end
IS ci mi It 1 \sitli I ghss tube ri other body being elec-
trih.il th - 1 « ill he electnfied and self-repelhnt,
wh(7i „i.t 1 f t.lhn- as previouslv m a strii^ht
cohimi It «illl c iisti lined to fill aftei the miiincr
6ho\\n Ul till luuiL lo eusaie success with this exjieri-

ment a modihcation cf the rubber is necessarJ^ With
this we will deal next time

OUR HOUSEHOLD INSECTS.
By E. a. Bdtlek.

COLEOPTEEA (continued).

IN order to find the other household members of the
Heteromera, -hc must le ive f< r a time the cellars in

whiehweweie hunting fc i cm far^^t re j resentatire of
the ^'1 u]—the f uleluiich^ iid leetli - md Msit 1 ( ali-

r difliiint dese

1

fl 1 are speciallj li ible" to the att icks
cf\ 1 etle=, belonging curie u<-ly ene ugh,
t t met sectirns of the crder In stores

cf I no less than ciEfhtcen sjccies of
becll ) ^ \ r ml amongst the le fuse, the ugh it is

pi 1 11 tl t If these ^\erL thcie net to eat the
grim tl I 1\ lut to ireytiim such ( f their asso-

ciites -IS -v^eu 1 1 hcted to that ] rtctice Still, it is cer-

tun thit theie is i ging of nearly a dezen s] ecies that

^Mll engtge in this wcrk cf destiuctirn whenever they
ctn get a chance m 1 tl e nnj-lcadei ire these t -no great
smneis thee in « itiI ^vIicIi.m h cube don a former
(ceisun (Si Kn n 1 I M I h 2^ lh84) Our eld

fiieiid the i ninn i'- ^
/

t iietinies ]oms the
links f the e ii 1 ^ i 1 Di T «ei recordb
hiMi full It 1 luih Is 111 I initt^ cf meaV
^^ln h 1 tl 1 f I It 1 h t j] i 1 1 t tie, where,
n twitli tuilmgthit tie 1 ttle ^\ is ne\ir cpened, the
injects ccntmned to breed f r thiee years, though m
gi I lit illy decreismg numbera

But our concern it ] resent is with the Heteromerous
membeib I f this _,' mj; if fieebooters They are chiefly

of small size, and none < f them ecjual Blajja in stature.

By far the lanrest are those who^e larrse constitute the
well-known "me il--noims, ' belonging to the genu8
""

'
"

' h the -nhole famih is named the
( In 1 hr

1 futi

iillel

The
ml tui

3 thtmsehi
jur at tent I n at present

First -\\e have t^\o -vcij closely allied injects, called

Tril ihurn pnnini v i md I c, ,ifvsn„i the former of

which (Fig l)isniueli theeommcnci Thej occupy a
positii n -veij infeiiei tu the com-wceMls m point of de-

structnenesb, but still the) are m cnem} nut to be de-
spised They aie both small duk icddish biown insects-

—a colnni referied tn m the nime ftnvjm un,, "rusty"
—of msicrnifictnt ajipe 11 tnee, and, like se-seril others of

the a:ri up do not iightfully belong to the British fauna,

ha-Murr been intioduced heie -nith fiieisrn merchandise.
Thi^ hne ho^e^ei esttllished themsches, at least

li it.t f Inmim i f ^^ li le tliiv \m11 breed
fl 1 appe . to

I i: f Bii

ill cendition, they
^ects

they
\M nlil qieii iilentie il Ih a Aerj ck se and careful

eenii in- nun hi tli nii t j e, minute points of differ-

enei i tl ^ * 1 ^ nl [ une tuition can be made
out 1 ' tl md teehnicil a character
to 1 1

' In the name confunm,
the I III' SI cond species, we have an
mdieati n nt the ilithiult) tint ittends then separation,

and cf the probability e f their being eonfcunded together.

Theie IS cue peculniitj,, howe\ei possessed m common
bj these insects and their allies -nhieh is -wcrtli notice.

It IS that the eyes, which look like piles cf tmy, polislied

black beads, are much encroached upon by a projecting
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ridge in front of the

in such a way as to a

the eyes, ahuost enl

severa
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A NEW FLYINfi-lMArTTIXE.*

anddouiill.vsis will in tiinr ;,,-l,i, \,. -., f:,ir dv^v::r ol mi'.--

cess. Tho nocompaiiYiiiLT > ii.ji;iviiii_' r.'| ivseiils ii ilyi

machine, whi.-li is tin'

ChipiH'wa Iv.lls, Wi.M-

of tlu.sflyin-n.:,rliiiir

impiirlant mu<r]>- ,4 t

the hody uTi.l ].v.p<-lli:

In himieSK n mnn
wonderful result is

mnscl,' ti. art sinnilf:

the frames of the wines loo.sely, and runs along the back,

forming a ].air ef l,H,ps f-r tlir Urt <o pass through.
When tho 1.n,lv is r,„eil-lv st,-.,i_.l,i, n.d, the wings are

brought doNvi. "with all tli'epouerof thcTunst powerful

•JS fl-e

(f Dr. H. r. Booth, of

of

• upv ,fd mo [f desired, tl.e hands, iu.sfead

from the under side, ma^
t lever forming the base <.f tliu ^^

Till' fundamental prLaciple I and thus make use of more i.uwerfiil nniscles of five arm
1 using simullaneonsly every than if tin: arms are extended. Whieh of these is best ii

ilvfor the purpose of c.ievating of eour.e, a matter to l,e deteriuiiied by exi.eriment.

forward tlirongh the air. : Each wing may be o, .r-.ted iii.lep.aa.lenfly > f the othe^^

lifted 3,.50O j.onnd.s, and tids , it beij,>: only mee.ssary t„ operate oiu- frn.t .ir the ..titer to

ved o,dv liV allowiu- every , give eaeh wni- just stieh a movement as ma v be desircfl.

slv to it; fullest eapaeitv. attd A canvas extemls from the bise of one wing io the other,

us elreumstaiiees. This th itig forming a, sort of stretcher, ttpon wliieh the ..per.it.ir re.'itfi.

,ss, I V wln'el, the hitman l.o.lv ' Krotu the lowest point of the base of tlie wings aii

SO galdiBiv,

^•^xriirtlqT)
j

jSioiad av.:

X&iiA. .iCl .

ctsscf ^aiv.;.'

Stii ,v>8cl '

odW" fif'r

393 ion hi '.

'

s,adtnaloD

« aaad av:

acts fo its best advantage, to the end that it may be both
lifted aiaxl propelled; and if flying by mu,sciLlar force

alone is ever accomplished, it must be by using all the

power there is in the human frame. lu this machine
there otb two wings, each of which is from 12ft. to 15 ft.

long, and the breadth equal to the length of the operator,

J his feet. The frtime of the wings
of I

to Kuifal

, po ed I

several small stay ropes running to different points of th*
wings, which seWe to stiifen and ^strengthen them... -In

this device the body of the oponitor offers the least

possible resistance to the tiir, he being in precisely : tlj,e

same attitude that a bird is in during flight. The parts
of the ap]iaratus are constructed of the lightest as weU.»*
the strongest materials.

;

.rd .-x

and 1.'"the wing prop

'silk of the win.'.

Thewingsareprovi.l.Mlwi
on the upward ami close o

= The frame of the win.:;s fori:

shotilders.'and below tlf l.r.

a the n.l t.

Ofr; r hide. Kai-

who is BUjiplied with

SixPENNV TElECUiAMs.—As we anticipated, sufficient interest in

the New Telegraph Acts Amendment Bill has been excited ''do

forbid its snmmary dfsmissal. Lord John Manners' statement in

the House on Monday evening has met with a very faronrabJc
reception, and we may take it for granted that no time will be
lost ia introducing the reform. Prophesying is dangerous nqleBS

you know, but it is safe to express an opinion that we shall be
able to use the wires at the reduced rate in October next.

TnK country spent a very large sum of money on the Challenger
expedition, and now that the narrative has been published, it kas
been done under the red-tape rnle for dry-as-dnst reports, and to
mver the cost of production no less than £6. IGs. Cd. is being charged
(in the 750 copies published. Here ia a book, the materials for which
were obtained at public expense, being published at a price which
precludes 99 per cent, of those who would like it from even a hope
of getting it. Government encouragement of scientific researiBh

!
will not gain much pubhc favour this way.—The finjineer.
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By RicuAKD A. I

In an article which I once w
Way at Sea," I poked a little fm,

mistake about the moon at sea. 1

that the mistake was ou this wii-

travelling, eastwards, made the i-

and "soiitli") abont twenty mi

day,

'nly;

put.s

"^gouths ") ill

^herefpivthe

lellow-passen;

Joshuas," JIM

ijn an American paper that

Mfa^k Twain in earnest.

Twain as a hnmourist ;
of (

tte introduction of Joshua.

tbe mistake about the mo,-

Clemens actually made (th

I suspect, so that the moon
might probably 'Wij^^ the

made very goodi invH^:fb^

nutes

Kirse his.ioke.

If Mr. Bhicl

ed 1

lad made
in anti.-ipation, which Mr.

,s not seen),''ilark Twain
stake was explained, have

ight, for example, have
pictured Mr. Blucher ajiUifsifatinu'

by full mooulitht in Rngland while fiinuls

York had onlif the thin waning raooii of

quarter. Or he might have got good fun out o

that while the moon was fartiier than the eartl

Nei

a for folk in Sngland, she v

the earth for folk in Amei
filling into the mistake hims
rather he made! it in his own

]

Mark Twa
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3Rebietofif*

SOME BOOK^ OX 01 r 1 U \ T

Suuidt i' U , III ,1
J I

tion nnd j i> ] \ ^\ \\ \ \s \ ii M
Lnn! , (I Mil 1- , Vhk

prL\ II 1 V luilu uiilnpn 11 ui I tW, t thit
anftibk mciLise in tht ptiLLUt ig i m il ,] j . n
to lix\t til tn jjlice m tins countiy ^MIl m tl 1 i t «
^earf tliL miimtinct cf AIi Wynn M . i ti I k ^m11
be r I .mi 1 ml^ c m ,,iil> hofttlntit iiiulitun
will 1 c iiiu nut \ ith its mtiit 111 snch east it

n t ( t s
I , I 11 t St-iy^i Py\\ ILIUM

BhKiKlL ^\ltll illustiiti n (Lniluii Simpsm L.j^N

Mai ton, btiile and Runi.tm l6^0)—Ihi it, m
Engh'ili repimt cf m \m(rmnA\orl in ^^ Inch nimutt
and dttiilud instruftmn iic en n fnr e\mm<^ic cxci
cises suittd to all s it ml i li i i f in n ind mci
dentalh of women tii 1 Inlli n t In ] lut of fact

we ire not sure tint tin hli ^m11 i i 1 ns much
interested m Mi Bl id k , tittll ii 1 tl i i.

thtm xph
tauib f r de-s elo{ j

enibk tlit i ui stx to ittiin the ni t
)

1

1

i i t

of form m eloiious m lependuu e c t th ^ ui i hi
titious jid-, of -nlnkbmc anl widdintr Vmont^ t

other dniu m, cliipter m the vohimt liLfnit lis Ts o

lUustiatmtc tht, impi it ni i it _Minii tic ti imiiijr foi o
police ind fartmtn I 11 tl,, boi k is I't deii\
•5ome idditionil piij I li_lit \nitiicin pec
Imitiesof dution 1 u nlj n^ird is
odd coincidence in q ,

u h t il li i iit

a^ked f 1 1 -ncek ci t\\ i 1 n i i
]

i 1 i i lA

J H A\iid) to ^h m till 1 lit 1 ^^ ul I .„ t 1 ,

-rei.lud on p U
111, ^\ I

B A 1. b A (Lii.d 11 Bluk
patient love which ] i ijiij ti 1 tli Ii i li i 1 i ti i n

1200 Tc>r ifToto bi-imif\ ml ilnn tli ii M^n „,tli

eliboi itt oruimcntiti n m c km -iM n m li 1 tt 1 f i

in irt which culmmitLd m this i untr} dm in^ the
earlier put of the tliimcnth centiiM -vNlun thc'fnne
of the bcriptonum at St Albin b -*> is it its height
Gertiinly no one can inspect some of the marvellons
specimens of irtistic work in the shipe cf Bibles

.1,1 md It
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Where to Find Ferm By lliA^cIb Gw i i JJhMU

lllubtnttd (London Socitfj f i I i i (tin tlii tim
Knowkdgc 1885 )—Here is i liMl 1 I t U . iiud
in the pccktt of tht ftm huiitii ulici i 1 I k lis

walks abroid ' It ^'ms a ^tiuiil t fins,
their BtiULtni ft i tifi ii ii i I in i i 1 i wtl

togcthti \Mtli n \i 1 1 ti IK f tl Ic 1 1 1 1 t 11 si
in dcsciibin^' thui J 1 is is f II w I 1 \ 1 i lu 1\

illustnttd cliiiltr (U 1 on H ibit Us, ui I 1 3 i she itci

one on the cultivitiun ci funs Aftti this ill tht Butish
speoits lit dt scribed sen itiin, each m 1 smill chiptei, in

^hichcAUj dis.riiti nisf 11 Nvcllj i list ( f th( [ hcts
whtu tli< f 111 ( \\1 1 li i( 1 f IS 1 r I 1 ( 1 ilo L,

Kii 1 1

I1I3 I

b
]MDA I aim 11 // Bi E Lavmun 1

(London il k Lt\Mb 1885)—'Ihevil
oonbibtb of a rcjiimt tf favc kctuics dLli\tied hy Dr
Robcrtb to ambulince chssib held m cimiULticn with
certain Wtlbh colhcncs xnd iionworks llic fiist cne
gives uptecib of human an itomy and ih}si h^j , the
second dexls with haemorrhage or bkc In - the tl iid

with fractures, the fourth -nith sudden it ul s ( f illi ss

sufEocaticn from vanous causes, At , ^^lllK tli c 1 lu I

ing one lb devottd to d(_btiibin_f how t lift 1 1 11 \

the wounded Sim] k 11 1
j |

1 1 1 1 il k m li 1 1 1 1 1

well illusfrxtcd by tliiii\ 1 It ] it 1 « 1 ut tl is

isa work Mhich must ( 111 1 if If t ^ i\ i 1.1k
iiti. lis ^^u 1 , en ct t U. 11 d ui , n

,f 111

/ /i ^ s I If iiT 1 in

drcuj subject thin othciwise, but tl i

compile IS ef thib brnes hab— 01 hue — eeil i h
m nndeim^r it both amusm.,' nl it 11 H\
common scnbc of the, iielli 1 1 ui ue 1 in \ lu

teachm„ i child whit il ees 111 lis ,«n 1 i ^1 1

look hkc m iinii must i 1 1 1 li If i \ nIht/t/^ s II
MOLU \l 1) (k I I 111
this 1 ,

I

I I i III \1

ticxl S ,1 |\ il 1 ,
I

1 II
of the eekbiitien <f lis jul ik H 1 I 1

seeing how anti vactmatorh anel the lil 1

statistics, are apt to belie\e that ; // /

proved fiom tlum if si ilfnlK co 1 ( 1 II

accddiiK N II II ui I 111 \

paiU,,, ( I I II 1 il Hi II
Side, sli III I I ID \| I 1 1

Th < I (V \ I I (

Kno«l \

i
1 I I I II

bri^'hl I I

Wi li \ I III/// /

Uev, W I I ( ^ ^ I r „l

g6siii, nl f , t „ I t 1 , „ 1
1

Pn«s ,;, / ( / / / / ! i M
ZttH, J/ / ( / / / 11 I f I M (

Oountu ft !!//(/ //

Bool f 11 UI il ( I

Thk lil I
I <r I il I 1 I I I

and Mai
, iiid C II 1

J U I i

snstumng theu already well-eiiutd reputituu

THE FACE OF THE SKY.

By "F.E.A.S."

DAII 1 K itch should be kept upon the Sun for spots and facnlas.

'\lnr \ tl of The Stars in their Seasons" exhibits the
IS] ta < 1 tl e ni^ht sky Minima of Algol will occur at Ih. 10m.
\ 111 en Iul\ -t and at 9b. 58m. p.m. on the 28th. On and after

the .ilst t%vihf,ht will cease to persist all night, and there will be a
short—but of course, gradually increasing—period of real dsrkness.

Mercury and \ enus which are in conjunction at two o'clock this

aftcrnoen maj both now be picked up with the naked eye after

sunset over the ^\ N W horizon. Mars is invisible, a remark which
applies to Saturn Lranus, and Neptune, and Jupiter is so very low-

down by the time it gets dark, as to be almost beyond the reach of
the obber\ er w ith the telescope. We append a list of the phenomena
of his Sitellites -nhich may possibly, though, perhaps, not very
probablj be(bser%ed On the 20th, the shadow of Satellite III.

will enter on Jnpiter s disc at 8h. 57m., and the Satellite itself quit

his opposite limb at 9h Jim. On the 22nd, the transit of Satellite I.

will begin at bh 55m and Satellite II. pass off tlie planet's face at
9h 4m On the 23rd, Satellite I. will reappear from eclipse at
')b '>m 543 On the 29th, the transit of SateUite II. wUl
begin at 8h 57m On the 30th, Satellite I. will be occulted

at 8h 9m , and on the 31st, Satellite II. will reappear from
eclipse at 7h 4ym 443 , and the egress of the shadow of Satellite I.

happen at 8h 22m Ihe Moon outers her first quarter lOS
minntcs after midnight to-morrow night (the iMh) and will be
full It -h 22 8m i m on the 27th. Three occnltations, all of stars

of thetth magnitude will occur during the nest fortnight. The
first happens on July IS when m Virginia will disappear at the
Moon 8 il irk limb at lOh 10m. p.m., at an angle from her vertex of
184° reappearing it her bright limb at lOh. 27m., at an angle of

215 from her veitex Then on the 20th, o-' Libraj will disappear

at the d irk limb at lOh 58m., at a vertical angle of 130°, and re-

appear at the bright limb of the moon at 12h. Im., at an angle from
her vertex of 272" Finally, on the 22nd, 29 Ophiuchi will dis-

appear at her dark hmb at lOh. 31m., at an angle of 33° from her
vertex reappeanngatthe bright limb at lib. Im., at a vertical angle

cf 35b° The Moon is in Virgo all day to-day and to-morrow,
cros'sing the boundary into Libra at 5 p.m. on the 10th. There she
eoitinucs until 6 pm on the 2lBt, when she enters the narrow
11 itl tin stiip of Scorpio Ten hours later

—

i.c, at 4 a.m. on the
2_nd—she his traverse 1 this and entered Ophiuchus. Tlirough this

t iiiu'! out of which at Ih. 30in. p.m. on the 20th, she passes into

Capricornus Her jouiney through Capricornus is completed by-

noon en the 27th, at -nhich hour she euters Aquarius. She is

travelling aeross Aquarius until p.m. on the 30tb, when she euters
Pisces Theie we leave her.

3 of the population of Austria at the close of 1884 has
hshed The total was 22,8tJ4,10e., of whom 11,170,468
md 11 093 038 females.

PncT E lN\ -We
have frequently alluded in these columns to the increasing popu-
lar! y ot photography as a fashionable amusement amongst
amateurs, and no stronger evidence of this could be adduced than,

the extensive and varied display of photographic materials and ap-

pliances to be seen in the South Central Gallery of the Inventions
l\hibition We ha^e already explained that this popularity is

owing in a ,^reat measure to the substitution of dry for wet plates,

wlii-rtby the cumbrous paraphernalia requisite for photography
under the old eonditiona was at once abjured in favour ot light

jKitalle apipiratus and all tlio disagre<eable associations of
ehemRal sensiti ing Iv the operator were dispensed with ; but a
personal examination of the exliibits referred to is necessaryin order
to fully realise ho« raueh has been done by mauufacturerB of

I
hoto.,rnphie appliances to render the pratice of the art a luxury

I ill I tl a I I u 11 e stall of Messrs. Marion, ot Soho-square,
1110 simfilicity and effectiveness of many
which may be mentioned compact sets

I r taking pictures—practical working-
s -some of them, at the vary moderate
iliiv also exhibit dry-plates known as

tl I tl I 1 1 1 I i;i," whiili are extremely easy to work,
II I L > 1 1 H liiimis of amateurs. These improve-
1111 Itl I iti I I I ) lioirL,-i'a|ihy a fashionable amnsement
II i(ii„vt 1 1 ^1 1 I 111 at 1 UK', whilst its cliarraa have already beeu
jeknow IcHl^'e-d by oar cousins in the United States, and will doubt-
iesB soon become equally popular in the Colonies.
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a^r Inbfntorsi' Column.

(fe give here, u'eek by week, a terse description of »uch of the many
]. inventions us ux think may be of use to our readers. Where it is

'.'. possible, the »iM»(jfr of the patent is quoted, to enable those who
desire fuller information to procure the specification from, the

"patent OjSice in Cursitor-street, Chancery-lane. We shall, geiie-

'

rally speaking, confine ourselves to tlie more recent inventions; but

it often happens that an article comes under our notice which,

although not quite novel, is toorthy of mentio'.

In 'ich a

it. And ivhile iv thus

itate to refer our
'erest of our pages,

g greater publicity

r magazvne) than

[Pattnt C750 188J]-Tho
aents Howard's Straw trassmg
feeding arrangement, attached

STEVWTELSSING JUCHIlvE

.panj m^

revolving rollers to the collectors, which receive and compress i'

against weighted lovers ; and when the required quantity of straw

is collected to balance and movo the weighted levers, the binding

mechanism is thereby started, the pair of binding arms from below

the collected straw rise up, enclose and bind it with two bands,

while the truss is under compression. The Biit's of the trnases m»y
be regulated to suit different requiremeutg.

RUDDEB FITTINGS.

[Patent No. 10,575. 1881.]—This invention, by Mr. H.

Eniannel, provides the means of instantaneously shipping or

unshipping the rudder, by day or by night, while a boat is afloat or

under way. It is manufactured throughout of non-oxidising met&l,

and the barrel is hard drawn. Those who hare had any experience

of sailing can understand the difficulty of shipping and unshipping

a rudder in the water and more particularly m the dark attached

b\ the ordinary method of pintles and eyes Mr Emannel a plan

18 t J fix a slotted barrel to the transom of the boat ih beu of the

usual gudgtons and as the rudder carries between its straps a

continuous spindle the latter only requires to be inserted in the

bore of the barrel to at once fall into working position by the focce

of its own weight H i -' i -w J iv^n-^^ -.aui i
•

yiu.

bsjnbmq biic bofn
ol«iT p\i8 ni£^

ed) "tedl—luoa 01

ias BEbirt B970ria

,^0(>U aHT Vil tiAM aHT
I . ( fill. .bM^Ifj-H»-[S18}]

lioTf nBtnarf lo 890«i.'

iuii vo\ £ otoienaii

ei(J M i\iiBa edi

087 « ,\sit oJ balolirf

1 1 1( ajn^biva lie

I enenaaaH
I oqqtra has
no ineaaiq

I

I

oi bsiimil
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sorui lisii)
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I iBvlIaH ".

icn WiroHij

jot«a9 eilJ
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rioq £ bliild

n^ ed Iliw

nib ^Ai iaii

Tins straw trusaer will bind into Bhiivea aut nmticiUv the whole

of the straw as it leaves the shakers of a threshing machine It

requires no attention lioyond the removal of the sheaves as they

are delirered from the binder ; and except the cost of the twine,

saves the labour of the several men necessary for binding the

straw into sheaves by hand. The average cost of twine required

to bind a ton of straw is a shilling, which is not more than the

expense in labour of making straw bands to bind the same weight

The machine is easily understood and readily managed ; it is

very portable and compact, and being mounted on three travelling

wheels, is rendered convenient for the application of shafts, he

or bullock pole for draught, or it may be coupled to the back

of a threshing-machine by a suitable draw-bar, and removed fi

place to place in this wav, either by horses or a traction-eng

No fixing or securing to" the thresher is necessary for work, the

trusser being simply wheeled to the machine, and the driving-cl--

afctached.

The straw on leaving the shakers of the thresher slides down

the side of the hopper of the troaser, and is carried forward by the

ST MR CLIPS

[Patent ^o 12 014 1884 ]—These new stair plates or nozings,
patented by Mr F W Hembrv, "Newgate street, London are »
combination of metal-gauze and India-rubber, and are claimed to

be superior to the old form in brass and iron. The metal-ganze is

first placed upon a backing usually of a thin rubber cloth-like

texture, which is coated thickly with rubber cement. Above (jiis

wire gauze or perforated metal plate is again spread a quantity of
cement, which not only passes through all the holes of the meah
but also is the means, after vulcanization, of firmly securing the
rubber on the surface. This being bent to its proper form, and
vulcanized becomes one of the best protections against falling or
slipping, and prevents the wear and noise on stau-s.

TiiE Panama Caxas.—At the close of 1884 the Panama Canal
Company had no less than 20,239 agents and workmen in its em-
ployment. The duration of each working day has been fixed at

ten hours, viz., from 6 to 11 a.m. and from 1 to 6 a.m.
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THE MAN IN THE MOON?

[1812]—" Hallyards " still believes that the absence -of any
traces ot human work upon the moon's surface ig sufficient to

warrant the belief that the moon was never inliabjted ; I venture

therefore a few further remarks for his consideration. The moon
being so much smaller than the earth there is every reason to

suppose that the chain of life there would never be able to attain

a degree so near perfection as that which is possible upon the

earth. The inhabitants of the moon may have been cave-men, or

even as advanced as any community of th& genus Homo, existing

over five thousand years ago, of whicli we have any record, and yet

have left not the faintest trace^f their existence perceptible from
the earth. If the whole population ot Central Africa wore anni-

hilated to-day, a very short time indeed would suffice to obliterate

all evidence of their existence. But if the superiority of the

Lunarians is to bo conceded, we may go to the other estremo,

and suppose that before their extinction they had excelled the

present civilisation ot our globe ; in which case, onr ideas being
limited to the civilisation of the past and present, we could form
absolutely no conception of the works of a greater civilisation or of

their ruins
;
just as the intelligence of a pre-historic man would be

powerless to discriminate between Fingal's Cave and St. Peter's at

Rome, which was human work and which the work of nature.
" Hallyards" "cannot conceive any reason why the Pyramids

should not last as long as the earth itself." The primary reason
appears to be because civilisation ahiwH no disposition to tolei-ate

the existence of such lumber, even for the antinnarian's sake;
already the Gre*t Pyramid has been considerably despoiled to

bnild a portion of the City of Cairo, and the work of destruction

will be accelerated as that city increases in importance; so far,

man is an agent in tho destruction of his own work, and it is

readily conceivable that if the moon was ever distigured by
"ramparts" (hard upon human morality to expect "ramparts"

from its surface. It may be of interest to "Hallyards" to know
that the dimensions of the Great Pyramid, which were originally

480 ft. in height, and 756 ft. square for tho base, have l>een

diminished to 400 ft. for the height, and the base to 732 ft. sciuaro
;

truly nothing wonderful for the work of four thousand years, if wo
compare it with other human erections, but stiU sullicient to rub it

ofits fame for stabilit}» ; and although in its position it is favoured
with atmosphere and weather less destructive in their effects than

1 liovo before mo as I write, shi ' ' '

yards" says.

" Hall-

for

siders to have been " al

"In an airless, water

of such works in the fit

both air and water in

tho air had disappraic.

a criticism throwing discredit up
work or journal I cannot n clIIcc-

Having little tinn; t.. s],:ur al

[Oxygen is not "roiiR\imfiI" i

Oxygen goes into tho lungs of r

contained in the different jiarts

form of carbonic dioxide (tho "c
chemistry). Plants breathe this, 1

and restore the pure oxygen to tl

—ED.]

Mint, I will take up the other

nd by. Alex. Mackie.

e sense used by Mr. Maokie.

als, combines with the carbon

ie biidv, and is exhaled in the

nic acid " of the old books on

mosphore again by exhalation.

NATURAL SELECTION.

; tho crayfish, tbaJL, c

c'iy_ yea

ired), apparently

•) the rule, on the whoh

y buttertlies,

lo very many;

.

:ther ni

ith q

(which appear inilixj and
to hold good.

The suspicion occurs, then, that there is, in reality, no Btrnggle

for etristenre, but merely for excessive existence. The superfluity

are cnt off, but not the proper quantity. My lovely (not

"lonely") philosopher, whom I formerly subprenaed and produced

in court ("(lights of jiainted moths," '&c.) again says: "Little

and big, minnow and leviathan, are alike to tho Soul—that" (he

continues, with his sublimo audacity) " equally shoves Judaa and

Darwin was struck by the formation or metamorphosis of species.

What strikes me is, //"ic the lid is kept do^r,,. From the oldest

laid-bare rocks forms meet us and greet us wl)ich meet us and greet

us now : not only the uninteresting slug-shell, lait the faerie dragon-

fly, with the inimitable tracery of the liivine .Vrchitect (not carving,

moulding, from without ; but creatiiig, becoming, from within :

—

Nature). How the lid is kept down is what strikes me :—Thus far

Shalt thou go, and no farther! Kverything in its place :—every
note and dot, jot and tittlr of the gigantic orchestra, from the hum
of ephemeraj up to " tlir music of the spheres." What, too, can be

more astounding— e.jr., than tlie co-appearance of " the still small

voice," tiny marsupials with the unutterable Sanrians and Ptero-

saurians :—dragons ("that tare each other in the slime") and

sea-serpents, swamp-Berpents, ItHJ ft. Inng ! ! Will the selectionarians

derive the Saurians from tho marsnpjuls : or rice versa, or how ?

Let ns grope our way ont of tho fog '.

Mr. Fountain (why should any of na quarrel ? we are all only

battling for the (ruth in the dark) was very severe upon me for

saying " JIatter ever was and ever will be." I am glad to see

that " F. W. II." is an equ.ally guilty sinner with mo in " cocksure-

uess" about this extra-Eaclidoan problem. 11.' says, " Since what-
leLavo

^ated o

nt, self-wise, self-desL„.-.

fibryology does demonstrate that life begins with simple

1. That ri'lU'ction has not escaped me ; but I turn it

fight in my ranks. It begins with protoplaam, but not

'

otoplas

rotopUi of jell

becomes hairy. l..ook

1 var.l anil iii.iro lu longth, and hero, by the

iniinsicrs iiave not cxtinguiehed tho little

., J>nn Paul calls them, of tho universe

liinisolf upon what the French term the
I-, .urn surroundings. This, of course, I

: transplanted plant, which from hairless

,t the Americana, moiUded by the ambiant
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to likeness to tho Aborigines.) This, of course, I admit, I realiso

;

but this, jnst this, is what Mr. Darwin controverted as the cause

—

the canse, he maintained (with a lucid temperance of genius, of

labour and learning, which I Bhonld be the last not to extol in

excelsis), the cause, ho maintained, lay in natural selection : id est,

the selection by circumstance of what happened to show themselves
per variation the fittest in the struggle for existence.

This doctrine of Natural Selection, as the Cause of Evolution, is

what I am disputing ; it seems rather to me a Consequence—of

Nature's Invention : thus. Nature invented the recurved hooks ot

seeds, &c., and these were selected by, or even did select, Oppor-
tunity (see Shakespeare's marvellous musical eloquence about
Opportunity in " Lucrece ").

Again, the very basis of the Darwinian superstructure is Here-
dity. But who invented Heredity { Was that, too, " acquired ?

"

And he says (basis again) the offspring tends to " vary" in the
same part as the parent; but if the parent, e.r)., has a large foot,

the tendency of the offspring to have a still larger foot can scarcely
be termed variation ; if it varied .it might vary away from the
parent. Moreover all such "variation" has its limits. Peas, to

cite the case mentioned by Dr. Ball, do not go on getting larger
ad infinitum. We do not see giants twenty feet high, whales
1,000 feet long.

Darwin is the Lather of the nineteenth century. That is why
we so greeted him. He has struck open our Bible. What men are
hungering and thirsting after is Religion—not Dogma, but Truth ;

not Superstition, but Nature; not Priestcraft, but God ; the proof
of immortality, which is alone interesting—cur God—we are
slowly coming to perceive, is what is plus the soul of what is, or, in

my favourite phraseology from the poet whom we have aa much
' 'o call divine as the Italians have to call Daute, "the cause,

Now, after all, " Natural Selection," though exquisitely ingenious,

and true to a certain extent, seems to me, for one, rather a shallow
explanation of the Problem of the Universe (e.g., I do not believe
the giants in those days were extinguished by Natural Selection),

and Evolution itself waits for much further illumination and
development.

I should like to make, as it were, a pronunc.iamicnto of the state-

ment—for the reflection of "A Welshman " and others whom this

superb subject may concern—that Mr. Darwin stakes his reputa-

tion on the doctrine of Natural Selection, and, forsooth, in this

utmost form, namely, that the most subtle and gracious organs Mid
contrivances, " insect's wing and eagle's eye,"* Mozart's ear and
Shakespeare's brain are the result of Natural Selection—that is,

of tiny beneficial, or victor variations, transmitted and cumulated
in the course of incomputable ages.

Now I, for one, do not believe that the eye, e.g., was so "ac-
quired "

; the exquisite nerves for appreciating " The dew-dropping
south o'er a bank of violets" ; all, all this fabric of nervous tissue,

myriad inlets for the infinite.

Nor do I exactly credit that the many and great gaps in the

living chain are due to extinction per Natural Selection (another
Darwinian leitmotiv). For instance, how plausible would it be for

a mere outsider, theoretical Adam, beholding the beasts defile

before him, to argue, ccco the lion ! surely monarch of all he sur-

veys ; he must exterminate all ! But no. The lion, lord as he is,

is not numerous, whereas his timid victims—gazelles and other

creatures are—make up for their feebleness by fertility, and, also,

their modes of escape. Behold the horse ! he, too, a magnificent
animal ! his neck clothed with thunder ; running a race with the

wind ! but, luckily, he does not eat flesh ; he is an innocent herb-

cater. The whale is Leviathan ; but lo, he actually exists upon
Infusoria ! What a lesson ! what a moral ! and so on throughout.

The principle Darwin leaves out of sight almost, namely, compen-
sation, advantage and drawback.

Ale,\. Teetgen (" Commentator.")

EVOLUTION.

[1814]—"Commentator's " attack on Darwin's theory because it

does not explain hoti' variation happens seems to me about as

reasonable as if he were to find fault with Newton because the

latter did not attempt to show tho means by which gravitation

acts. Newton proved that a law which we call gravitation exists,

but how that force operates he could not explain. Shall we there-

fore depreciate the value of Newton's labours f Surely not; and
why should "Commentator" seek tominimisethe value of Darwin's

work ? Darwin set himself to prove (1) that organisms vary ; (2)

that there is no reason to suppose that there is any limit to this

variability ; (3) that, variability being granted, it follows that some

" The eye, that most pure spirit of sense."—Shakespeare.

forms must be better adapted to their circumstances than others,

and will therefore survive. This is really all that is involved in

Darwin's great theory. He sought, not) to show how an animal
can produce young which are not identical in all respects ivith

itself : he merely took tho fact of variation as he found it, and
showed that all the rest follows from it.

It is difiioult to make out whether "Commentator" disbelieves

toto c(elo in variation, or believes that any given species can vary
only within certain limits. If the former, he must surely dis-

believe the evidence of his own senses. Can he find two human
faces, for instance, that are precisely alike ? If he believes in

restricted variability, on what evidence does he base his belief ?

The fan-tail pigeon ia the result of the selection of variations which
took place in the common pigeon. But the fantail itself varies,

some individuals being more divergent from the original stock than
others. Is there any reason to suppose that the limit of variability-

has been reached ?

But perhaps "Commentator" does not intend to dispute

variability at all ; bnt merely its spontaneity. If so, why does he
quarrel with Darwin, who expressly refrained from theorising on a
point as to which neither he nor anyone else could be possessed of

any evidence f Whether variability is spontaneous (un8cientifi,c

word !), the result of laws of which we have no conception, or the

work of a Great Designer, makes no difference to the theory of
evolution, for that theory only legins with the million-times-proved

fact of variability. As well complain of the theory of light, because

it does not explain the origin of the sun, as tilt against evolution

because it doesn't make clear how the offspring of five-fingered

parents sometimes have six digits on each hand.
CllAS. E. BELI,Kf<,,

VARIATION IN THE APPARENT MAGNITUDE OF-.

SPECTRAL IMAGES.

[1815]—I have myself noticed tho phenomenon of variation

the apparent magnitude of the ocular .-pertra, as the eye ada]

nitude, because there does not appear to bo the slightest suggestion

of a reason for a change in the actual magnitude of these spectra

on the retina. The phenomenon was very noticeable after gazing

at the coloured figures in that book, which was published some
years since, for the purpose of illustrating the phenomena of the
ocular spectra. The reasons for this apparent increase and decrease

in the spectra, when the eye is adjusted for vision at shorter and
longer distances, is this, that the spectral image persists on the

retina of one constant magnitude, but this image being brought
into juxtaposition with the diminished objects of a more distant

field of vision appears relatively larger, and with the environment of

the larger objects of a closer field of vision relatively smaller. Thus
it is that the rule of perspective appears to be reversed. The im-

portant fact that the ocular spectra have no external existence

whatever, does not as yet appear to be fully recognised.

W. Cave Thomas.

KING'S COLLEGE SCHOOL.
[181G]—Vol. VIII. of K. opens with a severe— all the t

of Ol .'Client

the I 8 ot the above

n expert in a double way. The Head-
master and myself had a week-and-week rivalrv, when we were
fifteen, for the prize of the third form in our school. Stokoe was
neither a bully nor a sneak, but an all-ronnd good fellow, steady

as he was genial. Our master died Head-master of Charterhouse

;

so he had a good model of what a master ought to be. I beat him
in class-work, but he was superior in exercises, so had the prize.

But we never had the least jealousy or meanness over our strife.

I hold Mr. Proctor absolutely wrong in his general canon that

bad tone among boys lies at the masters' door. I know that schools

change like society, and always—almost—from within. Those who
make the tone of a school are the Icadirifi Inys—and, as these are
constantly changing, no one can ever know what a school is, save
from the boys themselves. E.y. the very school I was at with
Stokoe. The head-master had come into office nearly ten years
before. I found myself laughed at fur piety, persecuted for in-

dustry. By the time I had been there three years, all was
changed ! Pietv rather the fashion, irdustrv quite a M'?ie qud non.

An idle fellow Was rather a cad. What was 'the cause y If it was
in the master.s, it conld have been only through the advent (in my
first half) of a big, sneering, affected under-master, who was said

to have driven an Oxford coach for money. He, first of masters,
joined in the games. I think it not impossible this may ha^ve done
something.
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But, I know another acliool—all interna—of gentlemanly nice

fellows, wliose masters wero ignorant, ill-bred muCfs. One of the

senior students told me that the moral state of the place was
excellent; whereas, when he came, a youngster o£ eight, it was a
sink of iniquity. Now, the change here was certainly not wrought
by the masters. Morals are like epidemics. I have no doubt that

iu the cases cited by Mr. Proctor the change did emanate from
the masters. But that must have been by accident. It is as in

society. The standard of morals is always fixed by the laity

—

whatever they determine on doing, the clergy must sanction even-

tually, or else they would have no adherents. Of course, they
ought to submit to that disaster; but then they don't.

I felt pained at the admission of Ur. Stokoe that he did not

know of the bullying in question ; but I feel sure there must have
been, sonie special cause for his ignorance. It seems a pity, any-
how,, to increase, at this moment, the very deep concern be must
feel. Hallyards.

r" (from

" THE COMITy OF NATIONS."

[1817]—I always understood this to mean " that mutual

comis, polite). But in April, 1S71, a great lawyer made
speech, in which he spoke several times of the " comity of nations "

as synonymous with " community of nations." I turned up Johnson
and others, but could find no trace of the word comity other than

as above. The Times based a leader on the speech, and repeated

letters. I wrote to the Times expostulating, but was not inserted.

Now, in the Saturday Review for May 30, p. 718, I find " Japan's

policy aims at the adoption of the fruits of Western civilization,

and the attainment of a status of recognised equality in the comity
of nations." Here is the self-same error.

There might, of course, be a word cortii(y = company, from

inconvenient to have two words of identical spelling, but diverse

derivation and meaning ; for then we might praise a judge and a
riding-master, each for his equity—the one for a-quitax, the other

"PRINTf]RS' DEVILRY."

[1818]—That "Hallyards" is a moat exceedingly learned man,
I have no earthly doubt ; but (letter 1811) he does not seem to bo
quite so well acquainted with the writings of "the Divine

William " as he might be, or else he would have known that the

Saturday was quoting from Mrs. Quickly, " Henry V.," act ii.,

scene 3:—" Nay, sure, he's not in hell; he's in Arthur's bosom, if

ever man went to Arthur's bosom." G. Si

GEORGE ELIOT.

[1819]—There is still a necessitv, I think, for another word to

be spoken in connection with George Eliot and her partner. The

and too much defended by Mr. Proctor. While sympathising with

a great many observations ably expressed by the latter, I cannot
help thinking that he has allowed his love and reverence for the

writer to plead on behalf of what has always been considered

reprehensible in Sand and Chopin. It is .surely a healthy senti-

ment which demands from our teachers a higher morality than
exists in the multitude. If there is virtue in our laws, surely it is

right for one wlio could create for na an Adam Bede to make a
sacrifice on their Ii.]!:ili. 1. i^ :ill v-iy well to say that if Eliot and
Lewes wronged m. ..i |. t n was justifiable. In the first

place, a wrong mi. i Inn. In the second place, the

question, I think, n ni.i u^^ii-i ..n.'. Do such acts discredit the

law, and is such an e.-.>uiiiile a.-.alui;uy one for society ? While, no
doubt, many things can bo urged iu defence of the happy fellow-

ship of these celebrated peojile, surely a more heroic line would
hate been more in harmony with their teaching. Gamm.v.

A LONti SPELL.

[1820]-In your -G,«sip" in KN„w,,F,,.,a.: you sny, "It

DIVERS EEJOINDEKS.

[1821]— ConiZur 40 ft. from tip to tip of wings.* I saw this about

forty years ago, noted on the fly-leaf of a book, by my father, from

(I think) Humboldt. It struck me so much that I have never for-

gotten it. I could wish it verified. It is not likely my father was
wrong, as he had succeeded, before he was twenty-four, in having

his name given to two places on the earth's surface ; which, as

"'ai'^pwi' 'tTTKJiai'oJy Tcaaa lit) Td(poc," is certainly the neatest way of

appearing on the tombstone. (Could I live in libraries, I would

make a dictionary of all men in like case, with brief notice. This

would be a geographical peerage, and useful companion to every

geography.)
HcUellites. Jupiter and Saturn certainly have some larger than

the moon in ajipacenf diameter; but, as J. and S. are held to be

not yet condensed, and to bo yoiny tu he very much smaller than

they are at jiresent, is it not reasonable to supposo that their

satellites are iu a similar puffy state ?t Now, tlie one'thing certain

about the moon is that slio is solid, and final, at all events.

Injintte divisibility. I am unable to see why one should be able

to halve everything, without getting to a point indivisible. If we
could, then I might say that because I have a pound in my pocket, I

shall always have some money, because, however small the balance,

I can always halve it. (This is flippant, of course.)

Haxlyabjjs.

BENEDICITE!

[1822]— I am deeply pained to find from Mr. Proctor's note on

p. 11 that I have (it seems) wasted valuable space on nonsense.

The only exit seems to bo " the Hundreds." " I guess I shall jiue

a church this fall," as Artemus Ward says (or, stay—perhaps it

was some other A. W.— Archbishop Whatily, for instance.)

I was perfectly certain the two statements in question had been

made by Mr. Proctor; I cannot tell where, nor does it matter,

since (at any rate) they do not represent his opinion. But this

defect of apprehension convinces me that it is not only my sight

that is failing me, and that I am not much in the right place in

I remember Mr. Proctor writing of me years ago " by no means
a fool, but fitter to be taught than teach." I never tried to do
that. I have ventured to put certain sceptical ideas on paper,

supposing that the acting Editor would not print absolute bosh.

The fact that a scientific opinion is universally received in no

way proves its truth. Mr. Proctor himself (am I mistaken here?)

showed that all astronomers had been childishly wrong about

resolvable nebula; being galaxies ; and that Sir G. Airy was also in

error as to a transit of Venng. He also wrote a paper called "A
Menacing Comet," which frightened numbers of people. He has

since explained that no comet, in his opinion, is likely to do any
harm. If that bo so, what did it " menace" ? In spite of my almost

extravagant admiration for him, I could not help feeling that the

S.xturdayReviev v,-,ia on the side of reason about "the Specfafor's

comet."
As regards the reply to me on p. 14, I should be really obliged

if the following emasculated (but is that admissible ?) statement

be allowed to apjiear. The Editor severely snubbed a corre-

spondent who wrote about what the Editor calls " a savage rite,"

and said it did no good. I wrote, showing, not only that it was
invented by the beginners of all c-ivilisatiou, but that it is

alleged to produce the most serimis inni;il and j.^vsiral benefit. My
language was carefully chosen- ii :"m''> put li- ,'<•- tluiugh it U
absurd to regard any such restriitiMUs in a s, iiiuilie .lisiussion.—it

is like fighting with one arm tie.l and iho VAhw l.uikes my letter.

Probably he does right; but it deies seem to nie liard en tho corre-

spondent who was originally snubbed, and to whom our good
Editor now devotes sixteen lines of disquisition on the merits ot

the rite in question, which he allows no one to dcfcnd.t

I am extremely obliged to Mr. Putlor for his courteous note and
sketch of a buff spider, but it i^ i ; I'l .r; -:. '

^ as mine,

d with a lens. V .
',

, v ,
' are five

shotaCond.ir. I :

-e tip of
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depreeaions instead of three, and Hio corners-ara much sharper. I

have since (in the very same place) seen one that was bu£E with
green markings, redaJling a jockey.

In 1883 I addressed to K a long letter, showing that the
chronology of Miss A. B. Edwards, in her " Pithom and Ramses"
articles was totally impoesiblo. This was not inserted, but sent to

Miss p., who addressed to me in next no. a very courteous note.

;
I then resolved to confine myself to enriching K. with auroras,
zodiacal lights, and other meteors, which are to scientific what the

I

hptable " enormous gooseberry " is to general journalism ; and I

Tencw this resolution now. Should I ever be tempted to write
..'mere opinions, or quotations, or arguments, I really think the

.' kindest course for the editor to follow will be simply W.P.B. and
j:j'.gjlei>ce—but a note lascd upon a burked letter is very apt to pre-
judice the correspondent. Vaija con dios ! Hallyakds.

r.S. At first 1 did not intend to comment on Mr. Proctor's
...notes ) but it has occnrred to me that it was inferred from the
T probable rectilinear motion of the majority of stars that there
^ .would be collisions

; that these,thoHgh apparently accidents, might
,, in reality be foreseen, ajid part of the provision of the cosmos. I

f incline to believe that this was in the papers on Sir VV. Herschel's
,
views as to the distribution of the stars, tlus year (to which 1 am

., unable to refer at present). If it was not there, it was certainly
snot on "outer barbarian" who wrote it, but one of the "inner
,^«iro^e"—of "the clever ones" (Mrs. Clennam & Co.)—of those
I. who justly say "we are they that ought to speak—who is lord over

,, If the above (abont ooUisions) is pure imagination, how is it that
1 : I am aware that the following is in<ieed so ?

A century ago Sir VV. H. discerned that the sun is moving, very
(,. muoh slower than the earth in her orbit, towards a point in Hercules.
>_^: There is, hitherto, no change in direction observed (though the

,

no. of miles per second is declared ?). Therefore, if tlie sun is

1, moving in a carve, it is so vast that in a century it does not appre-
:, ciably differ from a straight line. This does not show it to be
: one ; but, so fur, it may be supposed to be straight. Mr. Proctor (?)
i,' has shown that Miidler was quite mistaken in his " central sun"
[) theory.

B When I wrote "It will be replied," I had not the least idea of
., Mr. P.—so there is no creation of a " semi-idiotio second self."

;.
• " It will be replied that their rate of translation will overcome the

I pull of the nearest body^—though any one who would reply thus
;! would say anything." ("I think my friend Mr. ——-of the

i. club said he knew yon."

—

"There'» fellers in thai cluh would say
,. anything,"—-Tep]ie(\ the— (certainly not amiable)—character. I

! here cite from Thacker.ay.)
\. I am disconsolate to be found wrong abont so simple a matter.
i:. I thought that in the case of one body revolving round another
c: there are but two forces in question. The smaller may bo con-
i ceived passing in a straight line ; the pull of the larger is just suffi.

d^: formerly as centrifugal and centripetal force. That is what I meant.
Put so much more "rate of translation" on the earth, and it

(!, would overcome the sun's pull, and she would go off in space in a
s - straight line—saving accidents. The suspected companion of
.1

.
Venns is supposed to have got loose in some such way.

., A correspondent pointed out the other day that Mr. P. had stated

b; that space must be infinite. I refrained from saying that that in

,1: no way convinces me he has not said also the contrary. (Because it

t is a mere matter of speonlation ; a wise man's opinions are liable
to change ; and when a man writes a great deal he cannot possibly
remember all he writes. " Commentator " complained lately that
Mr. P. had contradicted himself flatly about the present habitability
of the planets; I believe he did.) He tells me he has said "we

[1 cannot conceive infinite space,—a mightily different matter."
ij. .

,
Different, concedo ; mightily so, negv : contrariwise, it is a long step

^.1 towards my version. It is still more inconceivable that space should
ep be finite. I believe the human mind will never be able to compre-
J_ : hend the real state of the question at all. It was created for its

ri own special needs, and no higher. I can imagine a mind as far above
t it as Mr. P.'s is above my own. XI.

[182.3]-I s

A DEEAM.

n aitract from a letter, received on Monday
last, trom a son of mine who is in command of the fastest s.s. in

the New Zealand waters, merely premising that the " poor N "

referred to was a younger brother of his who was washed over-
board in mid-Atlantic, and the "poor P " a quadroon, who returned
with me from the West Indies in the eventful year 1848, and who
nursed him and all his brothers and sisters, except the eldest, but
died last January twelvemonth :

—" Now, my dear father, I am
going to tell yon an astonnding fact. On the date poor N was

drowned I saw him struggling in the water on the port-side of a
steamer in a stormy sea, when all at once he disappeared, and
directly after, in uiy dream, I saw poor P sitting at the foot of
my bud. She said, " Not you," and vanished. I woke upj went
on deck, and told the chief-otiicor of it, and, on my return below, 1

made a note of it in an almanack. Since then 1 have worked it

out, and it tallies to thu moment of the sad occurrence " (I having
given him, in a letter to which the above was his answer, the
latitude and longitude, with local time of it). W. A.

MENTAL PHENOMENA. • '
'

[182 1]—I was muoh struck the other day by a little French(')&,oy

informing me that his grandfather's peacoi^k was sometimes HeRrd
as far as Noirmentier (an island ten miles off). This, examjjied,
turned ont to be based on a reported fact that some one had beard
it on the sea— i.e., a few hundred yards away. But, on reflexipn, I

conld not deny that the original statement was specious. Thus :

—

"" peacock is hoard on tho sea,

—

Noi D tho
Therefore the peacock is lie;

Just after, I took up a jiriuted letter of the Card. Abp. otj^ina
to the Pope. lu tho first two lines U. E. ti-Us 11. H. that he,:^ad
recovered from a dangerous illness, " thanks, 1 tliink, to ,y;on»

U.'s blessing."

Now, was the Abp. more logical than the child ? Does he ^old
that none ever recover without tlie Pope's blessing ? If he.^oeB
not, how does he connect cause and effect .'

!

It is like Tenterden Steeple and the Goodwin Sands j an<^ not
altogether unlike some modern speculations on cause of sup'e

I believe there will always bo Christiana : but it is surely timpfor
churchmen to "report progress" on some points, and "tapjtly
recede from " (Card. Newman's phrase) prayers for fine ^efiibsr,
and against earthquakes, thunderstorms, and pestilences.

There is a collect (8th after Trinity)—which I never could read
gravely. Who are " we," that we should get all profitable things (the
orig. has "cuncta'-anrf " omaia" )and escape all hurtful things
(of course to the detriment of some of otfr "dearly beloved
brethren" elsewhere.) Hallyaeds.

MEAN-TIME SUN-DIALS.

[1825]—I propose having a mean-time sun-dial conatmotedi *nd
shall bo much obliged to " E. L. G." (with reference to his letter.

No. 1724, p.ige 105) if he will tell me how he derives his rale, for

the ordinates. It had seemed to me that if the radius of the hour
circle wers multiplied by the sine of half the equation of time, plus

the quantity S (expressed as angle), we should have the true length
of the ordinate, the axis of the gnomon passing through the centre
of the circle j but I have no doubt that he is right. __.

In the expression for the abscissa, the factor (1 - sin" K + S)
might, I think, be omitted, as (except in tho case of very large
dials) its effect on the length would be inappreciable.

Since writing the above I have seen E. L. G.'s letter. No. 1658,

p. 290 (previously overlooked), which gives the explanation asked

for. The factor (I— sin' N-^h) may certainly be omitted. In

small dials it would make no difference, and in large ones the edge
of the shadow is so vague that great accuracy is impossible.

Mdsafih.

LETTERS EECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.

Jos. HoRNEH. The reply which you enclose was written by the

Conductor of Knowledge, and 1 had never even seen it before.

Nor, so far as I am aware, was your MS. in existence when I took
over the editorship about the end of last .Tune. Hence the seeming
inconsistency, which I can only sincerely regret.

—

An Anonimous
Correspondent forwards a leaf cut from The Bazaar of July 3,

containing grave charges against the promoters of the Qolden
Argosy scheme of prizes, and complaining that these prizes were
advertised in Knowledge. I must reiterate that the appearance of

an advertisement of any sort in the columns here devoted to them
can and must in no sense whatever be held to imply any sort of

editorial guarantee for its ionn fides. Of course, an announcement
knou-n to emanate from a doubtful source would be refused

insertion, but advertising belongs to the business department of

the paper, with which the editor has nothing whatever to do.

—

J. Webb asks Mr. Clodd for the name of the publisher of the re-

issue of the " Biblia Pauperum " ? With regard to your request

for a Greek Lexicon, I myaelf always use the English edition of

Schrevelius, in which the definitions are, as yon require, framed on
philological and not on merely doctrinal grounds.—W. invites
" Coleford's " attention to the circumstance tha', according to his
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("Coleford's") theory, if Mr. and Mrs. Jones have four childr

there must be four fathers and four mothers altogether !—E. G.

I do not know of any dictionary devoted expressly to the expla

tion of scientific terms. A considerable proportion of them will

found in such books as Ogilvie's " Imperial Dictionary." Im
add, though, that it is a rule that all contribntors

should explain every technical term they employ whei

and hence that readers of original articles in those i

never need to refer to any extraneous source (it all for t,no meunmg^

of vfords which occur here.—J. W. ALEXA.\iij-:K. I am sorry that I am
unable to print your letter, but the " ilind and Matter" discussion

l^as now dragged out to such a woary length, and has been so

whplly barren of any fmilful result, that I am compelled to close

it.—C. Ifrrt. I do not insert your circnlar because I am firmly

convinced that the opening of nniseume, ic, on Sunday would be

a very groat national boon. As for your idea that it would lead to

Sunday l.abonr, the Trade Unions w'ill take exceedingly good

that it docs not do that.—

/

! Tiaily Mail,

a CouuEspoNiii

: (fr, L the

Sheffield Slur) of the finding of a live toad in a block of coal!

The " silly season " seems to have set in very early and with nnii.snal

'^oVerity in ShelKeld this year.

—

Wit.maM Mattiie\v,s. So far I have

OnTy received your letter, the " accompanying communication

"

not having reached me.—Commentator. I do not reproduce M.

,
^amus's article because it is utterly unsound. The axis of the

iiarth can never have been per]>e'ifli<'n'ir to the plane of the

eoHptic for dynamical reasons. Its variation is secular, and the

extreme possible limits of it are 2° 37' 22'. What does the fly-leaf

oil "Titles" mean? Thanks again for photograph.—Arnold
Reed. You can scarcely hope to pass -well in honours in electricity

without some knowledge of m^ithematics, that is if the examination

isvrhat it ought to be. Prof. Thompson's " Elementary Lessons in

Kloctricity and Magnetism " will give you a good insight into the

atibjact. It is, of its kind, the best in the market.

Sd-'S^6' <^«^ ^aratior Column.

the author of

itained reason-

u explain what

[I print the subjoined letter from our

the " P. D. Theory " as a specimen of ch

' ' tipjyion a soientiiio subject ! Perhaps soni

I '!0n earth it is all about. No, one to bo alioweu moi
•' aneesos.^Kii.].

July 2nd 18S5

EniToR Dear Sib If the "Tit Bits" in Knowledge June

I9th, 2iith; came from Hallyards, Commentator, Gamma, A
Welshman, F. W. H. and othcr.^,—If they would read their IJook

of Time, which is composed by the matter of thought and printed

only on The mind of man, —They would surely have one and the
• game idea about " Darwinism or Protoplasm or the immanence of

Life in matter," Mr R. A. Proctor say.n, men were once deceived

•itb regard to time. They thought tho duration of this earth
' i represented all time—w.as, at least, central in time; But, they

know it now as infinite time ; What Bay.M the Book,— I
'

-

l.Sltbsti :)ablo of li

.iriugofli:

jiMg-bQsli, to fancy that dura

the^inoJ^W '^ Bometliiug e;

i' M o'«^ way so must thin

i I a

@ur SSa&isit Column.
By " Five op Club-s."

DECLINE AND FALL OF WHIST.
NDER this title, Pembridge, author of the lively treatise,

" Wliist or Bumblepuppy," has published a jeremiad—an
old-fashioned view, as he calls it, of new-fangled play. He rejects

the developments of modern whist as tending to the injury and
eventually to the destruction of the fine old game. There is so

much truth in what he says, though it is not all truth, that I take
pleasure in helping to make as >videly known as possible hia

protest against tho mischievous tendencies of some of the modem

V

mbridge first attacks tho i

(I I t the c mpoBitors not

IB. And truly when

a to substitute the
cannot wonder, I say, if a
ail against the abuse of a
laable. The signal ought

strong player should be disposed t

signal which, properly used, is very

is an unwise ])rocIamation of trump strength. To such a pitch haa
foolish signalling passed, that for my own part, I decline to respond
to the signal until I have become satisfied by a sufficient amount of

play, that my partner knows when he ought to signal and when
he ought to refrain. Pole's perfectly preposterous rule

that you should always signal from five trumps,— ft rule

which he gives as gmeral for all e.^cept strong players!

—and the absurd misinterpretation of Clay's correct rule, have
done more to make weak players mischievous than perhaps any
thing since the modern conventions were first started. Clay's mle,
•which ought to act as a corrective of Pole's later absurdity, is used
by many to intensify tho mischief. Says Clay, correctly, you
should make it a rule never to signal from less than five trumps
one honour, or from four trumps two honours. The tyro adopts
instead as his rule, always signal from five trumps one honour, and
from four trumps two honours. Yet Clay was careful to say, in S9
many words, that he would by no means roooram6"nd signalling from
a hand containing the specified strength in trumps. (I note here
in passing that in America, Clay's negative rule, even, woald not
be sound ; for in American Whist honours aro not counted, and thus
the conditionsfor signalling are entirely altered. When in England
and Europe generally, for instance, yon hold four trumps two
honours, tho odds are in favour of your holding, with partner, two
by honours, in which case only three tricks are required—supposing
the score at "love"—to win; and again, with five trumps one
honour, you know that the odds are in favour of honours being
either "easy" or in your favour. It should, indeed, be always
remembered by Americans, in reading English liooks on Whist, and
especially on "Short Whist," that American Whist and English
Whist are different games.)
But " Pembridge " would not bo justified in Ids opposition to the

sigtial if the following conditions for signalling wi?ro always
obeyed :—A player should only signal for trumps when, holding at

least five trumps, or four headed bv Ace, King, bv Ace, Queen, by
King, Queen, or by Quoen, Knave," Ten, he has (or sees that liis

in the ( f tho
long suit sho
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<!Rur CljesJjf Column*
By :S[KiinsTO.

ILLUSTRATIVE GAME No. 1.

COMPETING partie in the competition of the B. C. A. for

Kt to QB3
P to QK3
Kt to B3

o B4 (a)

. B to B2
oK2

White. Black.

17. Q to B3 Kt to Kt sq.

18. Kt to Kt3 QKt to Q2
19. Castles QR (,) R to KR sq.

20. Kt to R5 (ch) K to Kt3 (k)

21. BtoR4 PxP (0
P (ch)P to QKt4 (6) 22. P to Q4. (m)

Castles

B to Kto (c)

Kt to Q2 r 10 tm
B to Rl Q to K3
P to KR3 QRtoQsq.OO

13 P to KKt4 (c) P to KKt4( n
1-1 Kt X P (j) P X Kt

Q. to B4
B X P (ch)

PtoKt8(Q)(ch)
QtoKt5(ch)
Resigns

(a) At this point the doctors differ as to ivhether it is best to

play 5. B to B4 or 5. P to Q3. AVe imagine that a disinclination

to adopt a defence leading to dull and heavy play causes players

to revert to 5. B to B4. The objections against 5. B to B4, how-
ever, are, in our opinion, of considerable weight. White may play

B to K3. If Black exchanges Bishop's, White's centre Trill be
strengthened. Black cannot conveniently retire his B, as in the
Giuoco Piano, to Kt3, in consequence of having played P to QR3.
If B to R2, White exchanges, placing Black's Rook very awkwardly.
Again, White may reply with 6. P to QB3, as in the text ; then by
playing P to Q4 at an opportune moment, he may derive a benefit

in position, while the White B is available on B2, to support the
centre advance, and may ultimately become a very commanding
piece by attacking the KRP. To avoid this unmasking, BIa<?k is

prevented from playing P to Q4 after he has Castled. In fact, in

most cases it is dangerous for Black to Castle too early, as White
may get np a strong attack against Black's K's side. These are
the principal objections against 5. B to B4, and, as will be seen
from the game (which occurred in the Tournament of the B. C. A.),

nearly all of them are exemplified here by a corresponding
inferiority in Black's position.

(b) Necessary, in order to play P to Q4. If P to Q3, Black would
have an inconvenient position, owing to his QKt being pinned, and
the probability of the advance of the White QP, an inconvenience
which a plaver ought to avoid if he can do so ; at the same time,

P to QKt4 brings White's B into better play.

(c) Of course general principles must always be subordinate to

the opponents' tactics, as otherwise a player will win in spite of

bad development. 9. B to Kt5 is the right move here, for if

9. B to K3, B X B, the P cannot retake, as Black could double
White's P's by PxP. It may be seen here that the Black KB
would be far better placed on K2.

((?) Here the principle as regards pinning is amply illustrated.

By placing his R on Q sq. Black doubly pins his own Kt, and
thereby creates another weak point in his position.

(e) This more is valuable as an instance of a deviation from a
general rule in a particular case. The general rnle being that it is

advantageous to secure one's own position by Castling before

liroceeding to the attack, but, as stated in note
alter cases. In this instance it would be somev
to Castle QR (it being clearly part of White's plan and to his

advantage to attack Black's King's side) on account of several

harassing moves which are at Black's disposal, such as P to Kt5,
P to Q5, &c. Moreover, by the text move White obtains an
immediate advantage in position.

(/) Black could not otherwise prevent White from playing
P to Kt5.

(;;) This sacrifice is possible, on account of the position of

Black's Q and R, and the general aspect of the game. Similar
opportunities occur in many variations of the Giuoco Piano. A
thorough examination of the position is, however, required in most
cases, to see whether the piece mav safelv be given up. Thns, for

instance, if the square on Black's K3 were unoccupied, it would
enable Black to i)lay Q to K3, followed by B to K2.

(h) Black wanted to prevent the advance of the White QP.
(i) The QKt does good service on the K's side.

( ) \Vliito''j attack being now far better developed, he may
<' i-t'i mi'if c ffectively and with greater security.

( I Mill iiii-h Black would have still had a bad game, he would
1 'M .l..,„. 1,1 tter to take the Kt with the R. In that case White
^.- Ilia have proceeded to double the Rooks on the Kt's file.

I ') This brings about a speedy loss, but Black had no satisfac-

tory move at his disposal.

( i) Better late than never ; White seizes the opportunity which
liiiiigs his B to bear on the attack.

(h) If P X R, then 25. P to K5 discovering check wonld be fatal.

(u) White now simply breaks up Black's game.

Wo have given the above game, as promised, as the first of a
series of real games, in which we endeavour to explain the
principles which ought to guide players in the conduct of games.
We shall, however, be pleased to enter into any discussion or give
further explanation upon any point in these games which appears
doubtful to our readers.

Mr. E. A. Proctor's Lecture Tour.
Suljects:

1. LIFE OF WORLDS 4. THE PLANETS
2. THE SUN 5. COMETS AND METEORS
3. THE MOON 6. THE STAR DEPTHS

Each Lecture is profusely illustrated.

Arrangements are now being made for the delivery of Lectures
by Mr. Proctor from August onwards. Communications respecting
terms and vacant dates should be addressed to the Manager of the
Tour, Mr. JOHN STUART, Royal Concert Hall, St. Leonards-on-

Aug. 11 and 12, Worthing. Aug. 13 and 14, Eastbourne. Aug. 17,

19, and 24, Tunbridge Wells. Aug. 25 and 26, Folkestone.
September.—Buxton, Matlock, Bath, York, Scarborough, Whitby,

Ukley. &c. (Particulars next week.)
Nov. 4, Burnley. Nov. 17, Darwen.
Feb. 18 and 25 (188C), London Institution.

Contests of No. 193.

Feminine Volubility. B; Thomas Thought and Lan^age. By Ada 8.

Jrowth of a" Famiiy!"(i7i'Vi».)'''BT First Star'Les8onsV'''(Vr''A Jfao.)
H. A. Proctor 18 By Eichai-d A. Proctor 2

tambles with a Hammer. (Iltm.) Gossip. By K. A. Proctor 2

rie^Phiiosophr^of CIothS)g;""xiI.
" CoSerpmdenceT'The 'Great'"8un-_
,^ spot-The Oldest Solar Mjlh—

»rge The llathematicalTheory of Eto-

(Illus.

eels. By Job
on Geometrici

1—The

isibility, &c.
il Fare!

of Con.

. 25 Onr Chess Colt

NOTICES.
Part XLIV. (June, 1885), now ready, price Is., post-free. Is. 3d.

ly address in the United K
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Thought and Lan(,Tiage XII
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF CLOTHING.
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build castles in that region for lialf-an-hour or so, then
j)ack up shirt A, and do the last stage of j'our day's walk
at a swinging pace in the cool evening. Shirt A does

duty as a night-shirt, B is resumed on the next morning,

when A "goes to the wash," as B did the day before.

The success or failure of a pedestrian excursion of any
length depends primarily on the reduction of luggage.

Everybody takes too much. I did so on this occasion,

having included a comb and hair-brush, besides the

above-named collars. On reaching Christiania I had my
hair cut. The operator used very long shears, and pre-

sently I discovered that there remained on my head
nothing to brush, and less to comb. The Norwegians
clip their horses annually, themselves likewise, and in

the same degree. The only occasion on which I did not

take an excess of luggage was on a suddenly extemporised
trip through Belgium, the Rhine, Bavaria, the Tyrol,

Venice, the Italian lakes, Alsace vid the Spliigen and
Zurich, thence by the Moselle to Nancy, and from Nancy
to Paris by rail. My luggage on starting from London
by the Dunkirk packet was a penny sheet of brown
paper and a bit of string. Every other requirement was
purchased on the way as the demand arose. The natural

course of evolution in this case finally converted the

sheet of paper into a German satchel filled with hand-
books and photographs. If you eat a raw turnip or a

hard apple every morning, the supposed necessity for a

tooth-brush is refuted by a rediictio ad ahsurdum.

So far I have only considered clothing material in

relation to its resistance to the passage of heat and the

transpiration of aqueous vapour. The saline constituents

of the perspiration are very variable in composition

;

varying with different individuals, and in the same indi-

vidual at different times, according to the conditions of

health, exercise, climate, and food. To the.se variations

I attribute the contradictory results obtained by able

chemists and physiologists who have collected and
analysed these secretions. I will not enter upon the

details of such analyses, especially as I have recently

discussed them in connection with the physiology of

nutrition in my papers on " The Chemistry of Cookery."

At present it is sufficient to note that there are given

out either urea itself or nitrogenous salts of similar com-
position and physiological significance ; salts which are

products of the degradation of tissue, and therefore con-

stituting excrementitious matter, which is more or less

poisonous, and should be removed. The foulness of the

arm-pit portion of a dirty shirt, or the feet of over-worn

socks, indicate this, and jjrove the necessity of frequent

changing of underclothing.

In reference to these, I am inclined to conclude that

my towel shirts, described in the last paper (I learn that

the technical name of the material is " huckaback "), are

better than flannel. Flannel assists gaseous transpiration

better than the towelling ; but this is decidedly superior

to flannel in removing the liquid perspiration, and all

that it holds in solution. This may be tested by simply

washing one's face, and then wiping it with flannel, as

against good soft huckaback. Therefore, I conclude that

persons who are troubled with excessive liquid or

sensible perspiration may find the towel shirts even better

than flannel. Should any of my readers repeat my
experiment, they will do good service by recording the

results.

The experience of furnace-men is in favour of such

material. I have seen much of them, and find that the

"mop," which is thrown loosely round the neck or over

the shoulders, and used for wiping or mopping the face

and breast, is usually of towelling material. I do not

remember ever to have seen a flannel on

above ground or in a coal-pit. The (

huckaback shirt is unquestionable.

ILLUSIONS OF THE SENSES.
Bt Richard A. Peoctor.

(Continued from page 40.)

THE sense of heat is in like manner usually a

with the sense of sight, so that illusions affecting it

are either corrected or modifit-d Ly vimuiI inii>rfs>i..n.s.

Yet there are cases where this m n-c i^ il.rru ,..1 vAwn
acting alone. For instance tin r.- i^ tlir wi !1 kiK.wu

experiment in which after one Imml li:i^ luin plmnl for

a time in water as hot as can be borne, and the other in

ice-cold water, both hands are plunged simultaneously

into tepid water. Immediately the hand which had
been in very hot water recognises a comfortable sense of

coolness, and as it were pronounces the water cold ; the

other hand as quickly recognises a comfortable sense of

warmth and pronounces the selfsame water hot. Here
even sight will not correct the illusion. We see as

plainly as possible that both hands are in the same basin,

yet one hand seems to be in warm water the other in

cold. I find a singular effect produced if while the
attention is strongly directed to the circumstance that

both hands are in the same water, the hands are freely

moved about in the water. For it seems then as though
there were currents of hot and cold water in the same
basin, moving so as to follow or rather to accompany the

hands.

Without making definite experiment in this way, we
can easily in the ordinary experiences of life, recognise

the readiness of the heat sense to be deceived. Thus we
come out of a warm room into the hall outside and find

the air there pleasantly cool. We then, perhaps, see a
friend home through the cold night air and jiresently

return to the same hall. But now, coming into it from
the cold outer air, we find it pleasantly warm.

Professor Lo Conte remarks that " during the Arctic

voyages made by Parry, Franklin, Ross, Kane, Nares, and
others, it was found that a zero temperature seemed quite

mild after the thermometer had been twenty or thirty

degrees below that point." But, althoiigh in California

temperatures of twenty or thirty degrees below zero may
not be common, an American has no occasion to leave the

United States, or even the middle states, to experience

the illusion in question. I have repeatedly walked along

the streets of New York with the temperature a degree

or two below zero, without wearing an overcoat or feeling

the want of one, when such a temperature has followed a

few days of much colder weather. And conversely, even

as I write I am feeling unpleasantly cold at Columbia,

South Carolina, with the temperature only just below

zero (and the air still), simply because I have been enjoy-

ing during the last few days in Charleston, S.C, a soft

and balmy warmth resembling that of a June day ia

England.
Again in caverns like the Mammoth Cave, Kentucky,

or Kent's Hole in Devonshire, there is in summer always

a sense of coldness and in winter always a sense of heat,

yet in reality the thermometer shows that, as might be

expected, the air is somewhat warmer within such caves

in summer than it is in winter. Here, then, the illusion

is not only incorrect but the verj- contrary of the truth,

the air seems colder when it is really warmer and warmer
when it is really colder. Because the range of tempera-
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turc is much less within the cave than in the open air,

we are deceived into the idea that the temperature really

I'anges the reverse way from that in which it actiially

A Tiion' «ii1>t1(- illusion relating to hon+ ;« +'•:'* orl-i.v

from ililTiivih-i' ill ilie conducting po\\''- '

warmth. On tlie coutrnry, the .sclf-simc sul.stance-

water—not only feels hot but is unhearahly hot when at

a temperature far below that of the surrounding air in a

Turkish bath.

It is to be noticed that in this case the sense of heat

while in one respect leading to an erroneous idea, in

another and a much more important point gives correct

information. If one were to trust flic toacliinp-s nf tlio

thermometer, and infer that ciiic in iulii :is vm 11 r,iii:iiii in

water as in air seeing that tht> WMt.r ;,n.l iln- ^m- ;,rr . f

the same temperature, one would innkn n snrinus inistnlsr,

and suffer a good deal of harm through the rapid abstrac-

tion of warmth from the body. The heat sense, by tell-

ing us wrongly that the water is colder than the air,

conveys at least the much more important Hiformation

that we are losing heat while in the water,—and therefore

saves us from the danger of getting unduly chilled, as we
might if we trusted to the thermometer alone. In the

reverse case, the sense of heat acts even more directly

and emphatically for our benefit. I remember a case in

point which occurred at the Hummums. Some one who
had heard that the temperature of water in the hot

rooms is always much lower than the temperature of the

air, but had not considered the matter with actual refer-

ence to the requirements of the human body, supposed

that he would gain decidedly in comfort if instead of

sitting on the non-conducting felt or flannel of the seats,

he were to substitute a roll of towels well soaked in

water. He found as a matter of fact that the arrange-

ment thus suggested by the thermometer was very far

from being welcomed by the nerves of touch,—whose
repugnance to the arrangement was indeed most
emphatic.

It is hardly necessary to say, perhaps, that the whole
question of clothing, especially for young people, depends
on the relation between the conducting powers of various

substances used for clothing. In this matter the sense of

heat gives moi-e trustworthy information than the tlini-

mometer, clothes which seem to be of the same tninprri-

ture if tested by the thermometer affording very diiTircnl

degrees of protection against the loss or the too rapid

accession of heat.

In passing, I may note here an important consideration

as to the clothing proper for children. In their case as

in the case of grown folk the sense of heat gives the best

information as to what is really desirable in the way of

clothing. But grown jieople are apt to forget the expe-
riences of their childlmod, and to decide what is best for

children from their own ideas as to what ou-lit t.. he

best. A child complains of cold or of heat sdoimr tlnni a

grown person; but much less attcntidii is |-aiil tn tlic

complaints of children on such mattnis tliaii to cmr
own .slightest suggestions of personal iliscmnfori . And
children are much less carefully Lruarilnil aL^ainst

lu'at and cold than grown persons giiaid tluinsclvis.

The idea seems to be that children can stand
any changes of temperature ; though, oildly enough.

children's own idea (which is really not .t.-ry far from

the truth) that they can stand anythiiu : f

rich and indigestible eating, is not mu
older persons. Now when a child sho\'. ^

a.-ti<ms that it saff,T> s,M,iitr from chai.^; ,;._.
A child cools and warms

I

lecisely the same reason

quickly than a large one,

mre quickly than a large

a child three feet high

Iiiii'h. Xes'lccting slight

'„s thn ,.],;.!. ,:,•• . ::nM -,: , !:.:,tter.;But

tlif >ari > '

i

:' '

,''::'.
:-_-o aS the

surfanr .
i

I I,- . I::!
: . V \- • lllv f-nl' i ::,n - aS large.

Thus Ml]. I . Mn- 11 .11 anl the child tr. cnmc out of a

warm r. "in int'i ih'.old outer air, being both at the

same tnm
i
ii.it iim. tlm man has eight times as much heat

fn y.')-' ..'ill! :i- iii-nhild has; but he only parts with

I, nil- In; n 'nnn', Inat, momeut by moment, if he and

tl:,n! : clothed. Thus the child's loss of

In:,!, ini I III l-\ i im mint, though Only oue-fourth of the

mans Inss of lieat, bears twice as great a ratio to

the child's total supply of heat. The child will

cool as much in one minute as the man cools in two

minutes, or in half-an-hour as the man cools in an hour.

If the weather outside is BO cold that the man would

suffer serious injury to his health after an hour's expo-

sure to it, the child will suffer at least an equal injury in

half-an-hour. In reality of course the child will suffer a

greater injury; because apart from his more rapid loss

of heat, the child's flesh is more tender and necessarily

suffers more from a given loss of temperature. Similar

remarks apply to increase of heat, which may be just as.

mischievous as access of cold. Yet we are too apt to

clothe children with total disregard to the circumstance

that they require to be protected much more carefully

than their elders against rapid changes of temperature.

Apart from all questions of propriety a man would not care

even on a fairly warm spring day to go about with his arms

and legs bare for any length of time ; for he would feel

uncomfortably cool : children suffer twice as much on

such a day from undue exposure to the air
;
yet many

foolish folk think nothing of exposing the delicate

limbs of children to the cold of winter withmit yv..rec-

tion. Tlmy innnj-iiii' tliat the numbness :i"' in.,....;i,,i;ty

which IV,, ll\ iinlieate the mischievous el'- -' I.

and nuu , I'mniiimiilv affect the child's n -i

{To he continued.)

The " Visitation of Dorsetshire," and the " Visitation of Glon-

cestershire " of 1623, have just been issned by Messrs. Mitchell and

Hughes to the Members of the Ilarleian Society. The two volamea

are included in the subscription for 1885 ; and the secocd volume

of the Kegisters of St. James, Clerkenwell, will be ready for the

Members fuAuK-'iat.

IUkmiivi inini -Tn a special "Holiday Kdition " of Mr.

I'niii, - I ! I

" Hurnham Beeches," to be published im-

,„P,i,nnI, '

. i;.!.!- & Son, of Bartholomew-close, will bo

iiuhal- m1 I 1 1 1 nui if the author, upon whose suggcstinn this

chaniiiiar tract oi loreBt was secured for public use by the Cor-

poratiou ui Loudon.
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A FAST STEAM-YACHT.

FOR more tlian twenty-two years tlie side-wheel

steamboat Mary Powell has been recognised as the
fastest boat on the Hudson River ; she makes an average
of twenty miles an hour, and according to a pamphlet
issued by the owners, "in the year 1882, she ran at the
very fast rate of 26 miles an hour between Milton and
Poughkeepsie, making the four miles in nine minutes."
Boats of all sorts of shapes, big and little, side-wheels
and propellers, have unsuccessfully attempted to wrest
from her the well-earned title of Queen of the Hudson.
But on June 10 she was badly beaten in a long run
by a small steam-yacht of very insignificant appearance.

The run was from this city to Sing Sing, a distance of

30 miles, and was made by the steam-yacht Stiletto in

one hour and fifteen minutes, the Mary Powell, on her
regular trip to Rondout, being beaten about two miles.

The Stiletto was designed and built by the Herreshoff
Manufacturing Co., of Bristol, Rhode Island. She is

94ft. long over all, 90ft. on the water-line, and lift,

beam. The hull is double planked, and sharp at both
ends, the cvu-ves extending far toward the centre. A
slightly arched deck covers the whole boat. Forward is

a pilot-house sufficiently large to serve as a commodious
cabin. Owing to the extremely small space taken up by
the engine and boiler rooms, there is ample room for

comfortable quarters for the crew and state-rooms for the
owner, guests, and ofiicers. Power is furnished by a
compound condensing-engine of 12-inch stroke and
cylinders 12 and 21 in. in diameter; the engine is sup-
plied by a sectional water-tube boiler, in which steam
can be got up quickly, and which is calculated at 450
horse-power. Although this boiler is similar in principle
and operation to those of the regular HerreshofE type, it

varies greatly in construction, the tubes being arranged
horizontally in sets immediately over the fire—each set

being at right angles to those just above it. Exhaust
steam is led to a surface condenser. An ordinary pump
takes the water from the condenser, forces it into the
upper set of boiler tubes, through the boiler to a sepr.-

rator located in front of the boiler, and to which the

steam-pipe is connected. The boiler will work safely

with 1601b. of steam, but in the race with the Mary
Powell it was only found necessary to use from 120 to

125 lb. The fire-box is 6^ ft. square.

The screw is four-bladed, 4 ft. in diameter, and 6J ft.

pitch. At the stern the boat draws 4| ft., and at the

bows 3 ft. "We may notice that there are now building

at the yards of Yarrow & Co., England, two torpedo

boats which are expected to run, when light, at the rate

of 24 knots an hour, or nearly 28 miles. The Stiletto

must do better than 25 miles an hour before she can
claim the broad title of the fastest boat in the world.

—

Scie7itific American.

THE RUDDY ECLIPSE OF THE
MOON.

By Richard A. Pkoctoe.

(Continued from page 47.)

IF we consider what really happens when (as supposed
to be seen from the moon) the sun is passing behind

the earth, and therefore the earth's shadow is thrown on
the moon, we shall readily understand the increase of the
earth's effective shadow-throwing diameter by about one-

sixtieth part,—a circumstance which some so strangely

misinterpret,* that they appear to imagine a range of

60 or 70 miles of our atmosphere above the sea-level to

play a part in determining the phenomena of a total lunar
eclipse

!

Suppose ESE', Fig. 1, tlit

outline of the earth E C E'
j

of the sun's disc, Z-K/.-', l\.

the advancing edge of the cai

the summit of geometrical ti

I the
rlie centre
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indeed Mr. Ranyard has partly indicated, the degradation
of light is more rapid as the earth approaches S, because
not only are the crescents of visible disc diminishing more
and more rapidly, but the average lustre of the visible

portion is also rapidly diminishing. If vre drew, as in

Fig. 2, a diagram, such that, OX and O T being axes,

C, K, L, and M represented the breadths S C,

SK, SL, and SM of Fig. 1, then if the illumination

received when the earth's edge is at C, Fig. 1, were
represented by the ordinate C c, Fig. 2, the illumination

when the earth's edge reached K, L, M, Fig. 1 would
be represented by such ordinates as K^-, L Z, Mm.
Here O M would correspond to about 4'. Suppose, now,
another diagram made, as in Fig. 3, in which O M repre-

sents the M of Fig. 2, enlarged, and M m represents

the ordinate M m of Fig. 2, enlarged in much greater

degree. Then the earth's further progress as S M of

Fig. 1 is traversed, minute (of arc) after minute, carries

the edge to the points P, Q, R, Fig. 3. The illumination-

ordinates shorten now much more quickly than those in

Fig. 2. We get such a curve as mpq r, where Q 2 is

less than a fourth of M ^ii, but R r less than a tenth of

Q q (the real proportions are probably somewhere about
this). We see then that if s S s', Fig. 4, represent a part

of the edge of the geometrical shadow of the earth on

Fig. 2. Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

the moon, rUr' and q Q q' rings respectively 1'

2' from that shadow, the average illumination

the area q R q' is greater than that over the area i

somewhat as the area R r g Q in Fig. 3 is greater
the area R r. Now if Orqp m in Fig. 3 were a
bola, the area Kr q Q would be seven times O R r.

we have seen that in passing from M to we get
nates shortening far more rapidly the nearer we dr;:

0. Hence the illumination of q R q' exceeds the
mination of r S r' in far greater degree than tli

prob.iblj ( i^

estim it. ( f

edgt) It I,

I ti.,.1 f,

to d.n

appea
glare

furthi ' to decel^ e

i^tiuction based on a fair

f the sun s lustre near the
We cannot wonder, then,

t IS, regarding the eye as
{photometric aid, though
)
tin n ins-ition from light

11 ^Mtl lu the circle r K r'

/ U / 111 cars light. The
uii)uu>5 surface helps still

_ , we learn fiom the sudden
change of aspect when that glare is gone,—the part
within s S «' which had seemed nearly black, appearing
thereafter (if refraction sends any light to it, as

ordinarily happens) to glow with a considerable amount
of ruddy lustre.

Mr. Ranyard's remarks about refraction diminishing
the area of the shadow seem based on the mistake to
which I have already adverted, by which he has appa-
rently overlooked the exceeding narrowness of the
atmospheric zone which can refract the sun's light into

the shadowed region. If we could consider, as he seems
to do, the amount of refraction to indicate the degree to
which the shadow might be diminished, then indeed the
perplexities into which he seems to have involved him-
self might be under.stood. But as a matter of fact (or of

calculation, if that be preferred) refraction even though
effective to the very sea-level all round the earth's disc

as seen from the moon, cannot affect the shadow's size in

the slightest degree. The size of the shadow depends
on the position of the ring (see Fig. 4) at which the
degradation of light is so rapid that the eye recognises a
marked and sudden darkening; and this, as we have
seen, must occur somewhere outside the geometrical
shadow. (The question is rather physiological, though,
than physical.) Refraction can temper the darkness of

the umbra, but cannot in any way affect its size. All
over the umbra refraction is at work, usually with
tolerable uniformity, carrying a certain small proportion
of sunlight, variously coloured according to atmospheric
conditions, to illuminate the moon's surface. If one part
of this surface is illuminated by a longer arc, or by an
entire ring, than another, this other is illuminated by a
broader and brighter one. All parts get nearly the same
amount of light— at least, the absolute difference is

everywhere very small compared with even the difference

between the illumination along r R r', Fig. 4, and that

• light

along « S s'

So soon

moon, and only refi-action— e

refraction—can carry

necessarily a very feel

I showed (or rather es

light then received i;

fromourilluminatid :

which the sun is .list.

earth, tli.' /...Tie ..f at,n,

sea- level aiul of its ax

average brightness of t

fifth the average b.

) direct light from the sun falls on the

aof t

L the most effective

have

received from

y. I take the
ight to be about
a r disc, and the
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absorption Leing probably co:

have then to compare two
an apparent surface equal to l-700th of the sun's

and of an averasfe intrinsic lustre equal to one-

fifth of his ; the other from an apparent surface corre-

sponding to two-thirds of a ring around the earth's disc,

about two and a half miles in width and of only l-20th
the sun's intrinsic lustre. Now the apparent size of this

ring round the earth, as seen from the moon, has been
shown (see Knowledge for April 2i, 1885, p. 341) to be
l-889th of the sun's apparent disc. Hence the ratio we

1 1 1 1

5334 : 700, i.e., nearly 8 to 1.

Yet ^we have seen that along rRr', Fig. 4, or 1' from
the edge of the geometrical shadow, the eye recognises

so great a loss of light that the shadow seems to occupy
the space r S r' ; how little then can any part of the
shadow w^ithin s S s' he affected by the small modicum of

refracted light which can fall there, even under condi-

tions rather more favourable than usually exist.

I have not thought it necessary so far to take special

account of the action of the higher layers of the air, in

bringing light within the geometrical shadow. This
action has to be considered in two aspects. In the first

place it increases, so far as it is effective at all compiared

with direct light from the sun, the amount of light

falling outside s S s' Fig. 4. For so soon as the sun even
begins to pass behind the earth, as seen from the moon,
refraction is at work in bringing the geometrically
hidden parts of his disc into view. But such parts must
necessarily be intensely flatte)ied—so to speak, and the
amount of light reaching the moon through such refrac-

tive action must always be very small compared with
that which arrives directly, so long as any part of the
sun's face remains unconcealed (geometrically) by the
earth.

Suppose, for instance, three-fourths of the sun's diameter
covered, geometrically. Then the sun as seen from the
moon would be wholly visible, in the shape shown in

Fig. 5, the part really behind the earth being compressed
into a thin zone along e E e', the inner edge of this zone
being raised a mile or so above the earth s true outline.

(It would only reach this when the sun had passed so far

into the shadow that only actual grazing refraction would
bring him into view.) Beyond e and e' would be two
fine arcs of light extending to h and V, where lines from
C the centre of the earth's .shadow touch the disc of the
sun. The centre of the sun being about 8' below (or

rather within) E would be raised into view by the action
of that layer of air which for an observer on earth would
produce a horizontal refractive of 4', about one eighth of

the horizontal refraction at the sea-level. This would

correspond to an elevation of about 11| miles. The
atmosphere 14 miles above the sea-level would bring up
only about 4' of sun breadth ; the atmosphere 17| miles

high only about 2'. Now it takes a depth of nearly 70
miles of our atmosphere to subtend 1' at the moon's dis-

tance. So that the zone bringing any appreciable

amount of refracted light, would be very narrow indeed.

Probably I am far within the truth in saying tliat if

the sun had just set geometrically Leliiml the e;irth,

while the part of his disc farthest in wnuM ;ii.|M;Lr nl.out

three-quarters of a mile above the sea-Ievcl, the |.:irt ju.st

within (geometrically) would not be apparently raised

more than twenty miles above the sea-level by the refrac-

tive action of that portion of the air effective in bringing

it into view. The illumination derived from the

meniscus arc of light so showing would be very small

compared with full sunlight—possibly about l-10,000th

part on the average. In colour it would be but slightly

tinged with red, under ordinary conditions,—so slightly

that probablyby comparison with partsof the moon further

within the earth's geometrical shadow, illuminated by
ruddier light, this portion would look slightly bluish. It

would be a very narrow zone of shadow, however.

THOUGHT AND LANGUAGE.
By Ada S. Ballin.

"\T7E have seen that the deaf-mute thinks -.aA reasonsW and finds a means for expressin.' Iji^ i ieuu'lirs ;

but we have not yet touched upon tlie (jin >t ! n { l,,jv)

he thinks. The questio- r^f tl>e m^rr. r in whieli thought
proceeds is one of gri .•'"• !

• it is one to which
very little attention i-

i
. : \ ] sychologists. If

an intelligent and \v( ii-i 'ii:e:i:i i ]iei-.s(in, with all his

senses intact, is asked tlie itsual fcrin of his thoughts, he
will generally be at a loss what to answer, and this arises

from the fact that, as a rule, we think, but are not con-

scious of the act of thinking, and pay no attention to it.

If, however, we do turn our attention inwards we find

that for the most part we think in imaginary sounds.

As Goethe says, man is a creattu-e of custom :

—

Aus der Gemeine ist der Mensch
Und die Gewohnheit nennt er seine Amme.

"We are so accustomed to express our thoughts in certain

varied groups of sounds which we call words, that wo
chiefly think, as it were, in suppressed sounds or words.

It is this fact that led to the conftision of thought with

speech among the ancients, who held that thought and
speech are identical, except that thought " is the un-

uttered conversation of the soul with itself, and that

the stream of thought which flows through the lips and

is audible is called speech," according to Plato's summary
of the matter in the " Sophist."

If we look closely into the question we find that

thought and language are by no means identical, although

so closely associated by habit. For example, the same
thought may be expressed in half-a-dozen different ways,

and we select that which seems most suitable to us, while

at other times r. thought presents itself to the mind
and we find the greatest possible difiBculty in clothing it

with words. Further, while all nations have to a great

extent the same thoughts, each has a different way of

expressing them. I have previously compared words to

coins which take the place of articles alike cumbrotis for

transportation or storage ; and, in fact, they are handy
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counters by which the exchange of our idens is facilitated,

and by which we are enabled to store in the mind a

much larger number of thoughts than would otherwise

be possible, and to pass with much greater rapidity from
one to another. Hence, we habitually think in words
(suppressed sounds), a habit based upon convenience ; but

we also think to a large extent in visual images and
imaginary movements ; and this mode of thought is par-

ticularly noticeable in our dreams. This is the mode
in which the lower animals think, and when a dog
starts up in his sleep with bristling hair and barks,

the inference is not unjustifiable that he is dream-
ing of combat with some imaginary enemy. There is

such a thing as abstraction by way of visual or generic

image—that is to say, simple concepts may be formed by
visualisation of similarities, and there is every reason to

believe that animals possess this power of abstraction, as

I have already shown. They abstract qualities common
to various individuals ; the dog has an abstract idea cat,

as something possessing certain qualities which are ob-

noxious to him, and render the possessor a fit subject for

him to persecute ; and so with other animals whose ideas

embrace not only individuals but also classes, they per-

ceive resemblances and differences, and are thus enabled

to recognise individuals as belonging to this or that class.

Like the deaf-mute, the ordinary child begins thinking

by this visual representation, and it is in this way that

the deaf make their imitative signs. The visual images
of these signs afterwards take their place in the mind
as convenient representatives of thoughts, just as the

audible images of words do in the minds of hearing
people.

" There is nothing in mind which was not previously

in sense," and the first thoughts are imaginary sensations.

These sensations are grouped together, and form what
the psychologists call percepts. Afterwards the percepts

are associated with the expressions or symbols used to

communicate them. Thus, hearing people, who are

accustomed to express themselves in words, think gene-

rally in sounds, but frequently in visual images ; while

the deaf-mute generally thinks in visual images ; and
those who are both deaf and blind, in touches, tastes, and
smells. As thought is primarily carried on in terms of

sense, when one sense is cut ofE the others attain propor-

tionately-increased activity.

Kjruse, who was himself deaf and dumb, writing*
about the mental development of his companions in afflic-

tion, says that the qualities which in his mind constitute

the difEerence between things when he imitates objects

and actions for the purposes of communication, become
suitable marks which serve to fix them in his mind, so

that he can memorise and recall them, and the signs thus
become the means of thought.
On this point I have questioned several young peojile

educated on the oral system, who, being perfectly dtaf,

have no idea whatever of anything like sound. At first

my questions were misunderstood, and all asserted that

they thought in words as we do. The hearing tciicbers

also affirmed this of their pupils, and it was only with
difficulty that I could make clear to them that, since cur
mode of thinking in words is simply thinking in scuiids,

it was impossible that the congenitally deaf could think
in this way. After minute questioning, a fairly intelli-

gent girl, 18 years old, mainttdiud that slir ,.i-,Ilnaril_v

thinks in signs or imaginary actiun.s. Thai when shr

thinks of anything in reference fn the ihaf ami iliimh,

she thinks in actions; but tliut wluu kIic thinks cf

• " TJeber die Tanbstummen."

hearing people, she thinks in words—that is to say,

in certain groups of movements of the vocal organs,

not in words as written or printed, although she

reads and writes extremely well. A bright deaf boy

of fourteen, taught on the oral system, told me that he

thinks in words as spoken by himself, which means, of

course, in certain groups of movements by which he is

accustomed to express himself, but which we interpret

by the sounds produced. Several others agreed that they

think in the same way, but th.it the thought appears some-

times as written, sometimes as spoken by them or by

other people. When they think of words as spoken by
the mouth of another that person is the one with whom
they chiefly converse, generally the teacher, which again

illustrates the force of habit in regulating the mode of

thought.
The form of dreams is important in illustrating the

habitual mode of thought : thus it is believed that

animals think and dream in visual images. In the

dreams of those deaf and dumb who are taught

on the old system of dactylology finger-twists play

a large part. When Laura Bridgeman was asleep

her fingers were frequentlj' seen moving as in

animated conversation, and deaf children taught on the

oral system speak in their dreams. Thoughts are not

bound down to any one set of signs, whether verbal or

otherwise ; but certain signs, which to the thinker are

marks, mental shorthand notes, so to speak, are adopted

in preference to others, owing to custom and conveni-

ence. A man cannot be said to know a foreign language

thoroughly until he comes to think in its forms, instead

of merely translating into them his thoughts from his

native tongue. When he has accomplished the former,

he will have so thoroughly assimilated the foreign tongue

that he will dream in it. A French gentleman resident

in England tells me that, for the first twenty years of his

residence, he always dreamed in French, but that he now
habitually dreams in English, the habit of thought of his

later life having overcome that of his youth.

Although thought in its higher phases is to a great

extent dependent upon language by means of which it is

chiefly developed, thought must historically be anterior

to language. Generals and particulars are apprehended,

comparisons, distinctions, and inferences, made remem-

bered, and applied without the use of language both by

the lower animals and by men.

The case is clearly and humorously stated by Professor

Whitney, who says :
" To maintain that the idea waits

for its generation until the sign is ready, or that the

generation of .the idea and of the sign is a simple and

indivisible process, is much the same thing as to hold,

since infants cannot thrive in this climate without cloth-

ing and shelter, that no eliihl is or can be born until a

li'^.Jtc aiv\ nur>ei'. are reinly f-r its use, or that along

with each cliihl a'le h. in iis swaddling-clothes and its

cradle."* Heceniinues: ' The mental act is momen-

tary, its f.ivniulation in words occupies time; we have

our tiiouirht to start with and then go on to give it

deliberate expression. The operation of thinking in

words is a double one ; it consists of thinking and of

jiutting the thought into words; we conceive the thought

and conceive also its expression. That when we turn our

attintion full upon our own minds, we read there the

* ^Vhitney'a " Language and the Study of Language," p. 412.
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July 16 at lOJ o'clock.

July 20 at 10 o'clock.

July 24 at 9| o'clock.

NIGHT SKY FOR JULY (Secoxd Map of Pair),

Showing the heavens as they appear at the following hours :

—

I

July 27 at 9i o'clock. I August S at SJ o'clock.

July 31 at 9i o'clock. August 12 at 8i o'clock.

I
August 4 at 9 o'clock.

|

IS insopnr ,.f i <iW intC substance, G. Wlieatstone used a Leyden

I't being to ascertain tlie speed at which

avolled. But any other form of condenser

sidcr

capable (with the aid of suitable apparatus) of being
distinguished.

Let tis call to our aid the (what I may style classical)

experiment of Sir Charles Wheatstone. The accompany-
ing diagrams illustrate the experiment. P and N (Fig. 1)

are two pieces of metal separated by a glass plate or

5 of a'quar ;r of a

lullnot touching it,

connected, by means of a MimlirUuL
ball E. This, in its turn, is i.luccu

ig, F. There are thus three p;

the
" '

- - -event, therefore, of the chained plates P N being
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discliarged, three sparks will be seen between these balls.

Looked at under ordinary conditions, the three sparks

will appear simultaneously.

Opposite the balls, however, was placed a revolving

mirror, making 800 revolutions per second, and the

images of the sparks received by it were reflected on to a

screen. It was observed on discharging that the images
appeared in the manner shown in Via. 2, A and F being

simultaneous, while C was a liitir lati r. The retarda-

tion of the middle line or spark wiis i;i!culutud to amount
to one 1,152,000th of a second: tl.:>i i^to s;,v, this was the

time taken by the dischnr-.' tn tr.^v, rsr x]',- nuurtcr of a

mile of wire between 1! .m.I C , r K ai.l D. .-i-rt .-pond-

ing, in tJas ^>a,-tic Ilia r :.. M ;. \rl^chv nf i>s.(iOO mik-s

per second. From tliv KiiLrths of the" aivs. \shirh were
in all three cases identical, it was calculated that the

duration of each spark was one 24,000th of a second. Had
the discharge travelled from the positive plate P to the

negative plate N, then a flash of lightning would have
been seen pictured on the screen between each pair of

balls, that between A and B occurring first, and the other

two following in rapid succession. Had the discharge
started at the negative plate the flashes would have
been seen in the reverse order. Had there been (on the

double-fluid hypothesis) a mutual exchange, Wheatstone
would have observed, not three, but at least five sparks
pictured, two occurring between A and B, two between
F and E, and one between C and D.
The evident teaching of this experiment is that a

lightning discharge may start from earth and cloud
nmultaneoiisly, meeting at some central point. But ai-e

-we jastified in inferring that it always does so 1 I

think not. I rather imagine that in the majority of

cases the conditions are not altogether comparable with
those of the experiment. The whole matter turns upon
the question of electrical '• tension," a term which may
be defined as the tendency to produce an electrical dis-

charge. Where, over :i _ i , e : : rr i. there is the greater
concentration of tl. . ,

' v, ill be, perforce, the
greater tension. Tin

:
< f electricity on a con-

ductor is rarely umfdi ,1. \ji\iiil' \iry considerably with
the shape. "Wliere the greater pr.iminences occur, there
will be found the greater concentration of electricity,

whence it is said that electricity accumulates at points
;

and it is well known to the merest tyro in electrical

science that this concentration at points results in a pro-

portionallj- increased tendency to produce a discharge.
If, then, a certain quantity of electricity is con-
fined to a cloud, and that quantity, acting inductively
upon the subjacent earth,' produces an equal degree of

electrification (of the opposite kind), it follows that^ in the
majority of cases, the charge on the cloud will be at a
greater tension than that on the earth, for the simple
reason that, more often than not, the cloud is more pointed
or irregular in shape than the earth. As a matter of fact,

the terrestrial charge is more or less uniformly distri-

buted throughout the neighbourhood, while in the cloud
there is a considerable concentration at the edge or pointed
portion. Whence it ensues that, in the majority of cases,

there is great reason to suppose that the discharge strikes

downwards only. On the other hand, were the ter-

restrial surface provided with but a single point, such as

is furnished by the well-known lightning protector, the
discharge would only take place upwards. Moreover,
the discharge would be a gradual, or, within certain

limits, a continuous one, because the tension would grow-

so rapidly {as the cloud approached) that it would be
quite incapable of retaining the charge. Had Wheat-
stone been able so to modify his experiment as to place

at A or F a huge sphere, or even a plate instead of a
small ball, and, converselj-, to substitute for F or A a still

smaller ball approaching even a point, there is to my
mind little doubt but that he would have seen a different

result. He would in all probability have obtained the

sparks in succession, that near the small ball fir.st, followed

by one in the centre, and another striking the large

surface. Now neither the single nor the double-fluid

theories can adequately account for this.

We may, however, regard the charged cloud and the
subjacent electrified earth as the extremities of a long

elastic chain of electrically-polarised particles, each sub-

jected to a series of stresses increasing in strength until

it is compelled to yield. This chain, indeed, strives to

shorten itself, and it is this striving that we know as

electrical attraction. With the necessary facilities this

shortening takes place, chief amongst these facilities

being the physical elasticity or mobility of the intervening

substance (or di-electric)—in this case, air—and the low
electrical capacity of the charged bodies.*

We may compare the polarised chain to a rod of

extended elastic held at the extremities until the exten-

sion is sufficiently great to overcome the liolding or

restraining power. If two oppositely-charged bodies

have equal capacity, we can conceive that, when the dis-

charge occurs, it will bear some resemblance to a piece

of ext. ii.L il eliisti- set free at both ends simultaneously.

Thi.-, i- . XHtly uliiit happened in Wheatstone's experi-

ment. A\"Iii r.-' ill. two bodies have different capacities,

we iiKiy c-siii.nn- the jiolarised chain to a piece of elastic

held niore firmly at one end than at the other, whence it

follows that the contraction will be one-ended, that

which is less securely held corresponding to a charged

body of small capacity, and which, therefore, speedily

attains to the tension necessary to produce discharge.

In conclusion, then, the lightning discharge may take

place (i.) simultaneously from earth to cloud and cloud

to earth, (ii.) from earth to cloud, (iii.) from cloud to

earth. The first form happens when the configuration

of earth and cloud are (electrically) similar ; the second

when the earth is sharper than the cloud ; the third

when the cloud is more pointed than the earth, and it is

this third form which I think most frequently ensues.

EA31BLES WITH A HA^IMER.
Br W. Jerome Harbison, F.G.S.

FEOil NUNEATON TO TAMWOETH—THE WARWICK-
SHIRE COAL-FIELD.

{Continued from p. 21.)

BUT we have not yet seen the finest exposure of the

Cambrian shales. If, on leaving Hartshill, we
direct our steps in a south-westerly direction to Stock-

ingford Station (2| miles), and then walk along the
Midland line to Nuneaton, the following facts may be
observed. Soon after leaving the station we note on the

left-hand side of the line a large brick-pit, showing coal-

measure shales and sandstones dipping at liii;-h angles to

the south-west, and much disturbed, indicative of a fault

(missed by the survej-ors), which runs between the coal-

and the Cambrian beds beneath. This line of

* Capacity U measured by the quantity of electricity required

to raise the charge on a conductor to a given potential. A body
which has the highest capacity is that which combines minimum
surface with maximum content, viz., a sphere. In a body having,

therefore, large capacity we should get low potential.
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fault is actually indicated on the surface by the number
of brick-pits which work the "fault-stuil," as the

rubbed-up clayey matter between the two sets of rocks

may be called ; moreover, all the diorite bands end

abruptly against it. Proceeding eastward, we enter a

cutting in which the Cambrian shales are capitally

exposed. They consist of grey, black, and purple

to red shales—the latter lying at the base. They
dip to the south-west at from 55° to 65°, and the

height of the cutting is from 20 ft. to 30 ft.

Nodules of manganese occur in the red shales,

and they were formerly worked for this mineral

at .several points near Nuneaton and Hartshill. Fossils

occur in the shales, but they are indistinct and difficult

to find. The commonest shells are small species of

Liiigulella and OboldUt, and with these are trilobites of

the genus Agnostus. The collection of life-forms—such

as it is—appears to place the strata near the base of the

Tremadoc Slates—a division of the Upper Cambrian
formation finely developed in North Wales. If this

correlation be correct, the Hartshill quartzite probably

represents some portion of the Lingida flags, which in

"Wales lie below the Tremadoc slates, just as tlie Harts-

hill quartzite lies below the Stockingford shales.

South of Nuneaton the quartzite is not seen, but the

overlying shales can be traced past Chilvers Coton
through Griflin Hollow to Marston Jabet. At the latter

village—in an old quarry near the Hall—the shales are

seen to dip tas/, at a low angle. They are here traversed

by an intrusive mass of diorite, which forms two large

bosses north-west of Marston Hall. The same easterly

dip is found at the other end of the strip of Cambrian
strata, north-west of Atherstone, where the beds—coal-

seams and all -r. .11 uvrr unA dip to tlir .Mst.

Thus the ii-rtli-r;i-- 1-nlrr.J tlic W;irwi,-U-.liire coal-

field is formuil li\- ii \\:.yv..\\ fi'iiii,'.' i.f t":iiiiliri:iii and Pre-

Cambrian.str.,t;i.' ^^l,i.l, nVr up'.shari.lv fnm, l..„euth the

Coal-Mea.sures (from «hich they are irii;.!-:,! . 1 l.y ii Hul-

of fauir), and occupy a tract of country ninr iU- tm milrs

long by from half-a-mile to a milJ ii. ^^illli. Tl.r

structure of the region is that of an aulicliunl, brukeii

through by a fault in the centre, between Nuneaton and
Atherstone, but preserving its crest to the south and to

the north of these towns.

So far we have been concerned only with the eastern

side of the Warwickshire coal-firld. "it is now time to

turn our attention to the western Inninanrv, the distance

between the two being only fr.nu fnur U^ si.x miles.

<Fig. 2.) The line from Birmingham to Derby runs

parallel to the western outcrop of the coal-seams, and by
walking from Kingsbury to Fazeley (little stations, the

former five and the latter a mile or so, soixth of Tam-
worth), the jirincij)al facts can be seen in a few hours.

Fig. 2.—Section across the Warwickshire Coal-field, from Harts-
hill to Dosthill. 1. Pre-C.-iinbrian Rocks ; 2. Cambrian Quartzite

;

3. Cambrian Shales ; 4. Coal-measures—the dotted line shows the
position of the limestone baud j 5. Red Marls of the Trias.

From Kingsbury we walk northward for a mile along
the line, over the new red marls, which are separated by

', fat] It from the Coal-measures. The latter are wel
exposed in a long cutting, in which five distinct seams of

coal can be recognised as black stripes between the beds
of blue shale and sandstone. The strata dip eastward at

a very high angle—70° to 80°—so that in several of the
collieries the coal-seams have been followed from their

outcrop almost vertically downwards to a considerable

depth. The colliery - workings follow the coal-seams
eastward, but in a westerly direction the lowest seam is

broken and lost against the Cambrian strata, which here^
as on the eastern boundary of the coal-field, have been
thrust up along a line of fault. After examining the
railway-cutting—which is entirely through the coal-

measures—we turn to the left (westward) to study
the Cambrian strata at Dosthill. Here there are
several exposures in field - pits, brick - works, Ac,
of grey and black shales, which are traversed
by countless numbers of worm - borings, so that
one Ls tempted to refer the strata to the " annelidean
stage " of the Cambrian epoch. The river Tame flows

from south to north through alluvial flats along the
western foot of the bold short ridge on which the village

of Dosthill stands. The hard, dioritic rock rises so

abruptly from the stream-course that at places the hill-side

is nearly vertical; other igneous rocks here are dykes of a.

greyish decomposed rock, similar to those near Nuneaton.
In a field-pit quite close to the high-road (on the west
side), three-quarters of a mile due south of Dosthill

Church, there is a very interesting section, showing a
" neck " of igneous rock rising through the shales, and
then spreading over them in all directions. In this

respect, it is almo.st unique in the Midland counties

(Fig. 3).

ikiug through Cambrian shales at

Standing on the summit of Dosthill the geological

structure of the region can be taken in at :i jl i r. The

rocks at our feet dip eastward, to rise ag.l 11--
hill ridge. The coal-field lies like a wiL !

'>

faults, which meet at Spring Coppice, li\. iK ~ i i.li-

east of Dosthill, but which diverge as they extend south-

ward. All the region between these two faults has

been uplifted from 1,000 to 6,000 ft. Formerly it <

covered, and the r

able thickness of

rivers, by fi'nst ;n

liue.sof fault to
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Br Richard A. Peoctoe.

t glad to see our valued correspondent "Hall-
yards " (with whom however I do not always find myself
iu agreement — bat what does that matter?) raising
questions in regard to methods of speaking which are or
seem to be iacorrect. Although I find grammarians
nearly always among the very worst writers of English,
and regard the rules of grammar as derived from the
study of good writing rather than as having authority ia
themselves, there can bo no doubt that correctness in
writing and speaking is a most imp irtant matter. In-
correct ways of speaking are apt to obtain currency, if

not early shown to be incorrect. On the other hand,
however, it should be regarded as a sound rule that
where a mode of speaking, though not strictly speaking
correct, supplies the only way of expressing some par-
ticular meaning, it should be admitted on that account
alone. Xo language is absolutely perfect. For a lan-
guage is the result of a process akin to the development
we find ia the vegetable and animal world, and as no
variety or species of animal or vegetable Hfe is perfect,
so also no language can have in perfection all good
qualities,

I FEAR the expression rejected by " Hallyards " as
"odious nonsense," must be regarded as a case in point.
I do not like the expression "I should have liked to
have

;
" but it expresses a certain meaning which I think

cannot be precisely conveyed in any other form of words.
In reply to "Sir, Mr. C. called," one may answer, "I
wish I had been at home, that I might have seen him,"
but this expresses rather more than the answer "I
should have liked to have seen him,"—as this answer
would always be understood. Neither " I should like to
have seen him " nor " I should have liked to see him "

is quite right. The former really means " I should like
now to have seen him then ;

" the latter really means " I
should have liked—at some past time not indicated—to
see him." " I should have betn glad had I seen him "

implies a more general gladness as the result of seeino-
the visitor than the form " Hallyards " objects to.

" Than whom," as "Hallyards" points out. may be
correct, but "than who" is never written. Here we
have an example of an incorrect expression which has
established itself, even as " it is me " had nearly done.
Prior has "than her " and "than me " inexcusably, and
the other writers named by " Hallyards" have offended in
the same way. Yet "thtn him," "than her," "than me,"
inay be qiiite correct. Thus, " I trusted you more than
him " is right, if it means "I trusted you more than I
trusted him ''

; but if the meaning to te conveyed is, " I
trusted you more than he trusted you," then of course we
should sny "I trusted you more than he." In like

manner, if some one has said, " he trusted me more than
John," meaning "he trusted me more than he did John,"
and any one doubted who had been named, he would ask
"Than whom," but if the statement had been "he
trusted me more than John (did) " the corresponding
query ought to be " than who ?"

I CASSOT say I find bad grammar in putting a pronoun
before its noun. The practice interrupts the reader's

thoughts
; because either he has to wait till he timls out

what or whom tlir pr-r i^i rnyV '-_-
. -, ]ie

starts with tin i-1. i i
'

•' n^^s

to some otlirr i-im tl .'
• uud

to be referred 1". '}']• •; -iWi-.

But every one who li, ,^
,

, v,,itr luurh knows
that it is often very c-

•
. • ,,.( -n-Jth a pronotm

in cases where the II' 01 •
i more than twice,

or where oth.-r nrui.)- i::tr. i:: -.1 which might be
mist;,k. 11

!' r :,' . 1, V . ,, t.i fmd a pronoun for. For
inst:i>, -^ V ,'

I

to saj- that "though Henry
had t .. ., . ~; ;:, I; rkrt's play, he (Henry) some-
what iiiLuii»i.--tintl\ ,"

lict.—then, whatever the preceding
sentence may have been, or however it may at first

suggest that the pronoun refers to Becket, it is con-

venient and proper to write, " Though he had taken no
interest in Becket 's play, Henry somewhat inconsistently,"

itc. ; for if the pronoun comes last there is nothing to

show whether it belongs to Henry or to Becket.

GREAT-CIRCLE SAILING.
[A great circle on a sphere is one whose plane passes

through the sphere's centre. A rhumh course between
two ports or points is one in which the bearing is the
same throughout. It is obtained on a Mercator's chart
(invented for the purpose) by drawing a straight line

from port to port, or from point to point.]

When the late Commander Maury in his " Sailing

Directions," and in the celebrated chapter on "Sea-
Routes," pointed out the advantage of studying the pre-

vailing winds, in deciding on the course to be followed
on a long journey, great-circle sailing had not come into

vogue,—though in long jotirneys the rhumb course had
necessarily been abandoned as unsuitable. It was known
to seamen that the great-circle course is the shortest

di.stance between any two points on the earth's surface,

and in many cases a rough attempt was made to follow

this course. The endeavour to find the north-west
passage was to some degree a case in point ; for on the
journey from ports in western Etirope to China the
shortest (or great-circle) course would carry the voyager
into the Arctic regions,—and if the Arctic seas could
only be traversed, a course from British ports almost
past the pole itself through Behring's Straits to the
Chinese Seas would be much shorter than the almost
due westerly course which ColumLus hoped to traverse.

[Note too that the north-east passage, actually achieved
by Nordenskjold is theoretically as good a solution of

the problem as a north-west passage wotild have been

:

and practically too, for both are practically valueless.]

But it was not until the introduction of steam as a
motive power that great-circle sailing came much into

use. Merrifeild remarks in his recently published treatise

on " Navigation," that "as their method of projulsion

renders steam-ves.sels in a great measure indeptndint of

winds and currents, their masters can choose their own
routes

; and as the shortest possible (all other things
being [supposed] equal) is the one to be desired, great-

circle sailing is coming into greater use than heretofore.
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when vessels had to depend on the wind for making a

passage." Yet, as a matter of fact, the advantages of

great-circle sailing are greater, nay much greater, for

sailing vessels than for steamships. Not only does it

often happen that the great-circle course would take a

ship into more favourable winds—as shown by Maury's
charts—than she would find on tlie rhumb course—but

even where no advantage of that sort is gained, and only

a saving of distance effected, this saving is of more im-

portance in the case of a sailing-vessel than in

that of a steamship,—because it represents a greater

saving of time and a yet greater relative diminution of

sea risks. And the gain is greatest of all when a ship

has to encounter adverse winds. For instance, if a steam-

ship starts fi-om the English Channel for New York on

a great-circle course, she may gain about half a day as

compared with her time on the Mercator's course. (I am
not here considering "the greyhounds of the sea," but
steam-vessels belonging to the carrying-trade.) To a

sailing-vessel with fair but light winds the saving would
be much greater, perhaps as much as a day and a-half or

two days. But supposing westerly winds to prevail

during the whole voyage, equally on the great-cu-cle and
on the Mercator's course, and that a sailing-vessel made
150 miles a day on the tack nearest to her course, then,

on the rhumb-line, she would traverse, (thus tacking) a

distance of 7,361 miles, and be 49 days on the voyage,

whereas on the great-circle course the distance traversed

in all her tacks would be 6,488 miles or 873 miles less,

while the time occupied by the journey would be but

43J[ days,—a saving of 4 days and 16 hours. (A sailing-

vessel as close to the wind, supposed directly adverse, as

she can, may actually on one or other tack be increasing

her distance from the port for which she is making.)

3Reb(ctDS(*

SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLE.

Dictionary of National Bioyraphy. Edited by Leslie

Stephen. Vol. III. : Baker-Beadon. (London : Smith,

Elder, & Co. 1885.)—The third volume of Mr. Leslie

Stephen's admirable work will suffer nothing in com-
parison with anything heretofore published with a

cognate aim. Once more we find interspersed amongst
lives of men whose names are household words the

biographies of others whose mark in history has been so

faint or obscure as to render it certain that it would be

useless to look elsewhere for the story of their lives.

The Baliols are here, as are Balfour of Burleigh, Arch-
bishop Bancroft, Sir Joseph Banks, Barclay, Barham
(" Ingoldsby "), Barrow, and Bathurst, side by side with
Banting, the fat undertaker, and that " Dr. James
Barrj-," Inspector- General of the Army Medical

partment, whom
readers will i

used to sit < ! luir:

my of iddle-aged

bald little Scotchm
ad swear, and who, i

1, who

death tw
Inthebio-niiil.v .^f Willi:,... \\A\r (p. 7'.M, tl.r ;n,t lu.,v>s

speaks as tli.a.Vli hi^ .l:.i'ii t" li:l^'' .H— .v,n ,1 tli.'

duplicity of Saturn's ring \v:is \\v-\ .IcnoHsli. .1 liy Mr.

Lynn in the Observatory fm- t >rl.ili. r, 1>Sl'. >„»„,

cuique, fvad we have not the sIIl.'!.!.^! ^^ i^li I" .l.t.Mcf

from Mr. Lynn's undoubted claim tn Ii.im' l.iiv.lv af-.sisud

in pricking Dr. Kitchener's bubble; but— n'lerely in

regard to the matter of chronology—the reader is re-

quested to consult pp. 294 and 295 of Vol. II. of

Knowledge, which, of course, were published some days
before the periodical referred to. It is jretty evident,

however, from what source Miss Clerke derived her
materials. We note one omission in the volume before

us, which seems a little surprising, considering the
general extremely complete character of the work.
We refer to the fact that no mention is made of Sir

John Barton, the Comptroller of the Mint early in the

present centuiy, whose great mechanical genius and
power of invention certainly entitle him to a niche in

Mr. Leslie Stephen's Temple of Fame. He was, we
believe, the first man who practised the art of ruling

lines in excessive proximity,—an art which in our days

has culminated in the production of the so - called
" Nobert's lines.' Sir John Barton's iridescent buttons,

produced in this way, were described by Sir David
Brewster and Holtzajjffel. He devised, too, an ingenious

method of screw-cutting.

Life, the Explanation of It. By W. SirCiWiCK, Major
R.E. (London : W. Thacker it Co. 1885.)—A cursory

perusal of this crazy book might impress the reader with

the idea that it was a clumsy attempt on the part of its

author to poke fun at the doctrine of Evolution. A
more deliberate study of it, however, has convinced us

that Major Sedgwick is really in earnest in advancing
his perfectly wild hypothesis of the genesis of life on our

globe. Whence, however, he obtained his science it is

hard indeed to conjecture. How any man educated at

the Royal Military Academy can gravely maiutain thfc

mechanical doctrines set forth in the opening chapters of

the work, passes our comprehension altogether. For
example, of the persistent action of gravity on a body
projected upwards (p. 11) our author seems to have the

haziest possible idea. Again: we learn on p. 16 that

the earth has a mere crust of solid rock, and is liquid or

molten inside. How the precession cf the equinoxes

happens under these circumstances we are not informed.

Furthermore: (p. 18) "Compulsive force" is driving

our system towards the constellation Hercules. This

ought (according to Sedgwick) to produce a " vast visible

source of light " in the direction of that constellation,

and the reason why we fail to perceive this is "that our

eyes .... are unable to appreciate the action of im-

pulses of compulsive force, unless they are retarded to a

sufficient extent by rcjailsive force." (!) Again, the expo-

sition of the d.ti i-iiiiiiiiiL: e.iuses of the earth's orbit, on

pp. 28-30, are iili....st «..iiliy of Zadkiel himself; while

on p. 32 it is gravely statr.l "that the moon is attached to

the earth, and the planets to the sun, "by columns, more
or less conical in form, of gaseous particles." It will

surprise no one to hear that the expositor of such

astronomy (?) as this persistently misspells the name of

Sir John Herschel throughout the volume. The re-

mainder of it we really will not weary the reader by
commenting upon. Haeckel's theory is as the utterance

almost of inspiration by the side of it.

The Sextant. By Major H. Wilbekiokce Clarke,

Royal (late Bengal) Engineers. (London : W. H. Allen,

ct Co. 1885.)—Written by a man obviously most

tlior.iiiL'l.lv familiar with the instrument he describes,

iiimI ]i, r.s. .,,;, Uy skilled in the method cf using it, this tiny

I'.i.ik i> ill ivrry respect excellent, and the very model of

\sli:ii Mi.li a work ought to be. Commencinir with a

,lrsrri|iiin,, .if thc scstaut itself and il.r mrtl.o.ls ,.f

(r-iii.- ii, cmr author proceeds to fx|.lai'.i ln'w t., makr
its \avi.>us a.ljustments perfect, to t;ik<' ahuu.li - ImiI. at

sea, and on land by the aid of an artificial hori/.ou, .subse-

quently described, and to observe lunar distances. To
this succeeds the description of the artificial horizon just
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refeiTed to ; and then a paragraph on the lamp, and some
simple directions for identifying the brighter stars com-
jilete the volume. All this is given in the tone and
manner of a skilled and genial instructor who, with his
pupil by his side, makes him go step by step through the
various adjustments of the instrument, and stands by to
note and point out any erroneous method of observation.
We have detected two or three misprints, which should
be corrected in the inevitable second edition. On page
8, line 2, "handsomely" is almost certainly meant for
some other word ; while on the bottom line of the foot-

note on page 26, "form" is printed for "sum." The
silliest errata, however, appear on pages 28 and 40. On
pages 3, 14, 17, i-c, we read absolutely correctly 20",

10", 35'-5", 29'-35", 32'-15-8", 21" respectively for 20
seconds of arc, 10 seconds of arc, and so on ; but in the
two places indicated the dimensions of boxes are given as
16" long X 10" wide x 9" high, and 18"xl2"xl"—
which is utterly senseless and meaningless in a book
dealing with angular measurement. Evidently, if these
boxes were placed a mile off, to subtend these angles
number one must be 24-57 feet x 15-36 x feet x 13-82 feet,

and number two 27-65 feet x 18-43 feet x 1-53 feet!
These extremely few obviously typographical errata,

though, cannot be held to detract from the value of a
volume which should be obtained by ivci-v one wliu juay
ever have occasion to use a sextant litliLi- ;it \iinin- ur
abroad. When we add that its diniciiM-ns an- C, iiirhes

long by 4| inches wide, and ^th incli tliirk, it will at
once be .seen that it is as jDortable as it is good and
trustworthy.

Wild Flou-ers worth Notice. By Mrs. Lankestee.
(London : W. H. Allen & Co. 1885.)—How a certain
amount of knowledge, and the power of identification, of
the vast number of curious and beautiful plants wliich
stud our woods, fields, and hedges, adds to the charm
and pleasure of a country ramble, must be experienced
to be appreciated. In the volume before us Mrs.
Lankester offers herself as a guide to all who wish to
acquii-e this enviable accomplishment, and by the aid of
plainly-worded descriptions and a profusion of coloured
illustrations, really does supply a very considerable
amount of information indeed. This is a book to be
studied before starting on a country jaunt, and carried in
the traveller's pocket, that he may recognise flowers on
the spot. As far as we have been able to test the work,
we have noted only one mistake, and that occurs in
Plate II., where the figure of the prickly poppy is

lettered "Horn Poppy," and that of the real horn poppy
" Prickly Poppy." How such an obvious blunder passed
the keen scrutiny of our authoress we cannot conceive.

French-PoUshing. By A Practical Man. With forty-
two illustrations. (London : Wymans & Sons.)—This
fresh volume of Wyman's Technical Series is distin-
guished by the same thoroughness that has characterised
its predecessors. Whoever its author may be, he has
amply justified his nom-de-plume, for his book is practical
from beginning to end. Moreover, French-polishing
proper, exhaustively as it is treated, occupies a compara-
tively small portion of the work, which contains, besides,
directions for repairing and matching furniture and
inlaid work, imitating various woods and marbles, stain-
ing, stencilling, ebonising, and varnishing, and is, in fact,

crammed with information. No one who is ever engaged
in the multifarious operations of which it treats should
be without it.

Catch Questions in Arithmetic and Mensiiratioii, and
How to Solve Thein. By Rev. A, D. Capel, M.A.
(London : Joseph Hughes. 1885.)—Just now an interne-

war is being waged betwei the ap-

vanous competitive i

examiners rack their

questions, and the
to circumvent them,
prepared for the use

really renders yeoma
" coaches " generally,

master the host of '

Commissioners c

, who prepare pupils for the
minations, on the other. The
;enuity to devise catch and trap

employ all their diligence

Mr. Capel's manual, ostensibly

of candidates for matriculation,

's service to the noble army of

The student who can contrive to

iges " and artifices here set forth,

may face the arithmetical examiner with the lightest of

hearts.

The Young Collector. British Butterflies, Moths, and
Beetles. By W. F. Kirby. (London : W. Swan Sonnen-
schein & Co. 1885.)—The commendation we bestowed on
p. 483 of our last volume on Mr. Kirby's Entomological
Text-book may be extended most unhesitatingly and
ungrudgingly to the really admirable and ab.surdly cheap
manual whose title heads this notice. In truth, tlie

incipient entomologist will do himself an injustice

if he does not procure it. Not the least striking

thing in it is the curiously faithful way in which insect

markings are reproduced in the mere black and white of

ordinary wood-engraving. In fact, as we remarked on a
previous occasion, in the case of insects with whose
colours the reader is familiar, it is not easy to persuade
himself that he is not viewing such colours themselves in

the illustrations with which the wcrk ulxiuiids. It is a
book to be bought by everyone' \'.l > ^in _'. t diiir of the
sound of Bow bells, if it be only ''

: : I

,
in ihe year.

Snccessful Adi-ertising ; its ^ /.
,

, .-7. By
Thomas Smith. Seventh anniwl i.^.-5uc. (Luiulon: 15,

Wine OtEce-court, E.G.)—Mr. Smith's amu.sing book
does what it professes to do : explains how, whj-, where,
and when to advertise with the certainty of ensuring
success. It contains a quantity of statistics illu-ti'iitijig

its subject, and a list of the various new.spi |m r.-. j-iirii:;Is,

and magazines published in London and il-
|
r-\ :i;ri-s,

with their circulation, and notices of the v.iiinns classes

among which they do circulate and which they severally

specially address. Hence tradesmen, the directors of

public companies, publishers, and others, may learn for

themselves what medium to select to bring their spe-

cialities prominently before those immediately interested

in them. Every advertiser may get a " wrinkle " out of

this volume.
Magic Squares. Neiv Methods, embracing a General

Method. (Dundee: R. S. Barrie. 1885.)—This, in a

very compact form, practically covers the whole question

of the formation of " magic squares," and may be com-
mended to all who are interested in a very pretty arith-

metical recreation.

The Sra.?u,i. July, 1885. (London : the Season Office.)

—Witliout discussing whether the present fashion of

ladies' dress is becoming or hideous, it may suffice to say
that from no periodical can more trustworthy iuformatio

Is he obtained than from the
nl^.i ,,n our table Cid tt Ten

a. its detn

We leiv

Nat-:. '. '. /-

Whr,i::.,. /..

Exchange and Mart, Electr,

South Australian Jiegisfer, The
Arabic scientific journal, of -

decipher the title, contents, nor

, The Am
.The San,

The

ralof

yXrtr,, The Tricydist,

qnostic. The Bazaar,
Mrdiro-Lr.,al Journal,
Lnr^rhniif.',; and that

ich we can neither

ice of publication.
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CHATS ON GEOMETRICAL MEASUREMENT.

Bt Richard A. Peoctok.

THE SPHERE.

(Continued from page 25.)

II. Volume.

A. And now we are to attack great Archimedean problem,—to

compare the volnme of the sphere and cylinder !

il. Wo have to all intents and purposes solved it already, in

determining the area of the sphere.

A. That is strange !

M. It is as certain as that the quadrature of the circle is

accomplished so soon as we have determined the circle's circum-

ference.

A. I think I see your drift. "We divide the circle into an in-

definitely largo number of sectors which in the limit may be re-

garded as triangles ; and I suppose you divide the sphere into an
indefinitely large number of spherical sectors (I know not what
wonld be the name for them) which in the limit may be regarded
as pyramids.

Jlf. That is the l^

way. Suppose

small spherical

triangle, on the

flurfarie of the
sphere ABED,
Fig. 3, whose
centre is at C,

andioinCa,Cb,
C c. Then it is

evident that i

the sides of the

triangle ahc are

Bmall enough,
difference

betwf
lolid

the

gular base i

compared i ith
Fig. 3.

either the solid

sector or of the pyramid, and may therefore be neglected. By taking

other points d,e,f,g,h, &c. and making the triangles hdc, d g c, and
BO on, we can cover the whole surface of the sphere with small

spherical triangles, the solid sectors corresponding to which make
up the total volume of the pyramid. Now manifestly the sum
of the surfaces of the plane triangles ahc, hdc, &c., is equal

ultimately to the area of the sphere. Hence, Volnme of sphere
=• sum of volumes of the pyramids C ah c, G hd c, &c.

— pyramid having sum of areas ah c,h dc, &c., for base, and
radius of sphere for height.

= pyramid haying surface of sphere for base, and radius of

sphere for height.
= J rectangular parallelepiped having a base equal to the

area of the sphere, and a height equal to the sphere's radius.

= * rectangular parallelopiped having a base equal to a great

circle of the sphere, and a height equal to radius of that circle.

= 5 cylinder as ( T Y ;/ having base equal to great circle and
height equal to the diameter of sphere.

= 3 of a cylinder enclosing the sphere.

A. That is certainly not a very difficult solution. It is singular,

by the bye, that the volume of the sphere bears the same relation

to the volume of the enclosing cylinder, that the surface of the

sphere bears to the complete surface of that cylinder.

M. Yes, putting the radius of the sphere equal to r we have
(1) Surface of sphere = 4)rr'

(2) Surface of cylinder= CnT'

!3) Volume of sphere = !»)'

4) Volume of cylinder=2)rr'
Note also that if we have a cone with y Y one of the circular

ends of the enclosing cylinder t T Y y as base, and A as vertex,

vol. of enclosed cono : vol. of enclosed sphere : vol. of

enclosing cylinder

:: 1 : 2 : 3

(ro he o Hnucd.)

(Bwv JnbentorS' Column.

Ve give here, ti'cel ly veek, a terse description o/ suc^i of the many

i7iventions as u-e thinh may he of use to our readers. Where it is

possihle, the numher of the patent is quoted, to enable those who

desire fuller information to procure the specification from the

Patent Oflce in Cursitor-street, Chancery-lane. We shall, gene-

rally speaking, confine ourselves to the more recent inventimt; but

it often happens that an article comes under our notice which,

although not quite novel, is worthy of mention for its utility an^

ingenuity. In such a case we should not hesitate to refer our

readers to it. And while we thus increase the interest of our paget,

we at the same time assist the inventors by giving greaterpuhlicity

to their inventions (Knowledge heing a popular magazine) than

it accorded 6y the most excellent trade journals..

LAWN-TENNIS POLES.

[Patent No. 10,776. 1884.]—This patent, taken out by Mr. B.

Pearce Brown, Thorganby Hall, Y'ork, claims simplicity, neatness,

and facility for fixing. Briefly described, it is a combination of

lawn-tennis poles jointed to plugs driven into the ground, and
capable of motion in the plane of the net, of toothed racks lying

on the ground and stays jointed to the poles, the lower chisel-

pointed ends of which slide over the inclined teeth of the racks,

and abut against the vertical sides of the said teeth of the racks,

thus preventing the return motion of the poles. Thus, when it is

wished to tighten the net, it is only necessary to separate the poles

to the distance giving the required tightness to the net, when the

poles are automatically fixed in the positions to which they have

been brought, and the' net is maintained at the required degree of

tension. The makers are Messrs. Chas. JIalings & Co., 18,

Cockspur-street, W.C.

STKREOSCOPIC PICTURES.

Me. W. E. Crowtuer, late of the Manchester Technical School,

has devised a scientific .arrangement for the production of stereo-

scopic effects in pictures thrown upon the screen by the lantern.

The method is as follows : two lanterns are used, each of which

projects one of the two corresponding stereoscopic transparencies

upon the screen, so that both fall together upon the same field.

The light from the lanterns, however, is not white, but of any two
complementary colours, as red and bluish green. The spectators

wear non-magnifying spectacles fitted with glasses of the same
tints as those used in the lantern, and the result is that each indi-

vidual sees one picture only with each eye, viz., the picture thrown

from the green lantern is alone seen by the eye wearins the green

glass, whilst the eye shielded by red glass sees ilie picture thrown

from the red lantern. In tliis way each eye is affected only by its

appropriate sutims, .;>:, .;,n. niilst the mind receiving simnltane-

ously tlie tw.) \

;

nry colours combines them into

a light and sIklu. i :: which possesses some peculiar

Th<' o.iiMl.ipc.]
i

. '1 l>y the raked eye, is for tho

most |iir: ^^ i
: '

. f il.i' n .1 .-ind trrecu lights upon

the srn^' ;: '.
. !h,.' pictures or over-

Iap,ii„.. ,.. :

.^ i; slowly turnmg the

lantern,' so ;v to ^::fi i >.r-.:: r: i:;r.', sHl-IuIv to the wrong

side of each other, so tliat tho oi>tic axes of the spectator may
intersect in front of the screen, the picture appears to advance tmd

become suspended in the air before the screen.
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-Alfred Texntsox.

HE Editor is

isiblefor the opinions of correspondents,

es, and Post-Ofice Orders should be made
N & SOXS.

XATUEAL SELECTION DEBATED.

[1S26]—Might I take the liberty of asking Dr. Hatchinson to

scrntinise the behaviour of his termites again. On Saturday,

July 4, about an hour before sunset, I had an impromptu proof

that our ants, at all events, do take unto themselves wings to fly

away for the connubial operation—a much ado about nothing, I

can assure ye '.

Reposing in the paradisaical Italian evening behind trellissed

vine, before mountain bluS, the swallows making the air aUegrU.iima

overhead, my attention was all at once called to a formicnlating

black patch on a low stone wall (once more taken possession of by
Instinct, as though it had been Reason). It proved to be a colony

of big black ants, very different from the red-headed, cock-tail

little ones indoors, a few feet off. Lustrous jet black, pearly-

winged qaeen-ants a lot of them seemed to be. Then there were
two other sizes smaller. They deigned no notice of meat, bread,

and sugar I brought them. Lo ! right above my devoted head
a column-like swarm in foil swing. Such a sight ! The small,

almost tiny, males, innumerable (why so much more numerous ?

—

per " Nat. "Sel." .-) making me think of a chaos of Saturn's "rings"
and, the while, renewing my marvel that astronomers—thoughtful,

earnest men—so long blundered, except Cassini, with his flash of

genius, about Saturn's "rings" :—the first child whirling round a

burnt stick might have taught them the truth !—the old Coper-

nican truth—apnarence. The ephemeral creatures seemed mad
(fancy their tiny brains !) with excitement and pre-occnpation. A
stick, a hand, a' handkerchief dashed through them made no dif-

ference. The females were few, and so much bigger than the

microcosms of passion—the males—as to make these latter look

ludicrous. Their union did not take place in the air, but after they

had come down " flop" on to me, and the pillow I put. Then I

noted, 'twas not the same species as the black patch before me

—

several of whose " queens" were slyly snapped up by a lizard time

after time, who then retreated into his hole to enjoy the repast, by
no means killing the protesting, wriggling victim straight off.

Happily, I doubt, the lower animals do not feel much.
The female ant in the air, as on the ground, seemed indifferent,

in the charming feminine way. The myriad males went madly
gyrating about her and above her, and then, at last, one or two
literally knocked her down (piombavatio a terra). There was
another swarm close by, and another and another in my walk
further on. Eico, evidently a use of these wings, though why they

should fly into the ar to be knocked down to the nuptial conch,

I am not clear. No birds of the air swooped on to my
ants. This factor, of course, seems to make a difference.

In fine, ants gradually—0, so gradually— '• acquired " their faerie

pinions (two pairs) per Natural Selection, id est, through in-

herited, cumulating, victor-variations, the happy individuals that

"happened" to develop the first rudiments of wings, getting the

best of it, and gradually exterminating or extinguishing their com-

petitors—all this, I reiterate, doth unto me for one indubitably,

pro ton, make Darwinism dubious.
And here I may assure your courteous correspondent " Gamma,"

who finds the pleasure of thinking for himself, that our lamented

illuminate, I mav sav staked his reputation on this, the doctrine

of Natural Selection"; although he, with his Shakesperian tempera-

ment and genius, is never to be confounded with those arrogant

Positivists of his disciples who out-Herod Herod ; whereof the irre-

pressible Ilaeckel, perhaps, is head and front offending—he who
was so promptly and properly put down by Du Buis Raymond for

claiming the irrepressible Goethe as a great poet, but far from giving

us " measureless content "—his academic Faust will not compare
with the flesh-and-blood Hamlet as an anticipator of Darwin.
Haeckel, der junge freund of the Master, who did not quite speak
as became him of the Master, but rather as though he were the

great Darwin, not in the tone that became him—it is the tone which
is so objectionable in these extremists ; it was, e.g., in Wagner
—especially of the Master's knowledge of German (of course!)
But to resume. If "Gamma" will turn to our "New Testa-
ment" ho will at once see that "Natural Selection" is Darwin.
He expressly cites the eye as being the result of Natural Selection
•—likewise the whale's mouth (subtly-furnished cavern !) ; and
other divinely complicated cases. He evolves all from one, viil

Natural Selection ; that is Darwinism.
Now, though we do seen to see one protoplasm, even now the

origin of animal life and form (not seeds ?) yet mark, it is indivi-

dual, respective protoplasm, already within a fully-evolved life

and form—the Mother. Thus upon the threshold sul stellalo

soglio we are in doubt as to Evolution itself
;
grand propriety

though it seem to be, truly scientific, like Nature's way

—

that it is " the result of Natural Selection " we may be
pardoned for continuing to hold to be "debated and debatable."

It took five hundred years for Christianity to establish itself;

Darwin himself would be the last to complain of our threshing

away at his ism. His grand merit was to electrify thought.

Darwin himself " discovered " the Niata cattle and Ancon sheep,

&c., striking cases of variation by leap and bound, such as

"Gamma" has in his mind's eye; and I stiU feel that the

Teacher himself scarcely felt the full force of that ; of

Monstrosities, and—Metamorphosis. Look at the case of the

Medusa ; the zoea and nauplius stages ; the chrysalis and but-

terfly—more beautiful than poet's dream ! Will Darwin say

that these magical, miraculous transformations (at the side-scenes)

were " acquired " ? How can we imagine the simple hard chrysalis

acquiring the power to evolve into the magnificent butterfly, by
useless rudimentary steps, which gave it the advantage in the

struggle for existence. But, if these things transpired by Law—
the Unsearchable, Ubiquitous, Self-Existent, Imminent God—then
they seem more conceivable, or, at least, receivable ; just as the

Inorganic World is ;
gravitation-soul'd star-rich space.

With regard to Shakespeare, too. Curious ! Just as " Gamma"
was penning his letter I was thinking of writing to you to inquire,

Can Natural Selection account for Shakespeare ? Yet a little while

and his ancestors were besmear'd barbarians of the Stone Age, con-

fronting Ca?sar (marvellous destiny ! little England with her honours

thrust upon her !) Like Burns, he sprang from the toiling-moiling

million. Neither by Class nor Circumstance, it would seem, had
his seraphic brain had the way prepared before it. What Evolation,

what Natural Selection, ages of practice and conquest, turned out

that ? But Shakespeare may have had Cajsar's own blood in his

veins, or Plato's. He must not forget, too, that his Age, the men
of it, were a magnificently potent (not impotent) race, of which,

over there in Cajsar's Italia, the world-man Columbus was the true

Coryphaius—and the world-man Galileo ; and the world-man of

science, the Columbus of Urania's America, the Proto-Martyr of

Science, Giordano Bruno.
Beethoven, too (the only peer with Shakespeare), came after

those Columns of Hercules, Bach and Handel, in a musical age like

a great tree in flower. The profounder inquiry remains, what made
the race take such a giant-stride and saltation of genius ? Nay,

specially, what made this Nineteenth Century do so ? Ages of

cunning and brutality, of lust and drunkenness, by wretches who
knew not how many beans made five, scarcely at first sight seem to

explain Shakespeare and Beethoven per Natural Selection ; scarcely

seem to explain their immense pure brains. Tet it maybe so; at

least, in part. The spectacle of these centuries we now perceive

to be the Star of the Teutonic Race in the ascendant. But
their civilisation, that has indeed advanced by leaps and
bounds, towered by Titanic impulses. With regard to^ music,

I think Darwin's doctrine immensely suggestive ; more subtle

and profound than Spencer's—viz., "that man's music is the

outcome of ages of animal evolution ; that we are so moved by
music because, unconsciously, we thrill with the recollection

and experience of aeons of animal ancestry or pre-existence

;

wherein, from the nightingale up to the eagle, lion, and gibbon, we
employed the Voice in the most intense period of our life-history,

during passion, when the female was the centre of all existence ;

and male warred against male, to monopolise her, with the fiercest

drunken joy ; thereby also helping on his own evolution, and

(according to Darwin's beautiful, if nnproven, speculation) Beauty

—Beauty the nearest form of God '.—Music seems to me infinitely

more than this : Prophecy rather than Past ; as it were, the
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besuuled flesh and proof of Immortality; still, the idea of the

blamolesa and beautiful as the lily, illumined as the starry

heavens) is, in ita way, grand.

Perhaps I may be thought incon.sisteut, but in these tentative

contributions I am labouring, rather feeling my way, to the part

as it were of judge, if possible, if I may say so, not Advocate
for or against : though I confess that the Theory of Natural Selec-

inde'ed, the theory of Evolution (from one) itself, in spite of the

vastness of the plausibility of its generalisation. For e.^iample,

the very suie -JiiJ non of his theory is ;— i/ a victor-variation

happens to show itself:—but, now," it occurs to afterthought

that this very if may not take place, not be the modus operandi

and scheme of things ; but, on the contrary, that, like the "Solar
System," (even in its inconceivable flight towards Hercules) all

may sivinj together : that no perturbation can occur in the sub-

Bolar system without compensation ; that the Imminent Cause, from

everlasting to everlasting, in all, may take order for it (I do not

hero say consciously) ; that imri passu shall be the order of the

day, of the tremendous slow march, that one of its dearest words
shall be and abide, as before quoted, that from the lips of the

Chrysostom, «it; Poet, greatest Humility and greatest Heroism, "Not
a sparrow falleth to the ground but what your Heavenly Father

knoweth it
!" Alexander Teetgen (" Commentator ").

NOTE ON INDIAN TERMITES.

[1827]—In my paper on Indian termites, I alluded to the indomit-

able energy and perseverance with which white ants annexed the

bell-beam in the church tower, or the beams of the house built over
their nest. Recently I witnessed this energy in another direction.

An ant-hill had been levelled to make way for a long line of road-

ballast; this, made up of laterito fragments, ran parallel to the

road, and its width and height were four feet and eighteen inches

respectively. Offended at having been thus slighted, the termites,

in one night, rebuilt their hill, runnimj it through the densebi-paclied

laterite, and raising it eighteen inches, with a base of thirty-six

Now, think for t what this

ipon, and sc

nplios

and this tliey did. Consider the enormous labuui luiplicd lu uach

termite wriggling through the rough angular masses of laterice,

each laden with its pellet of mud ; and not only is the mud to be

carried for the heap on top of the ballast, but also for the sides of

the tortuous passages through the closely-piled laterite. Except
for their aspirate excelsior craving, these indefatigable workers
conld have pushed their works on each side of the ballast-heap;

but their doing so would be contrary to their principles, and imply
defeat. R. F. Hutchinson, M.D.

Pachmari, June 21, 1885.

VITAL FORCE.

[1828]—If it were not so sad in its consequences, it would be
amusing to note how disbelief, in order that it may put on a certain

seeming of respect.ability, clings to tenets only to be reconciled

with belief. " F. W. H." appears to be incapable of discerning

that the doctrine of necessity totally^excUi.ies the conception of

right and wrong, for whatever sIh.uM li.i!;.!i ly nrcrs.iity could

happen in no other way. Theft, niiir! • ,' nil bo in the

anaiterable course of things. Wo ; ns of

belief ii 1 Suprt
in ought and ought ;

Dy no possibility do wrong, n ne c'.nn ni; :

. >i i niiin-, nuiria.\ or

by nature's compulsion, iu the nuuir.il ,,i.i , i,l iliiii^:«, and bo
blameless.* Hence my piteous appeal, a.")

'

I . \\ . II
." is ploascd to

call it. Your correspondent says, " kuowlfdLro mipcrsudi's belief ;

"

that is quite true, but, unfortunately, your scientific pundits too often
forgot that that knowledge which they deem eo very absolute and

positive, is only the outcome of a heUef-al a belief in the existence

of an external world, of matter, &c. This belief in a material

universe is as much a belief as that in the existence of a Supreme
potentiality. There is, in fact, no positive knowledge but that of

our own existence and of the mathematics. Sir John Herschel

aptly termed the mathematics, " the very soul of science." How
any one who has adopted the teaching of the Doctrine of Necessity

can be so illogical as to talk of transgressing the laws of nature is

truly surprising ; there can be no transgression under necessity.

It will come to be seen that from the standpoint of my letter

(1759) on Vital Force that the evidences of a Ruling Power are as

strong as the evidences of a material universe. Berkeley and

Lewes have been frequently referred to in your correspondence

columns, but the writers in every case appear to me to have

missed the point of their teaching with respect to " Idealism,"

which was that the existence of matter could no more be demon-

strated than the existence of a Ruling Spirit. In both cases you

have to rest on belief ; and, if nothing else should move men to

cling to the doctrine of a Ruling Power, the very utility of such a

belief should. Meteb.

[* See Professor Clifford's Essays on " The Ethics of Belief"

and "The Ethics of Religion," in the collected edition of his

" Lectures and Essays."

—

Ed.]

INSIDE OR OUT?

[1&29]—" J. S." (1801) is mistaken in supposing that my views

are in any way modified. I would point out that the words

" external " and "independent " are not synonymous. The former

involves the assumption that the relation of the world to the mind

bears an analogy to the relation between two bodies in space

;

the latter simply implies that the world continues to exist when we
cease to be conscious of its existence, and that it did so exist during

the untold ages when sentient life was not. It is clear, however,

that this cannot be true of the phenomenal world which we know,

and with which alone we are concerned ; since this is composed of

our own sensations and thoughts. When I said that " every valid

ojucept must certainly be correspondent with a thing," I used the

word " thing " in the sense of " object " -i.^., a synthesis of sensa-

tions. This, of course, cannot properly be said to "represent"

anything, since a sensation is the simplest element of conscious-

ness. An object is not a re-presentation, but a direct presentation.

That a concept may be " non-valid " is clearly proved by the

concept of idealism in the mind of "J. S." It is especially funny

that he should commend to my notice a passage from G. U. Lewes,

which is not even Hylo-idealism, but pure Berkeleyism. C. N.

[Following the argument of " C. N." to its logical conclusion, it

would seem that the sole difference between the audible suggestion

of the Demon of a gentleman in Hanwell, and a speech of Mr.

Gladstone is, that the one "is composed of the sensations and

thoughts" of an individual in confinement, and the other of those

of a reporter at large

—

Ed.]

GASES AND GRAVITY.
[1830]—In letter 1,805, What does " Hallyards " mean? Take

the case of a jar full of carbonic acid and hydrogen ; both gases

are resting on the ground. Why is this an exception to the uni-

versality of gravitation 'i
" Hallyards " says that " carbonic acid

gas should always be the lowest." This seems equivalent to saying

that in a room full of people those of sixteen stone "should" be

on the floor with the lighter people sitting on them ! F. G. S.

[Not quite ! Shake oil and water together in a bottle for half-

an-hour, and then set the bottle " on the ground," and you will

find that the oil will at once separate from the water and float on

the top of it.—Ed.]

THE GENESIS OF THE MOON.

[1831]—If there is " nothing impossible " in the "extravagant

paradox " cited by " Hallyards " (see letter 1770) concerning the

pre-lunar origin of the Arcadians, and the extraneous origin of the

moon, it is at least a paradox at variance with the few facts we
possess concerning the moon's early history, and the many
reasonable deductions which have been inferred from geology and
the consideration of the tides.

That the tides are older than the possible age of man is scarcely

upeu t.i doubt, liivers, storms, glaciers, lic, are all inadequate to

acci'uut f.T ilu' xiiiirl |ihcnomena of geological formations. The
tiil.Hi an- a rii|iii>iii' au'riit, and not merely tides such as wo now
K<i', but tidi's uf luiuli f,'icater magnitude and power. In necessary

Bcquenco it is generally held that the tides are gradually subsiding,

a fact only to be explained by the supposition that the moon ia ever

widening its orbit, and that in earlier times it was in much closer
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proximity to the earth, a supposition which gives ns the "chip of
the old block" theory. If the moon's advent in our system were
as recent an occnrrence as " Hallyards " considers possible, the
geological formations would give unmistakable record of the fact,

and even sufEcient evidence to form an approximate date. The
solar tides are of comparatively little importance, and could never
be confounded with the lunar tides.

With reference to tho colour of air, I cannot conceive a reason
why aqueous vapour should lose colour by being condensed, or why
the particular formation of the particles of water in aqueous vapour
should " show the colour."
By admitting " Hallyards' " statement, that " A Scotch or Irish

landscape looks much bluer than a French one," his idea (that the
colour of the air is due to the water it contains) would lose its chief
support, for the warmer the climate the more water will its atmo-
sphere hold in suspension, which would give ns the maximum of
colour to the minimnm of water, and vicerersd. It is only fair to
add, however, that this is not the case ; as we proceed south the
colour of the sky is intensified, and consequently the colour of the
landscape.

It was the fine blue of eastern skies which gave birth to the
" Waters above the earth " theory.
That the air of Mars may be all oxygen, and therefore more life-

supporting than our own, is impossible.
In the first place, life is maintained by the utilisation of that

property of oxygen, of readily combining with other elements to
its own contamination ; and, secondly, an atmosphere of pure
oxygen could never exist in the presence of many other elements
essential to life ; chemical action would ensue and destroy it.

_
The particular composition of our atmosphere must not be con-

sidered as the work of haphazard chance, but rather aa the result
of circumstances and causes which in all probability would be also
active in the planet Mars. "Hallyards" has entirely misnnder-
stood me in supposing I vr.iJa plained of his "m«y 6e's" ; he is at
liberty to draw an inference 'if he can give sufficient reason for
doing so ; it was the because I could not allow, the reason he gave
why oxygen might be red, was directly opposed to a fundamental
rule of chemistry, which makes the properties of a chemical
compound independent of the properties of its elements, whereas,
" Hallyards " seems to ignore the existence of such a force as
affinity, and argnes as though the properties of a compound were
the sum total of its ingredients : and the same mistake also occurs
in the following:—"oxygen may well be blue, since water contains
nine-tenths oxygen." From a chemical standpoint, oxygen and
nitrogen cannot be " frozen " or vapourised (hydrogen was never
mentioned); but, taken in a broader sense, "Hallyards" is no
doubt correct in assuming that all matter may be either gaseous,
liquid, or solid. Alex. Mackie.

THE DIKECTION OF LIGHTNING.
[1832]—Several years ago, late in summer, and in the dusk of

evening, I was on an open vehicle on a very exposed road, when a
hailstorm came on, to protect myself from which I put up my
umbrella, and as the wind was at my back some of its ribs neces-
sarily pointed upwards, whereupon they immediately became tipped
with the most beautiful pencils (not stars, mind yon) of electric
light I ever saw, affording thereby conclusive proof of the direction
of the current. Which being so, it now rests with those who deny
that lightning ever strikes upwards to show, if they can, how it

happens that what is possible under a weak electrical tension is

"impossible" under a strong one.—Yours faithfully,

Wm. Allman.
N.B.—In the great thunderstorm of June, 1846, which heralded

the potato failure in Ireland, the direction of the flashes of light-
ning was, mostly, neither up nor down, but horizontal.

[The phenomenon witnessed by Mr. Allman was the ordinary
" brush discharge," familiar to all users of a frictional electrical
machine. What I understood the Conductor of Knowledge to
deny was, not that lightning strikes upwards, but that it is impos-
sible for the observer to see this.—Ed.]

GEORGE ELIOT.

[1833]—This journal is specially interesting to me as being (I
think) of a unique type, "conducted" by one, "edited" by
another. "So far as we can make out" (said the Saturday, in

1874) " Lord Hartington is to act the part of a highly-respectable
man, content to be outshone whenever it pleases Mr. Gladstone to
throw the full solar splendour of his mind on any subject." You,
Mr. Editor, inserted the views of " Commentator" on the late Mrs.
Cross, and shortly after, on the same subject, gave us a note of
your own condemning public approval of concubinage. Now, these
pronouncements—" C.'s " explicitly, your own implicitly—have
given "intense pain" to our eminent conductor. "Something

rotten in the state of Denmark"—or, let us take Japan. Tho
Mikado resumes the reins of power, displacing the Shogun.

Treve de plaisantcric. I thought faith and morals* were to be
kept out of A". ; but, since it is not so, I implore Mr. Proctor to
state explicitly whether he really teaches that it is right and
laudable for any individual to dispense, for his own convenience,
with any particular precept, civil or religious, which may chance to
hamper him for the moment.

If so, then there is no more law of any kind for anybody. As thus.

The sole standard of conduct for individuals has always been tho
rule settled by the society of which they form part. It is erroneous
to suppose that Christianity is the basis of our European code.

Horace derived stricter principles from his father than any younff
Italian of our day from his. I doubt whether any man ever waa
put to death for unchastity ; but vestals were, when Rome had as
much dominion over Italy as we now have over the Soudan. No
Christian child is ever guarded so strictly as were the young
Pagans—" Odisti claves, et grata sigilla pudico." Yet this very
same people gave a father the option of destroying his new-born
child ! In Lydia, the " whole duty of woman " when young, consisted
in earning her dowry by prostitution. In Assyria, every woman was
obliged, as a religious duty, to submit to prostitution once in her
life— (cunning fellows, those priests of Myrtilla—Herodotus says
no amount of money would induce an Assyrian woman to sell

herself afterwards)—Now, were these acts sinful ? No, says the
Catholic Church ; they violate no natural law, and so " heathens.

t Chris 3 the b

doubt, that, for this reason Polynesian girls

are as fair morally as they are physically. But as regards
Europeans, the uniform result of my experience is that a woman
who disregards the standard of her society is morally hideous,

and falls behind in every respect. The heta?ra» of Athens were
not degraded by cruelty, rapacity, theft, and drink as are ours.

Eenan remarks that vi'ryfeu- have the right to reject Christianity.

I do not beheve Miss Evans was one of these few, for the simple
reason of her sex. Women admit themselves they do not reason,

hut feel. Moreover, a woman who decides that all religious belief is

false commits an act of extreme arrogance which does not prepos-

sess. The pictures of George Eliot and Mr. Lewes are, both of
them, perfectly repulsive to me.

In 1858 (and later) it was the custom at Brighton (and else-

where in England) for men to bathe from machines perfectly

naked. In 1868, any man so doing would have been not only fined,

but thought immoral. So true is it that public opinion for the
time being is the only law we may not violate.

The sanction accorded by society to George Eliot is merely
another instance of the idolatry of success, which makes one blusb
for one's species. Without, it Lord Tennyson would not have taken
Miss Evans as a housemaid. With it, he adorned her drawing-room.
But why stop at her ? Go on to George Sand. Her liaisons were
legion. Why should she be fettered ?

I conclude by a, few comments on some of Mr. Proctor's words
(which I run no risk of imagining, since I have them before me) :

—

"Of tho relations between G. E. and G. L. it becomes none to

judge, unless it can be shown that any one was personally wronged
in the matter." How about the popular phrase " the injured

wife ? " And, without that, are there no acts which do no harm
to anyone, but which society justly abhors and persecutes ? " Even
then, judgment by an outsider would be improper." Nay : Mr.
Proctor forced us to judge, by giving us ex cathedril Miss E.'s

views on Immortality—of which she could know no more than any
one of us. " To all intents and purposes, save as regards the
letter of the law, G. E. was G. L.'s wife." I imagine Mr. Proctor
minus his purse, and the taker saving the above, mutatis mutandis.
Then 7 would say " Quis tulerit Gracchos?"

" Had the legal ceremony been performed." The Catholic

church teaches that "in the sacrament of matrimony, the minister
is the sponses themselves." The essence is the consent of the
parties, t//ree. But one of the parties here was not free. "They
were united by a tie which was to them perfectly sacred." So is

the burglar to his spoil.

Mr. Proctor has apparently every reason to be content with the
institution of matrimony, I am in exactly the contrary position

;

yet I have never desired to be free, or contemplated a " privately-

sacred" arrangement, believing that it is for the benefit of society

on the whole that marriage should be dissoluble only by death.

Mr. Proctor's doctrine seems to be that anyone may give him-
self a private dispensation from the settled rule. How much more

* Questions of faith, as pertaining to theology pure and simple,
are, and must be, rigidly kept out of these columns; but ethics
admit of treatment at once from a psychological and a sociological
point of view, and hence are perfectly in place in a journal devoted
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rational is the Catholic theology ; which, while labelling innumerable
acts as mortal sins, yet admits that inadvertence, or vehement
passion, may render them in particular cases only venial. Thus
the perfection of the code is maintained, while it is left to God
alone to say whether in any given case there is guilt. The sin is

detestable, but the sinner may not be detested, because he cannot
tell, even himself, whether he is sinning, or merely yielding to

human infirmity. Hallyabds.

OUR BOYS AT SCHOOL.

[183-1]— If you will permit me, I will make a few remarks on
the subject of " Our Boys at School."

Three-quarters of a century ago Sydney Smith wrote an article

very similar in its condemnation of public schools to the article in

Knowledge last week, so the subject is not a new one. It is of

course a truism to say that the moral tone of a school depends to a

great extent on the masters and headmaster, but unless we are to

take it for granted that the tendency of English schoolboys is to

bully and become Tasmanian devils, the influence of public opinion

in a large school must be greater than the influence of an usher in

a small school, however close and prying his supervision may be.

To say there is a savage idea underlying the working part of our
public school system is certainly an exaggeration, if not a distinctly

mistaken view of the system altogether. Bullying may be en-

couraged in certain public schools, it certainly was not at Rugby,
but to say that it is encouraged by the system of monitors shows a
complete misunderstanding of the system.

Sydney Smith says, "at a public school every boy is alternately

tyrant and slave." From the article in Knowledge a reader would
imagine that a boy passed immediately from being a fag to being a
monitor. Such, at any rate, was not the case at Rugby. At least

one-third of the school was called the Upper School. As a rule

boys took a couple of years to pass through the Upper School, and,

while in it, were neither fags, nor could they exercise the powers
of monitors. On the whole, they represented the best physically,

intellectually, and morally. They held the balance of power
between the Sixth and the Middle Lower Schools. If the Sixth

had unduly exercised their power, a house levia or a school levee

would have been cal'ed, and the Upper .School would have taken
the side of right against might. If a combination of fags had un-

reasonably refused to obey certain orders of the Sixth, the Upper
School would again have decided the matter equitably.

To the boy of average capabilities, physically, intellectually, and
morally, there is not the slightest doubt the public school system
is the best system of training. For the exceedingly precocious, or

for the extremely weak ph3'sically, intellectually, or morally, it

may not be the best, but if it is not they are exceptional cases, and
require therefore exceptional treatment.

First, the physical advantages. In a large public school each
boy can find some game suited to his strength. He has a choice of

cricket, racquets, fives, rowing in some, gymnastics, or volunteering,

and in winter football and paper-chases. In a smaller establish-

ment a boy is confined to cricket or lawn-tennis, or walks with Mr.
Barlow, after the manner of Tommy and Harry in " Sandford and
Mertou." Should a boy be fond of bird-nesting or geologising, he
will find just as much opportunity in one as the other of indulging
in his pet virtue or vice, as people may consider it. What public

schools are referred to where there is daily kicking or weltering
with a stump on cricket afternoons, it is difficult to guess.

The present writer has travelled and resided in nearly

every part of her Majesty's dominions except Canada, and
has met men in them from every jiublic school worthy
of the name, but, so far as he knows, he has never yet
met the schoolfellows of that statesman who possibly owes his

preatness to being daily kicked at school. Ho (tke writer) was
about four years at Rugby, some twenty years ago, and the only

cases of bullying he ever heard of were in spite of the public

school system, and occurred in the Lower and Middle Schools, the

bigger boys in a form bullying the smaller ones ; but they were
isolated cases, and soon put a stop to by the form-master. What
with a matron to every fifty boys, and doctors' certificates, and
masters joining in the games, surely the danger of anything brutal

occurring is reduced to a minimum. But is King's College School,

where the recent case of bullying occurred, conducted on the public

school system ?

Secondly, intellectual advantages. When the writer was at

school, Latin verses and Greek classics were considered a necessary

But it is very doubtful whether what a boy loarnfl is really of as

seventeen ho does very little more than learn how to learn. The
writer, who has had some little experience in teaching boys, but
not English boys, is of opinion that up to a certain age making a

boy use a gradus or a dictionary properly is as good a training for

the intellect as botanising or showing him experiments in

chemistry, electricity, and the like. In a large class it is certainly

a more convenient mode of educating. To suppose that one
system or another would produce more Tennysons, more
liuxleys, or more than our one general, is to misunderstand
the subject of school education generally, and public school

education more particularly. The majority of boys attain such a
low standard of knowledge in any and every subject, that in

practical life it makes very little difference to a man what he has
learnt at school. At any rate, the great majority of boys learn at

a public school how to learn sufficient of the particular subject

which they are learning to prevent themselves being punished. In

a private school, where more attention was bestowed on them out

of school, they might not even learn this, though they might get

through more book-work. But private tuition can always be
obtained, if desired, in a public school.

Thirdly. The moral advantages. It is the experience of the
writer and everyone he has consulted on the subject, that the

standard of morality in public schools is higher than it is in private

schools, but, of course, much depends on the masters. Considering
the manner in which headmasters and masters of public schools

are appointed, and the opportunities the public have of criticising

their conduct, they must, as a rule, be the best men available. A
boy should be therefore more likely to learn at a public school than
anywhere else that purity is more manly than impurity, that

honesty is the best policy, that lies and deceit are the weapons of

sneaks and cowards, and that those that speak the truth always

are brave men. Jos. W. Alesaxdee.

MYSTERIES AXD MORALITIES.

[1835]—Anent " Mysteries and Moralities," so ably explained in

Knowledge by Mr. Clodd, there is : . older and, to my mind,
better explanation why the "pagan' festivals coincide with the
" Christian " ones, viz., the theory that they spring from the same
source, or the root of most existing religions, i.e., solar worship.
" Many," says TertuUian, " suppose, with greater probability, that

the sun is our God, and they refer us to the religion of the

Persians."—" Apologet," c. IG. Certain it is that all the "Chris-
tian " festivals correspond with the equinoxes, and summer and
winter solstices. The "sun worshippers" of Mexico and Pern
held dogmas almost identical with Christianity, viz., immaculate
conception, crucifixion, resurrection, and redemption. F. W. H.

BIBLIA PAUPERUM.

[1836]—In reply to Mr. Webb's inqm'ry, the following is the full

title of the work referred to in my paper on Mystery Plays;—" A
Smaller Biblia Panperum, conteynynge Thyrtie and Eyghte Wode-
cuttes Illvatratynge the Lyfe, Parablis, and Miraclis off Oure
Blessid Lorde and Savioure Jhesus Crist, with the Propre
Descrypciouns theroft extracted fro the Originall Texte off Iohx
WiCLiF, somtyme Rector of Lutterworth. With Preface by the

late Verie Rev. Arthur Penrhyn Stanley, D.D., Dean of West-
minster." Square 8vo. Bound in Parchment, old style; brass

clasps
;
price 10s. Cd. Published by Mr. Fisher Unwin, Paternoster-

square.

I have, however, not had the opportunity of comparing this with
the Biblia Pauperuin preserved amongst other early specimens of

block-books in the British Museum, and of which a facsimile was
published in 1859, but I have an impression that the "wodecuttes"
aie replicas of blocks from an old German book of the sixteenth

century. Edward Clodd.

"HOW TO GET STRONG."

[1837]—I think Mr. Proctor's rules for strengthening the limbs

will be disappointingly like the French plum-pudding, which failed

because the receipt had omitted all mention of the pudding-cloth.

It is a principle that " involuntary motion does not tire;" hence
our hearts go on boating all our lives without crying for a rest. A
gun is lighter than a cane, if we have hope of sport. A walk
without a friend or an object is a saddening affair. In a gymnasiam
I used to wield clubs and dumb-bells, and got strength thereby,

because there were comrades and admirers. Had I been alone, I

should have boon tired iu a few minutes ; and I suspect my muscles
would have " sucked thereout but small advantage." 1 can conceive
few things moro lugubrious and ridiculous than, say, an elderly

gentleman, with K. on a music-stand beside him, solemnly moving
his arms up and down secundum artem. A lathe or a joiner's

table would give him far more strength. So it would to send off
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the servants, and do all the work for himself. I have tried that,
and it is capital fnn. In a short time it gets as natural as shaving,
or soldiering. Hallyabds.

FORGOTTEN GEORGIAN PHRASES.
[1838]—"When George Primrose's consin says to him :

• Slay I

die by an anodyne necklace ; but I had rather be an under-tumkey
in Newgate,' who is there in the present year of grace who knows
what he means ? It appears that it was a notorious quack charm
against the perils of teething, and that mothers never forgave
themselves it their children died of convulsions without having
tried an anodyne necklace. We may point out that the editor's
ingenious note, in which he quotes an advertisement in which it is

said to be sold for 58., ' as patronised by the King for the Royal
children,' does not quite exhaust the question, for what George's
cousin says is :

' May I die !jy an anodyne necklace,' which looks
as though, if some regarded it as a medicine, others had found it

to be a poison."

—

Saturdai/ Revieiv, Jan. 12, 188-t, on Mr. A.
Dobson's " Vicar of Wakefield."

Is it not pretty clear that by "anodyne necklace" Goldsmith
meant the halter— "an end to all my cares," as Sam Hall sings,
with play of words alluding to the quack charm ? However, all

anodynes are poisons; and weakly babes may have died of the
inhalation, an overdose for them.
A few lines further on, the Reviewer writes, " We are puzzled

by the word 'sussarara.' Mrs. Symmonds says to her husband,
" Gentle or simple, out she shall pack with a sussarara." Mr.
Dobson quotes one authority which gives as the meaning of the
word, "a hard blow." It is met with, in a slightly different form,

I have often heard my aunt (bom in 1793) say of a delinquent
servant, "She deserves a good sesserero" (so I should spell it,

pronouncing as if it were Italian or Spanish). I always under-
stood this to mean a scolding: there could not have been any
question of striking. It is remarkable that domestic words of the
other day should be already of doubtful meaning. Hallyards.

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.

WiLLUM Miller. You will probably have gathered from a reply
of mine to another correspondent how much I am in accord with
you. But, as far as I am concerned, I am impotent in the matter.
—F. G. S. Source of quotation previously pointed out by Mr.
Smallpeice.

—

Dr. Lewins. Received, and carefully read.

—

Balakce.
Oh, dear, no ! It is very possible, indeed, for an unskilful rope-
dancer to fall while holding his balancing-pole. A little considera-
t'-on will show that the centre of gravity of the performer must be
vertically over the rope. If it gets outside of the vertical, and the
man has no means of shifting it, over he goes. The use of the
pole, which is heavily loaded at each end, is to shift the centre of

gravity when needed, f.j/., if the man flndshimself disposed to topple
over to the right he moves his pole towards the left, and so brings the
common centre of gravity of himself and the pole into a point whence
a perpendicular would pass centrally through the rope.

—

Senex.
Sodium vapour arrests luminiferous vibrations of the same re-

frangibility as those which it emits ; but not necessarily all snch
r.ays passing through it, unless it be of sufficient thickness. If I

stretch half-a-dozen pianoforte strings across an opening and tune
them all in unison to, say, A ; and then on one side of that opening
the note A is blown clear and loud on a comet, it will be deadened
to a certain extent, but a good deal of the sound will get through.
By multiplying the number of strings, though, I might ultimately

get sufficient to take up the whole of the undulations starting from
the cornet, so that the cornet note should never reach the listener's

ear at all. So with sunlight. It is partly arrested by the sodium
vapour surrounding the sun ; but some of it gets through, and if we
destroy this latter portion by passing it through a sufficient thickness
of terrestrial sodium vapour, we ultimately get the D lines really

blac'c.—F. W. H. I have been compelled to stop the discussion on mind
and matter. Inter alia, it brings letters taking the forms of sermons,
which I must perforce exclude, at the risk of being accused of

admitting only one side of the argument. I just, however, record
your recommendation to Mr. Alexander to read Haeckel's " Pedigree
of Man " for himself.—Tycho. It depends upon the meaning you
apply to the word. Of old, lunatics were regarded as " moon-
struck." For some curious details as to the supposed physical
influence of the moon on sleepers in its light in tropical climates

(to which you possibly refer), see Vol. VI. of Knowledge, pp. 305,

325, and 348.—Rev. S. T. B. Peppix. I am sorry to exclude your
temperately-written letters ; but the reply to " Commentator " really

assumes the form of an excerpt from a sermon. One thing is abun-
dantly evident, and that is that you know nothing whatever of the
writings of the greatest and most philosophical naturalist the

world has yet Sf It is by no means necessary to "shut our
'open our Darwin." So devout a Christian

and good a Catholic as Professor St. George Mivart is a staunch
evolutionist, .lust consider how the Church has had to succumb
on such scientific questions as the motion of the earth, its age, the
date of man's first appearance on its surface, the origin of death,
&c. This may possibly tend to abate a little of your " cock-
sureness" that the clergy must be right, and men of science
wrong, on subjects which the latter have made the study
of their lives, but of which the former are ludicrously igno-
rant. See the letter of " Meter " in another column as an
example of the only way in which such a question as yon
raise can be discussed in a purely scientific jonrnal. Note
too my reply to " F. W. H." above, concerning the closing of the
"Mind and Matter" discussion.- Dr. Barnaedu. Thanks for

your whole
^0 the purpose of a journal like this.—H. J. Bid

The subject in which you are interested has never been treated of

in these columns ; and had it been, a rigid rule exists against the
presentation of Knowledge gratis to any club, institution, univer-

sity, or library whatever.—J. H. Cobbett. You would infallibly

have trodden on some one's theological corns, and had I refused
to insert a column or two of pulpit declamation in reply to yon, I

should have been charitably branded as " lending Knowledge to

covert attacks on the faith," &c., &c. The amount of rampant
bigotry existing in this last quarter of the nineteenth century
would astonish you.

—

Brix Fberes. Received.—THOEorcH Bass.

I am ignorant of any work published in this country having
special reference to Canadian farming, bnt you will find a mass of

information which cannot fail to be of use to you in " Outlines of

Modem Farming," by R. Scott Burn. Crosbv, Lockwood, & Co.

publish it, as they do also Yonatt & Burn's ""Complete Grazier,"

which is an encyclopojdia of cattle-breeding and raising. Both of

these are bulky books. I know of no very cheap ones that are
worth anything.

—

Old Jolly. The conductor is, or will be in a few
days, on the high seas (I trust not suffering from the height of the
seas on). I do earnestly hope, though, that he will see your protest

before he is " the death of " you 1 Should any such deplorable result

ensue, I, as representing him pro hac vice, should certainly urge
strongly on the proprietors of Kxowledge the obligation they
would be under to give you a public funeral, with a neat and
appropriate brass over your vault, setting forth the circumstances
under which you terminated. Why do you not employ some of

your illimitable power of "chaff" in answering "Hallyards &
Co." ?—LiECT.-CoL. Dooxer. Received.—Carl Siewers. Any
and every book sent here is committed to an expert in the subject

on which it treats, for careful perusal and review.—F. C. Collixs.

All the space available for snch recreations is already given up to

Chess and Whist.—J. Osborxe, Coxstaxt Reader, 'and Ax Ix-

Player. Shall be handed to "Five of Clubs"
nhisi

iHtsicellanta.

Nitrogen is solidified at a temperature of-2U° and under a
pressure of 60 atmospheres, its critical point being — 146" under the
pressure of 35 atmospheres. By carrying the rarefaction to 4 mm.
of mercury, the author has succeeded in obtaining a temperature
of -225°. The solidification point of carbon monoxide is -207'

with a pressure of 100 m. of mercury. Oxygen still remains liquid

at a temperature considerably below — 211°.

Sixpenny Telegrams.-The amendment which the new Post-

master-General intends to propose when the Bill comes on for dis-

dussion is one which, we imagine, will stand but little chance of

being accepted by the House. His scheme is to allow addresses to

pass free, to charge sixpence for the first three words of the

message and a halfpenny for each subsequent word. This would
operate most unfairly upon the best customers of the telegraph,

who usually adopt sender's addresses of the briefest character. If

anything is to be passed "free," it certainly should not be the

sender's address, whatever may be urged in favour of so treating

the address " To."
The results of eleven months' use of toughened glass beakers are

thus summarised by Mr. R. F. Friswell, in a paper read before the
Chemical Society :

—" Of twenty beakers, two burst spontaneously,
= 10 per cent. ; one burst on hot water being poured in, = 5 per

cent.; six became useless from fissures and enfoliation, = 30 per

cent. ; eight are in good condition, = 40 per cent. ; three have been

broken by unknown means, = 15 per cent. Taking into considera-

tion the loss of confidence caused by the high percentage of spon-

taneous bursting, it may be said that toughened e'ass is a complete

failure in the laboratory.
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By "Five of Clubs."'

THE AMERICAN LEADS.

a noteworthy that much less is

.merican leads in America than
Jrleans, to whom these new prii

ns of former rules) are due, comm
ind there they have been under discm

vn about the so-called

Dt'land. Mr. Trist, of

es (or rather these ex-

atcd them to the Field,

ivendish " and
his school on the one hand, and on the other by "Mogul"
those who agree with him in regarding the modem system of play

as at once too complicated and too clear. In Xew York I found
few who knew anything about the American leads, and I waited
till I reached New Orleans and had the advantage of Mr. Trist's

own commentary on the new leads, before bringing them before

the readers of Knowledge.
I have now fully examined the American leads, and have dis-

cussed them so far as was necessary, with Mr. Trist. I have even

gone so far, in my anxiety to get information from headciuarters,

as to do what usually I do not care to do,—playing Whist with

those not so fond of the game for the game's own sake as to play

it without such added piquancy as money stakes possess for the less

enthusiastic Whist brethren.

It is of course known to all who play Whist at all that from a
suit of five cards not headed by such cards that a high card should

be led, the lowest but one is the right card to lead. This lead,

called the penultimate, has been extended to cases where there are

aix cards or more, in which case the lowest but two, or antepen-
ultimate, is led. Many Whist players must have recognised the

reasonableness of still further extending this principle, as by
leading the lowest but three from a suit of seven cards. I think

too that nearly every Whist player must have thought of the

advantage which would arise if some distinction were made between
the play from a suit of more than four and the play from a suit of

four only, in other cases than those already provided for.

It is this want which Mr. Trist has met (and, as it seems to me,
has effectively met), by the suggestion of the principles which I

ead the penultimate from five, or

e lead for the moment as it the
xistence. We make, for

Tibe.

Observe first that when '

the antepenultimate from si:

cards below the one led, had
the same lead from King, Nme, Siven, (Six, i'our, Three, or from
King, Nine, Seven, Six, Three, as we would from King, Nine, Seven,
Six alone.

Now Mr. Trist proposes that in all cases where we hold more
than four, we should—wherever it is possible—lead and follow the

lead as if originally we had only held the four top cards of that

suit ; while, where this is not possible, he suggests a conventional

system by which information may still be conveyed as to the

original length of the suit.

The cases where it is possible to lead as from a four-card suit

divide themselves into two classes :

—

First, where a low card would be led originally : here we lead the
fourth from the top according to the proposed system,— viz., the

lowest but one from five, the lowest but two from six, the lowest

but throe from seven, and so forth.

SeconiUij, where a high card is led originally and followed

by a low card : here we lead the proper high card, and
follow with the original fourth card from the top. Thus
from Ace, Queen, Ten, Five, Four, we lead the Ace and follow

with the Five, instead of following with the Four as of old

;

from Ace, Queen, Ten, Five, Four, Three, we lead the Ace and follow

with Five, instead of Three ; and so forth. From King, Queen, Nine,

Seven, with or without smaller cards, we play, according to the new
system, King first and then Seven, instead of King first, and then
lowest, as was formerly the rule.

The second class of cases is more important than the first,

where iiuleod every case had been already provided for, except

is of tlie s( s the ne

Mor

have not fallen,—unless Z holds one of them, and played the Eight
intending to signal, but afterwards changed his mind and withdrew
the signal by playing the Ten. This last is very unlikely, nor does
it affect B'b power of placing the higher cards in A'a hand. A
certainly holds one of the two cards left below the Seven, and
almost certainly he holds both ; he also holds two of the three

cards—Queen, Knave, and Nine ; and the two must be either

Queen and Nine, or Knave and Nine ; for if he had held Queen and
Knave he would have led one of them second round.

In the above case, only the knowledge accruing to B from
the use of the new system of leading is considered ; not any
possible effect on B's play. Suppose, however,—to take a con-

venient illustration of the effect of the proposed system, that,

besides the Four and the King, B holds the Knave. Then, it is

obvious that he is at once guided by the lead of the Seven to his

proper course as third player second round. He knows that A
holds the Queen and the Nine—of which fact (be it observed) he
would have remained in ignorance had A led his lowest, second
round. Therefore, if he plays the Knave he will block his

partner's suit. He therefore plays his King, that his partner's

suit may be cleared. Of course this would be his right play, any-

how ; for the finesse of the Knave would clearly be unjustifiable.

Bat in the following case B's play is modified by the knowledge
which his partner's play conveys (B holds Knave, Five, and
Four) ;—

1. HA
r
H2
HK

H4 H8
HKn HQ

Here B places in ^'s hand two cards between the Ace and the

Seven, which after Vs play (bat before Z's) must be either

Queen, Ten, or Queen, Nine, or Ten, Nine. If A holds the

Queen it matters not how B plays; but if A holds the Ten,
Nine, B can only do harm by retaining the Knave. Whether
the Queen falls from Z or not, B'a Knave can do no good; but
if the Queen should lie with Z then the third round falls to the

Knave, if B keeps it and A's suit is blocked.

Take again another case.

. S7 S K Lowest Trum

doubt a
would h

i case B safely ruffs with his lowest trump instead of

because he knows that ^1 only holds two cards above
which mnst be the Eight and the Nine; were it not

ise of the " card of uniformity " B would have been in

to the position of the Knave, and his proper course

ive been to trump with his best.

(To be i lued.)

A TvEo's Trick. Few things show Whist weakness and inexperi-

ence more than boasting of approaching success when sitting

down to play, or claiming success, after it has been achieved, as

evidence of superior skill. For every one who has learned any-

thing of Whist knows that though superior skill mnst assure a
balance of superior success in the course of a great many rubbers,

the odds are very slight in favour of the most skilful players against

the veriest blunderers at a single sitting. One of the finest players

living lost 23 rubbers in succession, though most of the time he had
an excellent partner. When you hear any one say, If you played

with our club, you would lose money, you may be sure he knows
nothing of the game ; yet it would not be safe to infer that all or

most of the members of his club are poor players.

WnisT Criticism.—When a man criticises another as a bad
Whist ])layer, without saying why he thinks so, it is well (if yon
wish to get at the truth) to ask him for liis reasons. On sundry
occasions I have elicited the follinv:- : i-ons " for

such general condemnation;— (i.) 1! t her day,

third in hand, though he held the A, . K.ng from
Aoe, King, and others, (ill.) Hoi _', Qneen.

I had
I He

ivith

begun by the enemy and withdrawn. Thu
two rouuds, A being the leader ;

—
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(j^ur Cfttss Column*
By Mkhiisto.

ILLUSTRATIVE GAME Xo. 2.

THE following gamo was played on the l-lth inst. between
Mackenzie (Wliite) and Mason (Black) at the Hambiii-K

International Chess Tournament. The game, which was Tory

strongly played by the winner, exemplifies in a remarkable manner
the effect of good development. Black very

portant ti

of his att;

10 openin;

il the life

lally increased the pressure
It of White's game :-

WUte.
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By Edward Clodd.

III.

A FEW isol.icd spcciniens nnd titles of lost plays

excopt,.!. tl,n En-'-li ATvfrrv I'l -,- nr.. iismllv,

and ItillMTl^' . '. '
,

;i .
'

;
, , ,1 lu tluv.

wliicll I..M i
: '

: '
\V

I i

,'
.

\\";,krli-lil,

Colk-ftlMl.s. Tin'

:n..v,n even to Mr. Cdli.

revised edition of his "Histoiy of Dim
published in 1879, speaks of tlie ,S7-/-./,

the incredulity of St. Thomas, ns '•>]'„•

scries of reli;?i<ius draiiins f a-n,.flv rxhU.

The York stTies is |n-inlr.| iv.i,,, :,

the possession of Lor I .\slil in i,I,,, ,,:.

of which Miss Toulinii, Suilll, li:,s I 1

a mass of iutereslinv drl:,il fn.,,

records of York, thmuino- ,„,u-l, 11,1

of the l.liiys.t Tlir orl-l,,;,l \ .

!

C0]iylsl. mill ill I 111 ir , ] ,-,

I 'In,- <

rrlii-'nf

i Y. vi:

tlio mayor.xlty of Sir John Arnway.

is name appears in the first verse of the Banes " rca'

fore the beginninge of the playes."

"Eeverende lordes and ladyce all,

That at this tyme here assembled bee,

By this messauge understande yon shall

That some tymes there was mayor of this citie

Sir .lohn Arnway, Knighte, who moste worthilye

Contented hyraselfe to sett out in playe

The devise of one Done Kendall, moonke of Chester Abay.''

,! SI. e

-t performed by the Crafts or

r|iii3 Christi, in the fonrtcei tb,

Kditod by Lucy Toulmin Smith.

hiter, 1
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The foiitur.. romnir
combinatinii <.f ihr l,-:,

both'in thr',sulM,',,liu';,

r,l

l,c fnin- rr,ll,.,-ti,.ns is flioir I rimnsino-, mv\. ;,s .

V.-t. ,,.,;:(. 1 i;, 11, r 11, M. r,;,vi,-;,l f,„',,,. v.].\

V,,r.:.llsr l,,i,t, ,\ 1 M\
ll,r

T.,^^nelL.y. TLe Cuvt-utry S,-,-

on the apocyvi'^'*! booLs ef ihr (Ml irst;

several. fpuficled on those nf tl,r Xi ,v ']',:,! mi
Jealmisy of Joseph, tho Trl 1 . f M :,v ; i, 1 .

atud by the

lii,'-nity. In

Tu
TheOUIe and Newe lestanmu:, with livelye comfortb,
Intermn^glinge tlierewith, onely to make sporte,
Some thinges not warranted by any writt.t
Which to gladd the hearers he woulde men to take yt"

The qualities attached to certain characters became more
extravagant as the jilayers depended more for success on
fun and burlesque, auii as the audiences demanded some
new sensation or excitement to mirtli, in the main of

harmless sort. . For even the grossnes^ which is no un-
common feature of the plays, notably in the Towneley,
was due not so mucli to low moral tone in actors and
spectators, as to lack of refinement and the unstudied
plainness which calls a spade a spade. Moreover, the
plays are often obviously founded on French originals, in

which there was no lack of laughter-compelling scenes.

In the early miracle-play of
j S. Nicholas, the vulgar con-

versation of pot-house gamblers is a mirth-provoking imi-

dent ; in the Towneley mystea-ies, Cain brawls, and bullii s

Lis hind like a coarse and vulgar Yorkshire farmer
;

full

t Pp. Irii., Ixii!.

X In the'ProI.w-iie t

"ffor tre purpo
theipepvlto

to which Mr, liall.w

different kinds of pi

•foi. 129 ;— "
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abovi', I

the Ji.H

additi.

,.f <

in each of which it (

other detached jilays,

/,,,„.,'. ].l„y of S. Tlio,

. r A

of the Iiinoc'iifs. One ih^vil iiumed Mci
thunder and " a fyeryng-, comyng in 1

roryine," and informs " Belzal," -with

Apostle's converpion, ex pre?- 1 112- his oj

devyl's Liw will now !„ rln,,- ,ln\v,i,. Tl.

agree

s n,ll folln\

matter, ainl ( liei

tempest." M;n
Devil, with (he

and the histui-y

of this niumiscViiit is of the i-ei<rn of Henry Vll.
Among- the lost ])lays, :\lisK Toulmin Sliiithf refers to

one, perhaps belonging to a series called the " Play of

the Lord's Prayer," of which Wyclif, who died in 1384,

speaks in his advocacy of the translation of the BiLle as

the " paternoster in English tongue, as men seyen in the
play of York." Is would appear to have been more of

the Morality type, certain qualities being personified,

and was so popular that a guild of men and women was
established for the purpose of keeping it up. Another
series of lost plays, based on the Greed, was performed in

York every tenth year by the guild of Corpus Christi,

liiud there was also, in the same city, the universally-acted

play of S. George, which elsewhere, as at Windsor, was
exhibited more as a S])ectacular pageant or pantomime
(i.e. in dumb show) than as a drama, the saint "ridyng
and fightyng with the dragon, with his spere in his

NOTES ON MAPPING.
By Richard A. Proctor.

{Continued from p. 8.)

THE EQUIDISTANT PROJECTION.

THE equal surface projection dealt with in my last

paper on innpiiinL', tliongh useful for sjiecial pur-

Equality of :ir(;i I

consideralilc disi'

surface of a f,'l.i|

this, of ,

projectio

I hav(

There ;n

glob,-, or

forinsf,,

cylh.lr,.

MysU

cans done with the subject of eqnal-

I shall have hereafter, a good deal

I abinit the special method of e(|ual-

of J

llt'll.

1/ ily^U

"Tho Detceiit into Hull." Toundeii My.-^tcric,-:, So. 25, "Ei-
tractio animaruni ab inferno." Cf. also Cursor Miindi, 11. 17,840-
18,450.

t York ilyslerics, xxix., and SCO aUo Appx. II., pp. Uiv.-Ixviii.

for complete list, as far a8 known, of places anil plays in Cii-sat

liritain and Ireland.

1867.* These methods are describeil and illustrated in

my "I'Issays on Astronomy," but as tliat uork is nearly

out of print, and no new edition will l)e' issued, I sliall

.shortly lake occasion to describe th<' methods iu these

For (lir prrsi-iii, 1 tuni fi'i. Ill till' .'i|iiil--ui-f:iec projec-

linii, 1(1 the e(Hii.lisf:iTif i-iMJc-diciii. wlii^'h I take to be on

11,0 «hnl., ].y f;,,- (he hest proj.c-liMi fnr all maj s of large

Jr.twn, will probably be always pr.ftrr

mall areas,—as countries like Englai)

on the earth, and constellations on t

all

either the equal-surface nor the equi-

are jirojections at all. For, a projection

spherical or other curved surface signifies

hich straight lines drawn from a fixed

ed.

lutlin leet s ! other

A projection in mapping is

^ice. The Gnomonie, Stcreo-

jirojeetioiis, are all properly

ail-urfiM-r method described

til as a SI rl of double projec-

surfae<-. plane or c

always made .m a p
graphic, and Ortlio

called projections,

in my last may l'^

sphere of twice its radius, and' froii, the highest point of

the sphere, all outlines on the sphere tire projected ujion

the hemisphere: and then from a imint tit an infinite

distance vertically above the heniisi.here, the outlines

so obtained are projected upon a horizontal plane, the

projection thus formed will be the central eq^ual-surface

projection described in my last. The so-called equi-

distant projection is not however a projection even in

this sort ; but purely a method of construction.

It is true a projection rallnl the ii|iiiilist:.,nt ti.nd some-
times the ylvhaiir \\as sugu-cstnl lai^- .ago, by tllC

French mathemat i.ian Lahiiv, in A\liich a jioipt V
(Ki^. 1) was (akeii a( such a .listaiicc on .W ) a, a ditimeter

cftlicspluTr. ,M...luciil,llial a sTirrlit line l>(', to C the

|,ls,,-tion of Ihc .|u:Mlraiil .\ C I'.. Mm, id .V li in c. But
this 111, 'tlioil .le,s not

I

r-J.cl all ,^,a,l a f,s along AB
into ,,iiial lines al.ai-- o'H. Nor lias it auy practical

til, .tight, it wirth \\hilc to e.iustriict a chart on this plan.

Helambre suggested the true equidistant construction,

which may be defined as a construction in whicTl all points

* It was snbsoquently reinvented by Professor P. Smyth, and
employed to show that tho Great Pyramid is the centre of the

land-Burface of the earth - which is absurd ; to such base nses may
the best laid plans of men (and mice) be brought

!
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stniction, thougli they aj

They are obtained by div

P F of the circle P E 1

into eighteen eqiml pnrf -

PE',ifec. intowliicli '
,

arcs in A, B, C, Ao i

the meridians ami r '

the parallels of 1 r i

tion differs appro i ! :
>

struction, we iU'< il '

parallels correspnu-ln: j f

circumference PEP'K'
Tiously far from beiiu' i

AtA',BsB',&c.

Fig 2.

Turning to the tiiife- equidistant construction :

—

It is easy to determine the rate at -which scale and
shape vary in this construction. Distances measured
from the centre, or along any part of a radial line, are

by the very nature of the projection correct. Thus if

A (Fig. 3) is the centre of the globular surface to be
presented, and AKB an arc on the sphere, A KB is

shown in the projection as aJch (Fig. 4), a straight line,

such that

ah=AB; ak=AK; lch=KB.

)here, having A as its pole (B D E,

; quarters of such circles) are

represented as circles h d e, I: If, in the construction.
But the radii of the circles B D E, K L F, on the sphere
are B C and K c, the sines of the arcs A B and A K,
whereas the corresponding circles in the construction

,1 to the arcs AB and A K.
'

1 scale does not differ radially

I' tion from the scale on the

I Inversely to the radius, in the

distance on the globe is larger

: and if it ^ » possible by
]} rl.fr^S, in
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Map of H>

and enlarged in the same watj and iinii

mistake of supposing that these inW-

correct. Were a different pair of luin

at any rate in the lari^-ir atlnsis,

northern and asouthern ina]i, Iwn in.i]

and its antipodes as cfiiins thr r

conveyed -wonld be to somr d.-r. r r.

The chief value of tlir ^,nlldi^l

m

sists, in my opinion, in iis mmimMIh;
portions of the gloLe

quidistant c
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meridian-lines an
but takinrj the ((

40° west, of C.vcvi

(To le eonlinued.)

PHOTOGRAPHY AND MEDICAL
JURISPRUDENCE.

! Bi- William ^[atiikw.s.

II.—THE GALTOX CoM n )SITi:^ I\ TirKIH UEIATIOV TO
THE DETPJnilXATloX oF IDKNTITV.

THE achiovonunt of
, ,.nsMli,l „ in- into ;, ~,uv\e tvi.ical

plK.k.-rapI, thr ]. rtr,,it. nf mx ,.,• s-von ..i",:,r:,t.-

to follow. Little l.v litil-, (lie li.M of in.|uiry ^^ ill

extend itself. In tli"> ii:.tural cuir^o of ovolm ion,"
]
o.-m

bilitiea will loom into vi,-« tliaf, tin-- f,,r, ;n-e not'«itl,iii

tlie scope and purj'o>r . f tin- i \|ioi.iMioi,( Ji.t <.

developments falK >o ontii-oiv within the jiaOiwav •!

procedure tliiit it.s inve,>ti_',itio!i o mMit lu. nuirli loii 'or

postponed. In this very ih.voI port r.iitiire of tlie -e^rni-

posite order " there are .some at tonihml [ilicnnmena that
are of a nature -at onee to eli:illi-no-,. ohser\ation imd to

lead in the direction indicated.

At the very threshohl it hoooino, :,i.p;,ro.,t tl,,,t .luo

attention has not I oon , .i oof , ,. .,| ;i j., .|i i li- o. n joi,,l uv.^—certainly uirha- h-—- - o. , ,. , o ;,,,,, .

i' m ; V- oio,.!

photographs, it is..L\ ioa., tli.a tlieii- ,-,uperstriiciure should
be constituted, of portraits taken at definite and well-
.separated epochs.

The changes which ensue from youth to maturity and
from maturity to decadence are clearly amenable to cer-
tain physiological limitations. These, by this time,
photography might have definitively elucidated. The
•'Seven Ages" of the dramatist di.fplay, w£ may rest
assured, various " poLut-s in common", which the photo-
grapher, as well a,s the psychologist, might now-a-day
detect and investigate. That the' " bny is father to the
man" is admitte.l. Tint «],.+ •> n.vf-'ir v. ill that be in
.whiehthe hoy^ ,1m. i,,v... .'..

.
,i i' .. . i .),,, j„.,,tiee ar,.

^conjoined i.r'-
, . ; ,: , ,

i ,. :, - ^liat will

,, In the " Gallon . |, -
• ' ;, i,,,

| ,i n,,ted that,

;W those that are tlo ,
, .

,
...-,,] n,,, ,j,^,,j outcome

isinsomeparcieul;;:
. ^ o', I l,f,-liko than are

the separate portr 111
''•.

;, ., , , f t],,, ,,1.,,^^,, j{
the question be ).,, ee.eol, ,on'.,n^oly, Wiu^n.-e eomes

olf,.,

in relief. The appear-

'esiiue." How happens
1 out that, in akiudred
! -:.^ :re designed to

It .should bo I'.'oo^n.i.,

some degree the a,-] -
.

•
,

^ance might be titU 1

-this? lu reply, it; ,.. , ,

.branch of aj:t—in all »ucl

.assume the appearance of rk or ha:
.rilievo, the artist adopts a _ .

• int which is
readily appreciable. Alon- •].. n: ojo,, between the
Jialf-tones and the darker outlines of tlie en'^n-aved work,
,;there is always interposed a zone of ab.solnte white'
representative of the play of light upon the illuminated
.edges of the design.

,,- .Similarly, it will always occur that in the case of
superposed portr.-its, and, d fortiori, in those in which

ifoM'tlr ennfnrmal

Here, then, we obtain a giin.j -' f rl,, o> nations under
which this effect shall bccon.o iho ,,;, ,t ol,., lo„.,ly pro-

It

o.i.Ko, .. ilio ti.luoial liii

r. will : ri-o r.n difficulties

.1 ::, I;,.\i,;,l,lo, that in the
ro -m inj- i he sitter has

-A. v.- a,to,n,:)te.l. Which-
,upor-nnioMtion will be

-ue. Interposeil between
s and the e-xterior marginal
•row belts of lighter tinge,

vill be ditterentiated.

tlerofore, we betoken the

11 1 ;,rri,.tle result in photo-

,. for the imreiiious to

on. }lo,

t fniieti.
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'~^^^JS

Slie lias also been recently ropiuTcl ;,i,d fittcl with nrw
Mud heavier spars. Kc.l.s.u, stviiK^crs, frames, a.i.l

stren<?thenmff plates are all of steel, while the pluuking
is teak and elm.

With great accommodations luneath, the cutter's fit-

tings are plain but substantial. The deck fittings present

several novelties. The IxiHspi-lt i-.jincs over the steara-

head in the centre of iliu 3'arht, with moi-c tliau the

usual difficulties in reefint,' 1(. To ohviate this dill'ieull v,

oue of the checks of tin' sird hiis is hin-.d. Th'is

device permits of the bowsiirii licrl hriuL,' swim-- i-niind

clear of the scuttle and tin- rap>l;,n, and laiu afl a!.aiu>idr

the mast. The fore scutt Ir, ,,\ al in fMrni, is a st r.l 1 mIm',

round which the wire-fall . f ilir l.ol.slay la. •!.], i, r.r,],A

ia easier turns than it \v<iiild l.c In'IaNtd in thr orlin.i-y

way. Just before tin- niasl is a sri-ond si ullln,

British fleets,

accommodates th

(lays. Behind tl

canvas can be iov

sole.

The r,', «,../„

ft ladies' ,-al,',„ af

Vacht has Ilia 11 III

Ivble. Ti,r(;,„,s

I'd, :

CUdr
ia owneil by Sir Uiili.rd

taken from an inslanian.i

the Genesta plou-liin- ihio

it clearly shows tlir wa\c
with which she parts tl

yachting season last year th

ILLUSIONS OF THE SENSES.
By Ricn.iGD A. Peoctor.

(Continued from p. 63.)

of >i-l.I

iri, Ii.Mdrs
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falla
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sorts of ambushes in the nfighlxmrhoDil cf n 'Ic m1 r;iri'ii';

almost before they are made. The iir ' '

]\'i^i"'\<

above the level of the .sea, so it's littli- u^ m
;

' i

in the mountains. They are trappeil .
.c

, i ;; ; n ^ ,
i.ip

.some are poisoned, but as a rule the buMiie.s.s doesu t pay

aud the condors increase in number.''
" How do you manage it !

" he was asked.
' By playing off .siek. .\l.ing tli.' coast there are grea

St^retehes of sand, without Tegct:il inn. wliirli nn- |iiril(iu

to €ross at all times, because df t lir InMt ;iii'l iIm' Inilu'lit'

of getting lost. It was my jiliin to .-i:ii-t nut ;ii iii--lit

well provided with water, ami s. . !, ;i lA.irr :iih1< i- n l.i-.

rock, where I could timl si, rim,-, ;,,,.! i,. uln-l, 1 .-uL

return by landmarks. A( iMi-M:<\ 1 \\-iull siii nut ii

tho broiling sun, walkiii..^ bri>kly'. awI a.s. ri l.in- : l:.iv

and then get up and stagger on again, keeping a gooi

look-out for the birds all "^the time/le.st one should sud

denlydropon me from behind. It would takr a ver;

.short time to bring tlieni sw... ,|.in urn:,!;,!, wiiiiML'h

the death of what tliry mim ^ i . ,-

traveller. Many a imnr fnlliiv, \
i

;i
. i. ii

:

on these sands and ^beeii torn i-i pierce 1. ^rn In' \\

;

dead.
" Wlien I found them getting thick I'd back up agains

a rock and throw stones at them and shout as if I wa;

wild with fear, and the great vultures -would gathe

. lo.i

PLEASANT HOURS WITH THE
MICROSCOPE.

By Henry J. Si.a.k, F.G.S., F.R.:M.S.

round just out of range of
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V'Z I

rfi.; ;,.|. 1

sense-cirgaiis, and, when a spot is silccteil for :

pressed ajainft tlie leaf, but nut into it, and tip

wriggled in. Thej' not only make a luimif, i
.

', i,
•

irritate the plant and cause its sap to flow, 'llu- (h.cus
family are remarkable for the low condition of tlieir

adults. They lose all power of motion, and without
careful examination with a magnifying-glass would be
taken for de.id masses. The Seale-bu-s bring up their
<.ffsi i-iug under the e"Vor of the mother's body. The
fullgr.iwn mealv-bu-s, entt..n-bngs, &c., have the same
degraded character. The mischief they do is con-
spicnons enough, but it should be remembered in favour
of these creature.s, that a Mexican species which feeds
upon a cactus gives tis cochineal, and others snpi:)ly the
different kinds of lac.

Another set of jdant foes which came under the general
term of "blights,- belong to the Am.-hnoidor ov spider-
like ere;itures consisting of mites and their allies. Any
one who has observed a cheese-mite under the micioscope
will easily recognise most of these creatures. In their
adult stage the great majority have the spider's allow-
ance of eight legs, but only six in earlier states.

The most tormenting to the gardener is the so-called

"Red Spider" that does great harm in melon-beds.
The young ones are yellowish, not red, and readily-

distinguished from the aphides by their greater resem-
blance to minute spiders. They have sharp pointed
snouts. In Andrew Murray's interesting work entitled
"Economic Entomology^ he gives the figure we copy,
and also another from Qlaparide, showing the snout like
that of the Dog Tick furnished with reversed barbs- this

I never saw in the Red Spider, though I have examined
a good many.

Mites attack the leaves of the lime, tlie vine, and many
others, producing little bubbles, under which they may
be found. It would occupy a life to study all the species
of these various plnnt j'lrrr-;. ^. Int the main characters
of the different onl, V- , I', ...^ni^^.d. The aphides
puzzle the beginner . j- J females and males,
wMch are quite unli; -• ti,. i% ii:j|, ,-, female-s and ttsually

very beautiful from their large and iridescent organs of
flight. Winged specimens early in the season are most
likely viviporous females ; later they may be males ; and
for further partictilars we must refer the" inquirer to Mr.
Buckton's admirable work. Dissecting these soft small
thin a delicate task, but e Iugh squeezing i

l,i>: -,.. Ii 1~ , -t i-lv L.:i.aMi til he ) roduced by

,
>.-,.!'., ,,,:.• fr^.i.i thr pbiiits, is s'till in

,ii>puu-, lhu,i-'i', ti,.'.,|.l,.-i iv'iii isllHMnnsi ir..bable. The
aphides u.sui.liv . crnl^ ii:r „•..] r M;rf:i<-. of leaves, and

from that posiiinn tli."v i;.:,v iiiM'v ^'r-p tlit- iluid on the

upper side nf thr l.:,w, \\lr,, t"l;rm. liur leaves are

,:p::!1v r :nA '.V. :: - .t 1- - f'-i.i 111 auidiince of the

;

."
..

;
,

:

.

'• -^ ;il.-.v. them; and
, ;

.

' •
] ',,!!T- Ir, vi- exuded it

I, ,-. •.•r.^i;. :
>..• . f Miii.r (li,> ,l><^ Wln-n il tirst appears,

liMwrvor, no symptom of .such disease is recognisable,

rihis, ontlined after Buckton. The i

black.

Fig. 2. Its roBtmm. The fine bristles are in the iri

be protraded a considerable length when required.
Fig. 3. Tefrnnychus telarius, or Eed Spider, as givi

from Clapar^dai
I by Murray

but the leaves soon become sickly and the sweet stuff

is favourable to the growth of that greenhouse pest, the
black fungus, FunuKjo varians. Mr. Buckton inclines to

the aphis origin of honeydew, and observes :
" Even

when no aphides are feeding above, myriads of the
winged forms often fill the air on a hot summer's day,

and void their juices while on the wing, just as we see

in some of the lepidoptera." The sugar in honeydew
has been identified by Iloussaingault as of the cane sort.

Bees do not take any notice of it so far as my observa-

tions go, although it may be plentiful close by the
flowers they frequent.

water-drop will show a good deal, and for creatures
which lead inactive lives, except in the matter of feeding
themselves, the extent of their tracheal or tube-breathing
apparatus is very large. The plentiful aeration is neces-
sary to maintain the activity of the generative process

• The tracheal tubes, with their spiral 'wire to keep them
-^/extended, are recogui.sed by their glittering' aspect, and
'^require a magnification of" 500, or so, linear, to show ',

t-,'t;hem well. A beginner should familiarise himself with
|

''"'their asjuct in larirer insects, or he may miss them alto- i

-'.gether in th.- sniuller ones.
.:;: The leavrs of greenhouse plants, as well as those of

fruit and other trees, axe often found spotted over with
the sweet tenacious fluid called honeydew. This sticky
substance stops up their pores, and produces much

COLOSSAL SfTLPTURE.*
By il. Baetiimi.m.

tliil tliriirt li::- fiu'ii I 1 "i. 1 - T ime been the object

iririsTH. :M:inv j n --i,- ,.,., m it only a striking pro-

i-n, and d,. ui.t un.l. iMaud il.^ jieculiar laws, its diffi-

ilnssal statuary dues not consist simply in making an
nous statu.-, "it ought to i.roduce an "emotion in the
• f 11- s|:, ,-f,,t. I-, not luTiaisi' <'f its volume, but

:!i k.-l-in- ^vitli tin- i.l.M that it inter-

irh •upy. It

iniited order of

i.leis. if. Lesbazeilles, in his work on the Colo.ssi has

• From the lH-u- Yori Tribune.
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said witli reason :

" It

Bents power, nxiijc.sty,

ifi,; thcE^yrli , l:n -f ifs r •aiid

W r
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certainly attempt tn

fiiUy recorded by nu.

illustratiye anecdot rs

comparison of the int
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Forest the .-

cither he adn
wanting in t li.

thithn F. I

adscript.,n. .f ,__ ..

amid it, and iiMtaMv lin- wav -I' I'.l

legends so rife wli.-r.'tlir hmcIuiil'- if tli

tion are as Vi't uiikii..,Mi as tin- \',.Ks

way models (^f wliat tliey should be. Si
maps and thirty-four engravin>'s of seem
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THE FACE OF TUE SKY.

Fkosi July 31 to Augi.st It.

By "F.R.A.S."

THE usual watch for spots and facub^ on the sun will be kept on

every clear day. Map VIII. of " The Stars in their Seasons "

eihibits the aspect of the sky after dark. Slercury is an evening
star daring the next fourteen days, and may be picked up after

sunset close to the Western horizon, lie is at his greatest Eastern
elongation (27' 21') from the sun at 3 a.m. on August 6. In the

telescope he is becoming crescentic. Venus i.s an evening star too,

and is a much more conspicuous object than Mercury in the same
region of the heavens. She presents a small brilliant gibbons

disc in the telescope. She is in conjunction with Mercury at 3 p.m.

<ui the 8th, and is 3' -12' North of him. The actual night sky so

far as the other planets are concerned is now a blank, the whole of

them being more or less in the neighbourhood of the Sun. The
Moon enters her last quarter at Oh. So'Sm. p.m. on August 3, and
is new fourteen minute.-i after noon on the 10th. No occul-

tations happen within our prescribed hours during the period

these notes cover. When they begin the Moon is in Pisces,

which she quits for the extreme N.W. corner of Cetu.'i at

avelling through which f, r cloven

I the
the

,nd (

through whicli ocoupie
last-named hour slie passes the boundary of t

Orion. It takes lier until 1 o'clock in the aft<

cross this, and then she enters Gemini. At 1

enters Cancer ; which, at 11 a.m. on the lutli,

for Leo. In her passage through Leo she, at

descends into Sex
a half afterwards. At 10 p.m.
for Virgo ; across which great c

the ill

i¥li0reUanca.

In consequence of the enormous stock of beetroot sugar on the

Continent, the East and West India Dock Company lost in the
first half of the year no less than 22,000 tons of sugar-laden vessels

from the West Indies as compared with the jirevious year.

A Reutkb's telegram dated Rome, .Inly 23, says that during a
violent thunderstorm at Torre Cajetani, a small m.'irkettown in the

neighbourhood of Anagni, thirteen persons were killeland twenty-
two severely injured by the lightning.

We understand that Mr. Alexander Watt has been for many
months engaged in writing a comprehensive jiractical treatise on
the "Electro-deposition of Metal.a," including the electrolytic

retining of copper and other metals and treatment of ores. The
work, being now complete, will shortly be in the hands of the

lublic. The publishers will be Messrs. Crosby Lockwood & Co.

A Bui Bl,\st.—A mass of granite estimated to weigh at least

500,000 tons wa,'! displaced recently on the line of tlie Iron Moun-
tain Railroad, Missouri, by a single blast. A shaft (15 ft. deep was
sunk, with lateral chambers in wliiih live tons of ]iowder were
stored. After the shaft had been nearly tilled to the top, an
electric spark from a battery a half niile distant lired the magazine
with the result indicated.

ingenious construction. It has been determined that the tempera-

I

ture at the depth of 1,392 mJ'Crcs wag Ui' C, or 120° Fahr. At this

! rate of increase the boiliug-pi<iut of water should be reached at a

depth of 3,000 metres.

The coalfields of Russia are, Mr. W. Mather says, still practically

undeveloped. The Donetz coalfield is too remote for the manu-

facturing districts, and the railroad cammanications are too un-

certain to admit of its being largely used. The lignite found

within a radius of 200 miles of Moscow does not offer fuel of a

sufficiently good quality. It is a remarkable fact that during the

past two years English coal has been found to be the most profit-

able fuel that manufacturers could use immediately around

Moscow at a price laid down of alwut iOs. per ton. Twenty years

ago the price of wood fuel was so low as to be equivalent to coal at

lOs. per ton, and now coal at tOs. per ton is cheaper fuel. This is,

apparently a consequence of the reckless destruction of forests iii

Russia without systematic planting under Government superviBion.i

I.v the'lluUetin d.- la Hori.^ld .VEi<con^ajer,:€nt pour Vlndushie

Xatiotiale, M. Carnot, in a report presented by him on behalf of

the Committee of Chemical Arts, showed that the cause of the

corrosion of sheet copper employed for the sheathing of ships is

the presence of cuprous oxide, which, in contact with salt water,

occneioned the formati.m of soluble salts, even when the air is

excluded. In order to reduce more completely the oxygen com.

ixuinds iiresent in the copper, he introduces a small quantity of

meti.lli<- niaiig.inese, which completely reduces the cuprous oxide

remaining in the metal, and becomes converted into a manganese

silicate, ill contact with the sides and the sole of the famace. If

a few thousandths of manganese remain alloyed with the copper,

they affect neither its malleability ni

of sea water. The mang '
'_

Prize Awakhko to Dr. Bkowx-Slvv.\ei..— It is the custom of

the five Academies constituting the Institute of France to award a

prize of 20,000 francs every two years. The prize is successively

an archsDologist. Every second year one of the five Academies

selects a candidate, and, with the consent of the other bodies form-

ing the Institute, awards him the prize—a prize, be it remembered,

that such men as M. (iuizot and M. Thiers were proud to obtain.

The Academio des Sciences selected Dr. Brown-Seqnard for the

prize, and the Institute ratified the choice by a majority of sixty-

seven votes, the numbers being seventy-four and seven. It must

be a source of auch gratification to Dr. Brown-Sequard to find

that his efforts to extend onr knowledge of physiology and patho-

logy have been so ungrudgingly appreciated by the Acadomie de3

In the following figures are given, first, the sea-going merchant

fleets of all nations, and, second, the .steamships ot all nations :—

\,rm V

I said that

.8 repoi

..f t

Danube. This money is to be m :

TliK Nalionu! (:•• nuihhrsayl^ :'
i

.

. ! :\l;une mad
|

ia finished inside with mahogany. i
,

,
- >,

. . m » 1, ..vs

on aside. The seating consist,I'm i
i

:
,

:

stered in leather, each of which i-i i

sell them to the patrons of th.. i. ,
!:•

.

n ,], ,| , , , ri: , ,, i.,, . 1
,^

last year."

TnK German Govcrnnicnt ar.' liaNlnga liuiing made near Schlade-
baoh for the purpose of ileii-rnuniiig i he increase of tho earth's
temperature. The depth reached is uioro than 1,392 miitres, the
lowest depth yet obtained by boring. The temperature at succes-
aivo depths is ascertained by a new mercurial thermometer of most
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TEE RUDDY ECLIPSLD MCiON.

still[1839]—Referring to Mr Proctor's papers on this snbie

fail to nnderstand how the "very own sun" can be a« refracted

and all be brought ronnd and above the earth's horizon, and all

thus seen from the moon, as shown in his diagram, spots and all,

without radiating to the moon his normal amount of luminous and

calorific energy, minus, of course, that intercepted by our atmo-

sphere. The sun being thus optically removed from behind the

earth, there would be no more solid earth shadow throw n upon

the moon than upon a terrestrial object when we see the sun

just above onr horizon. If Mr. Proctor i- iiL'lit the atcivtfd

explanation of lunar eclipse, as due to the sh.n

nthe; .s all w ong. rt of the

the earth (from the lunar standpoint)

My version of the accepted explanation is that given by Sir John

Hersctel, wlo (" Outlines of Astronomy," section 424) ascribes the

mddy hue of the moon to the twilight glow of our atmosphere, the

lowermost strata of which, he says, " impart to all the rays they

transmit the ruddy hue of sunset, only of double the depth of

tint which we adiiire in our glowing sunsets, by reason of the

rays having to traverse twice as great a thickness of atmosphere."

I quoted these words, and maintained (I do so still) that, ac-

cording to the explanation they expound, the moon should have

been excessively ruddy on Oct. 4 last, when " the ruddy hue of

I see now by Mr.
he has come to the same couluubiuu na n

Magazine of November, 1844, where 1 said

is greedily appropriating the red rays whicl

lem for colouring itself by intt

• n of such
vidently v

relicctii

it from

Here M:.. _
.. ..^ ...

,
, '

^ '

the accepted theory as expressed by Sir John Herschel, a

confirming my exposition of one part of the subjcst.

On page 45, Mr. Proctor asks whether I have ever tried the

experiment of heating a tufaneons surface to redness. My reply is

that I have witnessed the experiment (of my own and others

making) many thousands of times. When engaged as chemist to

one of our largest iron works, I had continually before me puddling

furnaces, reheating furnaces, steel melting furnaces, regenerative

furnaces, &c., the efficiency of every one depending on the remark-

able facility with which a tufaceous surface such as that of

ganister, fire-clay, "bull-dog," ic, absorbs radijnt heat, becomes

red hot, yellow hot, or white hot thereby, and at the same moment,

and with corresponding facility, re-radiates this heat on the steel

or iron to be fused or welded.

Every reader of Knowledge has seen the same, on a smaller

scale, every time he has turned his eyes towards an ordinary

English fireplace lined with fire-clay. The most instructive are

those ill-constructed examples where the back is tufaceous and the

sides metallic. There, the radiations from the same burning coals

make the tufa red hot while the iron remains black.

As to " the cxcecdinglv rapid radiation " whicl. Mr, Proctor seems

to suppose refutes my idea of the heating of the lunar surface, he

surely understands that such radiation is the correlative of absorp-

tion. The exceedingly rapid radiation proves a corresponding

rapidity of absorption, and the active absorption which I claim for

the tufaceous surface assumes, as a matter of course, the active

ladiatiou. The law ot "exchanges"—one of the broadest and
boundcst generalisations of physical science—teaches us that when
tiMi I idiatiiig biirlirs .»( ojpiisid to each other, both absorb and
1 ' 1 1 t t 1 tl

'
' I's, tho absorption will vary

' 'v, with their respective tern-

I >ays, " heat will be lost by
1 flies till thermal equillibrium

.\s Ml PiMtirMill fnUtn understand the basis of my estima-

mation of lunar surface temperature, 1 must surely have failed to

nuikc It L'encrallj intelligible, and mil therefore state the numerical
(linioitsot the problem, but in doing so will take the figures of

tl ' who, like Mr Proctor, dtny the extension of ordinary atmo-
1 I M matter thioughont sjiace. The temperature of space,

hug to these is -273'- C or -45913- Fahr. (I estimate it

degrees higher, but this goes against myself, as will

1 ip-eiitly seen). Therefore all the difference between this an4
(lui terrestrial temperatures (neglecting stellar radiation) is dne
to solar radiations. Under a ti epical sun at sea level a spherica)

body with a tufaceous surface (represented by the blackened
bulb of a thermometer) rises when exposed to the sun to 150° or

18U° Fahr , and even higher iu the course of a terrestrial day.

(On Saturday last the sunshine thermometer at Greenwich reached

155 5°. On Monday, 101 3° ; the highest in the shade, 87°.)

Taking the lowest figure, the total heat received is 459-1-150=
GO'J°. According to some authorities our atmosphere arrests one-

third of the solar radiations Others estimate double as much.
Calling it one-half the absolute temperature of a spherical tufaceous

surface if exposed freely to the sun without atmosphere obstruction,

as at the moon, would thus be 1218°; or 1218-459 = 759° Fahr.,

1 e. 159' higher than my oiigmal estimate of GOO". This when only

exposed for the period of teirestial daylight. I need not here

discuss the question of how much the temperature would be
augmented by the greater period of lunar exposure, though I have
considered the effect of this, and may find occasion to explain it

hcieafter. At picscnt I studiously limit myself to accepted figures,

1 have httledoubt that mr present heresy concerning the tem-

peratuiE of the moon will, iii due course, share the fate of a closely

resembling hcresj which I perpetrated about seventeen years ago,

and published in " The Fnel of the Sun "—viz., that of concluding

on the basis of purely physical data that Jnpiter, Saturn, Uranus,
and Xeptune are incandescent gaseous orbs like the sun, and enve-

loped in an atmosphere of cloud matter. Mr. Proctor and others

have accepted this, as they will presently accept my red-hot

As regards this same " Fuel of the Sun," 19-20ths of which Mr.

Proctor says is out of the pale of science, I may add that in this

conclusion he note stands nearly alone arjiong those who havereadit. Sir

Charles Lyell, Sir William Grove, Sterry Hunt, and many others

have estimated it very differently. Sir Charles Lyell was very earnest

concerning it, making his friends promise to read it all througli.

He knew, as I knew well enough when I published it, that a book
of such pretensions, written by an unofficial theorist, would not be
looked at by the average scientific official, who is too -wise (in his

own conceit) to be instructed by an outsider.

An amusing example of this prejudice was afforded by a well-

, and c who E 3 by i = Kev
refused to look at the book on account of its " seuEational title."

Presently an old forgotten essay, by Sir Isaac Xewton himself, is

unearthed by Sterry Hunt, in which my sensational title is used

by this great authority, and not only this, but my fundamental

heresy—that of the universal diffusion of atmospheric matter—is

propounded by Newtcn ; and worse still, the primary idea which
the whole of the twenty-twentieths of the book is devoted to

working out was prophetically suggested by Sir Isaac Newton as

that which should be thus worked out in solving the great mystery

of the "solary fuel."

I thus lose some of my claim for novelty, though none for

originality. This loss is more than compensated by such flattering

evidence of intellectual sympathy with so great a man, to whom I

am thereby impelled to say, as jack Falstaff said to Prince Hal,
" I shall think better of myself and thee during my bfe."

W. Mattieu Williams.

EVOLUTION.

[1810]—It is d iiake out what "Commentator" really

crs, which would almost require a com-
mentary written on them to be properly understood, have a strong

flavour of mysticism and quite a theological odour. Timeo Danaos

!

Overlooking apparent inconsistencies and inaccuracies, the letters

appear especially to involve misconceptions as to the nature of
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oanse and the nature of legitimate assumption. The fact of de-

velopment itself, which is as certain as the tlieorj' of gravitation,

does not appear, on the whole, to be directly attacked. (Mr. Charles

E. Bell, in his excellent letter [1814], coulirms my opinion as to

the difficulty of making out " Commentator's" meaning.)

I. The real cause of any phenomenon is properly the tout ensemlle

of the conditions necessary to bring it about. But we seldom use

the word " cause " in this sense ; nor do we generally speak of the

permanent essential properties of bodies as the cause of phenomena,
although, in fact, they are necessary conditions ; e.;;., we never say
that it is the strengtli of the boiler-plates that drives the steam,
engine. In speaking of cause we use the term mostly with re-

ference to an antecedent, which, being introduced into a group of

more or less permanent conditions, a certain consequent invariably

follows it.

Further, there arc proximate causes and ultimate causes ; the

ultimate or final cause of all, we can, of course, never understand.

"Commentator's" difficulties obviously originate in not discri-

minating the various kinds of causes. Natural selection is one of

the proximate causes of evolution. The inherent potentialities of

the organism, including " the million-timos-proved-fact of varia-

bility," may be considered as a more or less permanent group of

conditions, into which the antecedent, viz., natural selection being
introduced, the consequent, viz., development results under certain

circumstances. No doubt the organism has a power of adjusting

itself to its environment, and by mutual interaction a modification

of the organism takes place. Darwin probably did not give so

much prominence to this fact aa some of his followers, e.rj., Mr. S.

Butler ; but the fact, so far from being opposed to natural selection,

is rather complementary to it; nature selects the fit—the fitness

may have been acquired, so to say, accidentally or by adjustment^
and kills off the unfit. But, indeed, adjnstment is implied in the

very conception of life. H. Spencer defines life as " the continuous
adjustment of internal relations toexternal relations." It is, there-

fore, quite legitimate to say that natural selection is a cause of

"Commentator" appears in certain passages to insist on the

inherent potentiality of the organism as the sole cause of develop-

ment. It is certainly a condition of evolution, and is the unusual

case in which the tout ensemble of the conditions is regarded as the

cause ; the inherent potentiality necessarily forms part of the cause.

But what do we gain by talking in the vague language of which
" Commentator " is so fond, about " predestined development," the
" I am," &o., if we know nothing of the mode of operation of such
forces ? We have only, in another form, the celebrated explanation

of opium causing sleep because it possesses soporific qualities. To
say that organisms possess evolutionary energy, and, therefore,

they develop, explains nothing. And "Commentator" himself is

not quite satisfied with thus settling the matter, for he still calls

out for " the cause, the cause," failing to distinguish causes that

can bo known from the final cause, which, as our knowledge is

relative, must ever remain unknown to us. Darwin has shown us

certain proximate causes of development, and others have further

elucidated the subject. Why, then, should we despise causes that

can be known, aa '' Commentator" would have us do, because wo
cannot reach the ultimate cause ? It is as vain to cry after the

final " cause, the cause, my soul," as for a baby to cry after the

moon. We may well console ourselves when we compare the

knowledge of the present day with that of former times.
" Ea ist ein gross Ergotzen,

Sich in den (ieist der Zeiten zu versetzen,

Zu schauen, wio vor una eiu weiser Maun gedacht,

Und wio wir's dann zuletzt so herrlich weit gebracht."

II. "Commentator" and "Gamma" [170G] appear to have but

vague notiona as to the nature of legitimate and illegitimate

assumptions. J. S. Mill writes as foUowa with reference to

hypothesia :

—

" It appears, then, to be a condition of a genuinely scientific

hypothesia that it be not destined always to remain as hypothesis,

but be of such a nature aa to bo either proved or disproved by that

comparison with observed facta which is termed verification. . . .

I conceive it to be necessury, when the hypothesis relates to

causation, that the supposoil r.iu^i' slmulil not only bo a real phe-

nomenon, something aclnallv i i-'inv in Tiature, but should bo

already known to exercise, M, ;,; i
,,, i

.
, ipablo of exercising, an

autli I 0,111 Ml!! 'n„. iM!!,,wiHg ia the first of the celebrated
" Ki 1

,' 11 ': ' ('fnisa« rerum materialism non

l m / ,1 ,» 1 ct verx sint, et earum phanomenis

3 the n mpti a of natural aeloo-

T. Common'.

THE STILL SMALL VOICE FROM THE FOSSIL GREAT
DEEP.

[1841]—Marvellous ! this tiny " note of preparation"—as it were

like the entrance of "the Son of God " into the world—the first

appearance, amid all those unspeakable monster forms and giant-

lives of the Triassic and Jurassic epochs, of mammalian lite—the

first relics of small marsupial animals, " allied to the Myrmecobins

or Banded Ant-eater of New South Wales" (Geikie).

How did they come there ?—" that is the question !
"

Does not this confirm what was lately suggested:
—"is it not

monstrous to hypothesize ? yon cat, suckliiig her kittens, was

evolved out of yon pigeon in the chest beside her, pumping maize

into her voung! "

Horrifi'e saurians, and bird-like reptiles (or reptilian birds) were

the full-grown companions of these tiny marsupials. No wildest

dogmatist of the Darwinian school would maintain that these

charming creatures were lineally begotten of the Dinosaurs,

Gnaliosaurs, Pterosaurs !—he must, therefore, de novo, fall back

upon his ever-ready, all-too-convenient. Common Progenitor.

Now, I do submit, that the theory which maintains, the Saurs

and these bijou marsupials were evolved from one and the same
protoplasm demands rhadaraanthine scrutiny, indeed ; ia bounden

to furnish at least a scrap of proof.

With reference to Dr. Geikie'a work, learned and laboriotiB

though it be, I cannot refrain from here entering a small protest.

I never knew a book more greeted with flourish of trumpets, yet I

find Hugh Miller—Scotia's happier Burns; with that heaven-born

style, that aroma of fragrance lavishing (yet continently) more

genius in one of liia chapters than the Bigwigs in one of their books

—Hugh Miller does not appear to be mentioned, mirabile dicfu ! in

Dr. Geikie's chapter on the Old Bed Sandstone; the Old Red!

Hugh Miller's formation ! he who discovered the Pterichthys, and

whose honoured name Agassiz gave to that fossil (Pterichthys

MOleri, "the Old Bed Sandstone," p. 82—a prose poem if ever

there was one) ; but Dr. Geikie does not give.*

The sketch too, of " Vesuvius from the sea" is so unlike that

I did not recognise the mountain j though I have dwelt near it

almost ten years. Alexaxdeb Teeigen.

Ana Capri, Italy.

OCULAR SPECTRA.

[18-12]—What on earth does Mr. Cave Tliomasmean in letter 1815

when he writes :
" The important fact that the ocular spectra have

no external existence whatever does not as yet appear to be fully

recognised ? " Does he mean the ocular spectra are like Mahomet's
coffin, suspended in mid Pjiace, acted on by neither the laws of

gravity nor the rules of Fpiritland r Surely tho fact ia about as

important as the fact that when I have a pain in my stomach I

cannot show the doctor where it is, but when I cut my finger I can.

Does Mr. Cave Thomas argue that because wo see the sun above
the horizon for a few minutes after it has set that what we see has

. of sunlight by the coloured figur

Jos. W. ALESANDt

THINGS IN GENERAL, AND A FEW OTHER SUBJECTS.

" To speak of many things
;

Of shoes, and shii).s, and sealing-wax,

And cabbages and kings,

[• Tlie only meuliou of Hugh 1
Geikie's book is on p. 277.

—

Ed.J
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"II." certainly docs), "he cannot possibly remember all be writes."
There is no fiillacy in this of course. Oh, dear, no !

In KNOHLKDGE'for July 10, a very complete reply (letter 1804)
is given to "H.'R"bit of metaphysical mystification about "infi-
nite ilivisibilitx ," III f lie letter immediately following, the walrus— "n. I '" -' I'i^

1 i.nl.n, "Hallyards" (but they are ino-ttricably
mil "I "I " '

'
'

': 'li'inolishes the law of gravitation on the very
Eullii ;. ! . •

i

I a fras acts like a gas, and not like a solid.

I" Ksim
1 M ..I lor Illy 17, " H." returns to the charge on the sub-

ject of iniinite divisibility, but he persistently ignores the distinct-
tion between space and matter which was pointed out to Iiim.

An atom is indivisible not because it is too small to be divided,
but because we have no means of dividing it. To this may be
added that if wo had the means of dividing the atoms of substance,
say, oxygen, we should get something, but that something would
not be oxygen. Let " H." get a heap of shot and a paper knife.
He may divide the heap until he comes to single shots. These
are (with the means he has) indivisible. But does it follow that
the space each shot occupies is indivisible ? " II." might find means
to divide the shots further, either by smashing them with a sledge-
hammer, or by putting them in an acid. The result in either case
would not be shots, but somclhh,:, ehc. Talking of shot, I cannot
help thinking that "H.alhards senior" bronght down that 10 ft.

condor by a weapon well-known to great travellers, and used by
several who have given their names to parts of the earth's surface

Don't be alarmed, Mr. Editcr, I have no intention of following
" H." through his whole range of subjects, " the comity of nations,"
" printers' devilrv," blunders about quotations, solar myths, garden
slugs, the man in the moon, &c. I would not if I could, and I am
not a walrus. I propose to construct an index of all the subjects on
which " H." has treated, and I have a strong suspicion that if ever
completed it will be an examiile of the " infinitely divisible." A
great deal of it surely belongs only to the " Paradox Corner."

[1844]—" Mr. G. L. Gomme is satisfied that in the customs of
Lammastide (1st of August) ' we have the key to the whole system
of ancient agriculture." The one great custom, he remarks, that
links it with a very remote past, is the removal of fences from
lands that were held in common by the village community, but
which had to some extent been inclosed for individual proprietor-
ship since the preceding Lammastide—a custom that prevailed with
much curious variation on the South Downs in Sussex, besides other
places, till within the last 50 years, even if it be not [?] yet extinct.
His paper must be read as a whole in order to understand the
force of his argument ; the custom at any rate seems to have but
weak connection with the reputed meaning of the word, which,
like the other great mass days, involves a church offering, whether
of a lamb, as sometimes explained, or of a loaf (hlaf)."— Saturday
Review on " The Antiquary," vols, vi., vii. Oct. 27th, 1883.

Differing from the Reviewer above, 1 would suggest that the
Lammas custom has the closest connection with the real—though
not, indeed, with the reputed meaning of the word. Lammas in
French is "St. Pierre-es-liens." This word lien in English has
come to have only a moral meaning, and to be pronounced (I
think) like " lean." But when French was current in England, it

was no doubt pronounced "lyian," anH used of material bonds.
The mass would naturally be called "Lienmas"—or perhaps
"Loanmas"—for lianc in French means a uiiMe—and then you
have the word at once, without going to purely gratuitous hypo-
theses about lambs and loaves. The probability of this deri-
vation would be greatly increased if it is the case that
the feast was not known in England before the Nor-
man Conquest; and this does seem probable. It is said in the
lessons for the day in the Roman breviary that Eudacia, wife of
Theodosius the younger, was presented at Jerusalem with the
chain (i.e., one of the chains) wherewith Herod bound St. Peter;
which she sent to her daughter Eudo.iia at Rome, who brought it

to the Pope, and he then shewed her the chain wherewith St.

Peter was bound by Nero; that the two joined themselves together
BO as to seem the work of one artificer ; that thence a church
was dedicated on the Esquila; under the name of St. Peter in
Chains, and a feast assigned on the Ist August, till then occu-
pied with surviving idolatrous festivities; the chains working
miracles— amoni; which in 969 a certain Count, a friend of the
Emperor 0th i, was delivered from a devil by contact with the
chains; " uc dienceps in urbe sanctorum vinculorum religio pro-
pagata est." From which last concluding sentence I feel inclined
to infer that the feast really dates from the end of the tenth
century. It may not have been introduced into England till much
later ; Trinity Sunday was introduced only by St. Thomas Becket

raory of his own consecration on that day. If this be so, the
would not be known to the pre-Norman English; and this

onnt for its not being called Bondmas, or any like name.
The removal of the hurdles is, of course, a very graphic way of
commemorating the falling of the chains from St. Peter's hands.

would a.

Hai

MICHAELMA
[1845]—"Mr. Edward Peacock has a congenial subject in

Michaelmas." [Does this mean that the great goose-feast muBt
be interesting to all peacocks ?] " Multitudes of angels, according
to Jewish tradition, are created daily, but no archangels. These
are limited to the original four who first spread their mighty wings
at the birth of all things. The respect in which St. Michael is held,
beginning with Satan himself, extending to Mahommed, coming
down to John Bunyan, and continuing to now, is owing to his
character as protector of the people of God. The Devil could not
bring against him a railing accusation when the two disputed for
the body of Moses." [This must allude to some little-known
tradition; for St. Judo says, quite contrariwise, that the Archangel
did not dare to bring, Ac] " The enemy of Michael is the enemy
of God, according to the Prophet of Islam ; and it is curious tha*
so unsparing a bruiser of saint-worship and Popery as the man of
Elstow should make his hero in his terrible fight" with ApoUyon
call upon the prince of the archangels for aid ; at least the winner
in the conflict confesses to have done so with success in his aftcr-

pa?.an :—
But blessed Michael helped me, and I

By dint of sword did qnickly make him fly

—

that is, Apollyon."

—

Saturday lievieic on " The Antiquary,"
vols, vi., vii., Oct. 27, 1883.

The aid of St. Michael in Christian's conflict with Apollyon ie

just one of those anomalies which favour the theory that the earlier

part of the P.P. was pirated by Bunyan, and is of pre-Reformation
date. The Reviewer by the way orrs in saying that Xn. either
invoked St. M. or says he did bo. He merely says that St. M.
helped him. Any Protestant could say this : but the curious thing
is that in the account of the conflict there is no mention of St. M. ;

and that in the last lines of the little hymn Xn. thanks " him "

"his holy name"

—

(sic in 1st Edn.)—there having been no mention
of God whatever. Later editions have capital H'b ; exactly as in
ExoduB, where it is said " he" (Moses) wrote on the tables—which
in our bibles is printed "He" to make it agree with the other
account in Deuteronomy. If Bunyan had men/if God, what reason
can be assigned for his not having written it ? Hallvards.

THOUGHT-READING.

[1846]— Since writing the letter, 17G9, in which I alluded to the
theory that possibly a rudimentary sense or organ in some minds
or brains might account for the phenomena of thought-reading and
mesmerism, I have carefully applied the theory to each case of
thought-reading recorded in Knowledge, Vol. VI. pp. 364, et scq.,

vith t

The firsi

pers

!t of e

,s and things

?nts refers to the guessing of the names
md ther 3 difticu intil we get

ich is guessed as fork. The only cxplanatioi

is that the questioner instead of having the idea fork in his mind
had that of the word " fork " written or printed, or of the sound of

the letters f, o, r, k ; but then the experiment tongs, guessed as^re-
irons, poler, wants exactly an opposite explanation. I will now refer

to the experiments carried on at Liverpool by Messrs. Guthrie &
Birchall. A gold cross is guessed first as something yellow, then
as a cross. In this case one would like to know whether the

questioner arrived at the idea by this process of reasoning, or

whether he was looking at a gold cross. The next answer is re-

markable—" Looks like an egg." It seems, therefore, that the
thought-reader sees the things be is thinking of ; for, again, in the
next experiment, " a penholder with a thimble inserted on the end
of it" is guessed as "a column with something bell-shaped turned
down on it." It seems to me that much depends on the idea

as conceived by the questioner. Supposing the questioner to

be looking at a golden cross, one can imagine the image of

a yellow cross appearing in the thought-reader's brain ; but it

seems to me that, if the questioner were merely thinking of

a 'golden cross, the idea of gold et hoc genus omne rather than
yellow would be produced in the thought-reader's brain. In a
former letter I stated that whether we see a cannon fired, hear the
report, or smell the powder, the same idea may be produced in our
brains, namely, a cannon has been fired ; but, as I am personally
constituted, the idea " a cannon has been fired " neither pictures to

my brain the smoke coming out of the muzzle, nor produces in my
ears the sound of artillery, or in my nose the smell of sulphuretted
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hydrogen, but rather makes me cons

It may be eaid that there ii n^

idea, and that we cannot think of <

think, picture that particular act b

person; nevertheless, in every caf(

the thought reader apparently picti:
• "

Uetlethin,

a little

is very like a key." All the cxpcrira

and that' the experiments were scloc

like to know what the experiments i

unworthy of record." It would h
pose that, it this rudimentary i

few possess it. If it eiists in

degree as thought-reading exper
ordinary individua"

and g' s them to a:

1 the

! perso

a word unless he Sf

personal experience is, th.it I can gus

properly seen all the letters, or 1 must
arranging the letters according to their i

I need to think t

any i

themselve
particular

suggested a particular word
the arranging themselves un(

explained. But si

of i the )

isible, what otliei

asly into

the i«

ment of letters does go on
instance, frequently when a

remember is the lirst letter, th

not all, of the letters, but v
of the answers gi\en by the
is produced, I'or example, tha
"Albert Snelgrove," but the ans«
and " Albert Grovcr." Here the

ngly a

thought-reader ii

clear that no progress can I

readmg phenomena until it

the ordinary brain. In my (

of picturing the thought, I

convey the idea, but this i-,

I suspect the thought-re;id<

having taken in the id.i,

idea and not the idea fr.

thinking that when . ,

thought immediai '

recall S(

find

he word before I have
it out mechanically by
probable combinations,
iiiise before I had time

ing the word was thinking
and thought-transference
is explained. Nevcrthe-

'en are "Albert yingrove"
must be different, for in

I have forgotten, but the

of I

)t preo.

mple ideas

led cithei

motion a particle. A', in a brain, ]

r to idea, C ; that A B and C s ta

dC. The main dil

•thre persi ring a

seems to

I experi-

but th

e, and how does the thonght-reader select the right one ?

ibly tliis is the explanation of thought-reading. Thought-
s not a particular or peculiar power of reading thought,

i list

3 pers. their a

)wd of talkers, w

dar

in one should produce similar mole-
e colours different shades with my
my left. Mr. Proctor somewhere
short-sighted and the other long-

nilar idea

;nty per; the BJ

nilar as the theor of dirt

quite

explai,

3ms to
physiologically the fact of a certain molecular

cmg a certain idea will ever be demonstrated or not,

rtaiii that for every thought there is a corresponding
tion in the brain.

lating boys work out sums nnconsciously, which
ns require pencil and paper for, seems more easily

a theory of thought-reading than in any other way, as
t ns the intellect grows.* How we are able to follow

the argument of a lecturer on a difficult subject by means of our
ears alone (in some of us very imperfect organs) I do not know,
unless our brains get into accord in someway; for frequently I

have known the meaning of what a lecturer has said, and yet when
I have trifd to catch his exact words have found I could not dis-

tinguish them. On the other hand, I have frequently read a
sentence over and over again without getting any meaning out

Any one playing with young chess-players must have noticed
how often, after waiting ten minutes or so for his adversary's
move, which eventually is the wrong one (say lea

prise), that the young player, just as the hand is s

take the piece without ever having touched the men, shouts out,

te, please, I see a better move," and immediately
nut nf danger. Of course, some one may say it is no
1 tliaii seeing a revoke the moment you have exposed
- .11' iitunato trick of young whist-players—but

I some one else sees the revoke first. I
' •transference is admitted, it will explain

'. Ii are now either called coincidences, or

LKTTER.S KECEIVED AND SHORT AXS^YEKS.

mg a pie(

" Wait a

me, therefore, for the 11

should bo a simjile one.

produces a certain ide;

[• 1 am entirely in
nphorism of Lord Bacon
hit than when tliey mis
gatioDs as those on whit

i> MoRG.\N Brown.

[* I think ii u.... L. .\:^.v,..„

of calculation rathir pointed to

of numbers
j perhaps akin to Ic
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telescope and the ojc- shade nut being dark enough. Many of the

shades furnished with scxtante are far too hKht-coloured.—Jamfs

U. KdBEKTsox. Do you seriously euppose that under the scarcely

veiled pretext of describing a manufacturing process I am going gra-

tuitously to advertise that you have shares of a company for sale ?

— II. F. Tor.N(,. If you wish to form a correspondence class, you

must advertise in Mr. L.'a form. It ia absolutely out of the ques-

tion that such a class should be formed in connection with Know-
ledge itself. You might just as well ask me to lay in a stock of

the various articles advertised in these columns, for retailing

among its subscribers.—0. Duncan. Kindly read the paragraghiu

capital letters, which concludes those heading the correspondence

columns. The conductor has nothing to add to his printed testimonial,

which you must consult and draw your own inference from.

—

Dk.

Lewins desires to put on record (for the «th time) that "all Hylo-

Idealism requires is the categoric belief that the body is the real

man—that this body is piart of, not apart from, the circumambient

universe, known to us only by sensation and thought, which are

not external entities, but strictly functions, i.e., creations of the

same organism itself." lie further wishes to direct the attention

of readers to the article •Animism" iu the 'Jth edition of the
" Encyclopedia Britannica," to the volume on " Cause and Effect

"

by Dr. Thomas Brown, and to Mr. Eraser's article " On Ghosts " in

the Contemporary for July.—Hon. Exam. '85. I have stated over and

over again here, that I am not a crammer or coach, and that I

must absolutely decline to do sums or solve equations or problems

set in any examination whatever.

—

Alfred Gorston. It could

only be accepted as a voluntary contribution.

—

Capt. F. he Eiche-

lieu. Much too long, and not of sufficient popular interest for

insertion.—E. W. J. The papers on the " Morality of Happiness "

have not as yet been reprinted, ft'hether they will form part of

a future volume of the " Knowledge Library Series" has yet to

be discussed and decided on.—T. II. GAKirr. Thanks, no.

The subject is outside of those to which this journal is

devoted. rndonbtcdly, a Platyscopic lens is much more
useful as a mi'-ro.-cfpe than a common shilling hand lens.

—

The Gno.BT of .To,>int"A. Any man who says that the sun at the

North Cajie at this (or any other) season remains virtually over

the same point of the horizon for twenty-four hours, merely alter-

in" its altitude above it, lies— under some astonishing mistake.

A.''Bkotiiers. Conductor still in Aff
'

image is projected on a distant baekgi

strously bigger, as its angular dimensi(

could remove a little bush on to the he

subtense at the eye, it woidd look lik

enlargement of the angle under which it is viewed would appear

less.— Ec LirsED. The origin of the symbols of the zodiacal signs

—as also in fact that of the signs theniselves-is obscure. Some of

them are tolerably apparent, c.y., ry the ram's horns; « the boll's

head, and so on. The II): concerning which you are exercised,

stands for Maria Virgo—the Virgin JInry. Vf is formed by

ioinin"- the two letters -p ; the beginning of the Greek word rpjyoc,

a goal. ? is the caduceus of Mercury, ? the looking-glass of

Venus, S the shield and spear of Mars, n the arm of Jove holding

the thunderbolt, h the scythe of Chronos or Siturn, &c.—Joseph
KiIiK. However much the ingenuity of your argument would entitle it

character. Of course you turn professedly literal history into pure

allegory—but that is a'detail.—E, A, H. I expect that the Conductor

will be in England on or about the 8th prox., when your proposal

shall be submitted to him.— A. Korohoff. The Eoman Catholic

sect and that of the Greek Church may be all that you aver; but

it is utterly out of the question that I should reproduce your appeal

to M. Jules Ferry here, or afford space for your claim to be the

regenerator of the world.— S. Flo(.d Page. The Directors' Eeports

of Commercial Companies can find no place in these columns.

—

W.M. McKenzie. Needlessly detained through being addressed to

the Editnr instead of the publishers.

spectral

lin invariable. K you

eforest." rice-rcrs.1,

#ur Jnbfntorsi* Column.

1 by Jles

-, patented by
t Co., the

plates arc cut obliquely and made t->

pass over one another, in opposite directions, by a parallel

motion, the result being that in their transit the bases of the

apertures exposing the lower portion of the lens are the first to be
uncovered and the last to be closed, thus very greatly increasing

the proportionate exposure of that portion of it.

The movement is communicated to the plates from a coiled etee)

spring, by means of .arms with slots, traversing and driving pins in

A break is attached by which speed can be reduced from an
exposn of t

released by the depressspring working the plates is

Btud shown on the bottom of tlie fnrao Tbis is aci_om])iisliea by

urging forward a small piston in the cvlindir aditcent to the stud

'evicc pitented Iv Cadet i^ employed for tin's

-H G Nomngton of Bonhay road

mple but effectivi fastener for fixing

"iheeto now generilly coming into use

3 It 13 aj plied b ] T chmg a hole on
in the sheet inserting tie enl of the

when it draws itself ii ti the rak until

faxes down the si eet 11 e

•ring

nade I belt arc many advantages a] ] arent to a

Mit hiMnT to wait for a thatcher Cur^cl
he ridgc^i and ventilation if necessary ci

the space bctncen the ha-i and tl e u Ige

SLIDING SEVT FOP 1 VCI\( BO\^T

the seat lun 1 is

to be off her 1 \(_1 k 1 tl « rku tl tie = u i^ i t II ted

The diffeience claimed tlcrefoie in the working of theoidinaiv
sliding seat and the ' Imiro^ed Sliding Seat is —That the

amount of force which is lequired to om rcomc fiiction in the

former is with the im[ roved seat made avail ible foi materially

increasing the spec 1 of tl t boat W ith this invei ti n therefore, a

speed can be attuned wIkI it is impossiUe t> ) i luce by the use

of the ordinary sliding scat The Uttei biais dircctlv upon thi

slide rods without any medium whilst the Impioved seat hai

rjlleis fitted betneen the wooden seat and slilc rods which cause

the seat to ran easier than the ordm iry sliding seat
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WHEN NOT TO LEAD ACE.

I
HAVE shown why the accepted leads of the Ace from length
are sound. These leads are two only, viz., from Ace four

others, not including the King ; and from Ace, Queen, Knave, with
or without others. (But Continental players usually lead Ace from
Ace three others, and among Americans especially in the West one
too often notices the unsound lead of Ace from Ace, King, and
others,—though, I need scarcely say, one does not observe this

among American players of the game of Whist, properly so-called.

(Unfortunately players of this class are few, in America.)
With regard to the lead of Ace from Ace three others, we may

admit that it is sound enough in itself. I prefer the lead of lowest

from such a suit even on general principles, but I cannot deny that

there is much to be said in favour of the Ace lead. It is usually a

safe lead, like tae French opening at Chess. The Ace is almost
certain to be made ; and by leading out another round immediately,
the suit is generally too well cleared for the weakness of the leader

to cause serious mischief. It may happen, of course, that one of

the enemy have length in the suit, and that giving up the command
means throwing several tricks into the opponents' hands. But
usually the lead of the Ace from Ace three others turns out well

enough. Still, the chance of making the Aco second round is so
good, and the result to the hand so much better if Ace is thus made
than if it is made first round, that for my own part, unless where
the game is in a critical state, so that no certain trick must be
risked, I consider the small card the best to be played on general

What, however, would turn the scales if they were more nicely
balanced than they are, is the circumstance that by rejecting the
lead of Ace from Ace to four, we keep the meaning of the Ace lead
plainer. It is limited to two cases, instead of three, and the lan-

guage of the game is made so much the clearer. This would be an
insufficient reason if the lead of a small card from Ace to four were
bad in itself. For the object of play is to make tricks, not to talk

to one's partner through the cards. But as the lead of the small
card is at least as good as the lead of the Ace for trick-making
purposes, the circumstance that the lead also helps to make Whist
conversation clearer, constitutes an important advantage. Mr.
P. H. Lewis's remarks on this point are excellent (they are quoted
at p. 159 of my little work "How to Play Whist") :—" I am in

favour," he says, " of leading a small card from Ace to four ori-

ginally, and also in the course of the hand, unless in the latter case,

the play of the previous suits has shown an irregular division of
" " ' - 1

1 , J. _ . _ _ • , , , -^ danger : I

ir ut tlius 1

ity at Whii
mformity givi

lall c; 1 favour of ui.i

i lay n,

informi

About the other case in which Ace is led wrongly, thero can
be no ipiestion. There is no division on this point between the
players in England, tlioso on the Continent, and those in America

;

yet there is no error about which bad players are so positive and
persistent, as about this lead,—viz. of Ace, from Ace, King, and
others. Of course every Whist player leads the King in such
cases ; and from Uoyle's time to the present there has never been
any division of opinion. Yet, those who lead the Ace are full of
arguments (or what they regard as such) in favour of their way of

leading.

The learner's chief dillicultv on this point is to know how li

the Aco o'r King is led : to which, when Uwv

whereas if you lead the .Vce, of course he passes the trick. This
particular objection, which I have heard now about a hundred
times, affords a good measure of the quality of bumble-puppy
players. It assumes, practically, that either you would lead a.

singleton King, or that having King and others (not including
Queen) you would lead the King for the sake of giving your
partner a ruff,— this, too, as an original lead. One lead or the
other it must be to justify their reasoning; for the lead of
King from King Queen which has been uniform"with Whist players
since Uoyle's time, these folks utterly reject. Now if I had a
partner whom I knew to be so bad a player that he would lead
King single, or King from King and others not in sequence with it,

for the sake of getting or giving a ruff (except where a single trick

would save or win the game), I might ruff his King without
remorse, knowing that nothing could spoil hi.i play, and that that
viijlif be what he wanted. But to ruff a King led by partner
(unless in a case presently to be considered) would be such
atrociously bad play, that no one but a bummble-puppist could
imagine so gross an offence against Whist principles. If I kneic

fourth player held the Ace (say through his having exposed the
card early in the game) I should play atrociously were I to ruff

my partner's King,—seeing that his only conceivable object in
leading it under ordinary conditions would be that he might draw
the Ace and obtain command of his suit.

This particular objection only avails then to show how little the
bumble-puppist appreciates tlic principles of the game. He hag no
idea of the importance of obtaining or retaining the command of

suits, whether as a measure of offence or of defence. His only idea

is to capture a trick when he sees the chance, even though he may
ruin his partner's strategy and lose three or four tricks by so

TiTe chief direct advantage of the King lead, from Ace, King, and
others, is that should you see fit from the fall of the cards to dis-

continue the suit, your partner knows almost certainly that you
have the Ace left, whereas if you lead the Ace and then stop he
would not know that you have the King.

In one case only should you lead Ace from Ace, King, and
others :—If you have trumped one suit, and led King, your partner
might think you saw an opportunity of establishing a cross ruff or
of at least getting another ruff in the suit yon had trumped, and
therefore would be apt to trump your King, if he had none of the
suit. To avoid this, it is best in such a case to lead Ace first and
then King.

Since 1810 the Municipality of Aberdeen has spent £1,033,000 on
harbour works. In 1811 the revenue amounted to £1,214 ; in 1835,
it was £13,035; in 18G0 it had risen to £27,413; and in 188-Ht
reached £5S,2:13.

-\ 1
ill u w I HE of 570° will produce a dark blue colouron polished

I r li: ,A.i ' i!,.' temper of cutlery. The temper for lancets ia

I III 1,^ 1 III 1 ;i-i Fahr., axes at 5U0', swmds and watch-springs at
o.Ki , smull saws at 570', and large saws : ;

."
•

.

Spf.cific Gk.wity of Ameri.ax W : nv hundred
and thirteen species of trees found in i :, •

i \
:

- . >-, there are

little

tally I

bo trumped by your pai inilar to the Bassia Parkii.
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Hamburg, July 25.

THIS tournament, which was played at Hamburg, attracted most
of the best players of England and the Continent, as well as

Captain Mackenzie from New York. The playing strength in this

tournament, as may be seen from the list published beluw, was verv

considerable, and the number of competitors, eighteen, made n
"

test severe. In addition to the well-known names of the Ei _•:

and Continental Chess celebrities, there appeared several (l.i >
i

players, hitherto unknown to fame. Nonetheless, some of i;.

players showed real first-rate capacity. One of them, Dr. TarrusL L

,

of Halle, quite a young man, at one time even looked like as if he

would easily carry off the first prize, he having defeated Mason,
who for the greater part of the tournament played exceedingly

well, and was considered first favourite. The contest proved a very
close affair indeed, so much so that on the very last day no less

than five plavers had chances for the first prize, viz., Gunsberg, 11

;

Weiss, 11 : Englisch, 11 ; Mason, OJ (with two adjourned games) ;

nd Dr. Tarrasch, llj. It was an exciting finish. Blackburne, by
defeating Dr. Tarrasch disposed of his chance for first prize.

Englisch could do no more than draw with Berger, and Weiss likewise

scored only a half against Mason. Gunsberg was the only one of the

ve who vanquished his opponent Gottschall, his score being raised

hereby to 12 against Hi of Blackburne, Tarrasch, Weiss, and
Englisch. Even then Mason, with 10, could have tied with him.

The adjourned game, Mason v. Minkwitz, therefore attracted great
attention. With great coolness. Mason played what seemed to be

a hopeless ending in masterly manner. At one moment even it

seemed as if his efforts would be crowned with success. Minkwitz,
however, effected a draw. This left Gunsberg first prize-winner,

with 12, against five such formidable and closely-pressing rivals as

Blackburne, Mason, Englisch, Tarrasch, and Weiss, who each
scored Hi, and divided from second to sixth prize. Next came
Mackenzie, seventh with 10, and Riemann and Schallopp, both
•,'ood players, with 9.j. Gunsberg, in the first half of the tourna-

ment, scored 5 out of 9, and was little thought of as first prize-

winner. Of the remaining 8 games, however, he won no less than

7, defeating amongst others Blackburne, Mackenzie, and Bird,

thereby attaining his unexpected success. Below we give a game
played by the first prize-winner.

Complete score list of the Tournament :

—

1 lui

1. P to

2. Ktt(
3. P to

»VED IS TEE Fifth Rou.vd o.\ Jt
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the rounded forms of summer clouds, and we see in eacli

case liow tendencies towards or from a centre result in

giving imiformity of stape to the aggregation of matter
resulting from such tendencies. The existence of a shape

centrally symmetrical, whether circular or elliptical,

implies in every case the existence of forces tending

cither fi"om or towai'ds a centre. I know of no exception

to this rule in nature, though of course artificial produc-

tions may show symmetrical forms without giving

evidence of central forces.

We may as.sume then that whatever were the forces at

work in forming and maintaining the great red spot on
Jupiter, they were related in some way to the centre of

the oval region affected by them. They may have pro-

duced motion fi-om that centre, or motion towards it, or

there may have been movements of both sorts : but
assuredly central forces were at work in some way or

ways, where the great red spot was formed.

While the symmetry of the spot's shape forces on us
this general conclusion, the greater length of the spot in

one direction than in another possesses also a special

significance.

(To be continKed.)

THOUGHT AND LAXGUAGB.
By Ada S. Ballik.

IHA'V'E spoken at considerable length of the deaf and
dumb, a class shut off from the use of articulate

speech by physical inability, which may, to a certain

extent, be overcome by long years of patient teaching on
the oral system, but I have now to speak of a class of

unfortunates who, although b}- no means idiotic, are,

through brain disease, deprived of the use of verbal
language. In this class I do not include those cases where
the power of using language is lost, but that of under-
standing it is retained, or such cases as the following, men-
tioned by the late Sir Benjamin Brodie—^the case of a
gentleman, who, two years after an apoplectic stroke,

suddenly lost the power of speaking and of understanding
articulate speech, while still able to read and write. A
letter read to him conveyed no ideas to his mind, but if

he read it himself he understood it perfectly. He reco-

vered from this attack, but had a similar one afterwards.

Although these are of great interest from a pathological

point of view, they do not imply loss of control over
language as such.

In the understanding and production of language many
brain centres are implicated,* but its intelligent use is

dependent on a comparative!}- small cerebral area,

namely, the posterior half of the third frontal convolu-
tion, as it is called Broca's Convolution, and especially

that of the left hemisphere. This is supported by the
fact that some degree of right-side paralysis generally
co-exists with the affection of the faculty of speech by
brain disease. Movements of the right side of the body
are dependent on action of the left side of the brain, and
the development of the left hemisphere corresponds to

the superior activity of the right hand over that of the
left. In the compai-atively rare cases of left-handed

persons the right side of the brain has attained the
higher development, and in these cases when left-side

paralysis co-exists with injury to the faculty of speech

2)ost-moriij>ji examination reveals damage to Broca's Con-
volution on the right side. Injury to the brain-centres

on which language depends may exist in any degree of

severity, from more functinnnl nffectinn tn total dcstmc-

c' - 1 ',
(

"
'

' !:

matter. He could not

It icas iDqwssible to get
•

le could only

,-v f.-w ^v..rdsbeg .ssed a by his u tllr

retained

inform his medical atWi, i^i •. J';. Ki! 1, iImi lii-^ li^ttle

of liniment was neaily tiji|.iy. Lc .^,iiil. " Bring the

cord ;

" at another time he spoke of the pills he had

been taking as "potatoes." One day, when giving his

waistcoat to be put away, with his watch in the

pocket, he said :
" Take care of the break-fall." He was

quite deaf. His power.s of speaking and writing varied

at different times; the letters sometimes containing

properly-written words, but being almost unintelligible.

He wrote his address several times on different sheets

of paper, but some of the words were imperfect. "My
dear sir" was written correctly, but the sheet was
filled with meaningless writing, only the one word,

"wife," being legible until the signature, which was in

his usual hand. An indication that his intelligence was
fairly retained in given by the fact that at the time

when a remittance was due from his agent he was much
excited every morning, asking often for something. At
last it occurred to one of the family to show him his

agent's letter. This pleased him : biit he was not quite

satisfied until the money was brought and counted in

hLs presence. Some shillings were not shown him at

first, but when he saw them he seemed to know all was

Case 2.—A much more severe case is related by Dr.

Broadbentf of a painter, aged 42. His speech was a

mere jabber, in which " Ma " and " Mum " were promi-

nent ; it was accompanied with excessive gesticulation,

smiles, and facial expression. He seemed not to recog-

nise the state of his speech, for he continued to jabber as

if he thought lir «a> unrler^to.rl ; but Ik- also made
signs. "Til. .

- 1,
:

•
. -Aire very

striking, win i ... It

was stated tl:^ i
!iiy !

' at

times; but li i If words

before us." He cuuld not write intL-Uigibly, nor even

copy his own signature. He did not understand what
was said to him, and repeatedly put out his tongue when
told to close his eyes ; but imitated the desired act after

Dr. Felee.

Case 3.—Trousseau mentions the case of a lady who
was very rational in her actions, but used words quite

irrelevaii!^;, \. itli.,;!t |i. r.- i-, h; - ir. She rose courteouslj-

to ri r. : ,
'.

;

• r _ to a chair, said,

"Corl. , ,
,

'
'

. !,i,-h her son-in-law

explain.-! I, --.i!,^-. -M -lina- v,.u> invite k vous

Case 4. A striking case of complete loss of control

over language, with retention of the power of under-

standing it and of intelligence as shown by actions and

gestures, is that of il. X , roc-nr.h-d bv Tr. -usseau, who

* Dublin Quarterly Journal of ilcdi.-il >,;,-„,., F.ljruary, 1865,

p. 78. I number the cases qtioted here to facilitate the references

which will be made to them in the succeeding article.

t iTedico-Chirurgical Transactions, 1872, p. 170.
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by the oxpies&ion of his fin. j k isi. I t

could only utter in a falteimg voiet unmtel
m which Yes was frequently lepeated

tions he answered Yes even A\htn Ik si

in deniil * but he madean impnti iit tin

annoyed when it was wion 1\
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pleised when it was piopnh I \'
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said the kuU\ i 1 tt i fl \ i i 1 1 i 1 1 I i

to the stivuil ( I 1 1 il \v lull
esteemed mu( ii li ( 1 il t n I nil 1

prefeience t. tlie ctliu H
IS much skill

All i oui with
caid to

ml lithe u^h his son managed his

ilixiis msisttd on beuij, consulttd xbout his leases con
tiacts iLc mdicxting by gestuies when ceitiin paits cf

the deeds displeased him and not appeal m^ sxtisfied

until alterations were made which is a lule \\ ere useful

and reasonable His sight was good but he cculd

neithei read noi wiite, nor even put letters of the

alphabet together ; he listened, however, with pleasure

to reading aloud. He told his age, fifty-seven, in a

complicated way on his fingers. Once he dropped his

handkerchief, and when a lady picked it up, uttered the

word " i/(((/tt.s-.' " loudly and distinctly ; but, though en-

treated to say the word again, he could never succeed,

and could not even repeat the simplest sound which had
been uttered before him. I look upon the pronunciation

of the word thanhs ! in that case as a mere emotional
gesture; a cultivated gentleman like the patient, if in

possession of speech, would, in the above circumstances,

utter that word spontaneously and without thought

;

from much use it becomes wholly automatic, and is, I

believe, produced by
courtesy, without that

higher centres of tin-

stimulus was a very si i

owing to the fact tha

handkerchief, and he W'

that she should have
Bazire, the translator :i

Lectuivs," fi-nn, «l,i.-l,

her condition regiiv

that of M. X. win
understand, „l(luui-l

ilight act of

h reaching the
'of M. X., the

^\'i\\ mentioned,
l.n rrstnrodhis

* A similar case is mciitK. 11. il li\ Di llnsiian, wliosr paliunt was
utterly uuablo to speak, althoiiKli liia iuti'Uigenee was, to all appoar-
utice, unimpaired. His only word was " No," which he used in

auawer to all questions, even when he nodded his head in assent.

[uently

t on putting out

/ » her to do the sc

n imc xnd «hcn I mLutif ncd it she laUj,hLd and } uuitcd

to herself According to hei sister s statement she re

membeied localities xnd knew faces well Nine months
afterwards she was somewhat im]n-\ 1 till m^
Sapon sapon but could distmctl} I

although not alwaj s using them cf 1 1 i I I

count one two thite fom Hei sistei il 1I 1

gieat excitement she sometimes exclainic I (Jli I ai

me ' a statement ^vhich agrees with the hypothesis that

emotional expiessions aic retained as being on a lowei

level and more anciently ingrained in the race when
words expressive of thought are wholly lost. She could

not yet write, though trying hard, nor even recognise the

letters of the al])habet. She had still great difficulty in

understanding what was said in words, though not at all

deaf, but immediately understood gestures. Her own
Ijantomimc was still lacking in clearness. She was fond of

looking at pictures, I have no clue to tlic origin nf the

word "Sapon," the only articulation used li\ i iil-
i

: i

'

ii
;

but generally those words which, d :

familiarity have become, as it were, i i j

'

i

mind, are those which are retained. Tliii> ,1 n-
the commonest, although, as above shown, thej- ;ire n< 1

always used correctly. Next to this is the name of the
patient aud his address.

Case 6.—Thus a patient of Dr. Bastian's, partially

paralysed on the right side after severe epileptiform

attacks, sixteen days after the seizure could say I't*

and No indistinetlv and not appropriatelv. Nineteen
days aflrr (lii.t >l,r I'uid added the wor.l " N:,,-., -

•
,

l;. ,

M., M. A.A ^.
i ,-ive Signs

n' [!,.• -^i'. , 1 -1;.' lived in

lUHiae.l at nnr.' ns I,, ;, ~Vr lu,ard th.'

r address, "i'itzroy-square.''

nuel West, at a meeting of the

counted a case of aphasia, with .some

sensation in the right side. The
,; «iil. tlir (il'S.Tvatioii made above.

Is in en,,ini.>n iisr. sarli as "Good

» January 12, 1885.
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would perform certain acts when told to do so, and
evident!}- understood simple questions. He sometimes
repeated words spoken before him, but only in atitomatic

mimicry.

COLOSSAL STATUES.*
BAETHOLDl'S STATUE OF LIBERTY.

UP to the present time no statue had ever been
executed of the extraordinary proportions of the

Statue of Liberty. In order to form an idea of this work,

which was without precedent, it was necessary to give

the greatest attention to the means of execution ; it was
necessary to foresee the elements of solidity and the

exigencies of the transportation to America ; finally it

was necessary to seek to avoid heavy expenses into which
one is rapidly drawn in a work of this kind, according to

the methods employed. The examination of the various

•difficulties led lis to adopt the system of hammered
-copper, which fi'om au artistic point of view, offers

elements of excellence, when it is well treated, which
allows of a large subdivision in the pieces, and renders the
transportation easy.

We will examine the various phases of the work. The
total height of the first model was 1-25 metres. This

was the study-model, which was long sought and often

recast. (It is the model which has been reproduced in

terra-cotta, the number of the reproductions being

limited to 200. Each model was numbered and
registered, and a large number of them were sold in aid

of the subscription under the name of the " Model of the

Committee.")
After this first study, I made the statue, which

measures from the head to the feet 2'8 metres, and in its

entirety 2-85 metres. This statue, executed with rigid

precision, was reproduced foui- times as large by the

ordinary processes. The model which was the result of

this work measured about 11 metres in total height.

Placed in a large space, it could be taken in by the eye

in its entii-ety, and the corrections to be made could still

be noted. This statue was divided into a large number
of sections, destined to be reproduced separately at four

times their size. After this last enlargement, changes
were no longer possible. Now the sculptor coiild only

aim at very great precision and at great care in the

modelling of the siirfaces, which were becoming enormous.
It was necessary to study them in their simplicity and
their nakedness, so that the form should be flowing and
correct, without prominent details which would detract

from the general appearance. In an immense workshop,
specially constructed for the woi-k, were to be seen four

plane surfaces on which the work was carried on.

They were encompassed with frames, laid out in

numbered divisions. Another similar frame, corre-

sponding exactly to the one below, was fastened

beneath the ceiling of the workshop. Lead wires and
rulers hung all round the frames. On these frames,

thus geometrically laid out, the sculptors executed in

wood and in plaster enormous fragments of the statue.

The sections of the model that thej- were to reproduce
were arranged near by under corresponding conditions,

between frames of one-fourth the size. The sculptors

executed the enlargement by measurements taken with
the compass on the lead wires and the rulers. They
first laid out the general form with wooden beams
covered with lath-work. The wood was then covered
with a coating of plaster. They verified the large mea-

* From the Neic York T,ih„„e.

md thut

.l)Out 300
,uts,^Nhlch

-t ibhshmg
.s finished

mKcut in

boles, laiger or

1. In these

])rts.sed the

1 by ham-
1 1 finished

sheetb of lead, jircssed upon the model, again working
the copper according to the profiles. The pieces of

copper were furnished from point to point with iron

brace>. inti'iuUMl to givu tliem ria'idity. These braces

^\vr>^ f'!_: '1 ill tlir fMnii .T tl,. r,...] ,'v ,. li.^n tlie contour

of til' 1

.,,:-( !-,i:l' •• \,
".

i
['',- furnished

the
I

'
'.:

• I r
I

'! : ! I > :

'

.

'

•
; ^ •

'
i ii'' court, to

be br..ii-l)i i..Lj<llirr anil f ,-: i a. ! - .:i i 1,. | - u n-ful truss-

work of iron lieams wliicli serves as sujiport for the

whole envelope of the statue. The core of this truss-

work is formed by a sort of pylon which has four points

of attachment. Each of these points is sustained by
three bolted braces, 15 centimetres in diameter, which

made fi

the foundatio

trusswork wi
constructiiij

Thistru"
of the statue.

on to the cci

a depth of 8 metres

I fram "

'

e.l ;-

masonry of

The whole
nd executed by the eminent

: KiiTel.

a .-.upport for the copper form
1 r plates, kept in shape by iron

iren braces, which are cramped
Thev do not bear in the least
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upon the lower plates, and their weight is always inde-

pendent of all that is above and below.

Exhaustive mathematical calculations were made upon
the resisting power of the iron pieces, upon the centre of

gravity and upon the action of high winds. The calcu-

lations were made by taking as a base the most powerful

huJTicanes which have been recorded either in America
or in Europe.' In regard to the preservation of the work,

since all the elements of its construction are everywhere

visible on the inside in all their details, it will be easily-

kept in good condition

To end this account I

statistical information, :

lished on various occusi'

in the celebrated housr

Paris. The st;ituc is r..

and a half niillinietivs i

mfetres from the basf t.

metres fr

1 the heel to tlie top of the head.

:lit f<> iuUl to it a few bits of

IIIIL.-1I they liave been pub-
'I'lii' wlicile work was done

(i:iL;ct, (iauthier & Co., of

nicted of copper sheets, two
liickness. It measures 46-08

he top of the torch, 35-50

ith to the crown, 34 metres

Statue of Liberty podestal, with New York and
Brooklyn Bridge in the background.

The forefinger is 2-45 metres in length, and 1-44

metres in circumference at the second joint. The nail

measures -35 mfetres by -26 mfetres. The head is 4-40

metres in height. The eye is -65 mfetres in width. The
nose is 1-12 mWres in length. Alumi f..rf\ j ii-s,,iis «,rr
accommodated in the head at iln InivnVal i:x|nslilM„

of 1878. It is possible to as.-rinl Into ll,r Inr.h ;,l,..v,.

the hand. It will easily hold t «rl v.- prr,,,i^ Tl,, 1,1.1

weight is about 200,000 kilos, ..r ul,i,l mi.im,'i ^v
copper and 120,000 iron. It iv|i-.>, ), ,

:
..{

more than a million frMics, iiuliiiliiu n,

work, and the losses of all thu^c- who -aM ih, u auN-tcJ
assistance to the work.
The colossal statues which have been executed up to

tli(! present time are far from the proportions of the
Statue of Liberty. I have given above some indications
on Ihis point. Yet we must not expect its appearance to
be oolo.s,sal when it is in its place. In tl

picture which will surround it it will appear simply in

harmony with the whole, and have the normal aspect of

a statue in a public place. It should be thus, because
its part is not to appear extraordinary in itself, but to

connect itself intimately with an extraordinary whole.

The statue was born for this place, which inspired its

conception. May God be pleased to bless my efforts and
my work, and to crown it with the success, the duration,

and the moral influence which it ought to have. I shall

be happy to have been able to consecrate the best years

of mj' life to being the interpreter of the noble hearts

whose dream has been the realisation of the monument to

the French-American Union.

ILLUSIOXS OF THE SENSES.
By Richard A. Proctoe.

(Continued from page 00.)

I
HAD a singular example recently of the effect of

position in forcing an illusory idea on the mind,
even when the truth was well and even familiarly

known. I was in the streets of Charleston (South

Carolina) engaged in conversation, but my eyes directed

towards the upper ridge of a projecting balcony. While
I talked, I saw what looked like a bird's head rising just

beyond the ridge, and in a moEient or two there was
the creature, a tiny but very oddly shaped bird appa-

rently fluttering above the balcony. It looked no larger

than a humming-bird. Now I knew at once that I was not

looking at a bird, because I could see that the object had
I pendent waving tail such i

could not for

sion that thei

ao bird ever had. I knei

lall bird close by, but a

CMiisiderable distance, as I knew that

raiisc my mind had started with the

le object was just above the balcony, I

pal seconds shake off the absurd impres-

,s a miniature bird-kite fluttering above
straight stone ridge where assuredly was no string

attached to it. I take it that the deception by which,
against my own knowledge, I was for awlile made to

imagine the kite much smaller than it reallv \\as, because

it seemed niucli nearer than such an object is usually seen,

was I'Fi , ii '\ ;o-.':i ! the illusion by which, against our
own kii / . l_. , .

, I,' led to imagine the moon much
eiilai-'j,'! ii/.Mii because it there seems much
fartlii f a \i :i\ I li; m ::- seen high up towards the zenith.

The illusion as to the shape of the heavens around us
and the sky above us (not the same thing be it noticed)

is one which deceives us all the time,—at least, I have
never met with anyone who has been able to correct

either form of illusion. We conceive the heavenly bodies

overhead to be nearer to us than those near the horizon,

the heavenly concave being presented as somewhat flat-

tened o\crIiead : and on the other hand a cloud-covered
sky a[i|(ais arched overhead instead of having a flat

liMi-i/jiiiial -nrfaee. Do what we will we cannot force the
mind (o fr,! either that the stars overhead are no nearer
than those by the horizon, or that the el-uds near the
horizon are as much farther awav than ili.se o\ erhead, as

they really are. The clouds low cl.Mvn seem somewhat
farther away than those above our heads, perhaps four

or five times farther : but in reality they are usually

twenty or thirty times farther from us. But the mind
refuses to present to us the much greater distance of those
low-lying clouds.

It may be said indeed that the mind is unable to con-

ceive a spherical surface, either convex or concave, beyond
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living iu Fear c

beeu called) ^

surface of oui

\\|]i(_li diiiers in-obably in tlie case of each
11 riuinly as life advances, and is far short
-inns cif any one of the celestial globes, ex-

liu moons of Mars. It may be that if

r Terror (as the attendants on Mars have
ve might recognise the i-otundity of the

home, seeing that pi-obablj' neither of

these moons has a diameter of more than twenty miles.

But it is certain that no one can ajapreciate the rotundity

of our earth, in such sort that not merely the circum-

stance that the globe is rotund is recognised, but the

dimensions of the globe of which the region we see at

any moment is a part. The best pi'oof of this is found
in the fact that the earth's surface appears concave so

soon as we see any very large extent of it. As seen fi-om

a balloon, for instance, the earth seems like a gigantic

basin, the mind not being able to take in the real truth
that the earth is too large for the horizon to dip recog-

nisably even when the eye is two or three miles above
the earth's surface. If one could pass away from the
earth to distances so great that she would be visible as a

globe, we should still be unable to form any idea of her
size,—just as now the sun, moon, planets, and stars tell

the eye nothing of their real dimensions.
A curious question here suggests itself :—Supposing

one could pass away from the earth's sui-face steadily till

she appeared like a globe, what would be the changes her
aspect would undergo ? She would certainly appear
concave until a great height had been attained; and as cer-

tainly she would eventually appear a globe as the sun and
moon do : but in what way, I wonder, would the ap-
parently concave surface pass to a manifestly convex
surface ? Would this happen gradually, or would the
conviction suddenly force itself on the mind that the
surface which had appeared concave was really convex?
There is a familiar illusion which illustrates such a
change as this, and seems to suggest that the change of

appearance would be sudden. If you look through a
leus, inverting the object seen, at a convex surface, it

apj^ears to be concave (a coin under the same conditions
appear.? to have all the parts which are really in relief

depressed) becaxise the mind recognises the evidence given
bj' the shadows without being conscious that this

evidence has been inverted by the action of the lens.

Now if, while the convex surface thus appears concave
you introrVp.ce into the field of view some object which
shows which way the shadows really fall—as an upright
pin, or the like—you find the seeming concavity at

once changed to convexity, the mind being unable to note
how the change takes place, so rapid is it. Pcssibly this
would be the way in which the seeming concavity of the
earth would change to convexity, as we passed away to
the distances at which the earth would appear like a
celestial orb.

Illusions affecting our ideas aboat the apparent bright-
ness of objects are even more deceptive than those affect-

ing form. The French astronomer Chacornac wrote an
article once in explanation of the superior brightness of

the discs of Jupiter and Saturn near the edoe. The ex-

planation was ingeilin,,,. ;- ,1 ,^,,ul,^ ],,vr
]
r'l,,,,., llll-MWn

light on the nature ;): : _, -, if

it had only chanceil I I .: :h ii, i>: !i lie

explained had a real I \ i-i(iiri'. A-;: mii ,
i

, In.w-

ever, so far are the jmrts of Jupiter ai, -
, ,

>
: the

edge of their discs from being bri-li ii
|
,irts

near the middle, that the precise rL\ n , i i i: > ,; , , aud
in quite a marked degree. I was fir.st ka lo uUi^ivi; this

by theoretical considerations, which seemed to suggest
that the light from the parts of Jupiter near the edge

ought to be very much less than the light from the
middle of the planet's disc. It so chanced that just as I

had satisfactorily reasoned this out, I came across

Chacornac's article cxplaininrf why the edge is so much
and so obvi.mMy l,ri-i,t,.,. ti,;,„ tl,r' middle. This led me
to inquire wlui Ik i- t In- case nallv w ire as he supposed or

not. Now, to tlinsr «li,,lia\r ] >a iil a 1 1 . nt ioH to thc phcno-

wlii.'l- -lM.^^ iliai il,r ,•,!-, ..(
.\,'i

\t. -'-^ .li>.' iiiust bc darker
than tin laai.ll.', l', .r .:•.,. i,,

,
!,

, a ,,„i. llitr 1, h ,ks light when
dis(

ci-r.

astl„.pla,a...i

parts ..f til.' disc It I"

looking as dark as its

this in realitj- proves
middle of the disc

;
_'

suggested, therefore,

ments on the luminos
he should test this i

parts of Jupiter's disc

middle remaiucil Icn,

planet was graJiiall_\

tinted darkciiiiaj ui i~

transparency at oia 1

the other). The result was dcri ; , ; : ,i .

to the evidence of the eyes. 'Ji^
i

seemed so obviously the bri'i'lit'

to the absorption of the li.jlii. ii- |,,,:

least bright remained \i>il.lc> i..n_. -t.

illusion is easily exjilaiiiiil. l'>\ caiin i

backgroujid of the sky tic part- la ai- tlic

and Saturn look brighter than they reallj-

A noteworthy illusion was passingly indicated in what
I have just described. I have said that a satellite some-
times looks as dark as its shadow close alongside. Now
the shadows of the satellites look black ; but tlic satellite

itself cannot be black. "We see then tliai tlic aiipi arance

of blackness does not necessarily imply re .1 l.La kia -,-. So
the spots on the sun look black near the middle of the

umbra
;
yet thej^ cannot be really black there ; and indeed

when examined so that the effect of contrast is avoided

they are found to emit a considerable amount of light.

Another ca.vc of illusion may Lc noticed in total eclipses

of the Mill. Here the l.o,ly'of the ,„oon Inoks black; yet
^

" velve times as bi-ightb

than the

Lchter. I

.lies, that

the light of the

leans of a neutral-

1 almost complete
nijilete opacity at

1
o\,,etly contrary

'' lir^t to yield

. , :
- .. hich looked
I M' course, the

I with the black

iIl'o of Jupiter

alie , for : the

full upon the half of the

moon turned n' I her disc is 13.', times as large

asthemooii-- _ . To my mind, one of the

best proofs oi' tie. I
i
i-liMa ~- of the solar corona, is found

iu the seeming blackness of the moon's disc during total

solar eclipse.

But the seeming whiteness of the moon's disc when
she is full is quite as mtich an illusion as its seeming

blackness when she is between th.' .in; ami us. For the

moon is not really white. Sle^ i- Tnueh m. re nearly

black. Regarding 100 as represent iul;' ]Hrfeet whiteness,

the average tint of the moon's surface -s^otild he repre-

sented by only 17. Probably the darker portions, which,

when she is ftiU look only slightly less white than the

rest, are as dark as our ]ior[)hyrics and syenites.

Another rec:.ii,...l.N :i]i:-a
'

;: '1.
. ii,-' i.ri--hti;, .> i. iluit

which has ch e i

- • i :
c , , a, m tlie

case of the llo.; >•:
, i.. i

;. e.,e. .. IV, ... Tl,o l.r.Mil

above its level ; but this is a pure illusion, due to the

gradual diminution of the black shadows of the sur-
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rounding mountains. By contrast with tlie.se si

the floor looks lighter than it really is ; as they > 1

1

it seems to grow darker ; when they disappear nli^

it looks darkest:

the aftei

th, floor seems to tst-i li-hi li-iniK A ' i:. '
'

'
i

'.i<t

the floor gets brighter us iln' -1111 iim- h i.j in r ;i h-\ c iis

level, and darkens again as 1 lie mmi 'jrndually ncars the

horizon of Plato.

The illusions aiicctin- iiu.t i.u arr too remarkable and
too numerous to be deah with ju'dperly in the small space

remaining to me here. I may perhaps consider them
hereafter in a separate short essay.

OUR HOUSEHOLD INSECTS.
By E. a. Butleb.

COLEOPTEEA (contuiued).

WE conclude our notice of the family Tenelrionidw

with the creatures called "mealworms," which
are the larvfe of two species of beetles, Tenelrio 'inulitor

and T. obscurus. Both larvse and perfect insects are

found in granaries, flour-mills, and bakehouses, where
they sometimes do much damage to meal, bran, and
flour. The larvte are much more familiar objects than
the images, though probably the reverse is the case with
the rest of the family. They are tised as food for certain

singing-birds and other insectivorous creatures, and
hence are bred in large niimbers by bird-fanciers. This
may readily be done by keeping them in bran, when they
will propagate themselves freely. The word Tinehrio is

Latin for a night-walker, or lover of darkness, and so far

as the mere meaning is concerned, the name would be

just as applicable to the rest of the family as to the pre-

sent insects, the whole set being devotees of obscurity.

Molitor is Latin for a grinder of coi-n, and ohscuncs finds

its explanation in the dull appearance of the second
species.

T. molitor (Fig. 1, A) is a narrow, parallel-sided

beetle, a little over half-an-iuch in length. Abnvp it is

almost black, the faintest possible tinge ..f a .laiL Im.mmi-

red preventing it from being quite s.. ; nr |rilia|s it

might be more correctly described as deep lnow n-r. d, so

deep as to appear almost black ; beneath ami in ilic l.'-s

the lighter colour is much more apiiareiit. I1 is sll- In ly

shiny, but only just sufficiently so to be nilrniHil I'roni

the utter dulncss and dinginess which eliaraeti rise its

relative T. ohscurus. Down the elytra run the inevitahh'

])arallel furrows, sixteen in number, not deep, but dis-

tinct enough to form a little "set-ofi" to tlic otherwise

uninteresting appearance. The front of the head forms
a ridge, which, as in some other species previously

referred to, encroaches considerably on the eyes. The

1. js ;ire rather short, and the antennas are inelegant,

ilii. k, and stumpy. Unlike Bla]}s, it is ftimished with

\' iiius, and therefore, of course, the elytra are not soldered

1z'. obscurus is a trifle larger than T. molitor, perfectly

dull black above, without a trace of the red-brown tint,

which, however, appears again on the under side ; in

other respects it is almost the exact counterpart of its

slightly less inelegant congener.

Such are the parents of our mealworms ; the

" worms " themselves are as different as can well be

imagined — long, narrow, cylindrical, caterpillar - like

creatures (Fig. 1 B), consisting of a head and twelve

similar and perfectly distinct segments. The colour is

pale yellow, shading ofi; into yellowish-brown towards

the head and tail. Each segment at its hinder edge

carries a rather broad band, and at its front edge an

exceedingly narrow one, of the darker coloiir, so that the

body is adorned with a series of double rings encircUng

it at intervals along its length. The last segment iis

rounded behind, and terminates on its upper surface in

either one or two small black curved hooks. The

head is furnished with a pair of not very large, but

nevertheless strong, dark brown jaws, which, in repose,

close in between the upper and lower lips, so that only

their outer edges are seen. There are also a pair of tiny

antennse.

Under the three segments immediately succeeding the

head are three pairs of short legs, each terminating in &

sharp curved claw. By means of these the " worm " is

able to progress at a tolerably rapid rate, provided there

are sufiicient irregularities in the surface to afford foot-

hold to its tiny claws ;
but if transferred to a polished

the- h-i. '
— ^li^^ •

"' " - .:./'-:- n'- -'y

moved forward simultaneously, and the order of move-

ment, which is not always quite uniform, and is ex-

tremely difficult to follow, appears generally to be first

the front pair, then the third, and lastly the second. As

the insect walks along, that part of the bpdy immediately

over the legs is, of course, somewhat raised, but the head

is kept near the ground, so that it may feel its way with

vibrating antennas and palpi. When walking slowly, or

endeavouring to extricate itself from a difficult position,

it also makes use of a pair of fleshy tubercles underneath

the front part -f iIm iMm'nal segment, thereby either

helping the hi iiM '

i

' :> Imdyforwai-d, or acquiring

leverage for 1I1.
;

;

11 of the legs. But when
trottingbriskly a'.')^.; ill. :. , , ,aiis to be no necessity to

call these tubercles int.! |'!;'\. aii.l tlie hinder part of the

body therefore simply trails hrlph-sly (.verthe ground.

When fully grown tlu' lar\a Is uraiay double as long as

the beetle it produces, but. what the luUer loses in length

it gains in breadth, as it is fully twice as broad as its

ancestral worm. Having spent some months in devour-

ing farinaceous substances, and changed its skin several

limes iluriiig that piridd, thr " \\c 1^1" mfrrs its penulti-

,'''u',lin.''~'ll 'is now 'slinrirr an.l l,r..a,ha- ( Ki-. 1. C), no

it throws oil its last skin, and appears ii fully -developed

winged beetle, at first soft and red, but destined soon to
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acquire its natural firmness and pitchy colour. Previous
to every moult, the mealworm acquires a bloated appear-
ance, and becomes inactive for a time, lying on its side in
a curved position, and resenting all interference with
petulant twitchings of its form.

These mealworms will attack bread, cakes, &c., as well
as uncooked cereals, and they have also been accused of
devouring corks.

When we remember how many different species of
" corn-loving " beetles occur in our corn-stores, and how
excessively abundant some of them are, we are forced to
the conclusion that many must often be ground iip with
the flour, and that we, therefore, sometimes get our
bread adulterated with pulverised beetles, and uncon-
sciously become " insectarians " for the nonce. But " what
the eye docs not see, the heart does not grieve over," and
possibly we may not really be any the worse for this
slight admixture of animal matter with our farinaceous
diet, though there are not wanting those who have thought
otherwise. Many of these " corn-lovers " are Heteromera,
as we have seen, and to this section belongs also
the blister-beetle renowned in medicine, and
distant connection of our Tenehrios. Mor
Brazilian species of Tenehrio is known to eject from its

body a caustic secretion, and some other allied insects
cover themselves with a similar substance. Now if our
mealworms, &c., have properties at all analogous to those
•of Spanish Ply, this internal application of cantharides,
even in homoeopathic doses, might not, perhaps, be
altogether desirable. Some, too, have supposed the
-celebrated com-weevils to be prejudicial to health when
in a comminuted state.

Flour is not the only article of food that is liable to
adulteratio n this way. Curtis, n Insects,"
has the following uncomfortable and suggestive passag(
" I have known bushels of cocoa-nuts {i.e., of course
facao) which were every one worm-eaten and full of
maggots, with their webs, excrement, cast-off skins,
pup», and cocoons, all ground down to make chocolate,
flavoured, I suppose, with vanilla."

(Jo he continued.)

E

THE YOUNG ELECTRICIAN.
Bt W. Sungo.

{Continued from p. 48.)

X. XCV.—The form of rubber referred to in the
preceding example is that pictured in Fig. 51,

#^^.^

which consists of a pad, P, composed of a few layers of
silk, large enough to surround the glass tube upon which
the rubber is to be used. Along one edge of the pad a
strip of thin brass or other metal, M, is stitched, and in

ire pierced a n
ng inserted an
ukl all turn in

'Irs, the point of a pin
i.h liole. The point.->

i.^s close to the surface

MS along it. A piece

to M ; the other end
I, or wherever else the

Ex. XCVL—An.
a pith ball from t

Fig. 47, by means n

approach of an t

attraction of the pith-ball, liicli, coming into contact
with the glass, becomes similarlj' electrified, and is con-
sequently repelled. Although repelled by the glass, it

will be energetically attracted by an electrified stick of

sealing-wax. After contact with the wax, the electrifica-

tion of the ball will be reversed, repulsion will set in,

and the glass will next attract the pith-ball.

INDUCTION.

Pk. 4.—By induction is meant the electrification of a
body by the influence of another body already electrified,

near, but not in contact with it.

F.g 52

E\. XCVII.—In Fig 52 A B i-, a ghhS tube, of ^^hlch

the end A has been electrified and placed near the con-

ducting body C D, which may be the orthodox brass

cylinder ^ith rounded ends, although it may be con-

structed in a much less elaborate fashion. Take half a

sheet of foolscap jjafier, and make a rigid tube with it.

To do this, procure a large ruler, or other round rod, an
inch or more (two inches is a good size) in diameter, and
roll the paper round the rod once

;
pull tight, and cover

the upper surface of the remainder of the paper with
floixr paste, glue, or preferably with gum. Then wind
the whole of the paper on to the rod or ruler, pulling it

as tight as possible. Bind up the paper with string, and
lay aside till the gum is drj', when the string may be
unwound, and a first-class rigid tube will result. Provide
the tube with rounded ends. A wooden ball (such as is

procurable at a toy-shop) cut in half will answer this

purpose very well, so also will a couple of tolerably round-

egg-shells.

Or a solid wooden cylindor mnv be procured, the main
features being that tlir m'J, s sIimII 1,c parallel, free from
edges, ridges, or {xiiuts, ami tin- nuls rounded.

The cylinder being iir.idupi'd, it requires a conducting

surface, which may be imparted by coating it with tin-

foil. This is easily done, tiu being a very soft and ductile

metal, aad tolerably porous. Before being applied, the

foil should be well smoothed, which may be done by
rubbing it with any round body, such as a chisel-handle.

This being done, and pieces of the requisite size and
shape being cut off, the cylinder may be coated by a good
application of flour paste, a little gentle pressure being
all that is necessary to ensure the adhesion of the foil to

the wood or paper (whichever may be employed). The
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support, S, is made by fitting ;

well dried, into a wooden base, t

with a cork or wooden plug, wt
pit

ii needle driven into tlie

porting the paper or -vvi

end of tlie cylinder is

that depicted in Fig. 47),

.l.r, CD. Near eac

iliiirt (a miniature
ladc from a piece of bra

re, and carrying a small pith ball, suspended by a ]i

of cotton thread. To ensure insulation it is advisable to

close the bottom of the glass support by a plug fitted

with scaling-wiix, &r. The outer sui-face of the tube

should ali

of shellac van) i.l, (Kx. 1.

On the apprniirh ><f t\i

C D becomes electrified

becoming negative (oi

,-ith a thin, ( I laye

"isitively electrified rood A B,
,' induction, the near end C

1 A) and
the remote end D becoming positive (similar to A). The
pith balls take iip the positions shown because they are

charged similarly to the respectively adjacent ends of

the cylinder and wire supports. Repulsion ensues from
this. The ball at C also shares the attraction of A. On
removing A B, C D relapses into its normal iinelectrified

state, and the balls again fall into the vertical position.

This demonstrates that AB imparted none of its charge
to CD.

Fig. 53.

Ex. XCVIII.—We can show induction in another way.
Hold an electrified rod, 11 (Fig. 53) over the end L' of a

wooden lath LL' (Ex. LXXIII.), supported on an in-

verted tumbler, G, resting on any convenient support.

The tumbler should be previously thoroughly warmed
and dried for insulatory purposes. A is another support,

uninsulated, and carrj-ing a small quantity of bran,

paper-clippings, gold-leaf fragments, &c. These sub-
stances are placed under the remote end L of the lath.

I the appr u-li of K, ,

lath. If R
pieces of paper, Ar
exerted by thi.s .li n

in consequencr if i

faces ; they cim i

becoming also iiu.--ii

l-epelled ; they in

negative charge oi

become neutralised, when they
inductively electrified and att

the paper particles are kej

between A and L until (Imt i i

?'.('., contains no more positiv

th(

;,lsM

A, .

,epul«

vithdra

ditlu.ses

LiMt ively-charged sur-

I.. and consequentl}-,

I ; t hey are therefore

induce an additional

contact with A, and
re ready to be again

•ted by L. In this way,
iiK.viiig iTp and down
nf ilirlath is discharged,

l.riiicity. When this

If then R is

en, the negative charge concentrated at

itself over the lath, and attraction, although

feebler than before, is again exerted by L upon i

xperimentEx. XCIX.—In Fig. 54 is shown a

of a somewhat similar character. E is an egg (ai
_

a pared carrot, parsnip, turnip, potato, &c., will answer

equally well) ; this is placed on a dry, warm wine-glass

or other insulating support. The electrified rod, G, is

brought near the end a of the egg. Induction ensues,

and the two ends of the egg become oppositely electrified.

If the finger be placed at the end 6, it will practically

remove that end of the egg to an infinite distance, when
only one kind of electricity will remain, namely, that

located at a. If, now, the finger is removed, and then

G, E will be found to be electrified and capable of

attracting light bodies, such as the suspended pith ball,

&c. Of course, neither the finger nor any other con-

ductor should be allowed to touch the egg, or it will be

discharged.

HYSTERIA AS RELIGION.

AN Indiana journal has a long account of the strange

doings of a so-called female evangelist who is going

through the country holding revival meetings in which

alleged " trances " figure conspicuously. It is complained

by sober-minded and observing professors of religion that

the effecits of these revivals are evanescent, and that i

fact the excitement passes as rapidly as it

ministry have been accused of jealousy of t

and the leaders of them, but the general disapproval

entertained toward such methods by thinking pastors

rests upon far higher grounds.

Medical science does not hesitate to assign the methods

here used for religious purposes to the category of

diseases. The kind of trances into which the Indiana

cvaiii,'! Ii-i fill- 1- i:i ! mysterious to the student of medi-

i.ii,,, II, I,, It" as one of the manifestations of

il,,. ,M I
~c called hysteria. And in the

he emotional outbursts at such

influence of similar abnormal

The

revival meetiug;
_

conditions is perceived.

To the physician's apprehension there is in these

violent physical phenomena no question of mental con-

viction or conversion, no evidence of any intellectual

jirocess whatever ; but solely and simply an involuntary

and irrational nervous convulsion, propagated by con-

taiMoii, trulv epidemic in its character, and inviting treat-

mriit Iv inrilicine like any other iihyslcnl cuuplaint.

Tlir eiii.lnnir character of such (lutbroaks has indeed

Wvn .-niu-lnsively established. The
l
rerise asjectsof

the epidc'iuic nuiv be determined bv almost any trivial

external incident," and it depends upon .something of this
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kind -wlietlier the victims shall all mew like cats, as did

a whole convent fnll of nuns in Italy, or imagine them-

selves monkeys, and try to climb the pillars of the

churches, as happened to congregations in Ireland, or

shout " Glory !
" and roll on the ground, as do the negro

ecstatics at Southern revivals.

The Convulsionaries of St. Medard belonged in the

same category. They were seized with a furious desire

to be beaten, and so transported were they by their hal-

lucinations that they actually endured the most violent

blows, not only without sustainini;' permanent injuiy, but

without showing the least cxh mal Iimoh. In the Irish

epidemic, half a century ago, tin
|

i
.i|i|. cf w liole parishes

were affected, and it was ul-s. i \ i I i li:ii \n lim those who
passed from an infected villn-^' n. luir uliich had pre-

viously escaped, the epidemic was siiread by contagion,

just as a zymotic disease might have been.

In revivals this element of contagion is very powerful,

and this is one of the most marked characteristics of

liysteria. Merely looking at a person in a convulsion

will often throw sensitive persons into a i^recisely similar

state. The phenomena, however, have nothing to do

with the will or the understanding. They are physical,

not mental, and it is for this reason that they do not pro-

duce any permanent effects. The common experience of

lay observers respecting the after effects of spasmodic

revival meetings is simply a confii-mation of the scientific

conclusions. The evangelists who operate by means of

trances and exciting the emotions of their hearers power-

fully often produce very striking effects, but cannot

expect any lasting changes in their subjects.

There is mischief in the delusion which confounds

hysteria with religion, for the consequences of this

mistake are of a kind to disgust sober and rational peojjle,

while they aiford opportunity for ridicule to tmbelievers,

and disturb and expose to bad influences the weak men
and women who accept them for what they are not. A
little sound education in physiology and the elements of

medical science would dissipate the hallucination that

the evidences of diseased condition are analogous with
the proofs of religioiis conviction.

—

New York Tribune.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF CLOTHING.

By W. Mattieu Williams.

XIV.—THE SEBACEOUS FOLLICLES—EIDER-DOWN.;

THERE is one more function of clotliing which I

suspect is better performed by flannel than by any
other clothing material, though I can only supply specu-

lative reasons for this conclusion ; direct experiment is

wanting.
Besides the glandular apparatus for secreting the

sweat, the skin and subjacent tissue contain other glands

or follicles, in which hairs and feathers are elaborated

from material supplied by the blood. To the sides of

these glandular hair-producing sheaths are attached by a

little tube or " duct " the sehaceous follicles which secrete

an oily liquid that is poured into the subcutaneous hair-

sheath by means of the ducts. This ajiparatus lubricates

the hair and the quill portion of the frailin- by .sn|iplyi)i._r

a natural soapy pomade, which israthiT aiiunlant m >- nir

animals, notably the sheep whose wool is \ i ry -ivasy. (n-

I may say soapy, as the "yolk" or ''siiiiit " with which
it is so largely .supplied is partially saponified by potash.

The oldest of living chemists, the centenarian Chevreul,

published in 1828, an analysis of raw merino wool, in

which he found :
—

rare wool 31-23 per cent.

Soluble siiint 32-7-i

Insolable suint Hod
Earthy matter 2710 ,,

This is a maximum quantity. Some other woolts

contain but 10 or 12 per cent. In all eases (he ijuantity

is considerable. At [avM-ni tlen ;,,v works at Kheims,
Elbaaif, Fourmier, aial \ rr, h r il,:,i eMiaei annually

about 1,000 tons uf earl" nan ,.f p.|:..-.h fr.iiii niw WOol,

besides the fats. Oiu- maiiarneuirers shamefully waste

this product, especially now that hy means of bisulphide

of carbon it may be so ehiajily ami )irofitably removed.
The lubricating of the hair is the function usually

ascribed to the sebaceous follicles. Assuming this to be

correct, we come upon a curious anomaly in the struc-

ture of the human body. We there find sebaceous

follicles more fully developed at the roots of certain very

minute downy hairs than at those of the stouter and
longer hairs. I shall be quite in the fashion of the day

if I plunge at once into evolutionary speculation con-

cerning these, by describing them as "survivals" of the

once luxurious fur of our remote ancestors ; and ascribing

the special luxuriance of sebaceous follicles on our noses,

behind, and by the sides of the nostrils, to the
• d.'Vel abo

lie hot

iipon the skin, attaches to itself dust particles, ic, form-

ing a varnish that is unpleasant to contemplate, and pre-

sumably mischievous, if not removed. Besides this, an

interesting and disagreeable microscopic object is liable

to be hatched and nourished amid the neglected secre-

tions of these sebaceous follicles. This is a large-bodied

creature, with eight short legs projecting from the fore

part, and bearing the name of acarus folliculorum, alias

demodex folliculorum, alias entozoon folliculorum.

That the removal of this greasy secretion is better

performed by the contact of woollen fibres than by those

of linen or cotton is, I think, presumably proved by the

facts above described concerning suint, and the experience

of manufacturers of woollen fabrics ; that of the fuller

especially.

My admiration of Rumford and his wovk must not

stand in the way of impartial eritieisni. Aj'i'lying this

to his experiments on the relatixe heat-resisting pro-

perties of various clothing materials (see iS'o. G), a weak
point becomes evident. He packed the sixteen grains of

the different clothing materials uniformly into the same
sjiaee around the bulb of his passage thermometer. This

was (lesiralih_ ai lirsi, -when his object was to determine

the r(l;.ii\r ediiil nri m-j- |Mi\ver of the materials them-

laii al'n r he liml I iv these experiments discovered

\vas not the n sistance of the fibres themselves

passage of heat, but that of the air which
nprisoned, a further question was presented.

selves,

that it

to tht

they :

this

still unanswered, i How much of

leh

nducting air can a given quantity of

lihres respectively grasp and hold eu-

a sullicieiit urip to check the convection

rhy alone the L,'aseous matter carries heat ?

i-, the experiments, in order to become
,ni:iii\c ami practical, should be so con-

le:i\r the lilircs or the fabric externally

.1 i r rat In r than enclcsed in the glass globe

le bulb of the passage thermometer.

a find time and opportunity I hope to carry
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forward some experiments commenced many years ago

with thermometers having long cylindrical bulbs of

equal dimensions representing the body of a clothes-

wearer. These bulJiis are clothed with properly-fitted

jackets of the different materials ; all raised to a given

temperature in a hot chamber, then set to cool down in

a cold chamber,, and their rates of cooling observed and
recorded.

With Rumford's arrangement, eider-down took second

place in total time of cooling. (Hare's fur, 1,315 sees.
;

eiderdown, 1,305; beaver's fur, 1,296; raw silk, 1,284;
sheep's wool, 1,118; cotton wool, 1,046; fine lint, 1,032.)

The spun and woven fabrics, as will be remembered,
yielded larger advantage to woollen material, and all

were much inferior to tlie raw material.

Among the raw iiiati-riiils iiIkivc cuniiici-ati'd, uuly eider

down is practically used fm- cImI liin^' in ils im w state. It

thuB takes jiniclicatli/ tlic lir.^t plac.', undn- lUimford's

mode of testing it. liat tlii.s lucahud dues la.t do justice

to eider down, as it destroys its specially efficient attri-

bute. To make sixteen grains of eider down occupy the

same space as the sixteen grains of other material it

must have been cimsidcralily vainiiuMl—squeezed, into a

much smaller bulk than i( s|inntaii((.iisly occupies. Had
it been allowed to (iiTn|.y iis full lailk, it would have
imprisoned a nuuli larnii- i|uaiLiity df air, and conse-

quently have achieved a much greater resistance to the

passage of heat.

I have no hesitation in affirming that, weight for

weight, eider down is the most effective heat retainer of

all the clothing materials at present known. Until lately

it has been but indifferently appreciated and little used

in this country, though well undoi-stood and largely

used long ago, in North Germany, and North Europe
generally.

The eider duck is an Arctic sea bird that sometimes
wanders as far south as the Hebrides, the Orkneys, and
Newfoundland. It is about the size of the smaller

varieties of our common domestic duck, with a more
pointed goose-like bill, and flatter head. Its colour is

yellowish brown, with black stripes. Like other aquatic

birds, it is clad with an underdown composed of delicate

fibres as fine as hairs, but much stiffer, and more elastic.

This beautiful fibrous structure holds imprisoned an un-

broken envelope of air, which not only keeps the bird

perfectly, dry, but sensibly increases its buoj-aucy.

Perhaps I should add that this attribution of buoyancy
to the aerial envelope of ducks is a lurLsy of my own,
like my denial of the oiling of dui'k'.s fuailu r.s t.. kci-p

them" dry; but if " G. A." (n- any .iilur ivadn- is

sceptical, let him test the specilh- L'r,i\ii\ ^ I' a |ihukrd

duck, or a dead duck in wetted fiathns l.'v |ila(in._^- n .ui

the water. The jduckrd durk ^\ill .Muk'; ll.r ^^^l(r,l

specimen may llnat, lait ilslui'jhi alni\i' ilir surfaci- i-i

the water will cnutra.st cui-i.iu-ly wiili tlial ul' ihr li\-in--

swimmer. If t he i-cadrp has Mill any iv-idiial alT.vl idu I'm]-

and then

fingei Aft.a

.sheep. In tli

that should pertain ic I hr duck's (.|. .1 li iu^;- if fhc fcaihci's

nnd down were oiled.

I have at the present moment a loving and faithful

duck that feeds from my hand, and follows me like

n, dog. This docility has enabled me to detect the pro-

bable origin of the feather-oiling fables. At times the
animal bites tlio region near the tail very savagely, and

proceeds with furthci- ( uci-jn a- n ;
Mil nu over

of the back. I hav ,-.,,; i
-

.
-

.-.],]].

ceeding, but fiiid n-i ir,.- , , i . n (

usually wetted vci-y jialji.! Ill \ \\i'l! \^. <!••. l-'u

vation supplies a very simple and uiii-omantic

the proceeding. Ducks, like all other poultrj-,

fested with fleas ; the duck's fleas prefer the non-im
parts of the body, and hence congregate on the back.

Instead of a squeezing out of oil a driving out of fleas

follows the pinching which Paley describes.

An Arctic marine bird which, like the eider duck,

feeds on marine mollusca, and is consequently exposed to

rough surf washing, requires an abundant sujijily of sur-

rounding air cushion, especially on the breast. This also

serves as warm clothing during the bitter winter, but

niu..st be rather burdensome in the hot Arctic summer
time. At this period it disposes of such oppresive

clothing by tearing it off and using it for nest making.
So valuable is this down that in Iceland the eider duck
is rigidly protected, anybody who kills one is liable to a

heavy penalty (30 dols. in nesting time). They are

similarly preserved in Norway. When at Vardo (lat.

70° 22") I had to obtain special permission to visit a

little verdant island N E of the town where the eider

ducks were sitting. An official duck protector was sent

with me. We found the ducks curiously tame. One
was lifted off her nest, the mat of down and eggs carried

some distance, deliberately examined and replaced ; the

duck returned and resumed her sitting at once.

The bed of down was about fifteen inches square and
two inches thick ; about 450 cubic inches of dark grey
fluff, with very little admixture of foreign matter. The
eggs about the size of our domestic duck eggs, green, or

greenish-blue, with black spots. The nests are robbed of

their down two or three times, and the duck renews it,

finally with some assistance from the drake. If the

robbing is repeated oftener, the nest is deserted, and the

ducks find another home. Hence the ncc. -.-ity f^i-

stringent regulations in localities where tiny supily a

notable revenue, as at Vardo, where a little ciiinniuniiy

numbering about 1,200 are dependent on two harvest <,

one of codfish, the other eider-down, with a small supple-

mentary crop of a luscious three-lobed, scarlet berry, the

vwltebeer, which covered the duck's island with a rich

carpet of its trailing vine, and spotted it all over, when I

was there, with millions of white flowers. The scene

presented by such verdant and floral luxuriance on a

bright sunny midnight in July violently corrects the

commonly prevailing delusions concerning the climate of

"the Arctic region.s."

THE NEEDLE AND THREAD PLANT.

THE Agave Ameri-enna, or maguey of the Mexicans, is

known as tlie century plant among our coUeetions,

111,- l-.iii. 1- ninn I , i ii _ uiven to it from the, erroneous idea

tluit it lilnonad , nrr in a, hundred j'cars, and " with such

taiued a height of twenty -seveu feet, and ha\ in^^

forty flowering bunches, each with four hundred blc
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making sixteen thousand flowers in all ; the scape, with
its panicle of rich yellow blossoms, being in appearance
like a candelabrum.
The vast plains in the interii.r of Moxico ,^ tho liomc

of the maguey, and the plant witli it- t!i iii\ U im-
imparts a peculiar character to the ^li \ii m 1 m Kc i] i

- The strange form of the ]ilint ami tlu i u it_\ ,f it-

i are not the only cinurast.inti-, -s^hich r( com-

"The natufsap are obtained a vuviety ( f ] inducts

saysObersin his " Travil.s in Mtxico,^

uses of this plant as the Soutli Sea Islanders of the cocoa
palm—namely, one hundred." The juice of the sap.

which is obtained by making incisions m the trunk, being
highly caustic, is used In- physi<'ians in cleaning wounds.

Its more extended use is that of producing a bitter-

sweetish juice known as aquamiel (honey watei-), which
furnishes to the natives a drink called pulque, and when
taken in moderation is innocuous and wholesome. The
foliage of the maguey yields an extract which lathers

water like soap.

The agave holds the place of Asiatic hemp and
Egyptian papyrus. Ancient hieroglyphics were inscribed
on the leaves, macerated in water, and glued together as
the bark of paper mulberry. Much attention has been
recently paid to the manufacture of paper from the
leaves. " The fabrication of this material is destined to
be a great industry," says the "Catalogue of Mexican
Products," owing to the quality and cheapness of the
material.

The fibres of the leaves with the thorns at the end are
applied to manifold uses. The edges of the leaves are
indented ; at each indenture is a .spine. These spines

are frequently so strong as to serve the Indian-i for nails.

A needle and thread is also furnished the natives by th(3

simple process of pounding the leaf so as to soften the
pulp, tlif>n sci-aping the latter away, allowing the fibres

"itii till ins attached to remain. These are dried by
liiii-iiiij ill the sun a few days, and the Indian -woman
hii-< liii- lut'dle, which is .smooth, and not liable to rust :

Ikt Tliread in srw lur coarse dress made from "petal-
"aliiir ( f this plant), prepared in the
it >ti-. .ii^tr than cotton which ha-s gone

A rope IS inailf from the tiln't' cf the maguey, which is

used in the mines and fur tlie cnrdage of ships on the
western coast. The imiicr rla»es ef Mexico that-ch the
roofs with the leaves, and these, being concave, serve as
gutters to conduct the water away from the eave*. The
(ireek meaning of agave is " noble," and it is well
named, as it is one of the most valuable gifts which
nature has bestowed on these tropical regions of America.
The wealth of a Mexican often consists in his UMtguey
plantation.

—

Scientific Amcric<r».
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FIRST STAR LESSONS.

By Ricuahd A. Proctor.

1''HE constellations included in the twenty-foui" maps,
of this series are numbered throughout as follows

(the names being omitted on the maps, to clear theBe as

fai as possible from all that might render the star-

grouping le.ss distinct) :

—

1. Irsa Minor, the Little Bear
{a, the Pole Star).

2. Draco, the Dragon (a,

Thnhan)
3. Cephe^is, King Cepheus.
4. Ca^^siopeia, the Lady in the

Chair.

5. Perseus, the Champion 03,
Algol, famons variable).

6. Auri.ja, the Charioteer (a,
" pella)

7. Vrg, Majo, the
Bear (a, /3, the Pointers

8. Canes Yenatici, the Huntin
Dogs (a. Cor Caroli).

9. Coma. Berenices, Quee
Berenice's Haxr.

10. Bootes, the Herdsman (<

11. Coro
us).

ther.

ealis, the Nor-

12. Serpens, the Serpent.

13. Hercules, the Kneeler.
14. Lyra, the Lyre (a, Yega).

15. Cygnus, the Swan (a,

Arided; ft, Albires).

16. Pegasus, the Winged Horse.

17. Andromeda, the Chained

18. Triangula, the Triangles.

19. Aries, the Kam.
20. Taurus, the BuU (a. Aide-

baran ; n, Alcyone, chief
Pleiad).

21. Gemini, the T^cins (a,

Castor ; /3, Pollux).

22. Cancer, the Crab (the

clnster is the Beehive).

23. Leo, the Lion {a, Regulus).

24. Virgo, the Virgin (a, Spica)

.

25. Libra, the Scales.

26. Ophiuchvs, the Serpent
Holder.

27. Aquila,the Eagle(a,AltaiT).

28. Delphinus, the Dolphin.

29. Aqunrius,theWaterCarrier.^
30. Pisces, the Tishes.

31. CetM, the Sea Monster (o,

Mira, remarkable va-

riable) .

32. Eridamis, the Rtv'er.

33. Orion, the Giant Buntet
(a, Betelgeux; fi, Rigel).

34. Cams Minor, the Lesser D03
(a, Trocyon).

35. Hydra, the Sea Serpent (a,

Alphard).
36. Crater, the Cup (a, Alkes).

37. Cori'us, the Crow.
38. Scorpio, the Scorpion (o,

39. Sagittarius, the Archer.

40. Capricomus, the Sea Goat.

41. Piscis Australis, the S»u-
them Fish (a, Fomal-

42. Lepus, the Hare.

43. Coiumba, the Dove.

44. Canis Major, the Greater

Dog (a, Sxrius).

45. Argo, the Ship.

O.NE of the most important questions to bo brought before the
International Telegraph Congress, which within the next few days
will assemble at Berlin, is Germany's proposal to introdace a
uniform and moderate tariff for telegrams between European States.
Under the present system many glaring inconsistencies and
inequalities exist.
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July 21 at 11 o'clock.

July 25 at 10« o'clock.
July 29 at lOJ o'clock.

mailT SKY FOR AUGUST (Fmsr Maf of Pair),

Showing the heavens aB they appear at the following hours :

—

I

August 1 at lOi o'clock. I

August 5 at 10 o'clock.

I
August 9 at 9i' o'clock.

|

tlnmilrr-st..vnis <i(^THUNDER-STORMS IN AMERICA.

THE Weather Bureau at Wasliins-tcii \wg;m np,.,

obstrvutic.ns in 1884 fi.r thc'stii.ly <•( tliun,!

which tills seasdU liiiN iitlnr,!,.,! f,-,- I lin r |,u q , s,s. \-\„sv
storms, R:iys an Aincrii-m c^ .iit cm |..r:i i'\ . wm-c ,-\,r]t

(.'orroboratc some };-enenil laws «liicli tlie Washini^Won
Bureau provisionally deduced from last year's investin^n-

tion. One of those rules is that the great majorityof

. generally

p advances.

liijhtninsr.

,u, Noi-thern Iowa, lllinoi.s, and Indiana, the
J of Ontario, New York, New Jersey, Pennsyl-
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vania, and Virginia, New England and the I<]asterii

provinces, not one, so far as lieard from, occiirrcil

north of tlie eastward course of the low centre ; anil,

with few exceptions, all were east of a line droinieil
southward from it.

The precedents apparently established last year were
closely followed in two other resjiects : the" tract of
country visited by the rain, hail, lightning, gales, and
tornadoes widened, fan-like, as it extended eastward

;

but the hail generally kept within two or three hundred
miles of the low centre. In Dakota the belt of afflicted
territory was scarcely a hundred miles wide. Near the
Atlantic the storms occurred at intervals from Port
Hope, on the Canada side of Lake Ontario, to Wood-
.stock, Va. The hailstorm in north-eastern Pennsylvania
was probably the one furthest from the low centre,
which at the time was a little west of Ottawa.
Whether any of these local storms travelled more

rapidly than the low centre to which they were related,
as the Signal Office reports might have led one to expect,
does not clearly appear from the ciirrent new,s despatches.
Another "preliminary deduction" of the Weather
Bureau which was not altogether verified at this time
IS that the activity of storms dies down at evening and
revives in the morning. There were some lively demon-
strations in this State and Canada on the Sunday night.
A point about which there will be some differenc'e of
opinion, too, is whether the destructive waterspouts in
Southern Mexico on the Saturday and Sunday were con-
nected with the S3'.stem of storms" niidor consideration.
How far a conflict bct:\ ecu ( wn L:i-oat air currents of

widely different temperatures is t.. hu considered a cause
of thunder-storms is n,.t ^,•t (Iru-n, lined by scientists.
Such a strugijle, however, seems to have been closely
associated with this particular o-roup. A wave of almost
abnormally warm weather which extended from the
Gulf of Mexico to Dakota on Friday last rolled steadily
eastward the next three days, clcsi'ly jiressed by a cold
wave of such intensity tliat 'in luaiiy places in the North-
West the temperature" in a I'cw Im.uVs fell 40° or 50°, and,
in at least one instance, CQ-'. Xear the Atlantic seaboard
the change was less decided, yet clearly marked.

The number of visitors to the International Inventions Exhi-
bition for the week ending Ang. 1, was 147,661 ; total since the
opening, 1,866,080.

The following statistics refer to numbers of locks and keys made
during the Jast seven years by Messrs. Hobbs, Hart, & Co.—viz.,

1,734,000 locks, 3,876,000 keys, 8,483,000 screws and stumps for
jarious locks, and 6,700,090 rivetting stumps for inside work. Also
' "

8 strong-room doors and frames, and 397 ventilating
gate The wages paid during the period amounted to £195,000.

Are Stays Necessary ?—Many women assert that they derive
pport the body admirably.great comfort from stai

and that without them the wearer feels
pieces." All this may be perfectly true. But what signiticance
must we attach to the statement that certain women cannot
possibly do without stays ? Do they mean for one moment to
assert that the human body is so ill-constructed and so badly
adapted for its purpose in life that it has to depend for its integrity
upon the productions of a corset-maker ? Such an assumption is
simply outrageous, the true explanation being that by the per-
sistent use of stays the muscles of the back have become so
<>nfeebled (from prolonged disuse) that they are no longer able to
support the spine. Those who declare, therefore, that they cannot
do without stays, adopt the argument of the opium-eater, who
inaintains that he cannot do without his opium. The long-con-
tinued use of the drug has so impaired his system that he feels a
constant craving for it. And those who cannot exist unless braced
up by corsets have so enfeebled a part of their system that they
cannot do vrithont the support upon which they have so Ion"
depended.—T/ie Book of Health for August.

^

»eb(etofi!*

SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLE.

Ileal Property Statutes : comprising those passed during
the years 1874-1884 inclusive. By Harrt GREENWOOD,
M.A., LL.M., Barri.ster-at-Law. 2iid <dition. (London:
Stevens it Sons. 1884.) 'I'l.is is .mr i.f the numerous
books evoked by the cliau'jrs in Uir la-\vs that regulate
Conveyancing practice, 'flu- notes seem practical and
full. Till' system of printing sections of an amending
Statute in the middle of the Statute amended, of course
exliil>its the jiresent state of the law at a glance; but it

\v(aild seem to us to be liable to confuse the student of

a. Statute who may overlook the fact that he has parts of

two before him at the same time, and the trouble of
turning to another page for the amendment is not in-

superable. It of course adds to the bulk of the book, as
the amending Statute is printed in full elsewhere, e.g.,

the whole of the Settled Land Act of 1884 appears in

objections are rather ofthis way twice o

a theoretical than "i

held to be show i

has already run ii'

that his general an';

decidedly good.

Bepresentation. B]
F.R.S. (London: i

—Every one who
Englishmen will be n

il nature may perhaps be
at Mr. Greenwood's work
( dition, and we may add
of his subject-matter is

Sir JoHX Lubbock, Bart., M.P.,
ran Sonnenschein & Co. 1885.)

ishes to learn how thoroughly
;represented under the new Redi.s-

Act should obtain this little book, which forms
the second volume of Mr. Sydney Buxton's " Imperial
Parliament Series." As the result of a most careful

discussion of the various modes of election adopted in

those countries which possess representative institutions,

our author decides upon the single transferable vote as

that caleulated to ensure the fairest expression of popular
o|.iiiion ; aial ^ve may avow our own idea that no impartial
ami un)ii-eiiulii-e(l readt'r can fail to be convinced by his

argumeiiis. The philologist, alike with the politician,

will read with interest the account of the real historical

origin of the term " (Jerrymander, " which is given on
pp. 10 and 11.

The Hilton/ of Herod. By John Vickees. (London :

Williams & Norg.ate. 1885.)—That the monarch of an
ultra-tropical locality is not so black as he is painted, is a

proverb dating from medifeval times ; and in days when
Henry VIII. is exhibited to us as a gallant and virtuous
Englishman, with possibly merely a little too prominent
tendency to uxoriousness to mar his otherwise spotless

character, and Bacon is shown to have been above any
conceivable temptation, pecuniary or otherwise, it is not
surprising to find that that much-abused man Herod
should find a defender—and a defender of considerable

abilitj- to boot. It is almost superfluous to say here that
knowledge—or presumed knowledge—of the chief

Josephi

credulity,

trenchant

he does 1..

a the 1

whc

the

;fe of Herod the Great, we are indebted t

? bigoted sacerdotal prejudices, unfairness,

liisiorical uutrust woi-ihiiiess Mr. Vickers

I

^ ,-e,~. Tliai llti-, (1 was '^'uilty of cruelty

,N, l.ni lie sliows e. a, elusiyely the difficult

I'ilay, ami draws a tellln- )iarallel between
ellin

Antij.atrf nile.l, ;,,m1 fl,r. (>,,-call

of the ja-esent .lay. S.n,u' of

attributed to Herull are .sliuwn L

foundation whatever. Among t]

the Innocents, in connection

have no
of
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tlie Syrian burdur, and was only saved through the

intervention of Sextus Ca3sar, no contemporary -writer

even hints at the atrocious slaughter of all the children

in Bethlehem, which must infalliMy l.:>v l....'7i blazed

abroad thnni--liiiul (lie i-;iiiiiin-. Tii:" ' - .-I with

the justice (-f llir auriml ;i|ilM.riMM, ..
; ,/.,rt,

we would Cdiiinu-lid the [iLTUsal df ,\1 r. \ ici,.r- > really

remarkable voiunie.

Studies in Microscopical Scitnce. Edited by Arthur
C. Cole, P.R.M.S. (London : Bailliere, Tindall, & Co.)

—In his four numbers for July Mr. Cole gives us Hlus-

MaiTli;iiili;i, ilie 'I'lMl-f. ;itli.r nf ;, v^'nu-^- Si ;i rliug. Miliary

Tub.Lvlr ;,im1 liu.rMiii;,! Tiir u I .n' 1 , 1,
,

, :,imI a. Transverse

Sei-tinu ,.f :, rup|;\ ^ T:.!!. JMiii,-, the liLstologist, the
^1 i \ 1 I' with the microscope

nil II

M.n. Ecpriuted from
tlie i:ns/..i J/, ./,.,-r,,, ,,..,;,,.,,/ ,/,.,',,,.,/. 1885.—The

malK M!i|'i«l \\\f. iipii ill- |M'ii-,J i'\ iJr. Davey's
aduiil-.lMr lr;,rl, i. Inu rnl,\r,le,l I..;, I h ^

I lef in the CVCr-

growinn- ],rrr,.-M\ f-i' i ivi i lat i. .u as a substitute for the

present tenililN huIm :ili li y, und, in more respects than

one, revolt iii'j- ,s_\
; m m ,1 ji:irking limited areas of ground

with a seetliiiiL;- ami fr;,i( ring mass of decaying humanity.

This little pamphlet can scarcely be too widely circulated.

The L!vf,:tic lltfurwe,- and Vcivtariaa. Messenger.

(London : F. Pitman.)-- This is the organ nf the " Vege-

rlliil

to i-1m

c taken toas an advocate of vegetarianism

ing (?) him instead.

Blachie's Geographical Readers. I. to VII. By
W. G. Baker. (London: Blackie & Son.)—In few
brajiches of instruction has a greater advance been made
within the last quarter of a century than in the teaching

of geography; nor do we nted a. better illustration of

this than that affoi-J. d by ^Ir. r.o' '- -^ipltal series of

"Readers" now lyln- 1" !
i I'' ii ild is taught,

in limine, what a 111:111 ' '

i

'

« lioolroom or

playground means, and i- 11. 1 ;- >
' 1 1 extend this

knowledge to maps of larg. r ;, .,:,,, ;iihI ^Inavn how the

various forms of land and water are rnnvrniionally repre-

sented, the meaning of the jioints of the compass, and
the like. Then the young student is t rented to a pic-

turesque description of England, and is 1, d on to a

knowledge of the shape of the earth. After iliis, l:ll^l:lnll

and Wales are treated more in detail, as are the rest of

the British dcmiinions in both hemispheres, in No. W.
Nos. V. and VI. deal with the remaining divisions of the

globe; while VII. is devoted to the ocean and the

planetary system. The series is at once excellent and
comprehensive.

Fifth lieading-llool- for Standard Y. Sixth Beading-
Book for Standard VI. (London : Cassell & Co.)—
Gradually increasing in difficulty, as in interest, this

capital series of books could hardly be improved upon
for the purpose for which it is designed. The grand-

failn r-. ;,inl ,-.~'a il;- fiii!;.! . ^f the generation now
l':i~

':'
: :

: .1 tary .schools would
li:i-.' I

'

' - well-edited and
c-ai'ii:i Mj, - iilii -1 iMi' 'I , :, !,' \\ '

:<!> delighted to see

extracts from the Willi- I. :
:'!.^," of the immortal

Darwin, given as reie I i
^ ixth Reading-Book."

Ccesar de Bella O'll- l: I. With two trans-

lations. By Joii.N- ILl ..I Ji..M-.-i. (London: Relfe

Brothers.) Mr. Haw ley has jiroduced a very useful

book, and one well calculated to enable the pupil to

understand what he is construing—a not too frequent

occurrence. On the left-lnind ]ia-'e is o-iven tlic test in

full, with a free English iranslata-n h, ueatli il ; v.liile on
the I'ight-haud page the Laiin t>\i i> s|.lit tqi into the

words in the sequence in w iiich they ceeur in riMii-lation,

their literal English eqtiivalents standing opposite to

them. The boy must bo very dull or very obstinate

who fails to construe correctly by Mr. Hawley's system.

How to Teach Grammar. By T. J. Livesey. (London :

Moffat & Paige.)—Mr. Livesey gives a series of outline

lessons for teaching grammar by question and answer.

Children will unquestionably be more interested in a

subject imparted in the way here set forth than by the
old dreary method of learning paragraphs by rote.

^1 Neiv System of Booh-heeping hy Single Entry. By
Rev. Dr. Brewer. (London : Jarrold & Sons.)—All

those to whom the ordinary system of book-keeping by
double entry presents difficulty may with advantage

study the simple and practical method of single entry

explained by Dr. Brewer in the volume before us, and

exemplified in a series of working books accompanying it.

Lettice: A Tale in Verse. By Mrs. JoHX Sharp.

(Tnnbridge Wells: A. K. Baldwin. 1885.)—This
posthumons little story is not withnnt a certain amount
of 'jra.'r and iiii.r.st. In its main incipient s it approxi-

1 its ending is not
.if t- • La

tion IS smooth enough, but h. , .:i :'. '
- i.Jng

of a line is dubious, and ore: : :, is are

bound to say rarely) we con m : - a a

deliberate defiance of Liudh _\
Maiii-, . -.V- i, 1 I'C-

longed to Robert," or " Grew more and more Hugh's
company affect," seem to us a little to exceed the limit

of poetical licence.

iaisy Dimple : Her Loves and her Lovers. By the Author
of " Giles's Trip to London." (London : Jarrold & Sous.)

—There is a charm about this simple little Norfolk

Idyll, for which it is not, at first sight, ea.sy to account.

Almost desiii ail . f Iialihal.and wholly and absolutely

free I ill

b;,\e faril.i .

-^
- ,- a-,o? /Ae I'ejo', sso ,. ./ Trade,

by .S \ Ml 1 > II Medical Press and Circular,

Th. I .

- i.ty,Bradstrcet's, The Sani-

tary -\. '., ; s
, M.ssenger, del et Terre. Le

Franklin, ELclricitc, The Season, Natvnn, and Blackie &
Sons' Educational Catalogue.
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CHATS ON GEOMETRICAL MEASUREMENT.
By Richard A. Proctor.

THE SPHERE.
(ConHnuedfrompagc75.)

A. Can wo determine the rolume of a portion of the sphere cut
off by a plane as L M N, Fig. 3 ?

M. Quite easily. Take first the volume, L A N, and let a plane
LON cat the enclosing cylinder in In. Then the volume LAN
is equal to the solid sector CLAN, diminished by the cone C L N

;

and we know by the method of our proof for the whole sphere, that
the volume of the solid sector C L A N is e<inal to ird the volume
of a rectangular parallelepiped having a base equal to the curved
surface of cylinder tlnT and height equal to the radius of the
sphere; while the cone C L N is also of known volume, when the
position of the point is known. But to get suitable e.xpressions
for the volumes of spherical segments we may conveniently proceed

Jence vol. of sector CLAN = 3 27rr- vers

vol. of cone C L X^^^^^" • ,rr-

7. vol. of seguient L A N= -3- (2 vers

= '^(2-3c.

Similarly, vol. of segment LEN=-s- (2 + 3 e(

Also, vol. of section B L N D = '^ (^ cos c

i^—

Y

Fig. 3.

This last result is all that need be remembered, and owinj
prevalence of 3's in it, it is very easily held in the memory.

A. What is the volume of a slice of the sphere betwe
parallel planes, neither of which passes through the centre r

M. We get the same volume whether the planes are parallel or
not so that they do not intersect within the sphere. Thus let one
be such that the angle corresponding to LCO =o, while the other
is farther from the centre, and has the corresponding angle =^-i.

Then, the volume of the space between these two planes, it they
do not meet within the sphere, is obviously

,08a)-(cos=/3-cos'..) "!

TTHf .

0S-/3- (co >s«)

iut we are getting a little outside of geometrical methods.
A. What proportion does a sphere bear to the enclosing cube ?

M. The volume of the enclosing cube is (2r)» or 8r'. Therefore

vol. of sphere : vol. of enclosing cube::-p- : 8::jr : 6

or roughly, ::^ : 6::il : ?.i.

A. I think the usual idea is that a sphere occupies a larger propor-
tion than this of the space within an enclosing cube. It is little more
than half ! So that if you have a box of spherical bodies, say
cannon balls, set so (that each row falls exactly alongside or
above the neighbouring rows, the lines joining the centres forming
right angles with each other, the spaces between the spheres
amount in all to only 10-2lst parts of the whole space !

M. That is so. But the balls can be more closely packed, as
when set in triangular or quadrangular pyramids.

A. Which arrangement s the b, ?r of those t I n nfor
closeness of fitting ?

M. They are in that respect precisely the same. I hope, here-
after, to extend our inquiries in that direction.

A. Can we do anything with spheroids and ellipsoids ?

M. Our results are very easily extended to them. Thus,—
An oblate spheroid may be regarded as produced by shortening

every perpendicular to a certain great circular section of a sphere
in a certain proportion, while in the prolate sphere every perpen-
dicular is lengthened in a certain proportion. This circular section
is the equatorial section of the resulting spheroid. By taking any
plain perpendicular to this section and lengthening or shortening
in a given proportion all the ordinates perpendicular to it, our
spheroid becomes an ellipsoid. Ilence, manifestly, by regarding
these perpendicular ordinates as elements of the volume, we get the
following results :

—

Volume of an oblate spheroid having a for the radius of its prin-

cipal circular section, and b for its shortest semidiameter

4--^b. (1)

= -^nal\ (2)

of an ellipsoid having semiaxes a, I, and c

= 'ial>c. (3)

(To be continued.)

The Great Glacier of Alaska.—According to the Son Francisco

Courier, the great glacier of Alaska is moving at the rate of a
quarter of a mile per annum. The front presents a wall of ice

500 ft. in thickness ; its breadth varies from three to ten miles,

and its length is about 150 miles. Almost every quarter of an hour
hundreds of tons of ice in large blocks fall into the sea, which they
agitate in the most violent manner. The waves are said to be such
that they toss about the largest vessels which approach the glacier as

if they were small boats, the ice is extremely pure and dazzling to

the eye ; it has tints of the lightest blue as well as of the deepest
" "..

. • ery rough and broken, forming small hills, a
'

n chai sof m iS of ic

1 the sf

This
rage of a thousand feet thick, adva

MP.—The electric lamp used for ex-

amining General Grant's throat, manufactured by agents of the

Edison Light Company, is mounted on a hard rubber holder, about
7 in. long, having a reflector at the lamp end, by which the light

can be thrown to any desired angle. The holder is connected by
two silk-covered wires to a small storage battery carried in the

pocket of the physician. The light is turned on by simply pressing

a small button mi tht- rubber holder, and the quantity is governed
by an. .111. , l,,i;. -,, , ,.in, ni.-iit to the operator. The lamp in inserted

in tho n. . ill., palate, with the reflector above the

lamp, u' i_lit down the throat. The lamp has no
unpKa^ai.; . r, r . Liv.salight equal to half a sperm candle.

The exucuic o,i.,|.lieiU uf the whole appliance makes it very

valuable to the physician and dentist.

Colbubn's wood and paper brake shoe, a shoe consisting of alter-

nate layers of compressed paper and wood, of about J in. each, has,

the Railroad Gazette says, been recently tested on the New York
Elevated Railroad, three cars on the Third Avenue line having been
equipped. These cars are stated to have beeu in daily service for

thirteen weeks, making a run of 9,271 miles, against eight weeks
and 6,000 miles of the standard metal shoes of the road. This, it

is claimed, would equal a run of 200,000 miles on an ordinary road,

since the number of stops is about twenty times as many. Quicker
stops can be made than with metal shoes, it is said, and naturally

with much less wear to the wheel tread. The patentee is L. S.

Colburn, of Oberlin, 0. There is especial necessity for some other

than a metallic shoe on the elevated roads, if it can be had, to

avoid the annoyance and danger to eyesight of flying particles of

metal.
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#ur 5nbnitoi£f' Column.

PUOTOGEAPHIC CAME1!A.

-by Mr,[Patent No. 4,528. 1885.]—We have here an invent

'. F. (Stanley, of Railway-approach, London-bridge— .^ „^,^l^ ^

iparate focussing-cloth is dispensed with. In this camera, by the.

idition of a light, conical silk bag placed horizontally behind the

cussing screen, the ordinary loose focnssing-cloth is dispensed

ith The same conical bag carries at its apex a magnifier which

isw era as a focussing glass, and the whole appar-itus becomes

when the focussnio glass and cloth are separate parts

\t the same time the he-id of the

not stifli

light(

3ubjec D the r

its blowing about
nil loss in windy weather
quite protect the camera from

lit a second loose feilk cover
iws over the bellows and open
rts This patented apparatus

_ 1 be adapted to anv camera
"''^'"-

—

iaT " An important feature is that the

f/¥ \
operatoi is able to look about him

Wra " at tht time of focussing to secure

the best view and avoid any
1 that maj appear from moving objects Iho conual

Dag IS made to stand out at the focus of the glass, when required,

by pressing it upon two studs.

METALLIC VAPOURS.
[Patent No. 7,731. 1884.]—It is well known both to agricul-

turists and metallurgists that proximity to smelting-works is not
conducive to the production of large crops or to the health of

cattle pastured on such land ; in fact, the records of our Law
Courts show us that manufacturers are continually having to Sght
actions brought by neighbouring landowners for damage sustained

by their property caused by the deposition of acid and metallic

vapours from their chimneys.
Many plans have been introduced from time to time in order to

prevent the emission of metallic vapours into the atmosphere.
Some few of these are chemical, but most mechanical in their

action. The plan patented by Mr. Ernest II. Cook, B Sc, of

Bristol, is very simple, and at the same time proposes to

recover some at least of the valuable metals, as well as sulphur,
which are now allowed to vitiate the surrounding air. The raw
material which is used in the process is the waste product from the
alkali works. This material, large quantities of which accumulate
near chemical works of this description, is at present of practically

no value— in fact, is a source of annoyance, and any use for it

would be a benefit not only to the alkali-maker himself, but also to

the dwellers in the vicinity. When steara or steam and air is blown
through this waste, a large quantity of the sulphuretted hydrogen
or of the alkaline sulphides, which it contains, are removed and
carried along with the steam. If this steam thus charged be
brought into contact with sulphurous anhydride, a chemical de-

composition ensues, resulting in the deposition of sulphur. Any
metallic compounds are likewise decomposed, and the sul-

phides deposited. The application of these facts to practice
is exceedingly simple. In almost all smelting - works the
gases from the furnaces are made to pass through a series of
long flues and chambers prior to their exit from the slack. In
these flues the gases are cooled, and a large portion of the sub-
stances deposited. Mr. Cook proposes to pass into these fines,

chambers, and passages, at various intervals, the steam charged
with the sulphuretted hydrogen obtained as before mentioned.
Immediate chemical action occurs, resulting in the precipitation of
large quantities of sulphur. The metallic substances present
combine with the sulphur of the sulphuretted hydrogen, and are
deposited as sulphides. The formation of the solid sulphur by the
union of the two gases aids the deposition of the metallic com-
pounds by mechanically enclosing them, and the result is that no
metallic vapours reach the stack to bo given off into the air.

Thus this process, in addition to affording a protection to the
smelter from the, in many cases justifiable, complaints of his neigh-
bours, furnishes him with a means of regaining as a marketable
article a substance which is now allowed to escape. When it is

mentioned that for every ton of lead made from galena there is

produced more than six hundredweight of sulphur dioxide, the
importance of recovering the sulphur becomes evident.

is of very general application, as sulphur dioxide is an
"it product in all motallurgical works.

"Let knowledge grow from more to more."—Alfred Texnyson.

Only a fmall j))o;io)(ioii of Tetters rerc^>cd can possilly he inserted.

Co}ie pondent^mvit not le offtnded thetefore, should their letters

il It fn the opinions of correspondents,

ml Fubt Office Orders should be made
V Sons

THE RLDDl ECLIPSED MOON.

ly I be perm
for the " ruddy eclipsed n. _ -

the merit of being a common-sense one. In the absence of n^^-^^-

light, when the atmosphere is clear and transparent, and the stars

shine out in full effulgence, we become sensible that a large amount

of light from that source passes through our atmosphere by the

distinctness with which distant objects are seen in considerable

detail. The moon, like the earth, is surrounded by the starlit

heavens, and should reflect from her surface sufficient light to

make her non-sunlit disc more or less visible to us in times of

total eclipse, as circumstances are more or less favourable. The

pale or ruddy colour must depend on conditions of our atmosphere

as to the amount of moisture diffused in the higher regions. If

the sun rises in fog it assumes a ruddy colour, which becomes

lessened as he rises towards the zenith, even though the fog

remains as dense as at his rising. According to this theory, the

eclipsed moon should be more ruddy at times when i'

setting in eclipse, and when a(

solstice of our atmosphere. ±ir..>i». u. ^^i-.^^..

[The " large amount of light" which Mr. Madge appears to sup-

pose reaches us from the stars has no existence, save in his own
imagination. Taking a Centauri as his standard star of the 1st

magnitude, Sir John Uerschel determined that a cluster of 27,408

such stars would only give the light of the full moon. There are

never more than 1,000 stars visible at one time on the darkest

night, and of these, /our, perhaps, will be of the first magnitude.

Further, bearing in mind that it would take 2i stars of the 2nd

magnitude to make one of the 1st; 6 of the 3rd, 16 of the 4th, 40

of the 5th, and 100 of the Gth magnitude to emit the light of a

single star of the Ist magnitude, it will easily be seen how wild is

the notion that we are indebted to the stars for any sensible

addition to the lightness of our nights. Whithersoever we derive

it, it is not from them.—Ed.]

r the meridian in the winter

THE PAST OP THE MOON.

[ISkS]—I think there is some value in Mr. Mackie's contention

that there might have been men in the moon, but that they had

not time to develope as wo have done (letter 1812)-Again, they

might have been pygmies. Si ill, when we look back, and see that

there must have been human works thousands of years before the

Pyramids—such as riey liury in Oloucestcrshire,' a quadrangular

earthwork which from tlio moon would bo a fine object with a not

very high power— iiiul wlion wo consider that the earth is no less

habitable, no cool,!- th:ni in tlioso [last ivons—nay, much hotter

than i.i s-rn. II -I I ,1^ piohable enough that the moon's inhabited

days il' i'^ 1 II -lasted long enough for the lunarians to

p of river-beds in the n I
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moon. That is very strong against me ; but I do not see how there
could be water without rivers.

There is nothing to show that planets die, so long as they have
their sun. Our latent heat is evidently of no use to us, since our
poles are, in spite of it, inaccssible. (We might have immense pro-
jections there, for all we know,—were it not that we have seen their
shadow on our satellite.)

Mr. Mackie urges that the Great Pyramid has lost 1/22 of its

height in forty centuries. That is not much, and it has been by
human destruction j which now will probably cease if we keep hold
of the country.

I cannot agree with Mr. Mackie (1831) that there is any proof of
lunar tides in the past history of the earth ; because the heaving of
her surface has subjected all parts in turn to the action of the solar
tides, which I take it would be considerable

—

i.e., the difference be-
tween a spring and a neap tide.

It is {pace Mr. M.) a positive fact that in this country no land-
scape ever looks blue like a Scotch, Irish, or even English one.
How it can be that " the warmer the climate the more water will
its atmosphere hold in suspension," is beyond me. I live south of
England because the perpetual damp of my native land prevents
me from living in the open air half the day, as I do here even in
winter. The people here just now are crying out against " the
intense heat." In point of fact, the heat is not great at all; at
this moment 77° in the shade ; but the dryness is something rare,
even for France, and especially for the seaside ; and they confound
it with heat. Rolls delivered in the morning are, even in a cellar,

like ship-biscuit in the afternoon. This I never knew here before :

it is therefore the dryest season for the last ten years. Where in
G. B. would bread harden like this ? If there is more water here,
it must be a very long way aloft ; so long as to become " un
quantite ne'gligeable," especially as regards the blueness of the
landscape, which may be supposed to be nearer.

Mr. M. says " from a chemical standpoint, oxygen and nitrogen
cannot be 'frozen'"—yet in this very no. of A'., at p. 80, it is

stated that " Nitrogen is solidified at-214'." Perhaps Mr. M. in
his next letter will demonstrate that " solidified" and "frozen"
are two different things ; as also that the parched Soudan has
really more water (somewhere) than " the storm-swept Orcades."

" It was the fine blue of eastern skies which gave birth to the
' waters above the earth ' theory." If Mr. M. states this of his own
knowledge, he must have been present, one would say as "our
correspondent," on that great occasion ' when the morning stars
sang together, and all the sons of God shouted for joy." I had
supposed that rain was a mere obvious origin of the belief.

METEORS.

[1849]—While observing the moon at 9h. -ISm. on the 22nd ult.

with a 4-inch, by Cooke, power G5, I saw a dark object glide across

the face of the moon from west to east, which appeared two inches
long and one and a half inch wide. It occupied only five seconds
in transit. It was evidently not a bird, there being no movement
of wings. It occurred to me that it was possibly a meteor passing
beyond the limits of the earth's atmosphere. Perhaps " P.R.A.S."
may be able to state whether meteors have been seen in this way.
On the following evening, at lOh. 35m., I saw a great fire-ball, or
meteor, gliding across the sky in the same direction and near the same
spot. The apparition did not occupy more than three seconds, and
it was rather of a startling nature. The ball itself was apparently
about half the size of the moon ; the front part of it was of a white
colour, and the tail itself was composed of red flame about two
degrees long. It disappeared instantly, without any explosion. As
regards its distance from the earth, it really appeared to be about
three hundred yards from me. J. Webb.

[The first apparition spoken of by Mr. Webb was almost certainly
that of a distant bird, or of an insect (a cockchafer, or the like)

much nearer. Many slowly-flying birds flap their wings lass fre-

quently than once in five seconds. There is no recorded instance
of a meteorite having been seen dark on the brighter background
of the moon or sky.—Ed.]

EVOLUTION AND NATURAL SELECTION.

[1850]—" Commentator " reminds us, in his original and effec-

tive manner, that " it took five hundred years for Christianity to

establish itself." Will it be unfair or ungenerous if I add that

Darwinism has only taken five-and-twenty, and has yet to win its

credentials from Time, as well as from enthusiastic professors,

before it can, without question, be accepted as an explanation of

everything ? It has, aa victor, too, recently come away from con-

flict with ' special creation ;
" it has to dwell too emphatically upon

certain truths to be perfectly reliable. There is more than a

suggests the swing of a pendulum, or the recoil of a spring, rather

than tho balance of a true science ; and a day may yet come when,
over some of it most popular axioms, we shall have to say :

—

" Our little systems have their day

;

They have their day, and cease to be," &c.
" Commentator," so far as I can gather, does not object to

" natural selection " being accepted as a part of nature's scheme.
He objects to it as a tmiversal law. And that is exactly my posi-

tion. He and I are in perfect sympathy upon that subject, I fancy.

Unfortunately, too, man}' evolutionists are very arbitrary upon this

point. They will have>othing but "natural selection"; and they will

evolve you a race or an individual from their cut-and-dried formulas,

as though the thing possessed no more difficulty than developing a
photographic picture.

This is a great mistake :
" natural selection " does account for a

great deal, and is worthy of profound study ; but alo7ie it does not
account for the existence of any one single thing. It is a guiding
influence, not a creative one. It is present wherever there is a
conflict, and gives victory to the strongest ; but it does not impart
life and energy to such. The motive power, the creative impulse,

lies far deeper—aye, infinitely deeper—and of that we as yet know
nothing. " Natural selection," however, is not everywhere a
directing and guiding influence. There are peaceable realms in

life (such need not be the lotus-eater's paradise) where nature,

far away from the border-lines of strife, can freely make the world

the gift of a Plato's mind or a beautiful orchid, a race of musical

Bachs or an A neon sheep.

But, after all, for what is the evolutionist—I mean the recent

conventional evolutionist—contending ? Is he anxious to prove
that nature abhors a leap—that species and races slide imper-

ceptibly into one another K If so, he totally fails. Variation

supposes leaps, and Darwin himself recognised the fact. If a bird

is born with one feather more than his fellows, it comes into pos-

session of that feather suddenly, and not by imperceptible grada-

tions. So, too, with the six-fingered men, Niata cattle, Ac. It thus

becomes a question as to the size of the leaps we imagine nature is

capable of taking ; and it seems to me, in our total ignorance of the

prime moving energy underlying phenomena, that it is presumption
on the part of Darwinians to assume that those leaps, those steps,

can only be of the minutest character. Are we to be told that

nature abhors a leap beyond a certain point, as certain philosophers

said once concerning a vacuum ? If, as Mivart says, there is " an
internal force or tendency " in life to produce all we see indepen-

dently of natural selection, then there is no reason why such a

"tendency" should be tied down to infinitesimal gradations. It is

a neccssitv which has grown out of a theory, and that theory is

Darwinist.
" Commentator " has often imparted vitality to his views with

illustrations drawn from music. It is an art to which, I think, we
may more frequently appeal in our speculations with considerable

profit. The world is born again in music. It comes to us in new
raiment ; unfolds its meaning, as it were, in a new set of terms,

say as 1, 2, 3, 4, instead of a, b, c, d. The same relations are there,

and the same laws. You are strangely conscious of familiar

simple ideas, such as softness, hardness, sweetness, richness ; and
once more you recognise the centripetal and centrifugal forces at

work in tonic and dominant.
But can it teach us anything concerning Darwinism ? Certainly.

In the Tartini tones there is correlation. In the old Greek genera
and modem chromatic scale you can observe the small steps upon
which the evolutionist now lays such emphasis ; nay, in the porta-

mento, if yen like, you can point to one thing gliding into another.

But there are Ireals also. There is no bridge to carry yon from the

chord to the chord of the 7th ; nor in the arithmetical

of our diatonic scale is there any link between C and 8.

ame thing holds good with musical instruments. You may
the violin back to the crwth by any number of intermediate

but from the harpsichord to the piano you must make
a leap. I can only throw these things out as suggestions now ; but

I daresay most of your musical readers will understand their appli-

PHILOSOPHY OF CLOTHING.

[1851] — Garters are not necessary where drawers or pantaloons
are worn, or with knickerbockers, provided they are ribbed the
whole way up. I always wear stockings during the winter, but
never garters.

Suffering from the heat, 1 had a special thin coat made for me,
lined with the ordinary silk lining stuff. Although very thin, it is

warm, being black and tight-fitting. So I had another made, a
thicker coat, and lined with a special flannel. It is also black;
though heavier, it is far cooler. I always wear flam A when walk-
ing or tricycling for coolness, and find that v wintt -coat so lined
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John Alex. Oli

OIL-GLANDS IX DLXK.

[1852]—In reply to Mr. Williams, on page 539, he says that Paley

deBcribes it as a " specific provision for the winged creation," but

does not say for what purpose. There are many naturalist writers

of note, both English and American, of a much later date than

1802, who positively state and describe this organ to be an oil-

gTand—names and quotations from which I could send you (after a
little' search) if the editor does not think the matter too trivia.1 to

occupy space in his paper, when such acknowledged authorities

have long ago admitted the fact.

WUl Mr. Williams kindly say what he supposes to be the use of

the two little heart-shaped glands lying across and just before the

root of the tail, traversed by little ducts uniting in a tube, which
terminates above the skin in one and sometimes two little nipples,

and which is largest and most fully devtOoped in aquatic birds ; and
if the part be not an oil-gland, why tlie bird, when dressing its

feathers, takes this nipple in its beak, then passes head and throat

ofer the part, and then over all parts of the body-feathers (without

the aid of a paint-brush)—for that such is the general habit of

birds it would be only idle to dispute ? G. A.

HOW TO GET STRONG.

[1S53]—Hallyarda doubtless knows a great deal, but not every-

thing, or he would not speak of a joiner's table. Further, what
does he mean by " involuntary motion ;" it makes one think of
" the jumps." If he means motions such as walking, which when
Onqe commenced are kept up ahnost automatically, what reason is

there that other bodily raotioug, such as those described by Mr.
Proctor, should not soon become so ? They do so as a matter of

fact. At one time, when reading and writing a number of hours
p'er day, I worked for exercise with weights suspended by ropes

passing over pulleys, a machine commoner in the States than in

England I think. I always worked with a metronome, and kept a
record so that the pace, weight used, and length of each exercise

were noted. The motions became as mechanical as any hand
exercise can do, requiring attention merely to do them in "good
form," and perhaps, after an increase of difficulty, to keep one
going to the end. I can testify to the increase of strength and
weight that I gained, and I • avoided the risk of strain from
rivalry which seems to have been Hallyards' iticentive ; my rivals

were time, pace, and weight, and I did not increase them till I

had overcome them. I do not think there is anything "lugu-
brious " in exercise that sends one's pulse up to 120 and over,

nor anything "ridiculous" in exercise that puts on muscle and
weight which >^tand, and do not disappear as a gymnast's muscle
is apt to do, but my nationality, perhaps, prevents my seeing
the joke as Hallyards does. His'statement that "a walk'without
a friend or an object is a saddening affair " perhaps tells a tale.

One of the best talkers I know loves walking and talking, and,

besfr of all, walking by, and talking to, himself (in silence). He
always, in fact, cames his best friend and companion with him.
So much for "the friend." As for "the object," surely to a
walker, walking, like "the good" of Plato, is an "end in itself."

Is life worth living? This depends ou the liver, and perhaps a
walk being worth walking depends a good deal on the walker.

ScoTi-s.

THE ORIGIN OF ETHICS.

[1854]—Replying to "Meter," letter 1828, I do not deny the
existence or necessity of " beliefs." Where our knowlerl-e ceases,

beliefs" come in. 1 earn „nfl,i„rr ^liftLor tl..> to„P(« T l.oM can
be reconciled with "sec,,,;,,,: i,.,p-r;;,!.,M i ; m...,p!,.,1 il.v ;,rc

true; but, at the same tinK ' i i
:,,,.,. :- ip.

been proved to be true liy ^. •.! .•,;.. m:;^.v I iii I, w lar 1

believe to bo a .'- m ! . i ' .-i tnit

independent ot
•''

i

- fn "—tha
wrong arise f I MM f man; nis state ot civilisation,

education, Ac ,
an i : ; of right and wrong are within

our "knowled^'i," iLlilIuil uKm.ho, and superior to, "beliefs."
Theft, murder, Ac, do happen, are perpetrated every day, un-

fortunately, and I regret "Meter" should produce them in proof
of a supremo being, sanctioning, permitting, or unable to prevent
(hem. To me they seem born of dire necessity, fate, or force of
circumstances, beyond tho control of man in his present state, but
entailing to him inevitable consequences, viz., punislinieut and
misery.

3 of right and

In fact, I hold it to be more useful and effectual to teach and to

show that, as from tares sown, only tares will spring; so from ill-

deeds done, nothing but evil consequences will flow ; crime will be

followed by punishment of necessity. I would alter Pope's saying :

" Whatever is, is good." There is good, evil, and indifferent; let

us strive to increase the good, dimish the evil and indifferent.

F. W. H.
[To be operative, this doctrine must be carried out in all its

integrity. That is to say, if, for example, a garotter throttles and

robs a man from " dire necessity, fate, or force of circumBtances,"

dire necessity, fate, or force of circumstances, should also entail a

long term of' imprisonment and a severe lashing with the cat-and-

nine-tails on that garotter.

—

Ed.]

THE INCORRIGIBLE CORRECTOK.

[1855]—In letter (1833) "man" is inexcusably and distinctively

printed twice—in the first column it was "a highly respectable

MooN""—in the second " I doubt whether any NCX ever was put to

In Mr. Proctor's comments on my remarks on bad English, the

irrepressible has again made a hash. The first words of the

third paragraph were clearly " Than irho"—not "than v:hom"—
which states the contrary of what we both mean.

I protest against the expression " I should have liked to have

seen him " as being absolutely incorrect in the use in which it has

obtained, and as laying down an entirely false rule, i.e. that a past

tense must be followed by a past tense. Mr. P. objects that " I

should have liked to see him," really means "I should have liked

—

at some past time not indicated—to see him." Hypercriticism could

no further go ! Would any sane man imagine that the speaker

spoke of anything but the circumstance reported ? If this form be

incorrect or ambiguous, how could it be expressed in Latin or

French, where the equivalents I gave are the only ones possible ?

In the third par, surely the comments are otiose ; for I myself

pointed out that "than whom" would of course be correct

there was anything to govern the accusative. Just as "I should

have liked to have seen him" is no longer oiious nonsense when
we mean what it expresses. As to par. 4—I did nob stigmatise

the putting of a pronoun first in the same strong language : it

really might be justified from tho Greek and Latin usage I cited.

But it is done a good deal too often, and is parent of much ob-

scurity and still more inelegance. As Mr. P. says " the reader has

to wait"—What can be more objectionable than the delivery of a

very long sentence whose whole meaning depends upon a verb

which is not mentioned till the end ? I can read such books as

Livy with more comfort than many English writings ; but I con-

fess that I am often obliged to glance several lines down, to find

the verb which is the coefficient of the whole, before I form any

idea of what the sentence is about. How the people understood

speeches so arranged I cannot imagine. Possibly the orator spoke

erb first : it may have been a fashion to change the order for

•ised copy. I think Ci(

Was this out of politeness to his

reading ? i.e., did he write lettei

A correspondent suggested a <

" begin," and " penetrate " for

ipt English : it is chiefly

for "

ivith
"

"for

puts the verb first,

correspondent—to make it easier

"pierce."" But the first is not

Irish notion, like "convenient"
' nice." As to " penetrate," it is

" I did not succeed in piercingnot synonymous
into the sanctum _ .

In my letter about King's College School, " neck-and-neck " was
printed " week-and-week." Now the curious thing here is that
" neck-and-neck " is a very common phrase, and " week-and-week

"

is quite unknown.
A year ago we might have said of our conductor.

Hi-

native heath, and his

. if his long submersion
I perfect, and himself

Haliyaeds.

A NEW WAY (

[1856]—" Tli.-

writerintho " Kr

pity, as from it^i

high i

'; TTIE OA^fE OF DRAUGHTS.

. ylajed out." So the

i' iiihires. This seems a
!: .-iTiiii ! :i< always struck me as

If such is the case, I trust I may be
ice of draught-players a modification

ix years ago, and which renders the
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game even Eimpler than before, while, as far as I am a judge, it is

made even more exciting. We mi^lH call this way of playing the

game, " Republican Draughts," because I do awav with Kings

—

there are only men.
The following might be called the "claim" of the method, if

this were a patent :

—

" Whenever a man reaches the last file of squares, he remains
qniescent. For his next move, or for any subsequent move, the
owner of the man may remove any one of his adversary's men from
the board, and place the man that has reached the last file on the

square thus vacated."
This is a much more terrible privilege than mere coronation.

The game becomes a very intense affair in consequence. It will be
observed that here the men are always moving forwards, except

when " removing " one of the adversary's men this way. Hence
the same position can never occur twice in one game, and thus no
•_'ame can be drawn. Hence white has a slight advantage.
"

I now give an example. Suppose White's men are at 3, 23, 25,

28, 29, 30, 32, and Black's at 3, 4, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14 (Black's men
orginally having been on squares from 1 to 12, White's on squares

from 21 to 32). Suppose White to play. In the ordinary course

of the game the White man at 2 would be a King. But not so

here. White removes any one of Black's men from the board that

he pleases, and stations his own man from 2 on the vacated square.

Thus, in the example, White might remove Black's man at 13 or

14, and his move would be written 2-13 or 2-14. I would not

allow White to take off Black's back men—that is, to play 2-3 or

2-4, for that would allow White to exercise the same operation

several times till he had cleared off all Black's back men, and this

would be too great an advantage. Let the rule be, any man but
the back. I need hardly remark that White's man, having thus

leapt back, can then resume its march forwards, and is just like

any other of White's men. I trust the above explanation will be
intelligible, and that all your draught-playing readers will consider

the matter. I think if two of them were to play a game over in

this manner they would be pleased. I hope some result will follow

There is another matter I would like to suggest, and that is con-

cerning the dranght-board. Why should we be bound to the chess-

board wiih its paltry thirty-two "squares. The Polish draught-board
is better; but I wonder that no one has thought of the medium
between these— a board with eighty-one squares, the men moving
on forty-one of these. In symmetry and elegance it is far beyond
either. This will be seen 'by constructing a diagram of it, and
numbering the squares, when it will be found that all the diagonals

in one direction are in arithmetical progressions, with iive as

common difference, and all in the other in progressions of four.

This is much better than the common board, where the differences

are three, four, or five in either direction. For the ordinary way
of playing draughts, this would offer an advantage in that there

would be fewer drawn games, because there are no double corners,

and, for my new way, it would give more variety of position. After

all, any one can make himself a draught-board with some mill-

board and white paper. As, however, there can be no drawn games
in my way, it would not be of so much consequence to have a

board without double corners. However, this is quite a secondary

I trust that this way of playing draughts will attract the atten-

tion of some leading draught-players ;
perhaps some of their friends

may see this paper, and draw their attention to this article.

(Edi s Eex.

" MUSC-F. TOLITANTES."

[1857]—Keferring to letter No. 1815, I find in Dr. Smee's book,
" Vision in Health and Disease," mention made of " false spots

(and chains), which move as the eye moves, and which remain
stationary when the eye is fixed steadfastly on an object." It is

there suggested that the spots, Ac, always exist on the same
place of the retina, but this is a mistake. In my own case,

although the general form of the chain is preserved, it occasionally

shifts its position in the field of view.

My object in writing is to point out to Mr. Thomas that the

size of this image floating in the hnmour of the eye varies in the

same way as ocular spectra. If my eye is focussed for parallel

rays the appearance is at its largest, while the more divergent the

rays become the smaller and sharper is the image.
Does Mr. Thomas's explanation in regard to ocniar spectra here

apply ? Interested.

[The effect spoken of by our correspondent is that too-familiar

one to the tired observer with the telescope known as " M uscae

volitantes." They do, of coarse, shift in the field of vision. They
are the Bhadows of motes in the vitreous humour of the eye
thrown on the retina. Obviously, as their angular diameter

jnstant they must seem monstrously larger whei

1 a very distant object, than they do whe" """'

ling only a foot or two from the eye.

—

Ed.]

TO MAKE I\ HIMSELF OF TWAIN'.

[I85S]—As many of yonr readers will, I feel sure, consider it

impossible that Mr. Clemens or Mark Twain could have fallen into

the mistake about " the full moon all the voyage," mentioned in

Gossip in Knowledge of July 17, 1 send you a copy of some notes

I took, intended for the facetiae columns in the paper we tried to

start on board a vessel in which I returned from Australia last

Astronomy. A gentleman who has gone into the calculatiODS

(thoroughly, he says,) assures me we ought to have a full moon
nearly all the way home, if we maintain the rate we are going at.

There was a lunar rainbow visible on the 12th inst. I did not

see it myself, but two or three of the passengers have kindly given

me the result of their observations. According to one, the bow-

was complete ; according to another, but a very small portion wag
visible. What struck one observer was the peculiar whiteness of

the bow, while another distinctly saw seven colours. There waa
some doubt as to the position of the moon at the time ; some say it

had set, others that it was behind a thick bank of clouds, others

again that it was shining brightly.

I remember once being flatly contradicted by a so-called well-

visible wherever the moon was above the horizon at the time of

the eclipse, allowing for clouds of course. J. W. Alb

OBSCURE MEMORY.

[1859]—I wrote stupidly about " Arthur's bosom"; corrected

in K. I at once remembered the passage in Henry V., not read

since forty years. Why did I not remember it before ?

Reading (in O. Feuillet's Histoire de Sibylle) of a child who
cried for a star, and at last only slept when given a bright object

to hold in her hand, (mendaciously warranted a star new-caught)

I was seized with a desire to read a packet of letters a century old

I believed I had not read. There seemed no conceivable reason for

the thought of them coming into my mind. But it was so strong

that I hunted them up. What was my surprise to find one sealed

with arms whereof the crest was a demi-woman holding up a star

in one hand ! I know not to whom the coat belonged ; to some
Austrian brother -officer of a connexion of mine, writing for him
(wounded). But I found I had read the letters, a year before.

Hence it was obscure memory which drove me to th

" COCK-SURE."

[18C0]—The word " cock-sure" appears to be a favourite with
Knowledge at present. Its occurrence in Shakespeare has been
pointed out by Mr. Proctor.

Another example of its use by an English classical author may be
worth noting.

In Act iv.of Dryden's "Sir Martin Mar-AH" (founded npon
Moliere's " L'Etourdi") the following passage is to be found:

—

" Nothing vexes me, but that I had made my game cock-sure, and
then to be backgammoned." C. F. Clabke.

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.

T. C. Clabke. No, not for celestial purposes. The opini

which you speak was merelv of the instrument as adapted foi

terrestrial nse. Write to W." Watson A- Sous, 313, High Holbom,
London, W.C., or to J. Lancaster & Son, opticians, Birminghai
saying exactly what you want. Please note, too, the paragraph in

capital letters which concludes those heading the correspondence
columns.—N. J. 0. H. Walker gives " incidental need

"

'andB
so with o

y befor.

Standard Lexicographers. Henct

the pnrase " 1 had occasion to go" is no mere vulgar provin-

cialism, but pure grammatical English.

—

Knowledge. The nearesi

approach to a classical symbolic representation of knowledge was
Minerva, who was regarded as the goddess of wisdom and learn-

ing.—F. W. H. You still sail a little too near the wind. Tl

volting cant of such productions as that of " C has. Peace turned
Believer," is positively enough to encourage systematic violation oi

the whole of the Ten Commandments, though.—P. C. B. Will b<

handed to " Five of Clabs" on his return.—G. G. G. The lines you
quote are entirely new to me. Did yon find them as a heading to a
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chapter in a book ? Because paeudo-rniotations, the productions of

the authors themselves, are not wholly unknown in snch a position.

were I to open these columns to one single appeal for aid, I

could not refuse to admit the hundreds which would in-

evitably reach me in consequence. — Hallvards. Forwarded
as you request. You are quite right. I am as jealous of

my incognito as yon are of yours. I would not be intentionally

unfair; and most assuredly not to you. Disease or deformity may
justify a score of operations which would be—to put it as mildly
as possible—useless in the normal condition, and the one you name
is very far indeed from being common. If my memory serves me,
the notice to which you refer was a verbatim reprint, and not an
original contribution. That "other correspondent spoke of the
acquisition" to which you refer in words which I altered into that

form. As for the M.D., I gravely question if any one wonld notice

bis ingenious periphrasis. Were I equally clever in the use of

it, I could give you my ideas of yonr contention as to the
" ion of Divine prescience afforded by- " ' '

'

refer t. Iha^ o the ci mgerie
of works to which you refer tha
or " Phillip Qnarll."—A. O. D. Thanks. They break compara-
tively new ground, and shall both appear.— H. A. B. First part of

King Henry IV., act ii., scene 1. I scarcely know what you mean
by " the nutritive properties " of water. Boiling it prior to filtering

it, renders the destruction of organic germs more certain. It makes
the water less palatable, but that is all. Boiled and filtered water
subsequently impregnated with carbonic dioxide wonld be the most
wholesome of all as a beverage. Betal-jews is as near to the pro-

nunciation of the adaptation of the Arabic name of a Orionis as can
be expressed in print.

—

Commentator. Very eloquent, and full of

fine thoughts, bnt too theological, and certain to provoke an inad-

missible discussion on that ground.

©ur C6ts!£< Column*

By MErHisTO.

ILLUSTRATIVE GAME No. 3.

CENTRE GAMBIT played at

the German Chess Associatio

and'J. Gunsberg (Black) :—

2.
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odd trick in the most unaffected manner. With correct play they
would have made five by tricks as shown, without any specially

strategic feats :

—

The Hands.

>D. 8,7,6.
1 C. K, 8, 6.

(.H. Kd, 9, 2.

^
( S. A, 10, 8, 5.

fvn, 4. S. "i

', 5, 2. D. r „

,3,2. CA^
,7,0. u.;

H. A, 10, 4. )

C. g, Kn, 5. i

B, ; YZ, 4.

NOTES OX THE (ABSENCE
OF) PLAY.

Card underlined takes the tricl

and card next below leads next.

A-B ha'

trumps to

held by Y-Z, play out all their

ining cards before they lead

ips, and thus disarmed lose the

laller cards.

, 3. Fir£ ning.

the

I I
r*~\ f¥^ \*~*\ p''

© hi •'LJ LiJ li_*l l*_*) ''e

leads a small Club a
most effectiTe way of disarming
in Clubs. Luckily he finds his

partner with the Ace, so that yet

another card of re-entry is re-

10 winning cards to

in doubt he leads a
old - fashioned rnle

hich has two meanings, and is

ily taken with the

8. Y extracts A-B'a last trump,
and as A-B have no longer a single

King card left, Y-Z make all the
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'^rfi^V^ AN ILLUST^RATED t^^
>^ MAGAZINE OFSCIENCE^
PlainlyWorded-ExactlyDesqribed
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Contents of No. 198.

1 Eliot on Mental Decajr/
1 Odd Superstitions

tichard A. Proctor 1:7
,

Gossip. By Richard A. Pructor

Mysteries and ifor»Uties. IV. By
Edward Clodd i;

Inflnence of Mechanical Indention l; larwinrsm - The

GlEORGE ELIOT ON MENTAL DECAY.
Bt Richard A. Proctor.

"The old man says, 'Son, I have swallowed and digested the

wisdom of the past.' The young man says, ' Sire, I proceed to

swaUow and digest thee, with all thou knowest.' "—0. Wendell

ALTHOUGH none of the unpublished letters relating

to the views of George Eliot on old age, and on
mechanism in life and thought, have been forwarded to

me, I can gather from answers by my friend the acting

editor that several readers regard those views as objection-

able from a religious or theological point of view. For
instance I find the editor at p. 14 reminding a correspon-

dent that George Eliot's dicta were put forth in these

columns " as those of a dead woman of the highest

literary ability, and of almost world-wide fame (or

notoriety) "
[!],—he might have said of a dead woman who

stands as high above all others living or dead, in literary

and philosophical ability, as Shakes] cai-e abrive all men,

—

" and neither as arguim-uis n. ! ,'. i''i :. v . \ pi'issiim of

approval. I suppose,'' lie piMr. '
,

'
1 i rpi'iKliu-t'd

a conversation here in w liieli Si i ii . ilocutdi-,

you would accuse nic cf ailnnn, j , iliir, f,.i- Pan-
theism! You, however, yimr-df" (],• i- ihMrr-^in-

"H.R.B.") "did unquestionably I IV,., 1, ,), t Ii. .1-.^ ,, ;,|

ground, inasmuch as yours was a cMir-Mi ii.il , (-ni, n' i .ii

for positive miraculous interferuucc in cxi'lauatum cf a

phenomenon of nature."

Well, now, let any want of definiteness as to my own
aim and purpose in quoting George Eliot's views be
corrected. I quoted tlirm as fn- llie inr.st ]iart tlu' virus

which in these our (inir. ,,, ' 1., i
,: , .p,.-! i,,j- il,,

mechanism of life aial ( IhiH- 111 ; i . m :i ; n mnm wiiliall

that has been learncl ;,liu,,i ,, ,1 ,-,1 ;.,
i

,, ,, ;,,i,| |.l,_vsio-

logic

. lia [r.\ ll,r eof

subj.vl, fan tl..ul)i that tl.e.se virNV s are just; and finally

as relating to a matter of purely seieutitic interest. The
iilea tliat such inquiries arc to be regarded ns relating to

iiuittc IS tlic'ilcvgical, because this or that person is disposed
t,. (l,.lut.- su, h and such inferences in regard to theo-
1 i-i,al .picMinns, is simply absurd. Every one sees the
absurdity when the flat-earth man tells us that the
doctrine of terrestrial rotundity is irreligiotis. And I
suppose most people would recognise the absurdity of
criticism on a treatise upon Epilepsv, that the phmo-
ineiia fl. I'l. 1 ,'.

.
v •;f:'-..r t i-i:.

-" iv-arded as du(

ribed

l^a— !--..: .
I
..',:;,.!• jiral doctri

(.'hrislia!,;';, .lal;:-:::. .\1 ,, 1.- .n,. . I,. :. i
^ iii. Buddhism, and

other religions. It is fully as absurd to regard the
subject of George Eliot's remarks, introduced among
other scientific matter into these columns, as related to
religion or theology,—though of course they can be con-
nected, like every earthly thing, with religious matters.
Two stejs will take the religious enthushist of the exube.
rant tyiie (whose religion somehow one always doubts)
from Consols to the Gospels. But Knowledge is not
meant for such persons.

I look over everything said by George Eliot and Mr.
Lewes in the conversation quoted, and excepting her
remark that the moon is a material mirror (which is

inexact, but probably Bueliaiian, rather a careless reporter
I imagine, altered what she saiil)! Hnd absolutely nothing
which can even be questioned, far less anything which I
should myself oppose. Her remark that the phenomena
of old age afford a strong argument against the popular
conception of a personal immortality is too guarded to be
questioned,—and asserts too little to be conceivably offen-
sive even to the weakest brethren. For my own part I
regard even the doctrine of a future life as open to
scientific discussion, and not necessarily a religious
doctrine at all.

But I remember that when Dr. Holmes was writing on
the " Mechanism of Mind and Morals" he found it neces-
sary to make a concession to the timidity of those who
cannot separate the scientific study of his subject fi'om
certain religious ideas which they have been accustomed
to associate with it. "We need not," he points out, "be
frightened from studying the conditions of the thinking
organ in connection with thought, just as we study the
eye iu its relation to sight. The brain is an instrument
necessary, so far as our direct observation extends, to
thought. The ' matn-ialist ' bcli ryes it to be wound up
bytheoi-,li,i:,ry .M Mill,, f, a'ees, aihl to -ive them out again
as meiitiil jir, iihu'ts

;

' \\u- ' spir:t u;ilist ' believes in a
eonselna. ,a„l,y. uM i Mr,.,vl, ;.„.-,: M. .. i,h motive force,
wliirii I'l •;> . >:-!, 1,1- i' •,!;"!' ' '''''"'

i :.strument
tuasi I..- ^•.1

, .
.; ' -

I
,

- ,,lt,r; the

"f \"""1 "i-" '' >- " -'-^ ouly eonduiou of iife with
which we are experiment iliy acquainted. And whihat all
wiiiuu vvc aic KApenuieni; uiy acquamieu. Ana What al
recognise as soon as disease forces it upon their attention,

.leveloped

tion of its huniiony cnunot l>o regarded as depenjingon the nui-sic
being drawn forth antoroaticahy or otherwiEe from the instrument
wLi;h renders it.
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I have ;

aontal plu.

iven so many examples, in my essays on
iniena, of entire change of mental and moral
ulnii.;- from injury to the brain or disease

I if should hardly be necessary for me to

. ' W believe unhesitatinorly in the depen-
li iiKin's nature

which s

I the! most pi'i jr '. .
1 ;

'

. wlio

theologically dogin;;; : ,:;.|.; ,.
, i

;i n of

every scientific doctrine—can hardly uli.^uutU^.^lai^d its

significance.

Two brothers showed, at the age of five and ten
respectively, a singularly close attachment. When the
elder was sent to school, both children were so unhappy,
and became so ill, that, to save their lives, their father
brought the elder home again, and a little later sent both
to one school. The boys made rapid progress, and
"their parents' hearts were filled with thankfulness"
by the news they received about the lads' moral and
mental qualities. Suddenly, the schoolmaster had to
announce an entire change in the character of the elder
brother. " He had begun to exercise a very unreasonable
and tyrannical authority over the younger ; he had been
repeatedly punished for it ; but although he always
promised amendment, and could assign no cause

—

reasonable or unreasonable—for his conduct, he soon
relapsed into his usual habits." The father, after due
inquiry, inflicted severe corporal punishment on the
elder brother, and confined him to his room for some
days with nothing but bread and water for food. The
lad earnestly promised amendment. But on his return
to school, he presently resumed his misconduct. At last,

the father took him away from the school. Severe
punishments, long incarceration, and the censure of all

his relatives had no effect in changing his disposition.

His hatred for his brother increased, until at length the
life of the younger was no longer safe from the fury of

the brother who had once loved him so well, had
" watched him with a kind of parental solicitude, keeping
a vigilant eye on the character of the boys who sought
his society, and admitting none to intimacy of whom he
did not entirely approve !"

A boy who had been exemplary in all his conduct, and
actually remarkable for the warmth of his brotherly love,

had thus become a monster of cruelty towards his brother
who still loved him so much that he would say with
streaming eyes, " He might beat me every day if he

e ; but he hates me, and I shall never
be happy again.'

But the boy v

of fifteen he v
a other ways. At the age

seized by a violent passion for a lady
more than forty years old and the mother of five children,
the eldest older than himself. There was no depravity
about this passion ; but its intensity was astounding.
His paroxysms of fury when he could not see her became
frightful ;

" he made several attempts to destroy himself
;

yet in the very torrent and whirlwind of his rage, if this lady
would allow him to sit down at her feet and lay his head
on her knee, he would burst into tears and go off into a
sound sleep, wake up perfectly calm and composed, and
looking up into her face with lack-lustre eye, would say,
' Pity me : I can't help it.'

"

In old times, the idea of demoniac possession would
af suredly have been entertained respecting this boy. He
vas not mad, though he seemed on the way to madness
or to death. But a devil urging him to fury against his
Irothcr, and to a wild passion for a lady more than old

enough to be his mo
of him. Plato and
about physiological

niscd such a devil, m

!.ikfn possession

lis, ill-informed
r>. w

'
iiM rii'iiiMily liiive recog-

vr sti-ixrii Im (list 'him forth by
moral, as they supposed they

wn-c :i(i|u:iHii
( d with. Yet even j^rayer and fasting

wouM
J
ii.liiilily liavo failed, as entreaty and starvation

had already failed, in restoring this wicked but once good
lad to good and kindly ways.
When, however, a little later, the boy was manifestly

becoming idiotic, care for his mind led to a sudden " con-
version " which had not rowaTrled and was not likely to
reward the anxiety witli ^\lii(li his moral character had
been so long viewed. A ihictor i x:imiiicd the Iioy'shead,

and found a jilacc win !. fh.' slaill was slijlitly depressed.
"The indication is va-nc" 1,. .-.iJ, -.nJ uc should not

piece or the linne l,y tin' tivphin,'. \w v, ii not that in this

case no harm can be done; the hoy must soon die,

whether or no." The trephine was applied, and on the
inner surface of the part of the skull thus removed, a long
sijicula of bone was found which had been growing so as

to pierce the brain. So soon as this piece of bone had
been removed the boy became himself again ; his love

for his brother returned and his passion for the lady dis-

appeared.* Can it be denied that such a case as this

affords the strongest possiljle ai'L:aunent against the
popular conceiitioH of iiersnnal imnu i-iility r For here
were two entirely distinct jierx.nilit i^s, a kind and
gentle one, a brutal and wicke.l one. Which of these

was to be immortal? According to the popular con-

ception, as the tree fell it was to lie, for ever. Did the
tre])hine decide between an infinity of happiness and an
infinity of misery ? Does not a similar objection arise

against the popular conception of immortality, when the
man who has lived a goodly, kindly, and honest life, till

old age, becomes weak, spiteful, and dishonest through some
decay and degradation of brain substance,—and so dies ?

And now, duly to show the real connection, or want of

connection, between George Eliot's remarks and religion,

I propose to present a conversation similar to that
rcpori' I 1 y >l !- I'ou-lmnan, but witli a change of subject.

I\\ill
'

' uutors simply A, B, and C; the subject

is ;h J ^i of musical instruments, and "the
f(jl!o\\ iii^ -I,,.-;' -I ive remarks are interchanged "

:

—

^1. Were it not better that the instrument whose tones

we have learned to love should be destroyed while as yet
it has not lost its excellence, than that it should be
suffered to grow so worn and old that its tones can cause

but discomfort and annoyance ?

B. You are right. It is but sentiment which makes
novelists speak of the charms of worn-out spinnets and
harpsichords. There is nothing so distressing to the

musician as the slow and certain wearing out of what
has once been a fine instrument.

C. But is not the softening, though it be the weakening,

of the tones, beautiful too ?

B. Apart from fanciful fallacies not at all. Tour
favourite poet has correctly sjioken of the decay of an
instrument as ruinous, of the " rift within the lyre

"

which, slowly widening, in the end must silence all. Old
instruments (even the violin when realhj old) are simply

distressing.

* It may be mentioned that the mischief to the skull had been
caused by a blow on the head with a hard ruler, given by one of

those brutal ruffians who are allowed, for want of duo inquiry into

their fitness, to undertake the teaching of boys when themselrea

mere savages. The above narrative is from Dr. Wigan'a work on
' The Duality of the Brain.''
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--1. Not only do instruments, under circumstances of

physical decay, became ranshackly and feeble ; when any
tone remains it is quite altered. I have heard an old

piano, hitherto known as one of sweetest and softest

tones, gi'adually become strident and discordant, and
another, once known for its truth and richness, become
thin and false. The miisic wo got from an instrument is

absolutely deprndcnt (m Uiv ciMnlli iuii of the mechanical
parts. So trur is tins tli;;t IIm sli-li(cst disturbance of

the machinery s]\ , tlir IiI-m-I, in- '•( :i hammer or two

—

will pervert tlu' cn'tiiv lluu of nuAndy.

G. All this is dc.ubtless very correct. I hold, never-

theless, that the individuality of an instrument is inde-

structible, despite all temjiorary aberrations—clouds

obscuring the moon's disc, so to speak.

A. Say, rather, disintegrations within the very sub-

stance of the moon.
B. And yet, after all, there are musical passages whose

beauty seems independent of the material qualities of the
instrument.

-1. Not one. Moreover, we know that though a func-

tional derangement may be evanescent the structural

decay of an instruniiiu 'i> ili, 'iliiir :n id final. A musical
instument once worn I s 'stored.

G. Then music dc|H i, ;
: I,, nls.a after all ?

A. Undoubtedly, ii J
,

"ipI- :i Iim ijulely on mechanism.
To a musical i'iitliusia;i lil.c yourself this may seem very
pitiful, but it is al.soliidlv true.

B. But how wiiuikrful i\\v mechanism of a fine instru-

ment ! Jiow |)Li'fect the adaptation of means to ends !

Even if we hold music to be a mechanical product, does

that lessen the beauty of melodious and harmonious
passages ?

G. Or the mystery of music's origin.

B. Humph !

A. The mystery doubtless consists only in our

G. You offend my musical sense. Can the noble

music of Beethoven, Mozart, Rcssini, and their fellows,

be regarded as mere instrumental products ?

A. If you ran dr;iw no di.stinction between music itself

and t lie iiisti'iiini'iil liy wliich the music is rendered, I

fear y.. II :,>: lil..l\ In \<r I to remain offended. Good
tcmpci- I- .1 pli N .^i.'liij ir;il

I
i-dduct, Only seen in perfection

when rundere-d, ko to s]. ;il<, Lv a hcnlthv body ; but docs

this affect the value "i ---d i nnpn- iTs ;i .|u:iIiI_n r S..

with other virtues.

tha

propriety.

C. No. That would be absn 111 ; Imi sniiichow you do
not seem to take a sufficiently liiu'li \ i' \\ "f music. I

wonder what David the swcii I's:i1.m!s(, or Apollo the

god of music, would lia\r said ol' \oin' ilmi liuc.

.1. I imagine (hat DaNiiT. iil.;o.:,l.nui ,,mi -i,- were some-
what crude. As for Apollo, ,1 lir ,vii' om: ud, his ideas

about music were probably criulcr !,liU.

PLEASANT HOURS WITH THE
MICROSCOPE.

Br HuNKY J. Slack, F.G.S., F.R.M.S.

I
MUST, in the first. place, ask myreadei-s to correct an
error in my last paper. The figure given belongs to

Mi.-ii.-' ctrasi, the cherry aphis, not to If. rilis, the
currant one, which I was watching when I made the
mistake. The cherry fellow is large and black; the

curr.mt one green. I should not again refer to the

Aphis tribe but for wonderful accounts in the newspapers
of swarms of so-called " flies." Exaggeration in these

matters is common in "the big gooseberry season; " but
the following from the Sussex Baihj News of July 23
may not be far out :

—
The village of Emavvorth, near Portsmouth, has been visited by a

remarkable plague of flies, which simnltaneonsly covered an area of

one mile. At some places it was impossible to move without closing

the eyes and mouth. Around every lamp in the town the spec-

tacle was most curious. Attracted by the light, thick swarms
abounded, and their buzz resembled that of a hive of bees. At the

post-office, where the upper portion of the door is open for ventila-

tion, and where necessarily the light is kept burning till the early

morning, the insects covered the sorting-boards, letters, and bags,

and had to be continually swept off with brashes. At one lamp they

simply hung down in clusters. Bicyclists coming from Havant were
in several instances compelled to alight, so thick was the swarm

;

and at the auction-mart at the bottom of the town the tray in

which the money was taken was covered an inch thick.

A friend at Portsmouth sent me a squashed specimen,

and it joroved to be Fhorodon Jiumv.li, the plague

of the hop-grounds. Fig. 1, copied from Buckton,

Phorodon humuli, winged viviparous female.

represents the winged viviparous female of this species,

which develops from the pupa (Fig. 2.). The two little

projections from the front of the head chn-mnt^tn^'se the

Phorndon genus. The warm, quiet weatheT-^^" Jul,-« was
faynnrahl<'''tn tli(! multiplication of all kinds of aphides,

and low oardoni i-s ran have escaped a plentiful supply.

I'lir :N',aninu'- in clouds drpends upon the wind. The
iusoois, ilM.iiL-ii orovilo-l V. iili wings (hat aro yorv lfir._'i^

The

depen.ls on I In- iliivrli.

to thn liop-m-otuaL^, a

newspapers have nul

sponding \vith the enormous numbers of the dcs

seen near Portsmouth and at several other places

south coast.

It is remarkable that while aphidi s - '

ud

tudin < app
frosty spring often witnesses

of newly-hatched speelnuns .uier-inL: In i

can stand extreme cidil wninni iiijniy.

I mentioned in my ! ^o > supplied a useful

wash to keep down (in
i

: 1 inse on the cherry-

tree were soon killed, aial > .n > !_n any fresh ones ap-

peared. A peach-tree was much troubled in June, bu(

spriidiliug with Sanitas solution got rid cf the firsl
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fissailants, and none have appeared since. It is remark-

able tliat although aphides of one species do not

seem absolutely confined to one plant, they may swarm
fur weeks on the one they like best, and not one

will go to another tree or plant almost in contact with it.

With regard to their various enemies, thej' unfortunately

often fail to appear when they are most needed, and on

occasion of a recent search in a kitchen-garden, where
many sorts of aphis were enjoying themselves on currant,

plum, apple, and other trees, not a single iiseful opponent

could be found. It is interesting to pick off from any
leaves the cast skins of any of these creatures, and note

the extent of the moulting process. The outer layer of

the cornea of the compound eyes comes off like a pair of

spectacles, and the integument of the antennte, and even

that of the fine, piercing bristles is also shed. The
piercing bristles deserve minute study. When in use,

their action must differ from the whip-like cilia of the

monads which are lashed about in the water. The slender

piercers of the aphides have to be inserted into tissues of

considerable resistance, and it is wonderful how those of

the Stoma/pJns qiiercus can be thrust into oak bark. I

MR. DKXNING REJECTS HIS
METEORIC DISCOVERY.

T.v PvifiiAini A. Proctor.

M R. DEXNI n.l

iHv,

observatio of I

•ting that tli(

I had based ray opinion that sc

ejected from giant suns with

those formerly recognised, ha^e
objection to this withdrawal fi

ejection theorj- of meteors reiiuii

before Mr. Denu:'

1. Tupman (on whose au-

iil accepted Mr. Denning's
meteor-radiants as proved)

-elocities on which
r systems v

ndbcforr (

But ^Ir. 1)1 . fo

do not exist, Mr. Denning !i:!s bei

Tupman has been misled.

There is positively no escape fro

—The piifa from which excluded. D and bristles of Stomi is quercus.

have not seen it, but take the figure from Buckton's

admirable work. An examination of many aphis' bristles

with powers up to an oil immersion 1-12, lead me to

think the secret may be in their being hollow, so that

Ihcy <:,^Yi;ly, stiffened by the injection of some fluid. It

is c\-,Qt, .,f,i~r. those of the oak aphis would be useless as

More than one species may be in the habit of attacking

the same plant. Thus Curtis says, three, if not four

assail the turnip. The mischief they do often amounts

to an immense sum in pecuuiray value, and Buckton

cites an authority to the effect that the "fly," as the

u-rowers call it, lessened the hop duty in 1802 to the

rxtent of £86,000.

I remarked before that the sweet honeydew secre-

tion does not attract bees who may be feeding close

to leaves covered with it. To test this matter

still further, I put a bee in a wide tube with

,1 leaf quite sticky with the honeydew, and though

the insect was detained for several hours, it never

touched this kind of sugar. At this time, however,

there are plenty of flowers in bloom. Pettigrew states,

in his "Handy Book of Trees," that the bees take it in

times of scarcity, and that it spoils the honey. Oaks,

.sycamores, limes, and beeches often yield a large supply.

Papee-Making in Japan.—Scarcely ten years have elapsed since

the first paper-mill was started in Japan, with the latest appliances

of American and European machinery, and now there are a dozen

mills in operation in that country, several of them earning good

dividends

elusion, without rejecting mathematical principles. The
matter is not one of theory at all, but of simple geome-
trical and kinematical facts.

Here is the reasoning, every point in which is incon-

trovertible, thoiigh it may not necessarily be obvious to

persons unacquainted with mathematics :

—

1. Meteor tracks in the sky represent the real tracks

of bodies passing through our air.

2. A set of meteor-tracks radiating apparently from a

point are iu reality parallel, unless we suppose such

apparent radintinn :i niirr accident (an explanation''""
imI Col. Tupman).
1 villains unchanged in position

liiiur by hour or month by
our air from outside,—unless

-ed to be within the earth's

neither Mr. Denning nor

3Jected by ^Ir. I

i. When sncli

among the stars,

month, the metec

the star-sphere 1

atmosphere (which I belie

Col. Tupman imagines).

4. Where the radiant of a meteor-system remains un-

changed for hours the velocities of the meteors of that

system must greatly exceed the velocity with which,

owing to the earth's rotation, the observer is being

carried around the earth's axis.

5. Where the radiant of a meteor-system remains un-

changed for months the velocities of the meteors of that

system must greatly exceed the velocity with which,

owing to the earth's revolution, the observer is being

cai-ried around the sun.

Mr. Denning and Col. Tupman assert confidently that

no meteors travel with velocities enormously exceeding

the velocitv with which the earth travels roimd the sun.
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T assert, with the confidence of absolute certainty, that,

if 40, they are utterly mistaken in supposing that there

are meteor-systems really radiating for months from the

whi.

the
ich Mr.

Tupman his support (

tionablj' have been .k i

asserted, just as the fl a
but it is simply impci--

luously exceeding tin

and Col.

on, must unques-
contrary may be

1 may be asserted,

at velocities enor-

in of revolution,

:, »ell and go,.,l

i^rtain meteors t

ose due to p.u-,1,

lot ^^ell ii

e that a s

d tiu sun.

n that no
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Coventry 1

n the X' •j pagent Cryst xal be born,
Of that joy auDgelys xnl synge,
And telle the shepherdys in that morn
The blysseful byrth of that Kyng.
The shepherdys xal come hym befforn,'

With reverena and with worchepyng,
Ffor he xal savyn that was forlorn,

And graunt ns lyfE evyn more lestyng,

I wys,
This gle in grythe
Is mater of myrthe,
Now Crystys byrthe,

Bryng us to his blya !

Chesteb Banes.

And nexte to this, you, bowchers of this citie,

The storie of Sathan, that Christe woulde needes tempte,
Set out as accostamablie have yee
The devil! in his fethers all ragger and rente.

COVEXTET BaXES.

In the xxth pagent alle the develys of helle,

They gadere a parlement, as ye xal se.

They h?ve grete doute the trewth to telle.

Of Cryst Jhesu whath he xnlde be.

They seiide Sathan, that ffynde so ffolle,

Cryst for to tempte in fele degre :

We xal yow shewe, if ye wyl dwelle.
How Cryst was temptyd in synnys thre

Of the deyvl Sathane

;

And how Cryst answeryd onto alle.

And ma 'he ffende awey to falle,

As we bet^ may this shewe we xalle,

Thorwe grace of God and man.

Chester Baxes.

Ton, ffletehers, boweyers, cowpers, stringers, iremongers,
See soberly ye make of Christes dolefnll death.
His sconrginge, his whippinge, his blonde shedde, and
And all the paines he suffered till the last passion of his

breath :

Lordinges, in this storye consisteth our cheeffe ffayth.

Coventry Banes.

In the XXX pagent thei bete out Crystes blood,
And nayle hym al nakyd upon a rode tre,

Betwen ij thevys, i-wys they were to wood (very mad)
They hyng Cryst Jhesu, gret shame it is to se.

Tij wurdys Cryst spekyth hangyng upon the rode.
The weche ye xal here alle tho that wyl ther be.
Than doth he dye ffor cure allether* good

;

His modyr doth se that syth, gret mornyng makyth she,

ffor sorwe she gynnyth to swowne.
Seynt John evyn ther as I yow ply the.
Doth chere onre lady with al his mythe,
And to the temple anon forth rythe,

He ledyth here in that stownde (time).

Chester Banes.

As our beleeffe is that Christe, after his passion.

Descended into hell, but what he did in that place,

Thongh our authonr sett fourth after his opinion.
Yet creditt you the best learned, those doth he not disgrace :

We wishe that of all sortes the beste you ymbrace

;

You, cookes, with your carriage see that you doe well
In pagente sett out the harrowinge of hell.

Coventry Banes.

In the xxxiiij pagent xal Maryes thre
Sebe Cryst Jhesu in his grave so coolde

;

An aungel hem tellyth that aresyn is he
;

And whan that this tale to them is tolde.

To Crystes dvscyplis with wurdvs fful fre.

They telle these tydynges with"brest ful bolde.
Than Petyr and John, as ye xal se,

Down rennyn in hast over lond and wolde.
The trewth of this to have.

Whan thei ther comyn, as I yow say.

He is gon ffrom undyr clay.

Than ther wytnesse anoon that day,
He lyth not in his grave.

* Genitive plura )f aU.

(trouble and harm)

The last verse of tte Chester Banes, after citing the words
of Jesus to the righteous at Doomsday, closes with lines

touching in their simplicity, and in the prayer for the

salvation of tho spectators which they utter :

—

To which rest of wayes and selestiall habitation
Grante us free passage, that all together wee,
Accompanied with angells and endlesse delectation,

Maye contynually lande God and prayse that King of

Glorye.

The Coventry prologue ends with a prayer and business

announcement in combination, reminding us of the

notices from modern pulpits accompanying the benedic-

tion :

—

Now have we told yow alle be-dene (obediently)

The hool mater that we thynke to play
;

Whan that ye come, ther xal ye sene
This game wel pleyd in good aray.

Of holy wrytte this game xal bene.
And of no fablys be no way.
Now God them save from trey and tene

Ffor us that prayth upon that day.
And gwyte them wel ther mede.

A Sunday nest, yf that we may,
At vj of the belle we gynne oure play.

In N. towne, wherfore we pray,

That God now be yonre spede.

Amen.

In all the pageants of the Creafio

popular legend of the fall of Lucifer from heaven * was
introduced. God appears, declaring himself

Alpha et o

The first and last also :

One God in trinyte.t

and receives the adoration of the angels, who sing
" Holy, holy, holy. Lord God of Sabaoth " before him.
That the plays were accompanied by music is evident

from the stage directions, and from the pieces collected

both by Mr. Sharp and Miss Toulmin Smith, as also from
the entries in the records of the Coventry guilds extracted

by the former. E.g.—
14.51. Itm. payd to the mynstrells viii s.

1471. Itm. spend on mynstrells dinr and thr sop on Corps x'

1477. It.* payd to the wayts for pypyng v s.

Itm. payde to hym that playde on the flute iis, vi d.

But the specimens have neither much melody nor value,

and can only be imperfectly translated from the old nota-

siyus of semibreves, minims, and the

riiiLjels' song, God descends from his

\\ hereupon Lucifer usurps his throne

i-orship of the angels. ^ The loyal and
and the dispute is ended by the

the arch-traitor and his

follow:

DetLS. Thus Luoyfere ffor the mekyl pryde,

I bydde the ffalle from hefne to helle

;

And alle tho that holdvn on thi syde,

In my blysse nevyr more to dwelle.

Lucyfcr. At thy byddyng thi wyl I werke.
And pas fro joy to peyne smerte,
Now I am a devyl ful derke

That was an aungelle bryht.§

* Partly based on Isaiah xiv. 13, 14 ; Revelations xii. 7-9 ; and
the words of Jesus, " I saw Satan like lightning fall from heaven,"

Luke X. 18. In his fall to the abyss of hell he broke his leg like

Hephaistos when hurled from heaven by Zeus, and hence in Aryan
myths the legend of the lame devil (diuble boiteui:).

t In the Chester variant the Deity asserts his power and glory

in alliterative rhyme, and calls himself " Prince principall proved in

my perpetuall provydence."

I Hie Dens recedit a suo solio et Lucifer sedebit in eodem solio.— Tnwneley Mysteries. " Creatio," p. 3.

§ Coventry Mysteries, p. 21.

like. \U.-r tliL-

anddemiaid.s the'v

rebellious disagrei

return of the Deity, -^

from hea
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The arrangement of the Creation differs somevi'hat in

eacli of the series : in the York, where it fills a cycle of

six plays, God has made the earth before Lucifer's

expulsion, and since it grew dark when " the fendes fell,"

he divides the darkness from the light, and then creates

the host of heaven and all living things, from " erbys

and also othyr thyng " to " man like vn-to me." In the

Towneley, the fall of Lucifer is interposed between the

creation of all things and of Adam and Eve, who are led

by the Cherubym to Eden and forbidden to touch the
" tre of life." In the Coventry variant, the creation of

everything, save the heaven where God and his angels

dwell, follows the expulsion, and to Adam and Eve are

given "paradys" with " flesche and ffysche and frute

buxum (obedient) at their byddyng."

Here is pepry, pyan, and swete lycorys,

Take hem alle at thi lykyng,
Both appel and pero and gentyl rys (boughs)
But towcbe nowthe this tre that is of cunnyug.

There can be little doubt from the evidence of the

stage directions, and the references of opponents of the

plays, that Adam and Eve appeared V]un\ the stage

naked. In the Chester feries 1( Is st;ited tliiit Ihey
stahunt nudi, et non n i; r ii,,<l<il-inil iir, iiiid iiuotlier

marginal direction, when ihelr fall Is |]i'ifiii-ineil, is that

they shall cover genitalia sua cum foliif*

INFLUENCE OF MECHANICAL
INVENTION.

IN a recent issue of Bradstreet's the subject of " Pro-

gress in Manufacturing " is tnnched upon, and it is

shown byreference to vesc urelits df Mr. Edward Atkinson
to what extent the world is imlilileil to mechanical inven-

tion for the great abundaiiee .iC uscrul cemmndities. The
result is shown in a clear manner by tlie ;,1-1 of elmrts.

For the purpose of illustrating his art; ii in- in ^i tlc«ry,

Ml'. Atkinson selected, among other imliei li. . i li- inmu-
facture of cotton sheetings, comparinij- ilie juins and
other figures of 1840 with those of 1883 and 1885. The
data were obtained from two mills which have alwaj'S

been successful.

In 18tO the product of cotton shectiii-s per bond per
year was 9,600 yards, while in 1883 it ^as L's. (':;_> yards,

an absolute increase of 190 per cenl. in i Ha li la \ ef

labour growing out of impn.veiuents In maelinaav. "

In 1840the'~namberorsi.iialles uas |-J,:.UO; in 1^83 it

has increased to 30,S0(i, an na rr:..-,r ,,r 1 Id per cent.

The value of pr.Hliml |..r la.al in 1.^10 uasSGSdols.;
in 1883 it was 1,973.1-1.. an inn,, ase ,.f 1-J7 per cent.

The rate of wages pi r h.nir In |s|o was 4-49 cents. In
1883 it was 8-80 cents, an inei-, a.se <•! 9G per cent.

The rate of wages per year «as 175 dels, in 1840, and
in 1883, 287 dols., an increase of Ui per cent.

The number of operatives in 1840 was 530, in 1883,

527 ; remaining about the same, while the increase in

machinery was about 186 per cent.

The Innirs of labnur u. re lliirleeu in I.'^IO, and eleven

the
1

-- I'fi' ;ent.

* Some Blight covering must, however, have been wmn I \ ilia

impersonators of women's characters, as fomalo performers ih.l nc.;

appear on the English stage till 1629. Under date of Jan. ;;, 1001,

J'opys records :
" To the theatre, where was acted ' Beggars

Bush,' it being very well done ; and hero the first time that ever I

saw women como upon the stage."

Estimating the proportion of price to profit on fixed

investment at 10 per cent., the profits in 1840 were 1'18

cents, in 1883 0-43 cent, being a decrease of 80 per cent,

in the proportion of the ])roduct assigned to profit.

Atkinson

" Fifty years ago the ;

tives in a large cotton-

hours or more a day, and
much larger proporti

the progress as

of I

'rage earnings of all the

11, who were V, I

re older and tli-. -

.

children, were 2-50 dols. and 2 62 dols, per week, Tb
quantity of machinery whicli each hand could tend we

much less ; the production of each spindle and looi

was less ; the cost in money of the mills per spindle c

loom was much greater, while the price of clot

was at times more than double the price 8

which it can now be sold with a reasunable in-'^fi

The average earnings of all the

tives in what purports to be the

at the present time, on the same i

ten or eleven hours a day, are 5 dols.
[

some cases even 6 dols. or more to the m
is to say, women now earn about twice

hours as men and women combined aver; ^
hours then. The course of events has been as folL

A continuous reduction in the hours of ^'^jour, couj

skilful. That
much in ten

thirteen

.led

nth : a the e I din

of capital to production, coupled with an

its productive efficiency ; a constant increase

in the supply of cotton fabrics per capita, coupled with a

decrease in the price ; a continuous increase in the pur-

chasing of gold dollars in respect to almost all articles of

necessary subsistence."

It is pointed out that these facts afford a complete

demonstration of the fallacy that high wages and high

cost of production are synonymous; that the rate of

wages is only one of many elements instead of the single

important element in determining the cost of production

any industry; that it is quite possible that the highly-

-lis ensts less per pound orpaid labour in our best c

yard of product than tlm

mills, and that if the (ib.-,ia<

on sundry things whieli tin

away, American manufactu:

to hold their own.

|ia,ll:e

RAMBLES WITH A HAMMER.
By W. Jerome nAURisON, F.G.S.

THE ROCKS OF THE LICKEY.

{Continued from page 71.)

TWELVE miles south-west of Birmingham
ri.-es the little 1

Lickev,-' ulliel. il i.- the

The .Mallaial
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little line of lulls he is about to examine. Here the
strata have a slant or "dip" to the south-east of about
thirty-five degrees, and they rise vertically in the cutting
to a height of forty feet. The rock is a quartzite—

a

very old, altered sandstone. Under the microscope, the
original grains of sand are still discernible in thin slices

of the rock, but they are compacted together by
an interstitial deposit of silica, left behind—ages ago

—

l)y heated water, which then so-iked through the stone
Here ind theie specks of whitish decomposed felspar
lie Mbible in hand specimens The tint of the stone
is a greyish or pinkish white, but m some of

the quarrits at the southern end of the iidge a darkei
redder tinge prevails The rock is ver> much jointed
so that it is impossible to i,(t i si im 1 In ip ( f t

i c f

' M this

with a Paiiamerus, and a little coral, Fetraia Una. These
fossils enable us to refer the sandstone to the Upper
Llaxdovep.t Bki>s (or Mmj Hill sandstone of Sedgwick)
which are ,.1-.. ,xl,. :--^ l,,r,,.r, to form i' '

upp
,

there is :i tinir l..,i!. I
•

.

magnitude. Tlie quu:,-i

metamorphosed into 1
|

ven sandstone was di
]

set of locks IS no^ to 1

dip of the quiit/itt is i

tl,r of ,.;

Wilkmg noTN to the south east, ov er the first hum
mocky elevation whii^h lies before us—Rubery Hill—we
note other quariies on the road sidt m which the stiata

XI ly horizontally, and it last thej
dip to the west, showmj^ that the stiuotuie of the
Lickej ridge is that o^

few minutes walk bungs u& to a % illt

and comciding with a line of fault

-verj fiequently lines of weakness, fo

side of the actual line of diskx iti n\

be moie oi less broken, fissui ^
i

The agents of denudation— t

ite—take advantage of tin

the rocks along the fiult liii

into a vallej or i ivme whose bi tti

by a stream or filled up with debi:

vegetation This is one leason why clear sections, show
mg the actual course of a fault, are not of more common
occurrence.

Coming into the main road, which takes advantage of
the break in the ridge, we see another quartzite quarry
in front, while the gates of the large new Lunatic Asylum
are close at hand on the left. The roadside wall opposite
the Asj-lum gates is com])osed of a reddish friable sand-
stone, quite different from the hard quartzite of the hills,

and a little search is sufficient to discover on the rocky
slope beyond the wall the junction of the two rocks.
[See Map (2).] The quartzite is clearly the older of the
two, for the sandstone rests upon it and fills up hollows
and pockets as if it had been deposited on a sloping
shore ; moreover, it contains at its base well-rolled lumps
of the metamorphic rock as large as one's fist.

A little search reveals the fact that the sandstone is

crowded with fossils, which are chiefly casts of a
biachiopod shell called StricUandinia Jirata, together

I
Permian. |^^^ Trias.

I
Pre-cambrian. Prevailing dip shown bj arrows -^

.

Crossing the road at this spot, which rejoices—or re-

joiced—in the name of Snead's Heath, we enter the

Asylum grounds 'see Map (3)1, and turn sharply to the

right throiv.'l. ;> -:,,11
!
!:n. ration, a, TH.^s which a little

brook—one of T. -
.

-
: ;1,- U.a li:i.- rut :i cliiiimel,

with vertical :-: i

•
• :"

•
• .Ic.ii. .\li:-tliis brook-

course are cxp I
- - :':! -1' :! s and limestones

which rest u] : 1/ ... ; Intone. The thin

limestone baml- i - :iiul well-preserved

fossils, which
I

liar ih.iii to |.i ]]'., equivalent of the

Woolhope or iiarr limestone. .Searching still further to

the east, the coal-measure shales which cover the Silu-

rians are found, and beyond and upon all come Permian
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the less tint could get through to the moon, and Herschel
distinctly speaks of the tint as transmitted. When
recently the twilight glows were particularly ruddy
the sun himself looked greenish.

It should not be necessarj-, I need hardly say, for me
to defend Sir John Herschel's explanation against Mr.
M. Williams's interpretation, which in reality reduces it

to something scarcely distinguishable from absurdity.
Wliat Herschel really says, is,—that our atmosphere,
^\ liich through its normal absorptive power makes the
sun look red when setting, must make him—that is, his

distorted image—look doubly red as (supposed to be)
seen from the moon ; fur while we see the setting sun
through a certain range of our atmosphere, the imagined
lunarian would see the sun (much reduced in ajjparent

size and strangely distorted in shape) thi-oitgh double that

Mr. Willid

21,1,

ust really nut ask any one « ho undt r-

1 1(1 iKiiionstrable interpretation of

I

1 rmit the existence (as a li\ i>

\\ hich he first set up as '• the

,
.

I
. MrJolmUer.sehel" andth.n

'.,U.lu,\UmshUv in the U.nthman-^

Tlii ,.11 I ,

;plam f, r .

stood clejrh ' i

the same ti

and physic-
I

the consider.Umu^ ;u tu illy ii

3eIf-glo-i\ ing tufaceou'

. Mr. Wil .n,.), and t

IklK s for s ippo
maybe left to itself.

is tufaceous, but manj- for sujiposing otherwise; I can
see no reason fur sapposing that " a tufaceuus lunar sur-
face if it existed would become self-luminous under solar

radiation,'' but on the contrary I find evidence, in the
thermometric observ,iti'in«; liii tlw li-. t^til lunar ecliji.'-e

visible in England, a Pi
'1-1 m ^ the reverse.

But I do not think tl

As for Mr. William. - , \.n .,_ s ,y that all

experiments yet made in the ^va^- oi measiiring the
moon's radiation of beat are entirely inconsistent with
them. So much the wor.se, he may think, for the
experiments. I take a diffurout view.

I ul.j^.rt to Mr. Williams's st::,t.,-mrut that I and others

L'r,

observational—on which I based them, in lecture's

delivered before the Royal Institution at M;iJiehester (the
syllabus of each lecttire is preserved in the records of that
institution), several months before the '-Fuol of the
Sun" was ptiblished. It was in that ^^<nk that Jlr.

Williams published his views. How lun- he had enter-

tained them, or perhaps talked about them, befm-e, 1 d..

not know. But I know that I had never heard of his
holding them, till long aft«r I had publicly discussed

I do not say this as caring two straws about priority
in the matter. I have always pointed out that Buffon
e.T.me long before any of us in the idea that Jupiter
and Saturn are fiery-hot planets. And very likely others
preceded him. Sir Isaac Newton certainly showed long
before Buffon that larger masses are longer than smaller
ones in cooling. But while only children and simpletons
are concerned about priority in such matters, 1 emphati-
cally object to being described as accepting Mr. Williams's
views, in presence of the fact that I have never referred
to him as having in the slightest way or degree suggested

the views I hold. If I had borrowed from him, my whole
conduct in the matter would have been excessively mean,
and therefore exceedingly foolish. I object to being
presented as either one or the other.

Let me remark, in conclusion, that !Mr. Williams twists

a remark of mine quite out of it.s real nieaning when he
represents me as saying that " 1 9-20ths cif his ' Ftiel of the
Sun ' is out of the pale of science." Every one would
understand that to mean that I considered nearly the
whole of his book as unscientific, as inconsistent with
known scientific facts. My actual words were very
different, and cottld not be understood in that sense,—

I

said '-I doubt even if 19-20ths of my friend's 'Fuel of

the Sttn ' must nut be res'arded as otitside the fairly-

ddinid limit, . f til. tiil.l.f Un..\Nlul-u.- I am satisfied

that nu .in. iiii.l i~l 1 un t.. mt .11 lu.nu than that some
such [.It] 11 . f .\1 W ilh.ms. ,1,,, 11, s must be regarded
as n.,t 1.

1 ,
- oi.i^ I I . uj. iiuth- Ills hypotheses are

fui til
I ,1

I

, I, but thi.s i.s not saying that

tin \ '
1 1 still less is it saying that

-Ml \. Mired that if one-twentietb

uf tin 11. \\ I 1 -hall come to be regarded as

et.talili-li. It I

', is well worth the praise

whith h. , , . -.. I ,. iks Lyellgave to it. Con-
.suUiinn tluii maii^ ill t\tn Xewton's ideasabout physical

matters have not only nut been established or confirmed,

but have been definitely disproved, Mr. Williams could

hardly hope tu be rii,'lit all throtigh or even in the greater

part uf his w. ik , -nil 1. — t.udd he exj.Lct his hypotheses

to li.' i/Z,,.. ., I, iKb.l a- . >t,il,lished truths,—that is,

within th. f.nh.l. I.in 1 In. Ills, f the known.
:^lr. Willi ,m-" niijit ln.\i added that "the idea pro-

phetically sugge.sted by Sir Isaac Newton " was widely

known at th"e time when it was started, and (unlike

Newton's theory of gravitation) was somewhat profusely

TEICYCLES IN 1885.

By John Browxino.

(Chairman of the London Tricycle Clul.)

rXSAFE TYRES.

SOME yrai's ao-n a distinp^uished man of Science com-
mittu.l suicide. Nu light could be thrown on the

cau.sc fur lii.s doing su. Speaking to a well-known
physician on the subject he said the suicide was caused
by suppression, " the man had never given vent to his

feelings." Now as I do not wish to die of suppression,

I pr. ijiose tu uxprtss my feelings freely on the subject of

Hublit r tyi.j- .iu-lit clearly to be made to stick firmly

on to uur wliuels, liut they are now generally made to

come easily C'ff. Considering that a tjTC is most likely

to come off when the machine is running down a steep

rough hill, it is wonderful to me that we have not had
more accidents from this source than have happened.

Riding one day "along the Brighton road, I saw a strange

object coming towards me, which looked like a small cart

with the wheels uppermost. On coming closer I found
that it wn= n -j-i-antic labourer holding a tricycle, with
oOiii. :

' .nns'-length above his head, and in

this 111 •
.

- it along the middle of the road.
" That s a 11 ;. h. said I, as he was passing by. " Not
for me, ' sanl the gi.int, grinning from ear to ear; "it

will get me and my kids a dinner to-morrow." " Wiere's
the rider ? " said I. " They've put him in the train at
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the Junction," said he, "and I am carrying this to

Krydun (Croydon) to be-set to rights."

Then he explained in his own way that one of the

tyres had come o& when running down a hill, and,

catching in the chain, had suddenly stopped the machine,

making it turn several somersaults. The rider was badly

injured, and the machine was so bent, torn, and damaged
that it could not bo wheeled, and I would never have
trusted it again had I been the owner, no matter who
might have repaired it.

Since hollow rims have come into use tyres have come
off more frequently than before. This arises from the

fact that the rims are shallower than the solid rims were,

that the cement runs away through the holes made to

receive the heads of the spokes, and that it is difficult to

make the rim hot enough to melt the cement without
unsoldering the rim.

The most frequent cause of loose tyres is, however,
that the makers finish and paint, or enamel the machines
before they put on the tyres, and they are afraid after-

wards to make the rims hot enough to melt the cement
for fear of blistering or damaging the appearance of the

paint or enamel. The rims are mostly only just wanned
sufficiently to make the tj-res adhere, and a few miles run
over a rough road will soon loosen them or bring them
off.

To ensure the perfect adhesion of tyros, tlu> surface ,.f

the tyres should he cleaned with turpentine, or, liettiT

still, seared with a hot iron; tlie rims should be well

coated with a good tnugli (•cniiiit ( Lomlon's is the best I

have tried), and should tlim In' In atcil until the cement
runs out of each side cif ihr lim, ;uid the tyre should be

well knocked down with tl„' p;i!,ii of the hand while the

cement is hot. If the utmost security is desired the tyre

.should be bound round, not too tightly, with a broad

tape, which should not be taken off for several hours.

When the tape is removed the superfluous cement
should be cut or scraped away, and then, and not before,

the wheel should be painted or enamelled.

Tyres put on as I have described should—if the cement
used has been good—adhere firmly until they are worn
out.

The truth is, that the method of fixing our tyi-es on
simply by means of cement is a miserable makeshift, with
which we ought not to rest satisfied. It nccessitutrs the

tyre being smaller in diameter than tin- rim, sn ili.it it

shall be stretched on. The result is, Ihut iv.ry ^llu'ht

cut Oldens more mid more, until it bfeoiiies a gash, which
a,lmost divides tlir lyre. i!y i-iL'lits, the tyre should be

compressed into tlic rim, tlirii a cut would go no further.

Timberlake tlirr al..l tlir tyiv »\:<<u a, stout wire and com-
pressed the t\ n into tlio rim. .\^ 1 liavo srcn t vrcs made
on this plan,\vl,h-I, 1 uas asMiivd lia.l rm, ov.T 10,U00

miles without mmin- olV, and ul.irh \volv I luai Iml In ii-

like worn out, I , mi, not think why this [ilau lias not Invn

more generally a.l-pi,,l.

A few nioiiili, oilier, ^Varwick, of hollow rim faiiie,

advertised a s]. . I il run and lyre, in which the t.q. edgrs

of the rim wen tuiand over on each side inwards, ;ind

these edges fitted into gi'ooves in the sIJi-- of ili.i\rc.

Once in the rim these tyres, I am told, o.aiM noi l.r dis-

lodged unless proper tools were used for lak im;- i Inm on I,

but I have not licen able to see any of tliem lu use. Why
not?

ODD SUPEESTITIOXS.

THERE is, perhaps, no period in a woman's life that

so completely changes her whole existence as mar-

riage, and for that very reason she is apt to be more

superstitious and fanciful at that time than at any other

;

and while superstitions are fast becoming a something of

the past, there are very few women who will not hesitate

before making Friday their wedding-day, or will not re-

joice at the sunshiius for " hipjiy is the bride the sun

shines on." June .nid ()( tob( r ha-i'e .ihvays been held as

the most propitious moTith-, m the twelve—a happy re-

sult being rimli 1 1 d d. iill_\ iMl.iin if the ceremony was

timed so as to 1 ,N [
I .

,"
i' the full moon, or when the

.sun and moon w,i, m < uim, tion.

The Rompus w . 1 1 \ , i \ -n] . rstitious about marrying

inMay or TMirii ll^ , tin \ ^^ ihd .11 ct lebration days,

md idi . f .\,ry month. The
h thi I till , f May fell was con-

II >i T it^ of ''merry old

I 1 1 1 h ^(dects her
1 M ,1 growing

1 - I il li.t day of

lu I, „l I- .1 I 1 nld

and the caleiid-,

day of the wiik

England," and i

weddino-d.iy so

moon and a flov

the .

ippn fill

th. H].

In ViV
thcu-lunnspubli.shedat thi aid of one and ,, re married

at the beginning of another quarter of a year can expect

nothing but ends.

The day of the week is .l^o of . r, it mil . rl mee. Sun-

day being a great faM in ' ' '

Ireland. And altln u I

marry on Friday, th. I i '

in the month partioul n _\
I i' m i \h m >. u^ i.ow

the old saying concerning iln \ . llin_-ilay:—
J[oihI

all;

Thursday for (

Friday fur losses.,

Saturday no luck at all.

In Yorkshire, when the brido
'

: :
f ,

r -.-

ing her father's threshold, afo , '
.
a

plat-e, containing a few small i
' -•

"

from an upper window of tho ! i_ ii.aiivc.

If the plat., is l,r,.k.a,, slir will be happy ;
if not, she will

In ^

aj...

i-vr bread in her pocket, and
ti'rov aw:ir just SO much

'
- !, ro lu.'k to gather

u. AN Steel.—In 1883 Great Britain produced

Bossemor steel than the United States. In

reversed, the United States produciDR 74,531 to marry in green, or while there is an open gi-ave m the

churchyard, are all unfortunate, and the bride must be
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careful to go in at one door and out at the other. When
the bridesmaids undress the bride they must throw away
all the pins. Woe to the bride if a single one be left
about her—nothing will go right. Woe to the bridesmaids
if they keep one of them, for they will not be married
before Whitbuntide, or until the PJaster following at the
.soonest.

If the bridal party venture off dry land, they must go
uj) .stream. The bride mubt, to be lucky, wear

If she should see a strange cat or hear a cat sneeze on
lier wedding-day, then she will be very happy ; and if on
her wedding morning she steps from her bed on to some-
thing higher, and again on to .sometliino; higher btill, she
will from that moment rise in tlie \Mirkl.

^!?0 6Sl|J.

I AM sorry to have occabiun to tcHK li (Unc in. I'l it

shall be for the last time—on the nhti. n-, l.dui.n
fieorge Eliot and Mr. Lew es. " Gamiu.i "

^ .^hm.I. rs t h it

the relationship, " t( o severely ceu.surcd b\ • Cmn-
meutator ' has been too much defended " by me. I ]i1(M(1

guilty to the reverence and love for George Eliot wlucli
•' Gamma" regards as the cause of my undue defence.
But I venture to think thatx he, though in less degree
than " Commentator," is mistaken as to the nature of
the relation.ship he reprehends. From his remarks, one
would imagine that Geor-e Klint and ilr. Lewes were

what J..UU1

each other, :iiicl, t Inis t

.and social, r< _iil i m^
"Gamma" iiui-h, ~ .K

.if "Adam Bede, .iml

up as a teacher, \\\in

case are different. ( ;.

in delicate health, ami
author of any work w 1

! made the aciiun

adv: ictd i

il,

was during this season of ullli.iinn iliit (m,i^, Lli.it's

sympathies were excited by tin uuh i|
]

\ , i i.^Iim, n . f Mr.
Lewes's children On his side iLltc h.iil lull^ been great
interest in her literary and philoi,ophical w urk ; ^.nd he had
recognised the necessity which existed for guidance and
sympathy, even though her powers ^Nere higher in most
respects than ]n^ nwn. Tli.it un.l. i- tin sc , ii-, \iuist,mces

they should .1.. i.l, i . -
.

'. n a, , tl , 1 , , , f ,i i.ilur

land the uni. ii uln, 1, . ,,1 M '
,

I ,
, , . ,, , . |,„s

forbade htr.-, m ,_\ I i _ i I 1, if m, ,, „,n, as
injudicious, regrui. , ,rr, and so forth;
but certainly not .

~ i.imul. The passions
had nothing to .1.. i il

i vision; the interests
of others besides (•'•i\^- l^lii aud Mr. Lewes were
thoughtfully considered. And so far as the world is

concerned, all the best of George Eliot's writino-s and
a large part of the best of Mr. Lewes's later°work,
would probably have had no existence had their decision
been different. This may seem to some a small matter

:

weighed indeed against a strictly mcr.xl obligation it

might well be thought so ; but George Eliot and Mr.
Lewes offended, if at all, against a legal not against a
moral obligation,—nay, against only a legal quibble.

I H.4.VE diligently cancelled every letter or part of a
letter bearing on the private life of George Eliot, in-

eluding some nlroadvin tv] p, .nnd srver.nl -which expressed
vtr^ ju^i ai.d kindle \i:u. I am'^i «l,.,t I have said

?gret

s!i..uM li ,\,

. f ,.

^.1.1
. 1m, tally, I am well as-

sured t.. i|
I

Not' another line on
the •-111

I'
I 1 M- else, shall appear

here. {',,,]_,
I

ii i ^ ,

; ,
i- mcither matter ; and

in so far as it can be ilealt \\ ith \a ithout touching on
dogmatic religion may be freely considered.

I IINPTl pHnat.ry.^.rk,l
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Infinity of the argument used first by Aristotle and
(juoted as " unanswerable but utterly unconvincing " by
8ir John Herschel. Said Aristotle, Since whatever two
points you take in space the line joining them is finite,

space must be finite. I pointed out that the answer to

this, which is in efi'ect Euclid's first postulate, is found
in the second. Any one of Aristotle's finite lines can be

produced to any distance in the same straight line. This
necessarily implies infinity; for it is only another

way of saying that no line can be regarded as absolutely

finite, seeing that every finite line can be extended.

t 11 tl J c

1 Ivo

lall)

ftle e vt o 1

1 } I J mot
tl t ce tr s

n tl t bt 1 t 1 1

f t

I tt tla

l3 tin
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1
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1 1 1 i el 11 o 1 1
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absol it Ij stra ^1

1

th

11 not 1

f

1 11

study tl

f

1 stilj of tl

) tl 1 1 Ij
I

.

b 1 tj f tl 1 1 n ts J

tator criticised—justly as he supposes—in the Saturday

Review. In reality, I wrote an article in the Comhill
Marjazine discussing Herr Marth's opinion that the comet
of 1880 might return in 1897, and perhaps work mischief.

I expressed the opinion that though the comet might
1 to i'il it ^ uld work ] Thi; opii

I had defended and emphasised in a later article which

appeared some time before the article in the Spectator,

wherein some one (the editor, I believe) attributed Hen-

Marth's prediction to me, and showed that he had

otherwise misunderstood me.
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Cffisium and Rubidium by Bunsen in 1860, and tbat of

Thallium by Crookes about the same time is a more
familiar story, as is that of Indium by Reich and Richter
later still. So far we have spoken of the bright lines

formed by the glo-sving vapours of heated substances : it

only remains to speak of the spectrum of sunlight, in

which we find them under a totally different aspect. At
the very beginning of the century, Dr. Wollaston showed
that the Spectrum of Sunlight (or rather of an excessively

narrow line of it made by passing the Solar rays through
a slit) contained some extremely fine hair-like lines,

crossing at right angles to its length,_and the year lufore

the battle of Waterloo the famous optician Fraunhfifer

mapped no less than 576 of these lines. How finallv

Kirchhoff and Bimsen comicrtcd these two classes of

observation, niM li. t.^-.^ rii:il.lr,l 11,,. u-nv>tri:il o]<^,r\\r tn

determine t!;. ,.I,.,:,i.:il r,.n>t itul„>n ..f \]w miu and
planets, and uvmnftlir nu fully remote lixc.i stars and
Nehulie, must be familiar to every one who has
over heard of Spectrum Analysis at all. As a

popular account of this most important branch of

scientific investigation at once full and accurate.

Dr. Schelleu's work is unsurpassed. Admirably translated

and well edited, its description of the theory and practice
of Spectrum Analysis, both celestial and terrestrial, leaves
nothing to be desired. The results of the most recent
forms of investigation are here given, but by the sup-
pression of whatsis obsolete in the original edition of the
work. Captain Abnej- has contrived still to keep it within
the limits of a single volume. In thus praising the editing
of this fine work, however, we shoiild not be doing our
duty if we did not invite attention to what we would fain
hope is a piece of unintentional unfairness on his part on
p. 342, in which, apropos of Janssen's observation of the
bright lines of the Solar prominences with an uneclipsed
sun, he lets the following words stand in the text without
note or comment. ' Tluf arliievement of .Tanssen Avas

based upon I'l-iii. 11 l.-i.- -..Iv pbee.l l,efore 1 lie scientific

world in a pai ,

, -
i

.
.1 m i l,e Hey;!] Societv by

Lockyer, in In: : T,.,, ,., ,, ,,, \-,,i, aa". ,,r the "Pro-
ceedings of the K-Nal ,S,M-iely," p. 2:.S, ^ye find Mr.
Lockyer saying, ill the Octubcr of that year, "May not
the spectroscope aiiord us evidence of the existence of
the 'red flame.s,' which total eclipses have revealed to
us in the .sun's atmnsphere; aliliou.

other methods of ul>er\ at inn u
suggestion of identical yalue with tliat of the people
who, during the last e,iiniry, asked :

- :May not
electricity hereafter eiialile us' to communicate at a
distance?" as plaeiii- -l.ef.a-e the scientific world"
the principles uf the imiunrtal inveutiuu of Wheatstone
and Cooke. Lit,,-a i^raj.ta ,inni,t, and it is undoubtedly
to our greatest living English spectroscopist, Dr. William
Huggins, and to him alone, that the definite announce-
ment of the method subsequently successfully employed
by Janssen is due. On p. 88 of Vol. XXVIII. of the
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society we

During the last two years Mr. Hnggins has made nnmerous
observations for the purpose of obtaining a view, if possible, of
the red prominences seen during a solar eclipse. The invisibility
of these objects at ordinary times is supposed to arise from the
illumination of our atmosphere. If these bodies are gasemis their
spectra would consist of bright lines. With a powerful spectroscope
the light reflected from our atmosphere near the sun's edge would be
greatly reduced in intem,iiy by the dispersion of the prisms, while
the bright lines of the prominences, if such be present, would remain,
but little diminished in brilliancy.

In the words which we have italicised in the above
quotation the principle on which the spectra of solar

promiiieiaas ale se.'ii in sunshine is stated in the most
explicit |.vs>ilile iieiiuier. Let the impartial reader

judge wliede ! as much can be said for the vague and
Zadkiel-like utterance previously extracted from the
" Proceedings " of the Royal Society. Having said

which, however, we have but little fault indeed to find

with a work clearly, pleasantly, and in.stmctively written,

splendidly illustrated, and conscientiously edited. The
woodcuts of comets and nebute might, though, be

improved with advantage. A facsimile of one of Mr.
Common's astonishing photographs of the great nebula in

Orion forms the frontispiece.

Eesearches on Solar Heat and Us Absorption by the

ISarth's Atmosphere. By S. P. Langley. (Washington:
Government Printing Office. 1884.)—At whatever con-

clusion phj-sicists may arrive with reference to the de-

ductions drawn by Professor Langley from the results of

the experiments recorded in the volume before us, but
one feeling can be entertained as to the scientific value of

the admirable work undertaken by him and carried out

with so much zeal and devotion on his own part and
that of those as.sociated with him. The expedition

whose work forms the subject-matter of his volume was
undertaken to determine with the greatest attainable

accuracy the amount of heat which the sun sends to the

earth, and to this end measures made at the AUegheney
Observatory during the years 1880 and 1881 were
repeated at different heights on Mount Whitney, in

South California, during the latter half of the last-named

year. Inasmuch as it was necessary, for the proper con-

duct of the experiments to be made, that the observers

should be situated in very clear air and have at least one-

third of the atmosphere below them, the mountain just

named was selected as fulfilling both these conditions, its

height being between fourteen and fifteen thousand feet,

and possessing, further, the special advantages of a dry
climate and a very abrupit rise ; its precipitous cha-

racter enabling closely-contiguous stations to be found
diiiering extremely in altitude. The instruments chiefly

employed in the investigations were Pouillet's well-known
P3'rheliometer, the actinometer, and a curious and inge-

nious piece of apparatus, the invention of Professor Langley
himself, which he calls the spectro-bolometer. Into the

details of construction of these instruments it would
obviously be foreign to the purpose of a review to enter.

All we can do here is to give some idea of the results

which Professor Langley contends that he has obtained

by their aid. He commences by reminding us how it is

generally believed that the extreme violet rays are not

readily transmissible by our atmosphere, that about one-

fifth of the light rays are absorbed and four-fifths trans-

mitted, while the absorption grows greater and greater,

the dark heat-rays being almost wholly absorbed. Hence,

as is suppo.sed, the heat entering our atmosphere as light,

when converted into dark heat escapes with great diffi-

culty, whence the atmosphere acts towards the earth as

the glass cover of a hot-bed. This, however, our author

declares to be a delusion, inasmuch as the atmosphere acts

with a remarkable selective absorption : and that in reality

the dark heat rays are transmitted the most freely of all,

the transmissibility increasing throughout the spectrum
as the wave-length increases ! One remarkable result of

this may just be adverted to. If the blue rays are thus
disproportionately cut off, and the remainder of the

spectrum in combination affects our eyes as u-hite light,

it follows that if we could get right outside of the atmo-
sphere the sun would look very blue indeed. More-
over, Mr. Langley finally determines three "calories"

as the probable solar-constant. This is another
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way of saying that if the earth's absorbing atmo-
sphere were annihilated the sun's rays " would raise

one gramme of water three degrees centigrade per minute
for each normally - exposed square centimetre of its

surface "
; which, for the benefit of those hapjjily unfa-

miliar with South Kensington cram-books, may be trans-

lated 15-43 grains of water 5-4 deg. Fahr. per minute for

every 'SOSTl- inch of its exposed surface. If we are to

accept Professor Langley's theory of selective absorption

and carry it out to its legitimate conclusion, we shall

arrive at some jirct ty startling results. Among them that

Sir John Herschel was hopelessly in error as to the lunar

temperature ("Outlines of Astronomy," pp. 284-5), which,

so far, as he (loc. cit.) states, from "possibly .... exceed-

ing that of boiling water," mu.st—if Professor Langley's

views be correct—be considerably lower than —200 deg.

Cent., even under a vertical sun ! With which astonish-

ing statement we commend the careful peinisal of a really

remarkable work to every one interested in solar physics

and meteorology.

The Asdepiad. By Benjn. "Ward Richardson, M.D.
July, 1885. (London : Longmans, Green, & Co.)—The
observation which we have made above in connection

with Mr. Trever's work, that it possesses a certain

interest outside of that profession to which it is

especially addretrcd, appilies «'' fortiori to Dr. Richard-

son's capital quarterly magazinr, iii:isiiuu-li ;is it ;il\vrtys

contains more or less matter :it ox't- riMilalili' by and
insti-uctive for the ordinary himii of ^liiiirr. In the

present number an article (ui ' il(.iiirl'',s,i uiid X(.iii;Mlic

Populations: their Saiiitiiry Con. lit i.m and 1 ii^]:rrn(.u,''

quite falls within this L-.dr'^nvv.

Proceedings of the Am. ri'cxn PI: :i.,s>>i^l:i'.d S^^ri.f,,,

Parts L, II., and III., for 1883. (j'lnladrli,!,!:, ; .MrCalla

&: Stavely.)—The first two parls nf tliL.s.' I'mcc.aiiigs"

contain a variety of scientific pai-ci-s cf tlic type usually

found in such publications, but the third pcssesses a

peculiar interest, it being made up of the Old iliuutes

of the Society from 1743 to 1838. The astronomer will

read with interest of the appointment and doings of the

Committee to Observe the Transit of Venus in 1769.

At the meeting on May 20, it was decided for " Ewing,
Williamson, and C. Thomson to wait on Miss Norris, to

request the use of her telescope." We wonder who
Miss Norris was, and whether her telescope has survived

her. Five heliotypes of the exterior and interior of the

Society's buildings, and a sixth, which is a facsimile of

a letter from Benjamin Franklin, are bound up in the

volume.
Geometry and Oravitation. By Alfred Jukes Allen.

(London : Abraham. Kingdon & Co. 1885.)—All who
wish to see the operation of the law of gr.Tvitatinn

lucidly explained by geometrical methods slmuld L^if tlii

little book. The author incidentally slioxvs li.iu ii

follows from the doctrine of energj- that if the ncIikiiv

of a body describing an orbit about another at a giveu

distance from it is the same in different orbits, the
velocity at any other distance is also the same in all.

His terminol..i:y is of the latest.

77 ( /[ /' 'iTial. (London : Society for Promoting
t'liii i; , !-c.) The Little Ones Own. (London:
l)c III ,v ^ 1 all of well-executed coloured pictures,

and ul tak.^ iuul .sketches adapted to the capacity of

our nursery population, each of the publications named
above must bo eagerly looked for by its juvenile clienttle.

The parent who wishes to gratify his tiny ones with a
jileasurc to be anticipated every month, but who is un-
decided which of these little magazines to choose, .should

buy both. They are cheap enough.

THE FACE OF THE SKY.

Feom Acgcst 14 TO August 28.

By "F.K.A.S."

THE student will turn his telescope on the Sun whenever the sky
is clear, to look for spots and facuta;. The face of the night

sky is shown in Map A'lII. of "The Stars in their Seasons."

Minima of Algol will occur at llh. 38m. p.m. on the 17th, and
8h. 26m. p.m. on the 20th. Mercury is an evening star, but is

rapidly getting into an unfavourable position for the observer

towards the end of the next fortnight. Venus is an evening star,

too, and may be seen glittering over the western horizon after

sunset. The rest of the planets are, as we said a fortnight ago on

p. 97, invisible. The Moon enters her first quarter at 6h. l-lSm.

a.m. on the 16th, and is full at 7h. Sl'm. o'clock in the morning
of the 24th. Three occultatioos of fixed stars occur at convenient

hours during the succeeding fourteen days. The first happens on

the 20th, when the 6th mag. star B.A.C. 6,2S7 will disappear at

the Moon's dark limb at llh. 39m. p.m., at an angle from her vertex

of 165°, reappearing at her bright limb at 12h. 35m. at a vertical

angle of 272°. On the same night, eight minutes after midnight

B.A.C. 6,292, another 6th mag. star will disappear at the dark limb at

a vertical angle of 115°. It will have set ere it reappears again.

Lastly on the 21st p' Sagittarii, a star of the 4th magnitude, will

disappear at the dark limb 35 minutes after midnight, at an angle

of 157° from the vertex of the Moon. As in the preceding case,

however, its reappearance will be invisible. The Moon is in Virgo

all day to day, leaving Virgo for Libra at 12h. 30m. to-morrow

night. Forty-eight hours later, i.e., 30 minutes after midnight on

the 17th, she passes into the narrow northern strip ot Scorpio,

from which she emerges at 10b. 30m. the next morning (that of

the 18th) and enters Ophiuchus. She leaves Ophiuchns for Sagit-

tarius at 8 a.m. on the 20th. At llh. 30m. on the night of the

22nd she passes into Capricornus, and from Capricomus into

Aquarius at noon on the 23rd. At midnight on the 26th she enters

Pisces. She is still travelling through Pisces at midnight on the

2Sth.

I violent character visited various parts of

the country last week. At Northampton, on Wednesday, a young
man named Soden was struck by lightning, his sight being injured.

The West Berks district was visited on Friday by several terrific

thunderstorms. The first occurred at about two o'clock in the

morning, when the flashes of lightning were frequent and vivid,

and the peals of thunder particularly loud. A second storm com-

menced shortly before midday, but the most serious storm broke

over the district in the afternoon, when there was a heavy fall of

hail, lasting some time, and doing considerable damage to the com
crops on several farms. A great quantity of rain fell, flooding many
places. A heavy thunderstorm prevailed in the district of Ayles-

bury on Thursday night and Friday, accompanied by torrents of

rain. In Hartwell Park, nineteen shee]) belonging to Mr. Lee, which

had taken refuge under a tree, were struck by lightning. Sixteen

were killed on the spot, and the other three were so injured that

they had to be slaughtered. A fire-ball, it is said, fell on Hartwell

Vicarage lawn during a flash of exceptional rividness and a terrific

thunderclap. In other parts of the district injury has been done.

Some farm premises at Tring were struck. Birmingham was visited

by a heavy thunderstorm, accompanied by drenching showers. The
thunderclaps were exceedingly loud, and the lightning flashes very

The
n Mowl

• thunder-
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it 13 not absolutely necessary to have recourse to human forms
the fact can be as nell illustrated by the use of geometrical figures
knowing the limits of differentiation of the ellipse ire are enabled to

csperimeut with a series of ellipses or even with colours instead
(t p rtraits At the C n^^ress referred to I proposed to use—uav,
di 1 use—similar means to those which have been adopted time out
f nund f r den oustrating by rapidlv rotating i disc before the

ri.tim produce a mean impressi n or the sensation of white
\s the sobjeit of the production of generic images has
bLcn again broached in these pag 3 1 beg leave to suggest
to experimentalists, to photographers, means for perfecting
tl o ) rocess lo this end a zone of portraits should be

1 T illy constructed to gyrate round the camera and
s steadih and eienly bef ri the lens This -noul i permit

b jf pjrhaits bein^ niceh adjusted prior to the r presen
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the protoplasm formed shonld in every case be identical. Until we
can trace back the lion and man to a common [irogenitor we are

perfectly jaatified in coming to the conclusion that each is the result

of a separate mass of protoplasm. If we require a common mammal
progenitor for all the species of mammals, it seems to me we should

require such a length of time for one to develop into a platypus,

a whale, and a man, that the pala^ontological history of the globe

woiild not satisfy the conditions ; in fact, it seems to me, c-teris

fxirihus, it would take longer for such a mammal to develope into

the three species than it would take three masses of protoplasm
to do.

What has always struck me as noteworthy is that each division

of allied animals develops much the same varieties. Thus we
have four-handed animals with long tails, and short tails, with no
tails, and with prehensile tails. So we have flesh-eating animals
with long tails, with short tails, with no tails, and with bushy
tails; gnawing animals with all kiuda of tails; ruminants with all

sorts of tails, from the tiny tuft of the antelope to the fleshy

appendage of the Dnmka sheep. Take smaller groups of

animals, doga or cats, it is the same. Tails, we may consider,

therefore, are, so to speak, common property. But,

on the other hand, teeth seem to vary but little in allied species.

Take, for instance, the rodents. The beaver uses its teeth to cut
down trees, the squirrel to crack nuts, and the rabbit to eat roots.

Which has acquired the teeth by its habits, or what were the habits

of the common progenitor? But, if there was a common pro-

genitor, it must have had the distinguishing teeth. Then, again,

the carnivora all possess similar dentition, in spite of the

different habits of the bear, the lion, the weasel and the

hyena. We must imagine tliL- cummuu progenitor to have had
similar dentition. If sn, a fri'oIn;,'i(aI period ago the conimnn
progenitors of the rodents and the carnivora respectively were as

separate types as a rat and a weasel of the present day. Take,
again, the position of the mamm;e. The progenitor of the rumi-
nants surely had them where every ruminant has them now ; the

them now. The marsupials do not help us, for the kangaroo has
them much in the same place where they are situated in man and
the higher apes, which position is supposed to have been
acquired because m.in and apes nurse their young in a
sitting position. But is it not possible they '

the

ackle

isible I

situated ? A cat

larsupial mammal which could, except by
, vary into the different forms of mammals exi

reasonable to suppose that each mass of protoplas
I existence, began varying in one dir
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Is there, ii

isible that when ni

accordinf

cradle of the human race ?

assumed humanity he was ji

are now. The antiquity of man has been proved to be so mucl
greater than was formerly supposed possible, that the reritabh

Adam must have existed before the Eocene period ; but even thei

he may have been scattered about and not represented by a singh
pair. .los. W. Ai.k.xandkk.
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SURVIVAL.

eagle does not sit over a foot high. The ostrich stands G ft. high
sometimes ; the great nuisance of ostrich-farming is that the birds

can claw a man down by raising a foot to hia shoulders. If the
ostrich had wings bearing the same proportion to its body as the
eagle's, it is clear that these would be 36 ft. across. If there are

condors with bodies as big as the ostrich's, they may, therefore,

well (in rare cases) measure 40 ft. from tip to tip.

Hallt.ieds.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF ETHICS.
[1SC7]—If it is true, it is indeed sad to think that the world is in

danger of coming to an end. It is implied in 1828 (sir) that morality

will be annihilated, involving not only the reversion of the human
race to a wild, anti-social state, but their actual extinction after-

wards, along with the other mammals and birds—since the duties

of parents to their helpless offspring will cease to be recognised.

There is, however, really no fear of a catastrophe, either moral
or physical, taking place. " Meter" apparently has not read the

papers on morality that appeared in Knowledge about a year

ago. Had he done so he would have seen that morality did not

necessarily depend on theological notions ; in fact, a far higher

standard of morality may be deduced from other principles.

In the same letter an extraordinary use Is made of Dr. Lewins'

doctrine, which throws doubt on the existence of an external

world. ' iletcr" would apparently deduce "orthodoxy" from the

nremises of the sceptic—the very antipodes of Dr. Lewins' con-

of philosophical sceptics may well be
left tc It their differe

have the ri^

equally' few

o reject Chr
r fewd in 1833), tliat

Ihe proposition has also a

It obviously follows that

•e a right to determine who belong to the elect

hope "Ifallyards" is among the elect, but the

curious manner in which he'would determine who are sheep and
who are goats makes one doubt of liira. Why should he exclude

all women from participation in the paradise of those who have a

right to reject Christianity ? Kenan's own sister would thus be

excluded, to whose memory such a fine tribute is paid in the

dedication of the " Tie do Jesus."

The question, stated in general terms, is really, " Who have a

right to form their own opinions on religious and philosophical

matters." To discuss this fully would require a long letter. We
can only say here, that those who use and cultivate their thinking

powers have a better right to form their own opinions on religion

and philosophy than those who neglect their thinking powers,

however much the memories of the latter may be crammed with
" learning." It would probably be too much to ask some of the

correspondents of Kxowi.E I iGE to study llill's "Logic;" if, how-
ever, they mastered the work, I am persuaded they would con-

siderably modify some of their views. ( In the other hand, it is only

fair to add that Luther had the most th

isible c spress:

n of re

ind others had been more r

lave been avoided.

As regards George Eliot,
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irt adhesi-n i

egot a Ion:.' ^^,,^ I .
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Jechuana chirt, re|H,r'

Sochele spoke againsi

not. It was true i

ided by enemies, Im:
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Pray nail this new trappiii

LISGG]—The other day an eagle was shot in France which
measured 1 m. 80c. from tip to tip of wings—nearly lift. An
?agle has a body not so large as a turkey's; I think an average

PHILOSOPHY OF CLOTHING.
[USf.n]— I am glad to see that Mr. Ollard (1851) has practically
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.ntly

supply thei

especially in the (Jueei:, have been endeavoui
to explain. The health-value of woollen mate
appreciated, and it is desirable that not ouly t

clothes, but also those who make it their bui

should be better informed on this point. In this connection I am
pleased to be able to say that my own tailor, Mr. T. W. Goodman,
of Albemarle-street, W., is as ardent a believer in wool as Mr.
Williams and myself, and the excellent tricycle dress for ladies

which he has invented is lined throughout with flannel. Besides
this, he lines both ladies' and gentlemen's clothes with woollen
materials when his customers will consent to this proceeding, to

which, however, he informs me many people ai-e opposed, as people

always are opposed to anything that is new to them, however good
it may be. Ada S. Ballin.

A "CLEKICAL EBROE."

[1870]—The Dean of Llandaff, preaching on the Pall Mall turned
Apostle, spoke of "a mercenary and murderous traflic, in com-
parison with which the old North-West Passage was but the ' light

affliction which is but for a moment.' "

I started, as torpedo-struck.* My father spent four winters
without sun, helping to discover the N.W. Passage to India,

—

reward, £20,000. What could the Dean mean ? There never was
any " traffic " by that glacial route. Oh! I have it !

" The horrors

of the Middle Passage "—i.e. slaves between Africa and America.
A "nice derangement of epitaphs," indeed. Let us hope the tomb-
stones of Llandaff are better ordered. Hallyaeds.

THE EPITHALAMIUM.

[1871]—Shall I again draw " H. A. P." on my knuckles if I

hazard a remark on the latest yoonafion of the Laureate ?

Taking a reckless header from off this Third World (easy enough,
since an inital velocity of more than twelve miles per second would
carry one clear of its attraction—and tlioui/ht goes quicker than
that)—Lord T , like *he proud Assyrian"of old (Is. xiv. 13, 14),
has struck the stars. But either I misapprehend the details of

double-star system.s, or he does; or, at any rate, he gives a mis-

leading notion of them.
I have always understood that a planet in such a system must

have one or other star for a primary. In that case the other would,
of course, cause a perturbation in the planet's orbit, but its in-

fluence would be insignificant as compared with the primary's (and
this is uncomplimentary to either the mother or the husband), for

the reason that, if not, the primary would cease to be its primary
altogether.

" Sway'd by each Love, and swaying to each Love,
Like some conjectured planet in mid heaven
Between two Suns and drawing down from both
The light and genial warmth of double day."

So far as language goes, this would give me the idea either of a

revolution; or revolving round loth suns, which would be, I sup-

pose, the foci of its ellipse. But, given the distance necessary
between two such large bodies, what an improbably large planetary
orbit—if possible, even.

Leaving, however, the dynamical question, I think that the
Oriental lines on " may your shadow never grow less" would be a
rather left-handed compliment if it implied life in a double-star
planet. Suppose our sun liad a primary large enough to appear, in

spite of distance, as large as himself—how could any sort of seed-

time and harvest-time go on ? If animal life were tolerable when
the two suns were in opposition, then it would be impossible when
they were not so—a double amount of heat being received. Con-
versely, if animal life were tolerable with both suns up, then it

would be intolerable from cold with only one. On the whole, bad
as our poor third world in many respects is, it may be better " to

bide wi' the diel ye knaw, than to gane to the deil ye dinna knaw."
"Sway'd by each Love, and swaying to each Love."

I presume that these different participles express the, first, in-

voluntary attraction ; the second, voluntary motion towards. If

5, the si .ile is pvill.

" Mid-heaven" must, I think, mean, not the sky as seen by us,

but the region half-way between the two stars ; which again indi-

cates the impossible theory

—

" Which from her household orbit draws the child

To move in other spheres."
This seems to me imperfect. The expression "to move in a

* I have found numbers of people quite ignorant of the real,

natural torpedo—now quite eclipsed by the craft, not so happily
named, after all—for the eel does not blow his victims into

smithereens.

sphere" is neither scientific nor poetical, but rather vulgar. I

suppose it hails from the imaginary concentric spheres of the

Ptolemaic astronomy. Bodies, however, do not really move in

pheres ; and 1 guess that the Laureate never would have thought
if it if he had not been astronomically inclined, and so tempted to

ise an astronomical word, though in quite an improper relation.

In conclusion, I have myself tried the double-star system of

matrimony, and am of opinion that a better metaphor would be a

shuttlecock between two battledores. Keep up the game long

igh, and all three are worn and misshapen.
;st some one should suppose 1 am Vandal enough not to like

Tennyson, let me add that I think him far above Shakespeare as to

form, and not far behind him in substance. I abjure '' In Me-
am " as I do the telescope ; they both would keep me up at

night. If, therefore, I find the last song a little feeble and mawkish,
Burely not from prejudice. Hallyaeds.

THE RECENT COERESPONDEXCE OF " HALLYAEDS."
[1872]—Your correspondent, " Hallyards," in his letters on

Evolution puzzled me somewhat until his letter 1767 confirmed

my previous suspicion that he had no clear idea of what " Evolu-

tion " really teaches. It was satisfactory to find that he wished
to investigate the matter, but it is to be regretted that the specu-

lative element in his nature had led him to criticise, and argue

the point with, your able writer. Miss Ballin, before having made
himself acquainted with the principles of Evolution. Ha also asks

you to publish articles giving all that has been estallishcd on this

subject. I do not think such a short cut would be of any use to

him. You can look at established conclusions without under-

standing them in the least ; the important thing is hoii: they have
been established.

In letter 1763, he says he never conld sympathise with the

cock-sure. This is amusing in the light of the correspondence

with Mr. Proctor, in which he reasserts that Mr. P. did say that

which he disclaims ; also in letter 1SS2, in which he states that

Miss A. B. Edwards' chronology was totalbj imposi^iUe ; and again

in letter 1833, where he denies that George Eliot was one of the

very few having the right to reject Christianity, fur the simple

reason of her sex. Surely this is dogmatism extraordinary. (Oh!
for the power of seeing ourselves as others see us.)

Women admit they do not reason but feel, he says. What has

that to do with individual women who do reason, or who are

capable of understanding reasons when they are put before them ?

Moreover, what is there to prevent a woman being convinced by
the reasons supplied to her by one of the " Lords of Creation,"

and afterwards asserting that conviction ? In the postscript to

letter 1779, "Hallyards" thinks that "St. George Mivart has

admitted that special creation of man is not of the essence of

Christianity." And clearly if evolution be true, even to the

limited extent of man and the different orders of the quadrumana
having been evolved from the same primitive stock, there cannot

have been a special creation of man. In letter 1816 he says " the

standard of morals is always fixed by the laity," and, again, in

letter 1833, he harps upon the same string. " The sole standard

of conduct for individuals has always been the rale settled by
the society of which they form part." And then—he gives a

it would have been for women to have utterly disregarded their

society's standard of morals. These illustrations altogether upset
his argument. According to his contention, the wife of Luther
must have done a very wrong thing in marrying him, or a Conti-
nental officer refusing to fight a duel with another officer must also

be doing a wrong thing. I utterly repudiate this absurd doctrine.
Some of " Hallyards' " letters are interesting, but I wish he would
abstain from Latin quotations, considering that Knowledge is sup-
posed to be plainly worded and exactly described.

Robert Wood.

[1873]—I wish to thank " W." for his (unless one of the other
genders be more correct) spontaneous offer to do what I was
wishing to do for myself, i.e., index my letters. I meant to suggest
to you, sir, that a double correspondence index would be a most
useful addition to K-N'owledge, (1) the correspondents in A B C
order

; (2) their subjects in ditto. Of all the faults that can be
found in a writer, I certainly think the charge of versatilitv is the
most extraordinary. Fancy an editor inscribing over the corre-
spondence columns :—"N.B. No Versailles need" apply." "Fear
the man of one book," said the schoolmen. "Insist on the man of
one book," says " W."

Surely " W." has got the wrong walrus by the car. At least, if

I chanced on so well-bred and well informed a creature, I should
ith him far more gladly than with some others hailing

from the S£ e litl
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"W." might have quoted two lines which really would have

rather hit me on the raw :

"Gnofulus eauriens, in ca?lum, jusseris, ibit

But it is hard in paper war, as in others, to have to put the shot
in one's opponent's guns.

I never said that my father, though an " Ancient Mariner," had
"shot the albatross"—in this case the condor—nor that he had
" called the lands after his own name."

Perhaps, after all, my need for index may be obviated by
gathering my letters into a volume, " Letters of ' Hallyards,' " the
Junius of the twentieth century. " Who was ' Hallyards' ? " The
Conductor of Kn'owledge, and its Editor (himself a veiled prophet)
passed hence and made no sign—they alone were in the secret.

The only material evidence is a few scraps, bearing French stamps,
found in an old waste-paper basket (purchased at its weight in

coppers). Why did he sign these ? Is it the halyards of a ship ?

Clearly so—E.N. origin ; but then, why not binnacle, or bowsprit,
or flying-jib ? From internal evidence, one will prove that " H."
was Mr. Bradlangh ; another, Cardinal Newman; a third, Lord
Shaftesbury ; while a fourth will establish beyond all doubt that
no one but F. C. Bnrnand could have written letters containing so
many Happy Thoughts. Hallyards.

LETTERS RECEITED AND SHORT ANSWERS.

H. 0. Don;. Last year my own bees and those of all my neigh-
bours produced curiously-dark and discoloured honey. This was
universally attributed in my own neighbourhood to the honeydew
and concomitant " blight" on the plants frequented by the bees.

—

J. S. There are no such tables as you ask for, but you may make
the calculation for yourself, most simply, thus : Divide the circum-
ference of the earth's orbit in miles by the number of seconds
in one revolution, which will, quite obviously, give the length
of the arc described in one second. For our purpose we may
consider this arc and its chord as coincident. Now, by geometry,
twice the radius vector of the earth's orbit : this chord::
chord : distance through which the earth falls towards the
sun in a second. See also Chapter IL of " The Sun,"
by the Conductor of this journal.—J. R. L. Your letter will

be handed to " Five of Clubs" the moment he returns to England.—Chas. J. ilAUKKLV. Wholly needlessly detained through being
addressed to the Editor instead of to the Publishers.—Da. Lewi.ns.

Received ; but you merely reiterate what you have said x times
previously.—E. G. S. In reply to you on p. 59, I, in some occult
way, entirely forgot the existence of Brando's " Dictionary of

Science, Literature, and Art." It is a rather costly work in

three volumes, and is published by Longmans.— R. R. Oblebar.
Had the comet recently discovered by Barnard been fairly ob-

servable with any moderate telescope, or possessed the
slightest popular interest, I should have at once requested
" F.R.A.S." to furnish a descriptive article upon it. When
discovered, it was described as " not more than 1' in diameter

;

11th magnitude or fainter (1), and as having some central

condensation, but no tail." It is travelling rapidly south, and its

theoretical intensity of light is decreasing. At its brightest, it was
imperceptible in any telescope of less than 2i inches aperture, and
could not be fairly seen save in a largo one.

—

Slim. Any exercise

"three minutes' moderate practice" of which is " generally suc-

ceeded by bringing up a little blood from the lungs " should be
discontinued forthwith. Try the work reviewed on p. 52. You
may certainly increase your present very defective chest measure-
ment by properly-regulated exercises, such as was described in the
book referred to.—W. H. Greene. Your extract from "Old
Stones" is in no legitimate sense whatever an answer to

theory of Evolution. In fact, it is simply a begging
of the It i thai for

been destroyed. The hard frame of a crastaccan lib

may, under certain circumstances, be preserved ; bu
the conditions of formation of the earlier strata, t

•s of that have not all bcnn obliterated.

.illioi

pect t find

rocks (!) ?

andelectrici

affor

in Chemistry" and Thompson'i
and M-agnetism." They are published at 4s. (jd. each by Macniilliin

investigation. Obtain and carefully read Tomlinson's " Introdi

tion to the Study of Natural Philosophy," an admirable litt

eighteenponny book which forms No. 2 of Weale's " Series

published by Crosby Lockwood & Co.—Lrx asks for " the titles of

works, 4c. (or of the pictures themselves) containing pictures and

illustrations teaching moral truths and lessons learned from the study

of good and evil as a science." Surely nothing^surpasses Hogarth's

vorks for this purpose ?—Rev. G. 1 D Wright. la

ing Laws a little foreign to the purpose of

a journal devoted to the exposition of popular science ?—T. Bola";

AND W. K. Burton-. It would simply waste space to discuss your

wholly Utopian scheme here. Any attempt to confiscate property

Ic'ialhj held (whatever the moral aspect of its original acquirement

may have been) in this country could only lead to civil war, in

which the army, navy, police, and the overwhelming majority

of the Volunteers would be found ranged on the side of law

and order. How many weeks is it since a number of

Socialists in the great French Republic had the bayonets of

the troops in their stomachs in the streets of Paris ?—
W. 51. K. You are apparently under the illusion that you prove a

statement by merely reiterating it. If everything is to be abolished

which " does mischief," the law of gravitation, inter alia, will have

to go, inasmuch as it is by its operation that the wretched hodman,

should he make an unfortunate slip, falls from a five-story scaffold,

and is smashed to pieces. It is a gross and scandalous libel upon

the millions in this country who habitually take alcohol in strict

moderation to say that "their temperate consumption of what

undoubtedly benefits them ''leads to drunkenness." If any

habitual drunkard becomes a nuisance to himself and to society

generally, by all means legislate for having him locked np like any

other lunatic; but don't talk nonsense about the hard-working

labourer consuming his well-earned pint of beer. I read Loid

Wolseley's speech at the llansion House, and a very £

The s t of alcohol •(

__ temperate
IS under a semi-tropical

3US diet does. Spirits,

shade, are apt to be

iver touch spirits from

3, though, and beer—to a

sterical shriekings of the

harmless, but positively beneficial,

climates becomes hurtful and injurioi]

sun ; just as a too strictly carnivon

with the thermometer at 9S in the

injurious. Speaking for myself, I n£

January to December in any form. Wini

small extent—I do take, and, pace the hy
total abstainers, shall continue to take. Xoa say tnai so-anu-su

" has been proved over and over again," when all that you really

have the slightest right to predicate is that it has been so asserted.

Your "most of the leading athletes of tho world" statement

is another example of utterly reckless assertion. I have

heard of Edward Payson Weston. Favour me with only sir

more names. As I may assume as absolutely certain that

the opinion of a medical man of such indisputable eminence

as Sir James Paget will have more weight with nine hundred and

ninetv-nine thousandths of rational men than any mere fanatical

statements unsupported by proof, I will, in conclusion, quote

what he says on the subject :
" I would maintain this, and all that

can reasonably be deduced from it, namely that the best, and in

proportion to numbers, the largest quantity of brain work has been,

and still is being, done by the people of those nations in which the

use of alcoholic drinks has been and is habitual. Further, I would

maintain that, so far as I can judge of the brain work of different

persons, they have done best and most who have habitually and

temperately taken alcoholic drinks." Rev. S. T. F
~

certainly did only read your letter through once (amm a

so) but I as certainly imagined that I had mastered the se

I can only regret to find that I have misinterpreted you, and that,

for example, what I took for antithesis in your expressed idea

concerning shutting our Bible and opening ou ^ ""

itended by you as such. No apology

le of it.
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although not quite novel, ii worthy of mention for its utility
ingenuity. In such a case we should not hesitate to refer
readers to it. And while ice thus increase the interest of our pc
we at the same time assist the inventors by giving greaterpuhU
to their inventions (Knowledge being a popular magazine) t

is accorded by the most excellent trade journals.

to be effective,

powders is avoided. It consis
copper bottom and extra loos

case When required for r

WASHING-IIACHIXE.

rented by Mr. B

.^m^.

^.1^

on the double !'>-.. r < -:•-
:

••- tl- :'
•

'1
: " 'ii : "I'i^'h

is first thoroughly s.-uked, is wrung ai.d placed iu the mrichine

(taking care not to close up any of the holes in the tube), and left

for half an hour on the fire. 'The machine is then removed from
the fire, and the contents poured into a tub and well rinsed. If

necessary, the machine is again prepared as at first, and again
heated for half an hour, and the linen will, it is claimed, be per-

fectly soft and white, without having received any injury in the

washing. The circulation of the water produced in this apparatus
is its feature.

LIFEBOAT.

[Patent Xo. 4,411. 1885.] This boat, invented by Sir. James
Wright, of 97, Lucey-street, Bermondsey, S.E., is designed and
constructed to right itself with sails set and sheets fast, dis-

charging the whole of the water shipped in TS or 24 seconds.
Her lines are straighter and shear much lower than that of other
self-righting boats, making greater speed with head to wind.
She has been thoroughly tested at Brighton, Ramsgate, and
Margate : and also, previously, in the West India Docks and
the Thames, manned with miniature weighted model men, and
afforded great satisfaction to those present. The chief novelty
of the invention, patented, is the peculiar construction of the
fore-and-aft air-tight compartments, without which no boat with
" sails set and sheets fast" can right itself.

SASH- FASTENER.

[Patent No. 535. 1885.]—This is a simple, but ingenious, inven-
tion by Colonel Henry, of 35, Stanhope-gjrdens, S.W. The object

;e the trouble and inconvenience incident on replacing

Fig. 2.

fix it, take the sash-frames out in the usual way by removing
beading ; rip the old sash-line off, taking out all" nails. Fit the
fastener to the existing slot iu frame ; the fastener must fit the
groove or slot easily, care being taken to keep the fastener in

centre of sash bar. Countersink top of sash bar to allow flat top
of fastener to go in flush. When accurately fitted put a screw into
the slot of frame through the fork of fastener, about midway, and
turn the screw down until the head nearly touches the fork. Now
take the fastener out and place one end of the new sash-line in

lower end of fastener, as shown in Fig. 2, by means of the three
screws, which will now hold the rope or line quite firmly, and the
fastener can be screwed down to the frame. The "sash-frame
should now be put back in its proper position, the other end of the
rope passed over the pulley, and fastened to weight in the usual

When a rope or sash-li i breaks where the asteners are used,

take out fastener,

lown the slot again, and screw

(J^ur ^aaraliov Colinnn.

"TIMES UPl'

T71DIT0R,—Dear Sir

Jj writings mises yo
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,t Hereford.

n't icB Chess
layers they

best players in this Opening. \Vc, howeve
understand that there is a safe -ivay of replj

variations of the Scotch Gambit (the only oi

out some promise of an attack for the first

As, however, we have determined only to [i

actually been played.

ILLUSTRATH E C AM

nB7

o Q3 (a) Castles (h)

ktxl and \N bite won

ipetuf to this Opening \\ hit'

e But P to y4- im\ al o 1.

(a) This move has

threatens Kt to Kt5,

(/,) B X Kt leads t

played.

(c) This move is based on a misconception If \\ hue now pla\3

10. P to KB4, Black has a valid reply in Kt to Ol Bat is may
be seen, White has a better move it his disposal

(d) Threatening to attack the Q by Kt to B3
((>) In reply to P to Qi White would pHy P to kB4 as the P

blocks the square on Q4 for the Kt In replv to P to B-t, White
would likewise play 11. P to KB! foi if Phck then plays

Kt to Q4, 12. B to B-l follows
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only o:IN the following hand there is only one point of interest ; but tho

whole game is instructive as showing how defensive play
should bo conducted. It will be observed that A-B hold excellent

cards, having length in trumps and a long and strong suit :

—

The Hands.

P <• H. Q, Kn, 5, 4, 3. D. 8, 6, 4. )

^l&. g,8, 2. C. Q, 7. j

) S. A, 0, 3.

1 D. 10, 9, 7, 2.

CC. Kn, 10, 9, 5. :S:r

ras

i-B, 2 ; Y-Z, 0.

NOTES ON THE PLAY.

Card underlined takes the trick

and card next below leads next.

1. A leads the penultimate,

hereafter, I suppose, to be called

"the card of uniformity," from

2. B leads the card of unifor-

mity in trumps. Z plays the Ace
in order to make sure that a

second round is not at once taken
out. With a short suit he may be
able to get a ruff; and in any case

it is the interest of Y-Z to check

the extraction of trumps.
1 3. Z leads the right card from

his long suit ; with only one small

card the King would have been
the correct card.

1. A returns the highest of two
trumps left. B by dropping the

Three shows that he had led from
five trumps; for the Two has

I

already fallen.

5. 1' might perhaps preferably

have returned his partner's Dia-

' card in Spades, and thought it

best to see how Clubs lay. Luckily

his Clubs are established at once.

7. If r heads the Spade King,

I

B must bring in his partner's long

suit, unless it so chances that B
1 has no Spades. As the score

stands Y cannot afford to chance
this; for if B can lead a Spade,

I A-B must make three tricks and

I

the game. On the other hand,

even if B has not a third Spade,

all that will happen will be that

Y'b Spade Ace will draw a trump
from A, and it could not be better

1 employed. For 1' has the com-
mand in Clubs, and knows that Z
has the command in Diamonds.

] r risks nothing by keeping back
the Ace, and ensures his own
safety, in what proves to be the

8. B's command in trumps is

1 nullified ; -4's long Spades can

I
9, 10, 11, 12, 13." However r-Z

1 play, B can make only his long

H trumps. I'-Z lose the odd trick

_ only, and the game is saved.

5
AtE-LE.\ri. — A correspondent

3 calls my attention to another Ace

3
lead which is recognised or rather

- enjoined in hie Club, viz. :—Ace,

from Ace, Knave, Ten, Nine. This lead of the Ace is now so
thoroughly out of date that I did not think it worth while to con-
sider it. It is contrary to all Whist principles now in vogue,
belonging to the old style of play which enjoined the making of aU
sure tricks in a suit, as a more important point than securing the
command of the suit. By leading the nine, the proper lead, either

King or Queen is surely brought down, possibly both. If King
falls on the left of the leader, he can safely play the Ten on the
return of the suit, as Queen does not lie on his left (unless a false

card has been played) ; in any case tliere is a good chance of

making two tricks safely and keeping the command. But if Ace is

led originally, and the enemy hold King and Queen, command is

lost at once. If the enemy do not hold King and Queeu the Nino is

obviously the best lead. Very few players in Euroje now lead the

Ace from Ace, Knave, Ten, Nine ; the few that do are found
among the last lingering fogies of the old school.

*»* Through an oversight, the promise to give the solation to

the problem which appeared on page 558 of our last volume has
never been fulfilled. The solution, however, will be published in

our next issue, together with the names of those who may have
solved the problem.

Mr. R. A. Proctor's Lecture Tour.

1. LIFE OP WORLDS
2. THE SUN
3. THE MOON

4. THE PLANETS
5. COMETS AND METEORS
0. THE STAR DEPTHS

Each Lecture is profusely illustrated.

Arrangements are now being made for the delivery of Lectures

by Mr. Proctor from August onwards. Communications respecting

terms and vacant dates should be addressed to the Manager of the

Tour, Mr. JOHN STUART, Royal Concert Hall, St. Leonards-on-

Aug. 13, 14, IS, Brighton ; Aug. 20, 21, Eastbourne ; Aug. 17,

19, 22, Tunbridge Wells; Aug. 25, 26, Folkestone; Aug. 27, 28,

Matlock-Bath ; Aug. 29, 31, Burton-on-Trent.

Sept. 1, Burton-on-Trent; Sept. 2, 8, 11, 15, York; Sept. 3, 4,

Bridlington ; Sept. 7, 9, 10, Scarborough ; Sept. 14, IG, 21, 22,

Harrogate; Sept. 17, 18, Whitby ; Sept. 24, 25, Ilkley ; Sept. 28,

29, Derby.
Oct. 3, 17, Malvern ; Oct. 31, Marlborough College.

Nov. 4, Burnley ; Nov. 9, Stafford ; Nov. 12, Middlesbrough

;

Nov. 17, Darwen.
Dec. 7, 8, 9, Croydon ; Dec. 16, 17, IS, 19, Leamington.
Jan. 12, Hull.

Feb. 3, Alexandria; Feb. 6, 20, Malvern; Feb. 10, Walsall;

Feb. 15, Upper Clapton j Feb. 18, 25, London Institution.

Contents c
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Let us see ]iow this is brought about, not iudoed
inquiriuu- iuto the iiroccsscs by which at the Greenwich
ObsLTvatory the elements of safety are obtained, but
considering the method bj- which a seaman makes use of
those elements.

In the measures heretofore considered, the captain of a
ship in reality relies on terrestrial measurements. He
reasons that, having been on such and such a day in a
given place, and having in the interval sailed so many
miles in such and such directions, he must at the moment
be in such and such a place. This is called navigation.
In the processes next to be considered, which constitute
a part of the science of nautical astronomy, the seaman
trusts to celestial observations independent of all terrestrial

measurements.
The jioints to be determiiu.a l,y tin \,lv;l^x^ are his

latitude and longitude. Tlir l;i"iiiu.|.' i-,' t lie distance
north or south of the equatnr, ;iinl i.-, i;ii;iMu-ed always
from the equator in degrees, tlic diritaiicf from equator
to pole being divided into ninety equal parts, each of
which is a degree.* The longitude is the distance east
or west of Greenwich (in English usage, and now
most other nations employ the same starting-point for
measuring' longitudes from). Longitude is not measured
in miles, but in degrees. The way of measuring is

not very readily explained without a globe, but may
be thus indicated :—Suppose a circle to run completely
round the earth, through Greenwich and both the poles

;

now if this cii'cle be supposed free to turn upon the
polar axis, or on the poles as pivots, and the half which
crosses Greenwich be carried (the nearest way round)
till it crosses some other station, then the arc through
which it is can-ied is called the longitude of the station,

and the longitude is easterly or westerly according as
this half-circle has to be shifted towards the east or west.
A complete half-turn is 180 degrees, and by taking such
a half-turn either eastwardly or westwardly, the whole
surface of the earth is included. Points which are 180
degrees east of Greenwich are thus also 180 degrees
west of Greenwich.

So much is premised in the way of explanation to

make the present paper comislete ; but ten minutes'
inspection of an ordinary terrestrial globe will show the
true meaning of latitude and longitude more clearly (to

those who happen to have forgotten what they learned

at school on these points) than any verbal description.

Now it is sufficiently easy for a sea-captain in fine

weather to determine his latitude. For places in different

latitudes have different celestial scenery, if one may so

describe the aspect of the stellar heavens by night and
the apparent path of the sun by day. The height of the
pole-star above the horizon, for instance, at once indicates

the latitude very closely, and would indicate the latitude

exactly if the pole-star were exactly at the pole instead

of being merely close to it. But the height of any
known star when due south also gives the latitude. For
at every place in a given latitude, a star rises to a given
greatest height when due south; if we travel farther
south the star will be higher when due south ; if we

with the utilitarian labours for which our national Observatory was

* Thronghont this explanation all minnter details are neglected.
In reality, in conseqnence of the flattening of the earth's globe, the
degrees of latitude are not equal, being larger the farther we go
from the equator. Moreover, strictly speaking, it is incorrect to

speak of distances being divided into degrees, or to say that a
degree of latitude or longitude contains so many miles

; yet it is so
exceedingly inconvenient to employ any other way of speaking in

popular description that 1 trust astronomers or mathematicians
who may read this article will forgive the solecism.

travel farther north it will be lower ; and thus its ob-
served height shows just how far north of the equator
any northerly station is ; while if the traveller is in the
southern hemisphere corresponding observations show
how far to the south of the equator he is.

But commonly the seaman trusts to observation of the
sun to give him his latitude. The observation is made
at noon, when the sun is highest above the horizon.
The actual height is determined by means of the
instrument called the sextant. This instrument need
not be here described ; but thus much may be mentioned
to explain that process of taking the sun's meridian
altitude which no d.iubt eveiy one has witnessed
who has taken a long seu-jdurney. The sextant is sa
devised that the observer can see two objects at once,
one directly and the other after reflection of its light

;

and the amount by which he has to move a certain
bar carrying the reflecting arrangement, in order to
bring the two objects into view in the same direction,

shows him the real divergence of lines drawn from his
eye to the two objects. To take the sun's altitude then
with this instrument, the observer takes the sim as one
object and the horizon directly below the sun as the
other : he brings them into view together, and then
looking at the sextant to see how much he has had to
move the swinging arm which carries the reflecting

glasses, he learns how high the sun is. This being done
at noon, with proper arrangements to ensure that the
greatest height then reached by the sun is observed, at
once indicates the latitude of the observer. Suppose, for

example, he finds the sun to be forty degrees above the
horizon, and the "Nautical Almanac" tells him that at
the time the sun is ten degrees north of the celestial

equator, then he knows that the celestial equator is thirty

degrees above the southern horizon. The pole of the
heavens is therefore sixty degrees above the northern
horizon, and the voyager is in sixty degrees north lati-

tude. Of course, in all ordinary cases the number of

degrees is not exact, as I have here for simplicity sup-

posed, and there are some niceties of observation which
woiild have to be taken into account in real work. But
the principle of the method is sufficiently indicated by
what has been said, and no useful purpose could be served

by considering minutire.

(To he continued.)

THOUGHT AND LANGUAGE.
By Ada S. Ballin.

ZITHER
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relative value. He indicated on his fin,t,'(rs tliat sixi;cnce
was worth six pennies, not being able frnm siw-lil to ufter
its name." On May 10 he showed by liis -rst invs that
he understood a case in the police news «liich lie was
found reading, and could copy his oivn mime with his left

hand ; but did not attempt to write any less familiar
word from sound, even when he showed he quite under-
stood it.*

TIh >''- - il!;i>l.(l to in this and the preceding article

:ii-t' ill.
I iMtive of the fact that those physical or

iiH 11 ' •

' -tics which are the latest acquired in
tlir lifr , f tin iHc or the individual, those which have
had the least time to become engrained in it, are the first

to be lost in the process of degeneration. Thus we find

that in cases where the use of language is only impaired,
it is always the most familiar words which are iTtaiued,

the others being lost. It is the same in IkjIiIin icnplo
as in my own case. When the brain is MillVim- from
exhaustion, recently-acquired facts ami wonls ar,' for-

gotten until the nervoiis system has been restored by
rest. Thi.s, too, seems to explain the fact which is

generally remarked on with surprise, that old people who
have lost all memory for recent events can distinctly
recall even trivial things which happened in their youth.
In case 1, the patient used the more familiar word
"potatoes" for the less familiar "pills." When urged
to write, it was found that he could write his address
fairly well, and wrote "My dear sir" correctly, but filled

the sheet with meaningless writing, only the word
"wife " being legible until his signature, which was as

clear as ever, so that he was thus able to write the words
which occurred most frequently in his correspondence
when in health. Similarly, case 8 could not copy any
word but his own name, although he apparently under-
stood others ; and as in this case, we find that in cases 6

and 7 the words retained were those most frequently
used. We find also that in cases where the use of
language is wholly lost, as in cases 2, 3, and 4, a perfect
command over gestures is retained. In case 4 we find

that the patient, although unable to speak himself,

understood speech, and replied in gestures, just as the
young child understands words long before it can use
them, and just as we find some of the lower animals
understanding certain wards, a subject to which I shall

revert hereafter. At the next stage we find case 2, who
could neither speak nor understand language ; but who
was readily made to understand gestures, and himself
used gestures which were strikingly clear. On a still

lower level stands case 5, who could only very slightly

understand words, but understood gestures at once,

although she could not always answer questions by
gesture, and her own pantomime was lacking ia clearness.

It appears to me that cases of the nature of those to

which I have referred afEord the very strongest circum-
stantial evidence in favour of the theory that gesture or
imitative language was historically prior to verbal
language as we know it, and further evidence in support
of this will be forthcoming as we advance in our
inquiries.

Speaking at Barnaley on Monday week, Mr. Thomas Burt, M.P.,
advocated in the case of colliery explosions that they should be the
subject of special investigation by experienced men, such as was
lield when a great railway collision occurred. He impressed upon
liis hearers, who were mainly miners, the great danger of omitting
to support the roof with props and stays. Taking the last thirty

years, the number of deaths through insufficient timbering was
nearly doable the fatalities from explosions. Greater supervision
was required in regard to timbering.

• " Brain as an Organ of Mind," pp. 642-3.

FIRST STAR LESSONS.
By Richard A. Proctor.

1'^HE constellations included in the twenty-four maps
of this series are numbered throughout as follows

(the names being omitted on the maps, to clear these as
fai as possible from all that might render the star-

grouping less distinct) :

—

1. Irsa Minor, the Little Bear
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NIGHT SKY FOR AUGUST (Se(

Showing the heavens as they appear at the following hi

it 10 o'clock.
I

September 3 at 9i o'clock,

o'clock.
I

September 7 at 9 o'clock.

August 30 at 9i o'clock. September 11 at SJ o'clock.

September 15 a
September 19 a

September 23 a

door fowls if water is projected forcibly upon it, or if

rubbed upon the feathers. I attribute this difference to

the dusty condition of the clothing of the cocks and hens.

Gilbert Wliite, quoting Ray, says (letter 7) " birds of the

galHn

tlu'

icks and hens, partridges, and phi

lis, &!., iii'c jinlreratrices— such as dust themselves,

if cleansing their feathers and ridding

n." My own observations show that

uains on the sui-fncp of tli,. feathers

X piekinn- up a fowl ;,n,l nil.l.in- ils

"featli

dust; each particle of dust hav
atmosphere.

Marine birds, esjiecially those

8J o'clock.

8i o'clock.

8 o'clock.

its own adherent

to the -wash of

(as may bo pre

breast or othei

those feathers more rcpelh

Other surfaces to which,

made thus rcpcllcut of wati

of ,

clea

'-drops by coating them with

p and firmly repellent coating of down

llirdwicke's Science-

her.s are not immersed

I am treating tliis part of the subject rather more fully

than originally intended, as I find that the philosophy of
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featluT clutliing is misunderstuod to a greater extent
tlian I anticipated. Thus " G. A.," in Kxowledge,
Aug. 7, p. 122, still contends that the oil-glands of the
duck are used for oiling the feathers by a painting action
of the beak, head, and throat. As already stated, I do
not question the structure of the uropigium, as described
b}-"G. A.," and have no objection to calling it an oil-

gland. I n-.r,l it simply as an exaggerated pair of

the tails of cocks and liens, which, as Ray says, p.ve pul-
vcratrices. They powder their feathers with dust, which
would become dirty adhesive paint if the secretion of

the heart-shaped glands were used for oiling them.
Besides this, I have examined the bill, head, neck, and
back of a duck after it has nibbled and i-iiLlied in the
manner described by " G. A.," and {•

' ' \
'

Hiat

these parts are then or at any other i :)i

any such fat or oil as stated, the su:
j

'.s

aj-e demonstrably less greasy than huii;:i ! lit-

seen by rubbing a cle.in piece of metal or glass up' n' the
feathers of the head and neck of the duck^and a similar
piece in like manner on one's own face and neck, and then
comparing the smear. The ducks and swans in our London
parks supply further proof. The white species remain
white, instead of sharing the colour of London sheep, which
they undoubtedly would if their feathers were greasy or
oily like the wool, and exposed to the carbon flocculi

which shower through our London atmosphere. The
brushing action of the head and neck is not always pre-
ceded by a pinching of the oil-glands, nor usually so, as
anybody may leam by watching the ducks in our parks.
They clean their feathers, but do not smear them.
Upon i'}:.i question of whether the water repulsion de-

pends upon oiling of feathers or upon the adhesion of a
film of air to them depends the verdict we must pass
upon the desirability of using feathei-s for bedding and
for clothing. At one time I joined with high sanitary
authorities in denouncing feather-beds on the ground
that, being organic animal matter, they should be liable

to organic decomposition, and to saturation with con-
densed cataneons exhalations. It is not very long ago
since I wrote to my friend Dr. Richardson on the subject

;

but further investigation now induces me to recant, and
the grounds of this recantation are the same as my re-

pudiation of the supposed feather-oiling by ducks.
I find that feather fibres generally (I say "fibres" in order

to exclude feather quills) are remarkably free from greasi-
ness or humidity, more so than any other animal structure
that I am acquainted with. I find also that they are
exceptionally free from the vice of condensing sebaceous
and other skin exhalations on their surface ; that while
cotton, linen, woollen, and silken fabrics become defiled
by perspiration, feathers, similarly exposed, remain clean.

The contents of a flock-bed after a few years of con-
tinuous u^e become matted and foul, while those of a
goose-down bed after a similar or much longer \ eriod
remain untainted ; tie y .

i :.'.v .\i:-: •:. ;',' ! ,
- ;, f!v

due to the fracture of f : : "
i ,. ", |i ,, i/d

feathers from a bed t !

:

]

'

, 1
1-

tinuous use, and fii.J iii;*, ;.l'tr :, >'i;^li' -i','.,:, the
feathers are as clean as when they were new. Xot so
the enveloping fabric either inside or out, although it has
been washed and renewed frequently during the lifetime
of the feathers.

This, if am not altogether mistaken, depends upon the

fact that every filament of the down attaches to itself an
obstinately-adherent film of air, which prevents the con-

densation of moisture on its solid surface. Thus we may
lie on a feather-bed in a hollow formed by the pressure

of our bodies, may perspire freely and moisten the
coverings of the feathers, and yet the feathers themselves

shall remain dry and untainted, the vapour diffusing

itself throughout their adherent atmospheres. The
advantage of this is obvious.

Down skirts are made and used, and must be far better

than ordinary skirts of similar form, as the required
amount of protection is obtained with far less weight.

"\^Tienever the merciless despotism of fashion may
command its slavish victims to render themselves
hideous by exaggerated nether expansions, either behind,

or in front, or all round, the unfortunate creatures will

suffer less by using light eidei'-down enlargements rather

than metal cages or other heavy substrata. Let me not

be misunderstood ; I am not recommending such things

on their own merits, but only as lesser evils in the

meantime, until we can afford to erect lunatic asylums
of suiBcient capacity to stamp out the fundamental evil.

Feathers have been used as clothing materials by the
most primitive of savages, usually by attaching the quill

ends of the feathers to each other, and thus building up
a mosaic fabric of highly ornamental as well as useful

character. That from the South Sea Islands, exhibited

by L:iil\- ]'.] . :
' Sriuth Kensington last year, is a fine

exam] S . ;
'

!

"

i 1 le of great value. The labour ex-

pendi.l (II I ,
i

1 \ .-((uare yard of such material must be
immense ; but " wliether it may be siibstituted by
machinery I am unable to say. Another and a better

mode of availing oureelves of the valuable clothing pro-

perties of feathers suggests itself, viz., that of carding-

and weaving the filaments of down, such as common
duck and goose down, swans-down, &c. This appears to

me to be quite a soluble problem, and I recommend it

accordingly to the attention of ingenious mechanicians,

believing firmlj- that such a fabric would, for ordiaary

clothing purposes, excel all others in liL'htness, warmth,
and durability, with the additional excellence of allowing

free passage of the perspiration and being waterproof
without any oiling.

Vests and shirts of woven down would, I hare no
doubt, attain the nearest possible approach to perfection

in underclothing for both winter and summer. They
may, probably, be difficult to clean. Ordinary scrubbing

with soap and water and soda is not likely to succeed.

The laundress of the future in dealing with these will

have to take lessons from the birds, pirobably from the

2>ulueratrices above-named, and use cleansing powders
applied with the aid of suitable brushes—feather brushes,

like the duck's head.

OUR HOUSEHOLD INSECTS.
By E. a. Butleb.

COLEOPTEEA (continued).

OS'E of the finest, though at the same time most
destructive, divisions of the beetle order is that

called Lonsicornia, or Longhorns. The beetles arc many
of them remarkably handsome and of coiisi leraMe size,

and are readily distinguished by the gri • '

'

''
• 1 , fi-

antenna?, which, in some cases, many t

;

< u

that of the body itself. These inseei -, . .
.

: vul

condition, burrow into the solid wood oi" timltr irees,

where they live, often from three to five years, devouring
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the heart wood and utterly ruiuing the timber hj
excavating through it in various directions neatly-cut

galleries, which, commencing on the outside in a small

and scarcelj' noticeable oiiening, constantly increase in

diameter with the growth of lliV l:ir\ :i.

As a consequence of tlicii- I-ii„' , ii; ,.i-<l ili- m rln-

sion of their life, it not unl'ivii n n; !, Ik, i.p^!:-- ih;:!

when an nJfected tree is mi ',| -,,," ;u.l' l,;is Ikmii

sawn up int. I [.li^iks, (li,- l;,ii.r r.mtain Home of the

immature l:u-\ n , whirh (-ripr imtice through their

burrows n^t li,i\iim- Inni s.nsii ilirough, and thus get

conveyed into tiiubur-yards, ami e\cn used in building

construction, befure their occui)auts have had time to

complete the necessary arrangements for making their

dehut in beetle society. After awhile, however, this im-
portant era in the life of the insects nrrives, mid the

beetles make their exit from their l,iniMu>. ..nly, how-
ever, to find themselves far away from tli'ii' ii:ii i\ I' forests,

strangers in a strange land, and suddenly intrudiiri d into

a human society, w-hich is as astonished to receive them
as they are to find themselves in its presence. In this

way many fine exotic Longicorns have been captured
alive in different parts of England, and this, too, is the

exjilanation of the not unfrequent occurrence of the

Longicorn beetle called the " Timberman " in mines;
the}- have been introduced, in the larval condition, in the

timbers used in roofing and supporting tlie passages, and
have sometimes established themselvco and bred there.

Various forest trees are liable to the attacks of Longicorn
beetles ; but, of course, it is those that burrow in fir-

wood that are chiefly imported into this country.

Our'l
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stage—a period dui-iiig -nliicli no additional nutriment
is taken—is elaborated the gorgeous hue Tvliiclx glorifies

its adult form.

Longicoms are frequently very variable in size, as is

usually the case with wood-boring insects. Imprisoned
as they are in a burrow which, as larvae, they never
leave, they have very little power of selection of food,

and are, therefore, entirely dependent upon the supply
into the midst of which their excavating labours carry
them, and according to the quality of this will be the
vigour, or otherwise, of their constitution, and the stature

to which they will attain.

(To he continued.)

THE GEEAT EED SPOT OX JUPITER.

Br Richard A. Pkocioh.

{Continued fro) ). 106.)

THE spot was manifestly a surface feature, in this

sense that the layer of clouds in which the spot

appeared as a sort of opening was part of the visible

surface of the planet. This was shown by the circum-
stance that as the spot drew near to and passed the edge
of the planet its outline remained distinctly visible. Had
the spot been due to some formation lying below the
surface clouds of the planet, the spot could not have
been thus traced up to the planet's edge. Of course this

need not prevent us from recognising the true cause of

the spot as existing far below the STirface-level ; but
manifestly the cloud layer was laid open at its outer sur-

face. Now this being so, it is clear that were the forces
which formed the spot all at work at that same surface
level, and all acting from or towards a centre, we should
expect them all to act with about the same degree of
force, and the spot to have therefore a circular shape,
unless we can recognise some likelihood that in different

latitudes on Jupiter different conditions would exist, or
in other words unless we can recognise the existence of
zones on the planet akin in some sense to the trade and
counter-trade wind zones on the earth.

But although the most characteristic feature of Jupiter
is the existence, almost always (if not always), of parallel
bands or zones of clouds, diverse in their light-reflecting
qualities, these zones have no permanent position like th(

trade zones on the earth. They vary almost capriciously
in position. Sometimes there are but four or five

'

them, at others there are ten or twelve cr even mo
We cannot recognise any permanent difference, then, in
the condition of the various latitudes on Jupiter, to ac-
count for the oval figure maintained so long (six years at
least) by the great spot.

Yet we may still, or rather we must obviously, asso-
ciate the lengthening of the great opening in a direction
parallel to the cloud zones, with the forces to which the
existence of those clouds—as such—is due. Now it has
always seemed to me that as the trade wind theory, once
complacently advanced to explain the parallel belts of
Jupiter and Saturn, most manifestly fails, we are driven
to another interpretation of the cloud belts which is

very significant in regard to Jupiter's condition. The
trade winds and counter trade winds, and the zones
named after them, owe their existence to the difference
between the rotation velocities in tropical regions which
lie farther from the earth's axis and in temperate and
arctic regions which lie nearer to that axis. The cloud-

belts of Jupii tr iind Saturn must also be due to differences

of rot;ui.:;:il \
.

1- riiy.—not however between places in

different l;ii iiii'l. > . -u tliuse planets, but between regions

at ditVd-. i;t I 1. \,iti-ii> in the cloud envelopes of Jupiter

and S,',:'. W , f. n-l tr, :,linit, seeing that

the li^:-
:

; !
I

'

. ,y of accounting

for tin '
~,

, :, - ._. us, that there

must 1< :. :','
' HI,-, nf :i,-rM 111 ;iii,l desccut, in the

clouil-Ii i
i > . : ;. - Mirrounding the giant planets.

Mattir. n U, as columns of ascending vapours,

or nii-- It' enormous heights from Jovian.

volctiiii"-, [ I -;;,_ :,- >uch matter does from regions near

the centre, where the motion of rotation is slower, to-

regions higher up, where the motion of rotation is more
rapid, lag behind and cause a trailing of cloud forms

towards the west. On the contrary, matter descending,

as torrents of falling rain, or matter falling back after

ejection, would rusli forwards and cause the cloud forms

to be extended towards the east. Granted a stiflicient

range in height, whether in ascent or descent, and the
parallelism thus arising would be as marked as we
actually find it in the cloud-belts of the giant planets.

But here certain questions arise which we must dispose

of before we consider in this light the lengthening of

the great spot. Can we imagine that the cloud-laden

envelopes surrounding the giant planets have the

enormous depth which this explanation would assign to

them ? The depth essential for this interpretation must
bear a measurable propoition to the diameter of the

planet. Less than at least a thousand miles (only a.

fortieth of the planet's diameter) would certainly net-

suffice ; for obviously the rotational velocities at the top

and bottom of a cloud region one thousand miles high

on Jupiter would not differ by more than about one^

fortieth, or about 2i per cent., whereas the sharp paral-

lelism of the belts "indicates quite a considerable diffe-

rence of velocities. Taking, however, even a depth of

one thottsand miles for an atmosphere which at its

highest part bears clouds such as exist in ottr very

highest cloud-bearing atmospheric strata, say ten miles

above the sea-level, we find a very remarkable state of

things at a depth of even but a hundred miles below the

visible cloud surface of Jupiter, unless we sujjpose the

laws connecting density and pressure to be very different

on Jupiter from the laws recognised here,—a supposition

which must not uimecessarily be introduced. For our

air ten miles above the sea-level has a density equal to

about one-eighth the density of the air we breathe, the

density doubling for each 3^ miles (or thereabouts) of

descent. Taking this density as that existing at the

outskirts of the visible cloud-envelope of Jupiter, we find

that with his known (and well-measured) gnivitating

energy, the density would double for each mile and a

half of descent. But say that it doubles only once for

two miles of descent. Then four miles below the visible

surface of the planet the atmospheric density would

be already half (instead of one eighth) of our air's at

the sea-level ; six miles below it would equal the

density of our air ; eight miles below it would be double ;

and only ten miles below the visible surface of Jupiter

the density of his aii- would be four times the density of

the air we breathe. After that, in the next ninety

miles of descent, taking tis only one htindred miles

from the surface, there would be forty-five doublings of

pressure and density, making the density millions of

millions of times greater than that rf air, thousands of

millions of times y-reater than that of water, and htmdreds

of millions of times greater than the density of any

terrestrial element. This of course is altogether prepos-
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terous. But it shows that in one -way or another we
have to admit the existence of conditions in Jupiter

which are utterly different from any known on earth.

{To be continued.)

THE YOUNG ELECTRICIAN.
By W. Slingo.

(Continued from p. 113.)

EX. C.—A simply-performed experiment is illustrated

in Fig. 55. A B is an electrified rod (of any
convenient material, in this case glass). G G are dry

warm wine-glasses, E E are eggs placed on the glasses as

shown, and touching each other, as at F. On A B being

broaght near C the eggs become inductively electrified,

the near end, C, assuming a state l^(negative) opposite to

that on the adjacent electrified rod. The end D of the

other egg becomes simultaneously charged with positive

electricity, and were means readily available for investi-

gating the condition of either egg at F, that condition

would be found to be neutral. With such investigations

we may deal presently. If, while the state of affairs

remains as indicated in the diagram, the approach of a

suspended feather or pith ball to D will result in attrac-

tion. Assuming the suspended substance to have been

keijt from actual contact with the egg, and to be removed
together with A B, the eggs will return to the neutral

state, neither D nor G showing any signs of electrification.

Nothing has been given to or taken from them.

Pig. 55.

Let A B again approach C, the eggs become electrified

as before. While A B is still in the vicinity of G, separate

the remote or positively-charged egg to a short distance

—say half-an-inch—from the other. This can be done
with the left hand (catching hold of the glass as low
down as possible, and with dry fingers), the right hand
still grasping the end, B, of the electrified rod. Next

oveABto a considerable distance. The eggs will

' show feeble signs of electrification at C and D,
e the opposite charges, in their effort to produce

3 neutral state, have taken up their position at the

adjacent extremities, F. Let the eggs be now separated

s to bo practically out of eachto a greater distance, i

other's range of influci

the charges on the lu-s will lir 4i>tr

surfaces, the grcafi'si ;icciiiiiul:ii inn I

the ends, because the srll'-n'|i(ll:iut ii:iiu

is more nearly satisfied there than ;il

therefore less distant) parts of the .

will then exhibit more or less jiow.

electricity, and will bo capable nf

bodies. After discliarging the

the

aga: brought into contact and let the positively elec

trifled rod A B again approach C, so as to once more

electrify the eggs. Then let D be touched by the finger

or any other large conductor ; D will be by that means

neutralised, and, however great may be the electrification

at C, no charge can be maintained at D. The same re-

sult would follow were the finger placed at any other

part (except that part immediately opposite A) of either of

the eggs. In effect, the remote end of the conductor

G D is removed to an infinite distance (as indicated in

Ex. XGIX.). Let us confine the finger to some portion

of the remote egg E D. The removal of AB wiU allow

the negative charge on the other egg to be neutralised.

This will not happen if A B be kept near G. Let the

finger remain on the remote egg, and let that egg be re-

moved. It will, of course, be neutral ; but the subse-

quent removal of A B will leave the near egg charged

with negative electricity, and it will be able to show its

charge by any of the previously-mentioned methods.

These two eggs, then, teach us a great deal. Indeed,

they may presently teach us a deal more.

Ex. GI.—Fig. 5G illustr.ates another device for per-

forming all the experiments contained in Ex. G. A is

an electrified rod; D G, G B are two apples (with the

stalks cut short) suspended by means of dry silk threads

from any convenient support, such as a horizontal

wooden lath or even a metal rod. The longer the thread,

that is, the greater the distance from the horizontal rod,

the better. Pared potatoes, turnips, rounded carrots or

parsnips, would answer equally well, for all are

sufiiciently good conductors.

Ex. Gil.—A similar experiment, but on a somewhat

more elaborate scale, is illustrated in Fig. 57. D and C
are cylinders coated with tinfoil or other thin metal,

similar in every respect to the one described in Ex.

XGYII. S S are the insulating supports, and A B is the

Fig. 57.

rod electrified, let us say, positively. The near end of

G becomes negatively electrified, and the remote end

iH.silivi'Iv Wo ii"\v utI a .species of induction by deputy.

l''.n- ilu' jMisitixc rli',ir-'i' "ii tlu' <li>tant end of G acts in

it^dini iiulurii\.K nil ilir ailiuTUi i-ylinder D, making

tlu- lu-ar rial lu-'-afivo aial tin- rrinnle end positive. This

state of affairs is evidenced by the positions assumed by

the suspended but uninsulated pith balls. They mani-
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festly share tlie charges of the parts of the cylinders to

which they belong, and equally manifestly, they are

therefore repelled by the respective cylinder- ends. The
two central balls are not only repelled by the cylinders,

but, being oppositely charged, become mutually attractive.

If D be touched with the finger, the positive electricity

at the distant end will, as in the experiment i^jith the

eggs, be neutralised, and the pith ball in proximity
will also losG its charge, whence it will fall into the
vertical position. Similarly, the finger being withdrawn,
and the adjacent ends of the two cylinders brought into

contact, will result in a further neutralisation, and the
two central balls will also hang vertically. C D will

then act as one long cylinder, a greater degree of electri-

fication will probably be produced at the negative end of

C, and a iJositive charge will in consequence appear at

the distant end of D equal in quantity to the increase of

negative on C. Other experiments with these cylinders

may be inferred from the experiments with the eggs.

DUAL GENERATION.

Pr. 5.—The two electric states are always produced
together and in equal quantity.

To one conversant with the nature, or rather the
behaviour, of electricity, this requires no demonstration.
It is well, however, for beginners to have it always in

mind. The induction experiments which we have just

performed demonstrate the fact pretty clearly, and
enjphasis was laid upon it in Pr. 1

.

Ex. cm.—Rub a stick of sealing-wax with a piece of

flannel or a pad measuring about 5 inches by 4 inches,

and composed of five or six layers of flannel

sewed together. Let the flannel be insulated fi-om

the hand by interposing a piece of sheet gutta-piercha

(procui'able at most of the shops where gutta-percha
goods are sold). Either the sealing-wax or the flannel

will then be found electrified, although oppositely. That
their charge is equal may be proved by presenting both
bodies together to a suspended pith ball. The absence of

attraction proves the equality; for were one charge
greater than the other, that one would exert a prepon-
derating influence and cause attraction.

THE ISLE OF WIGHT STEAII
FERRY.*

THE works at Langston Harbour, near Portsmouth,
and at Brading, in the Isle of "Wight, designed to

efiect the transport of trains of railway vehicles across
the Solent, were completed on the 5th inst., and on
the following day the appliances which have more than
once been used jarovisionally during the execution of the
works, were pronounced ready for regular trafiic. It

should be stated that no claim is laid to mechanical
novelty—the merit lies in the ingenuity in which
commonplace mechanical arrr.ngements have been ap-
plied to achieve in a simple way an exceedingly useful
jjurjiose. Railways existing on the mainland and in
the Isle of Wight, with their Unes coming down to the
seaside, the problem to be solved was how to transfer
simply, cheaply, and expeditiously fi-om the railways
to the deck of seagoing vessels, railway vehicles with-
out disturbance of their load. Once upon the deck
of the steamer, supposing only she be adapted to
the carrying of a heavj^ deck load, the transport is

* From Engineering.

simple enough—the thing is the loading and unloading,
and to be useful this must be accomplished by means
more expeditious and less costly than the ordinary
method of handling and (i-.m^liinmi'iil . Tin distance to

be traversed between i; ' •
i !. i is between

ten and eleven miles, i'-[
; i'.

,
;

'

.
.

;

. u .sea, the
rest in land-locked hwrl .'

. ! .
. i li i i-lniid, as on

the mainland, liv,. 1 . . :, i
;

']•' '

, , Imxii as tlie jilaces

of arrival ainl ! ,

m |, j,l,s the process of

loading and in' Hij .- ii
[
m i-fectly still water,

and on both till i:s . iiii.iiii I :
1 r i j. im nts are the same.

The amount of structural work on the island was rather
less than that necessary on the mainland, owing to some-
what less favourable conditions at Langston. It goes
without saying that on both sides there is direct physical

connection with the railway systems. At Brading all

the railways in the island are communicated with, while

at Langston access is obtained to the Hayling Island

branch of the Brighton and South-Coast Railway, which
at Havant has a junction with the London and South-
Western system—to London by the direct Portsmouth
line as well as to Southampton and the West of England.
At Langston the railway skirts the sea. Alongside of,

and parallel to, the railway and upon the foreshore an
embankment has been built about 700 yards in length,

and of width varying from 30 to 40 yards. The side or

sea-face of this embankment is sloped and jntched in the
customary manner for its entire length, save 300 ft. at

the extremity, where a wharf is formed suitable to the

use for loading and discharging of ordinary sea-going

craft. From the end of the embankment a sloped timber
jetty projects, commencing at the rail level and descend-

ing by a gradient of 1 in 8 to 4 ft. below the natural bed
of the sea. From the top to the bottom of this slope are

laid eight ordinary permanent-way rails, four of which
constitute two running lines of the standard gauge, and
along whicii, as presently explained, the railway vehicles

pass, and four laid close, and jDarallel, to each of the
running rails. These latter act as check rails, but fulfil

also a more important purpose to be described.

In carrying the waggons on board the steamer, they
are placed upon two lines runnLiig from stem to stem.
In discharging and loading them, the vessel approaches
the sloping jetty stern on, bringing the parallel rails

upon her deck into line with the rails laid upon the sloping

jetty. It follows that when the tide is high and covers

the greater part of the slope, the level of the steamer's

deck approaches the level of the top of the jetty
; when

the tide is low, the steamer approaches at a lower level,

and a considerable part of the slope is exposed ; but
neither at high or low tide can the stern of the steamer
be brought sufiiciently near to the fixed slope to admit
of waggons passing from the one to the other. There is

always a hiatus which must be bridged. The four extra

rails above mentioned are useful in this connection. They
carry the moving bridge or cradle, which, passing up and
down the sloping jetty in the varying states of the tide,

connect the ship, at whatever height her deck, with the

rails on shore.

'ted on twenty wheels,

jf the jetty, is of

The cradle,
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Attached to the drawing machinery is a movable shunt-

ing capstan for economising locomotis-e jiuwer in the

station-yard. The steamer is of iron and of great

strength, her dimensions being—length, 13(.»ft. ; breadth

of beam, 26 ft. ; h.p., 150 nominal ; draught loaded,

5 ft. 9 in. She has the steam steering-gear of the

Harrison type.

The deck arrangement is noteworthy, froiu tlic [losition

of the lines of rails. AVh:it u.niM lii:iii .iJmih;. r il-,',:!y

be the 6ft. space, is 1 li. Nj, in. li i,,, <;
.
i-i-r,

that in the event of lhiTi> imi luin^- .
,.

,
Aur

of waggons to occui)y tlie two outtr lii^ ^i um ,
i he

load may be placed amidships on thecMnii, I Im., im1 so

contribute to the steadiness and trim of I lie \r- ,1 :ii sea.

The process of loading and discharging nuiy In- liiitfly

described. On the approach of the ship, with her cargo

aboard, the person ashore in charge of the engines and

cradle observes the state of the tide, and, knowing the

draught of water, adjusts the cradle by lowering it or

raising it to the required level. On the vessel coming into

position, the drawbridge, which is raised and depressed by

crabs worked froi

steamer's prow and mac

ready on the drawbriil

gear, are then hookeil

foremost waggons, and i

a out at o

gantry, is lowered on to the

: fast there. Ropes, which are

e iMiuiieited with tlie winding-
iii 111 (lie eou[iling-chams of the

1 siuiial l.eing given the whole
operation. The time occupied

in unloading is regvilated by the speed at which the

engines are run, and this may be fast or slow according

to the condition of the tide and other circumstances. At
high tide, when the deck of the steamer and the cradle

are nearly level with the rails at the top of the slope, the

process of discharging may last some thirty or forty

seconds. At dead low water, when the slope is at its

maximum of steepness, a slower speed is advisable, and
the time occupied may vary from two to four minutes.

The loading, which is accomplished on a similar principle,

requires rather more caution. The waggons, being

drawn to the verge of the slope by steam shunting-gear

attached to the winding engines, are then allowed to run

on to the deck by their own gravity, checked and regu-

lated by the ropes attached to the drums.
When the project was first mooted, doubts were freely

expressed as to the sufficiency of traffic to warrant an
establishment of this kind. Recently, however, doubts

on this subject have been resolved, and it is now antici-

pated that difficulty is more likely to arise from redun-

dancy than deficiency of freight. The present carrying

power, judging from the traffic that is alrenily ntTcriii",

is likely to require augmentation. Aln^ily i' li ' >

'

traffic is tendered for conveyance fully iq. l^i i In >
i- ; li

pow
lend,;

liaM.

ir if
I

ed ;

,.1 I ;,.1J

souree a brief ,les
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;
but that by Mr. Skewes shows so conclusively on

scientific grounds how utterly baseless is the claim of the
" Faith-healers " to any supernatural powers, that we
depart from our rule to speak well of it. On his argu-
ments fi'om scripture we are, pez-force, silent.

The Handbook of Physiognouiij. By RosA Badghan.
(London: George Redway. 1885.)—That certain con-
formations of features are typical has been abundantly
shown by the combined photographs of Mr. Francis
Galton, and by these of the recent American observers.
Hence any scientific attempt to classify the diverse
forms of the various parts of the human face, and to
show in what way any peculiar conformation may be
expected to correspond with some intellectual peculiarity
or gift could scarcely fail to be of value. When how-
ever we find Miss Baughan's tract bristling with crazy
astrological trash about people being " born under the
dominant influence of Saturn"; deriving theii- temisera-
ment from " the influence of Apollo or Mercury " ; or
exhibiting the "Signature of Jupiter," and the like,

we see at once that it is about as valuable from a
scientific .joint of view as Mother Shipton's dream-book,
there or thereabouts.

School Hygiene, ani Diseases Incidental to School Life.
By Robert Faequharson, M.P., M.D. (London : Smith,
Elder, & Co. 1885.)—It can scarcely be doubted that in
a very large proportion of schools indeed hygiene, if not
practically neglected, is made quite ancillary to the one
object of loading the pupils up to the very muzzle with
as much intellect aal pabulum as can by any device be
rammed into them. It is, then, alike to teach peda-
gogues and parents how care for the bodies of growing
boys and girls is as essential as are the artifices adopted
for training or forcing their minds, that Dr. Farquhar-
son's book is written ; and a real and practical work he
has produced. He discourses in succession of school
buildings, diet, work, and play

;
gives a capital chapter

on the duties of the school doctor ; and concludes with a
tolerably full account of school diseases. The question
of over-pressure in schools meets with incidental discus-
sion, and there are some extremely sensible remarks on
school-play. This is a book to be studied by all engaged
in the education of children, as well as by those who per-
force commit their children to others to be educated.
Key to Euclid's Elemaits. By John Stuegeox

Mackay, M.A., F.R.S.E. (London: W. & R.
Chambers. 1885.)—"We are a little puzzled by Mr.
Mackay's " Key," inasmuch as it contains answers to
questions, solutions of problems, and demonstrations of
theorems which have no existence in either of the editions
of "Euclid " on our own shelves. It quite obviously has
reference to some special version of the " elements " of
the immortal Alexandrian; but this should have been
stated on the title-page. If it be the key to a repro-
duction of "Euclid" edited by Mr. Mackay himself,
which strikes us as being possible, such edition must be
a remarkably complete one, inasmuch as a perusal of
some of the very numerous answers worked out at length
affords convincing proof of the pertinence of the original
riders to "Euclid's" own propositions. Possessors of
the particular edition of "Euclid" to which Mr. Mackay's
" Key" pertains, will doubtless procure it.

Walfonl's Antiquarian. Edited by Edward Walfoed,
M.A. Aug., 1885. (London: Geo. Redway.)—FuU of
interest to the archaeologist, the historian, the herald,
and the bibliographer, Mr. "Walford's capital magazine
may be commended to all unwilling to sever their con-
nection with the mighty past. The continuation of a
very readable article on the Bankside playhouses in

Shakespeare's time will be conned with avidity by the
modern playgoer who cares to contrast the comparatively
rude representations of the Elizabethan Age with the
elaborate scenic reproductions of the present day.

A "History of Gilds" becomes important at a time
when those of the City of London are threatened.

Mr. Round puts Professor Freeman on his defence as a

historian, while the taste of the more catholic class of

readers will be gratified by the perusal of Mr. Johnson's
essay on "Thackeray and His Works." We should
add that we have only directly referred to four out of

the twelve articles which make up the number before us.

Familiar Trees. By G. S. Boulger, F.L.S., F.G.S.
With coloured plates by W. H. J. Boot. Part I.

(London: Cassells & Co. 1885.)—Mr. Boulger begins
his series of "Familiar Trees " with a description of that

essentially typical English one, the oak; describing,

within the compass of eight pages, the structure, habit

of growth, uses, and parasites of the brave old tree, and
mentioning certain localities in this country in which it

attains great size and perfection. Life-sized coloured

drawings of the oak-apple and the acorn, and a chromo-
lithographic reproduction of a spirited water-colour

sketch of an oak by Mr. Boot illustrate the text.

The Causes and Prevention of Bli7id}iess. By Dr. Ernst
FrcHS. Translated by Dr. R. E. Dudgeon, with Notes
by Dr. Roth. (London: Baillifere, Tindal], & Cox.
1885.)—Of all the afilictions that can fall upon suffering

humanitythat of blindness is unquestionablyone of themost
fearful; and it is really terrible to read in the short " Re-
port " prefixed by Dr. Roth to the volume now before us
"that two-thirds of the 30,000 blind in England, and of the

320,000 in Europe, owe their misfortune merely to igno-

rance and neglect." Dr. Fuchs' book has its origin in a prize

of £80, offered by the London Society for the Prevention
of Blindness for the best essay in English, French, Italian,

or German " On the Causes of Blindness, and the best

Practical Means of Preventing it," and has been published

by the Society, which awarded the well-earned prize to

its author. The whole subject is treated in a manner at

once lucid and attractive ; and the perusal of the work
will show how widely spread its interest is. A single

illustration may be derived from his section treating of

myopia, or short-sight, a malady so tremendously on the
increase everywhere since the setting in of the educational

craze ; with reference to which he tells us that "myopia
is the cause of 10 per cent, of all cases of blindness of one
eye." Surely when concave spectacles and eye-glasses

meet one at every turn, there is much to alarm us in a
statement like this, given upon such authority. It may
further interest a numerous class to learn that immoderate
use of tobacco (and also of spirits, though the effect is

less marked) causes amblyopia, or partial blindness. Full

of the most practical directions for the avoidance and
cure of the numerous forms of visual defects described,

this is a book which should be studied by every one who
values his own sight or that of his children. He that

hath eyes to read, let him read it.

We have also on our table The National Review, a col-

lection of thoughtful and scholarly essays, Bradstreefs,

The Sanitary Netvs, The Medical Press and Circular, del
et Terre, The Jounial of Botany, The Country Brewer's

Gazette, Electricite, The Ilhley Free Press, The Tricyclist,

Wheeling, the inscrutable scientific journal in Arabic, The
Co-operative Index to Periodicals, Our Monthly (Rangoon),
and Wm. Wesley dr Son's Booh Circular.

TnE number of hands employed in 'Woolwich Arsenal is 11,200.
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CHATS OX GEOMETRICAL MEASUREMENT,
By Richard A. Peoctok.

THE SPUERE.
(Continued from page 120.)

A. The demonstration of the volume of the sphere seems as

complete as it is simple. Of course by making the triangles ab c,

bed, in Fig. 3, &c. sufficiently small, we make the pyramid
C a b ca.B nearly equal as we please to the solid sector C abc. In
fact, it is obyious that all the portions left over in this way will

be included within a spherical shell (between the surfaces of the
sphere A B D, and a concentric sphere within it touching the

plane of the largest of the triangles a be, b c d, &c.), and this sphere
can be made as thin as we please by making all the triangles

sufficientlv small.

M. That seems to you obvious ? I confess I think you are
right ; for it seems obvious to me also. Yet Euclid made this

the theme of the most difficult—at least the longest—of all his
problems, viz. the last problem but one of the Twelfth Book.

A. How was this?

M. Because Euclid would not allow of any constraction the pre-

cise method of which had not been determined.

A. Can you indicate an actual demonstration, which shall not
be quite so complicated as the " spider's web " proposition to which
you refer ?

Fig. 5.

shall lie wholly without a concentric sphere F G H K, of radius

C :;
(Fig. 5). Around C as centre (Fig. 5) describe the circular arc

a B a', and through g draw a g a' square to C B. Now let abc,
Fig. 4, be a small plane triangle having sides ab, ac equal, and
be not greater than either. Suppose a 6 c Fig. 6 to represent this

triangle, ab c the circumscribing circle, g its centre, and a

g

Fig. G equal toag Fig. 5. Then if gC be drawn in Fig. 6, square
to the plane abc, and equal to Cg Fig. 5, it is obvious (since

a!7 = ''3 = f I/, and C;; is square to each) that C a = Cb = C c=C a of

Fig. 5. Hence a sphere having centre C and radius Ca will pass

through a, }>, and c ; and a sphere having centre C and radius C g
will touch the plane abc a.t g (since Cg is square to the plane abc,

and therefore is the shortest distance to that plane). A sphere

then F G U K having centre C Fig. 4 and the same radius C g will

not cut the plane abc, and will only touch it if fc c = a b, ora c ; for

if 6 c is less than a b the circumscribing circle abc Fig. 4
will be lees than the circle abc Fig. 6, and its plane
will therefore be at a distance from C exceeding C g

(Figs. 5 and 6). A fortiori, any plane triangle with its

angnlar points as a, b, c, on the spherical surface A B D, but having
two equal sides each less than a b, a c, and the third side not ex-

ceeding either, will lie outside the inner sphere F G H K. Now it

is easy to divide the whole surface of the sphere into such spherical

triangles that the plane triangles having the same angular points

will— as thus shown,—not touch the interior sphere. For let the

great circle B D be divided into any number of equal parts, c d, df,

fi, i k, each less than a b (which can be done, of c .^rse, by con-

tinually halving the arcs all round, starting first with quadrants) ;

and let the half quadrant AB be divided into any number of equal

parts BL, LN, N P, &c., each less than an, the arc through a

(Fig. 4) bisecting b c iu n. Let LL', N N', P P', Ac, be parallel

small circles through L, N, P, &c., the successive points of division

on the quadrant B A. On c d, df, fi, i k, Ac, as bases, let a series

of isosceles spherical triangles ced, dhf, fji, il k, &c., be described,

having their vertices e, h, j, I, &c., on LL'; on eh, hj, j I, &c.,

another series of isosceles triangles emh, hnj, jo I, &c., having

their vertices m, n, o, &c., on N N' ; on m n, m o, &c., another seri s

of isosceles triangles mpn, n qo, &c., having their vertices p, q, &c.,

on P Q ; and so on continually, until A is reached. It is manifest

that the vertices of each circuit of triangles will draw nearer and
nearer together, the farther we pass from B D ; for the number £

them is the same on each successive circle, and the circles con-

tinually diminish with increasing distance from B D. Thus the

bases of the successive series of triangles grow less and less, as do

their equal sides. Moreover the same is true, not only of the

triangles as ced, dhf, fji, &c., but of the triangles, edh, hfj,

jil, Ac, which are also isosceles, but have their vertices turned

downwards instead of upwards. Hence, doing the like with the

other half, BED, of the sphere, we have finally, the surface of

the whole sphere divided into a number of isosceles spherical

triangles all less than abc, and none having the centre of its cir-

cumscribing circle so near to the centre as g. Hence the series of

corresponding plane triangles form a polyhedron enclosed within

the sphere ABED, but wholly without the sphere F G H K.

A. Is that an abridgment of Eucliil's proof ?

M. No : Euclid's proof is different. He divides the sphere into

strips, by a series of great circles all passing through the poles

A, E, and each strip into spherical quadrangles by arcs of circles

parallel to B D (except at the poles, where, of course, the strips

end in spherical triangles). But the demonstration is very com-

plicated, and the result does not seem to me so simple and satis-

factory as when the sphere is divided into triangles.

A. You do not think, however, that any demonstration was

necessary ?

M. No. Take an orange— or, better, a croquet-ball—and mark
dots over it so as to form a number of little triangles, beginning

with a small equilateral triangle, as abc in Fig. 7 ; and working

round it with the points d, e,f, g,h, Ac, and you will feel it to be

simply obvious that you can cover over the ^
whole surface of the sphere with acute-angled , \

<"'

triangles (isosceles if yon like, but not all ''' V >/

equilateral) as small as you please, and there- , , \^. J\^_\
fore having the planes of the cn-iv.fponding \ /\/\/ "

plane triangles at distanr.-i d !:. i tie of .V -Ail—\'

the sphere as nearly ri|i,.:
;
lure's

"

radius as you may pi. i i ': : • r as Fig. 7.

little

\<,u /i.,-.
I

:,r,,'led triangles?

'ill,. ,-. nil. .

i . , ; .: ::;..iibing an acute angled

NMlhin ll;.. Iii:i: '-, :.ii'l :.'<- makes the study of the

>1lt. But as tlie ilianioior uf a circle circumscribed

angle cannot bo greater than the longest side of the
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the volume of the sphere, fn

surface.

M. Yes ; because the pol;

sphere ABED, Fig. 4, diflVrf

a Tolume less than that of tli

A B E D and F C, H K ;
and t

please by making the radius of the inner sphere as nearly equal as

we please to the radius of the outer.

-4. Euclid, then, might have determined the solid content of the

M. Not quite. For he has nowhere shown, nor with his methods
is it possible to show, either that the surface of the sphere is equal

to the curved snrface of the enclosing cylinder, or that the area of

an enclosed polyhedron may be made to differ as little as we please

from that of the circumscribing sphere. For the last point it would
be necessary to show that the area of a plane triangle as ah c

Fig. 4, may bo made to differ from the area of the spherical triangle

a h c, by a quantity which vanishes in the limit compared with either

area, by making the sides of the triangle small enough compared
with the radius of the sphere. No one really doubts this ; no one
for instance, imagines that an equilateral triangle with one-inch

sides on a globe as large as our earth differs appreciably from an
equilateral plane triangle with one-inch sides. But it is impossible

to ]prove this.

A. What do we take next ?

M. I think it now may be interesting to determine the areas and
volumes of spindles.

A. I should have thought that would require the higher mathe-

M. No ; they can be dealt with geometrically, and by a method
applicable to so many problems abont curved areas, volumes, &c.,

that it is well worth studying for its own sake.

(To be continued.)

ilflisrellanfa.

Obituaet.—Mr. W. J. Thorns, the originator and editor np to

1872 of Notes and Queries, died at his residence, St. George's-

square, Belgravia, on Saturday last. He was in his eighty-second

The necessary arrangements are being made at Chatham Dock-
yard for lighting the workshops and factories with the electric

light, the results of the trial in those of the workshops already
lighted by electricity having been found to be satisfactory.

Dlsco^•EKY OF Mica.—A recent discovery of mica at Tallnlah,

Ga., is reckoned the richest in the world. It is said that blocks a
foot square can be taken out, and that the supply is declared in-

exhaustible. There is such a demand for the mineral in stove
making that it has been growing scarce and dear for several years.

The Sf.vekx Tunnel.—Considerable progress has been made
with the works of the Severn Tunnel. The brickwork in the
tunnel is practically finished ; the western face of the tunnel is

built, and the eastern face has been commenced, the ballasting is

nearly completed, and the greater part of the permanent way has
been laid. About 48,000 cubic yards of excavation still remain
to be done in the English cutting, and about 5,000 yards on the
Welsh side. Arrangements for the permanent pumping and ven-
tilation are being practically carried out.

The Pacific Mills, situate at Lawrence, Massachusetts, are re-

ported to be the largest textile manufacturing corporation in the
world, covering forty-three acres ; there are four steam-engines of

3,500 horse-power, forty-two small steam-engines, and fifty boilers

and eleven turbines of 5,000 horse-power. The annual consump-
tion of cotton is 15,000 bales; of wool, 4,000,0001b., the product of

750,000 sheep. The annual capacity is, in cottons, printed and
dyed, 65,000,000 yards; worsted goods, 35,000,000 yards, or a total

of 100,000,000 yards ; 3,600 females and 1,900 males are employed.
The roll pay for the year ending May, 1884, amounted to

1,790,000 dols.

A EAILTV.4T JorRNET THRorGH A Bt-'RxixG FoREST.—During the
recent hot weather a curious, but somewhat alarming, incident
occurred on a railway in Finland. On approaching the town of

Eaipios the driver of a train saw that the forest on both sides of

the line was burning furiously, enveloping it entirely in smoke and
flames. Afraid of proceeding, he despatched a messenger to the
town, and after waiting for three-quarters of an hour, during

i bo 8 veil

quarter of an hour, the heat being lurrilic.

Some interesting statistics in the coal trado have just been
pubUshed, showing the character of the Welsh trade. The best

customer Cardiff has is Port Said, which took 00,000 tons in July,

and the least important amongst the principal Buenos Ayres, which
took only 12,000 tons. Newport's principal customer is Genoa,
which in July took 15,000 tons ; Malta only 5,000 tons. Swansea's
best customers were the French, Russian, and Genoese ports.

During last month Cardiff sent away to foreign destinations, in

round numbers, 588,000 tons of coals; Newport, 169,000 tons;

and Swansea, 69.000. In the same period Cardiff sent away 13,000

tons of iron and steel ; Newport, 7,000 tons of iron and steel ; and
Swansea, 1,000 tons. Cardiff, 18,000 tons of patent fuel ; Swansea,

Timber Growth on the Pacific Coast of the U.nitkd States.

—The timber forests of the north-western portion of Washington
Territory, U.S., contain a wealth of forest growth which is not
met with elsewhere on the globe ; 20,000,000 acres of forest growth
are environed around the inland waterways of Paget Sound, with
a coast line of 1,800 miles, indented with numerous harbours
admirably suited to the manufacture of timber into merchant
shapes, and loading on vessels. This timber belt, lying between
the 47th and 49th parallels of latitude, will average 25,000 feet of

lumber to the acre, most of which is fir, but also abounding in

cedar, alder, and maple. The value of the twenty-four saw-milla

in this district is estimat

capacity of 1,300,000 feet

years to cut up this forest.
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SHIPS' SIGXAL LAMPS.

[Patent No. 15,l-i7. 188i.j—This invention, by Mr. Edwin
Martin, of C8, West India Dock-road, Lojidon, E., is intended as a
means of ensuring better light and absolute freedom from being
extinguished by the violence of the weather, irrespective of its

severity. It is, therefore, entitled to greater consideration for the
prevention of collisions at sea, which are too frequently caused
through the Lights becoming extinguished.

It has two lenses, an outer and an inner, either of which may be
coloured; between the two lenses there is a space, about li in.

wide, for the purpose of admitting a ciu-reut of air between them,
the object being to keep them cool.

The inner lens is fitted inside the body of the lamp, and a shield-

plate is so fixed to the lens and sides of the lamp as to prevent
any up or down draught coming into contact with the light.

The shield-plate, which is the chief novelty, is fixed to back and
sides of the lamp. It is bent conical, and is left open at the top end
under the raised top of the lamp.
The outer lens is fitted to a hinged frame, for the more ready

convenience of keeping it clean and preventing an accumulation of

dirt whereby the full advantage of the light may become un-
obtainable.

At the bottom of the lamp is a row of air-holes, so constructed
as to maintain a clear current of air, and allow it to pass away
either top or bottom.

The lamp is proof against being extinguished either by wind or
water, without regard to its application.

Colza or petroleum oil may be used for burning, and the method
for trimming is similar to that adopted in the ordinary signal

lamps now in use.

The body or frame of lamp may be made any size or

material.

Trials of Mr. Martin's Lamp have been made with the top open.
1st.—A blast generated by a fan driven by steam power was

played on it from every direction; this trial lasted about ten

2nd.—The lamp
held under wbein

n through a trough of w n feet long,

—Water from a fire-hose was played on the lamp from all

directions for about ten minutes, the top being left open. None of

these trials produced any effect.

The lamp had been lit about half-an-hour before the trial took
place, so that the metal and glass had plenty of time to heat.

It must be admitted that by a very simple and inexpensive
contrivance, the patentee has accomplished what he claims for it

—

It cannot be blown out by the wind or put out by water, and is

so constructed that the lenses will always keep cool.

These lamps appear to be exceptionally well suited for large or

small craft, such as coasters and fishing-vessels that usually carry
their lights near the water, as they are not liable to be blown
or jerked out by the quick motion of such craft ; neither would
" ' ' e damaged or the light affected by sprays or seas going

ir them.

' rncuRsixG Mirr.oscnrr adjustment.

an inch, thus c for all kinds of high-
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METEORIC DISPLAY.

[187-1]—I should be very glad to hear through Knowledge that

other readers noticed the meteoric shower that occurred on Monday
evening between 9.15 and 10.40. At the same time a brilliant

display of lightning illuminated the sky on the eastern horizon.

AH the meteors appeared to diverge from a point just below
Cassiopeia in the Milky Wav. The brightest fell from the zenith

in a S.E. direction, about 9.26. When near the horizon it burst,

the particles being of a very intense blue colour and formed a tail

like a comet's, which was visible for fifteen seconds.

Several others were seen, but none so bright as the one
described.

At 10.40 the sky became overcast with clouds.

Bracebridge, Aug. 10, 1885. Jas. Grant.

[The display belonged to the well-known August shower—the
Perseids.—E.P.]

METEOR SHOWERS.

[1875]—I should feel much obliged if you would clear up some
difficulties in my mind on the subject of meteor showers.
Some years ago I read with the greatest interest a lecture

delivered at the Royal Institution, on Feb. 14, 1879, by Mr. G. J.

Stoney, F.R.S., on the " Story of the November Meteors." Your
articles on meteors in this year's Knowledge considerably discount
the value of this otherwise most interesting lecture. To account
for these meteors which once travelled together, afterwards
lengthening into a procession, he conjectures that the November
shower was once (in a.d. 120 probably) a cluster close to Tranns,
when the individual meteors, being perturbed in gi-eater or less

degree, tended to separate, those most attracted lagging behind.

Furthermore, he says atp. 9—"As the comet (with "a cluster of

meteors within it) swept past the planet, its outly
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If would they get away so far from the main body ? (I

ion that last year I watched for them after midnight, but
as 1 saw none in half an hour, I went to bed.)

4. Is the following a valid objection to your theory of a meteor's

—

or rather a meteor— train, being ejected from planets, sun, or stars ?

Observation or analogy show that all these bodies rotate. If a
shower takes two days or two years to fly past a given point, we
must presume (unless a lengthening-out happens in transit) that

the shower took two days or two years for the process. But if the

process did last so long as this, it would be impossible for all the

ejected matter to be expelled from the rotating body in the same
direction—unless, indeed, the material was discharged from the

poles of the rotating body.
The fixed radiant-point question is very interesting, and I hope a

good exposition of the subject will appear in Knowledge.
More Light.

[1. Meteor systems lengthen out. 2. This agrees with my theory
at least as well as with Schiaparelli's. 3. The "gem of the ring "

of Leonids has passed completely away from the neighbourhood of

the earth's orbit. We may, however, be shortly expecting to see

some of the meteors scattered in front of the main body. 4. If a
shower takes two days or two years noiv in passing a given point,

it by no means follows that the original cluster took that time in

starting—on the contrary we know the present extension of the

flight is greater than of old. Hence this peculiarity implies no
objection at all to my theory.

Lastly I may remark that my theory was suggested years after

I had examined and described the peculiarities " More Light

"

touches on, besides a number of others which few of those who just

them. My essays, written in the years 1866-71, on the November
meteors alone would make a good-sized book.—R. P.]

INVISIBLE SUNS.

[1876]—I was much interested by an article by Mr. Proctor
which appeared in Knowledge a few months ago, pointing out the

comparatively small number of orbs which are likely to be in-

habited at any one time. It seems to me that the same chain of

reasoning leads to the conclusion that the universe must contain
many invisible suns—great orbs like our sun, which have cooled

down sufiiciently to emit no light of their own.
Some of these may probably be in a condition, as regards tem-

perature, permitting of their habitation by living creatures. It is

a curious speculation, What forms of life would be found on such a

globe, illuminated, as it would probably be, only by starlight ?

Mcs.^FiK.

SUN WORSHIP.
[1877]—If the writer of the letter No. 1835, page 79, in Know-

ledge for July 24 of this year will give in Knowledge the source
of his information respecting the sun worshippers of Mexico and
Peru who " held dogmas almost identical with Christianity," I shall

be extremely obliged. Zeteo.

LIFE IN THE MOON—DEATH OP PLANETS—BLUE SKIES
—MOISTURE OF THE ATMOSPHERE—SOLID OXYGEN-
THE WATERS ABOVE THE FIRMAMENT.

[1878]—By referring again to letter 1812, " Hallyards " will

find that the remarks contained therein, concerning imaginary men
in the moon, are just as applicable to his new example of Uley
Bury as they were to the case of the Pyramids, which he has seen
fit to lay aside.

Unless " Hallyards" can demonstrate the probability he assumes,
the age of life in the moon must have overlapped a period, the

exact counterpart of a given period of life on the earth, and yet

not have exceeded the present ; he may throw back the age of man
and his work as many centuries as he pleases without affecting the

question in the least.

In the absence of an occasional fact or even probability to guide,

it is penetrating far enough into realms of imagination, to picture

either an inhabited moon, or a moon never the abode of life, without
defining a limit to the civilisation or brain power of the merely-

conjectured Lunarians. Furthermore, the wish to compare speci-

mens of human work, lunar and terrestrial, without a comparison
of the circumstances giving rise to the work in either case, shows a
decided tendency to build " castles in the air."

I must inform "Hallyards" that I do not "contend" for the

"man in the moon," my contention is simply that there may have
been men in the moon for all he has said to disprove it. There are

perhaps more weighty reasons against an inhabited moon than

those advanced by "Hallyards." (By-the-way, I should like to

hear a few particulars of " Uley Bury" and H.'s authority for its

remote age.)
" There is nothing to show that planets die, so long as they have

their sun." Which is (or rather was) the sun of the moon, the

earth, or our sun ? The earth, I should think ; and since the

moon's sun has cooled down suflicient to bear life, the death of its

planet can be easily understood. What will the earth be like when
our sun is cool enough to bear life ?

Tlie "positive fact" that northern skies are bluer than those of

the "sunny south" needs some slight corroboration.

Walking through a picture-gallery a day or two ago, I could not
help noticing how different tints of blue (independent of cloud

colour) were characteristic of different latitudes. We are all prone
to mistakes (" H." not excepted) ; but seldom is the fact so ex-

emplified, as in the case of our artists in their endeavour to repro-

duce nature, if " Hallyards " in this instance be correct.

Once again, " Hallyards " has supplied me with the argument
against himself. A better proof that the amount of aqueous vapour
must be greater in warm climates than in cold, I could not have
wished than that instanced by the sudden introduction of " French
rolls" into this discussion. Because in France, " rolls " and things

in general are unusually dry, he concludes that the atmosphere
likewise is dry. Will " Hallyards " explain where the moisture of

the rolls, &c., has gone ? It has simply evaporated, which means,

the solvent power of air being raised by an increase of temperature,

the water required to saturate it is drawn from wherever water is

exposed, be it lake, river, rill, or " roll."

I am asked to " demonstrate that (the atmosphere of) the

parched Soudan has more water than the storm-swept Arcades."

If the foregoing example is not suflicient, the following figures will

explain :—
Air absorbs one hundred and sixtieth part of its weight in

aqueous vapour at 32°, one-eightieth at 59°, one-fortieth at 86°,

summer heat, and a twentieth at 113°, intense heat.

As to solidified oxygen and nitrogen, like the discovery of the

conjectural metal hydrogenium, it has been accomplished num-
berless times within the last twenty years, if every scientific

announcement of the fact is to be credited—we have been deceived

so often that incredulity is somewhat pardonable. I made the

assertion that these gases could not be solidified on the authority

of at least half-a-dozen standard Chemistries, but I will not dis-

pute the point, as it is of no moment. I admitted in last letter that

all gases might be solidified.

Referring to the " waters-above-the-earth " theory, a scanty

glance through the first chapters of Genesis will show " Hallyards"
that its origin is shrouded in no ambiguity, and we are not even
dependent upon the Hebrew records for its exposition ; it was an
universal idea. Alex. Mackie.
[The question of the possibilities of past life in the moon though

suitable enough for suggestions, is not one for discussion. We can
fancy many things but can establish nothing.—There can be no
doubt that there is more moisture usually in the air over hot

regions than over cold ones. Oxygen and nitrogen have both been
solidified,—and by more than one process.—R. P.]

EVOLUTIONISM.

[1879]—So much has been lately written in Knowledge about
the Darwinian theory, that perhaps I also may be allowed to raise

a point or two that seem as yet untouched.

I cannot help thinking that the reason why Darwinism is so

generally accepted at present is because it is a theory so admirably

suited for our present phase of thought. In these days of inven-

tions, of rapid advance in science and in material civilisation,

when the ideas of all instinctively turn, whether they will or not,

in the direction of the unlimited development of human resources,

the notion even of an inexpansible millennium becomes too narrow
for us, and in such an age this new evangel of progress could not

fail to have an immense following. A century ago, had there

been found a historian who could philosophise on history as we do
now, and could he have foreseen the enormous strides that have
lately been made in science and its application to material re-

sources, he might have been able to predict that a theory of this

nature would arise—he might even have laid down some of its

main characteristics. The moral to be drawn is this ; the more
completely a theory is the creature of its age, the more deeply

ought it to be distrusted.

Again, it really seems to me that the " struggle for existence"

has too much to carry. It appears to be forgotten that slight

variations (the only kind admitted) are alsolutebj and totally in-

effective in this struggle because their results are so small. To
illustrate : I wear moustaches on my lip which in eating con-

tinually get inconveniently into my mouth, but are most ungraceful
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when clipped short ; nor will I take the trouble to shave. Is it,

then, to be supposed that in the struggle for existence the men
whose moustaches incline more outwards will have so much the

best of it that, after many hundred—or, if you will have it, let us

Bay, million—generations, all mankind will be found to have their

moustache hair pointing towards the outer edge of their eyes ?

Then, again, animals have the power of adapting themselves to

circamstances. Everybody will, I suppose, admit that. It mani-
fests itself in many ways, as when a cat takes on a thicker fur in

cold countries, &c. In such cases there is no time for direct

evolution to come into play ; such adaptation sometimes takes place

in the life of a single animal. Now this power itself, say the

Darwinians, is a product of natural selection, since the possession

of such a power is evidently favourable to the species. But when
we come to look closer it becomes plain that this power in animals
is in itself quite sufficient to account for the whole process of

development. It is quite as effective for that purpose as the theory
of natural selection could be. Darwinianism, therefore, instead of

being the great panacea for the explanation of everything and
everybody, is in reality an explanation of nothing but this one
power. But by such a limitation Darwinianism loses its raison

d'Ure, for the only justification of a hypothesis is its power of co-

ordinating a great number of varied phenomena.
P. J. Beveridge.

[Mr. Beveridge's letter contains ample internal evidence that his

knowledge of the theory of evolution is derived from hearsay, and
that his personal acquaintance with it is of the very haziest and
most imperfect character.

—

Ed.]

[When one considers Darwin's unwearying zeal and industry in

collecting and observing facts, his marvellous patience and skill in

analysing them, and his freedom from prejudice in interpreting

them, such facile and flippant comments as are passed on his work
by some who manifestly have never read with attention ten pages
of his master works, are amusing—to speak mildly of them.—R. P.]

[1880]—Mr. Proctor, in his clever article entitled " George Eliot

on Mental Decay," has sufficiently exposed the false reasoning due
to theological bias ; but I think it will be found that in enforcing
his argument he has given undue prominence to mechanical doc-

trines, and has incurred the risk of being misunderstood upon a
very important subject. It is very natural to overstate a truth

when you have antagonists who can only dogmatise and assert; and
if I am right in my asEumption, I, for one, can sincerely sympathise
with the able Conductor of Knowledge in this respect. But I pre-

sume (and I hope I am right) that Mr. Proctor believes in some-
thing else than pure mechanism. It would not be unscientific for

him to suppose with Herbert Spencer that there is an unknowable
and infinite energj' underlying phenomena. [Why this is the very
religion of science, the soul of the worship of science, the founda-
tion of the whole system of duty inculcated by science. Where is

the man of science who does >wt believe this ?—R. P.] There is

nothing theological in the conception, and it would be more in

harmony with facts than causeless mechanism. Supposing this to

be the view of Mr. Proctor, it does not appear in his arguments
j

and I call attention to the circumstance that he may correct any
misconception, if there is such.

In supporting George Eliot's views by illustrations of his own,
drawn from music, he makes B. say :

—

" And yet, after all, there are musical passages, whose beauty
seems independent of the material qualities of the instrument."
To which A. answers :-"Not one. .

."

C. then asks :

—
" So music depends on mechanism after all ?"

A. replies, and through A., Mr. Proctor :
—" Undoubtedly. It

depends absolutely on mechanism."
Now, I contend that this is not quite in harmony with the facts.

If mere beauty of sound were concerned the statement would be
perfectly true, but if musical thought and conception is referred to
as a part of music— which it is unquestionably—then it is not true

)nlyto a small extent. Beethoven was deaf the greater part
of h
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I may have niiBUiidorstood Mr. Proctor, but it seems to me that
) has unduly emphasized the mechanical element in nature.

Certainly, one school of " materialists " lay great stress upon this

feature; but the other school—to whom, I think, Herbert Spencer
belongs—while admitting final causes to be unknowable, yet admit
in that unknowable element the potency and creative energy for all

[Although I think it unnecessary to explain that I meant what
I clearly said, I insert " Gamma's " letter, as presenting well

certain points which are often misunderstood. I said music depends
absolutely on mechanism, not music is mechanism. The same
mechanism may be used to bring out the mtisic of a Bach a
Beethoven a Handel or a Mozart, the melodies gay or sad which
move the musically untaught, the wearisome iteration of the

common sorts of dance music, or the meaningless thumping of a.

child. Every one of these products depends on the mechanism.
That they are so unlike shows that there ia something outside the

mere mechanism. As my object was specially to show that George
Eliot's words had not the meaning which "Gamma" thinks may
be found in mine,—and as I definitely showed this by the illustra-

tion I derived from music (note especially the distinction dwelt
upon in the last paragraph but two), " Gamma's " elucidation waa
unnecessary. But being good, in itself, let it stand.—R. P.]

" DOUBLING UP TOUR HAVES."

[1881]—I have a great respect for Mr. Proctor's opinions on most
subjects, but I must confess that I entirely agree with " Hallyards "

in considering " I should have like to have seen" an odious phrase,

and I am surprised to find Mr. Proctor defending it. And yet

similar phrases are constantly used, not only in common parlance,

but in books otherwise well written. Most persona will confess it

is incorrect when their attention is called to it, but a few maintain
that all the verbs in a sentence should be in the same tense. Mark
Twain calls it " Doubling up your haves," but then at present he is

not regarded as an authority by Knowledge. A similar erpression

is, "I meant to have gone," when what was originally " meant " was
"to go." E. C. H.

[I did not defend the phrase, and I never use it. What I said

was that it conveys a certain meaning not quite conveyed by any
other form of expression. Mark Twain is not an authority here on
science ; but a writer of so much experience is necessarily an
authority on the use of words and forms of expression.—R. P.]

"THE WELL OF ENGLISH UNDEFILED."

—Much has been said of late respecting the loose and
way of speaking and writing common among people who

presumably are fairly educated, and I may perhaps be allowed to

call attention to the following vulgar illiteratisms :
—

" Different

to," for different from. " Those sort of people," for that sort.

" Either side of the way," when the sense clearly indicates that

each should be used ; an error very common among popular

authors. " I shall have much pleasure in accepting," Ac,
instead of I have, cum multis aliis, .but the above are among
the most general errors of common parlance. With regard to

pronunciation, one may often suppose that the rule in our dic-

tionaries that the comma after and above a syllable indicates

that it is accentuated ia not generally understood, or we should

not so often hear such mistakes as, centrifn'gal, contripe'tal,

Ser'apis ; and among the clergy, inspi'ration is far more common
than the i in the second syllable pronounced like e short.

These are a few indications of a faulty system of education in

the past, which in large schools especially apparently took for

granted that children were intuitively gifted with a fair knowledgo
of their own language, or were grounded as infants.

P.S.—I heard the present Bishop of London called pedantic for

rightly pronouncing i'aolate, is'olate.

[Prof. Young, of Princeton, N.J., assured me that "different to"
ia a specially English mistake. It is such a bad mistake that I can

dly think it as common in English writing as he says he finds it

' Differin] vith"
)'bad, h

a person is

fact c

listakc.
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DE GUSTIBUS—MUSICAL TEMPERAMENT.

[18S3]—When tLe claesification wliich I put forward in letter

1742 is taken into account—namely of (I.) physical excitement,

(II.) intellectual satisfaction, and (III.) associations, ic—as three

elements in questions of taato, I think many quotations from critics

in painting might be made in justification. The early Florentine

and Roman schools will seem to have more of the spiritual, the

Venetian somewhat more of the sensual clement, and the Flemish
a great deal more of the sensual. But at present I have to offer

an illustration from another art, where, for want of observing the

above distinctions, a controversy remains open, in which mathe-
matically-exact philosophers appear arranged on the sensual side of

the question, as opponents to practical professors, who take the
intellectual side ; a curious position of things.

My present subject is Musical Temperament ; which I propose to

take on the way—a roundabout way as it may seem—towards re-

suming the consideration of Symmetry. (I must still use the word
loosely for convenience, notwithstanding the objections of "Another
Old Draughtsman"—letter 1797—which will deserve regard at

another time.)

The subject may perhaps be new to some of your readers, and I

proceed to give an elementary statement.

WwU Jone

Whdc Jone

grea U r

If the distances G X or A Y represent a second of time, and if

in that time a sounding body, associated with the line G X, make
800 audible vibrations, while at A Y are made 900, and at B Z
1,000 vibrations, the three effects are such as are known respec-

tively as the keynote of a musical scale, the so-called second, and
the so-called third of that scale.*

In these cases, with low common measures, such as 8, 9, and 10,

the notes have readily-apprehended relative individualities ; and,

moreover, imaginary distances, as A G or B A, become readily con-

ceivable to the musical faculty, like distances extended between
the lines of an inscription or between stars in the sky. The
distances between the lines G X, AY, or A Y, B Z, are called in

musical language intervals of major seconds, or whole tones, by a
confusion of a word for a sound with one for an interval between

The acoustic philosopher discriminates further, and distinguishes

the greater tone A G from the lesser tone B A. Perhaps he plumes
himself on superior accuracy, because the amount of the interval

is according to the ratio of numbers of vibrations, and 8 : 9 is

greater than 9 : 10.

* The key of G has been chosen, because at the high pitch of

modern orchestras the note G above the treble stave would be very
close to 800 vibrations per second. If I had selected 80, 90, and
100 vibrations they would have constituted deep bass notes j 8, 9,

and 10 per second would not have been musical at all.

The foregoing numbers illustrate " Just Intonation." Recourse
might be had to tuning A Y, so that it should consist of 895 vibrations

instead of 900. In that case as (barring fractions) 800 : 895 ::

865 : 1000 ; the two intervals G A, A B will be equal. This will

give an idea of what is termed Equal Temperament in opposition to

Just Intonation.

In practice, however, something else must be done, for B Z
itself must be tempered ; and we must have B Z at 1008 vibrations,

snd A Y at 898 ; in which case 800 : 898: : 898 : 1008. With which
proportions musicians seem generally content in the present day,

in the case of keyed instruments.
But sweetness of tone is associated with low, common measures

of the ratios of vibrations. The " 3rd " so called, of 800 and 1000
vibrations, in proportion 4 : 5, is especially sweet ; more so than
800 : 1008 ; whose lowest terms are as high as 50 : 03.

How do these things concern the hearer ? The sweetness is of

sense, sensual. The individuality of 1008 vibrations in opposition

to 800, results in an interval, only by a trifle less intelligible to the

understanding than the very sweet interval.

If the intellectual is to give way to the sensual, we want a
diatonic octave scale with these intervals, viz., keynote to 2nd, a
greater tone, with the ratio 8 : 9 vibrations ; 2nd to 3rd, a lesser

tone of 9 : 10 vibrations ; 3rd to 4th, a semitone of 15 : 16 vibra-

tions ; then a greater tone followed by a lesser, then a greater, and
then another semitone. These constitute a justly-intoned scale

(G g). But the system of music (not acoustics) implies liberty to

a composer to lead hearers, to draw intellectual analogies between
certain sets of notes called tetrachords.* A tetrachord consists of

two larger intervals (tones) followed by a smaller (semitone).

Upon the equal tem])erament system these analogies may bo
minutely true. Upon the system of just intonation they are loose

analogies. Thus, let the notes of one tetrachord justly intoned be
put on a level with another, dismounted from the upper part of the

same octave—G C on a level with D' g'—and let cross-lines be
drawn between the corresponding parts, G X D', A Y E', Ac. It

will then be seen that the line A Y E is crooked. The justly-intoned

tetrachords are not symmetrical.
But if the tetrachords had been equally tempered, the line

AYE' would have been straight, and the "canonical" imitation

of a musical phrase in one group of notes G C by another group
D' g would have been a close one. Thus the intellectual under-
standing of music is served as well by equal as by just intonation,

however the unsophisticated outer sense of hearing in a few
persons of extraordinary delicate sensation may be offended by it.

The third element, of association, may unite sometimes with
the intellectual branch, sometimes with the sensual. And if the
association be with the past sensations of childhood, or again be
a lingering relic of ancestral sensations, there seems less coarse-

ness than the word " sensual " generally implies. Time purifies it.

A. 0. D.

IS THE GAME OF DRAUGHTS PLAYED OUT?
[1884]—I was much amused by a sentence in letter 185G. " The

game of draughts is now played out." On referring to the Siicy-

clnp:un,i Brilaniur.i I find that the writer of the article
" Draughts " jn-actically says the same. He says that the game is

exhausted, and that the best reply to every possible move is known.
I wish to call your attention to a few facts which will show the
fal.?ity of this statement. There are in England and Scotland
about twenty newspapers which contain a Draught column. Week
by week these columns publish new play. There is also a weekly
magazine devoted entirely to draughts, and it contains weekly a

large amount of original play. Recently a pamphlet was pub-
lished containing sixteen pages of new and original play on an
hitherto unexplored opening.

In April, 1884, an international match was played between
England and Scotland. Both countries were represented by the

finest players to be obtained. The result was—England, 7 won
games ; Scotland, 36 won games. Would this have been so if all

the best moves had been known ? Not one-hundredth part of the

possibilities of draughts are yet known. All the best players are

agreed that draughts is vet in its infancy.

The writer of the article in the Ency. Br. cannot have had
any personal knowledge of the game. Ue is unknown to players

whose memory can carry tliem back twenty or thirty yeai-s.

A. E. Hodgson.

SMELL-CLOUDS.
[1885]—We see the vapour of water travelling in well-defined

masses, and sometimes are plunged into them. Heuce we do not
dispute their consistency and locomotion. We do not see other
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masses of gas, and for this reason we do not realise to what an
extent such lamps of rare matter hold together and travel.

In 1882 I addressed to K. a speculation as follows. After a

Tiolent westerly pale I sometimca remark here for days after an
entirely novel odour like primeval forests. I have conferred

with natives, and, as usual, they give an explanation which cannot

be the true one

—

i.e. that it comes from kelp-burning at Noirmantier,

10 miles off. I point out that we almost always have the wind just

from-that quarter—S.W.—«'»iftou« any smell— (2) that when we
have this new perfume, it is after a W. gale of exceptional force

—

(3) that the smell is not kelp, but pines, and general verdure.

My suggestion to K. was that this smell had come all the

way from America. If caught in the centre of a cyclone, I see

no reason why it should not pass the Atlantic, kept entire by its

very rotation. I instanced two remarkable cases of cohesion of

odorous gas. At noon on a calm sunny winter's day I passed four

or five young ladies seated on a stone bench. I noticed as I passed

an abundance of strong perfume. They would not stay there

long ; an hour, at most. Yet, when I repassed after dark, I found
the perfume quite as strong about the bench. On the same spot a

few years before I passed and repassed several times through an
invisible cloud of wood-smoke, deliciously odorous. This must
have come from a good distance, for there were no inhabited houses

My letter was not noticed in any way. It no donbt seemed mere
extravagance.

In June 1884 a friend lent me a N.Y. or Detroit paper (which
I regret tohavelost) wherein it was reported that a ship's crew had
been almost suffocated by meeting, 400 miles from the nearest laud,

a dense bank of wood-smoke. If smoke will travel 500 miles, why
not 2,000 for a backwoods bouquet ?

Last night on going out I felt myself in the poisonous fumes of

a lime-kiln. There is one a mile to windward. In half-an-hour

there was no more smell. The cloud of gas had travelled on.

I have stood on Killiuey Hill on a windy day, and seen Dublin
quite free of smoke, while over Howth and Sutton there hung a
black pall, which was the smoke of Dublin, detached. I have smelt
the smoke of Dublin twenty miles off, and have been told

that sea-foam has been found in the centre of Ireland. At
Brompton after long-prevailing E. wind I have found the air not
better than that of Fleet-street. This might turn the scale in

favour of death, in the case of a very delicate sufferer; but I have
always found physicians calmly supercilious about any such obscure
causes of variation in strength.

"

SOMETHING ABOUT THE SKIN-CASTING OF SSAKES.

[1886]—During a service out here of thirty odd years, I have
come across snakes, I may say, by the thousand ; and I have met

the most unlikely localities, and most extraordinary

Some of the latter they could not possibly have reached with-

out using their ventral scales to assist them in climbing

—

e.ij., a
mud wail ; or, as the pedal-scales of lizards to occasion a
vacuum, and enable the individual to ascend the interior of a
glass jar.

The most extraordinary locality was finding a poisonous snake
coiled up between the seat and lid of a dak-bungrilow night-stool

;

and the next, the double roof of my brougham ; and dropping a

cobra from the sleeve of my wife's velvet jacket, which had been
hanging on a dress-stand.*

And the localities in which I have found the exuvia? of snakes
have been equally singular. Sometimes I have found them amongst
the entanglements of a rose-bush, and entire, too. The krait, a
small and very poisonous species, is a snake of literary attainments,

and affects book-cases, and I have found its skin on the top of a
shelf of books ; I have found a cobra-skin left as a card on the
floor of my drawing-room; I have met it stretched out on the
broken brick-ballast of the railway.

Apropos to this, it was an old tr:u!iii<iii lu.i !» ir t!.;.i .n:,i.cj

abhorred rough places, and, there run
,

- ,i (

rounded by broken stones or briil -.
I

snakes in these so-called prott-clril I i. ;' ^^,l .:

lusion, and that animals which li:i\i' im Nl--, wui'^'-. . r .utii:,.

they can progress as easily akmg iln' I'.u-f d u Hiinl «.ill as (.n

the ground.
But I am wandering from my subJLct the cxiui.u uC tiKikea, or

skin-casting.

The books say that because the scale and comeiB plates are

* [My own fathc

stationed in India, f

hisllutol-En.]

always found inverted, this wonderful process of exuviation must
commence at the tail and end with the head.
To ex]ilain the book process I must resort to a rough diagram.

Having shrunk within its skin, and thus loosened it, that around
the jaws cracks, and the snake begins to wriggle forwards, the tail

adhesion being as yet perfect ; half-way through the process the
book position is shown roughly in Fig. 1 (the dots indicating the
skin), and it can be imitated by passing a needle with a knotted

Kg. 2,Fig. 1.

thread inwards through the tip of tho finger of an inflated glove,

and then pulling gently on the thread, as shown in Fig. 2. The
process of inversion goes on gradually, and ends by the tail passing

through the skin of the mouth; it is then detached and the

exuvium is left behind. But how this extraordinary detachment;

takes place, the books don't say. As the result of this process

the mouth of the skin is left exactly opposite to the point of

exit of the sn.ake— i.e., if the snake began exuviating with ita

face to the East, the mouth of the skin will point to the west.

All this is too complicated for the real simplicity of Nattire'a

work ; exuviation is rendered necessary by the snake having out-

grown its skin, which is therefore dispensed with, and the process

is exactly similar to that seen, say, among silkworms, onlj that;

in their case the exuvium is left behind crumpled up, and not

straightened out. I have never seen anguine exuviation, but,

judging from that of caterpillars, the loose skin is slowly thrown
off by a series of undulatory movements.

Charmers, out here, carry about their snakes, cobras generally,

and sometimes pythons, in circular baskets, and when skin-changing

comes on (at the commencement of the cold weather), the poor
creatures are in great straits, and can only relievo themselves by
rubbing off flakes of epidermis against the sides of the basket.

In the natural process, the inversion of the corneaj and scale-

plates, is, I believe, due partly to cuticular contraction in drying,

and partly to atmospheric pressure. E. F. HcicHixsoN, M.D.
Pachmari, July 5, 1885.
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recent letters, because they simply consist of the reiteration of the
previous exposition of your thesis admitted into these columns.
Judging from the correspondence (or rather utter absence of it)

elicited by your letters and those of Miss Naden on the same sub-
ject, the seed fell upon but barren ground indeed. For some reason
which I will make no attempt to fathom, the readers of Knowledge
do not appear to care two straws about Hylo-Idealism.

—

Alex.
Inglis. I do not know whether such forecasts as the late Lieut.
Saxby used to publish are now sold. I imagine that if sold they
can hardly be " got for a payment" small enough to represent their
value, which would be somewhat less than nothing (at least if the
purchaser put faith in them).—W. C. Pen-n. Questions can not be
answered by post. Yes ; great faith is put in the moon as an index
of weather by country people ; also in fortune-telling, and other
foolish fancies.—J. B.^iley. Certainly, J should understand upwards
of one hundred to mean more than otie hundred, not less. But
never mind me.—W. N. Kidiington. Editor has nothing to do with
such matters. Try local newsvendors.— F. W. H. and Meter. From
opposite sides you deal with the question of necessity and supreme
law. To one I answer that if necessity makes a man objectionable,
it becomes necessary that he should be corrected. We may, as ycO
seem to suggest, feel sorry for him, because of his necessity ; so
we might feel sorry at having to shoot a tiger who had been driven
by necessity to propose eating us. To "Meter" I note that
his or her view, the ordinary theological view, is open to some
trifling objections. If only one view of right and wrong had com-
mended itself to the nations, the idea that that view was of super-
natural origin, or divinely inspired, would run to some degree on
all-fours. But as this is very far from being the case, as multi-
tudinous ideas about right and wrong prevail in different nations,
and are nearly all thought to be of divine origin, a certain degree
of difficulty is introduced. However, though Mr. Foster was
allowed to examine here the system of ethics arising, as Mr.
Herbert Spencer has shovra, out of the process of evolution, and
commending itself as best for the progress and welfare of the
world, he carefully refrained (you may have noticed) from dis-

cussing the question of a divinely-communicated moral law. The
subject is one which cannot be dealt with in these columns.

—

G. "W. DoDD.s. Do not know. Surely the makers or sellers would give
you the best advice on such points.—R.F.H. I see no great difficulty

about the unfortunate conditien of the Dnmba Sheep. If that
creature had by ordinary evolution, acting simply through natural
selection, reached that unsatisfactory state, of course it would be
strange to consider how a race had actually been brought to its end
by a process which usually fits races better to contend with adverse
conditions in their surroundings. But with domestic animals, arti-

ficially selected and treated, such pecuUarities can readily be under-
stool. The Sandwich Islanders are a case in point ; for their race
would come to an end, if my information is correct (and it comes
from their king), but for special surgical assistance.—W. H.
BcLPiTT. Thanks.—J. H. M. The reviewer's innocent remark
must not lead to a discussion about the innocents. The subject
is outside our range, and few, I fancy, care much about it.—F.
We.st. Have forwarded your article to the writer who deals with
inventions.—K. A. H. We shall not have space, I fear, for
the papers you kindly suggest. They are a little outside our
line. (With regard to a personal interview, your chambers, though
near the publishing office of Knowledge, are not within fifty miles
of the room where I am writing these replies.—A. Brothees. The
angle subtended by the image does not change at all. Surely the
result observed requires no explanation. What else could happen ?

—S. B. B. The puzzle is well kno>vn. All the cut squares, though
they seem to fit so as to form other squares, really form incomplete
figures.

—

Commentator. Your "Darwinism debated" is more than
debateable.— W. Reynolds. Letter should have been sent to
*' Mephisto." Your corrections are right ; but surely no one could
be for a moment in doubt.—G. G. G. Neither do I (K. P.) know
the author of those lines. The thought is tender and touching,
the form occasionally rough,—as in the line " And lovedst all

and renderedst good for ill." Does not the popular conception of
a future life, so viewed — as all men who have loved and
lost must view it, if they accept it—seem unutterably sad ? Even
the mere poetic presentation of that which my reason rejects
is for me inexpressibly saddening. Thanks very much for

the stanzas.—E. L P. "Has Hallyards ever been a certain
successful novelist."

—

Alex. Mackie. A slight change.-

—

Robert
liEWiNS, M.D. A story occurs to me (E. P.) apropos of your theory
of Hylo-Idealism, which I may throw in here in reply to your
latest communication—received since the Acting Editor replied to

you as above. A man in " the States " was commenting un-
favourably on the Royal arms of England and their heraldic

supporters. He objected definitely to the Crown, and effusively

abused the Lion,—but his remarks on the Unicornwere comparatively
vague ;

—
" Gaiddarn a Unicom, any way " was his sentiment in

regard to that highly idealistic creature. I tliink the general
interest in Hylo-Idealism is equal in enthusiasm to that felt in the
Unicorn of Heraldry—there or thereabouts. —The letter on M. Renan
and G. Eliot trenches on dangerous ground. — P. M. Yearslev.
Quite agree with you. But oh ! don't let us invite that one to
express his views. One who " never seems at a loss on any sub-
ject" is seldom to be trusted.—One who is x.ir Connected with
THE Vegetarian Society, the Stcdy of Sfx-.-ri'TTEBv, the Royal
Astronomical Society, or a Certain Well-known Weekly
Si'iENiiEic Paper—what a nom-de-plumc '.—is bewildering. As he
sends anonymoBS impertinence, he probably is connected with the
Vegetarian Society, Ac, 4c. But he may be merely crazed. Who
is " the astronomer who is going to regenerate the world by harping
on with his ideas about ' snn-spottery ' ?" " One who, &c.," implies
that the Conductor of Knowledge harps on that way. But
Knowledge has had very little to say about sun-spottery, and that
little has not come from the Conductor. In former years, I grant
" One who, Ac," the Conductor of Knowledge exposed the trick

by which some impecunious persons tried to get money and position

out of ingeniously-imagined influences of sun-spots on our weather ;

but the snake was not only scotched, it was killed at that time

;

long before Knowledge was started. Who hopes to get
money out of that dead trick note? What is there, by
the way, about sun-spots in Knowledge for August 7th, that
" One who A-c." points to that number ? Does he in any way or

degree know what he is talking about ? I imagine not. From
the rudeness of " One who &c." to the contributors to Know-
ledge, I imagine he has wished to contribute and been found

—

naturally—unequal to the work. His writing—though disguised

—seems famihar to the conductorial eye.—W. Paton. I (E. P.)

am most emphatically of your opinion. Within a few weeks you
will have good evidence on that point.—J. E. Walker. It is most
improbable that the indistinct articulation is caused by the tabes.

Possibly the carbons of the distant microphone have " set," or the
fault may be that the diaphragm in the home receiver is out of

adjustment. The best plan would be to ask the lessors to over-

haul the apparatus.

Notice.—In future weekly numbers of Knowledge, the answers

o correspondents will occupy much reduced space. We can no

onger undertake to answer all questions addressed to us, or to

•xplain why letters intended to be published are not suitable for

©\xv aaJbist Column.

Br "Five of Clubs."

SOLUTION OF PROBLEM.

I
FOUND when I reached England (for it is of course now no
secret that " Five of Clubs " and the " Conductor of Know-

ledge" are one and the same person) that I had not sent, as I

supposed, the solution of the fine double-dummy problem which
appeared on June 26. I had written a full analysis of the problem,
and had certainly intended either to send it with the problem, or
with the next batch of papers forwarded from my home in Mis-
souri. But it is clear I did not do so, and that analysis is lying

somewhere perdu among the multitudinous papers, letters,

pamphlets, maps, Ac, &c., 4c., which I have brought to my
home in England. This is the more unfortunate as I find very few
of our Whist-readers have succeeded in solving the problem. Of
course many, knowing that it originally appeared,- as I have
recently learned—in the Field, would not have had anything to say

about it, having already either solved it or seen the solution. But
from the letters of many it appears to have been freely tried, and
with very little success. Some who have been thus foiled have
objurgated me very freely for the omission to give the promised
solution, one or two deeming the delay merely a clever trick on my
part either to cover some mistake in the problem or to increase the

number of readers of Knowledge. I should have thought the

latter effect would certainly not be produced by any trick of the

imagined sort, but quite the reverse; while as for delay being a
satisfactory way of trying to hide a mistake, I have observed that

the longerVorrection is deferred the worse are the effects of a mis-

take, and my own constant rule has been to acknowledge any
mistake I may have made as quickly as possible.
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Hearts—10, 5, 3.

Clubs—6.

Diamonds—Q, 7.

that Spades are trnmps, though that was obrious from my com-
ments ; but it has been onr constant rule to indicate the trnmp suit

by the use of italics, and the Spades were thus marked, clearly

enough for all the Whist readers of Knowledge, as trumps.)
Singularly enough this problem which seems so difficult, yields at

once when dealt with—not as a pnzzle but—as a position in actual

play. Following correct Whist principles the solution of the problem
is Bimply the play which a good double-dummy player in A's posi-

tion would certainly follow. I was nearly a quarter of an hour
working unsuccessfully at this problem as a puzzle ; but so soon

as I tried the experiment, which I have occasionally found suc-

cessful with Mr. Lewis's masterly double-dummy problems—of

playing according to the best perception of the position, I solved

the problem at the first attempt,— (first on that line, bien

entcndu).

Observe : A has five certain tricks from the two trumps, the Ace,
King of Hearts and the Ace of Diamonds ; he may get a sixth trick

either in Hearts if Z can be made to discard a Heart, or if Z can
be led through in hearts after first trick in that suit, or in Clubs if

Y can be made to discard a club, or in Diamonds if both Y and
Z can be made to discard their last Diamond after one round
trumped by B. To keep open these chances, A-B must retain the

power of leading through Z in Hearts after one trick has been
taken in the suit, and this lead must be with B's small heart or A
can never make his tenace over Z except on sufference ; while also,

obviously, the longer A B keep back the lead from their two card
plain suits the better chance there will be of forcing discards from
I'-Z in these suits. Clearly then the most promising play for the

first trick is as follows :

—

H9 HKn H3
No Whist player of any experience would hesitate for a moment

about the play of the Heart Knave, seeing that B'b retention of the
card would obviously leave Z free, when B eventually led the Knave,
to play his lowest ; when, if A captured the Knave, the third trick in

Hearts would go to Z ; while if A failed to capture it, B would have
no Heart to lead and must lead a losing Club. Nor can we doubt
that it is best for Y to play the Heart Nine. On one possible line

it is true Y-Z might get a trick through 1' playing the Queen ; but
only by A-B playing incorrectly.

One of his five certain tricks has now been taken by A. Of
course he must not now go on with Hearts. Equally obvious is it

that he must not lead his Club ; for that is a card necessarily

valueless in /I 'a hand, and it may become a matter of importance
to be able to discard this absolutely valueless Club to B's lead of a
trump. Everything in such cases depends on holding open as long
as possible the lines of play available.

Therefore the second lead must be the Diamond Ten, to which
Y and Z each drop their smallest Diamond, which B trumps with
the Six.

It is now B's turn to lead. He clearly must not lead the Club
Aco here, for the same reason that A should not lead Club at the
preceding trick. Equally clear is it that he must not lend a Heart

;

for A would be forced to play his Ace Z retaining his Ton, and
securing one trick for Y-Z whatever A might lead.

Therefore the third lead must be B's long trnmp. Clearly Z
can lose nothing by discarding his single Club; A can lose nothing
by discarding his. But what shall Y discard ? If he discards
his Heart Queen, ^'s tenace over Z is made safe, B simply leads
his Club Ace, making the fourth trick, and then a small Heart, .-1

making the two remaining tricks in Hearts. If V discards a
Club, B makes the fourth and fifth tricks with his Club Ace and
Three, the sixth going to ^'s Heart Ace. It remains only for Y to
discard his Diamond Knave.
A-B have now made three tricks; but even yet Y-Z seema to

them,
e command c r all three plai:

Second and third best Hearts with
Second and third best Cluba,
Best Diamond,

moreover the second and third best Clubs a
third and fifth best Hearts in one hand. I
game in their hands, and their play is no
obviously must not lead a Heart.
The fourth lead must be B's Club Ace.

Heart or his Diamond Queen. If he diaca
his Diamond Nine, and B leading the small
make the remaining tricks. If Z discards
discards his Heart Six, and on B leading
tricks fall to A's Heart Ace and Diamont

ith Club Eight.

They have between

the fifth best,

e in one hand, and the
jr all this A-B have the
V quite simple, since B

Z must either discard a
ds a Heart, A discards
Heart A'a Ace and Six
his Diamond Queen, A
i Heart the remaining
id Nine. 1' of course

The fuU solutic ,s follow!

A.

l.H K

2. D 10

3. CIO

4. H6
5. HA
6. D9

5. H 6

Y.

HQ
C Kn C 3

The student will find it a useful exercise to study out why it is
that though Club Ace, and Spade 7 are both winning cards, it
makes all the difference between winning and losing whether Bat
the third trick leads one or the other. The reason will be found
to be that if B leads the Club Ace first, A at the fourth round
has to decide on his discard before knowing Fs play: but if the
Ace leads the fourth round A knows already what must be Ts
play.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

F. H. Lewis.—Many thanks. The words in parentheses would
have been better omitted. I was dealing, however, at the outset
with a purely imaginary case. I was thinking of an exposure by
accident, to third player onlij,—as for instance of early in the
game fourth player had held his cards so carelessly that third could
not help seeing the Ace.

J. OsBOEN.—There is no misprint in the Double Dummy problem
given in Clay. Don't give it up : but if you must you will find the
solution in " How to Play Whist " (Longmans).
An In-different Wukst Pl.^yer, Constant Reader, P. C. B.,

J. R. L., EMf, L. K., ScATTEEBRALN, and others. Solution and
explanation of delay now given.

Solutions of Double Dummy problem by Peteekin, S. Jones,
MAKLBORouGn, K.J., and Two 'of Cubs all correct; all others
Tong. The six tricks cannot be made if B does not play the

d Z play properly. Nor if Bround—that I

ads Club Ace third round.

J. L. P.—Not very wonderful that I missed a problem in the
Field for January 31, considering that between December 1S84 and
March 1885 I was on a lecture tour which carried me from the
extreme north-east point of the United States, through New Tort,
Washington, and the Southern States, to Texas. The Field does
not reach one in many of the places I then visited.

W. J. Wallace.—The difference between the frontispiece of
" How to Play Whist " and the description of the problem in the
body of the book is absolutely without importance—the cards
interchanged between 1' and B being of equal value so far as trick-
making is concerned.

Home Whist, a short and simple introduction to the game of
Whist, with nil the latest developments, including the American
Leads, and the Echo in Plain suits, by " Five of Clubs " (Richard
A. Proctor), is now in type and will shortly be published by Messrs.
Longmans. It is illustrated by eight games showing the play of
four sets of hands, first in the old-fashioned style of Home Whist
and secondly according to true Whist principles. These will 8?rve
ai an introduction to the forty games illustrating " How to Play
Whist," by the same author (Longmans).
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(9nv Cfjcss Column*
Br Mei'histo.

ILLUSTRATIVE GAME No. 7.

CCONTESTED in the Hereford Tournament of the Counties Chess
/ Association, Augnst 12, between Herr Schallopp, of Berlin,

and Mr. J. H. Blat-kbm-ne. A remarkably well-played game, one

of the best in the tournament. It is an excellent illustration of the

advantage to be gained by vigorous play, against defective develop-

ment in the Opening. It also contains an attack against the

French Defence, which, to the best of

2. P to Q4.

3. Kt to QB3
4. B to Q3 (a)

5. KtxP

tempted in practical play.

BUrk.

S B to B4
!• toKlU'

10 Q to K2

B to Q2 (c)

PtoKR3
P to Qin(<J)
KttoQl

12 P to KKtli(«)Kt toKtS
13 CistlesQB QtoBsq.(0
1

1

P to Kt5 ' P to KR4,

15 P to Ktb 0,)

White Black.

21. QR to Kt sq. (j) Kt to Q sq.

22. Kt to B sq. B to K sq.

23. Q toK5 R(Kt2)Ktfq
24. P to Kt7

!

R to R7

i
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^P^ AN ILLUSTRATED^^V^'^ MAGAZINE OF SCIENCE^
,^^ PLAINLY\yQRD£D-£XACTLYDESCRIBH)f

LONDON FlilDAY, AUGUST 28, 1685

CoMEMS or No

Rambles wilh a Hammer B/W 1 —The Retmal Decomposition of
Jerome Harnson 177

i
L ght—Oil gland in Durk~S«-in«

Final Operations for the Removal of
j

Fljing-Tncycle Query-Mu I

Tn ycles m IfSo (lUm) By J l Oa/ln^n^rs' Column 1

Browning 180 Our Chess Column 1

Face of the Sky By F K A S 181
1
Our Whist Column 1

AME RICANISMS
{Alphaheticallij arranged).

By Richaed A. Peoctoe.*

Alrn.jn,!^ in- Ah, rijoins is the Western way of calling

Alisqi(,il iil'ili .signifies to run away. It is now less

ofteu licia-1.1 lluiu uf yore, having been replaced in some
degree by the word " skedaddle."

Accotmf, " of no account " is an American way of

expressing worthlessness. No account becomes an
adjei'tivf : "no account men," Bret Harte says, mean-

.1-/,,/ ,.. To ^vonder at. Often used with at. "I
admiir at that," for I wonder at that. The expressionis
good old English.

Aftur night, in the middle States, means " after night-
fall."

All-fired, a polite form for Hell-fired,—the meaning is

not mistakable.

All to pieces, and all to mnn^], siijiiify " utterly."

Allow. To assert, affirm, or luii-cly to express an
opinion. This expression isofdn lait liy iOiiglish writers
in the mouths of Yankees; hut as a maltei- of fact it is

only used in the Southern and MaMlo Stairs.

Ahm'j. " Cu't along" is iiS'-.l in Aiiierifa where in

I I. ,:i,.
:

I. 'i , expression. I have only
lie:,i!-i: . ling house in Pittsburg. The
^-M"-' --''"

',- "^"' '" ! .\vlvania.

Anh . To^((,i/e a Slim, is tori.sk it. The expression
belongs to a game called poker, much played by the lower
class of gamblers, horse-thieves, politicians, cowboys, and
the like.

Anijthimj else, Not,—meaning " just that." If an
American is asked whether some one really did such and

* I have taken as my chief but by no means my sole authority
Bartlctt's " Dictionary of Americanisms." I should be obliged to
any correspondents who may note omissions or corrections.

such T, thing,

will 81} ,
" H.

id In w Isles to emphasise his reply, he

/ uid l^y/ lac] A strong liquor fer-

m.ntMl nn,n 4 pie juict

\,
I

I ' IS sometimes used m America— incorrectly.
I f I m tor "approve "

I,',, , 1 ntlpi.l A bu%\n, knife, TV ith closing blade.

llii\ene\.i 1 1
n. \i.i 1 . m pi, k his teeth with an

Aikmsis J 1 1
III I I Ik \L anything about

tooth inckiiu I ^ 111.
1
iililie display of such

arringtmtiits h i ^ m in n limls desirable for his or
her teeth must he iigmhd is x intional institution. In
England a min -nill endure some pam rather than pick
his teeth m public In America, scaicely anyone, man
woman ni child, deems it necessary to rtfiam Americans
iithii sit 111 to rtjoice m the performance Possibly it

ni i\ 1h thouglit something to be proud of to have teeth
left to pick,— iftei much eating of hot biscuits and hot
eikes Ui it nny be ie<,xrded as in expression of inde-
pendence If so, Vmei lei, thus judged, must be regarded
lb I ti ij flee— md t is}

Aioand " To be iiound " is used m America for " to

111 neii " 01 " by Thus i ineichei m Ameiica spoke of
M uy IS "stindmg aiound the cross

"

I
, foi ' that ' " I dont know is I skill go there,'

i)ti "Onlj heaid imong the illiteiate ' siys Bartlett
;

but I imagine that nine out of ten whom I have heard
use this ungrammatical expression would be offended if

they were described as illiterate. I have heard college,

professors use it freely.

At is sometimes used for " in," as " at the north " for
" in the north."

At that, an odd expression used to intensify something
already said, as " He is a Methodist and a hypocrite at

that ; " "he has an ugly wife and a shrew at that." Pro-
bably an abbreviation of " added to that."

-4((/mZ, used for "very," is purely American, though
aivful, used wrongly as to meaning but rightly as to
grammar, is now common enough in England. In the
Eastern and Middle States one often hears "awful
handsome," " awful hungry," and so on.

A.<; To (for to ask), is a Yankee relic of a very old
English word, still used in many parts of England.

Ikick of is used for " behind "
;
" you'll find the stick

back of that box."
J-'t/cA- Ihwn. To " back down " is to yield.

Bach Out. To. To retreat.

Hack track. " To take the back track," is to retreat.

JJackwoods, the woods behind or " back " of cleai'cd

land.

Bad lands. Waste lands unfit for any sort of agricul-

ture, and hard to travel through. The French .settlers

calleil tilis M,i itr.iis,.-.- /,,,..-. a iiimie still remaining in

'ill" r for

admission of

1 well. So,

111 well and
,1 feel good,"

Engl I

per|.K

! (the refer

11 America where we say " luggf

liagg.igo " in England has often another
neaiiiiig. "To say that a man had a little baggage"
ivith him might be misunderstood in England. A story
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is told cif an English wife in America being told that her
Uusbind had arrived with " a little baggage "

: She went
\o look for that little baggage with a potato-masher.

Baggage-smasher, the name very appropriately given to

tlie iLTSuns who move baggage to and from cars, itc.

Bal.nce, the rest. ""Peter and Andrew, with the

bahinee cf tlio twelve, stood around."

l:. - ;, I'M-.'-iMfe.

/; I I this expression once only, in New
Oi-:. Ik. (Fr. banquette.')

r,i
,

/
''

.;
'^ ' I, is Massachusetts. " Let the grand

old B;iy Stiitf proudly," said Lowell, " put the tmmpet
to her liis," &c., saying "you go one way we go t'other,

guess it wouldn't break our hearts,"—an early cry for

Secession,—forgotten subsequently by the North. But
the South maintain still that the Northern states were
the first to secede from the Union, by failing to adhere

to the constitution.

Biyoii. The outlet of a lake.

Bear State. The State of Arkansas, so named from its

niorj charact eristic inhiibitants.

Be^it. As a verb, to .surpass. " That beats all ever I

lieerd." Also to astonish, to overcome. "That beats

me," means that is utterly surprising to me. But " I'm
liead be:it" means I'm thoroughly tired.

Beat as a noun also has two meanings. It means some
thing or person surpassingly good or effective or sur-

prising, as, " I never saw the beat of that." But a
' beat " is also one who is thoroughly esha\isted, gene-

r.illy in pocket. A "dead beat" is for instance a man
without a cent, and not willing to earn a cent.

Bed-spread. A coverlet or counterpane.

Bee. A gathering of friends and neighbours to get

t.hrourrh work for a person or family.

A splUng-bee is a gathering to test skill in spelling,

;ind ti'ler ibly dreary such g.atherings are. Grede experto,

B.,-li,ie. A straight line,—where in England we
should say "as the crow flies," an American would say
•' on a bee-line."

Being as, an elegant way of saying "since" or

'•because." "Being as you're a friend," would mean,
since you are a friend, or considering that you are.

Btliked, for liked: probably as justifiable in reality,

thou-k not by English usage, as " beloved " for " loved."

B' lou'jings, used sometimes for property, but occa-

sionally as a euphemism for trousers, a "gentleman's
belongings."

B-ndir. To "go on a bender" is to start on a frolic.

An unbender would seem nearer the mark.
Bed. Used as a verb, meaning to get the better of.

B tttrounts. Improvements. Btttermosf, for the best.

Bi Idy. An Irish female servant.

Big. Used not only for "large," but for fine or excel-

lent, as " big whisky " for whisky of first-rate quality.

Big hugs. Persons of consequence.

Big meeting. A term applied to camp-meetings,
gatherings of people for religious services of the sensa-

tional or hysteric kind, a custom invented by the coloured
[leople, but known also in the wilder parts of Ireland.

Commercial persons in America find it good business, I

am told, to attend these religious gatherings,—they get
a holiday and credit for being more religious than those
who keep away.

Biling, also Bilin' . A set. " I'd pizen the hull bilin'

of yer, if I'd my way," I heard a woman remark to a

set of somewhat noisy persons who had annoyed her.

Biscuit. A biscuit in America means what we would
<.'flll a hot roll in England. Some are much smaller than
our hot rolls ; but they are the same in character. They

are indigestible to a degree ; but Americans will assure

you (with face dismally contradicting their words) that

hot biscuits are good and healthy food.

Bishop. A "bustle,"—article of feminine gear.

Bit. I must admit great ignorance as to the real

meaning of this word. In the South, a " bit " is

generally half-a-quarter, i.e. 12|c., equal in value to our
English sixpence ; but I have known a quarter and a
dime (25c. and 10c. respectively) called a " bit." 1

believe, however, a bit usually means 12.^c.

(To he < ued.)

MYSTERIES AND MORALITIES.
By Edwaed Ci.opp.

V.

IN the York series, the eighth and ninth pageants, in

the Towneley and Chester, the third pageant, and
in the Coventrv, the fourth pag-canf. dramatise the

building of the Ark and the Flood.

In the PnicessT.f Xoe ciim fiUis,* the play opens with a

long prayer by Noah, in which lie recites the history of

the world. God replies, repenting that he has made man,
and, declaring his intention to drown the world, bids

Noah build the ark and " stuf it with vitaylle." Noah
tells the Deity, sub rosa, how his wife, like Mrs. Pepys,

hath a temper of her own :

—

My wife wUle I frast (ask) what slie'wille say,

And I am agast that we get 8om frav
Betwixt US both

;

For she is fnlle tethde (ill-tempered)

For litille oft angre,

If any thyng wrang be
Soyne (soon) is she wroth.

When Noah goes home to tell his wife this, she jeers

him about his crochets, and says that he ought to be

clothed in "Stafford blew," because he is always

croaking.

For I dar be thi borow (surety)

From even nnto morow
Thou spekes ever of sorow,

God send the onys (once) thi fille

!

^Ye woraen may wary (curse) alle ille hnsbaudes

;

I have oone, bi Mary ! that lowsyd me of my bandes
;

If he teyn (grieve) I must tary how so ever its standea,

With seymland (dissembling) fnlle sory, wryngand both my hands

For drede.

Noe. We ! hold thy tong, Kam-skyt, or I shaUe the stille.

Uxnr. By my thryft, if thou smyte, I shalle tume the untiUe.

Noe. We shalle assay as lyte (quick) ; have at the Gille.

Apon the bone shal it byte.f

A short fight ensues, in which the wife gets the worst

of it, and then Noah begins his task •' in nomine Patris,

et Filii, et Spiritus Sancti, Amen," but none the less

grumbling about his stiff back and aching bones. When
the ark, which has been finished " in nomine Patris, et

Filii, et Spiritus Sancti,"J is ready, the wife refuses to

enter.

Sir, for Jack nor for Gille wille I tnnie my face

Tille I have on this hill spon a space

On my rok (distaff) ;

Welle were he myght get me.

Now vrille I doune set me,
Yit reede I no man let me,

For drede of a knok.

• Tou'iieley Mysferiis, pp. 20-34. The term processiu was applied

to these plays on account of their exhibition in connection with the

Corpui Chriati procession.
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Noe. Behold to the heven the cateraetes alle,

That ar open fulle even, f;rete and smalle,

And the pianettes seven left hag thare stalle (place),

Thise thonera and levyn (tlmnders and lightnings) downe
gar falle

;

Therfor, wife, have done, com into ship fast.

U.cor. Yei, Noe, go cloute thi shone, the better wille thai last.

The sons' -wives seek to persuade lier, but in vain, and
a .second fight ensues, with the result that Noah groans

3Iy bak is nere in two ;

And his wife
And I am bet so bio.*

After which the termagant yields, and they enter the

In the York play, Xoah's wife is equally obstinate,

Come hedir faste, dai

nd, I oldili.;

but in the <'iiil
;,

i: il
.

In the Coventry .S(

" a preacher of rights

the troublesome shrew
variants.

After the jjatriarch ar

and caulked and "pyched
" Sante John" and in '' ri"(xlL''s

she answers

—

order) t

looner, gives him
o ark only on her
oming with her,

.nc and helpful,

lie C'liester she is

: ;i!id Towneley

ivc built the ark

Noali adjures his wife by
" to come in, but

And r,

For w
w for til

Lhoutoii fui;

it of this town :

But 1 have my gossips every cchone (or

One foot fiu-ther I will not gone

;

They shall not droune, by Saint John,
An I may save their life !

They loven me full well, by Christ '.

But thou let them into thy chest.

Else row, row where thee leiste

And get thee a new wife.

Shem, son, lo I thy mother is wrawe
;

By God, such another I do not knawe '.

Father, I shall fetch her in, I trow,
Witliouten any fail.

Mother, my father after theo send.

And bids thee uuto yeinder ship wend,
Look up and see the wind.
For we ben ready to sail,

e. Shem, go again to him, I say ;

I will not come therein to-day.

Shall we all fetch her ii
'

:)nld

n Chri e bles;

ied you betii

life rcfu.scs to go on board
advance,

Song ending

Here is a 1-:

Itwilln-iu, ,.

Though N<".-'
',

At last the three sons for,

s.ays to Iter, " thou wilt dj

Noah says to her— '

Weloonle, wife, i

c her in " whether," as She
not,'' and as she is pulled i

Upon which she gives him a box on the eais, anflwering,

Have then that for thy note (nodd'e),

-lud Noah cries

:

In the only relic of the Newcastle-on-Tyne pageaiits,!tho

play of "Noah's Ark," performed by the shipwrights,

the devil persuades Noah's wife to give her husband -a

stupefying drink while he is building the ark, but an

angel appears, and by his help the devil is confounded

and the " ship well made."
The pruverbial quarrelsomeness of Noah and his wifi-

is ilhisl lilted in Chaucer's " Canterbui-y Tales," when
Nicholas examines the carpenter on his knowledge of

Noah's flood :

—

Hast thon not herd, quod Nicholas also.

The sorwe of Noe with his felawship,

Or that he mighte get his wife to ship ?

Him had be lever, I dare wel undertake.

At thilke time, than all his wether's blake,

That she had had a ship hireself alone.

In the presentment of AbraJiam's Sacrifice, the scene

upon Mount Moriah loses none of its dignity and pathos

at the hands of the dramatist. An exceptional featur<'

of the Chester pageant is its opening with r. comic pro-

logue by one " Gobbel on the Green," but in the dialogue-

between the father and the doomed son the language i-

not less touching than that of either the Towih1(\.

Tork, or Coventry, which last-named is much inferiijr i-

the rest.

In the Towneley, after dismissing two boys and an ass

which had accompauied them "forth of towne," Abraham
reaches the mountain :

—

» ToioncU]/ Myiferies, pp. 28, 29, 31. t York II.I'., p. 47.

Lo, my SI , hero

haac. Wod and fyere ar in my Lend
Telle me now, if ye have space.

Where is the boest that shuld be brend (burnt

Ahruham. Now, son, I may no longer layn (conceal),

Sich wille is into myne hart went

;

Thou was ever to me fulle bavn (ready)

Ever to fullille myne entent.
"

Bot certanly thou must be slayii.

And it may be as I have ment.
Isaac. I am hevy and nothyng fayn (without joy)

hastcly that ahalle be shent (destroyed)

I.

Isaac

Thon shalle be dede what so ever be

A, fader, mercy ! mercy !

That, 1 say, may not be denyde

;

Take thi dede therefor mekely.

A, good sir, abide;

laU-r!
What, son?
To do yi uro wille I am redy,

Wi ere so ever ye go or ride.

If I may oght overtake youre wille,

Syn I have trespast I wold be bet.

1 in clay,

Sir, 1-

* That eomo artistic mise en scene was attempted is ehowii iu thi-

following stage direoiions:—"Then Noy shall goe into tbo Arlie

with all his famylyo, his wife exoepte : the Arke must bo horded

rounde about, and on tho hordes all the beastes and fowlea hero after

rohoarsod must bo painted, that these wcrdes may agree with t)i<'
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A. Now, my dere child, thon may not shon.

/. The shyDyng of youre bright blayde
It gars me quake for ferd to dee.

A. Therefor groflyngea * thou shalle be layde,

Then when I stryke thou shalle not se.

1. What have I done, fader, what have I saide ?

A. Truly, no kyns ille to me.
/. And"thus gyltlea shalle be arayde.

A. Now, good son, let siche wordes be.

/. I luf you ay.

A. So do I thee.

I. Fader

!

A. What, Bon ?

/. Let now be seyn
For my moder luf.

A. Let be, let be !

It wille not help that thou wold meyn (com-
plain)

;

Bot ly stylle tille I com to the,

I mys a lytylle thyng I weyn.

Thcu making pretence of having lost sometlung as

excuse for delay, and to hide his tears, Abraham .says :

—

He apekee so rufully to me
That water shotea in both myn eeyn.

I were lever than all warldly wyn
That I had for hym onya unkynde ;

But no defawt I faund hym in

;

I wold be dede for hym or pjrade,

To slo hym thus I thynk grete syn.

What sbal I to hya moder say ?

For wher ia he tyte wille she apyr.

In modern English : What water shoots into both
mine eyes ! I should have been more glad than of all

worldly gain, if I had found him once unkind ; but I

never found him in fault. I would willingly die or

endure suffering for him : to slay him thus I think a

great sin. What can I tell his mother when she quickly

asks, where is he ? Then the angel, with the " beest

God sendes to thyn offerand," arrests the father's hand,

but Abraham will not talk with him till he has unbound
and kissed his son.

The corresponding scene in the York pageant is tJius

pourtrayed. When Isaac bids his father take the sword,
.since his "flesshe waxis faynte for ferde," Abraham
replies :

—

Nay, nay. Bone, nay, I the be-hete.

That do I noght, with-outen were.
Thy wordis makis me my wangges (cheeks) to wete.
And chaunges, childe, ful often my cheere.

Ther-fore lye downe, hande and feete,

Kowe may thou witte thyn oure ia nere.

Isaac. A '. dere fadir, lyff ia full awete.

The drede of dede dose all mj dere.

As I am here youre sone.

To god I take "me till,

Nowe am I laide here bone, (ready)

Do with me what ye will.

For fadir, I aake no more respete,

Bot here a worde what I wolde mene,
I beseke yon or that ye smyte.
Lay donne this kyrcheffe on myn eghnc.
Than may youre offerand be parfite.

If ye wille wirke thus as I wene,
And here to god my saule I wite,

And all my body to brenne bydcne (burn forth-

with).

Now fadir be noght myssyng.
But emyte fast as ye may.

Abraham. Fare-wele, in goddis dere bliasyng.

And myn, for euer and ay.

That pereles prince I praye
Myn offerand here till bane it,

My sacryfice this day,

I praye the Lorde ressayue it.

Angel. Abraham! Abraham!
Abraham. Lo 1 here I wys.

Angel. Abraham, abyde, and halde the stille.

Sla noght thy sone, do hym no mysse,

* With the face downwards.

Take here a schepe thy offerand tyll, [a sheep comes in]

Is sente the fro the Kyng of blisse.*

To this pageant there succeeds in varving arrangement
i\u' Processus rmi-lnt,, n^ „,. in which Moses recites the

commandmeni,-. ^l.i'' I
i i^l. Daniel, the Sybil, kc,

deliver the ^\'
, ; ncies; the Towneley series

containing an : i i: i : !

;
I . i.ii the like subject, entitled

Cwsar Auyustuo. Tin i',..iVuo of the Towneley series,

and the Departure of Isrudites in the York series, are

nearly identical, and deal with the ten plagues, the
deliverance of the Hebrews, and the drowning of the
Egyptian pursuers, the last words of Pharaoh being

—

Heyf up youre hertes unto Mahowne,

Help, the ragged dwylle, we drowne.
Now mon we dy for alle oure dede.

This pageant is absent both from tlie Coventry and
Chester series, the plays based on the Old Testament in

the former ending with The Prophets, and in the latter

with De Mose et Eege Balaal; et Balaam.
Of the York plays, 11 out of 48 ; of the Towneley, 8

out of 32 ; of the Coventry, 7 out of 42 ; of the Chester,

5 out of 25 ; are drawn from Old Testament narra-

tives. That the five pageants occupied the first day's

exhibition at Chester is shown by the closing lines of

the play on Balaam :

—

Nowe, worthy sires, bouLh greate and small.

You have we ahewed this stage before

;

And yf yt be pleasinge to yon all,"
nexte you shall have more.

PLEASANT HOURS WITH THE
MICROSCOPE.

By Henry J. Slack, F.G.S., F.R.M.S.

IX the second week in August it was noticed that
many oak leaves in a clipped hedge were full of

yellowish-green spots. The cause of the appearance was
seen immediately on looking at their under surface,

where a number of minute, yellow, soft-looking objects

were discovered. A hand-magnifier showed that they
were very small insects in company with eggs arranged
in concentric and nearly circular curves. Some of the
creatures were completely surrounded with their eggs,

which had the aspect of slender ovals of clear glass;

others had only deposited a few eggs, and some of these

were brought to the house without disturbing their

position on the leaf, and placed under the microscope,

with a li inch power for a general view, and subse-

quently 1 inch, and | inch, and iinch, for observation of

mere details. The first appearance of one of the egg-

layers was that of a shapeless little mass of yellow

jelly, destitute of limbs, and variegated with a few red

spots. This state of things lasted for more than
an hour, when some jerkish movements began. The
antennae, which had been folded close up to the creature,

\ made some feeble motions, and some legs were protruded.

It was, however, at the tail-end that most energy was
displayed, and after a little while the Phylloxera, for

such it was, assumed an appearance like Fig. A. The
tail-end was employed as a feeler to ascertain the position

of the last egg that had been laid. This information

determined the creature's selection of the spot on which
to deposit her next egg, which was guided to its place by
a pair of blunt, pear-shaped ovipositors.

More eggs were laid in slow succession, and then came

* York Mystery Plays, pp. Gl, 65.
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a long pause, during wliicli the performer changed her
shape several times. In the A condition, the curves of

her body were approximately circular, and regular from
side to side. At one time a flat margin was seen all

round, and a bump in the middle. B shows this form
in section, and it is something like the figure given by
Mr. Buckton in his valuable work. Fig. C represents

the appearance of a quiescent female surrounded by more
than fifty eggs. A finally got back into this lumpish
shape.

In a day or two the egg-layers becmnc sc;iii-r, :iii(l tlicu

vanished altogether, but scores of lui-v;r inul piqn' i-ou-

tinued their depredations on the hedgo. Al;iiiy nak kaves

were spotted all over with orange-red implead ul' the fresh

greeny yellow fir.st noticed. These exhibited no egg-

layers, and the change of tint was the result of more com-

plete destruction of the chlorophyl and cell tissue. A
winged form was common on these leaves.

The writer has oak in various hedges made on the

Sussex plan, but only one hedge was conspicuously

attacked by the Phylloxera, and the large oaks, so far as

could be seen, were not affected. The eggs, when first

laid, were smooth and glossy, but after a little while they

become pitted. None hatched while under several hours'

observation, and when, a few days later, more sjiecimeus

were wanted, none could be found. Buckton givrs the

size of the Queen Mother as 0-030 x 0-012, and 'describes

her as very small and flask-shaped, whicli eon-csponds

with A turned iipsido down. This form, howi vi r, was

only exhibited in my specimens when the cn-ij-layiim

was in process.

The antenntB are three-jointed. Fig. I) shows two
joints, the terminal one having a curious oval dejiri'ssion

near the top, bounded by a raised wall. This does not

exactly correspond with the description in Mr. Buckton's
book, which, in describing the genus Phylloxera, says

:

" Antenna; throe-jointed . . . The third joint much the

longest, roughly imbricated, with a circular tubercle

near its base, and a longer, somewhat inconspicuous,

tubercle, towards its apex." The specimens I found had
little projective " tubercles," from whieh a hiiir spr.uig,

at the base, but the upper oval was certainly a walled

depression, and appeared so with half-inch, sixth, and
one-twelfth objectives. Two minute projections carry

the hairs at the tip. The legs are .short, with two claws

and minute pulvilli. The visibility of the oval wall and
dejiression depends upon its position under the micro-

scope. A full-faced view is plain enough ; a profile one

at best looks like a very slight notch.

These Phylloxeree are, according to Buckton, " in a

qualified sense, exclusively oviparous, for the true o\Tim

applies only in strictness to the produce of the perfect

sexes." The pseudo-eggs laid here in August are thus

to be regarded as only more backward stages of the least

advanced young excluded by the aphides with their

limbs still folded up.

The ringed forms, now on the oak leaves, are imagoes

—

the Latin plural looks awkward, and the word may, I

hope, be treated as English.
" Late in the autumn," says Mr. Buckton, " the second

brood of a late (winged) female occui', and these contain

eggs of different sizes, disclosing the true males and their

females." The Queen, or founder of a new brood, " is

the produce of the single egg laid by the true female."

The various forms are depicted in Mr. Buckton's work.

I do not know whether my specimens belong to the

sjiecies punctata, as they do not exactly correspond with
his figures.

It is satisfactory that hitherto the English representa-

tives of the genus Phylloxera have not been guilty of any
serious injury like their relatives on the continent, which
played such havoc in the vineyards. Speckling some
leaves of our oaks is very different from the underground
assaults on the vine-roots, agrinst which no complete
defence has yet been found. The mouth of Phylloxera i^--

like that of the aphis.

The possessor of a microscope, unless very busy with
some special study, should always be on the look-oat as

an observer of what is going on in minute life. Some-
thing fresh and interesting is sure to be the reward. For
example, a glance at a mushroom-bed made in a frame
and kept dark with a cover, showed some small odd-

lookinc;- In-own bodies moving clumsily about as soon a.-

the li'jlit was alliiwfd to enter. They proved to be small

grei'ii llirs (ili| hi-s)—whose name I do not know—and
they wci'f so tliii-kly covered with mitts that they could

scarcely waddle, and not a bit of tin' '.in r- uld be

seen. Two sorts of mites were visiM. n
, :,ijlass

—one a Gamasid, like those common m, -Ml, iles,

brown, with hard skins, and about as 1- i i . ! - .Is of

For permanent preservation, the Phylloxera and
mites were mounted in balsam. A small ring of

stout paper was gummed on to a irlass-slide, and ii.

minute quantity of (\.nad:i balsam I'lil Jm il,e middle. To

t small bit of

rgs, as shown
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iuiteniise c
potassic

a ring of is

1* of dissected parts, such as

drop of saturated solution of

' Ii a cover kept in its place bj^

U^

FINDING THE WAY AT SEA.
Br Richard A. Proctok.

(Contintted from p. 150.)

JNFORTUNATELY, the longitude is not determijied
so readily. The very circumstance which makes

the determination of the latitude so simple introduces
the great difficulty which exists in ending the longitude.
I have said that all places in the same latitude have the
same celestial scenery ; and precisely for this reason it
IS difficult to distinguish one such place from another,
that is, to find on what part of its particular latitude-
circle any place may lie.

j§ If we consider, however, how longitude is measured,
:md what it really means, we shall readily see where a
-solution of the difficulty is to be sought. The latitude
of a station means how far towards either pole the station
is

;
its longitude means how far round, from some fixed

longitude, the station is. Bat it is by turning round
on her axis that the earth causes the changes which we
eall day and night ; and therefore these mtSt happen at
different times in places at different distances round.
For example, it is clear that if it is noon at one station
it must be midnight at a station half-way round fi-om
the former. And if any one at one station could tele-
graph toa person at another, " It is exactly noon here,"
while this latter person knew from his clock or watch,
that it was exactly midnight where he was, then he would
know that he was haU-way round exactly. He would,
in fact, know his longitude from the other station. And
so with smaller differences. The earth turns we know
from west to east,—that is, a place lying due west of
iinother is so carried as presently to occupy the place
which its easterly neighbour had before occupied, while
this last place has gone farther east yet. Let us suppose
an hour is the time required to carry a westerly station
to the position which had been occupied by a station to
the east of it. Then manifestly every celestial pheno-
menon depending on the earth's turning will occui- an
hour later at the westerly station. Sunrise and sunset
are phenomena of this kind. If I telegraph to a friend
at some station far to the west, but in the same latitude,
' The sun is rising here," and he finds that he has to
wait exactly an hour before the sun rises there, then he
knows that he is one hour west of me in longitude, a
most inexact yet very convenient and unmistakable way
of speaking. As there are twenty-four hours in the
day, w-hile a complete circle running through my station
and his (and everywhere in the same latitude) is sup-
posed to be divided into 360 degs., he is 15 degs. (a 24th
part of .H60) west of me ; and if my station is Greenwich,
he is in what we, in England, call 15 degs. west longi-
tude.*

o "=>

But what is true of suni-ise and sunset in the same
latitudes and in different longitudes, is true of noon
whatever the latitude may be. And, of course, it is true

* In this case, he is " at sea" (which, I trust, will not be the
case with the reader), and, we may enppose, connected with
Greenwich by a gnbmarine tslegraph in conrse of being laid. In
fact, the position of the (ireat Eastern, thronghont her cable-laying
journeys, was determined by a method analogous to that sketched

ulecha

noon later, while every static;

earlier, than Greenwich (or ^^ -

employed).

I shall presently return tn

tnde is to be determined \\

safety in sea voyages. But 1

what happens in sea voyages win ir iliu iiMi-

largely. If a voyage is made towards the
England to America, it is manifest that a watch set to
Greenwich time will be in advance tf tl,. Licil time as
the ship proceeds westwards, : i T " 1 ;iiid more
in advance the farther the sli', direction.

For instance, suppose a watc; -h time;
then when it is noon at Greer.

\

will point
to twelve, but it will be an hour 1 .cf. re ii-cn at a place
15° west of Greenwich, two hours before noon at a place
30° west, and so on—that is, the watch will point to
twelve when it is only eleven o'clock, ten o'clock, and so
on, of local time. On arrival at New York, the traveller

would find that his watch was nearly five hours fast. Of
course, the reverse happens in a voyage towards the east.

For instance, a watch set to New York time would be
found to be nearly five hours slow, for Greenwich time,

when the traveller arrived in England.
In the following passage these effects are humorously

illustrated by Mark Twain :—
"Young ill". Blucher, who is from the Far West, and

on his first voyage " (from New York to Europe) "was a

good deal woraied by the constantly changing 'ship-
time.' He was proud of his new watch at first, and
used to drag it out promptly when eight bells struck at

noon, but he came to look after a while as if he were
losing confidence in it. Seven days out from New York
he came on deck, and said with great decision, ' This
thing's a swindle!' 'What's a swindle?' 'Why,
this watch. I bought her out in Illinois—gave 150 dols.

for her, and I thought she was good. And, by George,
she is good on shore, but somehow she don't keep up her
lick here on the water—gets sea-sick, maybe. She skips :

she runs along regular enough till half-past eleven, and
then all of a .sudden she lets down. I "ve set that old

regulator up faster and faster, till I 've shoved it clean
round, but it don't do any good ; she just distances everj-

watch in the ship,* and clatters alonp i" " -y'l -^'s

astonishing till it's noon, but them "eiLli^ ' ' y-
gets in about ten minutes ahead of her .

' it
know what to do with her now. Slu '- c i', . :

ij -).,.

can,—she's going her best gait, but it wm't siive her.

Now, don't Tou know there ain't a watch in the ship
that 's makino- better time than she is ; but what does it

signify ? When you hear them '^ eight bells," you '11 find

her just ten minutes .short of her score—siu-e.' The ship
was gaining a full hour every three days, and this fellow

trying to make his watch go fast enough to keep u~
'

" '1 c.;,! lie had pushed theto her. But,
up as far as I't

gait,' and so i

and see the >i,

captain, and lie

'gulator

n its best

to fold his hands
sent him to the
mystery of 'ship

* Becanse set to go " fast." Of conrse, the other watches on
board would be left to go at their usual rate, and simply put
forward at noon each day by so many minutes as corresponded to
the run eastwards since the preceding noon.
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time ' and set Lie troubled mind at rest." " This young
man," proceeds Mr. Clemens, apropos dts hottes, "had
asked a great many questions about sea-sickness before

we left, and wanted to know what its characteristics

were, and how he was to tell when he had it. He found
out."

I' cannot leave Mark Twain's narrative, however,
without gently criticising a passage in which he has
allnwiM liis iiii,i.jiii:ition to invent effects of longitude
wliirli : ii> ll\ N.cre never perceived in any voyage
simx iIm ,-liij. Ar.jo set out after the Golden Fleece.
" "VVc hiid the jiiiL-uumenon of a full moon," he says, " lo-

cated just in the same spot in the heavens, at the same
hour every night. The reason of this singular conduct
on the part of the moon did not occur to us at first, but
it did afterwards, when we reflected that we were gain-

ing about twenty minutes every day, because we were
going east so fast ; we gained just about enough every
day to keep along with the moon. It was becoming an
old moon to the friends we had left behind us, but to us

Joshuas it stood still in the same place, and remained
always the same." Oh, Mr. Clemens, Mr. Clemens ! In
a work of imagination (as the " Innocents Abroad" must,
I suppose, be to a great extent considered), a mistake such
as that here made is perhaps not a very serious matter

;

but suppose some unfortunate comjjiler of astronomical

works should happen to remember this passage, and to

state (as a compiler would be tolerably sure to do, unless

he had a mathematical friend at his elbow), that by
voyaging eastwards at such and sucl:

mplea ,nt predie

a travelh

lave placed

my, I have
even seen a work, in wLicIi pi-ucisL'ly hiich mistakes have
been made, in use positively as a text-book for examina-
tions. On this account, our fiction writers must be
careful in introducing science details, lest peradventiire

science tcaeluTs (save (h.. iu;.i-k !) bo lr,l astray.

Itneedsrarrrly br siia tlial no aiiioaiil nf eastwardly
voyaging- w,i„l(l rausr ll,,- mnnu In rriiialn always "full"

from whatever part of the earth she may be seen, and slic

will become " new," that is, pass between the earth aii'l

the sun, no matter what voyages may be undertakiii by
the inhabitants of the earth. Mr. Clemens has con-

founded the monthly motion of the moon with her daily

motion. A traveller who could only go fast enough east-

wards might keep the moon always due soiith. To do
this he would have to travel completely round the earth

in a day and (roughly) about r.O', miuul.s. If he con-

tinued this for a whole muntli, t1ir moon u,,ul,l nrver
leave the southern heavens ; but slu' would not lamlinue
"full." In fact we see that the hour of the day (local

time) would be continually changing,—since the traveller

would not go round once in twenty-foui- hours (which
would be following the sun, and would cause the hour of

the day to remain always the same) but in twenty-four
Iiours and tlie best part of another hour; so that the day
would seem to jiass on, though very slowly, lasting a lunar
month instead of a common day.

(To he continued.)

Ii'.i' II
I

'li
! iiioNE Companies.—According to exchanges,

'In' i' II iiMinira in the States may be held liable for
i"jiiii' I

]

I
' k; 1 I ly tlio fall of their wires in the public street.

Ill a o..i,i ,a ,, II, \\liirli this was decided, the wires gave way in

oonsec|uciici' v( tli(> weight of the ice produced by water thrown
upon tlioni by a city fire department whilst extinguishing a fire.

RAMBLES WITH A HAMMER.
By W. Jerome Harbison, F.G.S.

THE KOCKS OP THE LICKEY.

(Continued from page 135.)

RETRACING our steps to the Lickey ridge—and here
the New Rose and Crown offers the only chance of

refreshment for some distance round— we continue oui'

south-easterly walk over the camel-backed hills which suc-

ceed one another in that direction. To the east the Triasiic

sandstones and clays form a plain extending to Birming-
ham, while on the west lies a narrow valley above which
rises the Bromsgrove Lickey, a parallel chain of hills to

that upon which we are walking, but of much greater

altitude—the highest point of the " Lower Lickey" (upon
which we are now, in imagination, standing) being about
500 feet above sea-level, while the height of the " Brnms-
grove Lickey" is about 900 feet. At our -; i

:
,

•

; ad

where a little lane branches off to the ri- in 1

of the breccia at the base of the Llandi , i--

seen, showing that this rock once extcial w , la

the hills, although it has now been almost ent inly de-

nuded off them. The quartzite supports but a scanty

vegetation, conspicuous amongst which are the bilberry

bushes, which in the autumn furnish an abundant
harvest of blueberries to many busy gatherers. Rabbits
flit among the ferns, watched by a kite which hovers

overhead, and the whole scene causes us to envy the

occupiers of the trim villas which are springing up here

and there round the Lickey, but to ho])c that the ridge

itself—too steep and bare for citltivatiou— will long be

preserved as a free and "happy hnnting-gnjiuid " [•v the

lover of nature.

Turning to the left, when we arrive ;
i

precipitous descent, we once more reaiii 1.

at the eastern foot of tht^ hills at Rial,: i

(

ithwari

adl.v bent and (

(in:

h K.iidal Eiuh
jhe farm-house,

uluck Umtstonc,

nf faults.S3 si

gaill.al, ,

• r. I a -,; a - ,., .'•''•
'^ ,;', .^

1
1 ' - .

agent to Lord AVuidsor.Vho owns much land about liere.

We have to thank this gentleman for the pcrmissiun-

which would doubtless be accorded to any resiectabh-

the brook-con r-. v ' '\ iv ,,•,-
' a ' Ma|i

(4)].^^ In na.:, r i a: . -. .

'.A

rhon.l^ ;

Sonula:
it is fr..,u. lul) .... ,

look, and altogethei

nd

,
1. 1.... ,;u eanhy

- ohi of .1 compacted volcanic

-i|u;n\' luilos of the country

round Vesuvius. But if "act ivo volcanoes once existed iii

this corner of "Worcestershire, and erupted the mass of

ashes which now, hardened into solid rock, lies beneath
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our feet, it must have been at a very early geological
period, for these old volcanic ashes can be proved to
underlie, and tlierefore to be older than, all the other rocks
here visible. The qnartzite, -we know, is of great anti-
quity, but these rocks at Barnt Green must be still older,
for they underlie the qnartzite. Now, at Nuneaton and
iit the Wrekin, volcanic rocks are also found beneath the
4uartzite. Moreover, in Wales, in Channvood Forest, and
elsewhere, a great mass of 1h, 11, ,1 ',,,l,:,,i;. ,,,,,> :islu's,

lavas, &c.—are found to ii', i ( ratal
and are assigned to a I'l' r ; ,,, i ,, hifli
includes the oldest stratified r .

.
. . I' ,s I [

';, ,
, 1,1 \ , imy

knowledge.
Thus it seems that, peeping out in this little comer of

the Lickey at Barnt Green, we have a representative of
the earliest-formed series of rocks known upon the globe—the great Pre-Cambrian Formation—which are everv-
where unfossiliferous. Above them, and constituting
the ridge cnlled the Lower Lickey, comes the Cambrian
M"""'"*"

'
'• M I'lrTK ^^ is probably between 300 and

''"
'""i-raably on the qnartzite are

' ,' :iIiove them come the coal-
^"' ' '

'
xtreme southerly termination

of_ the .Suii- - ' coal-field; next we get Per-
mian rock

,

.

;
, , fragments of the older beds

beneath; .,: .],.. Trias, or New Red Sand-
stone, m «ln,-, j;,,,,'.,

i :rl,ble-bed we see a great con-
glomerate of (qnartzite pebbles, many of which were
undoubtedly derived from the ridge of the Lickey, or
its extension.

For although this qnartzite of the Lickey is now only
exposed as a tiny range of hilLs, yet in "carboniferous
times it formed part of a land-barrier wliieh extended
/icross central England fr. .m tlio liills of Cliarnwood to the
Malvems. Of this , M '

, i ,i ,. i[,,rt.shill range, Dost-
hill, the Lickey, tl,. -: ! --,,, at Dudley Castle
and the Wren's Nt>: .,

; ul:i', and the Lnnr'-
mjTid hills of Shr-j i ;!

.
- i- ,! ii ,m1' fi-a^nnents which

owe their present po.sitiun to the CMmbinecfaction of the
volcanic forces by which they have been upheaved, and
the forces of denudation by which thev have been laid
bare. But vari.ms (h'c|i b.ii-iiif-; mr-r," f"Mci:i]lv t iiose
in Leicester>l,i",

,
i.Ml 1„.t,;,,.,,,,

i
,,;,.,,,,,..!

,| [^,,j„],„jl_

have revealr.l
.

. . ':•..! th.^,. i,ld

rocks beneaK i,';,, -,iii,;r.' ::t n . •,•,1 a^iiii ami tlier
form the fluo, u[ uli the eountrybetweeu the Thames
Valley on the south, and a curved line joining the
Malvern with the Charnwood hills on the north.

It IS an interesting task to search in tlie ii.wer strata—
the Permians and the Trias- f- i il,, r, l.of this old
land, which reared its head j; '.waters in
which they were deposited. I

i;
' ue leadina-

to Northfield, two or three ,„ 1 . .. .:;. ,: the'Lickey,
there i.s a section of Permian brc,;cia.s from which quite a
.suite of Silurian fossils may be collected, showing that
Silurian rocks formed the margin of the sea in which the
Permian strata were laid down.

If the geologist can devote a whole day to the examina-
tion of the Lickey, he may, instead o'f returning fi-om
Barnt Green station, walk along the western side of the
Lickey ridge back towards Rubery. At the northern
end of the ridge several fine boulders are to be seen lying
on the roadside or in the waste corners of fields. These
boulders are mostly blocks of rock which have been
transported from North Wales by ice during the last
Glacial Period. Such blocks lie thickly, too, over the
country round Northfield, where the " Great Stone Inn "

takes its name from the mass of Welsh felstone which
now res-ts near its door.

FINAL OPERATIONS FOR THE
REMOVAL OF FLOOD ROCK.

FLOOD Rock, a ledge of gneiss situated about one-

quarter of a mile from Hallet's Point, Astoria, L.I.,

is one of the most formidable of the many obstructions
by which all the commerce passing through Hell Gate
has been menaced. This rock forms a very irregular

obtuse cone, onlj' a small portion of the apex of which
comes above water. This formation and its location in

the bend of the river almost in the centre of a swift

current at each change of the tide make it an object of

great dread to pilots. The work of removing this rock
was begun in 1875, and after unnecessary and costly

delays caused by the failure of Congress to appropriate

sufficient mni;. y fi'..iii y.ar to year the entire excavation
has been com], hi id. ;ill tlic drill-holes have been bored,

and all that remains to lie done is the charging of the

holes with explosives, removing the plant, and dredging
the broken rock after the firing. The total cost of the
improvement will be about 1,000,000 dols.

The method pursued mav be briefly described, the
familiarity of our re ah r- witli the uialertakiTi- render-

ing a detailed account iiia-alli-l f^r. A >liafi wa> .sunk

at the highest point of il.e r..ek t.i a .lejih ..f .-i.xty feet

below water level, and from this shuit galleries were
extended parallel with and at right angles to the current.

These galleries are twenty-five feet between centres, and
extend under all the rock to be removed. It was not the
design to remove the rock as much as possible by means
of these tunnels—owing to the fact that it would be
cheaper to dredge the broken rock after the explosion—
which were only expected to serve as passageways honey-
combing the rock and through which acce.ss could be had
to all parts in order to place the powder. Absolute
regularity in the spacing of the galleries could not be
maintained owing to inequalitj' in the texture and forma-
tion of the rock. The plan view in the accompanying
illustrations shows the present condition of the excavation,

and, being dravin to scale, it presents a good idea of the
magnitude of the work.
Thus was formed an immense chamber, averaging

about 10 ft. from floor to ceiling, having a stone roof

averaging about 15 ft. in thickness, and supported by 467
rugged and massive columns. In this chamber, running
parallel with the East River, are twenty-four galleries,

the longest measuring 1,200 ft., and ruiininu'- at right

angles to the stream are forty-six galleries, tlie longest of

which is 625 ft. The area covered by the chamber is

about nine acres. Tlie aggregate length of the galleries

is 21,670 ft.

The mining operations were not attended with unusual
risk either to the men or the wrrk ; the main danger
was from the flooding of the mine through the opening
of a fissure, or the meeting with a ri ck "keyed the
wrong way," which would ailuii' ik v. a in- in quantities

too great to be handled by tk.
;

I -iires were
frequently encountered, but f'lii , < f excessive

size; the large holes were ]'. ._ i -i-k \v ood, loose

filling, such as cement, k. _ '
' il le because of the

great pres.sure of watii -a i the square inch.

To escape the drip]a;._ ; a cases the pour-

ings, from the roof, auil to eu,.kle the visitor to walk
dry-shod through the small brooks running down some
of the galleries, he is, through the kindness of those in

charge of the work, encased in rubber from head to foot.

The north-eastern portion of the excavation, having
an area of about one acre, was tlirough rock very irre-
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1 s the roof ipi loaclinl uluhH to ihc i a<.LUoii should not flood thi mam woiv a strong door
1 cxic ^\ai> Lxtuised in diivmg the (Tnr 3) -nas earlj built m the gillerj connect iu<r the

I

I I'^cs it •w^s f mud txpcdiLnt to sup
|

t\\o sections Attichtdto the outci tdcjcs tf this door
1 s -vMth hca^^ timlHis i-, sli wniii , is i i >! t kidinc: omi a juillt ^ in thi c isinjr nnd along

1 it till I u imj: in ( f ui\ 1 II I f tl IS
'

till ^ illin to tlu shift , thi do( i i in thus bt tisily ind
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The merits of this saddle are so conspicuous that I

!<hould say, while -sve are indebted to Starley for the

tricycle, we owe the pci'fect saddle to Lamplngh &.

Brown, and I should like to see some testimonial given

to them from devotees of the tricycle in acknowledgment
of their ingenuity and enterprise ; in which I should be

glad to join.

The comfort and efficiency of a saddle depends to a

considerable extent on its being set at exactly the right

pitch to suit the riilcr. If it bo too low in front the
rider has a constant tendency to slip forward, and if in

<-orrecting this the front be raised too high it is not only

uncomfortable, but an injurious pressure may be caused
1>\- the peak when riding.

jiT

Starley'a saddle-tilt, for which Lamplugh & Bro
are the agents, is :

to alter the
i
I'.-

Instead of c

which enables the rider

THE FACE or THE SKY.
Feom August 28 to Skptembek 11.

By "F.B.A.S."

THE student will, as usual, watch the Sua on every clear day
for spots and facuUx'. The stars vi.sible at night are shown in

Map IX. of "The Stars in their Seasons." Minima of Algol will

occur on Sept. 7, at Ih. 17m. a.m. ; and on Sept. 9 at lOh. 6m. p.m.

Mercury comes into inferior conjuuciion with the Sun at C p.m.

on Sept. 2. He will scarcely be i'airly observable until the Becond

week in September. He travels throngh Leo during the next

fourteen davs. Venus is not a particularly interesting object, with

her small gibbous disc. She is in Virgo. She may, possibly, be

picked up with the naked eye,

5aturn

rs, Juj; , Ura me are all invisible

;

ht hence just before

1 the c.l -

adjusted by \\

on to the .sin-

is attached tn

is placed so t

clamp is i.lii.

rises before midnight to-night, and
11 p.m. He forms a triangle with e and y Geminorum ("The
Stars in their Seasons," Map. II.). The Moon entera her last

quarter at 5h. 14Sm. in the early morning of Sept. 2, and is new
at 8h. 43-2m. p.m. on the 8th. Six occnltations occur, within

convenient hours for observation, during the period covered by our

notes—four of them on the night of Sept. 1. Imprimis before the

Moon rises, 9' Tauri and 0' Tauri, two stars each of the 4J mag-
nitude, will have disappeared at the bright limb of the Moon. After

she appears above the horizon, 0' Tauri will reappear at her

dark limb at lOh. 51m., and 6- Tauri one minute later. The first

star will reappear at an angle of 227° from the Moon's vertex, the

second one 217° from the same point. Then at llh. Im. B.A C.

1391, a 5th magnitude star, will disappear at the M i )n's bright

limb at an angle from her vertex of 117°, to rp-.i r^ar at hrr

dark limb at llh. 32m. p.m. at a vertical f -i ' i--'i •- '^^

seqnently the 6th magnitude star, 85 'i . r

at the bright limb at llh. 21m. at a v
reappearing Im. after midnight at the dart i

28-1° from the vertex of the Mnon. The M mn
to Aldebaran at lb. 40m. the next morning n., -..j, , ml;, i 2

117 Tauri, a star of the sixth magnirude, ^mU have bPLU occulted

below the horizon, but may bo senn to reappcir aft -r the Moon

Finnlly, on the same night, B.A C. 17is, another Gth magnitude
'11-, will disappear at the briL'ht Inib of the Moon 13 minutes

,
, r midnight, at an angle of 9' fiom the Moon's vertex, and will

npoar at her dark limb at 12h 4Sm p m , at a vertical angle of

iNT ;ai, In\

and tighten the nuts uutil

new position.

The action will lie soeu

which sllnus til' .M!,' iM 1
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(gossip.
By Richard A. Peo^

Referring to part of " Hallyards' ' letter on " Magni-
fication near the Horizon," I may remark that whether the
mind does or does not unconsciously assign to the sky the
form of a flattened dome is a question which cannot be
disposed of quite so simply as " Hallyards " imagines.

The question how much farther away the horizon seems
to be than the point overhead, the sky being clear, was
put by Delambre, as one depending on precise laws of

optics—and the answer was " The horizon seems between
three and four times as far away as the zenith." The
idea of actual magnification, as an explanation, is absurd
on the face of it ; for if in a particular state of the air

the horizontal moon, really subtending—say—30' when
not magnified, were made to subtend—say—45', it would
follow that if there were 720 horizontal moons so placed
that if not magnified they would just make the circuit

of the horizon, then either, as actually seen through that
peculiar air they woiild overlap (which of course is

absurd) or they would more than go round,—once and
a-half round in fact—which is preposterous. (Of course
it is as easy to say that the dew or fog or rain may
magnify as it is to say that a body's velocity may pre-

vent it from yielding to the attraction of gravity, or that
under particular circumstances two and two might make
seventeen and a-half.)

" Halltaeds " may not be aware that the constellations

seem to look larger near the horizon—but they cannot
really look larger, or they would not all get in. The
fact really is that an object can only seem to look larger
than usual, when not really magnified, through some
illusion which makes us imagine that the object is un-
usually distant.

Me. Brothers has called my attention to an illusion

which is easily tested in illustration of this. Look at
some dark object on a light ground, and presently look at

a white surface at the same distance : you then see the
object light (and in complementary colour) and un-
changed in size. But if now you look at a distant light
surface, the image of the object seems to grow suddenly
larger. In reality it does not increase at all in apparent
size, but subtends—as of course it should—precisely
the same angle, being an unchanged retinal impression,
unchanged at least in extent.

The apparent magnifying of the sun, the moon, star-

groups, comets, etc., near the horizon is in reality the
best proof we have that the mind unconsciously assigns
(as Delambre thought he had j roved it ought to assign)
a much greater distance to the horizon than to the zenith.
That this effect varies in degree with varying states of
the air shows that the mind unconsciously varies its

estimate of the horizon's distance according to the state

of the air. This may seem to some like arguing in a
circle. But you can argue safely in a circle when you
have facts all round. The fact that the moon seems to
look larger near the horizon, nay much larger (insomuch
that my small-disc method of measuring is by no means
rough for such a problem), while in the first place we
know from measurement that she does not subtend a
larger angle, and in the second place from the laws of

optics that she cannot be really magnified, is a good fact

to argue from. So is the fact that the horizon ought to

be judged farther off, some 3J times, than the zenith. If

these facts correspond with each other that is only

because, being facts, they naturally "behave as such."

Mv attention has been called by a correspondent who
wishes to be referred to as " L. E." (I should have pre-

ferred thanking him by name) to a singular mistake in

my last remarks respecting the Ruddy Eclipsed Moon.
I could scarcely believe I had made such a strange mis-

take till I referred to my article : but there it is ; and
rightly understood it is a mistake well worth Miss BallinV

attention as a singular mental phenomenon.

I HAD explained, at p. 46, that the focus of a pencil of

raj-s from the sun after deflection through our earth's atmo-
sphere towards the moon lies far beyond the earth,

—

not {an

many, misinterpreting the investigation of the deflection

of the axesof suchpcn. :']=, 1,,,\-. f. 'ly imagined) between
the earth and the mi I 11, (iM! ii_'li, while of course

my mind possessed t'\ • -'-} "hicli this point is

established, I wrote at p. 1
"-

> (^i: li ilr of second column)
precisely as if—instead— I had known or proved, some-
where or somehow, that the focus of such deflected light-

pencils lay far beyond the sun, which is absurd,—even
taking along with this original absurdity the derived one
that the focus lies hundreds of millions of miles beyond
the sun. This of course was due to my setting the focus^

as far relatively beyond the sun, as it really lies beyond
the earth.

Partly as a penalty for my carelessness, partly perhap.-^

to prove that I am not ashamed to acknowledge and
correct a mistake (venial vanity, I trust), and partly to

show that I had correctly considered the matter originally

at p. 46, I will now show how the position of the focu.s

for a pencil of rays leaving the sun's face for the edge of

the earth's disc (as seen from the moon) may be roughlj-

determined. The exact problem would be one of some
difiiculty, but we can get a rough solution by the fol-

lowing device. The breadth of the sun during central

eclipse is contracted, by the deflection of the axes of

pencils, to about 2| miles at the edge of the earth's disc

as supposed to be seen from the moon. (This supposes the

part of the sun's disc farthest from the rim of the earth

just lifted into view by grazing refraction, and the part

nearest the earth's rim lifted into view by atmospheric
layers about 2i miles above the sea-level.) Now this

shows that the bounding pencil-axes have their con-

vergence towards the eye of an imagined lunarian

diminished to about l-800th of what it had before

been. For when the earth is away the sun's disc

subtends at the moon about half a degree, corresponding
to about 2,000 miles at the earth's distance, and 2,000
miles exceed 2i miles 800 times. It follows (since tht-

lines of sight through the earth's atmosphere to different

points on the sun follow precisely the same course as

rays from those points to the eye from which the
lines of sight were taken) that the d'ivergence of a pencil

from a point of the sun to our earth's atmosjihere, to reach

the moon, is increased on the average about 800 times.

(On the average, because we have dealt with the con-

vergence after passing through the whole dejith of 2^
miles : the eye-pupil can take in only a portion of each
pencil, a small fraction of an inch broad where passing

through the earth's atmosphere.) This being so, it

follows that the foci of such pencils lie on the averagi-

at a distance beyond the earth (as seen from the moon i

equal to about l-800th of the sun's distance,— say
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roughly, about 116,000 miles (k'ss than I liad expected
to find this average). Being thus, on the average, about
355,000 miles from the moon, and on lines inclined nearly-

one degree to the direction of the earth's centre, it follows
that these foci lie on the average about 00,000 miles from
the line through the centres of the sun, earth, and moon,
at the time of central eclipse.

,if sc-ii'H,

ting his

I TRUST the readers of Kn( >\\ i.

liveliness of the last piece cf (

illustrate the way in whicli ;i

when he begins to chat witli

subject lightly, is apt to wander off into otln

gossipy matters. Let it stand, then. Better so than as

part of another article on the ruddy eclipsed moon. Let
me ],thank L. E. again for correcting my remarkable
mistake.

" double

1 do

..Ily

E. C. H. sends another letter on t

question. Let me put definitely my i

not defend such a plirasi as "
1 slinu!-!

seen him;" because tin y yduml liu'lly.

they are defensible. As 1 p..intc(l .'ut

who did not see it, of course—"! slimiM 1,,. vr' lik, d to

see him," even in reply to the stateincni thai Mr. ,So-

and-So called this morning," does not m rt -sai ilv hhmii, "I
should have liked to see him this morning « lien"lic railed."

It might be a convenient way of answering, in words,

with a real meaning very unlike that which the words
might be taken to bear—as for instance, " I should have
liked to see him (in former times, but I am mightily
glad to have escaped him this morning,") or " I should
have liked to see bini (if I did not know what an in-

tolerable bore he is—or rogue—or as the case may chance
to be.") Now there can be no doubt the second "have "

definitely points to the time or occasion which had just

been named.

TH.4.T the objection to the "double haves" is merely
one against their sound may be shown bj^ sentences in

which the " haves " are doubled but euphonj- retained.

For example, " I am sorry I was not at home when A
called : to have had a chat with my dear old friend,

after so many years of separation, would have been a

great pleasure." Or again, the double " haves " come in

all -;.-(.* I'l. t1,.- fallowing answer, where the two forms of

ivi
'

I

• aishod :—" I amglad I was not at home :

II .< (1 to see him when I loved and tru.sted

him. lui lii ii i\(' seen him to-day, knowing him for

what he is, would have been most jiaiuful to me."

"E. C. H." rightly remarks that Dr. llnd--s.,u's detci

tion of doubled "haves" in the wiiiinj-^ of Macanla

Ruskin, Landor, and other such iiia-;!., - I r i

neutralise (he might have said utt.i .
-

:

previous condemnation. Authors a.^ ,i i.n- ,,i' mu
better judges in these matters than gra nnuamns, sei

tence-analysers, et id genus omne. Dr. Hodgson sittir

in judgment on Macaulay ! Pshaw ! the absurdity

too patent. Your language-dissector as a rule is a m;i

who ccmld not write ten pages of deserii'tinn w ex]ilan

tion (that any one could read with jileasiin' cr pii.lit) i

save his life. He always strikes me as tryin-- i<' liiul .n

why he can't write as well as Macaulay or any nthrr niai

Mark Twain is an author ; but somewhat raw in style.

Albeit, I prefer not to use double "haves" in sentences

where they hurt the ear. It is easy to avoid them,
without I'lmfusing the sense.

I SEK from the Ikuly Niivi; of the 22nd that the
readers of the American Crilic have been extending to
this country the system of balloting, by which they
settled who among American worthies should form au
Academy of Forty, if one were established on the model
of the Academic Fran9aise. I have myself an intense
dislike to all such selections— a dislike based on the

•al princijile that '

^Xh V.M.lf t

V"

nd .

ong) i

1

that 1

rhom I have thus
American Forty, for instanc(

ton, Prof. Young, Marion C
Joaquin Milh

"

thus as it w
thousands or

I.. !:_

' (as H

ralue of tl

a that you cannot follow hii

Prof. Youmans. Why should they be
told that in the opinion of certain
of thousands of their countrymen there
nun than (lity? Some of them may
i\ I'f tliini) tli.it the very quality and
vk

I
iit^ it aliiive the appreciation of

even to tell a

Of the British list it is only necessary to remark that
it does not contain the names of Dr. W. B. Carpenter,
Sir George Airy, Dr. B. Richardson, and others as widely
known ; Lord Lytton is put in, I think, under the
mistaken impression that Bulwer Lytton is .still alive

;

and I imagine that for Sir H. Thompson, the eminent
physician, we should read Sir W. Thomson, whose name
on account of his connection with Atlantic cabling is

widely known in America.

No I sense stops in his work to ask how his
work is valued. "What thy hand findeth to do, do it

with thy nuL^lit " is a sufficient rule; and it is only th-e

chihli.-h M' tlir senile who wonder whether they are
adennatily aj] i( . iated. The author who writes because
he has something to say, does not wait to be patted on
the back ; the speaker whose heart is in his words does
not wait to be applauded : why should the busy workers
be invited to notice that the world or a part of the
world is watching them and weighing their work,—or
omits to do so ?

»ebietDSf*

SOMK BOtJKS OX OUR TABLE.
/' ' \ '/'••/; --. Bv Hexkt

1'.
. 1

, i,
': I- i; :: ,

. Tiiidal], A"

r. \.) :^r. i I _ iM,.| laaN i
-• ,....::;. I ;; la ;

, d ..n the pVO-

ductuin of a wurk \v iiieii, in haekneyed phrase, rcally

does "supply a want," and, we may add, supplies it

admirably into the bargain. Into ninety pages he has-

compressed t he names (generic and SI ecifio) . f every Brit ish

tie la.H

M-- I

. at

once. Thev
be welcomed by niaii\ wh^^r kn>i\\ l,Mli:e ef the plants

themselves is often ,hvi.U-,ll\ in aa\anee ..f tlieir ideas of

how their names should he artieidaieJ. The .study of this

eajiital little book nuiv save well-meauin- people from-
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speaking, as we
clemStis, gladi61i

The Revival of British Industries. By a Candidate.
(London : James Bolton. 1S85.)—The object of this
•' Candidate's" pamphlet is to show that free trade has
broken down ; for the simple but suflicient reason that,

like the Irishman's reciprocity, it is m11 oh odo riMo.

British manufacturers and farmers niv, .
!•

:

i.i
. ; ,---

tends, shut out of foreign markets 1 j. ;

:

'

.

hibitive protectionist tariffs : while iii;iim i:: i
< -I

from the countries which enact thcM ,
. ' li.is

country free. British industries ;ir , . lu

" A Candidate," to be revived by piittiii- :.i: '
,

. ,,;

duty of 50 per cent, on manufactureil - ' ;, in- I'imiu

foreign countries. Food and r.:\\ n; ; i !^ n. be ad-

mitted free. Out of the rcvciiiii !
>

!

! ' is proposed
to pay a subsidy of £1 per a.r '

t lie United
Kingdom which is sown with \,1:. .l {'

< ,,;. lior further

suggests absohitc free trade between England and her
own colonies and dominions; in fact, the formation of the
ontire Empire into a customs league or Zollverein, all

adopting the 50 per cent, duties on foreign manufactured
ijoods. Details will be found in the pamphlet itself.

The Autohio'jraj.hy of a Whitehead Torpedo. By
'Guns." (London: Offices of .Ewf/meej-m^.)—Everyone
who wishes to obtain an intelligent idea of the internal

economy and mode of action of the so-called "torpedo,"
which is (as its votaries assert) to revolutionise marine
warfare, should buy the pamphlet before us, straightway.
Obviously written by a man in the Naval service who
has apparently passed through both the Greenwich and
the "Vernon " course, it contains by far the best poimlar
account of the Whitehead torpedo that we have seen

;

and as the details of its construction and use are incor-

porated in the well-told narrative of its adventures, the
account possesses an interest which would scarcely per-

tain to a mere series of diagrams and descriptions. The
supposititious breaking of the blockade at Toulon and
the descent of the French Fleet on Malta are uncommonly
•cleverly told. A very pregnant warning, to which it is

earnestly to be hoped that the authorities will give heed,
is uttered by " Guns" in connection with the hushing-
up of accidents and miscarriages which have occurred in

torpedo trials. Nothing can he more absolutely essential

to the success of so delicate and ticklish a weapon than
an intimate knowledge of its weaknesses and defects, by
-.ill those concerned in its use and manipulation.

Studies in Microscopical Science. Edited by Arthur C.
Cole, F.R.M.S. For August, 1885. (London : Bailliire,

Tindall, k Cox.)—Mr. Cole this month gives us illustra-

tions, with descriptions of the structure of Antheridia in

Polytrichum, of the Gill of the Anodon, of Tubercu-
losis in the human lung, and of the Mouth of the Tad-
pole. When we add that these are all as good as ever,
the practical microscopist will know what to expect.

The Penny Alphaletical Time Tahles, between London
and all Parts of the United Kingdom and Ireland.

(London: Wyman & Sons. August, 1885.)—This is a
capital idea. The names of all tlir r,<il«:iy stations in
the United Kingdom are given in ilpli .1 i

i i'll ovder, and
under each one will be found ;i ((unplii. li>l of trains

running both ways between the tu^^ " - r:<. ,\ nn.l tlio

metropolis, together with the fares, >

To many to whom " Bradshaw " is an

.ii,nd a weariness of the flesh, this boo]< \

pens in the advertisement) " as a boon and a ijiessnig.

Lindcnllumcn, and other Stories. By Rowl-i^nd Grey.
(London: Kegan Paul, Trench, & Co. 1885.)—" Eow-

Once a Month ; a Magazine £' \i. '

i;
, liditedby

Peter Mercer, D.D. (Melboui:. :.), i IhnMlin: W.
LigHs A- Co.: London: Grifn',. !::,,.:. . ( 'o.)- This

tnber.

&c., make up a., f:,irly

r table Th,- Lo^t Voicr (a,We have als

the Ai .ii;

Mu,i.:^' I . . > ;

TriciA •, i
I
.... ... ;; . ,v.'./, ,. ,;; 1/. ..... ;

;

NaturaLJ, Ci-l <! I\'.'-^ (u ilk a e,4. i.ieii. i:. :a.,^Ll-ce uf

Giel), The American Lraq.jist, and The Country Brewer's

Gazette.
'

Rather moiv il m.i- ago the American journal,

the Critic, aski •'
i

. I: i.ns of its subscribers as to

the forty Ani(i'
' the event of the establish-

ment of an Anioie u Ae: .1 .inj-, after the model of the

Academic Fran^aise, would be first entitled to become
members of it. After the voting papers had been care-

fully sorted, it was fo^md that the following names had
received enough .siiffrasTc in r|-;r-''ifv tlu"! fr i- -/in^ii-einn

to the ranks of the It: '

'
' ^ ^ ! '

'

.

.

' H

.

Lowell, J. G. Whittiir I
. l; :!

.

^\
. I. !i- , U,

G.W. Curtis, T. B. Al.lritlt. I
: M •.

i .
i ..-,,. i;,,;,,,.

R. G. White, E. E. Ha.le, (1. W. C.l^. Ilt-nj- .hime.s,

Mark Twain, C. D. Warner, 1!. W. li.erl.er, J. F.

Clarke, R. H. Stoddard, W. D. Wliiiu-,, Wi.li VHiitman,

Asa Gray, Noah Porter, John Fiske, T. A. Wo,.lsey, A. B.

Alcott, Julian Hawthorne, J. Bnrrou-l! -, ,M. Hopkins,

T. W. HigginsoB, J. G. Snxe, 0. B. Fr. 1 l,in.l,;,n,, C. I'.

Fisher, M. C. Tyler, C A. Dana, D. C. .Mlu-lnH. A.

Winchell, E. P. A¥hipplo. O. V. l--ln., ;, AW W. S.,.-,,

and F. Parkman. Tln-f ' .'.o; -
'

• i'.:.:v-

ford, E. P. Roe, C. T. (•:..
1

.1
^'

: : I. , . ; ml

Joaquin Milhr. all . r .

:
i .iL. ii.r

kno^^nl1,:,ll n- i
;,.'':'-- '

: i .. t ol.tain

suffieii Ml \
.

!.. I.. M'.: .III'.
'

!

•
.

'' ....
I

.

'1 .iimmer an

proce^.-. Tli: f'.ri' I 1'. -. il . iM - :.i (.
: I , i'

! T' ii n vson. Pro-

fessor Huxlev, W. E. Ghidstone, Frofessov Tvn.'lall, G. A.
Sala, Mr. Ruskin, Herbert Spencer, Matthew Arnold, Sir

H. Thompson, W. Black. Sir J. Lubbock, Duke of Argyll,

Leslie Stephen, GeovQ-e Areverlith. Sir Uiehard Owen,
Cardinal Newman. ^Ir I'.i.v.;,.. :; \. TVoetor, Mr.
Froude, John Morli- , i : I

i i. If,mv Irving.

A. C. Sv,-inbnriio, K.''^ i - i.. W In ,• lie.siint, Edwin
\-nv^^. C. Al., I,. M ,1 'oi :dK'ai-tl.y, JumesPayn,
'I .. :;' W ^'

.

1^ lessor Blackie, Archdeacon
l; !

!
i\\ I . Collins, Lord Lytton, Pro-

,
I ! ,^:..,ii. .\n'lri.' I,'i;j. Professor Gardiner, and

Austin Dobson. Some great names are conspicuous by
their absence from this list, but the selection is not, upon
the whole, an unrepresentative one.

—

Daily Neics.
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MAGNIFICATION NEAE HORIZON.

[1887]—I hope Mr. Proctor will not disdain to dispose of what I

venture to offer in support of Prof. Le Conte's view, rather than of

his, on this phenomenon (Knowledge p. 90).*

1. If these bodies have been measured, and found to subtend the

same anple -nlien apparently largo as they do some hours after,

when looking small, then I suppose, causa finita est ; it is an
illusion in very truth. Mr. P., however, does not say they have
been so measured. [Have I not ?—than I now say it—they have
repeatedly been measured.—R. P.] If they have, the matter will

always remain a puzzle to me, [!] for the following reasons (the

test of the half-inch disk seems to me rather too rough a one) :

—

2. It is not by any means always, or in the majority of cases,

that these bodies seem thus magnified. I have seen them approach
the horizon hundreds of times, not undergoing this change of

appearance.
3. It is ,not only the he.avenly bodies which are magnified by

certain states of the air. Thus, I sit down on the rocks and gaze
at the opposite coast ten miles distant. I see the beach, but I do
not see houses, mills, hedge-rows even. I read for an hour, and on
rising to go, am astonished to find that, without any apparent
change in the air, I now do see all these things, though my sight is

fatigued by reading, as though I had gone three miles towardsthem
in a boat. It is certainly not refraction which has done this,

because I saw the beach at the beginning; tlie objects then too

small to be seen were, therefore, in the field of view all the time.

One day on the jetty at Boulogne, in bad weather, I remember
seeing a church some distance inland in Kent. Now, on very clear

days the cliffs are visible, but no buildings. How could refraction,

by merely throwing up the object, make it visible, when a similar

object, much nearer, is not so ? [I will not pretend to explain an
observation which has been made by another, and with the details

of which 1 am not fully acquainted. But in such abnormal atmo-
spheric conditions as are involved in cases of mirage, magnification

i may <1- whe

lor than before ; this

when she rises faint

in ig set, she is free

when eclipsed. This
But it does not;

looks
ly 1,000
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me. I mention this as, of course, some of the English-speaking

native masters themselves mispronounce. In every case that came
before me the boy on the first attempt pronounced " wool " as
" ool," yet the sound of w is distinctly heard in one of their com-

monest pronouns " woh." Another common mispronunciation is to

place a short vowel before double consonants, such as sp, st, sm, &o
It is most amusing to hear a conscientious native master trying

to correct this fault. " Don't say is-spot ; say like mo ispot." A
very peculiar mispronunciation, not made by the natives, but

by uneducated Europeans in India, is the substitution of the

English a for the vernacular sound of u in tub. It is true that in

some of the later systems of transliteration this letter is repre-

sented by a, but the uneducated European does not know this, he

gets his pronunciation from the camp-followers and others that

hang about cantonments. One of the commonest words in use

among the natives is ahhi, meaning "now," pronounced ub-hee by

themselves, but by the British soldier, abbey. No native would

dream of pronouncing it so. Of course one does not expect the

untrained ear to distinguish between dental and palatal t's, or

between g and gh, and suchlike, but there seems something odd

in words which are constantly heard as salaam, ubhee, ghariwan

Jjeing invariably pronounced as slam, abbey, and garriwann.

I have collected a few words from Raja Siva Prasad's " Hindi

Grammar," which he gives as words in common use among the

natives, but derived from English. They are, I fear, too few to

draw any conclusions from, except that the liquids seem inter-

changeable. I have added a few words I have noticed myself, but

they do not help. From the list of mispronounced names which I

iiave added, it is apparent that the native tries to connect some

meaning with the name, but the list is chiefly interesting in showing

his ingenuity in so doing. Some mistakes, most amusing to those

who know better, are made by tourists in India in the pronunciation

of Indian names, such as Benaira for Benares, Oodh for Oudh,

Peshawar for Peshawur, Cabool for Cabul, &e.

List of words from Raja Siva Prasad's Hindi Grammar :—Box,
Bukkus; Breakvan, Brikban ; Button, Biitim ; Bottle, Botul ; Bag,

Beg; Decree, Digree ; Engine, Unjun; General, Jemel ; Lantern,

Lal-ten ; Lamp, Lump ; Lord, Lat j Longcloth, Nainkilat ; Number,

Lumber ; Note, Lote ; Special, Ispeshal ; Stamp, Istamp ; Tandem,

Tumtum.
Additional list -.—Baby-girl, Beebee, which really means lady;

Baby-boy, Baba, which really means son ; Madam-sahib, Mem-
sahib ; Coachman, Coachwan ; Teg—i.e., Tent-peg—Meg ; Cham-

List of transformed names :—Alexander, Alekjullunder ; Brad-

ford, Brass pot ; Bartlet, Bottley ; Bartle Frere, Bottly Beer ;

Brown or Bum, Brnne; Coles, Kuola, meaning charcoal; Aber-

crombie, Bikram, meaning goat ; Mackintosh, Mnkkun toost,

meaning butter and toast ; Johnson, Jan Sen ; Thomson, Tam Sen
;

Smith, Ismit ; Yanzulicum ; Bijli, meaning lightning.

There are, of course, many others, but I cannot recollect them
Rt this moment. Jos. W. Alesaxdee.

THOUGHT.INDUCTION.

[1890J—I am reminded by an article in the summer number of

ilayfair, entitled " Telepathy," of a very popular argument against

those who think they see some resemblance between Electric (or

Magnetic) Induction and an induction of ideas which they affirm

does sometimes take place between two or more minds ; and now
that Mr. Irving Bishop threatens to bring another though - eading

action against Mr. Henry Labonchere, this contriiution to articles

on the subject may interest those who have read with a'tention

accounts of the former gentleman's late feats and failures.

Now it is a fact well known to all who have any familiarity with

electricity and magnetism that an electric current in a body in-

ductively affects the electric condition of all bod-es in its vicinity,

and that between a magnetic needle for instance and any other

magnetic substance in proximity, there must exist an analogous

sympathv, if I may use the phrase.

To illustrate these facts for the benefit of those who have not

fltudied the matter, if two cables were stretched across the Atlantic,

for instance, at a distance of, say, one yard from each other

throughout their entire length ; if certain electric signals were sent

through one of these cables the same signals would be induced in

the other and parallel cable, and might be observed at either end

of the same, so that if a magnetic needle were moved into any

position there would be a tendency for all magnetic substances

in the vicinity to take up a new position I result of such

The author of " Telepathy" makes use of an argument which I

have often seen adduced, but which I have never seen combated.
" As for the analogy of electricity," he says, " it is wholly mis-

leading. One magnetic needle acts on another at a distince, it is

true, but the phenomena are regular and uniform. They are

capable of exact prediction. They are, in short, matter of exact

science." As for the alleged instances of thought-reading, I need

hardly remind all who read this that they are very few and far

Now, to give the electric analogy a fair chance we should state

facts correctly. To refer to the action which one magnetic needle

exerts over one other at a distance, it is quite true that if we know
everything about these two needles, and can place them where no

third influence can bear on them, we shall be able to predict with

certainty what will be the force exerted by each magnet on the

other ; bnt we must recollect that were the magnet we wish to act

upon with one other magnet surrounded by other magnetic forces

the effect would be the resultant of all the forces, and would in all

conceivable probability not be equivalent to the effects of the one

magnet by itself. Mesmerists sometimes ask their subjects to gaze

intently on some uninteresting object, such as a plain zino disc, in

order to free their minds as much as possible from surrounding

forces, so that there may be no conceivable force other than that

emanating from themselves, the mesmerisers, brought to bear on

the subject's mind. And if once we agree that one mind is

inductively affected by another, we shall surely not have to give up
the electric analogy for any reason yet assigned. We shall rather

understand why cases of thought-reading, clairvoyance, and the like,

are so exceptional instead of being the rule. The mind would

have to be abnormally free, so to speak, or the one force which was
to make itself felt would have to be so correspondingly powerful as

to be able virtually to annihilate the resultant effect of all the

otV.er inductions bearing on it.

But even assuming that we could believe in the doctrine of

Telepathy, we can hardly expect that cases of clairvoyance or

thought-reading cau ever become frequent. What an infinite

number of factors make up the resultant force which determines a
man's thoughts and actions! As every successive wave dashes on

the rock, the spray in fury lashed assumes each time a different form.

Who will predict the form which the spray shall assume next time

the wave shall break ? Yet if we knew the angle at which the

wave would strike, as well as its shape and volume, the force and

direction of the wind, and all the other elements or factors, we
could draw an accurate prophetic sketch of the resultant. Is it

therefore too much to assume that if we knew all the factors in the

case, we might determine what a man's thoughts or actions would

be under any given circumstances, if only we could work out the

sum thus set—given the forces, to find the resultant?

In conclusion, I would remind all that we cannot positively aver

that such is not the case, and I feel confident that such a belief

could only work good. Our hatred of evil-doers would give place

to pity for them, and thankfulness that circumstances have ren-

dered us happier in our actions, and we should be filled with a

desire to do our utmost to make that greatest factor in the world's

good—knowledge—attainable by all. Herbeet Kingsfobd.

\ow, as to induction of ideas. If such induction e:

sonably consider that there is any resemblan

MENTAL DEVELOPMENT.
' Later on, Greek art, like art everywhere, declined,

jccasional .... exceptions, never revived again."

is not worth while t

the reference.

Not in Greece only, but un pea partov.t, we see material proofs

of the decline of man as regards art. Where are the artists of

Baalbec, Nineveh, Luxor, Stonehenge, Yucatan, Easter Island,

Cambodia ? They all, in some respects, excelled us Europeans,

who are a compost of the Italian, Celtic, and German savages of

old. We have excelled them in a hundred ways; yet not in art.

Is man never to be universally superior ; not perfectible ; now
emerging, now submerged, like the shell he dwells on ?

The idea might be carried much further. Thus, civilised man is

less ab'e, in many things, than the savage. Man, everywhere, is

in many respects' inferior to the beasts. What he has gained in

dominion over the forces of nature, he has lost in morals. No
animal i4 so contemptibly malignant, so illogical, as man; or so

ridiculous in his actions. I know a horse whose sole occupation

consists in pulling round and round a number of models of his

species, on which arc seated numbers of ours—not models, but

grown-ups, as well as children, "all alive oh !
" to the accompani-

ment of an extended repertory oi four opera airs. I fancy I see in

his eyes (and ears) the sentiment " How sad is my lot, to have

fallen under the yoke of creatures who are not even sane 1

"

There was an old Frenchman who had a donkey, which he sys-

tematically ill-treated. One evening, as soon as the last bit of
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harness was removed, the aas turned round, floored his master with
a well-planted kick, and then leisurely and systematically kicked
him all to pieces. If I had been by, I should not have interfered.

Turn and turn about is surely fair play. I saw a man the other
day beat his horse till he could strike no more ; it could not stir a
too heayy load of sand. Then he shouted to some fellow-brutes to
lend him ttco viore horses. Then he turned to contemplate his own
beast. I thought he was moved with compunction. Suddenly he
roared " Sacr4 cochon ! " and struck his beast O'lain ! Don't talk of
)iui u superiority after that.

MEAN-TIME SUN-DIALS.

[1892]—The following hints may be acceptable to those who
wish to set up mean-time sun-dials. The construction, though not
raathematically exact, is, I think, sufficiently so for all practical
purposes.

I premise that the reader is already acquainted with what has
appeared in Knowledge on this subject.

I would not have the radius of the hour-circle more than six

inches, or the shadow of the gnomon will be too indistinct.

The axis of the gnomon may be a stout steel wire. The waist
may be made as thick as is necessary for strength, as this can be
allowed for on the hour-circle. I mean to try if plaster-of-Paris
will do for the material of the gnomon itself.

I do not see any special reason for making the two bulges of the
gnomon of equal diameter, and I propose, in drawing the curves,
to use as simple formulse as possible.

The ordinates and abscissa) may be drawn from intervals of a
week or ten day.s. For the latter multiply six inches by the
tangent of the declination, for the former use the radius of the
wire (waist) plus the sine of the equation of time.
The section of the gnomon when drawn might be transferred to a

thin sheet of metal and cut out, so as to serve as a gauge.
I use one dial with two gnomons. The axes of the latter may be

made as long as convenient, with their ends fitting into slots, so
that they may be changed when required.

If the gnomon consisted of a cylinder of, say, a tenth of an inch
diameter, it would cast a tolerably clear shadow of the same width,
aud, at apparent noon, the axis of the shadow give the twelve
o'clock mark. It is necessary, therefore, to give the hour circle a
movement round the axis of the gnomon so as to set the edge of
*he shadow to the exact tine.

From Christmas to the middle of April, and from the middle of
June to the 20th of August, the east side of the shadow has to be
used ; at other times the west. When the change of edge has to be
made, the hour circle must be revolved the width of the waist of
the gnomon. A similar motion is, of course, used (if required) to

set the dial to any given standard time instead of local mean-time.
The gnomon and hour circle must be braced together, and the

' ' of two motions—one round its axis, as just

,e lowe of tl

a vertical direction to set it for the latitude

aiomon (or rather its support) has a hinge,
lamped to a graduated arc according to the

Jatitude.

When my dial is finished I mean to teat it from time to time by
.1 chronometer.

I see that in my letter 1825 I inadvertently used the expression
" sine of half the equation of time " for " sine of the equation of
time." MusAFiE.

OCULAR SPECTRA—THE EETINAL DECOMPOSITION OF

all probability, lead to some important changes in our theoretical

conceptions.

1. If the sensation of a particular colour be due to a wave of a

certain periodicity, how comes it that that wave period can be
immediately changed into that of its complementary and back

within ,s of ti

2. If what is usually called the decomposition of light be a
veritable decomposition, this decomposition, it is evident, may be
effected without refraction.

3. The decomposition, thus effected, is not sufficiently accounted
for by the suggestion that the sequent sensations of colour follow

each other according to the strength of the impressions made upon
the retina by the respective component vibrations constituting

white light, that is to say, the weaker fading first and the stronger

last; for, if this were the case, the spectra would preserve the

same order of succession whether in a dark or in a light field of

4. Seeing that identical portions of the field of the retina may
experience alternately, and almost simultaneously, opposite sensa-

tions of colour, these spectral changes mast be due to the pro-

portional relation of the excitement of those portions to their

The most feasible explanation of the sequent spectra referred to

appears to mo to be offered by (4) viz., that those sequent spectra

are intervals in the decadence of a strong initial impression on the
retina, and that the different sensations of colour experienced are

due to differences of degree rather than of kind, just as our different

sensations of heat and cold are, and that jast as in the case of

temperature the sensation produced by any particular degree

may be changed by juxta-relation to some other antecedent or

consequent. W. C.i-iT: Thomas.

A TRICYCLE QUERY.
[1894]—Would Mr. Browning oblige by describing a tricycle

suitable for a man weighing IGi stone, fifty years old, and, conse-
quently, not as active as he might be. A safe, easy-going, and
tolerably swift machine (not for racing) is what is wanted. The
Globe Lein seems to me to be about what is required. Am doubtful
whether a single or convertible machine would be best.

SlJCTEEN AND A HALF StOSE.

SWANS FLYING.

[1895]—I send the following, as I think some of your readers
are doubtless interested in natural history :

—

At 7.40 p.m. I observed three swans [What kind ?], at a fair

elevation, flying in a direction from S.W. to N.E. Heads and necks
were well stretched out ; but, from the rate at which they travelled,

appear at all fatigued. H. A. Miles.

r. 14.

OIL-GLAND IN DUCK.

[189G]—Article " Philosophy of Clothing," p. 115. I think it

would be well to finish one heresy before beginning another. I

take it that it is well understood by most persons who would be
likely to read this paper that down of the duck lies inside the

feathers next the skin, thit it encloses a large quantity of air, and
that still air is an excellent non-conductor of heat ; but this has
nothing to do with the little organ in question, nor is the grease or

yolk iu the wool of tlie sheep an analogous illustration, as that

applies to the whole surface of the body of the animal; nor does

with them, an>! :.,.,.,
nthcr in contr:,n ..id.'!. :,-: ilr -• I'ii.,, I . j- i

,. i . . .1 . ,i i
. , ni a

dark or in a light' lit'Id of vision. One of the most inten'sting ex-
periments which may bo made with thefe spectra is, that of
turning the eye either from a light on to a dark field or vice-versa,
when the spectrum of the moment will appear of the opposite or
complementary colour, assuming its previous hue when the eye
is again turned upon a light field. When this remarkable fact
.shall have been suflicicntly corsidored in all its bearings, it will, in

1870— lecturer .-n \i:ii .1 II i.;-:-. .-,; i:ii ;i

(page 208) as an organ of great dcveiiipn.en;

Natatores, by means of which the dense plumage is

oiled. And " Anatomy of Vertebrate Animals," I
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at page 275, distinctly states that it is an organ for the secretion

of an oily fluid which the bird spreads over its feathers by the

operation of pruning, and speaks of it aa generally understood and
without a doubt. Besides which a duck and a dissecting knife are

quite sufficient to prove the correctness of the above quotatioca, or

even without the knife. G. A.

ILLUSORY THAXSFOiniATIOX OF INTAGLIO SCULPTURE
INTO APPARENT BAS-RELIEF.

[1897]—A very pretty object for experimenting in tliis illusion

is found in the reverse side of the embossed " Queen's head " or

postage-stamp impressed on stamped envelopes, and it will be inte-

resting to mauy of your readers to examine such an object both by
daylight and by artificial light.

Unless my experience is exceptional, it will be easy for observers

to cause the image of the features to appear to assume the more
familiar aspect of a convex or rounded surface instead of their

true shape of a concave or hollow, and, aided by this illusion, to

fancy that the hollowness of the engraved oval lines by which it is

surrounded is transformed to an untrue solidity. In all these

effects there is a false supposition of the illumination being in the

nial

angle, but on the opposite side of a perpendicular to the gem
surface of the paper. The human face being such a con-

stant object of observation not only during our own lives,

but throughout the long experience of the race, while

hollow-moulds of it or of other familiar solids are rarely seen,

it is much easier to fancy that the hollow cast is solid than
the reverse. In fact, though in close proximity to the intaglio,

and while it appeared to stand up in beautiful relief, yet it was im-
possible to depress mentally the features on a coin laid upon the

paper. It will also be observed that contradictory results may be
observed by introducing a few indentations in the paper or throw-
ing sharp shadows upon it, when, though the over-mastering fami-
liarity of the features enables us to hold them to the fancied relievo

appearance, yet these mouldings, wrinkles, depressions, &c., retain

their true aspects, and wholly or for a time refuse to be transformed,
and the surface appears to be lighted from opposite quarters simulta-

neously. It would also appear that monocular vision and slightly

unfocussed vision are favourable to the inversion of the perception,

and that slight crossing of the axes of the eyes, or causing them to

be directed to vision "at infinity," helps to form the illusory con-

ception. J. Gbeevz Fishek.

MUSICAL TEMPERAMENT.
[1898]—In my last letter I left it to be inferred that to take

any notice of such a difference among the ratios of vibrations as

that between 8 : 9 and 9 : 10 was something as irrelevant to music
considered as an appeal to the understanding, as it would be in

criticising an architectural work, to make a microscopic examina-
tion of the bricks to see whether they actually corresponded to

the beau idial of a brick. But it may now be well to collect and
compare a few conflicting anthorities.

The late General Perronet Thompson contrived a moat ingenious

and complicated organ for playing in a variety of keys, with scales

justly intoned ; and he wrote a book upon it full of curious infor-

mation, which went through several editions. To his feelings, just

intonation and equal temperament seem to have been opposed, as

truth to falsehood, right to wrong. He says :
" If a sculptor,

instead of making fingers of the various lengths nature has made
them, should determine to make one medium length serve for all,

this would be a temperament." " It is as if sailors and
astronomers were invited to employ telescopes fixed to one length

for all eyes and distances, like those sold for children in the toy-

shops" (General P. Thompson's "Just Intonation," 7th edition,

p. 45). " The misery of temperament must be got rid of
"

(p. 50). " Singers sing to the pianoforte because they have bad
ears, and they have bad ears because they sing to the pianoforte "

(p. 94). " The tenth of an inch may in some senses be called

small ; but it is a mountain in the edge of a razor or the nose of a

profile." . ..." As it is, the singers and violists live in a constant
struggle with the temperament, and get rid of it as far as they
are able, though a portion sticks by them in the shape of accus-

toming their ears to what is out of tune." .... " Instead of being
a ' slight imperfection,' it is ruinous to all approaches to perfection

;

a man might as well try to shave himself with a handsaw, and
persuade himself he liked it " (p. 95).

General Thompson had his sympathisers. He quotes from De
Morgan, " The system of equal temperament is, to my ear, the

worst I know of." One enthusiastic young lady said, " But for this

organ" (General Thompson's) " I should never have known music.

I did not like it, and could not understand it." " It's quite a

treat! " exclaimed a professional tuner, after tuning the just instru-

ment :
" When I have tuned my chords iu a tempering organ I have

to make them say It'ou-, wow, v:ou-, for the temperament." (" Just

Intonation," pp. 96, 47 and preface.)

To turn away from General Thompsou, I quote llelmholst, in hia

chapter xvi., "The System of Keys," of his great work, the " Sen-

sations of Tone," &c., as translated by Mr. Ellis:—" There can be

no question that the simplicity of tempered intonation is extremely

advantageous for instrumental music .... But it must not be

imagined that the difference between tempered and just intonation

is a mere mathematical subtlety without any practical value. That

... the early musicians, who were still accustomed to the perfect

intervals of vocal music .... felt the same, is immediately seen

by a glance at the musical writings of the latter half of the seven-

teenth and the earlier part of the eighteenth centuries, at which

time there was much diacuesion about the introduction of different

kinds of temperament" .... "Whoever has heard the difference

between justly-intoned and tempered chords can feel no doubt

that it would be the greatest possible gain for a large organ

to omit half its stops, which are mostly mere toys, and

double the number of tones in the octave, so as to be

able, by means of suitable stops, to play correctly in all keys."

(N.B.—The translator demurs to the absolute accuracy of this.)

" Down to the seventeenth centui-y, singers were practised

.... with a degree of care of which we have at present no

conception." . . . .
" But it is impossible not to acknowledge that

at the present day few even of our opera singers are able to execute

a little piece for several voices .... unaccompanied .... in a

manner suited to give the hearer a full enjoyment of its perfect

harmony." Professor Helmholst here instances the trio for the three

masks in " Don Giovanni.") . . . .
" When the intonation of con-

sonant chords ceased to be perfect .... it was necessary ....
to have recourse to a frequent employment of harsh dissonances

.... to replace the characteristic expression .... These are

unpleasant symptoms Our last greatest composers, Mozart
and Beethoven, were yet at the commencement of the reign of

equal temperament." (Ellis's " Helmholst," 1875 ; pp. 498, 504,

508, 510, 511.)

#*# An opposed view will require a future letter.

A. 0. D.

THE CORRELATION OF THE TWO COMMON CHORDS OF
MUSIC, AND THE BINARY CHORDAL STRUCTURE
OF THE MUSICAL SCALE, AS ILLUSTRATING EVOLU-
TION.

[1899]—In letter 1850, reference is made by " Gamma" to the
serviceable use which is frequently made of music for the purpose of

illustrating the character and mode of nature's processes ; and as, in

connection with that subject, I think I am able to add something

to the existing store of knowledge, I am induced to offer my humble

If not well-known to all, it is at least easily found that the first

six numbers, viz., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, represent the ratios of the major
chord in a complete form. Take, for instance, the major chord of

C ; Ci, C, G, c, e, g. Observe that there are present in it, in

ascending order, the harmonic intervals the octave, the fifth, the

fourth, the major third, and the minor third. When it is stated

that the six numbers above given represent the ratios of the

major chord, it is of course understood to be signified that with one
vibration of the fundamental note Ci, two vibrations of C coincide;

three vibrations of G, four vibrations of c, five vibrations of e, and

So far we have come upon nothing new. To what follows, how-
ever, I think I must ask for a little heedful attention, for though
it is not a matter presenting much difficulty, it is one, I have no
doubt, now presented to readers fur the first time.

As the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, are the ratios of the major chord,

so are their reciprocals 1, h, k, i, I, \, the ratios of the minor chord.

To instance the minor chord as represented by these ratios, let us

take that called the minor chord of A, which appears as e", e. A, E,

C, Aj. In this chord the series of the harmonic intervals again

appears, but in contrary, that is in descending order, viz., the

octave, the fifth, the fourth, the major third and the minor third.

The interpretation of these reciprocal ratios in relation to the

minor chord is this : the uppermost note e' is the note of origin,

or, of the unit, and there coincide with its single vibration one

half of a vibration of e, one third of a vibration of A, one fourth of

a vibration of E, one fifth of a vibration of C, and one sixth of a

vibration of Aj.

It is thus shown that the relations of both the major and minor
chords arise equally from the simplest origin, that is, the unit, the

single vibration; and that these relations with this unit are of

equal simplicity. And we here observe that of these two chords
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the whole system of scales, modes, changes of key, &c., are un-
doubtedly built up. Into this part of the subject we now pass.

It is a matter of experience that all the notes of each chord may
be sounded together, and in each instance the effect produced is

harmony, but harmony however of a diilereiit quality, easily dis-

tinguishable, and known as major or minor. But the effect of

destroyed if both chords are sounded together. ""

s kind I!nt

ihe two chords amongst one anntli. i
i

or melody. We purposely omit to sfn 1

rhythm in music, which is not re(|in-ii.

We therefore now see how the seal

affinity of chords which hare one or tw
the affinity is between the two chords
way of illustration. The notes c and (

uniting, then, tlu-.^e twocliords we obtai

I kind of

p. It is by the

common. Such
a employing by
m to both. By
rable portion of

anothej

I, f, d\ This d r

A of the minor chord
1 to its triad form this

be called d grave. It is

'o forms of the second ofthe grave second of the key of C.

the scale differ by the ratio 80 : 8i.

This second pair of chords conjoined to the former pair complete
then the construction of the diatonic scale, which in the key of C
consists of these notes, as placed in one octave, C, d', d", e, f, g, a,

b, c, the respective ratios of which are 1, '3°, f, J, J, f, y, J.

But the diatonic scale is not the only scale ; or, to speak more
definitely of its n.aturo, it is only a part of a continuous system of

notes. It is, however, the most important part; in fact, the one
necessary parent stem, of which all other scales, keys, and notes

naturally upon it. These ramificatinii , K-nii fi-in 1 1 r hi r • m-

tinuation of the process by which tl;- I i'

wit, the bringing forth of new chord-, 1, n
1

: 1 ; 1 ,
n

.
1

the notes of already produced chords- W; .r, i- n- hi i

scale or new note which may appear in c \iUii|ilL'.s oi musjc, ii la

of necessity related to the keynote, and its correlative by an un-

broken chordal linking that has existence in one direction or

It will be proper to say a
liberty, which w "

nature, which it may be of interest to mention—that is the diviBion

of BOX.

In conclusion, I would remark that whilst the scale is thus shown
to exemplify the law of evolution, it equally appears to exemplify
design in nature, teaching, in fact, that evolution is the one simple

mode according to which the purposes of nature are fulfilled.

Feed. J. Jackson.

ivithin the lii

^o in connection with the

3s' sake, of condensing the

3 instead of detailing them
irder of the chordal de-

it then be seen that this

nciple of simplicity of do-

d its octave are so much

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.

Jas. Brown.—The explanation of saltness of sea in " Chambers's
Encyclopaedia" is unsound. The salts which form ingredients of

the crust have been derived from the sea. Doubtless the saltness

of the sea is due to the presence in the earth's primaeval atmo-
sphere of those elements now found in the sea.—R. G. L. Quite

agree with you.—F. W. H. The subject is disposed of. It nothing

is anything to man until he becomes conscious of it, I opine that to

999 out of 1,000 readers of Knowledge, Hylo-Idealism is naught.—
Atlas.—Dr. Wigan's book is long since out of print. I believe it

was originally published by Longmans.—Coxst.4Xt Subsceiber. Do
not know the address. An editor has usually a good deal to do
besides looking after such matters.— S. G. Only the feeling that

it is best to say no more on a subject which should not have been
touched on, prevents me from publishing your juat and well-

worded remarks. Ten lines of her writing outvalue all that

those Pharisees (who can only judge, however, from their inner

selves) have done of good in all their lifetimes. — Hiltox
FCLCKE. The book is anonymous. Try the publishers, Bailliere,

Tyndal & Cox.—R. M. D. As a very busy man I cannot undertake

to make the necessary inquiries. Note advertisements in our

columns.—Zeteo. Of course. Or, Assume a finite line,— it can be
produced, and produced again—for ever.

—

Boyd Moss. Have not

read that book. There is so much to be done in this world, that

those outside inquiries do not invite me. On the other point, it is

the " popular conception" which overlooks that—not I. Jfi/ ideas

on the subject have no contact, even, with the popular conception.

1:1.1 what can it matter to the world what I think ? That is the

LT. a; nuisance of such subjects ; they set a lot of unwise folk eagerly
lulling the worldwhat they think—as if it mattered.—J. R.Corder.
I am not the publisher of that work or of any other; do not know
its price, or exact name.—Com.mentator. Readers object, and
naturally, to disquisitions so exuberant and dealing 30 wildly with
so many subjects. A change is preparing which will leave very
little room for correspondence, and none for replies in the Know-
ledge of the future. We begin l.y cliaiinating letters running to

extravagant length, and v.. .iiire. Your sugges-

tion that we should go tin ! select what is best

is all very well; but in li id Bishop Peter of

Rumtifoo, how about "/ m-ud?" As for the

I i.ai ! 1' i 'i
: - !! !',

''..
: : I a II' if I did sliould I deem it

n private personal character

n the n

irBeld's

And it if

his ratio or interval

3 effected by replica!
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Anything more disgniccf:
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your alternative suggestions, the letter would certainly have been
" omitted entirely." It must be gratifying to bo so well assured of

the obligation under which you have placed us. I had an idea the

obligation lay the other way. I could show you a round dozen of

letters suggesting that this obligation had been carried too far. A
change which will take place in KNOWLErGE a few weeks hence was

suggested by this feeling in regard to yourself and one or two

others, almost as much as by any other cause. Yon will be atle to

judge from its nature how /, at any rate, view the matter. Letter

on " Light of Eclipsed Moon " omitted because corona is not red ;

moreover the corona's light is demonstrably small compared with

that coming directly from the sun. In those matters some things

are known, not matters in dispute. I never for instance regarded

my remarks on Mr. M. Williams's ideas as more than an attempt to

make some known matters clear.—H. S. HuxcniNGS. Mr. Proctor's

lectures have never been printed,—or written: they vary from

week to week, as knowledge grows.—L. E. You are quite right, of

course : see " Gossip " for explanation of my strange mistake.—

J. T. C. Darwin's "Descent of Man" is published by Messrs.

Murray. I am not sure ; but I think they have published a cheap

edition. I hope so, for many reasons. Imagine such a feeble-

minded person as you describe pretending to teach,— one might

as well set a Mark-of-the-Beast coat and a white tie to tell men
their duty,—only the coat and tie would have the advantage in

being silent. I do not think the Acting Editor anywhere expressed

the least objection to any one being a teetotaller. It was those who
try to howl down the moderate drinkers he objected to. (By the

way, why did you not finish the quotation from Sir Henry Thomp-
son ? Many agree with him in thinking that what is considered

moderate drinking is often in reality excessive,—that, in fact, there

may be mischievous excess without drunkenness being approached,

—especially in the habit of systematic drinking. But the passage

you partly quote bears a different meaning when complete than as

you give it.) What I object to is the impudence of persons

(not specially trained in medicine or physics) who pretend

to tell grown men (myself amongst others) what we ought

to do in such matters. Even when doctors talk about

feeding, drinking, and some other matters, I note that

they differ among themselves, and their practice differs often

enough from their precepts; but they (some of them) have special

knowledge. When Smith or Jones, with no more or perhaps much
less experience than their fellows, tell Brown or Robinson (or

R. P.) to drop their daily half-pint of claret, glass of beer, or

wineglassful of sound whiskey or the like, or to go without tea

or coffee, and so forth, said Smith or Jones must not be sur-

prised if they are told more or less emphatically to attend to

those details which appertain to their own affairs. We say to

them, ' Tell u ir opini

t, still less to denounce us, if we don't agree with you. I

cannot drink beer, even a glass daily, or sherry, or port, or

champagne, or liqueurs, without soon having to pay a penalty

for taking what does not soit the constitution I have inherited.

Shall I therefore try to stop my friend, the acting Editor, from

taking what agrees with him ? That's the spirit in which most
of the teetotal teachers do their preaching. It is the same with

doctrines of other kinds. It will be a pleasanter world (a few

thousands of years hence, perhaps) when men mind their own
business, and cease to proffer unasked advice to their fellow-men.

XoTicE.—In future weekly numbers of K.kowledge, the answers

to correspondents will occupy much reduced space. We can no

longer undertake to answer all questions addressed to us, or to

explain why letters intended to be published are not suitable for

REGINA V. WILKINSON AND OTHERS.

(Household Journal and Golden Argosy.)

To the Editor of Knowledge.

Sir,—Referring to the notice you were good enough to accord us
in your impression of the 24th ult., we have received so many com-
munications from your readers that it has been impossible to reply,

individually, to them. We shall be glad, therefore, if they will

regard this letter as a formal acknowledgment.
The defendants having absconded, we cannot continue the pro-

secution until one of the warrants now in the hands of the police

has been executed. Immediately we are in a position to proceed
with the matter many of your readers will hear from us more fully,

—Your obedient servants, Be.st & Pirrs.

57 & 59, Ludgate-hill, London, E.C., Aug. 22, 1885.

dBnv Jnbtntoisi* Column.

CHIMNEY CLIMBERS.

[PatentsNo. 16,164, 1884; and 3,435, 1885.]—Messrs. Brown &:

Porter, of Leith-chambers, Moorfields, Liverpool, have invented a

contrivance for ascending and descending tall chimneys, shafts,

steeples, &c., which is remarkable both for its ingenuity and its

simplicity. It consists of a staging which is made to creep up the

chimney," upon which it also depends for support. Fig. 1 illus-

trates the design for circular chimneys, which forms the subject of

the first of the above-mentioned patents. The staging is of a tri-

angular shape, and consists of an upper and a lower stage con-

nected by vertical columns at each corner ; at the left side is seen

a screw worked by the handle A, which serves to give the staging a

tight grip against the chimney, the two corners of the_ stage

opposite, what we may call the scr

purpose.

er, being hinged for the

°Dt 11'
I c r-'

: 1- Fig. 2.

,

Three rollers, marked B, are provided and set at an angle, one
in each side of the triangular stage; these rollers bear against the
chimney, the one to the right can be turned round by means of a
handle, worm, and worm-wheel, C. The effec: of turning this

roller is to cause the stage, as a whole, to gradually climb up the
chimney with a spiral movement ; of course, as the stage ascends
and comes to a narrower part of the structure, it is necessary ti>

tighten the screw. A, so as to give the rollers the necessary giip.

The form shown in Fig. 2 is simpler still, and is adopted to

square, hexagonal, or any other shaped shaft. The apparatus
consists of two stout timber grippers capable of being secured to

the chimney to be climbed by means of two long bolts, one on each
side the chimney ; to these upper grippers are suspended (by means
of four chains) two others precisely similar, capable also of being
bolted to the chimney, and to the latter is attached the stage. The
lower and upper grippers are also connected by means of two steel

screws two inches in diameter. The operation of climbing the

chimney is as follows :—Supposing the upper grippers to be screwed
fast, and the lower ones to be loose, then the weight of the stage

is being sustained by the chains ; the two screws are now operated,

and the stage is thereby gradually raised ; when the desired height

is reached, the lower grippers are secured by tightening up the

bolts, which takes off the weight from the upper ones, so that the
latter can now be raised to a greater height by simply working the

screws the reverse way ; when the chains are again tight, the

upper grippers are secured as before, the lower ones released, and
the operation of lifting is continued. The weight of the stagimr

is about 11 cwt.
So simple and effective a device is sure to commend itself, fo
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among the advantages pertaining to it may be mentioned :—the
safety ensured to life and limb (it is said that 12 per cent, of

the professional " Steeple Jacks" are killed or maimed annually)
;

the tedious and expensive processes of kite-flying and ladder-

fixing and climbing are superseded ; architects, &c., can inspect

the work without risk. All these are features which any one who
has watched a "Steeple Jack" at work can easily appreciate, and
it may be safely said that the invention has all the elements of

©ur CfjfSfS Column*
By Mephisto.

ILLUSTRATIVE GAME No. 8.

" Stronger by weakness wi

AN interesting game played in the

Black in this game is too intei
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r lose sight of our opponent's desi

White. Black.
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profit by this example, and
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as " Mogul" long since pointed out (see Game XXIV., in " How to

Play Whist,")—the play which rendered the double grand coup
necessary amounting really to a determined effort to throw the

game away—there can be no qnestion of " Carendish's " present

skill and experience in his own method of play. What we object to

is the attempt to make fixed rules out of the multitudinous

points of play which a fine player has to deal with in the actual

• - :.a<ls. Players

I.nsrth of the

We say little about t" '

already know what ;:

admit the desirability .

chief suit, Mr. Trisfs .-. . ,. the incom-
plete method of penv.'it n

,
..____ leads adopted

before, and on the occasioi:al u,=,' (,uiily) ..f.a imtliol for showintr at

second or third round that five or more had originally been iield

in the suit. Our own belief is that this systematising of the rules

for showing length has brought out more obviously than before the
disadvantage of always showing length. It would be well, in our
opinion, if the use of the methods for showing length should be
regarded as indicating more,—viz., that there was a probability of

bringing in the suit whose length was thus shown. With a weak
hand, to display the exact length of a long weak suit is simply in

nine cases out of ten to play the enemy's game.
However, the American leads so simplify the rules for showing

ength, and therefore so suit the players who prefer a system they
can follow easily to one which leaves them to decide for themselves,

that we may regard them as almost sore to be generally adopted;
and if so, they must be followed even by those who dislike them,
or otherwise there will be risk of actually misleading partner. I

will therefore only remark farther respecting them, that at New
Orleans their birthplace, and at New York where they are much
dmired, they are followed much m,ore steadily than they are

utilised. I doubt if a single American player except Mr. Trist him-
self, has once in a hundred games noted the meaning of cards
played according to this system. Perhaps if a new system were
adopted, by which each player should have a paper foi-' noting the
cards played to tricks, and time to enter all details, and to make
all necessary calculations when his turn came to play, the system
would work as Cavendish and Mr. Trist think it ought to work,

—

bat as a matter of observed fact it does not work that way.
What -we note as particularly objectionable in " Whist Develop-

ments " is the wooden series of rules laid down for what is called

the " Plain-suit Echo." In the first place a case is cited from old
Hoyle to show that he anticipated this modern device,—a case in

which, in some mysterious way the third player is supposed to

know that his partner holds a great suit when only two cards of

that suit have been played, and holding Queen, Ten, Nine, and a
very small one of that suit, third player retains the very small one
and plays the Nine to his partner's Ace. The common sense of

this is so obvious that it needs no insisting upon. You are sup-

posed to know that yotir partner holds at least five, you yourself

hold four, and one has fallen on your right ; so only three cards
lie vrith the enemy : it is almost certain therefore that if you
retain three cards out of the five highest left, you will block
your partner's great suit. Hoyle indeed definitely assigns six cards
to your partner, so that you are absolutely certain to lose nothing
by playing the Nine instead of the very small one, even if both
King and Knave lie on your left. On the strength of such
cases. Cavendish adopts as a general rule that when Ace is

led, also in other cases definitely assigned, and yon hold as
third player exactly four cards of the suit, you should play the
lowest but one. He takes no account of the fact that in many,
nay in the great majority of cases, where you hold four cards
exactly and your partner holds at least four but possibly more,
there is no occasion to unblock at the first round, simply because
there are two or more small cards among your four. Thus in the
game in this week's Field (Aug. 22), which is intended specially

to show the advantage of unblocking, the thirl player holds
Ten, Eight, Six, and Two, and there is in reality no occasion

whatever for playing the Six in preference to the Two.
Amongst other points, left entirely unnoticed by Cavendish, is this,

that when you know your partner can get in again, after yoii have
taken your last trick in his suit, either by sure re-cnteiing pla'n

cards, or by long trumps, you need not trouble your- elf .atout

unblocking hia suit. The play of third hand in such cases Cinnot
possibly—at any rat« cannot properly—be laid down to rue : it

should depend entirely on judgment of the position. Of course, tn ^re

suo, Cavendish rejoices more at being able to get out a new revebp-
raent than at any real advantage which the play accordiiL.- i bis

new rule may afford. It troubles him little that he is ^{roi'ing

the game by knocking the brains out of it, that he is muddling
the signal (insomuch, that to signal om: unlucky Cavendishian
third player must play his lowest but f iro, and has not signalled

f, giving up his plain suit echo at the second round, he phiys

the lowest ; with other confusions), and that he is introducing a
broad swarth of exceptions to the really important general rule.

"Return the !f>wo=t of three" : all this ig a mere nothing com-
parpfl "i'li 'If^ ;i.n-,.,ln<-t;,,ii ,if '• .\Ti,,tli(.r Wliist Dfvflnpment."

Lu .,• confidence

let ii

playei

suit of such and such a length; and secondly, tii;a as partner he
knows enough of the strategy of the game to determine, imlepen-

dently of any cut-and-dried rules, the propriety of unblocking his

partner's suit, whether as third player or by discarding.

The way in which the illustrative games are given is very unsatis-

factory, as in all Cavendish's works. There is nothing like the

plan of the old Watmimter Papers, of which ours is a development
(improved, we think).

Mr. K. A. Proctor's Lecture Tour.
Subjects

:

1. LIFE OP WOKLDS 4. THE PLANETS
2. THE SUN 5. COMETS AND METEORS
3. THE MOON 6. THE STAR DEPTHS

Each Lecture is profusely illustrated.

Arrangements are now being made for the delivery of Lectures

by Mr. Proctor from August onwards. Communications respecting

terms and vacant dates should be addressed to the Manager of the

Tour, Mr. JOHN STUART, Royal Concert Hall, St. Leonards-on-

Sea.

Aug. 27, 28, Matlock-Bath ; Aug. 29, 31, Bui-ton-on-Trent.

Sept. 1, Burton-on-Trent; Sept. 2, 8, 11, 15, York; Sept. 3, 4,

BridUngton ; Sept. 7, 9, 10, Scarborough ; Sept. 14, 16, 21, 22,

Harrogate; Sept. 17, 18, Whitby ; Sept. 24, 25, Ilkley ; Sept. 28,

29, Derby.

Oct. 3, 17, Malvern ; Oct. 31, Marlborough College.

Nov. 4, Burnley; Nov. 9, Stafford; Nov. 12, Middlesbrough
Nov. 17, Darwen.

Dec. 7, 8, 9, Croydon ; Dec. 16, 17, 18, 19, Leamington.

Jan. 12, Hull.

Feb. 3, Alexandria ; Feb. 6, 20, Malvern ; Feb. 10, WaUall

;

Feb. 15, Upper Clapton j Feb. 18, 25, London Institution.
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FINDING THE WAY AT SEA.

By Richard A. Proctor.

(Continued from p. 177.)

EVERYONE v/ho makes a long sea-voyage must liave

noted the importance attached to noon observa-

tions ; and many are misled into the supposition that

these observations are directly intended for the determi-

nation of the longitude (or, which is the same thing in

effect, for determining true ship-time). This, how-
ever, is a mistake. The latitude riiu \n- ih-trriniiK-a

at noon, as we have seen. A rougli njijirdxiniutidii

to the local time can be obtained, ami is cdmrnniily

obtained, by noting when the sun begins to dip

after reaching the highest part of his course above the

horizon. But this is necessarilv "iih/ a rough apprnxi-

mation, nnd quite uusuited fnr "dctrrminiiic,^ the ship's

longituJr. Fnrtlir sun's ,'lrv;itin,i .l,;u,._:,^s very .slowly

t,n;i lirnni. I;,!- Irss fro,,, ;, >l,ii,. v.u]>m :, frw minutes of

true noon. A deteni.iuai i.n, ..f t imr efteeted in this way,
serves very well fur thr sliip's watches," and accord-

ingly when the sun, s.. .il-si r\v,l, begins to dip, they
strike " eight bells " and " uiakt' i( noon." But it would
be a serious matter foi- the crew if that was made the

noon for working the ship's place ; for an error of many
miles would be inevitable.

The following passage from "Foul Play," illustrates

the way in which mistakes have arisen on this point.

The hero, who being a clergyman and a university man
is of course a master of every branch of science, is about
to distinguish himself before the heroine by working
out the position of the ship Proserpine, whose captain is

senselessly drunk. After ten days' murky weather "the
sky suddenly cleared, and a rare opportunity occurred to

take an observation. Hazel suggested to "Wylie, the
mate, the propriety of taking advantage of the moment,
as the fog bank out of which they had just emerged
would soon envelop them again, and they had not more
tlian an h(mr or so of such observation available. The
man gave a shuffling answer. So Hazel sought the

1
I 1 I I I He found him in bed He was

I hclf hy the instrument'- Thcs
I I oked round fo: the chronomettis

I \ ' 1 111 till 11 ( i^t s He carried the
t 1

1
. \ itl, l„ok of tables, and

1 1 1 it which "Wylu,
II I I 1 nil 1 istoni'.hment " ( .s

ell lit uu^ht;
"'Now,"Mr '\\ylie, I y t the kej of the chronomttii

'Htrt is 1 chronometer. Mi Hazel,' said Helen, vei \

ncciith if th,t IS dl yn^^ in "

1 iim 1 til it a ship's clock iv

mad. t 1 1 il, 1.. I
'.

X . t tiiui , that he did not

lequiio Uic tmiL Lf tht s| t uhciL thtj weie, but Green
V, ich time. He took the v, atch, however. It was a largi

one for a lady to carry, but it was one of Frodsham's
masterpieces.

"'Why. ^ri:-- rtrli •-*,.,-,.' CI,-,! he, 'this watch must be
two Lmui,-, -1,,,, li ,

' !Mi o'clock; it is now nearly

midil:i\. Ail, i , I
I I with a smile, 'yon have

wouii'l it r. jiiIm '. I -. <i \, hut yon have forgotten to

srI it ilaiK. lii.l'.a. v^ii inav he 'ri-ht ; it would be a
„.,.|r., trnlllilr, silH'c'ur rlla,.-- Mir iMl-illule hourlv.

W'.ll, Ift 11^ sujiiiosi^ tliat iliis NMiti'h sl,ov,s the exact

time at Syani-y, as 1 j
iTsui.i,' it .l.,rs: I can work the

ship's reckoning from tliat nn riilian. instead of that of

Greenwich.' And he k i ali^ut (l.iing it. Wylie, after

some angry words with lla/.i !. l'iii,L;s the chronometers

and the charts. Hazel ' veiilied Mi.^s RoUeston's chro-

nometer, and allowing for difference of time, found it to

be accurate. He returned it to her, and proceeded to

work on the chart. The men looked on ; so did Wylie.

After a few moments, Hazel read as follows: West longi-

tude 146° 53' 18", Soutli latifudr ;i."i' 21'. The island of

Opara*andthe Four Crouns .listaiit 420 miles on the

N.N.E.' and so on. And, of course, 'Miss RoUestoii

tixid lier large soft eyes on the young clergyman with
the uiiilisLiuised admiration a woman is apt to feel for

what slir does not understand."

The scene here described corresponds pretty closely, I

hnve little doubt, with one actnrdly witnessed by the

novelist, except only that the captr.in or chief officer

made the observations, and that either there had not

been trii days' iiiurl.y w.Mthrr or olsr tliat in (1„. [..rr-

of t I lir, h\

Sydney time would be about 2 hours slow, but about i hours slow

.n longitude 147° west.
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mistftkc iu estimating tlie time wlieu tlie liand was near

XII. than at any other time, because then its end
changes very slowly in height, and a minute more or less

makes very little difference. On the contrary, when the
hand was near III. and IX., we could in a very few
seconds note any change in the height of its extremity.

In one case we could not tell the time within a minute
or two ; in the other we could tell it within a few

But the noon observation would be wanted to com-
plete the determination of the longitude ; for until the

latitude was known, the captain could not be aware
what apparent path the sun was describing in the
heavens, and, therefore, would not know the time cor-

responding to any particular solar observation. So that

a passenger, curious in watching the captain's work,
would be apt to infer that the noon observations gave
the longitude, since he would perceive that from them
the cai^tain worked out both the longitude and the
latitude.

It is curious that another and critical portion of the
same entertaining novel, is affected by the mistakes of

the novelist on this subject. After the scuttling of the
Froserpine, and other events, Hazel and Miss RoUeston
are alone on an island in the Pacific. Hazel seeks to

determine their position, as one step towards escape.

Now, " you must know that Hazel, as he lay on his back
in the boat, had often in a half-drowsy way, watched the
effect of the sun upon the boat's mast : it now stood, a
bare pole, and at certain hours acted like the needle of

a dial, by casting a shadow on the sands. Above all,

he could see pretty well, by means of this pole and its

shadow, when the sun attained its greatest elevation.

He now asked Miss Rolleston to assist him in making
this observation exactly. She obeyed his instructions,

and the moment the shadow reached its highest angle and
showed the minutest symptom of declension,* she said
' Now,' and Hazel called out in a loud voice" (a soft voice
would have served as well) "'Noon!' 'And forty-nine
minutes past eight at Sydney,' said Helen, holding out
her chronometer ; for she had been sharp enough to get
it ready of her own accord. Hazel looked at her and at

the watch with amazement and incredulity. 'What?'
said he, ' Impossible. You can't have kept Sydney
time all this while.' ' And pray why not ?

' said Helen.
' Have you forgotten that some one praised me for

keeping Sydney time ? it helped you, somehow or other,

to know where we were.'" After some discussion, in

which she shows how natural it was that she should
have wound uj) her watch every night, even when
" neither of them expected to see the morning," she asks
to be praised. "'Praised!' cried Hazel, excitedly,
' worshipped, you mean. "V\Tiy, we have got the longi-

tude by means of your chronometer. It is wonderful !

It is providential. It is the finger of Heaven. Pen
and ink, and let me work it out.' " He was " soon busy
calculating the longitude of Godsend Island." What
follows is even more curiously erroneous. "

' There,'
said he. ' Now the latitude I must guess at by certain
combinations. In the first place, the slight variation in
the leMgth of the days. Then I must try and make a
rough calculation of the sun's parallax.' " (It would
have been equally to the purpose to have calculated
how many cows' tails would reach to the moon.) " ' And

* This would be a most difficult matter to determine: Hazel
should liave taken the task himself (even he would have made
nothing out of it, though Mr. Reade makes so little of it): he
might safely have left Miss EoUeston to call out " Noon " for him
when he had noted it.

then my botany will help me a little ; spices furnish a
clue ; there are one or two that will not grow outside

the tropic,' " and so on. He finally sets the latitude

between the 26th and 33rd parallels, a range of nearly

500 miles. The longitude, hawevcr, which is much more
closely assigned, is wrong altogether, being set at 103|
degrees ivest, as the rest of the story requires. For
Godsend Island is witliin r.i "^ nrmy days' sail of Val-
paraiso. The mLst:!.!.! '

;

' ' '

. ;. risen from setting

Sydney in west loir_ I :;
'.

I nf cast longitude,
151° 14'; for the diH. v :- <

\
iin.r, 3h. 11m., corre-

sponds within a minii'.' t- ilif JilT.rence of longitude
between 151° 14' wt>t -avA 1i>:'J, west. The whole
account is crowded witli mi-t.ilo s.

Mere mistakes of calculiti^'ii, Iniwever, matter little

in such cases. They do not affect the interest of a story

even in such extreme cases as in " Ivanhoe," where a

full century is dropped (in such sort that one of Richard
the First's knights holds converse with a contemporary
of the Conqueror, who, if my memory deceives me not,

was Coeur de-Lion's great-great-grandfather). It is a
pity, however, that a novelist, or indeed any writer, should

attempt to sketch scientific methods with which he is not
familiar. No discredit can attach to any jierson, not an
astronomer, who does not understand tlie astronomical

processes for determining latitude and longitude, any
more than to one who, not being a lawyer, is unfamiliar

with the rules of Conveyancing. But when an attempt
is made by a writer of fiction to give an exact description

of any technical matter, it is as well to secure correctness

by submitting the description to some friend acquainted
with the principles of the subject. For, singularly

enough, people pay much more attention to these descrip-

tions when met with in novels than when given in text-

books of science, and they thus come to remember
thoroughly well precisely what they ought to forget. I

think, for instance, that it may not improbably have been
some recollection of "Foul Play" which led Mr. Lockyer
to make the surprising statement that longitude is deter-

mined at sea by comparing chronometer time with local

time, which is found "at noon by observing, with the'

aid of a sextant, when the sun is at the highest point of

its path." Our novelists really must not lead the student

of astronomy astray in this manner.

^To le continued.)

THE PHILOSOPHY OF CLOTHING.
By W. MATiiEn Williams.

SVI.—BOOTS AND SHOES.

I
NOW approach a very diflScnlt part of my subject

;

the philosophy of foot clothing. The question of

whether we should clothe the feet at all, even in these

and higher latitudes is fairly debateable. Our ordinary
devices for imprisoning, strangling, cramjiing, and suffo-

cating them are demonstrably abominable, but how we
are to proceed in carrying out the much-needed boot and

reform is not easily decided.

et us examine the structure and functions of the foot,

and then ask ourselves whetlier we are obeying or dis-

obeying the injunctions which these express, whether oar
boots and shoes—especially boots—are assisting or hin-

dering the performance of the natural functions of the
feet.

Beginning with the skeleton of the human foot. The
first fact that presents itself is that it is built up of a
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number of small bones—no less than twenty-six. Even
the most solid part of tbe foot, from the beel to the

instep, that upon which the ankle rests, is in seven

pieces, and there are five more in front of these before

the toe bones are reached. These twelve bones form an

arch upon which the whole of the body rests, and this

arch is specially constructed to combine firmness with
elastric spring, and in the forward or toe-part of the foot

the fourteen bones, with their muscles, tendons, and liga-

ments, we find arrangements for considerable flexibility.

None of the bones of the foot directly touch each other

as bones ; the junctions of all are lined with cartila-

ginous matter, preventing vibratory jar.

A very important function, but little understood, of

this complexity is to enable the foot to co-operate with
the other builers of the body in protecting the brain

from concussion. In ranning and jumping, a mass
weighing from 150 to 250 lb. is repeatedly falling' to the
ground, and striking it with considerable violence. If it

were a rigid mass, a vibratory shock would travel through
it up to the skull at each collision with the ground, and
such a shock would seriously damage the brain, arresting,

or more or less completely stopping, the mental functions.

But we are protected against such vibratory shock—first,

by the structure of the skull, which is made up of several

pieces, and thus cannot vibrate as a whole ; by the thick,

elastic cartilages that lie between each of the twenty-
four pieces of the spine ; then by the cartilages of the

hip and thigh-bones ; by other cartilages in the knee-

joints ; and finally, by those of the ankle and the complex
mechanism of the foot already described. As the maximum
weight rests on the foot, its elastic response is primary
and important.

It is evident that a tight boot made of material yielding

so little as thick leather, must cripple and frustrate the
functions of this beautiful and beneficent mechanism.
This is shown by the tottering steps of a tightly-booted

human being. The tottering step of old age is largely

due to the decay, the withering or drying up of and con-

solidating of the springs above described ; but a young
man or woman, or even a boy or girl, may be, in this

respect, brought prematurely to a condition of old age by
tight boots. This description applies not only to the
torture-chambers of imbeciles who intentionally squeeze
their feet iu order to make them appear iinnatui-ally

small, but to ordinary average boots, such as an average
boot-maker supplies when they are " made to measure."
In order to obtain a respectably fitting boot or shoe I

have found it necessary to wear two or three jaairs of

thick woollen socks one over the other when going to be
measured. A conventional fit for this enlarged foot

becomes a decent fit for (lie actunl fdof.

According to the nat iir;il ,-,1 i-;irl iir.' nf liuniau tms. tlirv

should spread out wiili ^[.:ll, lutunu v.wh ntliir,

forming the widest purl ,.f (he fn,,t wIku it is planted .m
the ground. They should also, by virtue of the muscles
attached to them, exert some prehensile power in climbing,
and in the final projecting effort of running. The victims
of ordinary boots inherit degenerate feet, in which these
functions are practically annulled, and before they attain
middle age the large toe is actually turned inwards, and
all the toes squeezed together. The naked foot of a full-

grown fine lady is usually a very disgusting object ; that
of an infant or a Uighlaud lassie is very beautiful.
The supply of sweat glands is—area for area—more

abundant on the handsethan on any other part of the body,
and next to the liands, the feet arc the best supplied.
The kssiiu we should learn from this is obvious enough.
Both hands and feet should be specially free to perform

their natural functions of superabundant exhalation.

The wearing of leather gloves, merely for appearance
sake, should be denounced as contemptible fopperj-.

Protection of the hands from cold, from dirt in excep-
tional cases, or from mechanical injury, as in trimming
thorn hedges, &c., is, of course, a full justification of the
practice ; but the housemaids' gloves, gardeners' gloves,

driving gloves, &c., are very different from the fineer-

pinching hand-prisons of the fop. I have heard of women
who have reduced themselves to such a condition thai

they are liable to take cold if their hands are wetted by
water of ordinary temperature. Poor things !

But what shall we say of the condition of ordinary

average conventional feet? What a satire upon our
ordinary practice of foot-clothing is the almost universal

dread of wet feet ! The human foot, with its special

sole integument, is specially constructed for exposure to

cold and wet ground : and, when it has not been artificially

injured by false imprisonment, no inconvenience follows

its free exposure to rain-sodden or snow-covered grotmd
dtiring the course of ordinary locomotion. Young ladies

in English boarding-schools are martyrs to chilblains.

Highland girls, who walk bare-footed to school through
frost and snow, and rain and sleet, rarely know what
such things mean, and the slight acquaintance they have
is of recent origin, since their partial adoption of southern
foot-gear.

I have no hesitation in positively afiirming that who-
ever is liable to take cold by temporarily wetting the
feet has diseased feet. This form of disease very fre-

quently reaches the stage of putrescence of the perspira-

tion of the feet. We hear of many remedies for this,

and of their failures, but there is one that will not fail if

persistently applied, that is, continuing bare-footed and
usually wet-footed. I know that it is not easy—in most
cases practically impossible—to apply this fully, andcautioH
should, of course, be used at first, but if every available

opportunity were used of absolutely tmcovering the feet,

and at all other times wearing the most loose and porous
shoes or slippers, with soft, absorbent woollen socks,

great relief would be afforded.

If there was no such things as tin-tacks, pins and
needles, broken glass and crockery, I should be disposed

to advocate the total abolition of boots, shoes and
stockings, and the furnishing of all street-doors with
water-troughs and towel-mats for the use of entering

inmates and visitors. Natural asperities of ground
(barring thorns), are easily overcome by the remarkable
facility with which the sole of the foot thickens when
exposed to mechanical irritation. It is a fact not gene-

rally observed that this hard intcgumentarv structure

extends not nnly .-vev the l.nttoni ,.f (lir T.."!, 1 :< i :

1 n-LT

."•'.

1.. ;,:- i'l,: ;;.!.

demonstration of the nutur;:! tlii'.

the skin of the foot on tlir apjiiir

lants. If the whole of the w.a'K II ;•

exposed, such callosity woulil i^ ' ^ ., —

I

would be protective instead of painful. The corn is a
thorn in the flesh, a local spear-like hardening, that pene-

trates the surrounding tenderness instead of covering and
protecting it.

My first experience in baref. . t v.ilkliiL. <[,i,s as far

back as 1841. In the autumn cf ilin \ : I \.:!satthe

Athol Gathering, then a genuine 1 liL^liln!;! f. ^tival of

the peasantry (subsequently a fashionaMe aristocr.atie

assembly). On the morning after the ball at the Brig of

Tilt, wliere I was the only trousered Sassenach, I strj-ttd
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to walk to Braemar througli Glen Tilt, and was overtaken

I)}' a Highland lassie, a beautiful specimen of a noble race.

She had been the belle of the ball, and was engaged to

its hero, a stalwart Cameron, who had carried ofE all the

best prizes at the athletic competition. We walked on

together, but though an able pedestrian, I had a struggle

to keep pace with my vigorous barefooted companion.

Observing this, she suggested that I should cast off my
shoon and be free. I did so, and the ground being

favourable for a beginner, perceived at once that my
natural pace became the same as hers without the forcing

or strain that was previously necessary. In the course

of many thousands of miles of subsequent pedestrian

excursions I have frequently done the like with similar

advantage, though unable to continue a long distance on

account of the tenderness of artificially-swaddled soles.

Crossing a sandy bay at low tide is very tempting, and
if the sands are hard a curious result follows a long walk.

After a few miles a slight tenderness is felt in the ball of

the largo toe. This increases, and presently becomes
painful. On examination, the cuticle of that part is

found to be ground smoothly away by the friction on the

sand. My first experience of this was in crossing one of

the fine bays near the Giant's Causeway. Unconscious
of what was going on I persevered until the pain grew
serious, and then found that the cutis was bared. The next

day I was unable to walk at all. I name this as a warn-

ing to others who may be induced to try experiments in

barefoot walking.

When bare feet are objectionably conspicuous, or the

ground severe, I walk on for an hour or two in orthodox
fashion, then stand ankle deep in a brook ; or pour water
in my shoes, and keep my feet scrupulously wet during

the rest of the day. This adds about 20 per cent, to the

possible mileage. One consequence of this, and the habit

of usually wearing very loose slippers, is that, though no

longer a boy, I laugh at the idea of suffering any evil

consequences from wet feet, whether walking, standing,

or sitting.

OPTICAL RECREATIONS.
Bi "A Fellow oi- xirE Royal Astronomical Society.

"

(^Continuedfrom Page 511 of Vol. VII.)

IF,"
says Sir David Brewster in his Optics, "We

transmit a beam of the sun's light through a cir-

cular aperture into a dark room, and if we reflect it from

any crystallised or uncrystaUised body, or transmit it

through a thin plate of either of them, it will be reflected

and transmitted in the very same manner, and with the

same intensity, whether the surface of the body is held

^bove or below the beam, or on the right side or left, or

on any other side of it, provided that in all these cases it

falls upon the surface in the same manner ; or, what
amounts to the same thing, the beam of solar light has

the same properties on all its sides ; and this is true,

whether it is white light or directly emitted from the

sun, or whether it is red light, or light of any other

colour. The same property belongs to light emitted from

a candle or self-luminous body, and all such light is

called common light."

Now we have previously seen in the course of these

Essays (Vol. V., p. 352, et alibi) that light consists of a

series of undulations or vibrations transverse to the

direction in which it is propagated, and it is pretty

evident that these vibrations must occur symmetrically

as regards the axis of the beam. Let us suppose that

. 44 the left-hand circle represents a section of a

of light coming through a small round hole into a

an will tiie vibrations of which it is

Fig. 4i.

made up be performed in the direction C D, as well as

in that A B. Or possibly an extremely simple model,

which the reader may make at once, will render our
meaning a little clearer. Let him, then, get a piece of

card, and with a penknife cut out two undulating strips

like V (Fig. 45). A horizontal slit in one of them will

Fig. 43.

enable the other to be inserted through it at right

angles, and we shall obtain the V^ of the same figure,

which will rejiresent our symmetrical beam of light

—

symmetrical because it is obviously alike in every

direction. Is it possible in any way to alter this dis-

position of the vibrations of the ether, and so obtain a

beam with sides 1 Let us see. Many of our London
readers must recollect the shop of the late Professor

Tennant in the Strand, and the splendid rhomb of Ice-

land spar which used to be exhibited in the window,
showing a double image of a red wafer |ilaced behind

it. A description of this will form
to the study of the so-called " polavis;

to which we are now about to addres

rhomb, as most people are i

six equal and similar rhomboids-
defined by Euclid (Definition XXXIII.) as having
opposite sides equal to each other ; but all its sides are

not equal, nor its angles right angles." Well, whether
we find Iceland sjiar in a crystalline or massive condition

it will always split up into rhombs, like Fig. 46.

of light,"

selves. A
s a solid bounded by

rhomboid being

Fig. .10.

The opposite sides of a crystal of this sort arc parallel,

and the line AX (known r.s the axis of the crystal) is

equally inclined to all its six faces at an angle of 45° 23'.

Suppose now that we obtain such a crystal (the larger it
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is the better, and ^^f :-.Il I'vcuis ilir length of one of its

edges must be at least ::,n iml]), :iuil making a circular
dot, W, on a sbeet of i':t|i<r, jit.cc (.ne face of tlie crystal

on it. Then, to an eye j^hK-cd :il K, the dot will be seen
double, as W, W, and if we turn tlie crystal round, the
same side always touching the jiaper, we shall see the dot

W remain apparently stationary, and the dot W^ describe a

seeining orbit rouud it. Now we have several times
insisted, in these papers, on the fact that light goes and
returns by the same route, and hence the reader will be

o expect that if instead of viewing a spot from
e place a .source of light, the beam Ee will be

split on entering the crystal, and its image be seen as

two to an eye placed on the other side of what was the
base of our crystal in our fir.st experiment. Moreover,
when we come to investigate the bending of this double
ray, we shall tind tluit while eW follows the ordinary law
of sines (vol. vi., p. 32), and lies, of course, in the plane of

incidence, eW> does nothing at all of the sort, but
follows some new and remarkable law. Hence eW is

called the ordinary ray, and eW the extraordinary ray.

1 L may not, perlia}:s, be wholly out of jilace to add here
that when the ray Ee is incident perpendicularly on the
face A B C D, as in other cases, the ordinary ray
passes straight through the crystal, and is not refracted
at all, while the extraordinary ray, under these circum-
stances, has an angle of refraction of 6° 12', and is bent
on one side. Lastly, we may note that a ray of light

passing in the direction A X suffers no double refraction

whatever.

Fig. 47.

Now we have gone into all this seemingly irrelevant

detail, because in splitting the incident beam of light

into two our crystal has done something else : in point of

fact it has separated our original beam A B C D (Fig. 44)

into two, A B and CD, each having different properties

on different sides ; or rather, A B has the same properties

at its sides A and B that C D has at its sides C and D.
In other words, the vibrations of which the beam of

common light A B C D is made up have been split into

two separate sets A B and C D at right angles to each

other. Each, then, of these separate beams is said to be
polarised, and the planes passing through the lines A B
and C D are called the planes of polarisation of the beams
respectively. From this we may infer, what we shall

find cxiicrinicntally to be the fact, that a beam of common
light A B C D may be regarded as made up of two beams
of polarised light with their [.lanes of polarisation at

if \

L- pl:„

a uf ,,

as either of the separate beams composing it. We have
only to employ a second rhomb of Iceland spai' to show

For this purpose it is better t.) nimmt ouv two vIh.ihIis

of spar, as shown in Fig. 47, «1iriv '1' :ui.l '1" sl,ou Iw,.

means of cork rings. Both ends cf I he tiil.rs ;iiv r.ivcnd
by brass di.scs d d d' d', perrnratcl ,-enlrally with lu.lcs.

Placing our tubes, then, in a liori/.nntal jinsition, and

letting a beam of parallel solar rays /• o pass through the
left hand opening, it will be seen, from what has preceded,
that only the ordinary ray r o will emerge through the
opposite hole, the extraordinary ray r e being refracted

up to e, whence, of course, its egress is prevented by the
solid brass plate. If now the two rhombs are so situated
that their principal planes passing through r o and the
optic axis lie in the same plane (say that of the paper),

the ordinarily refracted ray r o will pass similarly

through the second crystal, as at / o'. If, though, keeping
the first tube fixed, we rotate the second one about its

axis, we shall find that double refraction will take place,

and that an extraordinary as well as an ordinarily

refracted spot of light will become visible. This extra-

ordinarily refracted ray, at first dim, becomes brighter
as the crystal is rotated, the ordinary ray diminishing
corrcs|HiiiiliiiL:l) in illumination until the angle between
the two 1 liiiiiial j'lanes of cleavage of the rhombs = 45°.

As the rutatii'ji continues, the ordinary ray continues
to fade out and the extraordinary ray to become
stronger until, when the principal planes are square to

each other, the ordinary ray vanishes, and the extra-

ordinary one remains of the full strength of the
original beam o r. Light may also conveniently be
polarised by the aid of slices of the mineral tourmaline,

cut parallel to the optic axis of the crystal. Tourmaline
of moderate thickness entirely extinguishes the ordinary

ray, but transmits the extraordinary ray (which vibrates

parallel to its crystalline axis) perfectly. Tourmaline is

of all sorts of colours, some splendid specimens from
Devonshire being of so dark a brown as to appear almost
black. If slices of suflBcient thinness can be cut from

Fig. 48.

these dark crystals, they are generally effective, but this

is no easy matter. Those usually found in commerce are
brown, green or red. They, of course, colour the light

to a certain extent if they are of a dark tint or cut into

thick slices, but this is no great practical disadvantage.
Two such plates mounted in cells which can be rotated,

the cells being borne at the ends of a twisted wire, are

sold by opticians uu.h i- tlic name of " Teiirumliiie teii-s."

Any object re(|uire(l f,i \h- viewed \>y ] el:. vised li^-ht mav
be nipped between the u ire I'in-s in wliieli the cell's

rotate. If now we jilacc our tw.. phil,- in s;ic!i a

of our plates as being that of a (jratimj, with its parallel
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openings vertical. If now we imagine our model of a

beam of ordinary light, V^, Fig. 45, to be pushed ("end
on," as sailors say) against such a grating it is abun-
dantly evident that, while the vertical series of vibra-

tions, A B, would pass through perfectly, the trans-

verse ones, C D, would be most effectually stopped

:

just as a walking-stick, held parallel to some iron

i-ailings, could be passed easily between them, but would
be arrested at once if held across the direction of theii-

length. At A, in Fig. 48, the, so to speak, cross

vibrations C D, Figs. 44 and 45, have been shut out by
the first plate, abed, and only the vertical ones, AB
(same figs.) allowed to pass ; and as our hypothe-
tical "grating" is also vertical in the second plate,

efgh, the vertical undulations will get through that

perfectly. But (B, Fig. 48) as the vibrations which pass
through abed are all vertical, and vertical only, when
we make our second supposititious grating, efgh, hori-

zontal, of course we interpose an insuperable barrier to

their passage, and darkness is the result.

(To he continued.)

THE YOUNG ELECTRICIAN.
By "W. Slingo.

(Continued from p. 158.)

ELECTROSCOPES.

PR. 6.—Electroscopes are instruments for detectincr

the presence of a charge of static electricity, and
for determining its quality. They are of a simple nature,
and exhibit important and interesting phenomena, but
they must not be confounded with electrometers or
instruments for measuring the strength or quantity of a
charge. Induction is the ruling principle in the construe
tion and action of electroscopes.

Ex. ClY.—Anything which will indicate the jiresence

of electricity (such as a suspended feather, pith-ball, ic )

is in a measure an electroscope ; but we will confine our-
selves to such instraments as respond to the more com-
plete definition. Fig. 58 illustrates a typical form of
instrument. It consists of a bottomless gas-receiver or
glass-jar, F, in the neck of which is a hard-wood stopper
or cover, D, cemented on with sealing-wax, &c., and
through a hole in the centre of which is a glass or other
insulating tube, C. Through C passes a brass rod, B,
secured to a brass plate (or ball). A, at the top, the lower
extremity being flattened out or attached to a flat cross-
jiiece of metal, E. On to the sides of E gold-leaves or
pieces of Dutch metal, L L, are gummed, or otherwise
attached.

Ex. CV.—A somewhat more elaborate instrument is

shown in Fig. 59, ia which A is the plate, B the insu-
lated rod, and LL the leaves. In addition a metal
shield, G, is fitted to the upper portion of the glass jar.
It is insulated from the rod and plate A, but is connected
to the earth or some other conductor in comiection with
it. Two strips of tinfoil, K K, are gummed or pasted on
the inner surface of the jar, reaching at least high
enough for the leaves, L L, to touch them instead of the
glass (in the event of their being so far separated). These
strips are also connected to earth. A small glass tray,
H, of any convenient shape or dimensions is laid on the
wooden base, W, and is supplied with a few small pieces
of pumice-stone saturated with sulphuric acid, the func-
tion of which is to absorb any atmospheric moisture that
may be present.

Kx. C\'i.- A f'l-m frequently recommended for

amnt,-m-s ,, l.-_•>lln..^ i\ that illustrated in Fig. GO,

where !' is a l-Ii-s tli-k, which has been thoroughly
dried auj waniii'l. .mm] in the neck of which is a .sound

cork or %iile:iiiii- t. ]mm r, (', through which is passed a

wire, W, the iii
i

. i
j

;r' . f which is soldered to a small

disc, T, the low, ] juit, \V\ heing bent at right angles to

carry the leaves, L L.

Ex. CVII.—For our present purpose I have not a
great opinion of either of these pieces of apparatus.

They are one and all more costly or more elaborate than
is necessary. The object of the glass jar or flask is

simply to protect the leaves from air-currents, and prevent
their being affected by atmospheric moisture. If we
could get a transparent metallic jar, nothing could suit

our purpose better, but that, of course, is out of the

question. Let us study Fig. 58 and its teachings a little,

and we shall then see what is actually required. Suppose
an electrified rod, say of glass, to be brought near the

plate A. Induction takes place, A becoming negatively,

and the leaves L L positively, charged. L L, in conse-

quence of their similar charges, mutually repel, and,

instead of hanging vertically, take up positions more or

less resembling those illustrated, the amoant of divergence

Fig 5 Fig 50 Fig bO

in any particular instrument depending naturally upon
the charge. On the electrified rod being withdrawn, the
leaves fall together, exhibiting no signs of electrification,

the equal charges produced at A and L L combining and
producing neutrality again. Let the rod be once more
brought towards A, and the electroscope re-charged ; then
(the position of the rod being unaltered) let the finger

touch B, or any part of A not immediately opposite the
rod. The leaves will fall together consequent on the
positive electricity repelled to them being neutralised by
the earth-contact through the finger. As a matter of

fact, the state of affairs is somewhat akin to a huge con-

ductor, of which one extremity is at A and the other at

some antipodean point.

Remove the finger. No change takes place in the

position of the leaves. Subsequently remove the glass

rod and the leaves diverge : this time with negative
electricity, because the removal of the rod "sets free" the
negative charge concentrated at A, some of which charge
finding its way to the leaves causes the divergence. A
finger placed on A neutralises this negative charge.

Suppose the finger not to be so placed, then we have a
charge of electricity in the leaves whose quality (positive

or negative) we know, because we first u.sed a body
provided with a known charge.

To determine the quality of another charge all that is

necessary is to place the body carrying the charge near
A, and inducing a further charge in the metallic system
A L. If the unknown charge is negative, a positive
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charge collects at A, and additional negative is driven
into the leaves, whence the previously existing divergence
is increased. An increased divergence then proves that

the unknown charge is similar to the known charge
in the leaves. The falling together (or collapse) of the
leaves may indicate an opposite (in this case positive)

charge on the body being tested, but there is a little

chance of our being deceived in this case, as the approach
of a neutral body might produce a like effect, for the

charge in the leaves would speed to the assistance of the

similar charge on A in its efforts to electrify the pre-

viously unelectrified or neutral rod. This may be proved
by bringing the hand near A.
With a ball or plate at A (instead of a metallic point,

or the end of the wire) the charge on the leaves may be

retained for a considerable time, but this advantage is

lost if there are any points on the metallic system, or if

the air confined in the jar has not been thoroughly dried.

The necessity for dry warm air is apparent. There is

some danger that, in the event of the charge on the rod
under examination being exceptionally strong, the leaves

will be made to take ujj positions so far divergent that
they enter into contact with the surface of the glass.

Now, the presence of a charge at L L indicates the ability

to induce a charge on the surface of F. This certainly

takes place when mutual attraction between this charge
and that on L L sets in. If the surface of F is but a
poor conductor, the leaves are liable to stick. This is

overcome by gumming or pasting two strips of tinfoil on
the inside of the glass, as K K (Fig. 59), and placing

them in connection with the earth. The charge upon
L L readily produces an opposite charge upon K K, the

similar charge pushing its way into the earth. The diver-

gence of L L is accordingly increased, and possibly L L
comes into contact with K K, in which case neutralisa-

tion immediately ensues, and the leaves fall together
uninjured. The metallic shield, G (Fig. 59), is to

prevent the electrified rod exerting any direct inductive
effect upon L L. The function of the sulphuric acid,

with which the pumice-stone in H is saturated, is to

absorb any atmospheric vapour that may be present.

The objections to the form depicted in Fig. 60 are

apparent. In the first place, no tin-foil strips can be
utilised, and, in the second place, it is impossible to

remove any atmospheric moisture, dirt, &c., which may
have been left behind in sealing up. We will next turn
our attention to an instrument the cost of the materials

for which shall not exceed threepence, but which, never-

theless, will answer our every purpose.

THE GREAT RED SPOT ON JUPITER.

By Richard A. Proctor.

( Continued from p. 157.)

LET us look into this matter a little more closely :

and fir.st, let us ask if anything akin to the diffi-

culty thus recognised in the case of Jupiter (and also in

that of Saturn) exists elsewhere.

Now in the case of the sun wc have an orb which is

probably in large part gaseous. We certainly have,

t'isibly, a gaseous rcgicui tlnmsiinds of miles in depth,

even estimating the depth <<n\y from (lie \ isible surface

of luminous cloud whieli we eiill the plictespliere. And
in tlu! .sun's case the attraction of gravity on the atmo-
Bpluric region thus recognised, is ten or twelve times
greater than the attraction on the atmosphere of Jupiter.

Therefore we have in the sun's case a much greater

difficulty than in the case of Jupiter or Saturn.

It is true that the intense heat pervading the whole

frame of the sun suggests a way of meeting the difficulty

which does not at first sight seem available in dealing

with the giant planets. The laws which connect density

and pressure at ordinary temperatures and at ordinary

pressures may probably fail altogether where the tem-

peratures are so high and the pressures so enormous as

they must be throughout the whole frame of the sun.

We may say, indeed, as I have elsewhere shown, re-

specting the outer parts of the sun we see, what
Professor Young said of the usually unseen corona, that

if the term atmosphere be understood as we understand it

when speaking of our own air, the gaseous regions forming

the parts of the sun next within the photosphere do not

form an atmosphere at all. Here are his remarks in regard

to the corona, each one of them being fully applicable

to the gaseous envelopes within the visible surface of the

.

sun :
— " Granting for the moment that the corona is in

part and largely composed of an envelope of exceedingly

rare gaseous matter around the sun,—then we may call it

an atmosphere, because being gaseous and attached to a

cosmical body, it bears to that body a relation analogous to

that borne by our atmosphere to the earth itself. So far

the term is a proper one. But now further, and on the con-

trary, the term ' atmosphere ' carries with it to most

persons certain ideas as to the distribution of temperature,

density, (fee, in its different parts, which are based on the

fact that our terrestrial atmosphere is nearly quiescent

and in static equilibrium \mder the force of gravity,

with a temperature not more than two or three

hundred degrees above the absolute zero, while the

density of the portion accessible to human observation

is very considei-able. On the sun the conditions are

immensely, and almost inconceivably different, so that

the term ' atmosphere ' becomes a very misleading one.

There the equilibrium, so far as there is any, is dyna-

mical, not statical, and the density, temperature, and

condition of the gaseous substance is far more nearly

that of the residual gas in a Crookes's vacuum tube

through which an induction coil is sending electrical dis-

charges ; so different from that of ordinary air that

Crookes thought he had found a fourth state of matter,

bearing some siieli i-elition to the gaseous state as the

gaseous does tn tlie lli|ui'l."

That this is so In re-;ir(l to the sun is shown at once

if we remember tliM ilir j reat openings we call spots

10,000 miles l.elnu llo ';
' "aifm-e. Xo« tlic

strength and l.rea.lil. . : i- :' - n liiu s se, ,, n, the

spectrum of tlie mi.:- - : ::v~ 1 i' .mes sliou il,:,t ilie

the

l],r

ity at the sun's visible surface is 27

earth's, we find that at a depth of

.el.iw the sun's apparent surface at-

be twenty doublings of pressure, r.iisiug the a.!,-) fioui

the millionth part of our air's to someuhai lu. )- ihan

equality with the density of our air ('J duuh!. .1. i hut

double doubled, and so on, to 20 doubiiugs, giving

1,048,570). In the next 2^ miles the pressure wouldbe

increased more than a millionfold,— always assuming
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the conditions to hold which we recognise in our own
atmosphere. This would happen in five miles out of
10,000 miles of depth, known to be occupied by gaseous
matter.

Even taking into account the tremendous heat prevailing
in the sun, and the existence of much lighter gases in his

surroundings than exist in our own air, we cannot escape
conclusions scarcely less preposterous and assuredly quite
as inadmissible as we have thus reached. If the pressure
and density did not double in less than a mile, or than
ten miles, or even a hundred,—which is altogether impos-
sible—wo should still have, within a range of 10,000 miles,

10,000, or a 1,000, or a 100 doublings (in these cases
respectively)

; and consequently even with the least of
these numbers there would be a density at the base of
the 10,000 miles exceeding a billion billicn times * the
density of our own air.

Undoubtedly it is not in the high temperature of gases
near the sun, or not in this only, that the solution of the
enigma lies. We have also to take into accoamt the
freedom of movement which exists throughout the
gaseous envelopes of the sun, and the constant move-
ments which are no doubt taking place within these

In some sucli way, I think, we must encounter the
difficulty, kindred in character if not so great in degree,
which exists in Jupiter's case. We must admit the
existence of intense heat throughout the gaseous sur-
roundings of Jupiter, though we need not imagine that
they are as hot as the gaseous envelopes of the sun, or
that their temperature ever approaches solar tempera-
tures. We must admit great freedom of motion within
these gaseous and vaporous regions around Jupiter. So
may we at once escape the difficulty which Jupiter
assuredly presents, and be led to the conclusion which
we had already reached from another side,—viz., that
Jupiter's outer portions to a depth of many hundreds of
miles within his visible surface do not belong to his real
globe, but are mainly formed of gaseous, vaporous, and
cloud-like matter.

From yet other directions the same result has been
reached, as I pointed out in my "Other Worlds than
Ours," many years before the great spot had appeared.
No one now supposes that Jupiter is made of other
materials than those which form the earth on which we
live, nor does any one now suppose that Jupiter is a
hollow planet as Sir David Brewster insisted. Tet if we
do not adopt one view or the other we cannot possibly
explain the small mean density of Jupiter otherwise than
by assuming that the globe we measure for Jupiter is

very much larger than the planet itself. Jupiter is

1,250 times as large as the earth, but only 310 times as
massive. This, alone, proves that the real globe of
Jupiter lies far within the cloud-strewn surface we
measure. With the enormous attraction residing in 310
times the earth's mass, a globe of the same materials as
our earth would be considerably denser instead of less
dense than the earth. Assigning to Jupiter a density
only equal to the earth's its diameter would be little

more than 50,000 miles. Jujnter's diameter is fully
80,000 miles. The distance of the cloiid-strewn surface

* In the first twenty donblings equality with our atmospheric
pressure would bo attained, in the next twenty the pressure would
be a million times greater, in the next a billion times, in the fourth
twenty doublings the pressure would be a trillion times, and in
the last twenty it would be raised to a quadrillion times the
pressure at our sea-level. (I use the English system of numeration
according: to which a million raised to the second power is a billion,
to the third power a trillion, to the fourth a quadrillion, and so

it \\^ .^'
I

-^
. Ill

ju-st-uamul ill .

The teles.-i.

better with ili

he has an atrm

I' nf tlir jilanet, cannot then,

I'l, 111)1) niilfs (the difference
.i)M(i ni,!,.s, the halves of the

I Jupiter corresponds much
Milt than with the idea that

• least resembling our earth's.

BAUDRE'S SILBX PIANO.

AMONG the flint stones that are met with in the

chalk formation there are some that when struck
with another flint emit sounds of great purity. The
tones that are thus obtained with different musical flints

are out of all proportion to the bulk and weight of the

stone. This is a very curious phenomenon, the explana-

tion of which is not furnished by the fundamental laws
of acoustics, and which surely merits being studied by
physicists.

As long ago as 1873, I spoke of musical stones as a

curiosity worthy of attracting attention. I then pro-

mised to return to this interesting subject, but the years

passed by, and the singing stones were forgotten. Upon
recently visiting the new electric lighting of the Grivin

Museum, however, they were casually brought to mind
again. After examining this interesting installation, I

was walking through the great hall of the museum,
looking at the wax figures mounted therein, when I

heard some deliq-htful music that attracted my attention.

Approaching tlu' s]int ^\lur(_ these harmonious and pure
sounds were luiii;_;' piMiluri'il, I saw a musician, who,
holding two Hints, was jilaying upon a stone piano with
wonderful agility, by striking other flints of all shapes

suspended by two wires at a few fractions of an inch

above a sounding-board. I at once made the acquaintance
of the player, who was Mr. H. Baudrc, a distinguished

musician and a zealous collector of musical stones.

" How did you procure these flints that render so

delightful sounds, and from which you get so remarkable
music?" said I.

" Ah, sir, it required much time and many trips to

collect the twenty-six stones which you see before you,

and which form the two chromatic octaves. It took me
more than thirty years (from 1852 to 1883), to search for

them in the chalk-beds of Haute-Marne, Perigord, Eure,
and the Paris basin."

"Are such flints found in all chalk formations ?" " I

believe not ; the inuunu r.iMr i|u:nitities of English flint

have yielded me uothiiiLi- ainj taMc" "Are there any
works that treat of tins luti rcstiiiLC subject of singing

stones?" "I do not know; but I have letters from
numerous scientists, who have been pleased to con-

gratulate me, or to give me their opinion."
" Would you communicate a few of them to me ? I

should like to publish them in La Nature." " Very
willingly, sir ; I will send you my file to-morrow."

The following are a few of the notes that appear to

me to give some new information in regard to singing

stones.

M. Cartailhac, director of the Toulouse Museum, re-

ports that three musical flints were once noticed by a

missionary in the villao'e of Chaffa, in the centre of the

plain of Thuiiiazana, Aliv.-.inia. Tln.-r stonrs were

hung by tlnvails fr..>a a
'

laaa/. aiia I v,..i.!.i, ivil, and

were used for callir,,' tl.r [..iilifii! <
j i„v.r> i r t.i liattle.

They were struck with auutbor Hint, and their sounds,

which were very intense, were heard from some distance.

In an interesting letter to M. Baudre from Mr. J.
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Ellis, member of the Roy:i\ .Society of London, this

learned scientist treats of the sonorousness of singing

stones. " We know not up to the present," says he,

" whether the sonorousness is affected by the form, bulk,

chemical mass, or molecular constitution. It is vcrv

probable that these stones have internal strnctui'is tli.it

differ from each other—the sound
strv eighbou

places.
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intr.ictible and disobedient. He regards them as evi-

dences of epileptiform seizures, with tendency to
insanity. The parents are related (cousins, I believe)

;

no other family liistory. It seems to me that this is an
instance of pure mental atavism—reversion to an ancestral
type somewhat resembling that of the monkey, brought
about by congenital nervous defect combined with disease.

In cases of brain-disease where the intelligent use of
language is lost or impaired, when words are used in the
presence of the patient, they are frequently imitated and
repeated by him in a meaningless way. Prof. Behier*
had a patient who was born in Italy and had lived in

Spain and France ; she thus mastered three languages,
but lost the use of Italian and Spanish, and only retained
a most limited power over French, in which she could
onhj repeat li/ce an ccJio, and without attaching any
meaning to them, the words pronoujiced in her hearing.
Bateman, the celebrated writer on aphasia, saw in the
Salpetriere a woman with whom the tendency to imitate
was still stronger ; she reproduced foreign words formerly
unknown to her, although not as intelligibly as her native
French words. Her articulation was distinct. When a
patient in an adjoining bed coughed, she instantly
imitated it. She repeated everything that was said to
her, whether in an interi-ogative form or not, and imi-
tated every act that was done before her with extra-
ordinary exactness. A somewhat similar case occurred
in Trousseau's clinique in the person of a man named
ilarcou, whose stock of words was limited to the
emotional expressions, " My faith !

" (Ma foi !) and " Cre
nom d'un Canrr !

" When asked what his name and his
occupation were, he replied, " My faith !

" On Troussean'.s
insisting, he only shook his head with an impatient
gesture, exclaiming "Cre nom d'un Coeur." As
Trousseau wished to discover how many words he could
use, he asked, "Are yoii from the Haute-Loire ?

"

" Haute-Loire !

" echoed the patient. "Tour pro-
fession?" "Haute-Loire." "But your name is

Marcou?" "Yes." "Tou are sure it is Marcou ?
"

" Yes." " What department do you come from ?
"

" Marcou." "N'o; that's j'ourname." With an impatient
gesture he exclaimed again, " Cre nom d'un Coeur."
As we descend in the .scale of human intellect we find

that the tendency to imitate has increased power. We
all experience this tendency ourselves when not intel-

lectually active, as when a cough, a sneeze, or a vawn
goes all round a church, _ lecture-hall, or concert-room

; f
but in nervous disease and among peoples of a low class
of intellect, such as savages or uncultivated peasants, it

is very much more marked. Among the lower classes of
various nations this mental phase is seen in exaggerated
form. The "Jumpers" of America will obey any order,
however absurd, and repeat woi-ds in languages of which
they are entirely ignorant. Among the Russians it

assumes the proportions of a nervous disease, and is

called "Miryachit." The patient has no power to resist

imitating actions which he sees or hears performed
by others, such as clapping the hands, shouting,
or even stumbling and falling. In his " Jom-ney
to the Amur," Dr. Meak says that it is not unusual

* " Gaz. de Hopitaux," May 16, 1867.

f " Laughter is catching,'' as we all know. As a rule, if an actor
on the stage laughs, the whole audience involuntarily copies him,
whether the joke is generally uncler.stood or not. A short time back
I went to German Reed's, aiid saw " Hobbies," a piece in which one
of the actors becomes possessed of a " laughing gas '' machine,
which makes him go into ecstasies of laughter ; the audience was
convulsed, and although I was anxious to watch this phenon
in the interests of psychology, it was perfectly impossible for :

withstand the infection, as it may well be called.

for the .\l::i '..
I

. Iv of this

kind, .vlnr 'the wild
people lif Sii :i,> settled

there. It lo » . :. .._ ;..^ i .^kutes and
Arguriau Cossacks ; ihobc bullLrmg from it tmder the
influence of fear or consternation unconsciously imitate

whatever passes before them. I can only lock upon this

SO-eilli 1 'li-r -, ;,- ;; -_\ ;
, ) I , 1 ; 1 M' <\i'l. .(.- nf nCrVOUS

abi.i

ed

'
!"

of which she fears she is incapable.

Mr. Jagor observes in his " Travels in the Philipines,"*

that this disease of nervoiis mimicry is well-known in

these islfii.ls imh'v the iinme ..f ^L:l.^rnl;. and in Java
undi-i-il,. ; .IS- -f /, .-' ' : '(':-. -...'.A ]: T. I'- l,r,w he and

diti'i, :'
: ]' !

<

'

I A.-M.iM \\li(> i!i. ! i:- i'.i ihc highway,
:l 1h

i.l^i- resistible

imli-u::: :: n , A' I ;[.-. u],n ,,lmsed liur intinuity."

Dr. Xia:.. wriiiiu' .11 t!;, suiiK. sul.ject, says that what-
ever atiiiu.le is assuiiird tin se iuilividuals must adopt the
same. If ili. v un- cari'x iiiLr iiuyiliing and see another
pers' II \\'"<-

:

>i -..i;. '.
,

.1. v 1. ..-nfs their burden, however
\n; <': ally carried, even if it is

;i \~>'.
• V a well-loved infant. He

counuiii -, I ' ill wislied to extract a tooth
from a young -svumaii tue .suijject of ' lata,' but no coaxing-

could avail to induce her to ojieii her mouth. At
last I took a chair, and she did likewise, I moved
it gradually towards her in front, and she as gradually
approached me. I then vawued very widelv ; she
followed .suit. I tlun .shut niv eves verv tiirht," « hicb
action slie strictly imitated." Quickly " jumping up I

clapped on the forceps, and had the tuoth out before

she had time to resist further." Some years after this

girl came to England as a servant, and one day, while
waiting at table, her mistress wished to exhibit her
peculiarity to some friends, and seizing a large

French plum pretended to swallow it. " The woman
instantly made a dash at the dish, thrust a plum in her
mouth, and, after much choking and semi-asphyxia, suc-

ceeded in swallowing it; but the situation was such that

her mistress did not repeat the expci-inuut.""

It is well known that healtliy clnl'lrcn will often

acquire chorea solely from seeing otlurs afflicted with
the disease ; but one of the most forcible illustrations I

can imagine of the power of imitation is that afforded by
a report of the Massachusetts Asylum for the Blind, in

which Dr. Howe observes that a "blind child during the
vacation got St. Vitus' dance, and that when the school

reassembled, the disease spread so rapidly among the
children that, in order to arrest it, they had to be
separated and sent home again. The choreic movements
must have been imitated wholly through touch.

Physiological action increased beyond the normal
intensity becomes pathological action, and thus we see

that imitation, which, as we descend in the scale of

human intelligence, becomes more and more a physio-
logical unit of the constitution, mr.y pass with great
facility into a well-marked disease.

* p. 1^3.
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The lower -vre descend in the scale of human intelli-

t^ence the nearer do we approach the highest types of

animal mind, and accordingly we find that the faculty of

imitation is largely developed among the more intelligent

animals, and is at its highest in monkeys. In the human
infant it begins very early. Prcyer says that the first

imitative movement begins as early as the fifteenth week,

when the child copies the action of protruding the lips if

it is performed before it. Towards the end of the first year

imitative movements become more numerous and more
quickly learnt. At twelve months Preyer saw his own
child repeating in its dreams imitative movements which
had strongly impressed it when awake ; for example,

blowing with the mouth. Later still, complicated imita-

tive movements are repeated for amusement, as seems to

be the case with monkeys. " With growing intelligence

(as Romanes says) this faculty subsequently declines, and

in after life may be said to stand in an inverse relation to

originality or the higher powers of the mind. Therefore

among idiots below a certain grade (though, of course,

not too low), it is usually very strong, and retains its

supremacy through life, while even among idiots of a

higher kind, or the 'feeble-minded,'* a tendency to

undue imitation is a very constant peculiarity. The
same thing is conspicuously observable in the case of

many savages, so that in view of all these facts we must
conclude that the faculty of imitation is one very
characteristic of a certain area of mental evolution." f

OUR HOUSEHOLD INSECTS.
By E. a. Butleb.

COLEOPTEEA (continued).

WE have only one other group from which to select

examples of British household Coleoptera. These
are the most highly developed of all, the Geodephaga
(or predaconii - ji i;iil liLttles, as the name signifies),

which in c!;.. v placed at the head of the

whole ordrr. i
,. nf this important group are

found in crlln-, .,i 1
.Iri; nuthouses. They closely re-

semble one another in shape, but, nevertheless, may
easily be distinguished both by sizr and cnhnir. The
larger, Splwdrus leucophthaluuis (Fig. 1), which is also a

l)akehou.se insect, is black, and tin

ni|ih nf II steel blue

s well befits

and so r.,'- ,,. II
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wliicli lias only of late years been recognised as British,

climbing up a pillar just outside the front door of a house.

Many may also le found in thatch : if an old thatched
rofif. V.].'. ii li - 1 I.me black with age, be beaten with a

stcju: : (lust and rubbish that come out be

cau-li i: :i I afterwards carefully examined by
shaking- ii ^•\,

i :, piece of white paper, the beetles it

contains will t:isily be seen; they are mostly exceedingly

small, but some are very interesting forms. In birds' nests

built in the gutters or under the eaves, and in pigeon-

cotes and fowl-houses, many species also habitually live.

If a quantity of the filthy refuse that accumulates on the

floor of a fowl-house be shaken over paper, hundreds of

beetles will come tumbling out, some of them even sufln-

ciently valuable to make amends for the unpleasantness

of the method of obtaining them.
In country-houses, if an old log be put on the fire, any

insects it may contain, speedily finding their quarters

becoming too hot for them, make their escape, and as

often as not find their way to the window, where, of

course, they are readily observed and may be easily

captured.

Here we may conclude the consideration of the first

order of insects, the Coleoptera ; in the next paper we
shall proceed to notice the second order, the Hymenoptera.

(To le continued.)

6 0£j£ilp.

Br Richard A. Pkoctor.

After the last number in September Knowledge will

be published as a monthly magazine, price sixpence.

Like other monthly magazines. Knowledge in future

will not be open to correspondence properly so called.

Communications addressed to us by readers, in regard to

subjects of interest with which they are conversant, will

of course be welcome as they have always been. But
argumentative letters would manifestly be out of place

in a monthly magazine ; indeed I imagine that argu-

mentative persons would not be content with so slow a
method of conducting their discussions as a monthly
magazine would afford.

I AM obliged to admit that the introduction of the
correspondence element, and especially of the replies to

correspondents, was a mistake from the beginning. We
have had communications of great value from several
correspondents, and among the questions asked have been
many which it has afforded myself and others pleasure to

deal with. But the trouble has arisen which always, as

it seems, must arise in such cases,—the difficulty of ex-

cluding correspondence of the argumentative sort, sug-
gested not so much by any desire to get at the truth as

by the wish to air theories which have had their origin

in ignorance or misapprehension. The trouble is not so

much that correspondence of this sort occupies space
which can be ill spared, as that it tends to drive away,
gradually but surely, such correspondents as really have
interesting matter to communicate. I have to thank
several able writers for the kindness with which they
have resisted the natural tendency to withdraw from
correspondence leading to controversy, and sometimes to

controversy of the idlest possible kind. But the influence

of the sense of discomfort thus occasioned must tell in

the long run. I know this from my own experience,

correspondence colum
of the association in

with ,:..,; .•.^.^-,.

squ;ir. ! , ,

- •

in til- ... -
.

;•

form.,!, '
.

i

1(1 to withdraw from the

^li'jlish Mechanic becaust-

f iind mvsclf brought

s l.\

to an
. 1 ,

... :! ostaldislicd fact< are made
' I'ji'cts for discussion, where

:

;
i . I'll misunderstood. In the

coluiiii.- . : K -. a: i, li. i.ifter, scientific, literary, and
artistic matters will be dealt with by those who know,
not discussed between those who know and those who do
not know.

With regard to questions, I simply cannot longer afford

time to answer them in Kjtowledge. I have had great

pleasure in replying to legitimate questions, and so I am
sure has my friend the acting Editor. But questions have
been poured in which are not legitimate. We have been

asked to solve problems given in examinations,—as if we
were in the private tutor LusiiK --. ^^^ '

.i , 1. en asked to

explain matters whicli sli.-uM i
'

1 : uxt-books.

Men so ill-informed or so 1 u 1 1 1 1
. : - r t hat they

cannot understand simple exi-lni.i'i i . I .i'. .started out

as original discoverers, impounders rf new theories of the

uni\erse, and so forth, abusing us for not at once accepting

their perplexities as new and brilliant lights. Then among
the letters sent to us (in company, be it alwaj-s admitted,

with others that are most pleasing) are some giving vent

to the hee-haws of vulgar buffoonery. '• Jolly Dogs " (want -

ing knowledge, but what they want with Knowledge we
do not find) send letters smelling of stale tobacco and sug-

gestive of beery influences, beginning (for example)
" You'll be the death of me, I know you will," and going
on, perhaps, to ask who on earth believes the untruths

(monosyllabic) which geologists, chemists, or astronomei's

are always telling,—making special reference, it may be,

to some of the most elementary truths in the scieneos.

jeered at.

All this would not in the least matter if the work of

answering correspondents were in itself light. But in

reality the work is not light ; it has taken time which
could very ill be spared : it has in fact involved a costly

expenditure of both time and labour, for wliich I have

had no return. I withdraw from the work, after giving

it four Years' fair trial, with the expression of my thanks

to the "laany kindly eoriv.-] ondents with whom I have
been lioULrlit int(.i eontaet in this part of my work on
KNuWLtL'GE, of my regret that our jdeasant fellowship

should have been in some degree impaired by the irrup-

tion" of persons ill-informed or ill-mannered, and of my
sorrow that apart from this I could not have continued

the work. I have much work to do, or at least which I

wish and hope to do ; my health and strength are not

what they have been ; and I must devote what time and
capacity for work may remain to me, to tlie more seriouR

business I have in hand.

I

to matters (

form useful

that directic

s the Gossip columns will

xtended, questions relating

nay still be dealt with in a

ler. I i:,roraise nothing in

> I do not want to i

questions, and partly because I cannot tell what tin

find available fir such mattere.

il
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In the nature of things Knowledije as a monthly
magazine must be an experiment. I shall S]iare no pains
to make it a success. I hope friendly readers ^vill co-

operate, as they can very readily and cffcrfivcly do, by
announcing to others the new lirinirtun'. 'I'lic "funu in

which Knowledge has hitlieri.! :ijii,r;ind in iTi^urd to

size of page will be retained ; luit as thcr.- will now no
longer be that necessity for rapid work wiiieli the ^veekly

number had involved. Knowledge will present in many
respects an improved appearance. Original articles will

occupy a larger relative proportion of our sjiace, which
will of couvsc be al.'.n absolutely lar-.r. 'J'lu. c.nii.laii.t

leading subjects apiuMi- w ill m. 1.,iil:vi- \..- yiswiu-d. As
to the quantity of matter, uriLciual and .sukct, iu each
number, comparison can be contldently invited with any
monthly or weekly serial, not backed by novels or short
stories, or padded with mere business communications
or the long-winded drivel of paradoxists and their kind.

I hope to receive for " Knowledge, a Monthly Illus-

trated Magazine of Science, Literature, and Art," such
support as will amply justify its continuance in the
course entered upon. I will not say less ; but there is so

much other work inviting me that (remembering duties

nearer to me than those I owe to science) I cannot at

present say more.

We are going to change our course somewhat freely in

another respect. At the outset of our career, we ex-

pressed a determination not to deal willi the influeiue nf

science on religion, though satisfied tlint tliat inlliience

had been purifying and wholesome. This was regarded

by many as a promise. In reality it was a precaution.

We wished to escape the flood of controversy, which we
knew would pour in upon us if that subject were opened.

That we did not escape, a glance at the "Replies to

Correspondents " will serve to show ; but we kept our
jrrespondence columns tolerably clear of the odium

theologicum, principal object. But ii

our position is different. We can present thi

science in regard to religion without introducing con-

troversy. We can answer the questions which are

repeatedly being asked as to what science can do to

replace the religious feelings which many seem to think,

mistakenly enough, that they must abandon if they would
tread the scientific pathway.

Ton give us, say many, the I^verlast in-- No, in which
is neither hope nor solace, neither lulp in the work of

life nor promise of better things hereafter. Js science

without religion and without hope ? Must the votary of

science be without faith, without worship, without a law
of duty ?

We shall endeavour to show tlial the leuli lir^s ef

science involve no such gloomy ami li.i|eh s
|
ieiure.

Science answers with an Everlasting Yea, t lie .pie.st i.ms

of those who desire to possess faith, to feel rcverenee,

and to recognise the sense of duty and right.

,„M pr,

The great philesopher of o

followed bya train nf ill^eipli-

religion. But he kim^s, wh:

purifying of old rcli;j-iiins fre

destructive process. Through the mhnite :

of the cletired sky the real glory of the

beginning to be seen. Purified—even it mtiy bo to

r felt, tliat the

depths

perfect transparency,—religion will remain religion still.

It will have its temples, but temples not made with
hands ; its worship, but a worship cleansed from all that
is unworthy ; its code of morals, but a code based on
reason and on justice. One characteristic alone, which
has been associated with religion, the religion taught by
pure science will not jiossess. Its very essence will be
freedom from all intiih r.iin e, I;, cause it recognises in

all true forms of ri-li_ :i
i _ after good, a desire

to feel the presence ai:
i

,, -mething outside of

us that makes fur ri'jl;' , .icicc c:iii be intolerant only
cf intnleranre. The icl]_.inu of science is indeed in
liaiaiici,_\ \\ iih all tnic-aiiiiinL,' religions, discordant only
\Nith what i.s sclflli.'^ccrllallt,- -the jarring voice of cruelty

We propose to begin, in our first monthly number, a
series of papers in -which the positive aspect of the
teaching of science in regard to religion -will be con-

sidered. We had intended to bring out this series of

papers as by Thomas Foster, our alter ego; but as it is

now an open secret that Thomas Foster and R. A. Proctor
are one, the better plan will be to put over the articles

the proper name of their writer. The use of a second
name has served its purpose, in securing for articles out-
side science, attention which the old rule " Ne sutor ultra

crepidam " would have turned from them. Mr. Foster's

articles on "Happiness" for example were published
widely in America (and handsomely paid for, let me
remark in passing) by the editor of the Popular Science
^Liiiflihj. i5ut there were inconveniences in the plan.

F(.r instance, Mr. Foster was invited by one of the most
eminent Spencerians in America, to meet other admirers
of Mr. Herbert Spencer, including Mr. Proctor, at a

public gathering,—an invitation which he could not
readily decline yet could not possibly accept without
duplicity.

Hereafter, therefore, Mr. Thomas Foster disappears

from these pages. (It should have been Forster,—from
an old family cognomen Forster Thomas, by which the
eldest son in my family has been called for many gene-
rations, but I had forgotten how the name was spelled,

—not so remarkable a forgetfulness as it might be sup-

posed, seeing that the last owner of the name died twenty
years before I was bom.)

"A Fatiifr " -writes indignantly thus respecting lawn-
tennis as playcii liy his daughters:—"I have noticed

that after a -ame of lawn-tennis my girls appear to be
almot exlian^icd, thev perspire profusclj", and are sus-

ceptible to draught, Th. Ir .^1, . y \. ili.jurl - A\... ..m- of

their excessive weaii; -. :: i i-. ' - -nnes

been lamed and usei I
-

:

1
1 I i, ,. •, him

to play lawn-tennis, l' ac, i. i -,cc,- i.. 1: n . ,,,\ ^^ , men-
kind laid up will, sprain,-d ankles and t>Nisted wrists,

.straint-.l t.-mlnns and .olds in the head."

apa. The best tennis-plavers of the
isimi will not be anc-rv «ith vcu for

iris awav. It is oliNau^ fi-ctu vcur
aec.'unt.r'cad bet u ecu the" lines, that ycnr • ucniLukmd""
have tried U> play in cermet'-- a-vT 1 c '- !u eU d boots,

getting far more e.xhau,-; i il ':
:

'
; ir ill-suited

habiliinents than llii-cucl, il,c i
> ,. -c. (Though

girls icill overdo such thin-s,
]
,m as i h. v overdrive

willing iiorses, and dance too oil en and too long.) In

rational dress lawn-tennis would not be half the work
they find it, and would assuredly give ten times as much
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pleasure to themselves, to their playMl(nv,«, and to

lookers-on.

BtTT now hear what the otlier side says about it. A
" London Tradesman " who is himself a player of no
mean skill, after sayimj that he has sold more tennis-

balls already in 1885 than he did during the whole of

1884, and that lawn-tennis is the game of the future,

adds that women had better leave the game to the men.
" Women don't play well," he says. " They haven't got
the requisite amount of muscle, and they "won't spare
enough time to acquire it. Women dress themselves in

a way that makes a cripple of the best tennis-player in

Christendom. They allow no freedom for their bodies.

Until they do without corsets and skirts they must not
expect to play tennis well. The only good tennis-players

are men, and it is seldom you find an expert at the game
who will consent to play -with a woman. It spoils his

style ; it makes him lazy, and when a tennis-player loses

.style and becomes lazy ; he had better throw away his

The bitterest part of this is that about experts not
playing tennis with women. Most -women fancy they
play on the average quite as well as men. But it is only
because the good players keep away from them. And
now probably even the bad players will cease to play
with the girls, because it is becoming a recognised thing
that only duffers do that, and no young fellow likes to
be thought a duffer. Old fellows even do not care to be
thought duffers. Very tender and sweet young curates,

with an eye to slippers and braces, may still be found
trying to play lawn-tennis with the young ladies of their
flocks ; sheep gambolling with lambs, so to speak. But
will the girls be content with easy victories over these

There is hope only, it would seem, in the divided
skirt, rationally adopted so as to attract no notice,—nay,
my occasional observation of lawn-tennis as played by
ladies has suggested that under certain conditions which
occasionally arise, the rational dress is calculated to be
more seemly than the heavy .skirts which render corsets
necessary. But I am not an expert in the matter of
ladies' dresses, nor have I seen the " patterns of rational
dress" which are weekly advertised on page ii. of the
Knowledge advertising sheet. I only know how the
dress looks when complete, and how much it contributes
to grace and freedom of motion.

In the following letter which appeared in the Times
for August 26, I have called attention to a point of great
importance to all who have occasion to communicate with
friends across the Atlantic—from either side :

—

Risks in Teassatlastic Telegraphy.—To the Editor of the
Times.—Sir,—Out of fifteen transatlantic telegrams which I have
had occasion to send, or to have sent to me, during the last sis
years, three have miscarried. This is too large a proportion of
failures, and the public ought to know how much or how little they
can trust transatlantic telegraphy as at present conducted. Here
are, in brief, the particulars of the three failures and of the com-
pensation—save the mark !—made by the persons responsible. In
the summer of 1879 I depatched from the office near Burlington
House a telegram to my lecture agent in New York on important
business, telling him to wire reply. No reply coming, I wired again,
and was told no message had been received. For compensation I
received expressions of regret and the price of the original
message. Last June I wired from St. Joseph, Missouri, to my
lecture agent here, in reply to a telegram of his on important busi-
ness. Late in July I received a letter from him, saying that the
telegram referred to in my letters had not been received. I found
it had got as far as London, but had not been forwarded. For

compensation 1 received very courteous expressions of regret from
the head post-office, with suggestion that I should write to St.

Joseph for return of the price paid for the telegram. On August 6,

at n.30 a.m., I wired from Liverpool (office under North-Western
Hotel) a message to St. Joseph, Missouri, in one word ; but that
word announced my safe arrival, and gave instructions on a busi-

ness matter of importance to ray wife. I have to-day received a
letter from her, dated August 8 (not a mistake, for she mentions
that guns were firing, &c., because it was the day of Oeneral Grant's
funeral), from which I learn that my telegram, "sent off at 5.30a.m.,
St. Joseph time, on August 6, had not been received at mid-day on
August 8. I do not yet know what compensation, if any, will be
offered. Possibly the telegram may have been since delivered—on
August 16, for example, in which case no compensation need be
expected.—Faithfully yours, Eiohakd A. Proctor, Eastbourne,
Aug. 22.

I would advise all transatlantic travellers, who do not
wish to cause their friends anxiety, to refrain from tele-

graphing their arrival. When their friends expect a

telegram, as they would be sure to do if they iinder.stood

it was the traveller's intention to telegraph, its non-
arrival would naturally be understood to show that some
serious mishap had taken place. Business communica-
tions Icnown to lie such (from their form, for example)
may possibly be exposed to less risk of failure. It is to

be hoped so. The two business communications referred

to above were not so worded that their business cha-

racter as such could be recognised. I shall bo glad to

receive and publish evidence bearing on the trustworthi-

ness of transatlantic telegraphy.

Pkofessoe Stokes, in his lectures on light, inclines to

the belief that Sir F. Herschel's suggestion may be cor-

rect, according to which the development of a comet's
tail is due to electric repulsion; and Professor Stokes
suggests on his own part that the repulsion may be due
to an electric charge on the sun, resulting from the pro-

cess of condensation in the mist particles of the comet's

head. I wonder whether anj' direct evidence showing
that either suggestion is soruad will ever be obtained.

Professor Tait, of Edinburgh, commenting on Professor

Stokes's ideas, expresses his still lively love for the

"swarm of cosmical brickbats" theory-, which he mis-

takenly imagines to have been suggested by astronomers

in explanation of comets' tails. In reality, no astronomer
ever supposed the cosmical brickbats (that is only Pro-
fessor Tait's funny way of saying meteors) had anything
to do with comets' tails, near which they have never been
seen.

Mr. J. Jolt, of the Engineering School, Trinity

College, Dublin, suggests as a novelty (I quote from my
" Popular Science Column " in the Newcastle Weehhj
Chronicle) the method for avoiding icebergs, which I

suggested in 1879, just after the Arizona had run into

an iceberg at the rate of fifteen knots an hour. " I

would like to ask," he says, "whether a thermal radia-

tion method might not serve to show the presence of a

large mass of ice in the neighbourhood of a ship." The
use of such an instrument as the bolometer of Professor

Langley, " or even of the thermopile, in conjunction
with a large reflector and an alarm circuit closed by
galvanometer deflection, might be worth trial by any one
possessing the opportunity." In every detail, the
opinion of Mr. J. Joly supports the view that I expressed

in the columns of the Newcastle Chronicle six years ago.

Collisions with icebergs occur seldom, but when they do
occur they are apt to be so terrible in their efl'ects, that

something might be done, in the case at any rate of our
ocean steamships, to warn the sailor of the proximity of

the great ice masses which float silently athwart the
oceanic roadways.
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Wright, and \\ ith it screen demonstrations c \j

.

Iiydrogen hme hglit, of a charactei hitht i 1 le

Ample light lb obtiuied for the magnihcatiLU nl n In uih trans-

parent subjects to 1 250 diameters sshich will dispH-s in a clear and
beautiful manner all the parts of insects, the minute details of
anatomical vectinns \egetable tissue, i^c , quite as sharply, and
almost a brillni th a a im^io lantern slide the proboscis of a

1 1 ind IS combined with opacity of

d \ e a magnification of 2,500 dia-

1] t 1 sections are admirably shown
eithei \ 1 ill 1 1 11 elluht The microscope can be fitted

to anj good uj tic il lautem In the sj eci 1 lantern constructed for

use with the instrument, a tnple 5 in primar} condenser is used,

which takes up the large an^le of 'tj" of li^lit from the radiant.

Almost equal lesnlts can howe\er, be obtained with the 4 in. con-
densers usually supplied in optical lanterns, by the addition of a
tliird lens, the ti'iple 5 in. condenser being reckoned to give 15 per— ^

"! illumination. The slides need no special preparation.

Ajieeican Lighthouses.—The United States Lighthouse Board
has approved plans for a compressed gas-lighted beacon at Romer'

s

Shoals, New York, for which 25,000 dols. were appropriated by
Congress last session The beacon will be a skeleton iron structure,
41 feet abo\e low water

1 I M\i iv\i.LE Bic\CLE KiDE—Mr E Oxborrow, of the ^olus
II 1 1 lit accomplished an estraordmarj' day's journey on a

1 leil sifi^t) bicycle Starting from Hitchin at midnight on
V 1 1 id 111 Peterborough, Long Sutton, Lynn, and Swaif-

li u \ ' M ick as far as Biggleswade, which he reached
It I I t til ha\ing thus covered a distance of 263
III 1 1 hours This is within three and a-half
mil id which was made last year by Mr. J. H.
Ad 11 I Facile

'

\ lLM\iKVLLL Case Dr Strumpell, of Leipzig, had under
his caie, a few jeais ago, a j oung man who bad suffered from a
disease of the brain w hich had destroyed sensibility to touch over
the whole bodj, and also the functions of one eye and of one ear.

Vi hen this youth kept open his remaming eye and ear, he remained
peifecth wide awake, conscious, and intelligent. But when his still

efhcient eje and ear were carefully closed, he immediately became
unconscious—m fact, he could only remain awake by keeping that
ej e and ear open This case is suggestive. It appears clear that
the functions of the mind are dependent absolutely upon the
reception of energy from the sensory perceptive areas.

—

:\'eircast!e

Weekly Chroniele.

Amebican Axthbacite.—The second geological survey of
Pennsylvania has just published advance copies of its report on the
anthracite coal region, giving some interesting information as to
the production and shipments of 1884. During that year there
were 377 producing collieries. The total shipments in 1884 were
30,718,293 tons, and the total production 32,641,499 tons, or about
1,800,000 tons less than in 1883. More than half the total product
came from the Lackawanna and Wyoming coalfi.elds, while the
Pottsville coalfield, which, up to 1857, produced more than half the
anthracite coal sent to market, yielded in 1884 less than 10 per cent,

of the whole.

Science Lectures in London.—The series of weekly lectures

on popular science wUl shortly be recommenced at the Ro\al
' -'- Hall (late the Victoria' Theatre—more usually styled the

" Vie ) m the Waterloo-bridge-road. These lectures are given on
Tuesday evenings, and while the charges for admission are little

more than nominal, the committee have been able to secure the kind
co-operation in their good work of the leading men of science of
the day. Wisely appealing to as many of the senses as possible,

nearly"all the lectures are well illustiaud In iIr- rdd vi a fine osy-
hvdrogen lantern. The lecture on ^. pt -':i \\::; i L-iven by our
contributor, Mr. W. Jerome Harri.-.n. IM;> , >.n - -i.iic Tools and

1. i:;:.-;:.-. ' ^ V l; fine series of

balsam, which is not the case witli any otln

After passing the parallelising lens, the rays are coned down
sub-stage condensers to illuminate an object of the required s

Errata.—" Correlation of the two common cliords of music, i;c.''

In my letter 1899 on this subject there are a clerical error and a
misprint which I shall be glad to be allowed to correct. In the

series of ratios of the diatonic scale I have inadvertently written i

instead of ?. Lower down will be found the word " imitated."' It

should be " instated."—Fred. J. Jackson.
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FINDING THE WAY AT SEA.

[1900] -Sir. R. A. Proctor, in his interesting article on " Finding
the Way at Sea," in Knowledge No. 199, Aug. 21, 1885, alludes to

an important danger in steering a ship—viz., that her compass may
seriously deviate on account of the presence of iron in her cargo. In
the St. James's Gazette of the same date an instance is quoted in

which the man at the helm found that he was unable to keep
his vessel in her course, and on an investigation being made the

irregularity of the compass which caused this difficulty was traced

to a passenger's umbrella, which was found to act as a very powerful
magnet, and, consequently, diverted the needle.

In both these cases the cause of the variation is accounted for,

but I hope Mr. Proctor, or some of his correspondents, will be able

to give the raison d'etre for the following incident, which occurred

some years ago, when I went, one of a party of four or five persons,

from Algiers to Tunis by sea, on a steamer belonging to a French
Company :—One afternoon, about 4 p.m., we were steaming leisurely

along the North African coast, being at no time very far from the

shore, only keeping out a sufficient distance to avoid the various

ieadlands which jut out into the sea. It was towards the latter

half of the month of April ; we had a deep blue sky and lovely sun-

shine over head ; the sea was as unruffled as a lake. As we passed

a point where some of the higher ranges of the Atl is mountains
were visible, the aspect of the heavens in that direction was black

and threatening. Presently we heard distant thunder, and saw vivid

flashes of lightning over these ranges, but our own surroundings

remained as before.

Shortly after, the captain came round to all the passengers in

turn, requesting the loan of any compasses which they might
possess, for he said his own (and he had several) had all gone
wrong. Our party between them produced two or three, and otlKT.-;

were also given to the officer by various passengers : but they all

exhibited the same unwonted variation, and continued to do so as

long as the storm lasted, or until we got out of its influence, when
they returned to their normal condition. The captain said after-

wards that it was most fortunate that this circumstance had
happened by daylight, for had it been dark he must have laid to,

as he could not have been sure of his course. Cosmopolitan.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF CLOTHING.

[1901]—In his fifteenth article on this subject in Knowledge
(No. 199, August 21, 1?85). Mr. Mattieu Williams speaks of the

desirability that down should be more generally used than at

present, and of its great value in the manufacture of clothing. He
suggests the possibility of "carding and weaving the filaments

of feather down, such as common duck and goose down, swan's

down," &c. This is by no moans a lost art, for in Kashmir and in

Ladakli, or Western Tibet, which are countries adjoining Central

Asia (whence our remote ancestors probably came), a material is

woven called pushmina, made from the winter unde: -;oat of various

animals, chiefly that of the goat, the bara-singh (a kind of red deer),

nnd the ibex ; the dog also has it in those regions. In texture, push-

mina resembles the downy portion of the feathers of a bird, its staple

is short, perhaps not more than an inch to an inch and a-half in

length (rather less than more). The name of this down is pushm, it is

jnade into cloth of the finest kind, and is exquisitely soft, pleasant

wear, if it be the genuine article, and no Lilerties have been taken

; the
country. Tl.ei

extremely rare, for the dowi
is only collected by the nat
and at ven- great elevation

this aniuuil finds its wint
against the rocks ; the sliik;

morsel they find, but it ma
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GREASY DUCKS.
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STARLIGHT.

[1903]—I am delighted to fird that my idea that the light of a
moonless night does not come from the stars is established. (At
the same time it is surely rather hard on Mr. Madge to say it exists

only in his imagination, for it is the universal belief among men
— saving those better informed—" a fine starlight night.")

I believe that our air is lumicous for this reason :— Given two
equally cloudy skies, one with high barometer—therefore high

clouds, the other with low clouds, the twilight (daylight also, pro-

bably, but not so obviously) will be much longer and brighter in

the first case than in the second. Now, the clouds cutting off all

"ight, ah e:ctra, it appears that the thicker the earthwi

of air the
;

r the ill

The keen observer of " Wild Life ia a Southern County " writes

(xlii.) :
—" I have myself been often much interested in the remark-

ible difference of the degree of darkness when there has been D'

There ai .Ithongh the sky be clear of visible

le stars are shining, it is, iu familiar phrase, " as black

The sky itself is black between the stars, and they do
not seem to give the slightest illumination. On the other hand,

there are nights without a moon, when it is (though winter time)

quite light. Hedges and trees are plainly visible; the road is

light, and anything approaching can be seen at some distance ; and
this occasionally happens though the sky be partly clouded. So
that the character of the night seems rot to depend entirely upon
the moon or stars. The shepherds on the hills say that now and
then there comes an intense blackness at night which frightens

the sheep and makes them leap the hurdles."

In all my life there is one particular night which stands out as

the blackest—June 4, If 54. I had to walk home through Bedford,

and if I had not known it well enough to do it blindfolded I should

really have been obliged to grope my way along the streets. This,

too, was in the period of " no real night."

It may be said, " If the air is luminous why isnot a shut-np room
at night as light as when the shatters are left open ? " Probably

enclosed is - small.

The popular proverb says, " The darkest hour is just before

dawn." If that is true one might conclude that the luminosity of

the air is due to the past sunshine, and is hourly decreasing. This

not that the moon and the aurora would introduce new elements
into the problem. Halltaeds.
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REMARKABLE SKY.

[1904]—August 3, goiug out between ten and elevf

noticed parallel banks of nimbua in the north, i

elaewhere. In a short time these banks spread ovm luc yyuuik m^v

and then an arrangement supervened which ia unique in raj

memory. The nimbus became reticulated j one saw cumulus

through meshes of jet-black nimbus. The sky looked like the eye

of an insect under the microscope ; or an immense net thrown

over the world. It gave me the impression of being translated

to some other planet, with different conditions prevailing Near
the zenith was an intensely-bright white opening, apparently

cloud, but I could see stars, and even small ones, through it 1

thought at first this cloud was moon-lit, but there were no signs of

the moon rising for long after (she had just entered her Kst
quarter). I inclined to think the apparent illumination was only

an effect of contrast j the nimbi being so intensely black They
then broke up into irregular, menacing masses ; finally, they united

into the semblance]of a giant balloon—really balloon-shaped with a

depression in one shoulder, and stretching from E. to W This

was really awe-inspiring ; not only did it suggest a messenger from

another world, but I feared it was going to swamp me completely

Parturient monies, however, no rain fell that night orthemonow
I cast about for a cause for this singular reticulation and think

I found it. The upper air was no doubt hot, the weathtr having

been so for long ; nimbus for some reason spread over m\ region

there blew a chill northerly breeze, and this would create i % ertical

upward current into the hotter upper air. This, i leetmg the

stratum of nimbus, would punch holes in it where it wis weakest

hence the network. IIai i \ARr

[More probably, 1 should imagine, the cause was akin tj that

which produces reticulate waves—a wind producing a serits of

longitudinal atmospheric undulations followed by a cross wind
producing a similar series at right angles to the former —R P ]

EVOLUTION.

[1005]— " It would be disappointing to those who believe in a

natural evolution towards perfection to learn from Mr Colquhoun
that the modern Shans are quite as low in the scale of c v ilization

as their ancestors were four thousand years ago. Some of these

who have deserted the mountains for the plains of feiam have

shown their capability for advance by adopting the culture of the

Siamese ; but those who still remain in the hills are neither better

nor worse than the Mon, Knei, and others, from whom they

sprung."—Safurduy Henew, June 13, 1885.

Is it not well to bring to the front all instances, like the above,

which run eounter to received and fashionable theories ?

Hallvards.
[But who that knows anything of the doctrine of evolution does

or can believe in " a natural evolution towards perfection." That
writer in the Saturday Review has evidently not been a reader of

works on natural selection. The facts recorded do not in the

slightest degree run counter to the theory of evolution by natural

selection.—R. P.]
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regarded as a comment in support of the Ed tonal note I still
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him in bieathin might be a matter of mu _ _

If men had to feed in haste and the lonc' moubtached could noi

get a sufficient suprh then—unless length of moubtache gave some

equal or greater counterbalancing advantage—the case considered

by Darwin would arise. Long-moustached persons would be

weighted in the struggle for life, and in the long run the

small difference would tell. As for Mr. Beveridges present

SKIN-CASTING OF SNAKES.

[1907] -In reference to Dr. Hutchinson's letter (1S8G) o

under the complex and sometimes varying conditions of affair much resembled the drawing off of a
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snatchci^

I splendid

inside out from the knee downward. I: - ii^

the point of its tail in the old skin, . /

uncomplainingly received a week or U\ . ,

lessness. The wound soon healud, 1 i

afterwards distinguished the tail nl

that this snake (whom I named " S:i

and gentle, and possessed of attun
had a voracious appetite, and omr . , i

a frog out of my hand. One U.y, .ill i

efts for breakfast, she greedily bolied U\.<

had literary tastes ; or, perhaps, a turn f

for she would coil herself amongst the boi

table, and then, when I began to write, unwiu
over my MS., seeming to take a pleasure in sn

the sheet. Another snake, whom I called "Ti^.., ^
fellow, adorned with a bright orange ring and spots. When he first

came into my possession he was very fierce, hissing and striking at

my hand each time I approached him, though he never bit me ; but
with frequent handling and gentle treatment he became a very

courteous snake—as tractable as Sarah, though perhaps not per-

sonally attached to me so decidedly as that graceful, but not
brightly-coloured, lady. A foreign snake (with black-and-silver

longitudinal stripes, and traces of a ring round its neck), which I

bought at a shop in Seven Dials, after a season of comparative
gentleness, became so irritable and savage (from disease—" boils

and Mains ")—that I was obliged to kill it. Besides several large

English Colubers, and the foreigners (also of the Colubrine family),

I had for a time two Coronellas (from SuflEolk) ; but as these refused

to eat efts, and sand lizards (their proper food) were difficult to

obtain, I gave them to the Zoological Society. These snakes were
not particularly endearing in their ways, and were in the habit

of biting my fingers, though without drawing blood. They dis-

played considerable " constricting " and climbing powers, needing
very little help to enable them to creep up the perpendicular trunk
of a large tree. I noticed that the first symptoms of approaching
exuviation was a general dulling of the colour of the snake

—

the eyes becoming dun, then of an almost turquoise blue,

the reptile, too, apparently losing its cheerfulness and getting

into a depressed state. After some days the colour would
brighten somewhat, the new skin perhaps beginning to

show through the old, the eyes growing clearer, and the

countenance, too, assuming a more hopeful expression. After

a further interval, the loosening of the skin about the mouth would
take place, and then, in a short time, by creeping amongst stones,

bits of wood, &c., the creature would turn back and strip off its old

covering, and emerge in brighter and more beautiful apparel, and,

evidently, more cheerful spirits. The skins, when off, are quite

colourless, and show
spectacle-like projecti

snakes measured from
notice that Tiger and >

me, too) by pulliiu .-

by creeping betw. .n i:

off. I may also iiirnin

very large English Mia

where the ey(

be cast-off coats of my English
or 1 1 iuclies in length. I forgot to

r.iMMiiallv :ii)iu-cd themselves (and
Thi'T accomplished this

' .^ and so pushing them
, I > . a s savagely bitten by a

...11,111 ill ('.iluber natrix Tropido-
cre certainly very sharp, and there

was some amount of bleeding, but, beyond a little smarting of the
wound, of course, no bad consequences ensued. C. H.
Aug. 25, 1885.

ULEY BURY.

[1908]—On a walk through Gloucestershire this week, I hap-
pened to pass over Dley Bury, which I see is mentioned in your
paper of yesterday, so venture to forward you the following notes,

though, like most tourists' notes, they are worth but little. The
Bury is well separated from, and commands the surrounding hills.

The summit is a tableland, partly under plough cultivation. The
sides are very steep : on their edge is an earth parapet and single

ditch. There are roadways on the gouth-west face and at the north

angle, both fortified by out-works ; that at the north angle has had
special attention. This gate faces the road over Crawley 1101 to

Nailsworth, and is the easier way into the camp. As this road is a
ridge-way, it is probably on a very early road track. The defences

here are two parapets, their front elevation being like segments of

two concentric circles ; the north corner of the front and smaller

one has been cut deeply into for stone to mend the roads. It does
not seem to have been worked of late, and it is to be hoped it will not
be again (for stone abounds here at tlie very surface), as the contour
of this defence would soon be destroyed. The enclosure is about
half-a-mile long on its longest side, and rather more than a quarter

on its opposite side, its breadth being about one furlong. From
the slightness of the parapet it seems to have been formed in pre-

Eoman times before the British found it necessary to make such
formidable triple earthworks like those on Caer Caradoc and the

Herefordshire Beacon. From its large size one would think that a

ill i; I rounding fertile vales expected

,,ir. Cultivation has obliterated

if any existed, which make the
I ] II ill .-0 interesting,

taken an interest in this hiU wiU send

3f it than these vague notes.

E. Cook.

VERSATILITY.

[1909]—I fear that "Hallyards" has an uneasy suspicion about
versatility in general, and his own peculiar form of it in particular.

Surely I praised it highly enough ! And he replies that I " insist on
the man of one book." I have not " insisted " on him, but I infi-

nitely prefer him to the " man of no books at all,'' who forms his

own opinions (as the clever boy made the chest of drawers) " all

out of his own head," who publishes by the dozen crude ideas on
subjects to which the greatest intellects have devoted years of

patient study. The man of no books at all is ever the most ready to
" argue the point " on, say, the principles of evolution, before he
even knows what evolution teaches (see letter 1872); he hears of

the law of difTu.sion of pases, and instantly sees that it is " an in-

fluence Count riaciin^ K'-nitation as a universal law ;
" he solves the

"prohl. ];: . i ;: . . ii. ..ii ^iii.l, thus: one of them revolves

round I. Ill . tlicmselves in the foci of its

ellipsr . , ,. ,: -.If that it is the centre (I beg
pardon, I Ml. .111. I :i. -

I' .
II- I .1 111 traction. No wonder that after

such a biilii.aa luti.|.;, thouyht a.^ this, the man of no books at

all should " leave the" dynamical question." He is prudent, for

something astonishing must undoubtedly soon happen to this pair

of jealous suns, and their eccentric satellite. Then, again, it is to

the man of no books at all that we are indebted for such gems of

knowledge as that the earth is flat, that the ratio of the circum-

ference of a circle to the diameter is as Si to 1, and generally that

trained men of science are hopelessly wrong about everything.

W.
[" W." will excuse the omission of a part, of his letter. Corre-

spondents object to discus^ion not leading to any increase of know-
ledge, and " Hallyards " thinks himself unfairly treated if not
allowed full swin^' in reply to all that may be said of him. In
passing I note that the saying "Beware of the man of one book" had
quite the opposite meaning to that imagined by " Hallyards." It

was an expression of respect not of contempt. Beware of him for

he will probably be strong and sure.—E. P.]

RELIGION OF THE ANCIENT MEXICANS.

[1910]—In reply to " Zeteo," letter 1877, he will find in Logan
Mitchell's " Mythology Revealed," p. 101, a short resume of the facts

mentioned. This work was published first by Triibner, but there is

a cheap reprint of it published at 63, Fleet-street. Full particulars

can be obtained in " Narratives of the Rites and Laws of the

Yncas," translated hy Clements R. Markham, also " Commentarios
Reales de los Yncas," by the Ynca Garcilasso de Ja Vega, Prescott's
" History of tlie Conquest of Mexico," Prescott's " History of the
Conquest of Peru," "Legendas Mejicanos, mentos y baladas del

Norte de Europa," by F. M. Barcena, all published by Triibner.

There are also the works by Acosta, Las Casas, Herrera, Sahagun,

kc, containing full accounts.

The Spaniards were so much struck by the remarkable resem-
blance of these rites and doctrines with their own religion, that

their priests attributed them to the machinations of the devil, and,

for easily divined reasons, did all they could to prevent the facts

from beconiini; generally known.
The 1

ri| ,il l.i.iii.s are: they represent their God under a
trinity. I i . mlilemis the cross. One of their trinity

was rill I I, tain between two thieves. Resurrection

after III!. . .1... - . . i.-ion through the clouds. Expected return

of their .^.ui.jiu. llu\ had the rite of baptism. The immaculate
conception of a Virgin' by the son of their God, &c. In short, all

the leading features of Christianity and Buddhism, showing the

origin of " solar worship." F. W. H.

C. Cbidland, M.D.

HT TRANSMISSK

which one of my comrades at another station was the principal. I

went to instrument and " shook " instead of " calling in code." Im-
mediately he answered. I asked a question, and then asked how
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came to answer correctly. " Why," says

e same thing myself, and walked
'

,s you, and you wanted my -^'^—

^

s thinking of

INDIAN WASPS AND HORNETS.
[1913]—In my paper on Termites I did not include these Hymen-

optera among our pests, because we are so familiar with the first,

and generally find them so harmless, that we don't care for them.
On the other hand, our contact with the terrible hornet is fortu-

nately so rare that we cannot class them as general pests. When
that contact does occur, an annus notaUlis is added to the calendar
of the individual, if he survives.

Some years ago there was a controversy as to whether cell-build-

ing in hives and nests was centripetal or centrifugal. In a ruinous

outhouse at Peshawar, I was able, in 1879, to satisfy myself of the

latter; dependent from the roof, by a slender stalk, was the

KoUtary paper cell of a female wasp, and she was proudly and
tenderly overhauling its proportions with her anxious antennae

;

while from the base of each side of the hexagon was already sprout-

ing the germ of another cell, and so, under the fostering care of

that lonely and indefatigable architect, the fabric reached maturity
by diverging centrifugally from that focal cell.

The familiar English wasp is not met with out here ; its place

being taken by the yellow hornet, which thoroughly domesticates

itself in our houses, and vevy very rarely assails, and then only in

self-defence; the verandahs, bath, and storerooms are favourite

attachments for the paper nests, which, when different families

combine, become very large structures. During the breeding-
season three or four males will secure points of vantage in your
study, especially in the bookcases, and there each individual will

take up a calling-spot ; resting on his hind legs, with his fore

elevated mantis-like, he keeps up a constant buzz, and surveys the

scene, his antennae moving anxiously in all directions. Woe betide

the rival male who dares to invade that calling-gronnd !

But hush ! here is a counter-buzz, recognised as female, and our
beau is frantic with blandishments ; he bows, stands on his hind
legs, sings entreatingly

—

" Won't yon come in my pretty, pretty maid ?
"

while the lady approaches and retreats in true flirtish style ; havinjr

sufficiently agonised the beau, she settles, and immediately becoi

the c •e of his I it agonismg a e licks her all ove

!S her with his antennai, smoothes her wings, and ends by ferti

sing her. His function being completed, he dies. She re-appears as

that anxious and expectant mother in the Peshawar outhouse, and
prepares her cradle for approaching maternity, the material being
apparently semi-digested woody fibre. As each cell is completed,

she enters backwards, and lays an egg, then fills up the nest with
propolis, and arches it over with the same paper of which the coll

is constructed.

This cell-bnilding and egg-laying goes on until her ovaries are ex-

Jiausted, and then she dies ; so that each egg will pass into a larva,

and that into a perfect insect without acquaintance or contact in any
shape with the parent insects. Other wasps build their nests of mud,
which yon see them collecting in pellets from any spot where water
lies

—

e.rj,, the drain of your bathroom, or the neighbourhood of a well.

These nests are only cylindrical tubes of various calibres, and with

no attempt at geoinetric form. Some of these structures are

plastered over with gum-arabic by their architects—why, I know

A very troublesome wasp affects ready-made holes of every

description. In some localities, when the mosquito-curtain season

is over, you will invariably find the female screws in the bed-posts

utilised by these nuisances, the orifices being carefully plastered

over and then whitewashed ; or you may find the lock of a box or

drawer which has>i't been opened for a week similarly stuffed up
and whitewashed.

The final touch of whitewash is very wonderful, and is probably

stolen from the walls. I say wonderful, because it is really a check
upon the too i-apid propagation of that particular species, for

wherever you see the n-hite mark, it is almost invariably attacked

by master or servant, and the laboriously-collected contents dis-

persed.

But the most wonderful fact connected with these mud-building
wasps remains to bo told. We have seen that the common yellow
wasp stores up propolis in her paper cells ; not so the mason wasps,
who fill up their nest-tubes, each with a different species of cater-

pillar or spider, each victim being in some wonderful manner
anaesthetised and embalmed so as to afford livimj food to the

,g grub.

Her which V

sudden appearance of a black, or very dark-brown, caterpillar

wasp draws our attention to its nest in the verandah, a sei

mud cells opening upwards. As she alights we notice that

on the back of the anaesthetised caterpillar, holding it in the grasp
of all her legs. Quickly she manages to get the tail end of the
caterpillar (in this case one of those green loop-walking larva; of

some ourapteryx moth) into the cell, emitting the while a curious
hum, not alar, but thoracic or vocal, and then presses it in with
her feet.

Flying away, she returns with a second loop-walker, which is

similarly treated, then with a third and fourth, and the cell is full.

It is then carefully plastered over, and a fresh one is begun. Eight
to ten cells are thus laboriously completed and provisioned, and
then that anxious and laborious mother yields up her life.

Some wasps bring brown, others green, spiders to their ceUs. In
fact, each species sticks to its own caterpillar or spider

—

i.e., a
spider wasp will never bring in a caterpillar, and vice verei. This

I have established as an absolute fact.

Having reached thus far, let us review our position. On the one
hand, the common yellow wasp builds her nest of paper, always of

the same colour (dull white) and material, deposits in each cell an
egg, fills up with propolis, and dies. Her offspring (taking one
individual) has never seen its mother, never before seen the cell

from which it emerges, can learn nothing from the outer world
as to the material of its ceil, nature of its food, or whence both are
procured

; yet it has no difficulty in procuring the proper kind of

food, nor, when the fit time arrives, has it any difficulty in pro-

curing the proper paper for its nest of cells, nor in moulding the

latter with mathematical precision equal to that of its parent.

In like manner, on the other hand, the larvae in the mud cell of

this wasp-nest has never seen its parent, and beyond gorging on
them in the darkness of its prison, has had no knowledge whatever,
beyond their taste, of the green loop-walkers its mother has so

carefully collected for it. Yet, when its time comes, it constructs

a similar mud-nest to that of its parent, and stuffs it with similar

larvai, and no other.

Now, who taught these wasps the wonderful machinery of their

cells, the astonishing processes of selecting particular kinds of

animal food for each kind of cell, and of keeping such food alive, but
anaisthetized, as long as it may be required ?

The popular reply will be—instinct ; but that tells us nothing.

Why should a new-born wasp be better able to provide for itself

than, say, a puppy, or even a baby—animals far higher up in the

scale than itself ?

By what process of development or natural selection has this

marvellous vespa been perfected ? for, mark, while it was deve-
loping, the loop-walker was undeveloping, i.e., it was having its

legs re-arranged, head and tailward, and from moving gracefully

and equally, it had to adopt painful and laborious contortions, and
thus become the fit and only food of a particular wasp.
Now for the proper hornets. Two species of these terrible

insects are commonly met with, but fortunately both are com-
paratively rare. The lesser hornet is IJ in., and the greater 2 in.

long ; both species are brown, with a broad yellow band across the

abdomen ; both frequent unused buildings, tombs, and desolate

ravines ; the paper nests of the greater hornet are seen in the
firs and cedars of the Himalaya, and many a traveller has jeopar-

dised his life by foolishly firing at the nest. When attacked, your
only chance of life is to sit down at once and cover yourself with
a blanket. If you run, you are a dead man. Two cases in point.

In the end of 1883, my friend, Surgeon-Major E. Jackson, A.M.D.,
in charge of the dep6t up here was attacked by the lesser hornet

;

losing his presence of mind, he threw off his coat and ran for his

life, which he lost in a few days by general blood-poisoning, having
been stung from head to foot.

In 18G1 I was showing the Arrah House to some friends, and, to

get more light in one room, burst open a small window. In a

moment I felt an agonising stab in my left temple, and just recog-

nised my assailant as a greater hornet. Knowing what was
coming, I made for home (about 250 yards distance) and ammonia.
On reaching the threshold, I was paralysed, and couldn't move.
Violent tremor succeeded, in the midst of which I was able to ask
for a glass of port wine and swallow it. I was then laid on a
couch, the tremor gradually ceased, and I fell asleep, awaking
quite well, but in a profuse perspiration. A lump like half a
pigeon's egg remained on my temple for some davs.

Pachmari, July 11, 1885. E. F. HuTtnixsON, M.D.

ORGAN-PlPE'='.
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This would be two octaves below "the lower C "—i.e., C below the

I was lodging ten years ago at No. 1, Gloicester-terrace,
Campden-hill. The rail passes nearly beneath the house, and there
is an open part of the line behind the house. Sometimes—not after
every train, but after few— J used to hear, after the clatter and
roar of the train had quite died away, a faint sound, so horribly low
that I was fain to stop my ears, fearinj^ some injury. It occurred
to me, on thinking, that this sound must be the note of the tunnel,

considered as an organ-pipe. IIow many vibrations would that
give ? The rarity of the occurrence I conjectured to arise from its

vibrating only when two trains chanced to pass each other exactly

Is there any probable determination of the musical value of the
grunt of a very fat hog (not, of course, its value to an impressario,

though I have heard a wild tale of an Admiral, who, lacking a band,
and possessing a lot of pigs, had them ranged in the order of their

pipes, and then played like musical glasses) ? Hallyards.

ANT-ACIDS.
[1'J15]— I have just made a curious discovery. Writing in

8 usual, and over-run by smallish black ants, I smashed
in my fingers, being very fond of the smell of formic acid, found in

them only (which shows how very human I am, for it is the proper
sauce of man—the Maoris always stuffed long pig with ants before
roasting). To my surprise, the smell was that of a first-rate fresh-

cut lemon. I tried another ; same result. I suppose hence that
this species is full of citric instead of formic acid.

After a few minutes my fingers still have a lemony smell, but
not so marked as at first. Hallyakds.

EDIVIYUS.

nee happened to me at Pnlney[1916]-
leof n:

MUNCHAUSEN I

s thre

se down immediately. The boy told me what
had happened ; so I took my fishing-rod, which was leaning against
the house, down to the loch, and put a fly on. At the very first

cast I hooked a large trout, landed it, and laid it on the walk.
In two seconds the mouse ran out of its mouth, and got into a hole
io the wall before I could catch it."—W. Sorope's " Salmon-

" It is a sign of narrow-mindedness to be incredulous," remarks
the Saturday. There is in the story of Jonah nothing more
intrinsically incredible than in this of the mouse. It teaches that
a small mammal may live, without syncope, in the maw of a fish

for a much longer time than it would live under water, or, at least,

seem to live. Now, in 1879, a woman was recovered at Paris
after a twenty-four hours' apparent death by drowning, through
the incessant (and, one would say, insane) efforts of a doctor and
a druggist. Given a man (of the old, tough type, now extinct) in

the maw of a mammal, kept warm, resisting through his life the
gastric juice, and receiving air as frequently as the mammal itself,

and there is|no impossibility in his maintaining this position for three
times twenty-four hours. If he thus remained, resisting digestion,

and probably not quiet, it is certain he would presently be vomited
up, like any other tough morsel. A boa swallowed its blanket once,
and it was rejected after (I think) a month, with all the nap
digested off it. Experts were of opinion that, when the Captain
foundered, asphyxia would not finally triumph before the end of

twenty or thirty minutes. This is perhaps the saddest outcome of
the "(cs triplex " of the first mariner.

Captain Lloyd, in his " Field Sports of the North of Europe,"
says that eagles sometimes seize pike, and are dragged down and
drowned by them, being unable to disengage themselves ; but this

acquisition of an imperial crest is by no means a feather in the
pike's cap, for, of course, they can't swim with any speed, so
handicapped (or unhandicapped), and are forced to skirt the
surface. The eagle's skeleton, grown green with weed, thus flits

o'er the waters of the lake, and is taken by the natives for the
water-sprite—a harbinger of misfortune. A pike thus crowned was
shot. Three cases are also given where an eagle stuck one talon
into a root, and the other into a salmon, and, the fish darting off,

was forthwith split from rump to beak. Note the immense strength
of the bird's legs, which one would suppose would give before his
body. A similar fate had nigh befallen me once. Stepping into a
boat, the shore-foot got between two stones and the other entangled
in a rowlock ; had the forces at work been disproportioned, the
result would have been dislocation of the hips or knees.
On entering one day the coffee-room of the Star and Garter,

at Kew, I saw a cat with a canary in her mouth. I immediately
went for the cat, who, strange to say, did not run, though two doors
were open; put my thumb on her throat and delivered the bird,

I;T ANSWERS.

I'.icity for receiving

end of tjepli'

to letters rec

appear in art

Knowledgj

•work the or

-^Y.r

what either Mr. Tait or the reviewer meant.—
Hundredweight. "Farther from " was intended. See "Hall-
yards' " letter, and my " Gossip.''— 1{. Lewins. We must beg to be
excused.—W. N. JIacaktnky. In my lecture on "The Sun," I

usually dwell on the terrestrial effects of solar ravs. Also in my
lectures on "Life of Worlds" and "Origin of Solar System.'—F. J.

BuRGOTNB. Your society's name would then be first on that list,

which is as yet not opened.— C. Moon. Of course the difiiculty is

that most mathematicians do not know about the practical wants
of seamen in such matters. - F. C. W. Begin with the " Origin of

Species"— then the "Descent of Man."— K. S. Tarr. Found
nothing enclosed.— T. B. 8. I differ from you, but I have no dif-

ference with you. When a man says, I differ with you, he does not
mean I have a difference with you, but I differ from you. That a
man may differ from another in height, colour, &c., gives no reason
why he should not also differ from him in opinion.—BoEDEBER.
You will find the lines in Anstey's translation of " Faust." As you
say, they have been given in Knowledge, so space must not be
used in "repeating them among replies.—Thos. Smith. When has
man been regarded as not an animal ? If you ask what difference

there is between man and other animals, I point out that man
speaks, reasons, and is moved by feelings and emotions either not
experienced at all by other animals or not in the same degree. If

a man is dumb, idiotic, and brutal, he is not in these respect.s

unlike other animals—and I must go back to some such definition

as Plato's, Man is a featherless biped, though even that was spoiled

when a plucked fowl was thrust before Plato's pupils. In short,

I expect you know as well as I can tell yon in what man differs

from other animals.

(Bnv asafti'st Column.
Bt "Five of Clubs."'

BRILLIANT ECT NEEDLESS STRATAGEMS.

MANY seem to imagine that the Whist games which appear in

books and papers are necessarily examples of perfect play,
especially when those engaged are good players. As a matter
of fact this is far from being the case. Often in the exercise of his

best judgment, but on the spur of the moment—for at Whist a
' -'- --" "'" '- '

prolonged calculations- even
s afterward to have been ill-

3 fewest mistakes,—that is all

player is not permitted ti

the finest player does wiiai

judged. The finest player m
that can be said.

But apart from this we so:

selected as examples of fine

it seems at a first view n- i

better example" of this th^in

Whist, to which I refcrn .1 ;,,

card, and then the grand cou

etimes find that in games specially

])lay.* the very stratagems by which
i_:. ~ I r, — h;,.l been forced, have

,', ;; . './ ii. tlnuwing the winning
ill u-siiig a surplus trump to capture

ish, i 1 his review of my " How to Play Whist,"' remarks
ne of the games. Representing actual plaj-, they
free from mistakes : but, after all, the worst fault

n some games the antepenultimate is played, in

taken from real
j

, as in Pole, five games, and in many of the

1, bad play is selected for commendation.
s week may be cited as an " awful example.''
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Scoro: l-B. \ : Y Z, i.

NOTES OX THE I'LAY.

N'oTi;. Card unclerlined takes
lirk, and card ne,\t below li-:i'lHHi

<? <P ni , :,;,
,

v,l;„l, ,. very likely to

partner to go on with the next Diamond (losing or winning), Z
would have held the game sure. But

II. Luckily 1' holds the winning Diamond ; so that,

12 and 13. Leading up to Z's tenace, Y-Zviin the trick and the

game.

'I',,... ::'ii !i ,,a- Z III I 'i :ibove game, and "Cavendish's"
failni, liool, was.B. In " Card Essays,

'

CavMM I i.mnt of the game, and of his

fat 111
I

iij the result—pride in his son's

play, lie assumes, however, that the
gr,ni"' ,

ill.- game. ("Of course it did, of

coiii-i I'll); while James Clay greatly

adn.ii i
I

, , -|,a-Ie King. Yet in reality, as

MoLii', .nil'' could have been more safely

. ; I
,

. -, ai.'l w.is endangered by the

bail

if h

long w
led fron

ing the su

3 I + I^m !+_J-| ™l' from IW
"

The return of the''tn

to Z's strength was tl

play, especially at the

trick 3, £ and iTknow

s is fess likely.

int nine trumps at

Ji and Z. y can
lold no other trump but the Five.

' " trump lead up
therefore bad

After
know that all the

had
ii.id ruffed at

K o _', 1 !ii II -ii lil Spade, and
..,i„ u,., ,>,.ao., .\.;u, to play his

nut ruff. But at trick eight,

iiild have led the lowest of his

lat Z might ruff (for Y knows
the game is lost): and whether
imond J^should have ruffed. The

iL'th and 13th to Z'a major tenace in trumps

;

all this is sur^j, because A certainly does not hold the Diamond
Nine (see trick 7).

The game is also sure (apart, of course, from the enemy liolding

the Spade Ace, in which case nothing can save it) if Z discards

Club Ten at trick 8. The tricks would then fall as follows :—

This, undoul
his I

, after Y had erred by

After throw I ~;:iile King, and with it the only

sure paths to \ i'
I
.. . i

:
'}<^d badly in the grand coiijj at

tricks. It \\ii^ la' ' ii'.i I
' 1. . rssarj- ; it endangered his game.

If Thad not held the Diamond 8—and there was nothing to show
he held it—the grand coup at trick 9 would have lost an otherwise

sure game. The game should have closed as follows:—

s after trick seven. For anything Zknew up to trick

trump would capture the enemy's winning Diamond,
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By MErniSTO.

THE CENTRE GAMBIT.
ILLUSTEATIVE GAME NO. 9.

WE give here a specimen of Black's defence of 4. P to KKt3 in

this Opening. It will be remembered that we gave pre-

ference to the defence of 4. Kt to B3.

Game Play
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A NEW STAR IN A STAR CLOUD.
By Richard A. Proctor.

THE discovery of a new star in the midst of the Great
Nebula in Andromeda must be regarded as one of

the most remarkable astronomical events of the age. It

is true that great changes have ere now been recognised

in stars lying within nebulous clouds. The star Eta
Argus for example, which lies in the midst of that

wonderful mass of luminoas gas called the Keyhole
Nebula in Argo, has changed so marvellously in lustre

since it was first catalogued as a fourth magnitude star

as to present a case corresponding so far as the star is

concerned with the sudden appearance of the new star in

the Andromeda Nebula. For Eta Argils sank from the

fourth magnitude to the sixth, then rose rapidly to the

second, and after remaining for some time at that magni-
tude increased almost suddenly in splendour until it

rivalled Canopus and was surpassed only by Sirius.

Undoubtedly to an observer set at such a distance that

Eta Argus when thus resplendent would have appeared
only as an eighth magnitude star, like the new star ia

Andromeda, Eta with its present light of a sixth magni-
tude star would be altogether invisible. So that viewed
from that imagined distance Eta Argus when it rose to

its greatest splendour would have appeared as a new
star, and as it faded out of view would come to be re-

garded as having been but a temporary star.

Again the star which appeared in Cygnus in 1876
must be regarded as a star which had suddenly shone
out in a nebula, although no nebula had been known where
the star appeared. For when that star had disappeared

there still remained a blue planetary nebula in the place

which the star had occupied. And this nebula was and
is so faint that one can readily uudei-stand it having
escaped notice before. No one, I imagine, can doubt
that the nebula which is seen there now existed there

before the star appeared.
The stars in the great Fish-mouth Nebula in Orion

exhibit iilso a certain degree of variability, which,
though not so striking as the appearance of "new stars,"

is in reality a phenomenon of the same sort. For every

so-called " ne^v star ' may be regarded as a variable of

an unusually irregular kind.

But m all those cases the star which shone with
viriible lustre, or -which for a time appeared as a new
star, has been ux the midst of a gaseous nebula. The
great nebula in Andromeda has always be( n regarded as

a stellar nebula, although it has never been resolved into

stars Under spectroscopic examination it presents the
rainbow-tinted streak crossed by absorption lines which
indicates the existence of glowing solid or liquid or

highly - compressed vaporous matter shining through
absorptive vapours. I remember Dr. Huggins describing

the spectrum of this object to me, during a visit which
I paid to his observatory in 1866 ; and he then said that

the spectrum difPered only from that of a star, in being

rather sharply cut off at the red end, as if through the
action of vaporous envelopes more powerfully absorptive

of red light than the vapours around our sun and most
other stars.

In a rather carelessly-written paragraph in the Times-

of Saturday last, manifestly by a person not well ac-

quainted with astronomical facts, the new star is spoken

of as if it gave support to Laplace's nebular theory. In

reality the appearance of the star is most strongly

opposed to that theory, for the simple reason that all the

processes involved in Laplace's nebular theory are slowly-

acting ones, while the appearance of a new star where a

star had not before been visible, signifies events of a

catastroi^hic nature. Moreover the theory of Laplace, in

the form in which it was present ed, cannot be maintained

by any one acquainted with the laws of physics. A vast

disc of gaseous matter, extending beyond the orbit of

Neptune, but containing no more matter than there is in

the whole solar system would not have the .slightest co-

hesion among its various parts. To conceive of it as

rotating like a single mass is to imagine the impossible.

One may say indeed of Laplace's nebular hyiiothe>is

—

which was very properly regarded by liiiii.st-lf us but a

guess—that astronomers suppose it jiliy-irii;, [— -ilile

and physicists suppose it astronomically
|

<
-

i
:

!
• lu)

one who combines a knowledge of bi'tii .nd

physics can accept it in the wide generality if n- . i i_iiia}

form.

WTiat the new star really does throw light upon, and

light of a very clear and unmistakable sort, is not the

theory of the solar system, but the theory of the stellar

system—that grand gathering of stars, star-clusters, star-

clouds, and star-streams, which we call the galaxy.

If there was one member of the family of nebula^

which was still supposed to remain possibly an external

galaxy, after all the evidence which had been collected

to show that nebulas belong to our own galas

great nebula in Androu
beautiful queen of tlir iirlni'ir as ilir i M :,-:

enthusiastically callril ii. Mr. II. li- ; >i .

as far back as 18;Vj , r Is,;,., j,, hi '^^
.

;

Nebular Hypothesis in thu irc6.'.,./,...v , /;

theory according to which numbers of tlic i

nebulffi are external star systems is absolutely u

He pointed to this fatal objection, that Sir

H.Tsrlirrs „w.st in.NNrrful l,.l,^,-o]v. fii'. ,1 tn v..

ndently

that appaiMit si

I its own diamoti
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therefore (supposing tliat nebula a, galaxy like our own
in size) the distance of the outskirts of our galaxy from
as, more than 450 times. This would correspond to a dimi-

nution in the lustre of individual stars more than 200,000

times. Now Herschel had to withdraw from the sui-vey

<if the remotest parts of our galaxy, or at any rate the

least resolvable parts (for my own interpretation of their

irresolvability does not assume great distance as a neces-

siry point), satisfied, as he said, that those depths are

unfathomable. Irresolvable nebulosity foiled his most
powerful telescopes, within the limits of our own stellar

domain. How preposterous then, when considered a

little, the belief that the same telescope which failed to

i-esolve the outskirts of our own galaxy, can bring into

view individual stars having less than the 200,000th part

of the light of those remoter suns of our stellar system.

Mr. Herbert Spencer pointed out another fatal objec-

tion, in Sir W. Herschel's own account of the arrange-

ment of the stellar and nebular groupings. For Herschel
.Slid that whenever he found his star gauges running
poor, he would call out to his elder sister. Miss Caroline

Herschel, who acted as his assistant, "Prepare to write,

nebula^ are about to appear." This peculiarity of arrange-

ment by which nebulae fit in where stars are spai-sely

.strewn, and vice versd, must be regarded as proof positive

of the association between nebute and stars. Nebuloe
niust belong then to our galaxy.

I mj'self collected some forty pieces of evidence as to

the structvire of our galaxy, by which as I believe the old-

fashioned theory (in favour of which not a single direct

ai-gument has ever been adduced) was shown to be
absolutely untenable. I may remark in passing that I

propose to publish in the first monthly number of the

new series of Knowledge a letter which I addressed to

Sir John Herschel in 1870, wherein the greater number
of the arguments on which the objections to the old

theory are based were briefly indicated. In the second

number of that series I propose to publish his singularly

interesting reply to that communication. I feel that the

t ime has come to make known precisely how that great

astronomer viewed the questionings then being addressed

to the theory with which—not quite correctly—his own
name and his father's have been associated.

But while Mr. Spencer's objections (of themselves)

•sufficed to demonstrate the utterly untenable nature of

the theory of galaxies of stars external to our own
.stellar system ; and my own more laboured gathering of

evidence on the subject should have left no doiibt, even

in the minds of those hist ready to recognise the force of

[•easoning in such matters, the great nebula in Andromeda
was in some degree outside our evidence.

The Andromeda nebula is not gaseous but manifestly

.stellar
;
yet it has not been resolved into stars. Nor had

it been jJossible to show how far the nebula was from
resolvability. Some, using very powerful telescopes on
t he nebula supposed they had come very near to resolving

it into discrete stars ; but tliey could not feel sure on
.such a point. For anything yet shown, telescopes a
thousand times more powerful than the great Rosse
telescope (imagined for the moment as perfect in defining

power) might have failed to resolve the Andromeda
nebiila into stars.

Therefore Mr. Herbert Spencer's first objection, fatal

against all resolved or partly-resolvable nebula?, had no

fatal force (it had considerable force however) against

the Andromeda nebula. Of course the other objection

had no force at all if this nebula is once regarded as

exceptional. Among all my own objections against the
theory of external galaxies, few had much force against

1 certainly none were abso-

L,Teat agglomeration of un-
1 icing an external galaxy.
.lly be said, t1io question is

imot possibly 1m .,., m, iinl

qucsic v ; \ - ''
'

disposed of. A stiir-

galaxy resembling c

suddenly a star wlici-c no star had l"
'

I n

Were the Andromeda nebula such a l::iI i , , i lii(li;ii,_;c

which has recently taken j.lacc in it (or to" speuk more
precisely, the change of which the light-broxight news has
recently reached us) ^nuld correspond to such a change
in our galaxy as would alter it.s whole cliinMoter. A
star millions of times larger than anj- i>ili in '-uv i_i:il i\-y

would have to be present in it—to begin \\ ii li un 1 i lien

after being so dull as to give no more li^Ui tli:iii an
ordinary sun—would have to blaze out suddenly with
hundreds of thousands of times as much light even as

the splendid Sirius pours forth, to produce such a change
of aspect in our galaxy, supposed to be seen from the

distance of the Andromeda nebula, as has actually taken
place in that star-cloud.

The theory that the star-clouds, or any of them, are

external galaxies has received a death-blow. This is not

saying it was not dead before. The blow may be such a
one as FalstafE gave the dead Percy : but no one can
mistake its force. With this new wound the theory has
no longer even the semblance of life, and will possibly

disappear ere long from tho.se cemeteries for defunct
theories, the text-books

!

SELF-INHIBIATIOX.
A COXTEIBUTION TO HUMAN HIBERNATION.

By De. W. Cueean.

STORIES appear every now and then in the papers

about priests and other holy members of the Hindu
or Mahommedan religions burying themselves alive, for

penitential or spectacular purposes, in India. That
many of these are exaggerated

—

cresciint cuiulo—while

others arc as undoubtedly true, goes without saying, and
the ratioNnh: of all is so little understood in these colder

latitudes that it may be as well to say a word or two, by
way of introduction to what follows, about it. These
practices would, indeed, be otherwise unintelligible,

so outre or impracticible do thej- appear, and the atmo-

sphere of India, charged as it is with miracle and fable,

is jieculiarly suited for displays of this kind. Vicarious

suffering or expiation has, moreover, been ever a favourite

mode of currying favour with the Deity in that country.

Pilgrimages and offerings of all kinds are just as accept-

able at the shrines of Allah and Budh as they are at

those of Vishnu and Siva, and self-destruction, for an
incurable malady or other deprivation or calamity, is

expressly sanctioned in one of the holiest of the Hindu
Shastres.*

" The invasion of the Punjab by Alexander in B.C. 327

* " The Bramah Pooranee expressly directs as follows," says

Ward in Lis view of the History, Literature, and Eeligion of

Hindoos, p. 125 :—" Let the man who is afflicted with a grievous

and incnrable disease enter a burning fire, or procure his death by
starvation, or by plunging into unfathomable waters, or by pre-

cipitating himself from an eminence, or by ascending to Paradise

by a respectful pilgrimage to the Himalayan mountains. Whoever
relinquishes Ufe or destroys himself (under these circumstances),

that high-minded person shall receive a great reward in a future

state, and shall not be considered a suicide. Even although he
may have been a great sinner, he shall meet with supreme bliss in

Paradise."
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is," says Mr. Talboys Wheeler,* " the first event wbick
brings India into historical relations with the outer

world," and one of the most interesting episodes of this

relationship was Alexander's friendship for the Brahmin,
Kalanos. This holy man became so attached to his great

master that, having probably through this attachment
broken his caste obligations or incurred the displeasure

of his bigoted associates, he volunteered to accompanj'
him on his return to fircnr. But he never reached his

destination, f(ir liudin^- ili, liurthen of age or of travel

too much for liiiii, i r In ini;- rather ojipressed by some
painful disorder, lie M^iglil, and obtained, permission to

take away his own life. Arrian assures us that, accom-
panied by his friends, he deliberately mounted a funeral-

pyre that was erected in sight of the army and, setting

fire to this with his own hands, he perished in the flames.

Grant Duff f ascribes a similar disregard of death or

dread of suffering to his friends the Mahrattas, and
General Sleeman J knew—circiter aimis 1828-30—"a
wealthy Hindu, gentleman who came a distance of two
hundred miles or more to the banks of the Nerbu.dda for

the express purpose of di-owning himself in that sacred

stream. He was accompanied by a large retinue of

friends and relatives, of whom, after the usual ceremonial
observances of his caste and creed, he took an affectionate

farewell. He then entered the boat that took him into

the deepest part of the river, and having loaded his body
with sand, as a sportsman who is required to carry

weights in a race loads himself with shot, he slipped into

the water and disappeared."
" Many poor men," he adds, " do the same every year

when afflicted by any disease that they consider in-

curable," and the so-called "Ghat-murders" of the

Ganges and the Hooghly are relics of the same tradition

and spirit. So also were Suttee, the swinging from
hooks through the loins, the tongue-piercings, the live-

burials, and other horrible tortures of that kind that

were formerly .so common in that country. The friends

or relatives of the doomed devotee, being unable to afford

him the luxury of a boat to carry him into deep water,

placed him on the margin of the river, and having
stuffed his mouth with mud in the usual orthodox
fashion, left him to die as best he may. And so deter-

mined on self-destruction were these infatuated victims

of superstition, that they bitterly resented any attempts

that might be made by outsiders for their rescue. Nay,
even they subsequently reproached § their deliverers

with having been the cause of their disgrace in this

world and ruin in the next ; and I believe myself that

were we to withdraw from India to-moiTow, all these

frightful practices would be revived again there.

I am glad to find this, my opinion, confirmed by so

competent a witness as Mr. James Fergusson, D.C.L., &c.

Discussing the relationship of some of these practices to

the monoliths, &c., he is describing, he says ("Rude
Stone Monuments," p. 38) that "even now, with all our
colonisation and civilising power, we have had mn,rvel-

lously little real influence on the native races (of India),

* "The History of India, from the Earliest Ages," Vol. ii., p. 172.

+ "The History of the Mahrattas," Vol. i.,p. 424.

I " The Rambles and Recollections of a Bengal Officer," Vol. i.,

and were our power removed, all traces (of our rule)
would rapidly disappear, and the people would revert at
once to what they were, and act as they were wont to do
before they knew us " at all. He acknowledges further,
on p. 4.50, tlir.t " tho BUM. flm f M-

. tli.- Gond, the Todd,
andotliii- 1

1
111. ^ 11 ii[;iiii

:
- ilii

, ,
' ;'iid practise their

own i-lti-. aiiil fiJNn, i1m- r:.-[ , ili.ir forefathers as
lA ]h-

adds (p. 4G1) t

once removed, it cannot be doubted but i

sacrifices—previously referred to

—

wciii'

resumed." So would suttee, female inf.ij:,

murder.s, and self-inhumations, for the spirit that under-
lies the whole fabric and framework of what is—derisively

or facetiously—called Indian civilisation, alias super-
stition glossed over, not buried, is not dead but sleepeth

;

and the same may be said of other primitive or semi-
civilised tribes and races, tantum (potest) religio suadere
malormn.
With regard to the phenomena .set fort] :. .^.

here referred to, I may be permitted i-

that I inquired into them on the spot, u :' ' .

that the few Europeans who had luarl . i

'

believed them ; while, as regards iln luiir, . i,
,

, -.

as might be expected from tin i i,:.

divided on the point. The ^Mali i
:

they inevitably must be, by the i xir.a i ii;„,._. ,..;.. tic

feats * of their own holy men, did nut actually regard
such a disposition of the body as this kind of interment
implies as necessarily incompatible with its vitality.

They were staggered, however, when confronted with the
facts of the case as these were translated by me for them,
and all I could get from several of them was a, " Shuiud
Sahib, perhaps so, sir, there is no knowing." There is,

indeed, no knowing, and as to the I[iialii> tl,.y all

accepted these narratives witlnmt lusiiati-n ^ i- .("imir.

But then the mythology of i!,,. Ilnalus i. u iM, ! mid
madder than that of Olyniiius, and tlinusaiid<. milli. ns
amongst them believe thai wdun tin- lajstic union of the
Yogi of the period is eftrrtcd with Siv.-i, he "can make
himself lighter than the lJi;Iilost sid'siance, heavier than
the heaviest : can become as va.st or minute as he pleases

;

can travorsc all sparo, .animate any dead body by trans-

ferring his (iwn s]irit into it; and, finally, can become
acquaiutod witli ilio past, the present, and tlie future."'

f

What a treasure such a Yogi would be, in 1" la a

London newspaper oflice in the dull sia-. ,:

pity it is he cannot be imported for this
|

,;: -

factured to order on the premises. Bin i' i' ,
,.

(black-water) iiit .a-|H m>s its haiirful p,-. .-

one of those (idni'i us wi'i-tliii's 1u sor^ad • :-
. \y.

Shoe M,-

stalled by the local polic

(To he continued.)

Wu.shii)," iJ. 70), • It
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OUR DUAL BR A IX.

By Richard A. Proctor.

IN a recent lecture at tlie Royal Institution, Mr.
Horsley offered evidence (which seems to me not

very strong) against the theory of the duality of the

juind. A person who, being already fairly well able to

draw with either hand separately, attempts to draw
simultaneously two different forms, however simple, with

both hands, is tolerably sure to fail. Mr. Horsley appears

to think that failure always results. When the effort is

made, he says, " There is a very definite sensation in the

mind of a conflict that is going on in the cortex of the

brain. The idea of the circle alternates with that of the

triangle, and the result of this confusion in the intellec-

.tual and sensorial portions of the brain is that both
motor areas, though remembering, as it were, the deter-

.mination of the experimenter to draw distinct figures,

jwoduce a like confused effect, namely, a circular triangle

and a triangular circle."

Mr. Horsley adds that if the drawing is commenced
immediately at the sound of a signal (as should always

be done in such experiments), it will be found that the

triangle pr«iominates, while, on the other hand, if the

two figures are not commenced simultaneously, the one
last begun will ajipear most distinctly in the fused result,

in fact, will very markedly predominate. He reasons

upon this as follows :
—" The idea of a triangle and circle

having been presented to the intellect of the sensory

centres, the voluntary effort to reproduce them is deter-

mined upon : now if we had a dual mind, and if each

hemisphere was capable of acting per se, then we should

have each intellectual area sending a message to its own
motor area, with the result that the two figures would
be distinct and cornet, not fused."

To this experimental evidence and to its interpretation

t^vo distinct answers can be given. In the first place, it

does not always happen that the attempt to draw two
different objects simultaneously fails in the alleged

manner. Setting on one side as probably exaggerated

the story that Sir Edmund Landseer drew on one occasion

a deer's head with one hand, while he was drawuig a land-

scape with the other, I may cite from my own experience

a case which entirely invalidates Mr. Horsley's evidence,

lly friend. Professor Edwin Morse, of Salem, Mass.,

could draw simultaneously, and that, too, before an

audience, two different objects with either hand. Or he
would draw [an object with one hand, and at the same
time write the names of the parts of the object with the

other. With practice much skill may be acquired in this

. !imbidextrous work.

Here is a simple experiment to show the effect of

:
practice. Try for the first time to write a word of

; so many letters while you spell aloud, letter by letter,

another word containing the same number of letters. At
first you are almost sure (perhaps quite sure) to fail.

But after a few trials what had seemed impossible be-

comes feasible, and presently it becomes quite easy.

Then, even if it were proved that we cannot do two

different things at once (apart from cases where either or

both is done automatically >, this would no more prove

that the brain is not dual than our inability to use the

two eyes simultaneously to do different work would prove

that ^Ye have not dual vision.

As a mutter of fact we are able to prove very easily

thiit vision is double, by alternately closing and opening

cither eye. We cannot make any corresponding experi-

nient with the brain. We do nr t know even that, when

1 ( nomena,
the brain

and even of

in that each
iiililc to make

we are trying to do simultaneuu^ly twn diff. niit tliiiit

the two different sides of the br.iin :ii''- r-.Uiil inti. uctiii:

We have positively no means of iliii i-miuinLr \\ licilur oi

side, or the other side, or both m^I.- -f tli. iMaln .shall 1

used, or of knowing whether tl . r. i, 1. J-^ven i

those cases where marked altiii ': i

companied or preceded by m:irl. i

show unmistakably that two dillirLiii j.ait

may alternate in the regulation of action

character, the person thus dually minded and charactered

is perfectly powerless as to the particular mental side of

him which shall come uppermost (or act alone). He
often does not even know that he is passing or has passed

from one state to the other.

Since, however, we are absolutely c

eye does its work, while we are absi .Intel

them work separately yet simultaiitnu^

eye work at long range, for examjilr, aiwl tin' other at

short range, the argument used by ill'. Ilnisli y in regard

to the brain is altogether without force.

If any one could make his two eyes work separately, I

should be the one to do it, for my left eye is permanently

limited to work at short focal distances, while the right

eye has the usual range. Yet, not only am I powerless

to make my two eyes work separately and simultaneously,

but I am very seldom conscious of the fact that the left

eye is in reality presenting to the brain (so to speak) a

very different picture from that which is presented by the

right eye.

I remained unconscious of the difference between the

focal lengths of my two eyes, marked though it is (inso-

much, that for ordinary distances my left eye is almost

blind), till I was about twenty ; at least I know it must
have been more than twenty-sis years ago that I detected

the peculiarity. I was in church one Sunday evening,

listening or not listening to a rather dreary sermon, in

which a person whom I had reason for regarding little

was enjoining duties which I had long learned to regard

a great deal; and being naturally inattentive to him, I

attended to other things. Now, there were in front of

me two bright lights, and I noticed to the right of them
two blurred lights, looking as large as the moon, where
assuredly no lights were. I looked at another group of

lights, three of them—and lo, to the right of them also,

a group of three,' similarly arranged, blurred lights. I

closed my left eye, and could see only the bright lights

;

I closed my right eye, and could see only the blurred

lights. That was all my left eye could do in the way of

showing those lights.

Thus, for the first time in my life, I learned that so

far as distant objects were concerned I was almost blind

of one eye. But I soon found that my left eye was by

no means blind for near objects ; on the contrary, it was
and is very keen for them. Tet I cannot make my
eyes, different though they thus are, work separatel}-,

except in an imperfect sort of way, akin to the way in

which, in Mr. Horsley's experiment, one hand makes a

circular triangle while the other makes a triangular

circle. I am well assured my vision is double, as all

men are; nay, in my case vision is even of two kinds with

the two eyes : yet I have precisely the sort of evidence

respecting my two eyes which Mr. Horsley regards as

evidence of unity.

Mr. Horsley cites a singular illustration of the duality

of the mind, of which, however, he endeavours to dis-

pose. The case is so remarkable, and, just now when all

sorts of foolish superstitions are as rife as ever, so in-

structive, that I give its details here prettj- nearly in full,

as recorded by Prof. Ball, of Paris. He "tells us that a
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young man, a patient of his, one morning heard himself
addres.sed by name, and yet could see no one. He replied

to this invisible, and in reality imaginary, interlocutor
;

and a conversation followed, in the course of which the
ghostly visitor informed him that he—the visitor—re-

joiced in the name of Gabbage. After thi.s, he was
often favoured with visits from M. Gabbage. Unfortu-
nately, the suggestions of M. Gabbage were generally
open to objection. At one time M. Gabbage urged the
patient to give an overdose of chlorodyne to a friend's

child, at another his idea was that the young man would
do well to jiimp out of a second-floor window.

Prof. Ball thought—naturally enough—that the young
man needed watching. It was presently found that the
patient was suffering from one-sided hallucination ; that
is to say, a strong but false impression, affecting one side

only of the brain, appeared to come from some external
cause, the healthy side rejecting the evidence as false.

(Without doubt many superstitions, many false religious

beliefs, and also many crimes, have been suggested in

this way.)
Mr. Horsley finds nothing in this or similar cases to

suggest the duality of the brain ; but I take it that the
evidence is precisely analogous to that which showed me
not only the duality but the diversity of my own visual
powers. Usually, of course, the two sides of the brain
would give the same sort of evidence respecting external
objects

;
just as—usually—the two eyes do : but in cer-

tain cases one side of the brain is defective or peculiar in
some way or other, and so gives evidence which the
better and sounder side rejects

;
just as in my case one

eye gave evidence of large diffuse lights where I knew,
from the sound evidence of my better eye, that small
bright flames were burning. The analogy seems as per-
fect as it can be ; and the necessary conclusion is that
the brain's action, in ordinary cases, is as essentially dual
as the action of the eyes in vision.

MYSTERIES AND MORALITIES.

By Edward Clodd.

WHATEVER afforded material for more vivid pre-

sentment of incidents connected with the birth

of Christ was gladly utilised by the dramatiscrs, and in

the meagreness of the canonical narratives, as well as in

their silence, the Apocryphal Gospels, with their freer

treatment of the mysteries of the miraculous conception

and their record of the scandal to which it was assumed
to give rise, were largely drawn upon.

This is especially noticeable in the Coventry series, in

which eight plays bearing upon events preceding and
surrounding the Nativity are based upon the Protevange-

lium or Gospel of James, the Gospel of Mary, and the

History of Joseph the Carpenter. They treat of the

barrenness of Anna, of Mary in the Temple, of her be-

trothment, of the salutation and conception, of Joseph's

jealousy, of the visit to Elizabeth, and of the trial of

Joseph and Mary.
Joseph's Jealousi/, or TroulU ahout Mary, is the subject

of a pliiy in each series, the Cli.sirr .xr.'i.tvd, In xvl,i,'h

years," leei, as^ ,,ne ef the liens/ ef Davi.'l, been eite.l « ith

the "Holy Gost is .syttjTige," he .should be betrothed to

Mary. Joseph, who says :—

•

I have be maydon evyr, and evyr more wele ben,
1 chaungyd not yet of alle my long )yff

;

And now to be maryed sum man wold wen (gnesj),

It is a straunge thynge an old man to take a yonge wyff,

is appalled when, despite his striving to keep in the back-

ground, the "ded stok beryth floures," and he is told

that he must take Mary to wife.

Nay, nay, sere, lett bene,
Xuld I now in age begynne to dote,

If I here chyde she wolde cloi

Blere myn ey, and pyke out a
And thus oftyn tymes it i

But when told that God has ordained it he assents, and
the betrothal follows, Joseph " hiring a \jiy\ praty

hous " for Mary, where he leaves her to the care of five

maidens while he travels to a " fere countre "—

The course of events is broken in the Coventry series

by a pageant of the Parliament of Heaven, or, as Hone
calls it, A Council of the Trinity, opening with a pro-

logue by Contemplacio, who recites the fall of man and
his need of redemption. Veritas, Justitia, and Miseri-

cordia alike supplicate the Divine mercy, and as the

result of a council between the persons in the Trinity,

the angel Gabriel is commanded to visit Mary and
announce to her that " the son of the Godhead of here

xal be bore." He salutes her with an anagrammatic pun
if the reading " av ye " instead of "ar ye" is correct

:

Heyl, fful of grace, God is with the,

Amonge alle women blyssyd art thu

;

Here this name Eva is turnyd Ave,
That is to say withoatte sorwe av ye now.

A lilt 1. I Til I till- (he following stage direction occurs :

// ' I ,/,'.i-cniltt Kith it/, bemi/s to nnr L,id<i, the

iom • < nth iij. hemys to the Ilohj Goft, !/„ f,„lyr

Godl^ I thisone,a7idsoentreaU,thrcto i.tr bosom,

and Ma,y ^Lijth-

Maria. Ah ! now I ffele in my body be
Parfyte God and parfyte man,
Havyng alle schappe of chyldly carnalylf,

E\-Tn al at onys thus God began*

At the end of n
Mary pregnant, n
wed, then meets her with reproaches for her faithless-

ness and with questions as to who has thus wronged
l^i'^-t

. . . .

He will not believe the strange answer which she gives

him, and will steal away and leave her, but that an

» Coventry Mysteries, :

t York Mysteries, p. 1(

Mar. Sir, Goddis
Ton-neley Mysteries, j>.

Who owe tl

Maria. Syr, ye and
Coventry Mysteries, p.

Ow! dame.
With child.
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lakke.t

•esponds to this too closely to

angel appears and convinces him of liei

purity :
—

She has consayaed the Holy Cos
,

And she shalle bare Codes son*

The rapprochement between the two, when Mary for-

gives the repenting Joseph for doubting her, is repre-
sented with mucli tfudcrnt'SS :

—

Wiste 1 thou wolde me here.
Mar. Forgiftnessc, sir ! late be ! for si

Slike (such) wordis suld all gud

The Towueley play
need quotation ; but in the Coventry there is a pretty
touch when, in response to Joseph's desire to kiss Mary's
" swete fete," she says :

—

«• Nay, lett be my fete, not tho (those) ye take,

Cf My mouthe ye may kys i-wys,

A distinctive pageant of this series, based on the Trial

of Joseph and Mary,X is ushered in by an amusing
address citing the persons named to appear before the
Buschop :—

Bothe John Jurdon, and Geffrey Gyle,
Malkyn Mylkedoke, and fayr Mabyle,
Stevyn Sturdy, and Jak at the Style,

And Sawdyr Sadelere.

Thorn Tynkere and Betrys Belle,

Peyrs Potter and Whatt at the Welle,
Symme Smalfeyth and Kate Kelle,

And Bertylmew the Bochere.
Kytt Cakelere and Colett Crane,
Gylle Fetyse and fayr Jane,
Powle Pewterere and Pernel Pranc,
And]Phelypp the good Flecchere.

Cok Crane and Davy Drydust,
Lnce Lyere and Letyce Lytyltrust,
Miles the Myllere and Colle Crakecrust,

Bothe Bette the Bakere, and Robyn P.ede.

And, adds the officer, showing that money was collected

at the performances :

—

And loke ye ryngewele in your purs,
Ffor ellys your cawse may spede the wurs,
Thow that ye slynge Goddys curs

Evyn at myn hede, ffast com away.

Bothe Boutyng the Browstere, and Sybyly Slynge,
Blegge Merywedyr and Sabyn Sprynge,"
Tyftany Twynkelere, ffayle ffor nothynge.

The court* xal be this day.§

* IVZ- .Vv.sV,r;«. ,111. no. Ill :— '

Gnlirii I. '['..'
' Kil ,. t ,:r ^1 11 lie borne of her,

^ 'Mho haly gast,
A - than sail be aftir,

Aii.i t" :i! iiiin' \ ihIc nowe althir mast (all that is best).

For slike happe sail hym fall

AJs thou sail se in haste.

His pepull safE he sail

Of euyUis and angris all

That thei at nowe enbraste.

Coventry/ Mysteries, p. 121 :

—

Avgehis. Sche is a ful clone may.
I telle the, God wyl of here be bom,
And sche clene mayd as she was befom,
To save mankynd that is forlorn.

Go chore "hyre therfore, I say.

t Yvrli Mysteries, -p. \U.

% ne Gospel of PscmJo-Matthen; ch. xii (Cowper's ed.), pp.

§ Coventr), Mysteries, pp. 131, 132.

The charge . T i n 1: .
ii \ : jninst Joseph, and more espe-

cially again>l M ! ught by two slanderers in

language of i;.. ,::.. !. 1 jiluinness, when the Bishop
interrupts tlicm iuul .-ciul.-, fur the accused, who deny the

charge, and are then severally bidden to submit their

innocence or guilt to the test of ordeal by drinking the

"hotel of God's vengeannes,"* which would prove them
guilty by producing " sum maculacion plejoi on the face."

Joseph drinks, walks round the altar seven times, and
establishes his innocence ; then when Mary offers to do

the like. Primus detractor says jeeringly :

—

In ffeyth I m
Withow-tyii a

And a flake

i

.jf tl ,-Ide in hy

lie that it dede snowe,
; mouthe crepte,

wombe doth growcf

•, followir

e reclyne.''

Maiy passes through the ordeal without "maculacion,"

and when the Bishop declares her "clene mayde, both
modyr and wj'if," Primus detractor charges him with
having changed the draught, whereupon the slanderer is

compelled to swallow what is left of it, and his sickness

thereat is assuaged only through the Virgin's prayer.

RAMBLES WITH A HAMMER.
By W. Jerome Harrison, F.G.S.

HUNSTAXTOX AND THE BED CHALK.

OUR rambles have hitherto been confined to Wales
and to the Midlands. It is now time to give the

East coast a tui-n. The strata which form our little

isle slant or " dip " to the east, the older beds passing

under the newer in that direction. The result of this

arrangement is that the oldest rocks form the surface of

Wales, while the newest, latest-formed beds, occupy the

shore-line round tlie mouth of the Thames.
In considering the rocks of any district we must

always bear in mind the difference between its solid and
its superficial geology. On an ordinary geological map
only the former is shown, the stripes of colour indicating

the various rocks which there form distinct beds or strata,

such as can be followed in layers deep down into the

earth. But these, so-called, solid rocks are frequently

covered over and concealed by "superficial" beds of

clay, sand, &.C., often of great thickness, left by the melt-

ing of the glaciers or icebergs which invaded England
during the last glacial period, perhaps some quarter of

a million years ago. In the Eastern counties it is espe-

cially necessary to bear this distinction between, the

"solid" and " superficial" strata in mind, for nowhere
else are the latter so well ilc\'e]'>iied. An incipient

geologist—say a farmer who is \v\ iii;_; in li^iii something

about the soil of his farm- may \\t U i>e astoni.shed

when his geological map shows him tlie surface of Nor-

folk as a nearly uniform mass of white chalk ; while his

experience in digging, well-sinking, kc, tells him of

thick beds of claj- and sand occupying the same area !

* Cf. Numbers, V. 10-31. The Bitt. i \v,,t. : v..^ ,.i,.- of several

ordeals in use among the Hebrews, i' lah.i;}- to the

poison ordeals of Africa and the 1. .
- (laniloned by

K. Johanan ben Saccai about the i\m>- ><', tin ' I li-ii.ni era.

t Coventry Mysteries, p. 140. Die sioiy ul a .-uow-child was
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This discrepancy is now being remedied bj- tlic publica-

tion by the Government Geological Survey of tivu sets of

geological maps for each district ; the one showing the

deep-seated rocks only, while the other— called the
" Drift Maps "—show the exact nature of the rock, be it

" solid " or " superficial," which actually forms the surface

at any given point. With this preliminary explanation,

we will pass on to the special subject of our paper—the
rocks of that rising sea-side resort, Hunstanton.

Neighbourhood of

southwards,

Hun'ston, as the native familiarly terms it, lies at the

eastern corner of the Wash, facing the North Sea, and is,

of course, in the county of Norfolk. It is well supplied

with railway accommodation, in connection with the

Great Eastern, Great Northern, and Midland Railway

systems, and has grown very rapidl}' during the last few

years. There are two villages— Old Hunstanton and
Hunstanton St. Edmund's—divided by
cliffs, ninety feet in hr-io-lit. Stnndiutr

irch) iBoston Ch
the noi-th-

the same white rock a

clear that at some time
line of chalk hilli

called the Wash, ii

chalk. To. .,.„,;:

and \v,t;

Tli-'i
:

!.•!.

ilittl.

of chalk
e chalky
: iwer of

-hile to

rmed of

It i.'

other the sea has Ireaelicd the

and then hollowed out the ef~tuar}-,

the softer strata which lie below the

I'm - I 11 r rocks, we must descend,

, .-, tinged yellow or red by

3 beach at Hunstanton,

liti', are sandstones belongingof t

'T
'

and form
to the Lower G-reensand, a subdivision of the Lower
Cretaceous or Neocomian foi-mation of geological text-

books. Our map (Fig. 1), which i'^ n rt'lnrtinn r.f th

Geological Survey map, recently ]'i'.']';iri'l 1", t!i:ii uxr

lent geologist, Mr. W. Whitak.r, VA,.-^.. !,.-..- tl .s

Loicer Greensand, es.i&aAing soullns ai-.l> |a^i .Sm i i i.-liain

to Dersingham, Sandringham, kc. The pits in winch the

stone is worked round Snettisham should be carefully

examined. The upper division of this sandstone has

been hardened by an infiltration of water containing

oxide of iron, which has acted as a cement to bind the

grains of sand together. This hard, sandy rock is called

"Carstone"—perhaps from " Quernstone "—since its

gritty nature would make it suitable for the old hand-

mills or querns once used to grind corn. It rises into

picturesque, low, wooded hills between Hunstanton and

Sandringham ; the presence of a bed of clay jnst here,

between the two divisions of the Greensaii'l i- i-.-ly: -..l by

a vigorous growth of oaks, while firs flour; ' ' \y

beds above and below. This clay is wciv i m
brickyard. The " Carstone "—also calh-l ' - -

'

' '1

stone"—is used for building, while thr \••\\^'. -itw
sands are shipped for glass-making. The C':.r>!' iif a' the

base of Hunstanton clifi contains numerous small
|

i liMes

of quartz, <S:c. ; of fossils there are but li\\. iii!;iiiig

some rolled ammonites. The total 1

1

Lower Greoisand is not much more i t

Hunstanton, and if we could pierce tlui ; _ 1

find it underlain by a dark, tenacious l.., — -- --

meridge Clay—which was indeed reached iu a deep

boring farther east, at Holkham, at a depth of 743 feet.

{To he continued.)

VARIATION OF A NEBULA.
of Satiu-dnyrHE following appeared in the Ti

last :—
"SiK,—A circular, dated

^of Do •pal), slari.h

f.und by
ease look

" From an examination of this nebula last night with

a six-iiuh refractor, I can confirm his statement that

there 1 . \..riii; II, an 1 tliat of a most wonderful kind,

as 1 li I 1
I In 111! ;ij<- of being able to compare

the pr> '•
I

i'
! i-vrilx u it h a photograph I took last

year (.Aa^a-t \i'>.

" The centre of this nebula has Iiitherto always been

noted as a bright condensation of the nebulous matter,
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looking as one of the old astronomers said, like a candle
ill a horn lantern, and so it appears in tlie photograph.
Now it appears as an intensely bright point, entirely-

different in character and very much more brilliant than
before.

" About two minutes of arc from this new bright point
there is a faint star many magnitudes less bright ; this

faint star shows on the photograph as bright, though not
so large, as the old central condensation. I have no
doubt we have hero a case of real change taking place,

and that astronomers will watch further developments
with intense interest. A. A. Common, F.R.S."

" Ealing,' Sept. 4.

" Sir,—The sudden appearance of a new star in the
heavens is a rare event, which is so full of interest to

many of your readers that it deserves to be carefully
chronicled.

" On Aug. 31 Dr. Hartwig, of Dorpat, announced the
discovery of a variation in the Andromeda nebula pre-
senting the form of a starlike nucleus. Thanks to Lord
Crawfnnl's |iroin]it dissemination of such astronomical
news l.y im-aiis (if the Dun Echt circulars, astronomers
werr unuiMJly iuformed of the discovery by Sept. 2.

"La.sl ivruiug (Sept. 3), on examining the Andromeda
nebula, the object was found to be conspicuously visible

as a star of the eighth or ninth magnitude shining
through the densest region of the nebula. It does not at

all present the aspect of a nucleus to the nebula, and at

present I have not been able to' detect any ch.ange in the
nebula itself. It seems evident, therefore, that the
object is one of those' enigmatical variable stars, such as

were observed to suddenly blaze forth by Tycho Brahe in

Cassiopeia, by Kepler in Serpentarius, and more recently
in 1866 by the late Mr. Birmingham in Corona.

" Three sets of photometric comparisons with another
star were secured. The small st.ar adopted for a standard
was one of the eighth magnitude in the Perseus cluster,

and was selected because (1) it was about the same alti-

tude as the new star, (2) observations for several years
had shown that its light was not appreciably variable,

and (3) because estimations of its magnitude are known,
and moreover it is to be identified in the exquisite photo-
graph of this cluster by the MM. Henry, at the Paris
Observatory.

" Assuming this star as of 8-1 magnitude (it is probably
rather higher), then the three sets of photometric
measures, made on the principle of limiting apertures,
give for the date 1885, September 3, 9 p.m. to 11 p.m

—

'Nova Stella,' 8-8 magnitude, three observations; 87
magnitude, eight observations ; 8'7 magnitude, four obser-
vations

; mean 8-72 magnitude.
" If your readers will look towards the east between

nine and ten o'clock in the evening, and rather high up,
they will see a small misty spot of light—that is the
Andromeda nebula—and on taking an opera glass they
will not fail to detect in the middle of this misty spot a
small star, which is the new one just started into visi-

bility. To the specti'oscope we must look to learn
something of the nature of this remarkable oatburst.

" Edwaed B. Knobel.
" Becking, near Braintree, Essex, Sept. 4."

The chairman and directors of the Great Western Railvvaj- pro-
ceeded through the Severn tunnel in a special train on Saturday
fast, accompanied by a number of friends. The tunnel is to be
lormally opened by the Prince of Wales some months hence.

FIRST STAR LESSONS.
Br RicHAED A. Peoctok.

1'^HE constellations included in

of this series are numbered
(the names being omitted on tl

fai as possible from all that
grouping less distinct) :

—

1. Ursa Minor, the Little Bear
{a, the Pole Star).

2. Draco, the Dragon (a,

Thuban)
3. Cepheus, King Cepheus.
4. Cansiopeia, the Lady in the

Chair.

5. Perseus, the Champion (ft,

Algol, famous variable).

6. Auriga, the Charioteer (a,

Capella)

7. Ursa Major, the Greater
Bear (a, ft, the Pointers).

8. Canes Venatici, the Hunting
Dogs (a, Cor Caroli).

9. Coma Berenices, Queen
Berenice's Eair.

10. Bootes, the Herdsman (a,

Arcturus).

11. Corona Borealis, the Nor-
them Crown.

12. Serpens, the Serpent.

13. Hercules, the Kneeler.
14. Lyra, the Lyre (a, Tega).

15. Cygnus, the Swan (a,

Arided; ft, Albires).

16. Pegasus, the Winged Horse.

17. Andromeda, the Chained
Lady.

18. Triangula, the Triangles.

19. Aries, the Bam.
20. Taurus, the Bull (o, Aide-

haran; ij, Alcyone, chief

Pleiad).

21. Gemini, the Twins (a,

Castor ; ft, Pollux).

the twenty-four maps
throughout as follows

majjs, to clear these as

light render the star-

Cancer, the Crab (the

cluster is the Beehive).

Leo, the Lion (o, Regulus).

Virgo, the Virgin (o, Spica).

, the Scales
Ophiuchus, the

Holder.

Aquila,the Eagle (a,Altair).

Delphinus, the Dolphin.

Aquariius,the Water Carrier.

P,sces. the Fishes.

Cetus, the Sea Monster (o,

Mira, remarkable va-

riable).

Eridanus, the Rtoer.

Orion, the Giant Hunter
(a, Betelgeux; ft, Rigel).

Canis Minor, the Lesser Dog
(a, Procyon).

Hydra, the Sea Serpent (a,

Alphard).
Crater, the Cup (a, Alkes).

Corvus, the Crow.
Scorpio, the Scorpion (a,

Sagittarius, the Archer.

Capricornus, the Sea Qoat.

Piscis Australis, the Sou-
them Fish (a, Fomal-
haut).

Lepus, the Hare.
Columla, the Doie.

Canis Major, the Greater

Dog {a,Sirius).

Argo, the Ship.

FINDING THE WAY AT SEA.

By Richard A. Proctor.

{Continued from page 194.)

IT will be clear to the reader, by this time, that the

great point in determining the longitude, is to have

the true time of Greenwich or some other reference

station, in order that by comparing this time with ship

time, the longitude east or west of the reference station

may be ascertained. Ship time can always be deter-

mined by a morning or afternoon observation of the sun,

or by observing a known star when towards the east or

west, at which time the ditirnal motion raises or de-

presses it most rapidly. The latitude being known, the

time of day (any given day) at which the sun or a star

should have any particular altitude is known also, and,

therefore, conversely, when the altitude of the sun or a

star has been noted, the seaman has learned the time of

day. But to find Greenwich time is another matter;

and without Greenwich time, ship time teaches nothing

as to the longitude. How is the voyager at sea or in

desert places to know the exact time at Greenwich or

some other fixed station? We have seen that chrono-

meters are used for this purpose ; and chronometers are

now made so marvellously perfect in construction that

they can be trusted to show true time within a few

seconds, under ordinary conditions. But it must not be

overlooked that in long voyages a chronometer, however
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NIGHT SKY FOR SEPTEMBER (Fii

Showing the heavens as they appear at the following hours :-

September 1 at lOi o'clock.
|

Septembt r 9 at 9J o'clock.

September 5 at 10 o'clock. September 13 at 9i o'clock.

[jerfect its construction, is more liable to

at a fixed station. That it is contiim

shaken is something, but it is not the chii

it is exposed. Tlie n;reat chani^e.s of t ini|

when a shij) jiasses from the lrMi|M i
iir

the torri<l zone to tlie tenipeiMi.

meter far more sevei-ely than ill! \ i

And then it i.s to be noted tli;it' ;i n > i_\ m
error corresponds to a differenee of liin_'i

eient to occasion a serious error in the ;

position. For this reason and for other

to have some means of determinini; C

independently of chronometers.

This, in fact, is the famous jiroblein

•rs offered and have been

yroblem that AVhiston.

Newton was afraid of

s aiul iiiortaTS ; for which
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Hogarth pilloried liim in the cdobrited madhouse scene
of the"Rake'« Progress." Of course, Wliistonhad perceived
the essential feature of all methods intended for deter-

mining the lonp-itnde. Any si2:n;i.l which is recognisalle,

no mutter l^y ( y,- ' r ,n-. (r in wIi;itsocver way, at both
statimiN, tlir iil'i i-eiiri .si;[ii..ii mill the station whose

iiitisi iirirsMuiiy suffice to convey
the 1 of o Til .rdif

Whiston's scheme L.y in tlic impliLil

any form of ordnance raiM I'lnjii nckct signals },a-

enough to be scm er I,, aid in niid-.u-raii. .\l;alil\^tly

tion is imiHi--; .

,
-

i j n ,1. in tlic'celrNtial S[':u'us ; fur

these alone en: I •

,

^e, m- <1 Mn.ultaneeuNly fnan widely

distant jiartM'fila eirih. It has been to .such signals,

then, that men uf science have turned for the required

means of determining longitude.

Galileo was the first to point out that the satellites of

Jiqnter supply a series of signals which might serve to

determine the longitude. AVhen ene fif these bodies is

eclipsed in Jupiter's sliadnw, oi' passes oiit of sight be-

hind Jupitei-'s disc, or reappears fn.m eclipse or occulta-

tion, the phenomenon is one which can be seen from a
whole hemisphere of the earth's surface. It is as truly

a signal as the appearance or disappearance of a light in

ordinary night-signalling. If it can be calculated before-

hand that one of these events will take jilace at any
given hour of Greenwich time, then, freni whatever spot

the phenomenon is observed, it is Icnown there that the

Greenwich hour is that indicated. Theoretically this is

a solution of the fnneus jm-blem ; and Galileo, the dis-

coverer of Jnpit.rs feiir satellites, thought he had found
the means uf determining the longitude with great

accuracy. Unfortunately these hopes have not been
realised. At sea, indeed, except in the calmest weather,

it is impossible to observe the phenomenon of Jupiter's

satellites, simply becaiisethe telescope cannot be directed

.steadily upon the planet. But even on land Jupiter's

satellites afEord but imperfect means of guessing at the

longitude. For, at present, their motions have not been
thoroughly mastered by astronomers, and though the
" Nautical Almanac " gives the estimated epochs for the

various phenomena of the four satellites, yet, owing to

the imperfection of these tables, these epochs are often

found to be appreciably in error. There is yet another
difficulty. The satellites are not mere points, but being
in reality as large as or larger than oui' moon, they have
discs of appreciable though small dimensions. Accordingly
they do not vanish or reappear instantaneously, but
gradually, the process lasting in reality several seconds

(a longer or shorter time according to the particular

satellite considered), and the estimated moment of the
phenomenon thus comes to depend on the power of the
telescope employed, on the skill or the visual powers of

the observer, on the condition of the atmosphere, and
so on. Accordingly, very little reliance could be placed

on such observations as a means for determining the
longitude with any considerable degree of exactness.

No other celestial phenomena present themselves
except thtS3 depending on the moon's motions.* All

learn of him witliout contraclictiDg him when I differed in opinion
from him : he could not in his old age bear such contradiction, and
so he was afraid of me tlie last thirteen years of his life."

* If but one star or a few would periodically (and quite regularly)
" go out " for a few moments, the intervals between such vanisbings
l>eing long enough to ensure that one would not be mistaken in

point of time for the nest or following one, then it wou i be pos-
sible to determine Greenwich or other reference time with great

i-^gg
^jj^ 2jgj.g ^yg cannot but recognise an argument against

the planets, as well as the stm and moon, traverse at

various rates and in different paths the sphere of the
fixed stars. But the moon alone moves with sufficient

rapidity to act as a time-indicator for terrestrial voya-
gers. It is hardly necessary to explain why rapidity of

motion is important ; but the following illustration may
be given for the jmrpose. The hour-hand of a clock

does in reality indicate the minnie as uell as the Imur;
-et . e.f i

So with the more slowly - moving celestial bodies.

They would serve well enoiigh, at least some among
them would, to show the day of the year, if we
could only imagine that such information were eycr
required from celestial bodies. But it would be hope-
less to attempt to ascertain the true time with any
degree of accuracy from their motions. Now the
moon really moves with considerable rapidity among
the stars.* She completes the circuit of the celestial

sphere in 27^ days (a period less than the common luna-

tion), so that in one day she traverses about thirteen

degrees,—or her own diameter (which is rather more
than half a degree) in about an hour. This, astronomi-

the singular tlieory that the stars were intended simply as lights

to adorn our heavens and to be of use to mankind. The teUologists
who have adopted this strange view can hardly show how the theory

is consistent with the fact that quite readily the stars (or a few
of them) might have been so contrived as to give man the means
of travelling with much more security over the length and breadth

of his domain than is at present possible. In this connection I

venture to quote a passage in which Sir John Herschel has touched
on the vse/uliicss of tlie" stars, in terms which were they not cor-

rected by other and better known passages in his writings, might
suggest that he had adopted the theory I have just mentioned:

—

" The stars," he said, in an address to the Astronomical Society,

in 1827, "are landmarks of the universe; and amidst the endless

and complicated fluctuations of our sj-stem, seem placed by its

Creator as guides and records, not merely to elevate our minds
by the contemplation of what is vast, but to teach us to direct

our actions by reference to what is immutable in His works. It

is indeed hardly possible to over-appreciate their value in this

point of view. Every well-determined star, from the moment its

place is registered, becomes to the astronomer, the geographer,

the navigator, the surveyor, a point of departure which can never

deceive or fail him,—the same for ever and in .ill places, of a
delicacy so extreme as to be a test for every instrument yet in-

vented by man, yet equally adapted for the most ordinary purposes

;

as available for regulating a town clock as for conducting a navy
to the Indies ; as eftective for mapping down the intricacies of a
petty barony as for adjusting the boundaries of transatlantic

empires. When once its place has been thoroughly ascertained-

and carefully recorded, the brazen circle with which the useful

work was done may moulder, the marble pillar may totter OB its

base, and the astronomer himself sui-vive only in the gratitude of
posterity ; but the record remains, and transfuses all its own
exactness into every determination which takes it for a ground-

work, giving to inferior instruments, nay, even to temporary con-

trivances, and to the observations of a few weeks or days, all the

precision attained originally at the cost of so much time, labour,

and expense." It is only necessary as a corrective to the erroneous

ideas whieli u.i^lii etlienvise be suggested by this somewhat high-

tiowii 1
,1 I !,! following remarks from the work which

repre i
: I rschel's more matured views, his well-

kno\M iiomy." " For what purpose arc we to

supije-' II bodies scattered through the abyss ot

space. ....... .... . ..iuminate our nights, which an additional

moon of llie tl'ieii-undih part of the size of our own world would
do much better : nor to sparkle as a pageant void of meaning and
reality, and bewilder us among vain conjectures. Useful, it is true,

they are to man as points of exact and permanent reference, but he
must have studied astronomy to Uttle purpose, who can suppose

man to be the only object of his Creator's care ; or who does not

see in the vast and wonderful apparatus around us, provision for

other races of animated beings."

* It was this, doubtless, which led to the distinction recognisecJ

in the book of Job, where the moon is described as " nalhng in
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<'ally speaking, is vei'y rapid motion ; and as it can be

detected in a few seconds by telescopic comparison of

the moon's place with that of some fixed star, it serves

to show the time within a few seconds, which is pre-

<^^isely what is required by the seaman. Theoretically,

all he has to do is to take the moon's apparent distance

from a known star, and also her height and the star's

Jieight above the horizon. Thence he can calculate

what would be the moon's distance from the star at the

moment of observation, if the observer were at the

<-arth's centre. But the Nautical Almanac informs him
of the precise instant of Greenwich time corresponding

to this calculated distance. So he has, what he requires,

the true Greenwich time.

It will be manifest that all methods of finding the

•way at sea, except the rough processes depending on

the log and compass, require that the celestial bodies,

(ir some of them, should be seen. Hence it is that

cloudy weather for any considerable length of time,

occasions danger and sometimes leads to shipwreck and
loss of life. Of course, the captain of a ship proceeds

with extreme caution when the weather has long been

•cloudy, especially if according to his reckoning he is

drawing near shore. Then the lead comes into play,

that by soundings, if possible, the approach to shore

may be indicated. Then also by day and night a careful

watch is kept for the signs of land. But it sometimes

liappens that despite all such precautions a ship is lost
;

for there are conditions of weather which, occurring

when a ship is nearing shore, render the most careful

look-out futile. These conditions may be regarded as

included among ordinary sea-risks, by which term are

understood all such dangers as would leave a captain

blameless if shipwreck occurred. It would be well if no

ships were ever lost save from ordinary sea-risks ; but

unfortunately ships are sometimes cast ashore for want
<if care ; either in maintaining due watch as the shore is

approached, or taking advantage of opportunities, which
may be few and far between, for observing sun, or moon,
or stars, as the voyage proceeds. It may safely be said

that the greater number of avoidable shipwrecks have
iljeen occasioned by the neglect of due care in finding the

THE PARADISE FISH AND ITS NEST.

Bt C. F. Holder.

rPHOSE who are familiar «iili the dilHenltlcs that

X attend the transportatinn nf fiii-ci-n an. I irojiical

;iish to this latitude will aiipreciatr il.c I'a.'i tlial iua,

paradise fishes (Macropodus viridi-'i ni-iil n^) liav.' lutii

safely brought from India, and arc lluui l>liin'4' in an

aquarium in the museum-room at I'liUon Maik. i. Tiny
seem perfectly acclimated, and it is h())i'il ili;it i Iny may
be introduced into American wafeis in tlic latmnU' froiu

which they were taken. That they Nvuul.l i^imvc an ac-

quisition, no one could doubt aft'cr a, cnitciiiiilat Ion of

their raovcnicuts, and 1 am indcMc.l to i'n.f. 11. J. Kice

In its natlvr cnunt ly tin' |.,m,,.|i..' fish has a somewhat
unenviable i-.iailal inn.' Ii, iiu |.ii u uious in the extreme

;

so much so, indeed, tliai ii is u-i d by the Siamese very

much as the Malays use the game-cock.
The native name of the fish is plakat, and in every

town they can be found kept in glass jars and domes-
ticated to a remai'kable degree, the possibilities of which
are well shown in the actions of the Fulton Market
specimens. The Siamese use the fish principally in

fighting, the method being to place them in glass vessels

near each other, when they soon become enraged. When
fully aroused they are placed together, and the result is

attended with all the excitement of the prize-ring, the

r \:.\],.; 1ranee when excited

iLrhting purposes is

in a state of quiet, with the fins at

present nothing remarkable. But

frill round the throat, adds .somethii

general appearance. In this state of i

repeated darts at its real or reflects i

the fish, when out ..f .ad, ,.t],vv\ si-hi

quiet. This descript inn nf tl,, ir am-
in 1840, at Sin-apniv, Iv -., .,n,,i Innai)

a jin ,>f s,

iveil

e of. ,,f water, fed with th

mrV.|'!r. '. i.i In! tliii-. lived many months. The
Siair. I

i-'l witli combats of these fishes, and

3oniLiii!i—. tliLir lilini-iy, and that of their families, is

staked ou the issue. The licence to exhibit fish fights

is farmed, and yields a considerable revenue to the

Aftei such a description one would nattu-ally e

fish of a somewhat ferocious aspect ; but, o

contrary, the Fulton Market specimens seem to be

thorout.-hly domesticated, and on tlie licst terms of good

fellowship. This is probaiilv nulnu- In tl.n farf that

the pa

Thr
.nd fn,

C lilll.'

pom
nsfor selvt into an entirely difterent creature,

adise fish in the true sense of the word. They
are about 3 to 3.1 in. in length, of a sober greenish-brown

hue, with darker and snndl spots. "VTben moving along

quietly, thev In.. k v.-rv nm.-li lik.' s. .me of the peculiar

forms of gold-fi>h.s ulili t nl..l...l tails, and would, per-

hajs, attract bnt li:tl. af.a.ti. ,:. If anythina: occurs to

e to the

^ readily

ich or more. Here they seem to join the

5 almost twice the width of the fish, also

iits.

an arra\. lb.' movements of the fish could

iliju -V,..rnl. The waving, plume-like

II-, . ..n>t;ii:il\ in motion, forming graceful

of ]

fed from his hand, a common trick of the
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common sunfisli. I recently possessed cue of the latter

that not only took flies from my hand, but would thrust

its head out of water as far as the pectoral fins to take

So active are the paradise fishes, alive to every move-
ment, that they present a strange contrast to the clumsy
tjolden carp in the same tank. All the fins become erect

in a manner that reminds one of the sudden spreading of

the peacock's tail. There was also another curious move-
ment that seemed to quite change the expression of the

fish. As soon as they met they remained stationary, face

to face, for a moment, each expanding or opening the

gill covers, so that they appeared puffed out at quite an

angle, exposing the red gills quite plainly from behind.

This salute, or whatever it was, was performed four or

.Pi\

fym

The Paradise Fish.

five times in as many minutes ; in fact, every time they
met in their movements up and down the tank. At
times they would face each other, and, while retaining
the same relative position, move round and round each
other, theii" plume-like fins waving behind and presenting
an attractive appearance.
The nest-building, which Professor Rice has been for-

tunate in observing, is carried on, as is the rule with
other nest-building fishes, entirely by the male. Ap-
proaching the surface of the water, he sucks in a mouth-
ful of air with a clicking sound, and descends six or eight

inches below, then facing the surface lie releases the air

in small mucous-coverr.
joining together, adhcii

dial tlic

rise to the surface,

•ry lightly at fir.'rt.

her bubVilfS added,

iIm^

s «'f bubble.s

i|i;irt by the

• bubbles to-

a watch crystal. Bubbles are added i

three or four inches deep, according t

and undoubtedly it is often lai'ger. In

aquarium the nests were, perha]is, not as

would have been in open water, ami tin

was comparatively small and easily Mn
breath. Age would, however, suou icini

compact ; fungoid growths would seal

gether, and in a short time the nest would be of a coa-

sistence to resist the strongest breeze. When the fish had
completed his labours, he began to chase the female about,

i inlr i\ ,111 ill-- to drive her in the direction of the nest,

'
i III' failed, she probablj" not being ready for the

III iImii' iiiitive streams the female deposits her eggs

under or in the mass of bubbles; there they are held

until hatched, the young at first feeding from the mucous
spittle, if .so it may be termed, of which the nest is made.

Professor Rice suggested to me that it was possible that

there was more architectural ability sIhmmi in the struc-

ture of the nest than would appem- from h i:i>u;il glance,

and that the eggs were not depositeil at iMmioni in the

mass, but found their way into the upper portion, that

he thought might be a pseudo air-chamber formed by
the extreme upper layers of bubbles and the layer resting

upon the water. Whether this is the case will be dete?-

mined when the eggs are deposited. It would appear
more likely that they are deposited at random, and cling

wherever they are caught by the bubbles.

A large number of marine fishes deposit their eggs
either upon the surface or in position where they ulti-

mately rise, and those of the angler are enclosed in a

long gelatinous ribbon ; but in the paradise fish we find

a decided improvement, as if the fish had learned by
experience that if its eggs became separated they wouM
fare badly ; hence the bubble-nest was extemporised to

keep them together at the surface, where, perhaps, in the
disguise of a mass of froth, they float about, safe from all

predatory enemies.

—
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By Kichard A. Peoctob.

With regard to last week's announcement as to the

change of Knowledge to a montlily magazine after the

last number in September, it has since been found neces-

sary to extend the weekly issue until October 16.

The discovery of a new star in the great Andromeda
nebula must be regarded as decidedly a point for us (Mr.

Herbert Spencer, Cleveland Abbe, myself, and—well, I

know no others)—who have maintained for several years

past, that none of the nebulae are external galaxies. For
certainly, if there was one exception which even we
might have been disposed to make, the nebula in Andro-
meda, with its great size, its proved stellar constitution,

and its position (not obviously associating it with the

stars) would have been selected.

The Times, which somehow seems unfortunate in its

staff writers on scientific matters, has some singularly

inexact remarks about the nebula, and the recent change.

Thus, it says, " Sir William Herschel inferred, from the

fact that some nebulie could not be resolved into stars

even with his powerful instruments, that there were
many composed of the primeval cosmic matter of the

universe." He did so; but this remark, applied to the

Andromeda nebula, which has been shown to be stellar in

constitution, is rather worse than out of place : it

sugges's entirely incorrect ideas.

Again, the writer in the Times remarks, " The varied

forms assumed by nebulae induced Laplace to trace the

origin of the whole system to nebulous matter, and this

despite the fact that no decided change had been noted

in any particular nebula. His idea of the change he

illustrated by referring to the trees in a forest, which

show no change during a single glance, but show plants

in different stages related to each other in order of time,

to trace out which in a single instance the life of man or

the duration of a solar system would be required." This

is an altogether incorrect account of Laplace's views.

He was led to his theory of the origin of the solar

system, which the Ti7nes writer presumably means when
he vaguely speaks of "the whole system," not by ob-

serving the varied forms assumed by nebulae, but by
observing the nature of the movements within the solar

system. It was after he had already suggested and

described his hypothesis, which was never regarded by

him as a theory, that he recognised evidence in its favour

in the varied forms of nebulae. Sir W. Herschel long pre-

ceded Laplace in suggesting that, though we might never

hope to follow the processes of change by which a nebula

passes from one form to another, we might yet recognise

them by comparing nebula with nebula as in a garden we
compare tires of different age.

Finally the writer in the Tim-es makes the following

remarks :
—"In Laplace's theory the sun was surrounded

by an immense nebulous envelope or atmosjjhere rotating

with it, which extended beyond the f.irlhcst member of

our system. From this envrln|ir srMral rings of nebu-

lous matter were thrown off, uihI Muse nii-s Unally broke

up into globular masses, thus forming tlir iiLinets. It is

considered by Captain Abney that the theory of evolution

of suns and systems from nebulous matter has received

strong support from spectroscopic observations. Doubtless

the discovery of HeiT Hartwig (sic) will prove a stimulus

to observers possessing large instruments, and lead to a

careful watch for any similar changes which will aid in

the solution, or rather the acceptation, of the nebular

theory." This account of Laplace's hypothesis is full of

inaccuracies. The sun was not according to that hypo-

thesis surrounded by, but formed out of, the immense
nebulous mass extending beyond the orbit of the farthest

existing planet ; again, if nebulous rings broke up into

globular masses, forming the planets, the planets would

travel in rings, which they persistently decline to do

—

only the asteroids adopting that comparatively undignified

course. What Captain Abney has found in support of

Laplace's nebular hypothesis is not regarded by astrono-

mers as amounting to very much : the weight of spectro-

scopic evidence points to a theory in which the process

imagined by Laplace plays a very subordinate part.

Lastly the appearance of a new star, or sun, suddenly,

in the midst of a mass of already stellar matter, will most
assuredly not lead to the "acceptation" of Laplace's

hypothesis of the gradual formation of sun and planets

out of gaseous matter. Laplace himself, who probably

knew something about his own hypothesis, explained

clearly, or rather urged strongly, that we must not

expect to have any evidence of the actual progress even

of such changes as he imagined to have taken place

during the embryonic condition of our solar system,

—

and these changes, even if the occurrence of any of them
could have been infinitely hurried, so as to come within

human cognisance as observed events, would have been

quite unlike what has been observed in the Andromeda
nebula. The spectrum of Laplace's nebulous embryon of

the solar system would have been assuredly one indicating

gaseity and great tenuity—assuming always that that

nebulous embryon ever existed : the spectrum of the

Andromeda nebula indicates the presence of incandescent

solid, liquid, or vaporous masses, shining through
strongly absorptive vapours.

Readers of Knowledge will share

Alexander is to leave us, and at thi

regret that Mr.

With regard to his remarks on Darwin's use of tbe

singular number, in the case of the word " progenitor,"

it would certainly be to misunderstand the theory of

natural selection utterly, were we to image that be

believed each species descended from a single pair. The
whole theory is inconsistent with that idea. It may be

remembered that Huxley in reviewing Darwin's " Origin

of Species " cited the case of the Ancon sheep as appa-

rently indicating the possibility of exceptions to the rule

of natural selertinn. For in that case a new species

seenu'd In cniiu' into existence per saltum,—in using

whicli wnnl I iiittml no reference to the alleged conveni-

ence (lluxl.y IS the authority) of the great length of the

Ancon sheep's body for leaping over hedges and ditches.

So also Mivart points to sudden variations as opposed to

the principle of development by natural selection.

The fact is that the idea of races, species, nations, itc,

being derived from a single pair, belongs to a very un-

developed stage of inquiry. So soon as men begin to

recognise the complicated relations involved in such

matters, and that such relations must have existed from
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ial, they see the atsurdity of supposing

that all lions descended from two ancestral lions, all

whales from two ancestral whales, all Greeks fnim two
aucc>tral Cinkv, and so forth. It would in re.:li(y be
iv>t (-1,1 \Nl:ii iii.iif absurd for an historian acquaiuted
witli v.] .,: 1- iiii\'. kimwn about nations, to begin a liistory

of Eiiylaii'l liy 'li>.ribing the English nation as descended
from an ancestral English man and woman, Anglus and
Angelina, who settled in the middle of the island, in the
fourth generation from Jfoah and his wife, as it Would be
for a naturalist, acquainted with modern discoveries and
researches in biology, to picture the human race as
descended from two ancestral anthropoid apes. I cannot
but think that Darwin would have been a little amused had
he guessed that his use of the word " progenitor " would
have been so singularly misinterpreted. One might
almost as justly assert that Pope supposed a solitary male
.'ravage to run continually about the forests of the earth
because he wrote, " When wild in woods the noble savage
ran," and not "many noble savages, male and female, used
frequently to run,—or walk when tired of running."

The Daily j\'eivs in an amusing article about publish-
ing-piracy in America, calls attention to Tennyson's
<juaint suggestion that those publishers who have made
money by selling his books in America, without making
him one penny the richer, should subscribe largely to the
Gordon Fund. The idea is excellent ; but I imagine the
Gordon Fund will not gain more than the Poet Laureate
has gained himself, fi-om the proceeds of the American
sales of his books. It woiild be such a surrender of
principle, to admit in that way that Tennyson ought long
since to have received money from the other side. Had
he privately applied for a good round sum for himself, he
would have had a much better chance of getting it from
American generosity. For in the present state of the
law every such payment, be it remembered, is a eift.

In passing let me remark that I tried,—indeed I did,

—when penning the above paragraph to write Lord
Tennyson (the first " T " shows clear traces of the
attempt). But the Lordship and the poet fit as ill as
Burns's gaugership with his poetry. By way of a

Jest Thackeray could write " Mr. Secretary Addison "
;

but only so. Thank goodness all our best poets except
this one are left without any such attached tin-kettle

—

or call it a "tinkling cymbal." Imagine having to
write King Shakespeare, or Duke Chaucer, or Prince
Milton !

To return to American publishers. I have had pro-
bably as varied experiences with the American publishing
trade as most men. There has certainly been good as
well as bad in their relations with me. Messrs. Appleton
were the first to take to a work of mine—that is, to take
it. They publi-shed an American edition of my " Other
Worlds than Ours," from which I received no direct profit.

But I gained largely—though I can scarcely thank thon for
that—by becoming better known than I had been in
America. I cannot but attribute to thLs a large part of
the success I obtained in America in 1873-4—a time so
bad that Bellew and Wilkie Collins both failed there,
returning before the end of 1873 to this country. Messrs.
Appleton directly helped me also—and for this I may
legitimately thank them—to that success. Professor
Youmans in particular, who has done more than any
living man to improve the relations between literary

men and publishers in the two countries, and who maj-

be regarded as representing Messrs. Appleton in a literary

way, maj- be said to have made my reception favourable.

Americans, by the way, have an unpleasing way—some
of them—of calling the profits an English lecturer may
make in America, " money taken by iMiLrli.slinun out of

America." I think an English aiitl'mr « In -• Nv.^rk^ liave

been pirated over the water mav fairly t:ik'' a \ cry

different view of the matter. A tiav.lli- v. In^ ^-hnuld

meet in asocial sort of way a gentlemanly lir.iK- -isho

held a quantity of what had been and shcaild >till lie that

traveller's property, would hardly think lie \\ a^ taking

away other folks' money if he received in part payment a

sum collected by the comrades of the pleasant buccaneer.

In other ways, Messrs. Appleton made me the amende
honorahle. They engaged my sei'vii-c'<, on veiy liandsome

terms, in writing the Astronomy ami part of the Meteor-

ology of the " American Cycloj ailia." This, though it

might seem but a business bargain, was in reality kindly

and generous. It exposed them to fierce abuse from
certain American astronomers who could not write, and

certain American writers who knew little astronomy.

These—both astronomers and \Mii r-- ilp nu'lit them-

felves wronged when an EhltIi- UL:aged on

what they regarded as theii' ' of them
revenged himself within a year I y i ,: ii ^ a book of

mine in such blind wrath "that lie al'used in company
with it a book which was still in MS. in my desk. He
was severely but deservedly rebuked in the leading New
Tork papers. Another sent Messrs. Appleton a

pamphlet pointing out that my account of the pre-

cession of the equinoxes was not new though perhaps

not untrue, and jiresently distinguished himself by pub-

lishing a work on astronomy in \\l:i li m explanation

which was not true, though dee i i
ll > inw, made

its appearance. Whether I, er M ';l' ton, have
been forgiven yet I do not know. J'^-.l :i l>'y 'it.

The Daily Neivs mentions that English publishers

have not been free from blame, quoting one remarkable

case where one of them not only stole an American's
work but dedicated it to a person whom that American
by no means admired. In like .sort Messrs. Lippincott

"took over" Chambers' "Cyclopaedia," and modified it,

without explaining what they were doing, by abusing

English kings and queens and English rulers and states-

men. My own work has been curiously modified in the

same non-explanatory way over the water. Thus, when
I received the stereotyped proofs of my article on the

Moon for the " American Cyclopsedia," I found, too late

for any alteration, that a most remarkalile theory by a

Mr. Boyle (I have always remembered 1le r,i li . ;lu^e

I felt like boyling over myself) respect in- i i
,

i nee

of pools of water on the moon, had 1", :. i
I i i,, It.

There was eventuallj' quite a disturbance I n r im -. |., nN,

which were cast up at me by the astronomers and writers

above mentioned. It was, indeed, when I explained

where they came from, that I learned through Messrs.

Appleton (who always thought my rejection of those

pools very unfair) how indignant American astronomers

and writers had been. I still stand by mj- opjiosition to

the lunar pools ; but I am bound to admit that as I had
not, in returning the stereotyped proof, insisted on their

being remorselessly cut out, Messrs. Appleton were jus-

tified in thinking I had accepted them. I had an idea, I
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thmk, that their discoverer's name would he mentioned.

It was an unfortunate business altogether. Tlic moral,

however, should be that no man's work should be tam-
pered with without full explanation,—also this, that no
matter should be stereotyped till it has been sanctioned

by the author, or responsible reviser.

With Messrs. Scribner ami -witli M- >

Sons, I have always had very |ilr,is:iiii !

Scribner did once urge my publi.sln r-^ in I'.irj,

suade me not to work so hard, as my buuks
each other. But there was nothing very unpleasant .„

that. So far as I know no pirated editions of my work
have been publislied by either firm.

i-uwdt^d

Messes. Harper when recently publishing a cheap
edition of one of my works, sent me a cheqiie, which I

must perforce regard as a gift, in the actual state of the

law,— or rather in the absence of any law of copyright

between England and America. The amount probably

corresponded to about the loss which I incurred during

the first month after the cheap edition was published.

But all the same, I considered myself fortunate that the

work had not been taken over by one of the new race of

cheap pirates, who not only pay nothing, but sell badly-

printed copies of a man's books on bad paper, and badly

sewn,—thus adding insult to injury.

tand theMessrs. Fink it WAciXALL also

unfortunate English author and the lnvdr nf piiMics just

referred to. They sell cheap editions, and jmy the ;uuliui

what the sale justifies,—every cent being' in realiiy a gift,

as the law stands.

Nathaniel Hawthorne abused the English publishers

as thieves and pirates, and " hypocrites at that,"—because

ho maintained that the fault has been as great on this

side of the water as on the other. In answer to this it is

only necessary to point out that England has international

copyright with every nation willing to make an honest

treaty of the kind.

came to the surface in a mutter which moved him per-

sonally. Many Aiuericans regard him as the most delicate

of all writers ; and ho himself was too delicately-minded

to bear association with his family circle. Yet this deli-

cately-minded person could find no pleasanter way of

mentioning that English ladies sometimes incline to

embonpoint towards middle life, than by comparing them
to cows.

In like manner Mr. Wilkie, editor of the Chicago

Times, was shocked by the ill manners of l-ln-'lishnun in

wearing their hats when liulirs arc intMut in hotel

corridors (for which there is thi.s \ii_v lAnllonl nason
that the outer air is not e.xchided iu England as in

America from the interiors of hotels)
;
yet this exceed-

ingly delicate American, who considers that respect for

the other se.x slnjuld rise to reverence, or even as Mr. H.

illustrated) for no better ri^ison than that in his opinion

tlie lady shoidd have relieved the child's mother (who

was also sick) of the care of it. In my copy of Mr.
Wilkie's work, this incident is marked by a cross-

reference in pencil to the passaee praifjin!? the average
American's intense rcv-rf-nff f^ -..r,, ,,,.,. y, f ti>ot j

would ridicule any ati • •
• :.l

attention, which son.r 'A

at times to .show. IJlLI i . a^-t ; ; ^ < : ; • : IL-

lijl-ii- !^ \erence, associated with gross (_one may say

1: II ''

' l^^eness,

—

c'est par trap fort. To show how
I i

I I!,' will go in this direction the reviews of Miss
CI- \i laial', works should be seen. That her writing

is sill}- and stilted inaj' be admitted ; but she is

called names, by these reverential persons, which an
English costermonger might hesitate to use. Of course

it is only in Republican papers that the sister of the
Democratic President is so treated ; but this is a point

of no importance to the argument.

The AiTiateur PJiotographer records the

tures of Captain J. Peters, of the Citadel,

said to be actually the first who has ever taken photo-

graphs of a battle while under fire. During the rebellion

in the North-West he took about sixty pictures, a dozen

of these being taken during the battles of "Batoche"
and "Fish Creek," and all under fire, one of them during
a volley from the rebels' pits alout 150 yards distant.

The exploits of the gallant captain speak well for his

pluck and presence of mind, for the numerous operations

required to make a negative, even on one of the improved
dry plates, demand a steady hand and an amount of atten-

tion difiicult to give when under fire. As to the quality

of the pictures so produced, we trust we shall be enabled

to judge for ourselves, and join the Amateur Photograjiher

in the hope that Cajitain Peters will send copies of his

unique "battle-pieces" for reproduction.

I^ebtetod.

SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLE.

A Practical Arithmetic. By John Jackson. (London ;

Blackie & Son. 1885.)—"It m.ay be claimed for this

arithmetic," says Mr. Jackson in his introiluetiun, "that
it is an entirely unique in-oduet ion, and that in no treatise

extant are the same excellencies attemptid. or even sug-

gested ..." Without absolutely endorsing this some-
what hyperbolical description given by the author of his

own work, we may say that it is really what it professes

to be, eminently jii-aefieal ; and that iu hi> employment
of the algelu-ai'vM. ',

; . ^

:" jain- a laj.-i.r .[uantity

instead of sula 1:1
i

, ,. .i- ;
' :^ eouver-

sionof the onii:
_,

,./ i, ,
:::;: _ :

Mi a frac-

tion, he has eiii;'l"\ e,l a Hi' ! -.a ii" ,
'ir. atmeiit

than that which these branelu .
. ;

lly

more than one of his devices i. i :,.,
.

. . n

will be found useful. The uuiutiou.^ u v. ,.^.;-^...v li.as-

trations of the text add materially to its usefuluess. He
has produced a school-book of real value.

Buruham Petch,s. By Fkancis Gror-oi: HrATH.
ITol Ivl .al 1 Wni

igh the exertions of the autlai- of ,ho work
"the much-maligned Corporation of the City
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of London were prompted "patriotically to rescue this

glorious tract of primitive land from the hands of the
speculator and jerry builder, and dedicate it to the
public for ever. Incidentally Mr. Heath gives a short
account of Stoke Pogis, rendered classical by Gray's
" Elegy in a Country Churchyard." Four engravings
from photographs of the " Beeches," four from the same
number of Mr. Burket Foster's charming vignettes, and
a map at once adorn and illustrate the volume.

High-Class Cookery Recipes. By Mrs. Chaelks Clarke.
(London : W. H. Allen & Co. 1885.)—Mrs. Clarke, who
is the Lady Superintendent of the National Training
School of Cooke,ry at South Kensington, has produced a
work of unquestionable value in the volume before us.

Nothing can be at once more methodical and lucid than
her recipes, in which quantities, materials, and times are

given in a manner which renders a mistake practically

impossible. It must, however, be added that she fully

justifies her selection of a title, inasmuch as her recipes
are rigidly confined to high-class cookery ; and that the
struggling housewife with £200 a year pour tout potage
will find Mrs. Clarke's dainty and delicious dishes but
ill-adapted indeed to her pecuniary resources. All,

tTiough, capable of appreciating culinary artistic triumphs
(and of paying for them), should lose no time in pos-

sessing themselves of so sure and certain a guide as is

here offered to them by our authoress.
Land Surveijing on the Meridian and Perpendicnlar

-System. By Wu. Penmax, C.E. (London : E. & F. N.
Spon. 1 885.)—The practice of land-surveying in England
is ordinarily conducted upon one of two extreme prin-

ciples. On the one hand it is performed (and this in a
large majority of cases) by the chain alone, sometimes
with the aid of the old-fashioned " cross-staff ;

" on the
other, with all the elaboration of angular measurement on
the geodetjcal or trigonometrical system. The first method
is easy but moderately inaccurate ; the latter difficult,

tedious, and operose, but possessing the undeniable merit
of being rigidly correct. The Ordnance Survey of the
United Kingdom supplies an example of its application

;

while stewards and surveyors in country districts still, as

a class, adhere to the more primitive system. The object
of Mr. Penman in the work now before us is to exemplify
and recommend for adoption a trigonometrical system of

surveying, which shall secure all the accuracy needed for

practical purposes, without entailing the great amount of

labour involved in the ordinary geodetical method. He
gives minute instructions for the adjustments and use of

the theodolite and chain, teaches the student how to

measure his base line and obtain his primary and
secondary triangles from it ; how to determine its devia-
tion from the astronomical meridian of the place ; how to

connect distant points, &c. ; and finally, how to plot the
results of his observations, and to make a map from
them. All this is illustrated by the details of an actual

survey, the map embodying the conclusions of which is

appended to the volume. All the calculations are given
at length, while engravings are scattered throughout the
text. This is a book to be commended to the study of

ail who may have occasion to survey any moderately
large area of land, and who may be content to take a
(very) little more pains than usual to secure an accurate
delineation of it.

London, Old and New ; a Sanitary Contrast. By Ernest
Hart. (London: AUman & Son.)—In this pamphlet
Mr. Hart gives a sketch of London from the date of

the Roman occupation of Britain down to the present
day; showing how the sanitary regulations and appli-

ances of the Romans fell into desuetude after they finally

quitted Britain, and how media^vally filth became ram-
pant, and, in fact, to a great extent, synonymous with
religion. He then adverts to the improvement in sanitary

arrangements which was initiated about the time of

Henry II., and traces this down to the present day. The
effect of progress in hygiene may perhaps be illustrated

by the simple statement, that while from 1620 to 1643
the annual rate of mortality in London was 70 per 1,000,

during the past four years it has declined to 20-9 out of

every 1,000 inhabitants.

Sensations of Tone. By Hermann L. F. Helmholtz,
M.D., <tc. Second English edition, translated bj-

Alexander J. Ellis, B.A., F.R.S., &c. (London: Long-
mans, Green <fe Co. 1885.)—If we were asked to describe

this wonderful work of Professor Helmholtz in the most
succinct manner possible, we might well do so by speaking
of it as the Principia of Modern Acoustics. For assuredly

to the Great Physicist of Berlin are we indebted for the
most complete and exhaustive account in existence of

that branch of science towards the elucidation and esta-

blishment of which he has himself so largely contributed.

Beginning with the composition of vibrations, the wave
theory of sound is expounded both experimentally and
mathematically, the distinction between mere noise

and music pointed out, and a lucid explanation given of

what constitutes the quality of tone, and enables every-

one at once to distinguish between the sound of any
given note as rendered by the human voice, the piano-

forte, organ, violin, or flute, kc. The manner in which
what are called " Partial Tones " are separated from a
fundamental note sounded by any of these instruments
forms the subject of a succeeding chapter, and introduces

us to our author's extremely ingenious " Resonators,"

by the aid of which these partial tones may be
picked out and, as it were, isolated. Subsequently
the qualities of tones are discussed, and the why
and wherefore of harmony and discord made clear. Inci-

dentally, the anatomy and physiology of the ear are

treated on, and a new theory of the functions of certain

of its anatomical elements discussed ; while, in conclu-

sion, the aesthetical aspects of the subject come under
review, and an attempt is made to show why one sort of

music is pleasurable and another painful to the ears.

So far, we have dealt only with Professor Helmholtz's

share in the volume before us ; but we should convey
but an inadequate idea indeed of its value and im-
portance if we stopped here. In point of fact, the ably-

executed translation from the original German occupies

but 371 pages out of the 576 of which that volume is

composed, the remainder being made up of Appendices
by Mr. Ellis—which will suffer little, if anything, by
comparison with the work which they so worthily sup-

plement—and a capital index. We may, moreover, add
that the translator has, in addition, enriched the work
throughout with foot-notes elucidating and illustrating

the text. In fine, he has, in conjunction with Professor

Helmholtz, produced a work which should, and soon
must, be on the shelves of everj^ physicist, mathematician,

and scientific musician in the kingdom.
Audeography, the Neiv Shorthand. By Digamma. Litho-

graphed from MS. (London : Bemrose & Sons.)—This
is a work which may be commended to our occasional

correspondent, Mr. J. Greevz Fisher, and others who
fondly believe that they are practising a phonographic
system—in the rigid sense of writing words as they are

pronounced. " Digamma " knows better. " Whatever
attributes," he says, " Phonography may enjoy, its most
perfect exponent can never be accused of writing hy

sound." Having reduced matters to this comfortable stage,
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our author proceeds to develop his own system, which is

apparently composed of diagrams of sea-gulls in flight,

fly-dirt on windows, and worms which have been trodden

on, similar to those which characterise most modern
works on stenography. As " Digamma " attacks phono-

graphers as a class, they will doubtless possess themselves

of his book and answer him.
We have also on our table T' T -' /" fhf Soriety

of Arts, The Child's Pictuni' i 11, Mtdical
Press and Circular, The Trmi II l.mdstieet's.

The Sanitary Netv<<, Li- Franl ' I I \' «-s Letter,

The Northern Whiy, md, fi i tl \1, is f issell,

GasselVs Household (,< I < .' J , I,, (,, I ,a,uj,

Our Own Country, r in /,, I , ih ,, I V •! Th,-

Book of Health, Th, I il nu,j ,/ ] ni/li^l l.il , U, , , and
The Countries of tht Winld.

THE FACE OF THE SKY.
From Sept. 11 to Sept. 25.

By F.R.A.S.

THE usual examination of the sun will be made for .spots and
facula;. The aspect of the night sky is shown on Map IX. of

" The Stars in their Seasons." There will be a minimum of Algol on
Sept. 12 at 6h. ."Sim. p.m. Mercury is a morning star, and attains

his greatest elongation west of the sun (17° 51') at 7 p.m. on the
18th. He may be seen with the naked eye about this time, glitter-

ing close to the eastern horizon before sunrise, by any one who will

get up (or sit up) for that purpose. He exhibits a very pretty

little crescent in the telescope. Venus is indifferently placed for

the observer, and, moreover, her position steadily deteriorates. She
\s an evening star, and as a telescopic object is seen as a small
gibbous disc. Mars, Jupiter, Uranus, and Neptune continue in-

visible. Saturn, though, is nightly improving in position for

the observer's purpose, continuing to form a triangle with /i and
«' Geminorum. He rises before llh. p.m., when our notes begin,

and just after 10 o'clock at night, when they terminate. The moon
enters her first quarter at 6h. 14-8m. on the morning of the 16th, and
is full at 7h. 54-7m. a.m. on the 2tth. At this time she will be
partially eclipsed. The first contact of her limb with the penumbra,
though, will occur at 5h. 2-lm. a.m., and she will set (at Greenwich)
at 5h. 45m., so that beyond a very slight darkening of her following
limb nothing of the eclipse will be visible here. The occultations
of fixed stars observable during the next fortnight are fairly

numerous. To begin with, on Sept. 19, 13 Capricorni, a star of the
0th magnitude, will disappear at the moon's dark limb at 8h. 4m.
p.m., at an angle from her vertex of 122°, and reappear at her bright
limb at 9h. 23m. p.m., at a vertical angle of 272". Later, at 9h. 33m.
p.m., 14 Capricorni, a 5th mag. star, will disappear at the dark limb
at an angle of 151° from the Moon's vertex, to reappear at her
blight limb at lOh. 41m. p.m., at an angle from her vertex of 273°.

On the 20th, 18 Aquarii, a star of the 6th magnitude, will disappear
at the dark limb at 6h. 47m. p.m., at a vertical angle of 49'. It

will reappear from behind the bright limb at 7h. 55m. p.m., at an
angle of 30.5° from the vertex of the Moon. On the 21st, li.A.C.

7774, a 6th magnitude star, will disappear at the dark limb at
1 Oh. 8m. p.m. at an angle from the Moon's vertex of 136'; reappearing
at her bright limb at llh. 22m. p.m., at a vertical angle of 283°.

Lastly, on the 25th, n Piscium, a star of the 5th magnitude, will

disappear at the bright limb at 8h. 12m. p.m. at a vertical angle of
94" ; and will reappear at the dark limb at 'Jh. Um. p.m., at an angle
of 233° from the vertex of the Moon. When our notes begin the
Moon is in Virgo ; but at 9h. 30m. to-morrow morning she crosses
into Libra. Passing through Libra, she arrives, at 8 a.m on tlie

14th, on the confines of the narrow northern .-trip of Scorpio. This
.she takes 10 hours to cross, and at 6 o'clock the same afternoon
enters Ophiuchus; whence at 4 p.m. on the 16th, she passes inii

Sagittarius. At Ti.SO a.m. on the 19th she quits Sagittarius foi

Oapricornus, and Capricornus in turn for Aquarius at 3 a.m. on the
•JOth. She is travelling through Aquarius until 7 a.m. on the 23rd,
when she enters Pisces. She has not completed her journey through
this huge constellation when our n ' ' '

0\xx finfafiUors' Column.

STATE-ROOM LADDKR.
[Patent No. 14,005. 1884.]—This invention, by Mr. Thomas

James, of 25, Earle-street, Liverpool, is intended to meet the
" upper berth " difficulty in passenger vessels, the difficulty and
danger of reaching or leaving the upper berth in rough weather

forming one of the most serious discomforts which sea-travellers

have to undergo. In its simpler form, the invention consists of u

wooden step-ladder 6 or 7 ft. high, joined to the bulkhead or

partition forming the head or foot of the berths by a support about

3 or 3i ft. long. The support is connected to the ladder and to the

Lulkhead by hinge arrangements, so that the ladder can be drawn

out for use, and, when not required, closed up against the bulk-

head out of the way. To add to its security, strong hooks are

attached to the side to clamp the edges of the bunks. When
drawn out, the foot of the ladder will be about 4^ ft. and its head

about 2 ft. from the bulkhead, the foot being kept in position by a

cord, and the ladder kept closed by a clip, catch, or similar

arrangement.
By means of this ladder, the upper berth passenger can roach

his berth without danger or annoyance to the lower passenger. It

will be much easier and safer to use than ladders hung to or

leaning against the upper berth, which slip and fall with the least

motion, while, after using it, the ladder ceases to be an obstruction

in the state-room, as with ordinary ladders.

PUBLIC TELEPHONE CHECKING MACHINE.

[Patent, No. 13,543. 1884.]—This machine, by Mr. Mann, of Man-
chester, consists of a clock train and a rocking lever, fixed in a box

containing upper and lower compartments. The upper compart-

ment contains the connections to battery, line-wire, and transmitter,

and mechanism in connection with the clockwork for regulating

the time during which the connections are made for speaking. The

lower compartment is a receptacle for metal tokens or coins, which

are used to set the mechanism in motion.

The tokens or coins are placed into a hole in a brass segment,

and are passed on to the rocking lever by turning a handle ; the lever

is thereby canted over until the coins shde off and drop on to a

tray, allowing the lever to return to its original position ; simul-

taneously, electrical contact is made, which transmits the "ring-

up" signal to the central-office, and a bar is raised opposite to the

"return-ring" from the central-office a button is pressed, thereby

raising levers, which complete the transmitter primary circuit,

changing the signal from off to o.v, and liberating time disc. The
necessary connections with the central-office are now complete

until a notch in the disc comes opposite the end of one of the

levers, and the contact pin against the spring, when further move-

ment is arrested. On the receipt of the "reply-ring" from the

subscriber, the button ia again pressed, completing the transmitter

circuit for a definite period of time, during which the disc travels

round until the above-mentioned lever drops into the deep end of a

slot and transmits the " ring-off " signal ; simultaneously, the appa-

ratus is restored to its original position, and the signal is changed

from ON to OFF, when the cycle of operations is complete. By means

of a releasing arrangement the tray is allowed to fall every time

the instrument is used, thereby allowing the coin of the previous

operator to drop into a drawer beneath.

SAMPHIRE SOAP.

When the mountain declined to come to M.ihomet, Mahomet, with

a fine sense of the fitness of things, w.-nt to tho niomitain. Those

whose inclination and means enable tiwm i --;" ;r!i u the sea-side,

areof course able to indulge in tlir 1^ r,'ii_ ,,:

bathing To those prevented by cii. im »i i: - ! r so, the

Mcssr Fie off.-r

. The death is announce<l of a French railway man.

s with other important public undertakings.
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OCULAR SPECTEA—DAKWINISII.

[1917]— It is with sincere regret I pen these lines, as they are

probably mj- last effusion to Knowledge—at any rate for some
time. In a few days I shall be starting for a voyage half round the

globe, in the hopes" of hindering for a while the ravages of an in-

curable disease. lUit, before I go, I feel it incumbent on me to reply

to the Conductor's note (1SG4) and to your constant correspondents
F. W. H. and Mr. Cave Thomas (1861). F. W. H. requests that I

wiU read Uaeckel's " Pedigree of Man " for myself. I own the soft

impeachment. I have not read Haeckel's " Pedigree of Man." I

accepted as accurate F. 'W'. H.'s quotations. I did not think it

necessary to spend x .shillings on the book (I am within reach of no
good library) to prove that Haeckel's syllogisms were fairly sound
when I cannot admit his definitions. But, if ever I come within

reach of the book, I will read it, and, it possible, let F. W. H. know
the result.

Mr. Cave Thomas says (instead of answering my objection to his

statement that " ocular spectra have no c.vtern<il fu-isfinci trim tever")

that it is not clear that I am intimatclv acqu:iinfc<l with tlie phe-

nomena in question. It it will help Mr. Thomas in .iny way. let me
assure him that I am, and have been for many years. :Wr. Thomas
says I object to the statement that ocular spectra had no ohjectire

existence. I know nothing of objective or subjective. I am per-

fectly williug to agree with Dr. Lewius, if he wishes it, that every-

thing is subjective, or with somebody else that everything is ob-

jective ; but I should not feel much wiser. What I objected to was
" external existence whatever." I was under the impression that in

such discussions external meant physical, and that the nerves of the

eye were as much external as the pigments on the leaves of the

spectra book. The only thing that can possibly have no external

existence is the mind which perceives. Every sensation must have
a corresponding physical phenomenon. Even if the mind can excite

sensations, it can only do so by iirst acting on the matter which
produces them

The Conductor's note is, " Mr. Alexander should go to Darwin's
books for Darwin's ideas." But I have gone, and when I went I

took notes. I grant it is a dozen years ago, but I still have the

notes written, with Darwin's books at my right hand. It is true

Darwin never speaks of a single pair, but nevertheless he uses

the term common progenitor in the singular, and he certainly

means that the two branches, man and gorilla, meet the common
stem higher up than the point at which the carnivora meet it.

I am under the impression also that he uses some such argument
as follows to account for the peacock's tail. A cock bird of the

pheasant genus by a sport of nature developed a tail with a

brilliant spot or spots. This so attracted the admiration of the hen
birds of his day that nearly all the next generation of cock pheasants

in his locality had spots on their tails, and so on for each succeeding

generation until the peacock in all his glory. What 1 wished to

draw attention to was that Darwin seemed hardly satisfied witli the

explanation that it was the nature of plants and animals to evolve

higher types. He tried to show how each species had varied, and
that generally it was due to natural or to sexual selection. Darwin
seemed rather to come to the conclusion, that if left alone

IS had a natural tendency to revert to the original type.

Jos. W. Alexandeb.

1 War, which ended i
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ON THE INDIAN WEAVER BIRD.

[19l.'I]—Among the many marvels exhibited out here by nature
with a hberal hand, none, I think, can approach the pendulous
nest of the Indian weaver, or, as it is more familiarly known, the
Baiya-bird. It is a finch, and its African cousins are known as
sociable gross-beaks, and are famous for their aggregate straw-
uests. Our baiya is facile j^rinreps among bii-d architects, inas-

much as it virtually launches its frail pendulous neat from nothing
into nothing.

All other birds have a foundation of some sort or other to com-
mence from, and their nests, more or less, rest upon, and are sup-
ported by such foundation, bat this bold and unique architect,
starting, say, from a straw in the the thatch of your bungalow,
or from the spiny end of the pinnule of a date-palm, or from the
thorn of a mimosa, launches forth its wondrous structure to the
fostering care of the atmosphere, being well aware that it will for
ever know but little rest.

Careless alike of zephyr or gale, just moving under the kiss of
the former, or agitated by the blast of the latter, the brave little

iiirds resolutely carry on their building and nesting operations.
Why do they affect pendulous nests ? When I was at the Cape

many years ago, one of our boyish haunts was a large oval willow-
fringed pond, each tree of which was hung with the waving
pendulous nests of the weaver birds.

We were greatly impressed with them, and i

reason assigned for them by Herr Jurgens, the ov
the nests were pendulous to keep off snakes an
were obliged to be satisfied with this explauati
were neither snakes nor monkeys in the neigl

reason is equally difficult out here ; for neither snakes
could possibly reach the nests. The work of construction,

onongh to the little architect, is one of great magnitude to the
observer, and at times difficult to follow, even under the closest

observation ; for it must be borne in mind the little bird works
downwards literally from nothing.

Note that straw projecting from the thatch of yonr verandah,
for a golden-headed cock baiya has spotted it too. Perhaps you
had wondered what all the ohatteration in the adjoining neam-tree
was about. But you did not for a moment dream that a colony of

weaver birds was going to monopolise your verandah. But so it is

;

and presently you see a weaver hovering around that straw with
a long streamer of green grass in its beak; and, while yon look, in

some marvellous manner, one end of the grass ribbon is fastened to

the straw, how, you can't say, for the process is so rapid. After
that it is hopeless to attempt to follow the marvellous downward
progress of the little architect, but you see the fairy fabric steadily

lengthening downwards towards completion.
The only two points you can fi.x are—at first, the little bird

weaver on the wing ; then, when it has a footing, it works down-
wards, clinging to the apex of its nest.

Baiyas almost always build from the date-palm (P^icEniaj Dae-
lijUJera), or from the babul (Acacia Arabica) ; and, what is very
furious, they prefer the neighbourhood of railways, and each
season they build fresh nests in fresh localities.

There has been much fanciful writing about these nests, some
writers describing the basket-shaped nest of the male, in which he
perches and surveys approvingly the work of the colony. This is

simply an unfinished and abandoned nest. There is another fable

which has eiiually no existence, that of the firefiy stuck in to

illuminate the nest.

The only real story lies in the fact that some of them weight
their nests with mud ; but this is the exception and not the rule.

When the mud docs exist, it is found on the little ridge between
the bowl of the nest and the tube of exit.

Wonderful as an architect, this little bird is equally wonderful as

a comic actor of the highest ordei'. So docile is it, and so apt to

leara, that it may be taught anything.
Native women wear little discs of coloured and gilded glass on

their foreheads. A lover will tell his baiya to bring him the disc

from his lady's brow, and the command is at once obeyed. Or he
will bid it take a cardamom to her lips, with eqnal success.

A silver two-nuna bit may be dropped into a well, and, arrested
in its flight by the baiya, bo brought back to the hand of its owner.
But tliese are comparatively minor performances. Let us attend

to this man, who presents himself with a troupe of performing
baiyas, all of whom are prevented from flying away by a soft

tliifud passed round their loins. Making his salaam, he asks

-Imission to exhibit ; that accorded, he commences his patter :

—

\ Sepoy has deserted to the enemy, has subsequently been
. jptured, and is now before them. He is to be tried by conrt-

iiiailial, and, if convicted, is to be blown from a gun. The traitor

is placed on the ground, and takes up a dejected position ; the

court is also deposited, and at once commences chattering. Pre-

sently an ominous silence ensues, during which a little cannon, a

ramrod, and a pellet of gunpowder are produced and laid ready.

One baiya takes up and drops in the pellet, another drives home
the ramrod, and a third seizes the cord of the trigger.

While a pinch of powder is being placed on the touch-hole, the

prisoner, with drooping head, takes up a position two feet in front

of the cannon ; the court now draws up in a solemn line behind the

cannon, and one takes the fatal trigger-cord; bang goes the piece,

and the culprit drops ; the court hops up, and forms a circle of

chatterers around the body, which suddenly revives, and a free

fight all round ensues.

After this military spectacle, we are treated to a religions one.

The man rigs up a little wooden mosque, on the platform of which
the members of the late court-martial take up their places as a line

of worshippers, led by a moulvie. Under his guidance they accu-

rately go through the nimaz, and then hop off and assist in dis-

mantling the mosque.
Such are some of the interesting features exhibited by this inte-

resting little finch, and they illustrate strikingly its constructive

and imitative powers. E. F. Huxcuissox, M.D.
Pachmari, July 26, 1885.

P.S.—We have two other weavers, or rather sewers, out here,

each very wonderful in its way—the dear little mite of a tailor-

bird, which sews the edges of leaves together for its nest ; and
the fierce mata, or great red ant, which sews together the edges of

a terminal bunch of mango leaves. Approach one of these nests

carefully, and give it a tap, in a moment the exterior will be covered

with fierce brown-eyed warriors, all standing erect on their hind

legs, and discharging formic acid into the air, the effects of which
are soon felt in your eyes if you are near enough. Those who are

afraid of the yeUow wasp send for a red-ants' nest, and place it

near that of the wasps, which clear out in no time.

PHILOLOGICAL.
[1922]—Tennyson and Wagner have made \ fan s-ith

alleged "Holy Grail." Unless there is positive evidence that
" Sangreal " is two words, there is, I think, a much more obvious

origin.

It was fabled to be the vessel of which Jesus, at the Last Sapper,

said, " This cup is the new covenant in my own blood." Now, the

linen napkin on which the Host lies at Mass is called " corporal,"

the receptacle of the body. By analogy, the chalice should, or

might have been called " sauguiual." In Spanish (and other

Romance dialects, probably) sanyuis becomes sanyrc, sangrinale

would then become sangrciil (three syllables). There you have the

natural name of the vessel at once, without any " holy," or any
" grail."

" Whitsuntide " has never had its derivation settled ; but it seems
allowed that sun is part of the word, and does not belong to Su niay

;

so that we should pronounce, not "Whit Snndav," but " Whitsun
Day," This is the Feast of th,. llnlv Chost. '-'Wir." in primitive

English, signified " spirit " a- \M II ,1- 111 - ., as a

Latin word learned from il i ;

" Wit Saint" bo likely EiiL I: :
a

tions are so beautifully siiri|il.' 1 1 a; ir-nii, ,!i " a. al.l

GOOD TRirYCl.E FOR .

1 on no account to have any machine that

hines, being simpler, are much less liable

John Bbowsing.

TRICYCLE.

[1921]— If Mr. Browning (whose series of articles on matters con-

nected with bicycles and tricycles have been of much interest)

would kindly let your readers know whether lie has tried the
Crypto-Dyuamic Two-speed Gear, to which the gold medal lias been
awarded at tlio Inventions Exliibition, and if he has tried it, with
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what results, I thmk it wou'.d be very ut^cful to persons hesitating
as to Its adoption. Many authorities liave spoken highly of it, but
I should like Mr. Browning's opinion thereon. G. W. G.

Osi

LETTERS EECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.
WHO, &c. I have not seen the paragraph about the vege-

n society, so that your attack has been misdirected.
I attacked sunspottery (an abominably ugly word which I only
quote from your letter, never using it myself). As for the Astro'-

nomical Society, I have never even thought of attacking it any-
where. I should have to withdraw from it first. But possibly you
did not know I am a Fellow of the Society. I have never to the
best of my knowledge and belief read one line of the Dietetic
Reformer, or expressed any opinion about it, good, bad, or indif-
ferent. You are all at sea." Did I " get into a mess with another
well-known astronomer " ? I have no recollection of the circum-
stance. I imagine you are at sea there also. " Take your word !

"

—the word of one who writes anonymously ! That is asking too
much. There is always the bare possibility that such a man may
by some accident speak the truth. But the chances are enormously
against it. It is safest at any rate to read everything he may aver
by the rule of contraries. I adhere to my opinion that I have seen
your writing before, and naturally I am strengthened in the
opinion by your denial.—R. H. Barrett. I fancy the author of
that review had heard the " hysterical shrieking " he referred to.

You write sensibly enough. But all total abstainers do not either
write or speak so calmly and pleasantly. " Practically, if not
totally, abstainers "—what would that mean ? I fancy it would in-

clude me. For certainly, the alcoholic liquor I take in a week,
would be thought by many who are by no means heavy drinkers, to be
a moderate allowance for a day. It is" the men who see hell in a half-
pint of beer whom the reviewer had—I suspect—in his mind's eye.

—

J. The point is of more interest than you seem to think. I wish
you had indicated the particular Americanisms which you " have
heard all your life in the very centre of England." Some, I knew,
were good old Enghsh, But have you heard "no-account" as an
adjective, " allow " for assert or believe, " not anything else " for
just that, " approbate " for approve, " at that " for added to that,
" the balance " for the rest, " bee " for a gathering of friends,
"biscuit" for soft loUs, &c. ? I have heard more "dialect" than
you seem to think, and have read largely old English books and
plays ; but I should regard as an Americanism a phrase which,
though English in origin and still used in parts of England, is

understood _ by all Americans. The expressions "my n-ord" and
" no fear " in like manner I regard as Australian, though they are
often enough heard in England. " I guess" is found in old English
writers, and in some as late as Locke's time ; yet it is an Ameri-
canism now. One often hears " I reckon " in England even to
this day

;
yet it may be called an Americanism of the Southern

States, because there used constantly. I wonder by the way how
many expressions like " I want to know " (to express surprise), " I
swan to man " (as a euphemism for " I swear to God," and the like,

can be traced to an English source. Of course " You may bet your
bottom dollar" is as necessarily American as "You pound it" (which
I suppose means, " You may wager a pound on it ") is English.

—

Halltards. You are right. There has been misunderstanding.
Certainly I never saw the letter you sent after me. I should not
have been very much surprised by the remarks of that American
(though a brother Cantab might have known better than to be
misled by them). My being invited by the editor of the American
"Cyclopedia" to write the astronomy for that work, created a
simple frenzy of anger among certain Americans who had expected
to be asked. Still I have said (and thought) so many pleasant things
about American students of astronomy, that I might have hoped to
be more fairly construed ; doubtless "there were mistakes on both
sides

; I overrated them and they underrated me : we need not rate
each other. One of the most amusing examples of the feeling you
refer to came to my knowledge at Washington. An American lady
remarked to the wife of a well-known astronomer (or rather mathe-
matician) at Washington that she was glad I had come to live in
America :

" Are you ? " said Mrs. N., " well, I'm not ; America doesn't
want Proctor ; it has N. !

" This was particularly amusing to an
unofficial student of astronomy, like myself, utterly innocent of any
idea of trespassing on that official astronomer's manors. But that is

the worst fault of official science
;
your scientist with a salary growls

over it as a dog growls over a bone which he fancies every passer-by
hankers for. Of course, 1 had unwittingly taken N.'s expected
bone, but I had not gone after it ; I was invited to take it ; and as he
is not a good writer, no one but himself had expected he would
have it. I remember the same man groaning in spirit, in conversa-
tion -with myself, because more was known about Miidler in America
than about any American astronomer. I believe by the way that no
one has done so much or one-tenth so much as I have to make
American astronomers known to European readers. I am for my
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that loublj blunderel name was my waj of ca t n le er ed ndi
cule and condemnat on n tl e wl ole prepo terous t ry \s yo i

yourself point out, the nght name wa.s published—in the right

way—soon after: that should have prevented you from adopting so

absurd a notion as that I wanted to disavow the matter, dis-

ingenuously or otherwise. Besides, you ought to understand and
sympathise" with my indigTiation at what assuredly was gross im-
pertinence. How far my wrath has been moved " in tefentum

"

against you by the G. E. matter, you shall judge from this, that, ou
my word, if any one had a>ked me, just before I read your letter,

were or were not one of those who had taken part in the attack I

deprecated, I should have been quite unable to answer. I do not

now remember what you said, or whether I read anything from
you on that subject. Did I reply to you by name .'—Your
coleopterist priest was mistaken, as my bank-book would
testify. In justice to a contributor you ought not to have quoted
his remark. Your praise is as little deserved as your censure ; I

have neither the splendid genius nor the hot temper you imagine.

I have worked as well as I could and as hard as I could, where I

found work to do, and under difficulties which few would guess

;

but any man of decent capacity who cared to trj-, on the same lines,

would,' me jiuiice, have got through the same amount of work and
done it as well. It is the want of resolution and will, and perhaps
the want of occasion (I don't say of opportunity, for 1 have not

been very fortunate in opportunity) which has kept many out of my
field of work.— I should have written what I have, privately in reply

to your private letter ; but for the wish expressed at the end of it.

The readers of Knowledge (those at least who, having read what
I said before, read this also) can gather from my reply that we
shake hands in all good fellowship. I am going, however, to offer

one piece of advice which I trust you will take as it is meant. Such
sayings as those of your French priest, your Ameri
and other persons unnamed, ought never—in my opinii

repeated. In some cases—as in that of the American as

whom you describe as one of my American friends — such

stories "are calculated to leave a vague but unpleasant effect.

For example, I have but one friend among American astro-

nomers. I had another, who is dead. I am fully certain

that neither of these, both being to my knowledge gentle-

emn of noble disposition, said the enviously malicious and
untrae things you report. I am left, if I "think about the

matter at all, to attribute the remark to two or three others whom
I have met : but of whom I do not know enough personally to

decide whether they nan or can iwt be ignoble enough to fit into

the story. And as regards the publication of such things, even to
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lit when the
the purpose

of the

effect such publication iinaii. I

!;, i,, !.• riii If you were

to say in a letter in Kni'\\ i.M".i
,

I i .n -
> luinorant in —

Basutoland—as actually t') -ii['|'
'

I

:

I' • ::! 'i iinninir some
worthy bishop—"is in realil. .1 Mr,-: i- ., -il-l liml. soon

after, some people going al. .,1,1 ,;,,. I ,
! ,,,,: !,i,,!i,.il,

that Bishop So-and-so is :i I ,
1 i : jm

magnification ideas are quit. \,

;

I Mi-

not print your letter. V.illl ! : i/ ,,,,,lll ll.lVC

overlapping fields,—the >k'. I \ , ,t:_'umeiit like

Mr. Williams's about the a| I"
i ,1

•

I

;, ..I to be seer

from moon during total i.:: i-.-jnception

I have tried to «7^?a/rt, iiMi • ,, ,i
i

;,;l.il. Mirage
never show.s non-existeiil tl.mj- 'u, I ;,,ii;ij, l,i^ imtliine to dc

with the apparently magnitied moon. Yc
range of the .sky was reduced would have 1

if you could show that you diminished j

moon's horizontality. My note of admiration honestly expressed

my wonder at your being puzzled—with your wonderful facility at

inventing explanations, possible or impossible.—A satellite could be
released from its primary, or a planet from the sun, so far as never
returning is concerned : but you definitely spoke of bodies travel-

ling in straight lines. That indeed was your special point.—I never
supposed, and certainly never implied, that you wilfully misquoted
me. I thoufjlit I dealt very pleasantly, and as it were smilingly,

with your ratlier resolute attempt to maintain that I had said what
I knew I had not said. As for the " double haves," I decline to

judge the English language by the French (which is full of incor-

rectness) or by any other. I' H,, .ii,- -, . in-, i,, l;,i\ -. ,!!
"

§iriv'

'"Gamma's" addres.s. The letters are all leai

request. But is the address at the head of yoi

As to the personal matter, regret rather than v

iiant, and unfortunately remains. Would tha

London to ca

lif I

IIvl

©ur Cbess Column.
Br Mefhi-sto.

SCOTCH OPEXING.

Illustbative Game No. 10.

IN refrr, i-r-,' f,) tl;,- .-.ttrirk of 7. Q to Q2 in the Scotch Gambit, we
lia-.'- I

:-''' - -'.y: some games actually played, showing
the bi -1 , , 1, I

,
, tliat move. In the annexed game will be

found o, , .,, .i ,Mi,<r 7. Q to K2, that is by B X Kt. The
"Chess .M,,i,iiil, ,, . iliat it is " a perfectly satisfactory continua-
tion, which simplilies the position, if anything, in Black's favour."
We do not quite agree to this. The continuation is right in itself

;

we think, however, that Black has better moves at his disposal.

We hope to give a game to that effect before long.

4. KtxP
5. BtoK3
6. P to QB3
7. Q to Q2
8. PxB
9. Kt to B3 (b)

10. P to Q5 (d)

11. Kt to Kto
12. Eto Bsq. (/) Castles

KKt to K2
B X Kt (a)
PtoQl
PxP(c)
KttoKtsq.Cr)
" R3

18. B to B4
19. B to Q3 (/()

20. BxKt

KtxKt
Kt to Bi
P to K6 (^)*
Q to K4
R to Q sq.

Kt to Q3
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life; may U do so, and in a higher degree, in England! Th(

importance of the subject must be my apology for trespassing oi

your space.—I am, Sir, yours obediently,

A. B. Skipwoeth, Hon. Sec,
Counties' Chess Association.

Tetford Rectory, Sept. 5, 188.5.

i¥lts!cellama*

A STATEMENT has just appeared in the Cologne Gazette of tlie

cost of restoring and completing the great cathedral from 1823,

when the work was resumed after a neglect of nearly three-quarters

iif a century, down to April 1 of tlie i)rescut year. The amount,
inchiiling aemii i

li-n i-n ! l'^hjuki i, ;, l.
i :,,:„ i

, , ii ia-dral tax, was
-'1,000,000 ma I

- ::- I
i

ndent of gifts

uf valuable nl- 1' -ration of the
building, and ..I , _ ; y, ,>.,;.

i i; .-u- and funds for

A BOBED tube well, 300 ft. deep, lined with extra strong wrought-
iron tubes from the surface to the chalk, has recently been completed
by Messrs. C. Isler & Co., on the premises of the Belfast and London
.Aerated Water Company, on Bankside. The chalk was reached at

204 ft. from the surface, after passing through 36 ft. of peat and
gravel, 75 ft. of London blue clay, 93 ft. of mottled clays and light

and brown sands with pebbles (Woolwich and Reading beds).

Many objectionable springs were met, especially in the gravel bed
overlying the London blue clay. These have been safely excluded
I'rom the well by means of the tabes, which are of even size,

driven some distance into the chalk, preventing therefore any
percolation from above. The supply is pumped direct from the

chalk springs, at the rate of 72,000 gallons per day, whereas deeper
wells, dug on the old principle, within a short distance, fail to yield

Mifficient quantities.

A NEW Transalpine line, the St. Bernard Railway, is likely to

be commenced before very long, and to be, when completed, a
dangerous competitor for the through traffic with the already-

existing route of St. Gothard. One of the principal features of

the new project is that the indispensable tunnel under the Alps
—at the Col Ferret—will be very much shorter than any other,

cither constructed or proposed to be constructed. The length
will be only 9i kilometres (5} miles), while the Gothard tunnel

is 15, (9i miles), the Mont Cenia 12, and those under the Simplon
and Mont Blanc 20 and 19 kilom&tres respectively. The total

length of the St. Bernard line will be but 138 kilometres, or 86
miles, making a saving between London and Brindisi over the

St. Gothard route of 59i miles.—J?n?tneer.

Concerning glass-making, the American Manufacturer says:

—

" In the manufacture of glass fifty years ago 28 lb. of potash and
26 lb. of wood ashes were used to every 100 lb. of sand. The first

n the potash in an oven, and work it as
better results ; and this was

used with lime in about the same proportions as potash and wood
ashes above named. Soda ash was first used in New Jersey, but
its introduction in Western factories was very rapid, and the mix
was changed to 33 lb. soda ash and 201b. of lime to 100 lb. of sand.
The proportions vary greatly with circumstances and the quality

of the ingredients used. The following is a fair statement of the
mix now mostly used : Soda ash, 40 lb. ; lime, 30 1b.; sand, 1001b.
For salt cake, 33 lb. ; soda ash, 10 lb. ; lime, 33 lb. ; pulverised
charcoal, 2i lb. ; arsenic, li lb. ; sand, 100 lb. If the glass is

muddy, the charcoal is reduced ; if too green, charcoal is added
and arsenic reduced."

Mr. R. A. Proctor's Lecture Tour.

1. LIFE OF WORLDS
2. THE SUN
3. THE MOON
4. THE UNIVERSE.

5. COMETS AND METEORS
G. THE STAR DEPTHS
7. VOLCANOES.
8. THE GREAT PYRAMID.

Each Lecture is profusely illustrated.

Arrangements are now being made for the delivery of Lectures
by Mr. Proctor. Communications respecting terms and vacant
dates should be addressed to the Manager of the Tour, Mr. JOHN
STUART, Royal Concert Hall, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

Sept. 11, 15, York; Sept. 14, 16,21, 22, HaiTogate; Sept. 17,
IS, Whitby; Sept. 23, 24, 25, Ilkley; Sept. 28, 29, Derby.

Oct. 2, Cheater; Oct. 3, 17, Malvern; Oct. 6, 9, 12, 13, Ply-
mouth ; Oct. 7, 10, 14, 16, Torquay; Oct. 10, 22, 28, Salisbury;
Oct. 21, 26, 29, Southampton; Oct. 23, 27, 30, Winchester. Oct. 31,
Marlborough College.

Nov. 2, Chester ; Nov. 4, Burnley ; Nov. 9, Stafford ; Nov. 10,

Streathara; Nov. 12, Middlesbrough; Nov. 17, Darwen ; Nov. 19,

Saltaire ; Nov. 25, 28, Bath ; Nov. 26, 30, Clifton.

Dec. 2, 5, Bath ; Dec. 4, Clifton ; Dec. 7, 8, 9, Croydon ; Dec. 11,

Chester ; Dec. 16, 17, 18, 19, Leamington.

Jan. 12, Hull; Jan. 15, Stockton; .Tan. 20, Bradford.

Feb. 3, Alexandria; Feb. 5, Chester; Feb. 6, 20, Malvern
Feb. 9, 12, 19, Cheltenham; Feb. 10, Walsall; Feb. 15, Upper-
Clapton; Feb. 18, 25, London Institution. Feb. 22, Sutton Cold-
field.

March 1, 3, 5, Maidstone.
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THE NEW STAR IN THE ANDROMEDA
NEBULA.*

THERE are three theories of the universe, rising step

by step in gi-andeur, on wliicli the remarkable dis-

covery of a new star in the Andromeda nebula throws
light. Grand as is the conception of a process by which
the whole of the solar system had its birth and growth,

with its mighty and beneficent central sun, its families

of planets of varioiis orders, giant planets and earth-

like planets, minor planets and secondary planets, with
all the multitudinous orders of meteoric and cometic

systems, the thought is yet more overwhelming in

its grandeur that that system is itself but a unit

among millions—nay, thousands of millions—of such

.systems. Each star is a sun, and as there are

many orders of planets so are there many orders of

suns. There are suns like Sirius, and Vega, and Altair,

tho blue-white stars, so far surpassing our own that he
compares with them as Saturn or Jupiter with him, as

our earth with Jupiter, or as tho least of tho asteroids

with the earth. There are orbs again, the yellow-white

stars, which are veritably our sun's brother suns, so like

are they to him in structure. There are others, the

orange-coloured stars, whose vaporous envelope has so far

cooled as to absorb large portions of their lustre. Others

yet, the red and garnet-tinted stars, are suns whose light

is so darkened by their absorptive atmospheres that we
must regard them as in solar decrepitiulc Ami limilly,

there are bodies, the dark suns, whosr lijlii n.. Lii-^i-

penetrates their cooled envelopes; tlu y :in ml- wIihIi

wo cannot see, but whose existence we can ii'i-a^iniially

trace in the perturbing influences they exert upon their

nearest neighbours.

Here, then, is a system, not only grander than our
solar system in this, that its components are themselves
solar systems, but presenting probably a far greater

variety of structure, since so many millions of bodies

form those parts of it which are visible because self-

luminous. Wo can picture to ourselves, however, a yet

a this sof

highci

As there are syster

10 galaxy of such systems— so

> stems of such galaxies. Many
m \ toncene to exist in such a

1 Infanite must be indeed, to

millions of „' 1 1 t 1 1 L uur ov, u, containing multi-

tudinous ouki-, if •,ol a »_)^lems, each of these in turn :is

^ a ltd as oui own We may i)ass even beyond tho

system of galaxies, and conceive with Kant the idea of

systems of such systems (f systems of systems of such

systems, and so on t 1 ' i 1 higher orders abso-

lutely without end. 1.' - ! !:uowledge does not

extend beyond the ,t;:il '

.. : > of solar systems;

and it can never extern 1 l"j,- iJ . ^, .
m mis of galaxies, even

if it should ever extend so far.

It is on this point, indeed, that the remarkable dis-

covery just made throws clearest light. It tells us
certainly what one or two reasoners had already shown to

be all but certain—that we have no evidence of galaxies

external to our own. If there was one among the 5,000

known star-clouds about which it might still be plausibly

maintained that it is a remote galaxy of stars, the great

Andromeda nebula—" the transcendently beautiful queen

of the nebulie," as the old astronomers loved to call it

—

was the one. Because of its great apparent size Sir

William Herschel regarded it as the nearest of the stellar

nebulae. Unlike the great irregular nebula in Orion

—

called, less poetically, the Fish-mouth nebula—the queen
of nebuliB was not suspected of being gaseous even when
Sir William Herschel adopted the belief that many nebula;

are mere masses of luminous gas or star-mist. The spec-

troscope in the skilful hands of Dr. Huggins had shown
conclusively that the Andromeda nebula shines with

such light as comes from the stars, as if it were a

mighty congeries of suns.* A sudden degradation

of the spectrum near the red end indicated great

absorptive action by vapours surrounding this sun-like

matter ; and that had naturally suggested doubts as to

whether the nebula can be a galaxy like our own, the

leading members of which give under analysis all colours

of light from the deepest red to where the spectrum,

faints away in darkest violet. But as one star differs,

from another in glory, so may one galaxy be unlike

another ; as there are young suns and old suns, and-

dying suns and dead suns, so even may al, ., ,, i. in.

different stages of galactic life. T 1

1

1 y
which it had been shown that probably i^ • i... i> > s, ; nal

galaxy is within telescope range were uui Uused vn any
evidence which the telescope or the spectroscope had
given about the great nebula in Andromeda considered

individually, but on certain peculiarities of nebular

arrangement which show that tlu lal ula lil.ii'j- t" cur

own stellar system. Tin- .VimIi-; i c ![s

the one star-cloud win. !. .m-l,: : .
i a u

to this rule. It is very laV-c n.; :': i. ->;.;!', :iito

M|.aratc star.s, ilmu-h formed apparently of such bodies,

Miicc it L'u.s .Mar-light; no other nebula among all tho

.',01)0 kuiiwu tc a.tronomers can be compared with it in

tins resi-cct.

The recent discovery, however, entirely disjcsis of

the possibility that even this great lulaila can be an

external galaxy. That a star of the (-.liih inai^nuudo

should be visible in the heart . f '

'

'ad of star

material, shows that the star-c' -My lie at

listance form (

a

at least

which follow.— K. r.

I
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possible. If the Andromeila neLula were an outlyins- galaxy
of the same i^ize as oui' own, it must lie at a distance

exceeding at least a hundred times that of the remotest

star in our galaxy. Now the stars in the outermost part do

not give one-thousandth part of the light of an eighth

magnitude star. Removed a hundred times farther away
those outlying stars would be reduced 10,000 times in

lustre, and so would not give the 10,000,000th part of

the light which comes to us from the star now shining

in the Andromeda nebula. It would have to be 30,000

millions of times larger than our sun, if its surface-

lustre resembled his—and it has been shown by St. Claire

Deville and others that we cannot safely assume a much
greater surface-lustre than our sun's to be even possible.

If we admitted the sudden development of sach an
appallingly stupendous mass as this, the bare possibility

of so wonderful a sun forming in the heart of a star-cloud

would prevent otir admitting the belief that that star-

cloud could be a galaxy like our own. Thus the outburst

of the new sun definitely negatives the belief that any
external galaxies are within range of our keenest tele-

scopic vision. The grand thought that there is a system
higher than the stellar system, a system of galaxies, must
remain, probably for ever, a conception—like the Kantian
idea of yet higher orders of systems.

But as to the system of solar systems, the discovery

just made gives positive evidence of the most interesting

kind. Wliile compelling us to draw the nebula; back, as it

were, from the remotely external position which had been
assigned to them, it enhances our conceptions of the variety

and vitality within the mighty system we can explore.

Enabling us now definitely to regard all orders of nebulse

as part of our stellar system, it teaches us to see in that

galaxy a complexity of structure far surpassing, as we
might have anticipated, even the amazing complexity

we had already recognised in the solar system. We not

only see within the stellar system all the varied orders of

suns, and all the wonderful varieties of arrangement
among suns—double, triple, and multiple groups, cluster-

ing aggregations, streams, branches, nodule.s, and far-

reaching clouds of suns—but we see all the varied orders

of star cloudlets—globular, elliptical, ring-shaped, and
spiral, resolvable and irresolvable, star dust, and star

vapour—within the bounds of the same marvellously

variegated system. "We recognise also not only all the

stages of sun-life already noted, not only the evidence of

solar decay and death, but evidence of changes which
imply the first stirrings of solar life. In vitality, as in

variety, the great galaxy is to our conceptions infinite,

even as it is infinite in extent and in duration.

The following letters have also appeared :

—

"Respecting the new star in Andromeda it is announced
irom Brussels that at the commencement of Atigust the

stellar nucleus was not visible. Mr. Isaac W. Ward, how-
ever, reports having seen it on August 19, at 11 p.m. It

was also seen at Rheims, by M. Lajoye, on August 30, and
nlso independently by Mr. G. T. Davis, of Theale, near
Reading, on September 1. The Dtm Echt telescopes

.show it as a veritable 7\ magnitude star, with a fairly

continuous spectrum. On September 3, Lord Crawford
and the undersigned found that the Nova is most probably
situated some TGs. jn-eceding and 5" south of the old

nucleus, which is much overpowered by the light of the
star. " Ralph Copelasd."
"With reference to the remarkable change that has

taken place in the great nebula 31 Messier in Andromeda,
I was fortunate enough to obtain an observation of it last

night with my 10| inch Calver reflector. The new star

was estimated at about 7'5 magnitude, orange-red in

colour, and very hazy, not showing a clean disc with any
power; it was followed by a most minute point of light

at about twenty to thirty seconds of arc, the space
between being darker and apparently devoid of nebulous
matter. Whether this latter was a star or merely a
' knot ' in the nebula I could not determine owing to

want of light.

" A change of such magnitude in a nebula which has
hitherto resisted all attempts to resolve it into stars is an
event of such importance that it is to be hoped no oppor-
tunities will be lost to detect any further change that
may take place, and no doubt the spectroscope will prove
most valuable.

" As Mr. Knobel points out, it may be only the out-

break of one of those extraordinary variable stars of

which T Coronas (the "Blaze" star of 18G6) is a good
example ; but I venture to think some great change has
been taking place in the nebula itself, for as far back as

the beginning of July I found the central portion much
more condensed than usual, and so bright as almost to

convey the idea of a stellar nttcleus, although no absolute

star point was visible. The evidence of actual change at

this time, however, was not conclusive enough to warrant
a public announcement. Kesxeih J. Takraxt."

"I have received a memorandum on the above subject

from the Rev. S. H. Saxby, of East Clevedon, Somerset,
from which, by his permission, I extract some interesting

particulars.
" On August 6, Mr. Saxby, who was then at Davos,

observed the nebula, and remarked its singular bright-

ness. On August 9, which was a very clear night, he
examined it again, and describes it as follows :—

' The
whole central portion of the nebula was strikingly bright.

.... There was no sign whatever of a stellar nucleus,

nor was there anything which could so much as raise the

question of the existence of one. The centre of conden-

sation was purely nebulous, and the condensation was not

abnormally rapid.' Mr. Saxby also examined the spec-

trum of the nebula, hoping that he might be able, on so

clear a night, to detect some bright lines in it, but 'got

nothing more than the usual dull, continuous spectrum,

deficient at the red end,' although the nebula in Tulpe-
cula showed its bright lines readily. The following

night, August 10, gave precisely the same results.

" On returning to England Mr. Saxby examined the

nebula again on Sept. 3, at 9.30 p.m., and was astonished

to see a bright star in its centre, and at once commu-
nicated his discovery to me. The next morning he
learned of Dr. Hart wig's prior observation of the

change.
" I may add that I examined the spectrum of the new

star at the Royal Observatory on Friday, Sept. 4, with
the large ' half-prism ' spectroscojje devised by the Astro-

nomer-Royal, and found it to be of precisely the same
character as that of the nebula

—

i.e., it was perfectly con-

tinuous, no lines, either bright or dark, being visible, and
the red end was wanting. There is, therefore, at present

no evidence of an}- outburst of heated gas, as was the

case with the 'temporary' stars T Coronis in 1866, and
'Nova' Cygniin 1876.

" The star itself was very easily seen in the finder of

3 in. aperture attached to the large refractor of the Royal
Observatory. "Edwakd W. Mausdee."

" The new star in Andromeda was observed here on

Saturday and Sunday nights, Sept. 5 and 6. It is very

nearly of the seventh magnitude, and of a yellow colour,

similar to Ai'cturus, with continuous spectrum. It is
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situate about t-sveuty seconds of arc preceding and ten

seconds south of the nucleus of the nebula, -which, in

consequence of the proximity of the new star,

to be conspicuous. Ther
a new star. No star ii

tions of the nebula a

shown in any of the d:

" Yesterday I was }!

taken by Mr. Comm^
is no trace whatever
covered with very nn

e that this interesting pict

sort of doubt that this

Y of the descrii;

li

spn i-ved, for ho

regarded it as a failure because of defects of instrumental

adjustment.
" It is improbable that the new star is in any way

physically connected with the nebula.

"G. L. TuPMAx."

[This idea is of course disposed of now by the spectro-

scopic evidence, which pjroves bej-ond doubt tluit i\u: star

is in the midst of the nebula.— K. P.]

" Your anonymous correspondent, in the Tiim s of

September 8, says ' that a star of the ei-^-lith iu;i-iiitu(h-

should be visible in the heart of tliis ,1,'ivut vlunA of ^l;r

material,' <tc. Again, ilr. Tarrant, in tlie s:tiiii' is.-Rc,

says the star on September 4 was ' very liazy, not slinwiiiL;-

a clean disc with any power.' The inference from both

these statements is that the star is to be deemed an out-

come of and intimately connected with the nebula. I

think it worth while to point out that, as I saw the star

on September 3, my conclusions would be just the other

way. I was especially struck with the remarkable sharp-

ness of the star in my C in. Grubb refractor ; and the

conclusion forced itself irresistibly on my mind that the

star was an independent outburst of light physically

detached from the nebula, in front of it, and, there fia-o,

optically projected on the nebula, but having no either

connection with it. The point is one of great interest

and importance, and it would be worth while to know
what other observers may say. Nor did I notice the
orange-red colour seen by Mr. Tarrant. However, the
exhibition of such colour would in general be a ground
for supposing that the star was probably a variable or

temporary one, and, therefore, independent altogether of

the nebula. " G. F. Chambeks, F.R.A.S."

"Mr. Chambers has apparently ovcil.ml , ,1 (li,.

evidence given by the spectrum of the mw ^j,,l. 'I'lic

identity of this spectrum with the eli:ir:ii't( ri^i ir s| ic-

trum of the nebula proves beyond furllur i|iii-iIoi! tlml

the star is physically associated with tlir mliil . I(

would have been a strange chance tliat :i Hi!, iv-lU

much nearer, should by chance have ;i|'i.(:ii-. 1 m ilir

very heart of the most interestiiiL:' lul'iil:! in ilu In: \,ii-,

and a yet stranger chance thai n inw .s(:ir, :i i^
. -rmt;-

somewhere else, should have sIl^nmi il,,. samr |Mviiliir

spectrum as the Andromeda nebula; Iml llial l.tli iI.c.m

chances should be combined is altogetlur iiuTnlillr. '[',,

this we may add that we have other rcasi^ns fm- i.^mivI-

ing stars in nebulce as physically associated with ilie

nebulous matter amid which they seem inunt isrd.

The most wonderful variable star in the In a \ ins,

Fta Argus, is in the very heart of the great Key-
hole nebula in the keel of the star-ship Argo, Xow,
that star outshone in 1840 even Canopus, the second
star in the heavens for splendour, and rivalled Sirius, the
first. It is now barely visible on the darkest and clearest
night. Imagine that nebula ten times as far away and
wo shcmld havo had in the outblazing of Eta Argiis the
apparent formation of a new star. But the most decisive

evidence was given by the new star in Cygnus in^ 1876,
without which, indeed, the coincidence of Eta Arsus in

position with the great Argo nebula might still be
regarderl a- r-i-^^ifyin^,' no j hysical association; for that
new si - !• ;!i tlh' midst of a nebula Eot before

deteci i
'

.

!;e in the place where that star had

V... T Ill's eliservation of September 3, combined
' "/' ' 'iiiiliers'seif September 4, proves thatthe new

: ' nebula are actively disturbed. The star's

sieminj- eli:in-'e of pesition, if confirmed, will be worth
watching,

"The sudden appearance of the new star is decidedly

the most interesting astronomical discovery—or rather

event, for the discovery was inevitable—since Adams and
Leverrier calculated the place of the as yet unknown
Neptune. It disposes finally of the theory that the
nebula) are, or may some of them be, external galaxies.

Mr, Herbert Spencer, in 1859, gave three or four con-

vincing reasons showing that the nebulse cannot be
external to our galaxy ; and ten years later (not knowing
(if this work) I repeated those, and supplemented them
with many other.s, and with maps of nebular distribution

ileiimr.stratin'j- t<i tlie eye that the nebulffi belong to our
system. Some ef tlieso reasons and illustrative statistics

I pi-esenteil at a Friday evening lecture at the Royal
Institution in May, 1870. The views I then urged were
precisely those which the new star, regarded as physically

connected with the Andromeda nebula, has made certain,

and, what is more, obvious and clear to all.—Yotu's

obediently, " Richaed A. Peocioe."
" Scarborough."
" Sir,—It seems at present to be improbable that the

new star in the Andromeda nebula will remain visible to

us very long ; it has already become much fainter. Last
nio-ht (Seiit, 9) the star was conspicuously less bright

than when first seen on Sept, 3; the total diminutien of

light as determined with a limiting aperture photrmcter
being nine-tenths of a magnitude. On Sept. 4 it was
four-tenths of a magnitude 'le.^s bright than on Sept. 3,

and on Sept. 9 the brightness had still ftirther diminished
five-tenths of a magnitude. The star is of a yellow
colour, about 20" distant from the real nucleus of the
nebula, 112" from a small star preceding it, and 228"

from a similar small star nearlv south of it.

V.'lth ivf, ivnee (.1 Mr. CI lambers's letter in the Times
(if ie-'l_\-. 1 e nly say ilait the object appears in an
,"^,', in. r. Heeler ilisi inetly si ai'-like under all powers fi'om

CO to .'00. liiii in exiin-nisliing it with the limiting

a| eriui'e ] iliel eniei i ! il e-- e,-, out Somewhat peculiarly,

wliieh I a.tli'iliiie in ii Im in-' superposed upon the bright

o-i-eiin.l of tlie nel nl:i the fact being that the star'" in

ilsr el,^. r'.-aii-n dees itot become blotted out, bnt only

r, ihsel e-iliesiine brightness as the luminary surface

ef ilie neliila \\ 1 K 11 it bccomes indistinguishable from
iliii :

'
!' II. \ a matter of fact, on Sept, 9 the new

stir v. :e :: ' .1 with an aperture of 2-81 in,, with
tin > .

: I einpl.v. In the monthly notices

of ill'. :: \ ' ie:.' S'loiotr for ilarch, ISSl, I

of tin- ..
i

;'
I

•II, I
:

..'•
!

'

' I- method it will be
(lillieiili e '

.
; ,

. ::, jnitude of the new
starrefeiTLa to an oriliiuirj, si ar seen on the dark back-

ground of the sky.— I am, sii', your obedient seiTant,

" Booking, near Braintree." "Edward B. Kxobel.
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SCIENCE AND EDUCATION.*
Bt Sir Lyon Platfair.

VARIOT^S Commissions have made inquiries and
isov-^-d recommendations in regard to our public

and endowed schools. The Commissions of 1861, 1864,

1868, and 1873 have expressed the strongest disapproval

of the condition of our schools, and, so far as science is

concerned, their state is much the same as when the

Duke of Devonshire's Commission in 1873 reported in

the following words :
—" Considering the increasing im-

portance of science to the material interests of the

country, we cannot but regard its almost total exclusion

from the ti-aining of the upper and middle classes as little

less than a national misfortune." No doubt there are

exceptional cases and some brillant examjjles of improve-
ment since these words were written, but generally

throughout the country teaching in science is a name
rather than a reality.

The Technical Commission which reported last year
can only point to three schools in Great Britain in which
science is fully and adequately taught. While the Com-
mission gives us the consolation that England is still in

advance as an industrial nation, it warns us that foreign

nations, which were not long ago far behind, are now
making more rapid progress than this country, and will

soon pass it in the race of competition unless we give
increa-sed attention to science in public education. A
few of the large towns, notably Manchester, Bradford,
Huddersfield, and Birmingham, are doing so.

The working classes are now receiving better instruc-

tion in science than the middle classes. The competi-
tion of actual life asserts its own conditions, for the
children of the latter find increasing difficulty in obtain-

ing employment. The cause of this lies in the fact that

the schools for the middle classes have not yet adapted
themselves to the needs of modern life. It is true that

many of the endowed schools have been put under new
schemes, but, as there is no public supervision or inspec-

tion of them, we have no knowledge as to whether they
have prospered or slipped back. Many corporate schools

have arisen, some of them, like Clifton, Cheltenham,
and Marlborough Colleges, doing excellent educational

work, though as regards all of them the public have no
rights, and cannot enforce guarantees for efficiency.

A return just issued, on the motion of Sir John Lub-
bock shows a lamentable deficiency in science teaching
in a great proportion of the endowed schools. While
twelve to sixteen hours per week are devoted to classics,

two to three hours are considered ample for science in a
large proportion of the schools. In Scotland there are

only six schools in the return which give more than two
hours to science weekly, while in many schools its

teaching is wholly omitted. Every other part of the
kingdom stands in a better position than Scotland in

relation to the science of its endowed schools.

The old traditions of education stick as firmly to

schools as a limpet does to a rock ; though I do the limpet
injustice, for it does make excursions to seek pastures
new. Are we to give up in (1.; I

;:• l.i,,, , an exclusive
system of classical education ]: Im' assaults of

such cultivated authors ok M , M :i_'ue, Cowley,
and Locke? There was onci ;,;i , .W-Im, ^,1 Emperor of

China, Chi Hwangti, who knew that his country was
kept back by its exclusive devotion to the classics of

Confucius and Mencius. He invited 500 of the teachers

ieeting of the British

to bring their copies of these authors to Pekin, and, after

giving a great banquet in their honour, he buried alive

the professors along with their manuscripts in a deep pit.

But Confucius and iMciiciiis still reign supreme. I advo-

cate milder iin'iMin s, :iimI ilipend for their adoption on
the force of i-ullir oj mi ii. The needs of modern life

will force sclnii'L, lo a.lij.t i licmselves to a scientific age.

Grammar-.schuul.s bulievu tliemselvfs fi hr iTiimrirtal.

Those curious immortals—the Struldbi:i _ ' 1- M.y
Swift, ultimately regretted their iiiiin , I .use

they found themselves out of touch, syinj J i; y. :n, 1 lit-

ne.ss with the centuries in which they lived. As there is

no use clamouring for an instrument of more compass and
power until we have made up our mind as to the tune.

Professor Huxley, in his evidence before a Parliamentary

Committee in 188i, has given a time-table for grammar
schools. He demands that, out of their forty hours for

public and private study, ten should be given to modern
languages and history, eight to arithmetic and mathe-
matics, six to science, and two to geography, thus leaving

fourteen hours to the dead languages.

No time-table would, however, be suitable to all

schools. The great public schools of England will con-

tinue to be the gymnasia for the upper classes, and should

devote much of their time to classical and literary

culture. Even now they introduce into their curriculum

subjects unknown to them when the Royal
of 1868 reported, though they still accept

timidity. Unfortunately, the other grammar - schools

which educate the middle classes look to the higher

public schools as a type to which they should conform,

although their functions are so difierent. It is in the

interest of the higher public schools that this difference

should be recognised, so that, while they give an all-round

education and expand their curriculum by a freer recog-

nition of the value of science as an educational power in

developing the faculties of the upper classes, the schools

for the middle classes should adapt themselves to the

needs of their existence, and not keeji up a slavish

imitation of schools with a different function.

The stock argument againt the introduction of modern
subjects into grammar-schools is that it is better to teach

Latin and Greek thoroughly rather than various subjects

less completely. But is it true that thoroughness in

teaching dead languages is the result of an exclusive

system? In 1868 the Royal Commission stated that

even in the few great public schools thoroughness was
only given to 30 per cent, of the scholars, at the sacrifice

of 70 per cent, who got little benefit from the system.

Since then the cun-iculum has been widened and the

teaching has improved. I question the soundness of the

princijjle that it is better to limit the attention of the

pupils mainly to Latin and Greek, highly as I value

their educational power to a certain order of minds. As
in biology the bodily development of animals is from the

general to the special, so is it in the mental development

of man. In the school a boy should be aided to discover

the class of knowledge that is best suited for his mental

capacities, so that, in the upper forms of the school and

in the university, knowledge may be specialised in order

to cultivate the powers of the man to their fullest extent.

Shakespeare's educational formula may not be altogether

true, but it contains a broad basis of truth

—

" No profit goes, where is no pleasure ta'en ;

—

lu brief, Sir, study what you most affect."

The comparative failure of the modern side of school

education arises from constituting it out of the boys who
are looked upon as classical asses. Milton pointed out
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that in all scliools there arc boys to whom the dead lan-

guages are "like thorns and thistles," whicli form a poor
nourishment even for asses. If teaclicrs looked upon
these classical asses as beings who might receive mental
nurture according to their nature, much higher results

would follow the bifurcation of our schools. Saul went
out to look for asses and he found a kingdom. Surely
this fact is more encouraging than the example of

Gideon, who " took thorns of the wilderness and briers,

and with these he taught the men of Succoth. (Judges
viii., IG.) The adaptation of public schools to a scien-

tific age does not involve a contest as to whether science

or classics shall prevail, for both are indispensable to true

education. The real question is whether schools will

undertake the duty of moulding the minds of boys ac-

cording to their mental varieties. Classics, from their

structural perfection and power of awakening dormant
faculties, have claims to jirecedence in education, but
they have none to a practical monopoly. It is by
claiming the latter that teachers sacrifice mental recep-

tivity to a Procrustean uniformity.

The universities are changing their traditions more
rapidly than the schools. The via antiqua which leads

to them is still broad, though a via moderna, with
branching avenues, is also open to their honours and
emoluments. Physical science, which was once neglected,

is now encoui-aged at the universities.

As to the seventy per cent, of boys who leave schools

for life-work without going through the universities,

are there no growing signs of discontent which must
force a change ? The Civil Service, the learned pro-

fessions, as well as the army and navy, are now barred
by examinations. Do the boys of our public schools

easily leap over the bars, although some of them have
lately been lowered so as to suit the schools ? So diffi-

cult are these bars to scholars that crammers take them
in hand before they attempt to leap ; and this occurs in

spite of the large value attached to the dead languages
and the small value placed on modern subjects. Thus,
in the Indian Civil Service examinations, 800 marks as

a 77iaximum are assigned to Latin, GOO to Greek, 500 to

chemistry, and 300 to each cf tlic other physical

sciences. But if we take the uviiMur wnrking of the
system for the last four years, we iind (li;it while 68
per cent, of the maximum were givLU to candidates in

Greek and Latin, only 45 per cent, were accorded to

candidates in chemistry, and but 30 per cent, to the other

physical sciences. Schools sending up boys for competi-
tion naturally shun siibjects which are dealt with so

hardly and so heavily handicapped by the State.

Passing from learned or public professions to com-
I, how is it that

foreigners—German, Swiss, Dulch, :ii

push aside our Englisli yuuth and lake

which belong to them by iialinii;il inln i

it that in our colonics, likr (hose i

How is it tliat we find whole branches
when they depend on scientific knowK
from this country, in which they orgii

engraft themselves abroad, although th

remain at home ? The answer to thes

our systems of education arc still to

increasing struggle of life. Faraday, \;

views in regard to education, dipltu-cd

youth in the competition of the world,

with sadness, "our schoolboys, when
.school, are ignorant of their ignorance

that education."

ial centres,

narrow for the
.. l.a.l no narrow
lir fulureof our

t tlic end of all

The opponents of science education allege that it is not

adapted for mental development, because scientific facts

are often disjointed and exercise only the memory. Those
who argue thus do not know what science is. .No doubt
an ignorant or half-informed teacher may prefje.^t E"ience

as an accumulation of unconnected facts. At all times

and in all subjects there are teachers without sesthetical

or philosophical capacity—men wlio can only see car-

bonate of lime in a statue by Phidias or Praxiteles ; who
cannot survey zoology on account of its millions of species,

or botany because of its 130,000 distinct plants ; men
who can look at a tree without getting a conception of a

forest, and cannot distinguish a stately edifice from its

bricks. To teach in that fashion is like going to the

tree of science with its glorious fruit in order to pick up
a handful of the dry fallen leaves from the ground.

It is, however, true that as science teaching has had
less lengthened experience than that of literature, its

methods of instruction are not so matured. Scientific

and literary teaching have diilerent methods, for while

the teacher of literature rests on authority and on books

for his guidance, the teacher of science discards autho-

rity and depends on facts at first hand, and on the book

of Nature for their interpretation. Natural science

more and more resolves itself into the teaching of the

laboratory. In this way it can be used as a powerful

means of quickening observation, and of creating a

faculty of induction after the manner of Zadig, the

Babylonian described by Voltaire. Thus facts become
surrounded by scientific conceptions, and are subordinated

to order and law. It is not those who desire to unite

literature with science who degrade education ; the

degradation is the consequence of the refusal.*

A violent reaction—too violent to be wise—has lately

taken place against classical education in France, where
their own vernacular occupies the position of dead

languages, while Latin and science are given the same
time in the curriculum. In England manufacturers

cry out for technical education, in which classical cul-

ture shall be excluded. In the schools of the middle

classes science rather than technics is needed, because

when the seeds of science are sown, technics as its

fruit will appear at the appointed time. Epictetus

was wise when he told us to observe that though

sheep eat grass, it is not grass but wool that grows

on their backs.

Should, however, our grammar schools persist in their

refusal to adapt themselves to the needs of a scientific

age, England must follow the example of other European
nodern schools in

Huxley has put it, w
competitionnations, and found

with them. For,

tinue in this ng(^

and shield of a;: '::.:•'
i ; :: :

'
)id

keenly comprii; ;-,
<

.,.
, :> ;al

lantruatres is a j-r; I • ;i, r .ia...i: '•,
. Tlu' :!..u. :•-

. ':;.ra-

tuiv slHMild U- niliivatrd and gat'heivd, though it is not

Ns isc (o s( lid UK 11 into our fields of industry to gather the

liai\,~t win 11 liny liavc been taught only to cull the

IKippii's and to push aside the wheat.

Tlir w Idiuiug of the bounds of knowledge, literary

or sriontilic, is the crowning glory of university life.

Germany unites the functions of teaching and re-

search in the universities, while France keeps them in

separate institutions. The former system is best adapted

to our habits, but its condition for success is that our

e students of
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science chairs sliall Lr -r. .I'.y I: :v ;-. .1, ,- , i: ,.; :. >1,l-i-.s

sliouldnot be tvIioUv .'i :!. ; ; :
. ! ! - .' .:. ii.n.

Germany subdivides ; Mi' .-I i i, -
:

:.., ;,,,;.::-. and
gives to tbe iwofessoi-s .-|.,,-i,l 1

ili r,.' ;: . r :

'

: ,:..-.s

it a condition for the liiglier lioiioui-> i

I

tlie candidates shall give proof of tli' i
,

i
, , ,

>

original researches. Under sucha.sy,-- , :
, ^ ; i

investigation are not incompatible. In tin. l , i IlUll L> fi il

the Science Commission many opinions were given that

scientific men engaged in research should not be burdened
with the duties of education, and there is much to be said

in support of this view when a single professor for the
whole range of a physical science is its only representa-

tive in a university. But I hope that such a system will

not long continue, for if it does we must occupy a very
inferior position as a natiim iu the intellectual competition
of Europe. Kesearch ;mJ fducuti'Hi in limited branches of

higher knowledge are nut incMniiiulible. It is true that
Galileo complained of the buivlen imposed upon him by
his numerous astronomical pupils, though few other philo-

sophers have echoed this complaint. Newton, who pro-
duced order in worlds, and Dalton, who brought atoms
under the reign of order and number, rejoiced in their
pupils. Lalande spread astronomers as Liebig spread
chemists and Johannes Miiller biologists, all over the
world. Laplace, La Grange, Dulong, Gay Lussac, Ber-
thollet, and Dumas were professors as well as discoverers
in France. In England our discoverers have generally
been teachers; in fact, I recollect only three notable
examples of men who were not—Boyle, Cavendish, and
Joule. It was so in ancient as well as in modern times,
for Plato and Aristotle taught and philosophised. If you
do not make the investigator a schoolmaster, as Dalton
was, and as practically our professors are at the present
time, with the duty of teaching all branches of their
sciences, the mere elementary truths, as well as the
highest generalisations, being compressed into a course,
it is well that they should bo brought into contact with
the world in which they live, so as to know its wants
and aspirations. They could then quicken the pregnant
minds around them, and extend to others their own
power and love of research. Goethe had a fine percep-
tion of this when he wrote

—

Wer in der Weltgeschichte lebt,

Yv'er in die Z3iten schaut, und strebt,

Xur der ist werth, zu sprechen und zu dicUtan.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF CLOTHING.
Br "W. Mattieu "Williams.

XVn.—SHOES AND EUXNING.

I
HAVE to congratulate the Editor on his escape from
a volley of correspondence controverting my last

paper. It may be that those who would otherwise have
lii-ed at it ai'e at this season belter employed—are practi-
cally protesting by making pedestrian excursions iu the
exceptionally thick-soled boots which all occasional pe-
destrians find so advantageous. My own experience
agrees with theirs. I have found that, towards the end
of a walk of ten or twelve hours' duration with thin
shoes, the soles of my feet have ached miserably, and
that this peculiar aching was not suffered if thick-soled,
hob-nailed boots were worn. Sportsmen (I mean those
who hunt wild bii-ds or beasts in wild regions, not
poultry-yard battue-butchers) record similar experience.
How, then, are these facts to be reconciled with the

principles expounded in my last? I admit the difficulty.

but do not give it up as a hopeless paradox. Other facts,

other experiences supply explanatory data. In the course

of my wanderings I have met many tramps and others

who live afui.t. The denuiud for thick-soled boots does

II. i |i . :,! 11 . ir ;a I ill :: r .M.-. Some of the tramps were
1. . II 111 necessity, but not all, as I

Il .
,"

,
, I, _, .

1
I

:

walking barefooted or in thin

bin I.,, :a 1 r ii ly Hi- a ..•laU puir of boots on their backs.

This e.-,peeiully in Germany and Switzerland.

I observed an instructive difEerence in the foot-gear in

different parts of Norway. Usually the roads are excel-

lent, and the poorest peasrinf " Irfr-i"; his carriage." Thick
boots are common will.;. ';•; i>e; but there are ex-

ceptional regions that a i i ., . .1. ere even a carriole

cannot travel. The Jituana;:., la J ustedal, and some
parts of Tellemarken are examj>les of this. The owners
of these mountains, valleys and glaciers are lithe and
much-enduring habitual pedestrians. They rarely go
barefooted, and then for climbing rather than walking

;

but they wear shoes made as light as economy permits.

A very useful form of home-made shoe is worn in the

Justedal. It is shaped like those of our "Oxonian"
pattern that lace in front, but the lace extends all round,

under the ankle and above the heel, being threaded along

the upper part of the shoe close to its edge by running it

through holes so that it passes alternately inside and out-

side. The leather being soft and pliable the shoe is thus

drawn like the mouth of a bag close round, leaving no
space for the entry of pebbles, Jcc. Though lightly made,
these shoes hold very firmly to the feet.

Putting these facts together, we may infer that the

demand for thick-soled boots by occasional pedestrians is

due to an abnormal tenderness or weakness of the foot

induced by habitual sedentary life and swaddling of the

feet. My own sensations indicate that this particular

weakness resides in the ligaments that hold the bones of

the tarsus together, and that it is analogous to the weak-
ness of ankle which creates a demand for the support of

laced-up boots. I have felt it the most acutely on the

first few days of a pedestrian excursion, verj' little to-

wards the end of a long one, and have found that the

best remedy is to bare the feet and hold them as long as

possible in cold water. It is well known that this is the

best remedy for a sprain or strain of the ligaments of the

ankle, and I may add, by way of advice to all who are

troubled with weak ankles, that instead of making them
weaker by the artificial support of laced boots, they may,
with patience and care, strengthen them considerably by
habitually wearing shoes rather than boots, and as

frequently as possible bathing the ankles with cold

water. The reaction after the cold water brings a

supply of blood to the part, and evidently nourishes

the ligaments, especially the surrounding strap that

binds and holds in their place the tendons descending

from the leg muscles.

I may here mention a small invention of my own,
which is useful. Instead of using ordinary shoe-strings

to ordinai-y shoes, I lace a piece of rather strong
" elastic " (the india-rubber braid sold by drapers under
this name) through the holes, and knot it. The shoe

may then be slipped on or off without any tying or

vmtying.

Another successful experiment which I have tried as

a pedestrian, is that of having shoes made reversible,

both alike, so that if any local chafing occurs to make
any part of either foot at all sore, the shoes may be
reversed. This usually affords immediate relief. Besides

this, all one-sided wearing by treading over is prevented
by reversing daily.
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It is, however, rather difficult to obtain such straight

shoes. Shoemakers, though remarkably Radical in

politics, are very Conservative in all that concerns their

own trade, and not easily taught to carry out trade inno-

vations. In such shoes the additional width demanded
is chiefly across the middle or widest part of the sole.

When this is given the large toe finds room for itself by
pushing the foot outwards to the extreme limit of this

extra sole breadth. Low broad heels are of course

demanded in these, as in all other shoes.

It may be expected that I should say something to

women of fashion about the ridiculous high heels they
have lately worn for fashion's sake. Of course, I could

show how unnaturally these instruments of tortui-e strain

certain muscles and paralyse others, how injurious they
are to health and subversive of proper exercise, but in

doing this I should be reasoning as though to rational

beings, should be assuming that the people addressed are

endowed with a respectable amount of intelligence, and
amenable to proper motives. I beg to assure my readers

that I am subject to no such delusion, have lived long

enough and have seen enough of mankind and of woman-
kind to make no such false estimate of character.

In direct contradiction to the demand of the occasional

pedestrians for thick-soled and ankle-laced boots is that

of running athletes. They are, so far as I am able to

learn, unanimous in favour of very light, soft, porous,

and pliable shoes. Those sold under the name of

"running shoes" make an approach nearer to physio-

logical requirements than any others commonly offered

for sale. They have no raised heels, are as light, soft,

and thin as is possible in affording the required protection

and grip. The foot is nearly as free as if bared.

Recent observations and reflection have led me to con-

clude that all civilised European nations are going wrong
in their habits of locomotion. We walk too much and
run too little. If a man has to cover twenty miles in

five hours he should not walk at the rate of four miles

an hour, bat should rather make the journey by alter-

nately trotting a piece at five miles an hour and then
walking about the same distance at three miles an hour.

I am now convinced that fast walking is questionable or

even bad exercise, and that daily discipline in gentle

trotting is veiy desirable, our general muscular structure

being better adapted for running than for the straining

effort of rapid walking. A child runs spontaneously ; so

do men who are unrestrained by conventionality, and all

enjoyable athletic games (excepting the solemn golf of

serious Scotchmen, and fa.shionable archery) involve more
or less of running.

I profoundly regret that I did not make this discovery

thirty years earlier. Had I done so my present girth

would be very different. One of my recent neighbours
was a Hindoo rajah. This gentleman carried out a daily

discipline of running a few miles—usually on the Harrow-
road. On ordinary occasions he took a trot from his

house and back again ; at other times, as when driving

to town, he ran behind his carriage. Judging from his

physical appearance, he kept himself in excellent con-

dition thereby. We should all do well to follow his

example. The Rotten-row would be a still more useful

institution than at present if, in addition to the soft-

ground horse-way, there were a foot-track for gentlemen
trotters in flannel whites, and ladies in corresponding
divided skirts. Even from a spectators' point of view
the interest of that popular show would bo increased

thereby. It would be well if all the members of the

Pall-mall clubs took a trot roiind the Mall and Birdcage-

walk preparatory to the house dinner. IMcmbers of

Parliament the same. For the In t i xt \\(^^ nd
their clients, Lincoln's-inn Fit 11 i 11 1 i tl c

court rises. City men might riii i I fi i tl t n
daily instead of walking. In the c uuli_, there i nj
difficulty.

It is very satisfactory to observe that athleticism is

so rapidly superseding the dandyism of the past. One of

its admirable forms is the organisation of "harriers," a

party or club of youths who start rationally dressed for

a ten or fifteen or twenty miles' run, and meet convivially

at the end
;
provided always that beer and tobacco are

not allowed to neutralise the benefits of the fresh air and

I need scarcely add after the above that canvas or

other strong jiorous material is incomparably preferable to

leather for the upper part of shoes. The demand for

waterproof foot-covering dae to that morbid condition of

the ^feet described in my last, may be superseded by
gradually releasing the feet from excess of bandage and

exposing and expanding them naturally. A certain cure

for " cold feet " is obtainable by frequently immersing

them in cold water for a short time, then taking a sharp

walk or run in thin shoes. Perseverance in this will in

due time remove all real and imaginary danger of taking

cold as a consequence of wet feet.

MYSTERIES AND MORALITIES.
By Edwaed Clodd.

THESE several pageants from the Apocryphal Gospels

lead up to the most popular, because farcical,

pageants of the Adoration of the Shepherds, which are

common to the four series, the Towneley having two
plays on the subject.

In the first of these, Frima Fasforum, two shepherds

comijlain—one of the loss of his sheep, and the other o£

"dangers from " robers " and "bosters"; when a third

joins them, and, finding them qiiarrelling about the

pastuw-Lind, chaffs them at losing sight of the sheep.

They then fraternise, and empty their bags, one bringing

out, with • nuit,tard afore," a cow's foot, a pig's leg,

"two bludynges (black puddings), I trow, a leveryng

(liver) betweue"; another producing "an ox-tayle,''

a

"good py," and "two swyne gronys "
; while Tercius

Pastor contributes " the leg of a goys," with chekyn's

endorde,* pork, partryk," and other delicacies, which

they wash down with "good halsom aylle of Kely,"t this

caution being given :

—

but unheeded, for

They then seek sleep, and just as the third shepherd

ittcrs this odd invocation,

they hear the angel's announcement of the birth cf

Jesus, the prophectes about whom they recite, the third
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shepherd capping the rest by quoting, not very correctly,

and transposing the lines from Virgil :

—

Jam nova progenies ccelo demittitur alto,

Jamrediet virgo, redeunt Saturnia regra.*

Against which such veneer of learning John Home,
the second shepherd, protests :

—

What speke ye here in myn eeres ?

Telle us no clerge, I hold you of the freres, (friars)

It semys by youre Laton
Ye have lerd youre Caton.f

They then repair to Bedleme (Bethlehem), and present
their gifts to the babe ; one offering him a box " this

lytylle spruce cofer;" the second offering him a ball,

saying,
Haylle, lytylle tyne mop !

Eewarder of mede

!

Haylle, bot oone drop of grace at my nede
;

Haylle, lytylle mylk sop ! haylle David sede !

Of our crede thou art crop.'f hayUe, in God hede !§

The third shepherd gives him a bottle, and Mary having
bestowed her blessing, they depart.

In the York play, which has only fourteen stanzas, the
shepherds, after hastening to iind their fee,|| are startled
by the angels' "noble noyse," and repair to Bethlehem,
where they find the "lorde layde betwyxe tuo bestis
tame," and offer him respectively a " broche by a belle

of tynne at youre bosom to be ;
" " tuo cobill notis (cobb-

nuts) uppon a bande " (ribbon); and "an home spone
that will herbar (hold) fourty pese."

In the Chester pageant Be Pastorihus greges pasc&itihus,
dramatic propriety is scattered to the winds, the angel's
appearance is made occasion of great fun, his pronuncia-
tion of "gloria" is discussed, the shepherd.s, rough
Cheshire or Lancashire men, refresh themselves with
jannocks (oatmeal-bread) of Lancashire, butter of Blacon,
cheese, and Halton ale, quarrel and fight, and then at the
appearance of the Star in the East, hie to Bethlehem,
where one of them, Trowle, gives Jesus " a pair of his
wife's old hose," and of three boys who follow them with
offerings, one gives his nuthook, so that

To puUe doun apples, pears, and plombes.
Old Joseph shall not need to hurt his thombes.

The Coventry play is the most featureless of the four,
being filled in the main with the shepherds metrical re-

cital of the Messianic prophecies and adoration of the
" babe and bame of blys."

But it is in the second play of the Towneley Series,
Secvnda Pastorum, that the comic element reaches its

climax, not without value, however, in the rude yet
faithful picture of old country-life set before us. As in
the first play, the shepherds in turn tell their troubles

;

one grumbling at the cold and the taxes (they " ar for-
taxed and ramyd," i.e., wrongly taxed and over-reached)

;

a second about his wife and marriage generally. Of the
former he says she is

—

As sharp as thystylle, as rugh as a brere.
She is browyd Irke a brystylle, with a sowre loten chere ;

Had she ones wett her whystyll she couthe syng fuUe clere
Hyr pater noster.

She is as greatt as a whalle.
She has a galon of salle,

By hym that dyed for us alle

!

t Tl'e Disticha Catonis, an introductory book then used in teacli-

t Tpner branch.

§ T,m-m-U;j Mysterk,, p. Ofi.

II A. a.feolt, cattle, property ; cognate with Sanskrit ^wf?;, Latia
peciis, cattle, which first signifying flocks, gradually came to mean
property in money or kindl"

And of the latter :—
But Tong men of wouyng, for God that you boght.

Be welle war of wedjing, and thynk in youre thoght
" Had I wyst " is a thing it servys of noght

;

For thou may cache in an owre
That shalle savour fuUe sosvre

As long as thou lyifii's.

They are joined by a third shepherd, who complains of

the floods, hard work, and low wages, these last in

arrears as well ; after which they seek to forget their

sorrows in a song, the first agreeing to " syng the tenory,"

the second to " tryble so bye," and the third "the
meyne," when they are interrupted by the arrival of one

Mak, at whom they look askance as a man suspected of

sheep-stealing, and scruple not to tell him so. After

supper, and gossip about Mak's wife

—

Ilk yere that commes to man
She brynges fiirthe a lakan.

And S(

L them.

Fro my top to my too

Manus tuas commendo
Poncio Pilato,

Cryst crosse me spede,

Mak contrives while they are snoring, to slink off with
.sheep on his back. Hurrying home, he knocks up his

wife, when they put their wits together how best to hide

the theft, and she suggests popping the sheep in the

cradle and figuring lying-in. Mak agrees :

Thou red

;

And I shall say thou was lyght

Of a knave childe this nyght.

He then returns to the shepherds, who have not missed
him, bat when they wake, tell dreams about him, that he

was clothed in a wolf's skin, that he had " trafit a fatt

shepe." Mak meanwhile shams sound sleep, and when
rotised, says he dreamed that his wife had given birth to

a " yong lad," and that he must hurry home. Missing

the sheep, they follow him, and clamour at the door,

when he begs them
speke soft

Over a seke woman's heedc.

They charge him with the robbery, which both Mak
and his wife deny, she saying through her groans .

—

I swelt (die)

Outt, theyfys, fro my wonys I (dwelling)
Ye com to rob us for the nonys.

Male. Here ye not how she gronys?
Your hartys should melt.

At last, after looking about for signs of mutton, they
give up the search, when, jast as Mak is bidding them
farewell, one of the shepherds saj-s to another :

—

Primus Pastor. Gaf ve the chvid anything ?

St-cumlus Pastor. I trow not oone f.irthving.

Tfreins Pastor. Fast agayne wiUe I flyng,

Abyde ye me there.

Mak, take" it to no grefe, if I com to thi bame.
JJaJt. Nay, thou does me greatt reprete (reproof) and

fowle has thou fame.
Terclui Pastm-. The childe wille it not grefe, that lytylle day

Mak, with your lefe, let me gyf youre bame
Bot vj pence.

.Vu?;. Nay, do way ; he slejjys.

Ti-rcins Pastor. Me thynk he pepys.
Mak. When he wakyns he wepys.

I pray you go hence.
Tercius Pastor. Gyf me "lefe hym to kys and lyft up the clowtt.

What the deville is this ? he has a long snowte.
Sccuiuhis Pastor. He is lyke to owre shepe.

Tcrcius Pastor. Wylle ye se how thay swedylle
His foure feytt in the medylle
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Jerciiis Pastor.

The wife also fries to brazen it out :

—

A pratty child is he
As syttes on a woman's kne

;

A ilylly dovvne, perde,

To gar a man laghe.

I know him by the eere marke :

that is a good tokyn.

I telle you, syrs, hark,

his noys was broken.
Sythen told me a clerk that he was forspokyn

(bewitched).
Primus Pastor. This is a false wark. I wold fayn be wrokyn

(revenged)
Get wepyn.

Wife. He was takyn with an elfe
;

I saw it myself
When the clok stroke twelf

Was he forshapyu (transformed.*)

At last Mak gets tlirashed for tlio theft, and the weary-

shepherd's rest is broken by the " Gloria in Excelsis " of

the angels, of whose singing they make fun. The play

concludes with the visit to Bethlehem, and the presen-

tation to the infant Jesus of " a bob of cherys," a " byrd,"

and a "balle" wherewith to play "tenys."

Among- the skilful imitations of Mystery Plays the

Nativity, in Longfellow's Golden Legend, and the I'rologue

en Heavia in Faust may be mentioned. In this last-

named drama Goethe has reproduced with truth and
vigour the ancient conceptions of the relations between
God and the archfiend, of which both the Mysteries and
Moralities give so vivid a picture.

THE GREAT RED SPOT ON JUPITER.

Br Richard A. Proctoe.

(Continued from p. 200.)

LESS simple, but not less decisive is the mathematical

evidence adduced by Professor Geo. H. Darwin
{son of Charles Darwin), who has shown that the move-
ments of Jupiter's satellites would be other than they

are if the mass of Jupiter were distributed uniformly, or

with any approach to uniformity, throughout the globe

we measure as Jupiter's. Either there must be great

compression towards the centre of Jupiter's globe, or the

outer parts of the region within the cloud surface we
measure must be of very small density, the real globe

beginning thoasands of miles inside that envelope.

I pass over for the moment the powerful argument
derivable from the behaviour of Jupiter's satellites.

But I must say that, in my opinion, wlicn observers of

great skill, like the late Admiral Smyth, Sir Thomas
Maclear, Professor Pearson, Mr. Todd of Adeh.idc, Mr.
Ellery of Melbourne, and the a.ssistants nf ihcs,- last-

named observers, rL-coi-d observat in„s,surl, as 1 1,.- n,,|.| u-ar-

ance of a satellite after its transit aemss .1 ii pil n-'s disc

had already U'^^uu, and the visiliilit v cf a satellite xslien

behind the planel au.l well within llie clise, an.l the

visibility of a faiut star thi-nii-li the (.uter eiivelei^es ef

Jupiter, it seems to me idle to advance optical-illusion

interpretations such as would barely avail to explain such

phenomena recorded by the merest beginuers with the

telescope. Thus Mr. Todd, Government Observer at Ade-

laide, who has had more experience than any man living in

observing transits and occultations of Jupiter's satellites

(having specially devoted himself to the work, in response

to an appeal of Sir George Airy's), records that on four occa-

sions he saw a satellite pass behind the well-defined edge

of the planet, the form of the satellite continuing visible,

without distortion, until at last the whole satellite was

thus seen through the outer parts of the jjhanet, and

that on each occasion his assistant, a very cautious and

well - practised observer, saw the same phenomenon.

Reply is made that possibly Jupiter was a little out of

focus, or his outline for some other reason indistinct, and

the satellite not really seen within it, or possibly the

observers (both of them !) mistook a false image of the

satellite, the result of wearied eye, for the satellite itself.

Surely we may say that such an explanation is incon-

sistent with all reasonable probabilities. A mere beginner

in observation may have the edge of the planet out of

focus, and suppose the blurred extension so produced to

represent the real dimensions of the planet. But Mr.

Todd is no mere beginner; he is an "old hand," and an

old hand at this particular work. His assistant, again, is

no beginner, but a practised observer. In hazy weather,

again, even a practised observer might form an unsatis-

factory estimate of the position of Jupiter's edge (though

he would by no means see a clearly-defined outline to the

satellite) ; but the weather was not hazy ; the sky was
exceptionally clear and still (so Mr. Todd told me when
I had the pleasure of meeting him at Adelaide in 1880).

The wearied-eye theory would be quite out of the

question in the case of a single observer of any skill

;

but when Mr. Todd, seeing the outline of the satellite

through the outskirts of the planet, called his assistant to

take his place at the telescope, there was no wearied eye

with a false image of the satellite on it, at work, but a

fresh eye, which had not been looking at a satellite of

Jupiter's for some time ; and when Mr. Todd resumed his

place at the telescope, his eye too was practically a fresh

one. So with other recorded cases, where skilful and

well-practised eyes have observed phenomena which can

only be explained by recognising great tenuity in the

outer cloud-laden regions of Jupiter, and a great ex-

tension of his gaseous surroundings in depth.

We seem to have travelled a long way from the great

red spot, but in reality all that we have been inquiring

into since we left the spot bears iinin.i-iaiii ly en uur in-

terpretation of that remarkable pheiLnM le n -.

When we see so many independent line > .f evidence all

pointing to tlie conclusion that thai state eif things

prevails to which the only valid explanation of the shape

of the great red spot had already led us, all reasonable

doubt seems removed. We may rest assured, I think,

that the red sjiet reallv owed its syinnetry . .f f„rm to the

central nature ef the ferees at we.-k it, rniinu- it, audits

elongated shape t,. the eii-einn>Ianer lh:i r, _„ ms at very

different distanees fro, u tli- , lanrt 's en ! re i . . .k part in

sibile surface of Jujiiter, but in
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the real globe of the planet. Let us see -^vhether this

idea leads us to any results which seem to correspond Tvith

the phenomena actuallj presented by the great spot.

If the origin of the disturbance were in the real globe
of Jupiter, then it must be presumed that the original

disturbance was due to the intense heat pervading the
whole frame of the planet and was explosive in character.

An outburst of compressed vapour from some gigantic

volcano on Jupiter, carrying upwards vast vaporous
masses to regions of much diminished pressure, would be

followed by the rapid rush outwards of the expanding
vapour, and by the sweeping away of the cloud masses
which before had covered the region of disturbance, over
an immense area. This area would be circular in shape
in the case of a non-rotating planet, or in the case of

comparatively shallow vaporous envelopes like those

which surround our earth. But in the case of masses of

vapour flung upwards from the real surface of a rapidly
rotating planet like Jupiter, with sufficient energy to

burst their way through cloud layers thousands of miles
above that surface, there would undoubtedly be a marked
trailing off of the vaporous masses westwards. Thej-

would acquire a westerly motion sufficing to give the
region of disturbance measurable superiority of length
in an east-and-west direction. For the westerly motion
would continue after the ui^flung vapours had reached
their greatest height.

As a result of this process of westerly lagging the
western end of the spot might be expected to be not

quite so symmetrical in form as the easterly, a peculiaritj-

which was actually noticed. Moreover, as the whole
spot, or rather the whole of the cloud-region containing
the spot would drift steadily westwards, the planet

turning all the time rapidly eastwards (one rotation in

less than ten hours) it follows that the spot would have
a slightly longer rotation period than the equatorial

markings,—which also was actually observed.

According to this interpretation, the great red spot on
Jupiter would indicate the occurrence of a tremendous
outburst at the planet's real surface, an outburst compared
with which the great earthquake at Krakatoa was as

child's play compared with the labours of many giants.

That the outburst at its commencement was sudden may
be well believed. Yet judging from the long continuance
of the great spot and of the sequent disturbance, the
eruptive action must have lasted a long time. Of course
it does not necessarily follow that the disturbance which
caused the great opening in the cloud envelope lasted as

long as the opening itself. It may well be that the
movements by which a distiirbed cloud-belt on Jupiter
returns to its normal condition, are sluggish compared
with the fierce action by which the disturbance is brought
about, at (or it may be below) the fiery surface of the
planet itself. Still the gigantic elliptic ring seen as early

as 1871, followed by a gigantic elliptic opening which
remained for six years, and that again by a disturbed
condition which has already lasted nearly three years
and may last much longer,—all this seems quite incon-

sistent with the idea that the eruptive action giving birth
(if my interpretation is correct) to this long-lasting

disturbance was itself of short duration.

And after all, it would not be very surprising, when
we consider the enormous scale on which Jupiter is con-
structed, the tremendous heat which must in all proba-
bility pervade his whole frame, and the correspondinglj-
increased duration of all internal disturbances, if the
analogues on Jupiter of volcanic outbursts which on the
earth (so much smaller and now relatively aged) last often
for many weeks, should on Jupiter last, occasionally, for

several years. Jupiter, according to all reasonable pro
bability, must be a very young planet. If his planetary
career began at the same time as the earths;, he is cer-

tainly much younger than our earth ; but even if he
began his career as a planet millions of years before the
earth, even then he would bo 3-ounger than the earth in

development. For those millions of years would be as

nothing compared with the vast excess of the duration of

Jupiter's life-stages over the duration of the corresponding
life-stages of the earth. Segarding Jupiter as in a much
more youthful stage of planetary life than the earth is

now passing through, and remembering that even when
Jupiter has reached the same stage as our earth his

eruptive energies will be much greater than the earth's

now are, we may well believe that the explosions now
taking place on Jupiter must be on an incomparably
grander scale than the mightiest volcanic disturbances
on the earth. Applying to Jupiter the reasoning which
was applied to the disturbance of Krakatoa in 1883, we
might readily liii.l that ivi.ua greater disturbance than
the Great Hid S[H)t iiidieiitod, tremendous and far-

reaching thiai-li tliut Jinturlanco was, could be explained,

as resulting fruiu a Juviuu Volcanic outburst, vaster and
fiercer than terrestrial outbursts because Jupiter is at

once a mightier and a much yotmger planet.

SCOTLA>'D AND SCANDINAVIA.*
Bt Peofess i JUDD.

HE who enters on the study of Highland geology
without being prepared to encounter at every step

complicated foldings, vast dislocations, and stupendous
inversions of the strata can scarcely fail to be betrayed
into disastrous errors.

The early history of Scotland is inextricably inter-

woven with that of Scandinavia. This proposition, true

as it is of the insignificant periods of which human
history takes cognizance, applies with even greater force

to the vast epochs that fall within the ken of the geolo-

gist. To us the separation of Scotland and Scandinavia
is an event of very recent date indeed ; it was not only

an accident, but an uncompleted accident. The Scottish

Islands, with the Hebrides and Donegal on the one hand,
with Orkney and Shetland on the other, must be regarded,

to use a technical phrase, as mere " outliers " of the
Scandinavian iieiiinsula. The great Scandinavian massif,

with its outlying fragment?, constitutes the " basal-

wreck," to employ Darwin's expressive term, of a great

Alpine chain.

On other occasions I have endeavoured to show how
much our study of the nature and products of volcanic

action was facilitated by the existence of similar " basal-

wrecks " of volcanic mountains, like those which existed

in their beautiful western isles. In the same way, I

believe we may learn more, by the study of this

dissected mountain chain, ccaiceming the operations by
which these grand features of our globe have originated,

than by the most prolonged examination of the super-

ficial characters of the Alps or the Himalayas. Here the

scalpel of denudation has laid bare the innermost re-

cesses of the mountain masses, and what we can only

guess at in the Alps and the Himalayas stand in our
own Highlands clearly revealed to view.

In offering a few remarks on some of the still unsolved
problems of Highland geology, I shall not hesitate to
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treat, as belonging to the same geological district, both.

Scandinavia and Scotland. Not only is the succession

of geological deposits in the two areas almost completely

identical, but the characters of the several formations

and their relations to one another in the one country

are almost the exact counterpart of what they are in the

other.

At the base, and forming the foundation of this

greatly-denuded mountain-chain, there exist enormous
masses of highly-foliated, crystalline ruckn. Tliese, in

great part at least, underlie the oldest known fossili-

ferous strata, and are, therefore, of jtro-Cambrian or

Archasan age. In spite of the labours of Kjerulf, Dahl,

Brogger, Reusch, Tornebohm, and many others in Scan-
dinavia, and of Macculloch, Nicol, and their successors

in this country, much still remains to be done in study-

ing the potrographical characters and the geognostic rela-

tions of these wide-spread formations.

Although the bold generalisation which sought to

sweep all the crystalline rocks of our central Highlands
into the great Silurian net have admittedly broken down,
yet it by no means follows that the whole of these rock-

masses are of Archsean age. Nicol always held that

among the complicated foldings of the Highland rocks
many portions of the older Palasozoic formations, in a
highly-altered condition, were included. The same view
has been persistently maintained by Dr. Hicks, to whose
researches among the more ancient rock-masses of the

British Isles geologists are so greatly indebted, and
also by Professor Lapworth. To the settlement of this

very important question we may feel sure the effort of

the officers of the Geological Survey will be especially

directed.

The geological surveyors of Scandinavia have been so

fortunate as to detect, in rocks of an extremely altered

character, a number of fossils sufficiently well preserved

for generic, and sometimes even for specific, identification.

Failing the occurrence of such a fortunate accident, I

confess that it has always appeared to me that the

disturbances to which these Highland rocks have been
subjected are so extreme, and the difficulty of making
out the original planes of bedding so great, that but little

can be hoped for from general sections constructed to

show the relations of the rocks of the Central and
Southern Grampians to the fossiliferous deposits of the
north-west of Sutherland.

Since the last meeting of the British Association in

the Highlands, much progress has been made in the

study of that pre-eminently British formation—the old

red sandstone. Dr. Archibald Geikie has thrown much
new light, by his valuable researches, on the relations of

the several members of the vast series of deposits which
go by that name ; while Dr. Traquair, bringing to

bear on the subject great anatomical knowledge, has

ro-examined the collections of fossil fish made by that

indefatigable explorer, Hugh Miller. The old red sand-

stone is the only system (if strata which we possess,

while it is litlirr ^vIi.iHn absent or very imperfectly

ed i,

In the yviiv 1870 1 wa.. able to announce thatavcstige
—a small but highly interesting vestige— of the great

carboniferous system existed within the limits of the

Scottish Highlands. Overwhelmed by successive lava-

streams tliat wore jiiled npun one another to the depth
of many liuinlrcils cf fci •. uml (lien carried down by a
fault which l.url,,l ii ;,i Ir, -I -.(JUO ft. in the bowels of

the earth, this I'r.u-iiunt ii,:s iviaaiiu.l while every other
tr.ice of the formauon I,,,.-, been swept from the High-
lands by the besom of denudation.

Down to post-glacial times Scotland and what were
now its outlying islands remained united with Scandi-

navia. I need not remind you how during the glacial

period they were the scene of a similar succession of

events, while from their tlun fr.r more elevated mountain-

summits struauis >! ;jl:uii T ire flowed down and relieved

the mantle of sii'.v, v. Iii^li . nveloped them. But at a very-

recent geological 1 ( lii.il and indeed since the appearance

of man in this part of our globe—the separation of the

two areas, so long united, was brought about.

In the district now constituting the North Sea, which

separates the two countries, great faults, originating in

the Tertiary eiwch, appear to have let down wide tracts

of the softer Secondary strata among the harder crystal-

line rock masses. The numerous changes of level, of

which we find such abundant evidence around the

shores of this sea, facilitated the wearing away of the

whole of these softer secondary deposits, except the slight

fringes that remained along the shores of Sutherland,

Ross, and Cromarty, on the one hand, and the isolated

patches forming Scania, Jutland, and the surrounding

islands on the other. Little could the Vikings, as they

sailed over this shallow sea, have imagined that their

predecessors in these regions were able to roam on foot

from Norroway to Suderey.

It is almost impossible to over-estimate the effects

produced by the several denudations to which Scandinavia

and the Scottish Highlands have been successively sub-

jected. In that which occurred dui-ing the later Tertiary

periods, almost every portion of the non-crystalline rocks

that rose above the sea level was either entirely removed
or converted into level plains, which, covered with
drift deposits, now form districts like Scania and Den-
mark. Whereas in the great central valley of Scotland

hard volcanic masses are associated with the softer sedi-

mentary rocks, the former are left rising as picturesque

crags, standing boldly up above the general level, while

the latter are worn down and buried under drift. In

the west of Scotland a chain of volcanic mountains, with

summits towering to the height of from ten to fifteen

thousand feet, have been reduced by this same denudation

to basal wrecks, the highest portions of which attain to

but little more than 3,000 ft. above the sea level.

During the great elevation and denudation which

marked the Neocomian period thousands of feet of strata

must have been removed over wide areas, as is proved

by the wonderful overlap of the cretaceous beds on all the

old strata. Of the enormous sub-aerial wa#te which went

on in these Northern Alps during the newer Pala30zoic

periods we have impressive evidence in the ^ast masses

of the old red sandstone and carboniferous rocks—them-

selves only a series of fragments that had survived the

later denudations—for these rnrks ^^,v. Imilr nu of the

materials derivnl fm.n n„r.\-n!i. i-- \!' T' • T. .M>ai

sandstone is the nuinuiiinit :i:,'l
,

mi-

meut too—of an.'i luT i'aul si ill .-.
1 .' I |-. us

denudation. The thousands of feet oi o.nu.,.niLi-.,u- ..iid

sandstone of which it is made up consist of the dis-

integrated crystals of granites and gneisses that have been

swept away.

Her - >.f

vast rocky arches that xsluii c~^v.^l'\<u i ;; I, no risen

miles above the present surf:.. .
. ili,r> ^^ . liiid lying

side by side rock masses that muia .-ul', hi . - 1 . vn brought

together by dispkicemeuts of tea., of ilu.u>.,nas of feet;

yet so complete has been the planing down of the surface
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since, that it requires the most careful study even to
detect the almost obliterated traces of these grand move-
ments.

The Alps and the Himalayas during their elevation
have suffered enormous waste and denudation ; but if the
elevation were to cease and the waste to go on tiU these
magnificent mountain chains were reduced to masses of
diminutive peaks, ranging from 2,000 ft. to 8,000 ft. in
height, we should then have the counterpart of this
stupendous ruin of the mountain chain of the north.
The history of the series of successive movements to

which the rock masses of our Highlands has been sub-
jected is one well worthy of the most attentive study.
When the evidence bearing upon the subject is carefully
sifted and weighed we become convinced of the fact
that many of these movements—including some on a
prodigious scale—must have taken place during what
we are commnTilj tvccustomed to regard as compara-
tively recent geological periods. On the eastern coast of

Sutherland a mass of secondary rocks, including several
thousands of feet of triassic, rhtetic, and Jurassic strata,

have been let down by a gigantic fault, so as to be placed
in jujstaposition with the old red sandstone and the crys-

talline rocks. Now, taking the very lowest estimates of
the thicknesses of the several strata affected, the vertical
"throw" of this fault must have exceeded a mile. It

may not improbably, indeed, have been at least double
or treble that amount. Yet this great dislocation was
certainly produced at a later date than the upper Jurassic
period, for rocks of that age are found to be affected
by it.

Along the coasts of the Black Isle strata of middle and
upper Jurassic age are similarly found faulted against
the " old red " and the crystalline rocks. On the other
side of the North Sea, in Ando, one of the Lofoden Isles,

a patch of lower oolite strata, consisting of marine and
estuarine strata, and including beds of coal like that of
Brora, is found let down by gigantic faults into the
very heart of the crystalline rocks of the district. In
Scania the whole of the secondary rock masses owe their
preservation in the same way to a plexus of tremendous
faults, by which they have been entangled among the
harder rocks. Those faults have affected not only the
Jurassic strata, but even the very youngest members of
the cretaceous series.

Nor are we without evidence that some of the great
faults are of post-cretaceous age in this country, for
in the Western Highlands displacements of several
thousands of feet have been detected which affect not
only the upper cretaceous, but also the older Tertiary
rocks.

The effects produced by these great dislocations, which
had a generally parallel direction in onr Highlands from
north-east to south-west, are of the most startling
character. Great strips of triassic and old red sandstone
strata, like those of Elgin and Turriff and Tomintoul,
and of the line of the Caledonian Canal, are found let

down among the crystalline rocks by these gigantic
faults. The great central valley of Scotland itself con-
sists of masses of newer Pateozoic strata, faulted down
between the harder Arch^an and lower Paleozoic rocks,
which form the Highlands on the one hand, and the
border land on the other. That many of the stupendous
earth movements which produced the foliation of the
rocks of Scandinavia and the Scottish Highlands must
be referred to Archisan times there is not the smallest
room for doubt. That similar effects have resalted from
the same agencies during subsequent periods our fellow
geologists in Scandinavia believe they have found incon-

trovertible proof. For my own part, I look forward
confidently to the establishment of the same conclusion
from the study of our own Highland rocks.

E^

THE YOUNG ELECTRICIAN.
By W. Slingo.

(Continued from p. 199.)

X. CVIII. Fig. 61 illustrates a form of electroscoi u

hich may be very easily and cheaply made,
glass shade may consist of any ordinary bottomless un-
stoppered gas jar having a diameter of three or more
inches, and a height of six inches or thereabouts. Jars
of this kind are, comparatively speaking, dear, but the

expenditure is not at all necessary, more especially if it

is preferred to put one's self to a little trouble in order
to save expense. The jar may be readily obtained by
cutting down an ordinary clear glass bottle, such a one
as spirits, iSrc, are often sold in. Tlie cutting presents

no serious difficulty if a little care is taken. Suppose
A B, Fig. 62, to be the bottle. The neck usually bulges

a little, as at C D. This is perhaps an advantage, for if

the neck is a long one, we can cut it at C D, and the

conical neck resulting will assist in fixing the stopper.

Tie CIS tiffhfhj as 2wssibJe pieces of fine twine round the
neck at C D, and round the bottom of the bottle at E F. Then
revolve the bottle in the flame of a spirit lamp so as to char
in turn each piece of twine without setting fire to it. It

will be found possible, after a few revolutions, to divide

the glass by tolerable clear cuts under the twine, a gentle

tap being applied now and then as the heating progresses.

A similar process, answering as well if not better, is to

soak a piece of knitting-cotton or worsted in paraffin oil,

tie it somewhat tightly to the bottle and then set fire

to it. The bottle should be held horizontally, and pro-

tected from any considerable draught, so as to confine the

flame as nearly as possible to the line of the cotton. After
allowing the oil to burn nearly out, plunge the bottle in

a basin of cold water as far as the cotton, when the
neck or bottom, as the case may be, will fall off, leaving

a tolerably clean cut.

These are plans which I have rarely found to fail, and
have used them on several kinds of glass. Crosse &
Blackwell's wide-mouthed pickle-bottles answer famously,

and would be recommended for this purpose, were it not

that the glass is somewhat too green. If the cut edges
of the glass are exceptionally rough or uneven they
may be filed down with a smooth or second-cut file,

applying the tool gently. If a bastard (or coarse) file is

used, or if too much pressure is applied, there is great

danger of chipping off more than is desired. When
tolerably even, the edges may be made as smooth as

desired by grinding down on medium emery-cloth
moistened with turpentine.

The jar being made, the next step is to fit the stoppei"

(D Fig. 61). This may be an indiambber cork (this is

suggestive of an " iron milestone," by the way) or stopper.

Such an article answers admirably, but it is expensive.

Let us use either a good sound cork or, equallj- well if

not better, a piece of dry wood—mahogany will do
nicely. If there is any doubt about its dryness, place in

a warm oven for a short time. Then cut it to shape and
bore a hole through the centre (longitudinally) a quarter
of an inch in diameter. Next immerse it in melted
paraffin wax, until it is as thoroughly saturated as pos-

sible : this will prevent the subsequent entrance of

moisture. Leaving this to soak, let us next cut off two
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strips of tinfoil five inches long and an inch wide. Cover
one face of each for four inches of its length with flour
paste and therewith attach them to the inner surface of
the jar, placing them four inches up the glass and as
nearly as possible opposite each other or at the extremities
of a single diameter, and leaving an inch of foil in each
case free. Subsequently bend these free ends over the
bottom edge and paste on the outside of the glass. Then
procure a piece of copper, bras.s, or even iron wire, of any
convenient thickness, pass it round the outside of the
jar three-quarters of an inch from the bottom, twist the
two ends tightly together (so as to prevent subsequent
slipping), and bend the twisted ends in a hook as at C
(Fig. 61). This hook affords a me.-ins of attachment for
a light chain, wire or any other substance which may be
used for an earth connection. The wire should make
electrical contact with the tin-foil strips.

To return to the stopper. The hole is usually fitted
with a piece of glass tubing, through which the metal
wire W W is passed and held in position by binding it

round with sufficient silk ribbon to make a tight
fit ; but I scarcely think this is necessary, more
particularly if the instrument is kept clean and
free from dust. Let us simply use a piece of wire
or rod six inches long, and fitting friction-tight into
the hole in the wood. This is thicker than is really

Fig 61 Fig 63

necessary, a much thinner piece of wire answering in

most cases equally well ; but the cost would not be more
than a penny, and it would allow us to place a mode-

rately heavy body on the plate A without any fear of the

whole thing collapsing. After seeing to the fit remove
it from tlie wood, and with a second-cut file work a small

length (an eighth of an inch) down to about half the

original diameter—that is, to :iii ii'l'-IiIIi ''f im inch. Thi.s

may be done by securing the nul m n mu;iII liand-vicc

(Ex. XXVTIT) which is placrd in ll,,' hft l,;uul. Tluii,

laying the eii.l of the rod on thr laMr, jkixs tl,r lil,. (lul.l

in the right li;nM)..v,r If, (i.niin- il :it thr sm4,„' tim,.

towards the lilr. At tl..' sunir linir an cvru shouKlrr

CD, Fig. t;:',, .slu.ul.l 1.0 f.a-iiHMl. Xrxt iKnunur Ai<^^n

the end A to about tlie shajio shown, making the extreme
edge not less than half-an-inch wide. If the rod is of

iron it will require to be made red-hot before it is ham-
mered down.
The jilate A, Fig. 61, may be cut from tinned iron, but,

of course, brass looks nicer, is more substantial, and will

fit better on to the rod. Cut a piece of metal (say a thirty-

second of an inch thick) as nearly circular as possible,

making the diameter 3 or 31 in.
' Use a smooth file for

finishing-off, and avoid leaving any points or other
projections. Drill through the centre (Ex. XXIX. to
XXXV.) a hole an eighth of an inch in diameter.
Through this, pass the reduced end B of the rod A B, Fig.

63, and rivet together by hammering out the projecting
portion B. See that A rests fairly on the .shoulder C D,
so as to avoid any danger of the jJate tilting over at any
time. If it is necessary—that is, if sufficient rigidity is not
obtained, the two may be soldered together. (Ex. XI. to

XIV.) Before fitting the plate, the rod must be passed
through the wooden stoppei' again.

The next thing is to attach the leaves L L. These
maybe of Dutch metal, of which a whole book may be
purchased for a few pence. Place a leaf (lifting it with
the point of a clean knife-blade; between two pieces of

note-paper, lay on a board, and cut two strips 3 in. or so
long and h in. wide. Remove carefully the upper strips

of paper, and, having already gummed the two flat faces

on A (Fig. 63), lay one on the end of one of the metal
strips, raise cleanly and carefully, and place the other
face on one end of the other metal strip. If properly
done the two leaves or strips will hang evenly and
parallel. Above all, draughts should be avoided, and the
fingers should be kept from coming into contact with the
leaves. If any accident happens it is useless attempting
to put matters right. The only resource is to cut another
strip, or two if need be.

When the strips are in position, hold the rod vertically,

pass the lower portion together with the strips into the
jar, and fix the stopper, D, into the neck. Let WW
(that is A B, Fig. 63), remain about 3 inches above the
stopper. Then having prepared some sealing-wax or
shellac varnish, brush a little over the stopper, sealing up
any space that may be left in the central hole through
which the rod passes, or any interstices that may present
themselves between the stopper and the glass. A little

ordinary sealing-wax may be used in the ordinary way
with perhaps equal advantage, but it does not always
look so neat as might be desired.

The young electrician will now be provided witli a
very efficient instrument, and I think it may fairly be
said that the cost of the parts does not exceeded three-
pence, especially if only an irou rod and a tinned iron
plate are used. Sometimes I have been driven into a
hole for want of an electroscope. I have then extem-
porised one for the occasion with very satisfactory
results ; but of this a few words next time.

SCRAPS FROM THE BRITISH
ASSOCIATIOX.

THOUGH the accumulation of farts is iiidisi-fn,

to tllegn.^^th ,.f srinu-r. a iliMi-aial fa.-i. ; ,

111 IT
J so!

Mcwe.i as me dust of science. The dust which floats in
the atiiiis]ilierc is to the common observer mere inco-
liercut matter in a wrong place, while to the man of
science it is all important when the rays of heat and
light act upon its floating particles. It is by them that

clouds and rains are influenced; it is by their siKctivc
influence on the solar waves that the blue of the heavens
and the beauteous colours of the sky glorify all nature.
So, also, ascertained through isolated facts, forming the
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dust, of science, become the reflecting media of the light
of knowledge, and cause all nature to assume a new-
aspect. It is with the light of knowledge that we are
enabled to (mesliou iininrc tlivoiio-h direct experiment.
Th,- !,,Ni,ol,,M. ,,., I. .,,,.,- ,„!,;.!, in. lures ns to put the
•-^1" '""

^1 T "''
' . 1 - ''i'-'iii or wrong; still,

i"'"'- " 7 '-' .• 'I .
.- .;,,.' ,.^l—it is half way to

knowledge wlicii _\<ui know uhuL you have to inquire.
Davy described hypothesis as the mere scaffolding of
science, useful to build up true knowledge, but capable
of being put up or taken down at pleasure. Undoubtedly
a' theory is only temporary, and the reason is, as Bacon has
said, that the man of science " loveth truth more than
his theory." The changing theories which the world
despises are the leaves of the tree of science, drawing
uutriiiient to the parent stems, and enabling it to put
fortli new l.iMiicli. s and to produce fruit; and though
the lra\(s fall and decay, the very products of decay
nouri.sh the roots of the tree, and reappear in the new
leaves or theories which succeed

—

Sir L. Plan/air.

The coal which has hitherto been the chief source of
power probably represents the product of five or six
million years during which the sun shone upon the plants
of the carboniferous period, and stored up its energy in
this convenient form. But we are using this conserved
force wastefully and prodigally; for, although horse-
power in steam engines has so largely increased since
1864, two men only now produce what three men did at
that date. It is only 300 years since we became a
manufacturing country. According to Professor Dewar,
in less than 200 years more the coal of this country will
be wholly exhausted, and in half that time will be
difficult to procure. Our not very distant descendants
will have to face the problem—What will be the condi-
tion of England without coal ? The answer to that
question depends upon the intellectual development of
the nation at that time. The value of the intellectual
factor of production is continually increasing

; while the
values of raw material and fuel are lessenino- factors.

—

Sir L. Playfair.

Few would ask now, as was constantly done a few
years ago,^ " What is the use of an abstract discovery in
science ? " Faraday once answered this question by
another, " What is the use of a baby ? " Yet round that
baby centre all the hopes and sentiments of his parents,
and even the interests of the State, which interferes in
its upbringing so as to ensure it being, a capable citizen.
Sir L. Playfair. ^^

Let me take a single example of how even a petty
manufacture improved by the teachings of science affects
the comforts and enlarges the resources of mankind.
When I was a, boy, the only way of obtaining a light
was by the tinder-box, with its quadruple materials,
flint and steel, burnt rags or tinder, and a sulphur match.
If everything went well, if the box could be found and
the air was dry, a light could be obtained in two minutes;
but very often the time occupied was much longer, and
the process became a great trial to the serenity of
temper. The consequence of this was that a fire or a
burning lamp was kept alight through the day. Old
Gerard, in his herbal, tells us how certain fungi were
used to carry fire from one part of the country to the
other. The tinder-box long held its position as a
great discovery in the arts. The jjyxidicida igniaria
of the Romans aiipears to have been much the same
implement, though a little ruder tlian the flint

and steel which Philip the Good put into the collar

of the Golden Fleece in 1429, as the represen-

tation of high knowledge in the progress of the arts.

It continued to prevail till 1833, when phosphorus
matches were introduced, though I have been amused to

find that there are a few venerable ancients in London
who still stick to the tinder-box, and for whom a few
shops keep a small supply. Phosjiborus was no new
discovery, for it had been obtained jjy an Arabian called

Bechel in the eighth century. However, it was forgotten,

and was rediscovered by Brandt, who made it out of

very stinking materials in 1GG9. Other discoveries had,

however, to be made before it could be used for lucifer-

matches. The science of combustion was only developed

on the discovery of oxygen a centui-y later. Time had to

elapse before chemical analysis showed the kind of bodies

which could be added to phosphorus so as to make it

ignite readily. So it was not till 1833 that matches
became a partial success. Intolerably bad they then
were, dangerously inflammable, horribly poisonous to the
makers, and injurious to the lungs of the consumers. It

required another discovery by Schrotter in 1845 to

change poisonous waxy into innocuous red-brick phos-

phorus in order that these defects might be remedied, and
to give us the safety-match of the present day.

—

Sir L.

Playfair.

The true cultivators of the tree of science must seek

their own reward bj' seeing it flourish, and let others

devote their attention to the possible practical advan-

tages which may result from their labours. There is,

however, one intimate connection between science and
industry which I hope will be more intimate as scientific

education becomes more prevalent in our schools and
universities. Abstract science depends on the support of

men of leisure, either themselves possessing, or having
provided for them, the means of living without entering
into the pursuits of active industry. The pursuit of

science requires a superfluity of wealth in a community
beyond the needs of ordinary life. Such .superfluity is

also necessary for art, though a picture or a statue is

a saleable commodity, while an abstract discovery
in science has no immediate or, as regards the dis-

coverer, proximate commercial value. In Greece, when
philosophical and scientific speculation was at its

highest point, and when education was conducted in

its own vernacular and not throvigh dead languages,

science, industry, and commerce were actively prosperous.

Corinth carried on the manufactures of Birmingham and
Sheifield, while Athens combined those of Leeds, Stafford-

shire, and London, for it had woollen manufactures,
potteries, gold and silver work, as well as shipbuilding.

Their philosophers were the sons of burghers, and some-
times carried on the trades of their fathers. Thales was
a travelling oil merchant, who br^jught back science as

well as oil from Egypt. Solon and his great descendant
Plato, as well as Zeno, were men of commerce. Socrates

was a stonemason; Thucydides a gold-miner; Aristotle

kept a druggist's shop until Alexander endowed him with
the wealth of Asia. All but Socrates had a superfluity

of wealth, and he was supported by that of others.

—

Sir L. Playfair.

Science has in the last huudn .1 x . r. ,1:
.

,-. ,1 altogether

the old conditions of industrial r ,, ,. .She has
taught the rigid metals to con\ I , i ,r thoughts
even to the most distant lands, ail, \. 1 !ii;i li^s limits, to

reproduce our speech. This marvellous application of

electricity has diminished the cares and responsibilities
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of Governments, while it has at the same time altered

the whole practice of commerce. To England steam and
electricity have been of incalculable advantage. The
ocean, which once made the country insular and isolated,

is now the very life-blood of England and of the greater

England beyond the seas. As in the human body the

blood bathes all its parts, and through its travelling

corpuscles carries force to all its members, so, in the body
politic of England and its pelagic extensions, steam has

become the circulatory and electricity tho nervous system.

The colonies, being young countries, value their raw
materials as their chief sources of wealth. When they
become older they will discover it is not in these, but in

the culture of scientific intellect, that their future pros-

perity depends. Older nations recognise this as the law
of progress more than we do ; or, as Jules Simon tersely

puts it, " That nation which most educates her people

will become the greatest nation ; if not to-day, certainly

to-morrow."

—

Sir L. Playfair.

No great discovery flashes upon the world at once,

and, therefore. Pope's lines on Newton are only a poetic

" Nature and Nature's laws lay hid in night,

God said, ' Let Ne%vton be,' and all was light."

No doubt the road upon which he travelled had been
long in preparation by other men. The exact observa-

tions of Tycho Brahe, coupled with the discoveries of

Copernicus^ Kepler, and Galileo, had already broken down
the authority of Aristotle and weakened that of the

Church. But, though the conceptions of the imiverse

were thus broadened, mankind had not yet rid themselves

of the idea that the powers of the universe were still

regulated by spirits or special providences. Even Kepler
moved the planets by spirits, and it took some time to

knock these celestial steersmen on the head. Descartes,

who really did so much by his writings to force the con-

clusion that the planetary movements should be dealt

with as an ordinary problem in mechanics, looked upon
the universe as a machine, the wheels of which were
kept in motion by the unceasing exercise of a divine

power. Yet such theories were only an attempt to

regulate the universe by celestial intelligences like our
own, and by standards within our reach. It required

the discovery of an all-pervading law, universal through-

out all space, to enlarge the thoughts of men, and one
which, while it widened the conceptions of the universe,

reduced the earth and solar system to true dimensions.

It is by the investigation of the finite on all sides that

we obtain a higher conception of the infinite

—

" Willst du ins Unendliche schreitcn,

Geh nur im Flndlichen nach alien Seiten."

—Sir L. Flayfair.

Navigation and commerce mightily benefited by our

better knowledge of the motions of the heavenly bodies.

Still, these benefits to humanity arc incomparably less in

the history of progress than the cxpansiiui of (lie Iniiuan

intellect which followed tho withdrawn! cf tlii> cMMiups

that confined it. Truth was now able to iliscunl auth. rily,

and marched forward without hindrance. iJcfurc this

point was reached Bruno had been burned, Galileo had
abjured, and both Copernicus and Descartes had kept
back their writings for fear of offending the Church. Tho
recent acceptance of evolution in biology has had a like

effect in producing a far profoundcr intellcctiial change in

human thought than any mere impulse of industrial de-

velopment. Already its application to sociology and
education is recognised, but that is of less import to

human progress than the broadening of our views of

Natur.'. .\l -r, '
•

.1' r ,. 1 ; ' is, then, the true
fouii'l^' I

: :
I'-ture of modem

civil!- "uld take part in

itslii'iiM :::.i_, rr\.^-r.', -.uA. i\ ! ' .. inlvance it for its

own sake and not for its applications. Ignorance may
walk in the path lighted by advancing knowledge, but
she is unable to follow when science passes her, for, like

the foolish virgin, she has no oil in her lamp. An esta-

blished truth in science is like the constitution of an
atom in matter—something so fixed in the order of

things that it has become independent of further dangers

in the struggle for existence. The stim of such truths

forms the intellectual treasure which descends to each

generation in hereditary succession. Though the dis-

coverer of a new truth is a benefactor to humanity, he
can give little to futurity in comparison with the wealth

of knowledge which he inherited from the past. We, in

our generation, should appreciate and use our great

possessions

—

" For me your tributary stores combine,
Creation's heir ; the world, the world is mine."

—Sir L. Playfair.

Mr. Buchan, secretary of the Meteorological Society

of Scotland, read a paper on the rainfall of the British

Islands, in which he gave the results of observations

duritigthe twenty-four years from 1860 to 1883, at 1,080

stations in England and Wales, 547 in Scotland, and 213
in Ireland ; in all 1,840. The regions of heaviest rainfall

marked off by an average of 80 in. or upwards annually

were four—Skye and a large portion of the mainland to

the south-east a-s far as Luss, on Loch Lomond, the greater

part of the Lake district, a long strip including the more
mountainous part of North Wales and the mountainous
district in the south-east of Wales. The West Highlands
presented the most extensive region of heaviest rainfall in

the British Islands. The heaviest rainfall in Scotland,

128-50 in., was at Glencroe. On the other hand, the

smallest rainfall, varying from 22-50 in. to 25 in., over-

spread a large section of the south-east of England from
the Humber to the estuary of the Thames, excluding the

higher grounds of Lincoln and Norfolk, and including

a small patch in the valley of the Thames from Kew to

Marlow.

Mr. J. Wilson Swan read a paper on an electric safety-

lamp for miners, in which he submitted the latest result

of an attempt to adapt electric lighting to the require-

ments of coal - mining. He said it was more than

doubtful if any of the lamps at ] rr^- r* ^n i;-'!- v, r-vf ^-ife

in an explosive atmosphere in a st -i
'"

!
• :• 'I r id

motion, or when subject to a ru~' ~ -t

Mental ? ' *
'

1 \N ick in-

;-ide, was
: ... The

fragile ,Mrfi(i,.„ of ,

barrier to t! . .

side tl..' Inii.o .. .:

lamp which ho Mil.,...ttol r.v .
.1

by a very thick irlass Lull's .v ,
i

by a silvered roU.rtor U-ViuA

within the case provided tho i :... .. .,....-.;.;., .lie

battery terminals w ith the charging circuit. Tlio com-
bined apparatus of battery and lamp weighed 6 J lb., and
the cylindrical case containing tho colls monsurcd 8 in. by
4 in. J[r. Swan claim..! T iV.r .. '•. ' ...i!. tl.at it pos-

sessed the merit of li -
'

' '

1 f it was
neither so light nor s.. .i' . : '..i', it was
in both respects at least \

.-a.ii. .1 'o. :. 1 -^ > i.iUy was it

to bo noted that tho working cost woiil.l probably not be

more than that of tho ordinary lamps. As regarded tho
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weight, he was not -without hope of being able to reduce

it. The lamp did not, like others now in use, indicate

the presence of fire-damp.

Mr. Jamfs N. Shoolbred gave some facts bearing

upon the electric lighting of the Forth-bridge works.

The electrical plant employed in the lighting of the

works consisted, he stated, of thirteen dynamo machines,

100 large arc lamps of 2,000 candles each, 500 incan-

descent lamps of 200 candles, and about twelve miles of

mains. Among the many interesting operations which
had occurred was the lighting of the deep-water caissons

for the main piers, in some cases from 70 ft. to 80 ft.

under water. Those at South Queensferry were lit by
incandescent lights, while at Inchgarvie, owing to blast-

ing operations being necessary, arc lamps were employed.

The tiring of the blasting charges was also performed

from the same dynamo which was providing the lighting.

By Richard A. Proctor.

Feosi all sides we receive promise of good support for

Knowledge in the monthly form. The weekly Know-
ledge will continue till October 16th, on which day the

last number of the old series will appear. The first

number of the new series will bear date November 1st,

and be called the November number of Knowledge, a

Monthly Illustrated Magazine of Science, Literature, and
Art. Science will as heretofore be our chief subject

;

but we wish to be free to introduce Literary and Artistic

matter when occasion may arise, withotit seeming, as

at present, to act inconsistently with our announced
purpose.

During the next four weeks our plans in detail for the

new series will be fully indicated.

A LETTER by " Kolokol," in this week's issue, touches

on a question of some interest. It does seem a pity that

musical power should be so often wasted for want of

fingering skill, or some other matter of technique. Of
two musicians one shall have the true musical faculty,

the power of bringing out the real thought and meaning
of a great composer, but so little manual dexterity—for

want of time and opportunity for practice, that he shall

be unable to produce music worth listening to, when he

attempts anything at all difficult ; the other shall possess

marvellous skill in execution, the result of thousands of

hours of practice, yet wanting the soul of music his per-

formance shall be far better worth watching than worth
being listened to. The number of those who play

skilfully is great, the number of those who if they had
manual skill could play movingly, is considerable. But
those who combine both qualities—and both are abso-

lutely needed, as musical instruments are at present

constructed—are few and far between. To one who like

myself may not have an hour per month for musical

practice, the trouble touched on by " Kolokol " is trying.

I am not thinking of music as preposterously employed
for display. The " little bit of music " asked for at

social gatherings is generally a great nuisance with
little music in it indeed. But to those whose
work engrosses their attention closely while they
are engaged on it, music—if they love music

—

would be a great aid were not the necessary skill so

difficult to actiuire and retain. I would certainly be

willing to pay a long price if I could have, without in-

cessant practice, the power of rendering sueh music as

I love, in such a way as would correspond with my own
idea of its meaning. I do not want to hear some one
else play, still less to have an automatic rendering of

the piece I love ; nor do I want to play it for others to

hear ; I simply long to dwell on its melody, to enjoy its

harmonies, to feel the emotions to which it appeals.

And I want to do this at some moment of weariness or

anxiety,—not to put off the matter to such and such an
evening when,—in evening suit, in a gas.sy atmosphere,
and in the glare of too much light,—I may hear Von
Bulow, or Rubinstein, or some other performer, render

that music to the accompaniment perhaps of chattering

fan-flipping idiots who go to musical entertainments

because it is the fashion, and have taken, unfortunately,

some neighbouring seats.

But however one may love music or in particular some
special movement, one may be utterly unable to render

it. A few lines, and some awkward passage comes,

—

one stumbles—and ere many miuutes are over all power
of enjoying the piece passes away.

We do not get from music one-hundredth part of what
music might do, even as it is,—even with instruments

requiring more practice than most men can afford to

give. We use music, indeed, oftener for torture and
annoyance than for pleasure. Nine out of ten of those

whose music we have to hear have learned how to play

with considerable dexterity—or ambidexterity—but have
no more idea of rendering the conceptions of the gre-,t

composers than they have of angelic flying.

Speaking of angels, I want to know why I was seized

the other day with a fit of shouting-laughter, at the sight

of a very lovely angel, with the conventionally graceful

though impossible wings, the usual evidence of excellent

diet, the customary Greekish costume, and differing only
from other angels in ivearintj hoots. They were very nice

boots, fur-lined and slightly Balmoralish in shape (I

could not see if they were ftishionably high-heeled) : but
why should I be compelled to laugh consumedly at an
angel in boots, more than at Guido's angels with violins

and triangles ? There are many angels in braces,—at

Pugin's Catholic Church in Clapham the angels have
really excellent braces,—and braces seem as funny for an
angel as boots, if not funnier. Yet I have refrained even
fi'om smiling at the braced angels, while the Balmorally-

booted angel overcame me at once. I find nothing in

Herbert Spencer's " Philosophy of Laughter " to explain

this.

and one would gladly hear that schools of art were
teaching these angels the proper shape of feet, and the
superiority of walking over tottering. But Mr. W. M.
Williams has certainly described the only proper way to

get shoemakers to fit one with comfortable boots. I am
not so much adopting his idea as commending it, on the

experte-credo principle. I wear always a thin sock over

a thick one, or even two thin ones, when I go to be
measured for boots. For the average shoemaker seems
to think himself bound to pinch you, and then to repeat

that standing lie, "They will soon wear easy. Sir." Most
assuredly that is a proposition of which one may say

Solh'itur amlulando : it is resolved into the falsehood it

is, when you try walking. (This is an entirely new
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Miss Ballin, in commenting on the mistake I in nh m

substituting the sun for llie earth, ^\hen dcihuL: w uli tli

question of the ruddy solar eclipse, tells of an ni ii k ilm

case in which Trousseau, after carefully -weighing the

question whether he would or would not give a patient

belladonna, as usual, for a particular ailment, and deter-

mining that he would not, nevertheless wrote out the
usual prescription and gave it to the patient in perfect

unconsciousness that he was not carrying out his purpose.

One of the oddest cases of the kind which has ever
occurred to me in literary work happened when I was
correcting one of the earliest sheets of my first book

—

" Saturn and its System." I was describing Keiiler's dis-

covery of his third law, as illustrated by the periods and
distances of Saturn and the Earth. After representing

the distance and period of the earth, both, by unity, and
so getting two numbers, one representing the distance the

other the period of Saturn, I went on to consider tlie

power of these numbers as follows,— " The first is less

than the second, but the square of the first is greater

than the second ; let us then try the square of the second

;

—the square of the first is less than the square of the

second, but the next or third power of the first is equal

to the square of the second : here then is the law we are

seeking " or words to that effect. All this was correctly

printed. Reading a review of the book in the Quarterly

Journal of Science, I found the author of the

review asking what I could possibly mean by
saying of the above-named numbers "The first is less

than the second ; but the square of the first is greater

than the square of the second,"—which is obviously

unmitigated nonsense (or as a friend described an
article of mine the other day, " unparalleled rot ").

I turned to the passage, and there was the prepos-

terous statement. Now in those days, being but a

beginner, I had kept the proofs and revises of my
book with exemplary care. I turned therefore to

these. And I found this startling thing :—I had
deliberately corrected the first proof, in which the

matter had been quite correctly stated, into the absurdity

criticised. If I had originally written that nonsense,

and passed it in proof and revise, I should not have
wondered,—or at any rate I should not now wonder,

knowing what can be done in that way. But to take the

correct statement and deliberately alter it into nonsense,

was surely a strange thing for the abstracted mind to do.

In my " Transits of Venus " I wrote, and corrected in

proofs and double revises, "seconds" for "minutes,"
throughout ten or twelve pages, in regard to the most
important time-elements in the whole problem of deter-

mining the sun's distance from transit observations,—viz.,

the ditl'erence of duration of the transit for the Halleyan

method, and the difference in the times of beginning and
ending for the Delislean.

Professor Kaiser of Loyden dealing with the

period of Mars with exceptional care, and co

y detail, even to some not capable of affecting I

by the iidth of a second, made t w

agreement, through a mistake in d:

ill I \\(iiiM lie ashamed
two calculiitions into

viding by tiro.

fe^^B
"Let knowledge grow from more to moie. '

—

Alfbed TiiNNTSON.
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PRACTICAL WORK FOR SCIENCE-STAMMERrN'G-INSTRU-
MENTAL MUSIC.

[1925]—You open your columns to all comers who have anything

to say bearing on practical matters. Permit me a word. First, as

regards stammering. There are advertisements to be met frequently

from persons wlio undertake to cure stammering. But let any one

go to tliese and sav, " I wished to be cured, name your price, to be

paid on completion of cure. I will deposit the money with some

trustworthy person. I am most anxious to be cured, and will follow

minutelv all your directions," what will the answer be ? Hemming
and hawing, and shuffling. Stammering is greatly on the mcrease.

Why will not scientific men take the matter in hand 1 Any man
who could realli/ cure this disease would be able to retire in a few

years with a large fortune. I know several men, to whom money is

no object, who would give large sums to be cured of stammering;

but, then, it must be a cure. Second, as regards instrumental

music, manv men, having had neither time nor opportunity in their

youth to study music, are anxious, as leisure comes to them, to shine

later in lite—say from twenty-five to forty-five—to play some in-

strument. They begin to practise, but the hand does not answer

the brain. The theory is easily acquired, but the joints and liga-

ments of the fingers, hand, and wrist are stiff and disobedient. Is

it impossible to bring scientific aid to bear here 1 I have been told

that eight hours' a day practice for ten years would produce the

required result ; wliat we want is an hour or an hour-and-a-half for

a twelvemonth to enable us to join in a quartett or sympliony party.

Flexibility of finger and strength of muscle must be obtained
;

if

tliis can "be assisted by science, the rest is easy. I have taken

Knowledge from tlie beginning, and have seven handsome volumes

on mv shelf of interesting and useful matter. I wiU miss greatly

the weekly issue ; but I hope the monthly one will be as successful

as its predecessor. KOLOKOL.

THE OCrLAR SPECTRA.
)t preoccupied

e so long and

[19271—It maybe interesting to some of your readers to know

tliat, during a downpour of rain on Thursday, 3rd insf ., a very thick

shower of small snails fell with it, in Pembroke Dockyard. They
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literally covered the ground in a space of about one hundred yards'

diameter. They were all about the same siae. Most of them were
alive and creeping about for a couple of days after thev fell.

B. "Eetnolds.

OCEAN TELEGRAPHY.
[1928]—In your last number, under " Gossip," you in\ite evidence

on the trustworthiness of transatlantic telegraphy. I take plea-

sure in giving you the following facts :—

York, Charleston, S.C, and Memphis, Tenn. (probably a very good
reason why our messages arrive so punctually and correctly). We
pass messages in English, French, Latin, and Spanish severally.

Our cables often consist of thirty to forty words, and are almost
invariably correct transmissions, to a letter. Errors, of course, do
occur, but, my impression is, through illegible writing on the sender's

part more often than from carelessless on the part of the cable
officials.

As a rule, our transatlantic friends dispatch their messages at

the close of their business- 6 to 7 o'clock, and the same are
usually to hand on the following morning.

I tliink I see a moral in your conductor's experience. In future,

despatch messages from the local head office only.

I take this opportunity of expressing my regret that Knowledge
in future is to be a monthly publication, as I shall be a loser (intel-

lectually) ; but I trust it w'iU receive the success it deserves.

O. R.

THOUGHT TEASSMISSION.
[1929]—During the year 1?72 or 3, when a law student in

London, I saw in one of the V. C. Courts an elderly Q.C. who was
partially paralysed, and who made mems. with his left hand. A
Chancery clerk whispered his name to me, and remarked that he
did a larger business in that Court than any other Q.C, and that he
had "all the brains of the bar." I thought no more of him until

Thursday morning last, when I woke about 7.30 and, to my surprise,

found I was thinking about this particular barrister, whose name I

could not recollect. I see in the Standard of to-day that a Jlr.

Southgate, Q.C, died on that day, and, if I am not mistaken, that
was the name of the gentleman. If I am wrong, this letter is only
good for the waste-paper basket, but if I am correct in thinking
tliat Mr. S. was paralysed, and wrote with his left hand, I consider
it quite as interesting a coincidence as that described in " R. T. C's

"

letter (1912) on "Thought Transmission," which I have just been
reading, and T should much like to know at what hour Mr. S. died.

M.A., S.S.C.

MENTAL DEVELOPMENT.
[1930].—According to " Hallyards," in Knowledge, No. 1891,

we Europeans are " but a compost " (we should have preferred
some other term, for this word savours of the stable-yard), " of

Italian, Celtic, and German savages of old," he does not tell us
whence they came, " these savages of old," or whether they were
like Topsy, who " guessed she grow'd."

If we look back into the history of the world, or, further still, to

pre-historic times, we shall be able to trace the rise, growth, and
decadence of various ornamental arts on our continent.

Many reasons might probably be advanced for the gradual de-

cadence of art in Europe, and the deterioration in certain manu-
aotures, but we will only touch upon one or two of the most
prominent and likely ones.

It seems a very general rule, that as soon as any European nation
attains a high degree of civilisation they become intensely pro-
gressive in their ideas, things begin to go at railway speed, articles

are turned out to please the million, the declension of art is in-

evitable, the goldsmith's work, sculptures carpets. Sec, are turned
out to pattern or to order instead of being, like the paintings of Fra
Angelico or the metal-work of Benvenuto Cellini, a creation of the
artist soul, not executed for the praise of men, but because their

art was a part of their lite ; such men were not the mere human
machines which they necessarily become under the conditions of
the nineteenth ceuturj-, in which the increasing demand is for

noveltj-, not quality. Many articles which in former times were only
within reach of the few are now obtainable at a small cost in

money ; but how inferior in quality !

The tendency to imitation, and that not of the best kind, causes
inferior materials to be used ; the thing made may have some like-

ness to the original, but the same amount of labour and thought
has not been bestowed upon it : one step has already been made in

the downward career of the art or the manufacture. To give an
instance of this:—Some years ago, when in India, we were shown
some embroideries coming from Kashmir, suitable for trimming
ladies' woollen dresses ; the designs upon them had most likely

been handed down for generations in that country with but few
' '

3, where the tailors form one caste, the goldsmiths another.

It w
England,

thus s

(tailors), who liad been thrown ov

the cessation in the demand for t

after the Franco-Prussian War
broideries as they deserved, but

20,000 durzies
1 Kashmir by

ovelty

;

countrj', they would sppc

lonths later

: a dre

rything.

receded it.

reproduction (in loom and i,L.i l,>.i...-..,..»y .^i .,,.-. l.i

In Asia, where conservative principles are retained ii
_ „,

in religion, in dress, arts, and manufactures, the people of a par-

ticular caste or district are unchanged from what they were a
couple of thousand years ago—one particular family or tribe pur-

sues the same calling from generation to generation, e.g., a draughts-

man continues to copy the designs which have come down to him
from his ancestors ; and, even more than this, a goldsmith who
belongs to Central or Southern India will be found utterly incapable

of making a bracelet similar to one which was bought either in

Kashmir or in the Punjab, even if the original be gi\en him to

work from.
The people of the so-called Bronze Age in Scandinavia, whom we

suppose " Hallyards " would class as Keltic savages, produced,
nevertheless, goldsmiths who were most exquisite workers in the
most precious of all metals. The Bronze Age in those northern
lands is supposed from first to last to have had a duration of about
a thousand years, and to have termicated abuut luO A.D. Its art

has been divided into two distinct i> :: 1- ;! :': r and the later

Bronze Age. When we contemjlai. . i- li have been
classed as belonging to the former ^

• -losecwhata
wide gulf separates it from the >:

Whence came this race? They w ;

state of civilisation from the very

designs on their goldsmith's work a

innumerable ornaments made by them, lue uesigns are uie same as

those we find now existing in Kashmir and in Hindostan proper

:

we must believe that they brought their cunning with them from
Asia ; for, not in their personal adornments only, but in the very

material which they wore, fragments of which have been found in

graves in Denmark which owe their preservation to the oaken coffins

which contained them, and in their architecture also we can
trace the resemblance to the Asiatic forms adopted by the
dwellers in the high and mountainous regions of India, where wood
was plentiful as in Scandinavia. A reason which we would urge
for the decline of art in Greece is, that at the time when Christi-

anity and Paganism were in a state of rampant antagonism to each
other the former (represented by the Byzantine and Greek Churches)
adopted a stereotyped form for the representations of the Saviour
and the saints ; and thus a great barrier arose between Greek
religious and secular art as time progressed and Christianity gained
a firmer hold on the minds of the people, the material worship of

the finest type of human beauty languished, and then became extinct.

A verj- curious thing happened to us when in Greece about six years
ago, which gives us ground for the supposition that Greece also
originally derived her knowledge of true art from Eastern lands.

When visiting Megara, a village about fifty miles from Athens (the
occasion being their annual fete), one of our part}-, then just

returned from India, chanced to be wearing a dress trimmed with
silver buttons bought at Benares, and other Indian ornaments.
Many of the peasant women present seemed much attracted by
them, and even went up to the wearer a»d touched them. A Greek
gentleman standing by was requested to inquire why they gazed go
intently at these ornaments and desired to examine them closely.

Their reply may, we think, serve as an answer to Hallyards'
question. It was, " Because they are so like our own !

"

Cosmopolitan.

GRAIL AND WHITSUNDAY.

Etymological Dictionary" they are given as follows, as if expressly

"Grail, the holy dish at the Lr-=* S'--: • r '"
T O'- The

etrmolotrv was vers- earlv fabifie'! :

• 'Tm
SanGrialQioXyAiet^to'SangT:.',' ,.;cn

to mean Real blood).—0. F. gra.iJ. -.vith

numerous other forms both in 0. V ..:.'[ I. . i. i
, ipear

that the word was comipted in various wavs fr-m Low L. cratelta,

a small bowl, dimin. nf crater, a bow! : see" Crater."
"^\^3it-Sunday (E.) Literallv White-Sundnii', ^s is perfectly
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certain from the A *:

dagr , Norwegnn In
denied by the Io\ era

The difbcultN In uiil

valt. "i II I

the).

iilbi
tion hence the fjllowing week was calleii

Heltja Mia ( Iccl Diotionarj ) The cast
noon which li lir t mi int ninth hour Oi 3 p i

shiftc<l ^1 i! M 111 1 fises DernatiVLs
tor U (]<l1 laiias^

Abl I

, moon always due south." I should have

s error, but he goes on to say that this

avel round the earth in a day A>'D ABOUT

I it there ._

1 tiavclled by the moon eastward, or about fifty

n ent% four hours.

u ider of KNOWLEDGE for more than two years.

It, s( ver-il small changes have taken place generally

—

jr the better. I hope the approaching one will be in

W. H. S.

I tiinlv not eastward ; but a day mid fifty minutes is

d ha\e shown " W. H. H." that the error was a

£ the man travels at the less rate correctly indicated

ndcnt will he not take a l.juger—not a shorter—

Hcightj -3/^ Centtmetfes.

Wei-^hl, 2J Grcvnivves.

Rising m Knobs.

FALL OF ICE.

Ml
I

chemisi

A TWIN DANDELION.
7th inst. I found in a field near here a double
two distinct stalk.s, but thev grow close together

uiding both) tiU within about an eighth of an
I, where they separate, each bearing a flower.

iGNOltAMUS.

liK( KIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS.
N, Willi the now arrangenipnt? pending the

oui llie guide-buok.

Isabella Terrell.
se, Saint Martin Lautosque,

KEEPING THE JIOON DUE SOUTH-A PRINTER'S ERROR.

[1!)33] -I think Mr. Proctor must have made a mistake in his

article on " Finding the Way at Sea," on page 177, Knowledge,
where he says that a " traveUer who could only go fast enough
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not reach her will go over yonder hill." But this is

the moon is low. It requires much higher aims, n
thought, and a more steadfast resolution to combine due regard
for others with the necessary care of self than even to try to

carry out the purely altruistic system. But if this may be
said of the honest attempt to do that, what shall be
said of the false and dishonest system by which millions

talk of doing It, and never think of even trying to ? That is no
lofty ideal.—C. E. P. Many thanks ; all of those are coming. We
have a whole bookful ready. What we should like to have noticed
would be any omissions in the alphabetical list. "Spank" for

"whip," as you say, and "whip" for "beat" (in the sense of
" conquer "). " Begin " (" doesn't begin to ") is the only one in

your list which needs noting.—F. C. Have not seen the tablet or

the Rev. Dr. Howley's ailment about Taurus and the Deluge. At
a venture—bosh.—J. A. Ollabd. You are an old friend of

Knowledge; but as for being "fair," I have had four years of

hard work on Knowledge for others entirely ; I know of no law
of fairness which forbids my easing up a little. If but a few of our
friends had done each but a little to help, I might have gone on.—Astro. 1. I| don't know; if you were to look up the
last edition (which you can do quite as readily as I) you would
see. 2. Nobody believes now in a cool solar nucleus. 3. Not
ha\-ing the latest edition, cannot say; but as it was published
several years after Herschel's death,' I presume he made no
such alteration in it.

—

Isabella Terrell. Thanks. Letter
and form of the tracings shall appear.—Cosimextatoe. We send
on no MS. to correspondents, in that way : have not " G.'s " address,

even. As regards the admiration you mention, you must be mis-
taken : I have never expressed any such feeling.—H. E. Brandon.
See notices to correspondents.

—

M.Volk. Cannot devote space to
your purpose.—A. S. Barnes. Tour criticisms justified. Albeit
cause and eflfect are really interchanged. Thus clouds are caused
by lowering of temperature ; but they also cause the temperature
to fall in places which they shadow—in the summer-time. And so
on.—Thomas Willcocks.' Quite agree with all yon say. Those
have been my views for many years.—E. Lewins. Glad you are
pleased.—Edward Noehis. Many thanks. Book has not yet
been forwarded to me at York, but doubtless will soon be.—P. J.

Beveridge. I really cannot. Readers object, and very properly,
to the introduction of letters which only indicate how and in what
degree the writer has misconceived some matter. That is all

your letter amounts to. Darwin admitted that one cannot
always see in what way the balance in the struggle for life may
be affected by some special peculiarity. But admitting this is not
giving up the belief that when the balance of advantages h affected,

however slightly, the circumstance will tell in the long run.—F.
PCLLINGEE. A short answer would be worth nothing.—H. 0. C.

It might be so, if it were so ; but it is not so. Y'ou never saw cattle

and trees magnified by a fog. You thought you did, but yon did
not. The Olusion is well known. Y'ou see the objects with a
certain amount of distinctness, only when they are much nearer
then as usually so seen. Hence they occupy a larger space on
the retina, and you suppose they are magnified. If the fog suddenly
cleared you would not find them grow less, by a hair's breadth.
Magnification by a convex lens is quite another thing.—J. Y'our
experience, I find, agrees with mine. Albeit, those expressions may
still be called Americanisms—except " bilin'," which is too com-
monly heard in England to be less English than American. Words
and expressions which are localisms or vulgarisms on this side,

but used everywhere in America, may, I think, fairly be called
Americanisms. Locke is a man who wrote on the Mind : but no
matter.-E. A. Gepp. Most certainly we shall keep up our Whist.
—H. A. Miles. Thanks.—A Subscriber from the First. I
think with you. But he is a ncll-meaning nuisance.— J. G. G. Do
not know.—J. G. S. The nebula is not near any star shown in
those elementary maps. It is shown in my " Stars in their
Seasons."—R. Lewins, M.D. " It will go near to be thought so,

shortly."—A Subscriber. Some say the yolk, others the white.
I should say the yolk myself. As to human hair growing after
death, I have heard stories to that effect. Safest not to believe

Next years British Association is to be held in Birmingham, and
that for 1887 in Manchester, the latter having been chosen in pre-

ference to Bath.

We are pleased to notice that there is considerable prospect of
the system of train-lighting on the London, Brighton, and South
Coast Railway, which was described in Knowledge, No. 174, p. 168,

being shortly extended. Its many advantages are apparent. We
hear that the system tried on the Great Eastern was an expensive
one, inasmuch as seven engines had to be fitted with dynamo, &c.,

to maintain a single train, consequent on the fact that while
carriages can be kept constantly running, engines cannot.

©ur Ct)rss Column*
By MEpnisTO.

ILLU.STRATIVE GAME No. 11.

A COMMON error, even amongst many good players, occurs when
receiring the odds of Pawn and move or Pawn and two

moves from a first class player. They imagine that by avoiding

hasty attacks, and merely playing a steady game, they will be able

to win finally with the extra' Pawn. This is, however, not so, and
the belief is soon dispelled after a little experience of first-class

play. Purely defensive play or heedless attacks are both equally

weak. ^VTien receiving the odds of Pawn and moves, it is quite

correct, immediately after the Opening moves, not to make an
attack against any particular point. But the thing is to attack the

positUm as a n-hoJe. This advice holds good, more or less, for every

Opening. For if your own pieces are well developed and the

opponents position is cramped, then surely enough favourable

opportunities for a specific attack will soon be found. But in-

activity in the Opening, as in the following game, will enable the

stronger player to get over the disadvantage of position, and take

the attack in hand himself.

Game played September 12 at the odds of Pawn and two moves :

Remove Black's King's Bishop's Pawn.

White. Black.
i

Wlite. Black.
r. J. Lee. J. Gunsberg. F. J. Lee. J. Gunsberg.

1. P to K4 '• 18. R to B2 P to Kt5
2. P to Q4 P to KKtS ; 19. Kt to Kt sq. QR to KB sq.

3. B to Q3 P to Kt3 20. P to Kt3 P to QR4
4. Kt to KB3 B to KKt2

;

21. P x BP (0 QP x P
5. P to B3 B to Kt2 22. Kt to Q2 (m) Kt to Q4 (n)

6. Castles (a) P to K3 23. R to K sq. Kt x B (o)

7. KttoR3(J) KttoK2 24. R x Kt PxP
8. Kt to KKtS (c) Castles

,
25. R x P Q x P Cp)

9. P to KB4 P to B4 ((f) 26. R x P Q to K6
10 B to K3 P to KR3 (f) 27 R to K4 (q) Q to R2 (r)

11 KttoE3(/) PtoQ4
I

28 B to Kt3 R to K sq

12 P to K5 (</) P to B5 29 Q to Kt3
13 B to QBi Ptj E3 (^)

'

I^,
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QP freely. Black will be better able now t

attacked.

(/) White's idea being not to put his Kt
R. But Kt to B3 would probablj' have been
could, if feasible, play Kt to l.'l in r .1:, .,

press on the weak spot on l;! 1
I

!
'

(jr) A tempting move, I
:

i defend his KKt3 if

n the way of his Q or

13. 1

CO ling t.

White-. ;
.

. 17 , l:7 ' '''

17. 1'
I . i ;, V, : ;.

, ,

•:

19. K

I

Pxl'. Mi Ui u. Im;., l^l u. |;i. :'>., l;

also to forestall P to E5, P x P, B x EP,
would have a good reply in R to R2 !

(Z) White was not pradeut in taking tliis P, as thereby Black's

QB comes into good play, a chance much desired by Black.

(*j) White, feeling himself driven back inch by inch, seeks again

to reach Q6 with his Kt, only he is one season behind.

(n) Taking the initiative in the attack. White cannot play Kt x P,

as Black would win a piece by B to R3.

(0) Black has left his P on Kt3 .u 1
il-, ii i , il-r.f,. ,, ,,::

important for him not to lose the nm, I ,.
!

'
'' '

as it often happens in similiar posiliMi

isbetter. Kt x B dissolves White's c.m 1 . : ,-
:

..:i.;'
1

.:

Black.

(p") Black having now opened up '

being a game at odds—willing to rm
attack.

(g) In reply to 28. B x P Black would have had nothing li

than Q to K8"(ch). 29. Kt to B sq., R to Q2, kc.
;
perhaps A

was unnecessarily afraid of this continuation.

(r) Wishing to keep the Rook pinned, witli the possibili

bringing the Kt into good play, via Q4.
(s) Black is now thorough master of the position, and prepr

surprise for White.

(<) In this very curious position both Rooks are pinned
Black threatens to win the Queen by Kt to K7 (ch). Whiti

10 good reply. If 32. K to B sq., B to R3 wins, or if 32. B to >

e risk for the sake of ai

RxBw

w

If 33. KtxKt, QxQ;

^ur ^I)tsit Column.
By "Fite of Clubs."

Returxt.n-g l'.\iiTNf;u's Lead.*

In trumps the rule for returning the higher of two cards, the

lowest of three or more, is even more important than in plain suits-

But in all suits it should be carefully followed.

When you ha\

usually, for the :

when you cannot follow suit

ird you can best spare. And
ongest suit is usually the one
e the greatest reliance, your

shortest m ii i ' ,;, y.iiue least, and from which, therefore,
youni.ii . !. Still it is manifest that often mere
length :i'l of value. If you have four small cards
in one .111' 1..

,
,^^n with but one or two i/Kar(/« (or small

cards) in :ni .i i: i, \ .i; ,. mild prefer to discard one of the four small
cards, wliiili are alike w<jrthless, to discarding one of the guards of

the King or Queen, which may lead to the downfall of the royal
card Ijcfore tlie enemy's Ace.

T!ie L'oneral i ule, then, for the first discard is, that while as yet the
rrh:iir,. ../,..,...,,.(;. ,,/vi,, .;,,,,,,/.. ;.. ,,.., ;..,,„.,.,, h ,,),.-,, .i,-] hefromyourshortest
-'oi I, I'ii-- I i 'i; ,,i ,,i,

,
I ;, ,•

.
II, ,. :.•. ;, -ii^eyou discard from

I'l "'
I .' in a form which I

discard be from tlie suit you would least like your partner to lead.

When strength, and here I refer specially to trump strength, is

declared in your favour, this rule should always be obeyed.
But, when strength in trumps is clearly ajrainst you, cautions play

in.ir.H Ml re. t., i.i N J iu;i ji m .' sm ii . li i ~ i -ential, therefore, that
.in.ind you may have

I
'

I
'

i. I
. ,

.
; I: ;

I . old discarding from
1 lio-" -nil ~. ii, ii^ - I li ii,!'".

;. !:t jo!i.i>i- i-nhice the number of

Kuanls protect inu- wiiatcver liigli cards you may have in them. It

is safer to discard from your own longest suit, in which you are

usually well protected. If trump strength is heavily against you,

you lose nothing by discarding from your long suit, simply because
chance of bringing in the complete suit.

Thei

worthless card
from them, see

misfortune for

; this general rule— n-Awj tTump strength is

t discard sliould be from tliat suit which you

e reason tor inferrin,^' tliat your first discard is

lien trump strength is declared against you.
II sound the doctrine that your first discard
1

1 L'arded as directing your partner to lead
i ia\e discarded. It is not a sound rule that

ill fn ^m your longest or your best suit when
trniiip streni^h. If you have two or three

lo of tile enemy's suits, you ought to discard

at you sIioiiM have to discard from your best

i
. II- v.hi 11 tho enemy are strong in trumps; it

III 1
1

1 r t wo or three worthless cards

;

I 1
1

, i r t lie second misfortune has be-
-eardingfrom a strong sun when

gets the lead himself, as it is obvii

him and the opponent to your righ

third player, will be at a disadvant

.\ ou see clearly that you will have to dis-

trength in trumps against you, and tliat

le from your best suit, then let yourjirst

ling worb entitled " Horn

^-ill block his SI
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(Bnv jlnbrntorsi' Column,

We give here, weeTc ly vieek, a terse description of

such of the many inventions as we think may
he of use to our readers. Where it is possible,

the number of the patent is quoted, to enable

those who desire fuller information to procure

the specification from the Patent Office in

Cursitor-street, Chancery-lane. We shall, gene-

rally speaking, confine ourselves to the more
recent inventions; hut it often happens that an
article comes under our notice xvhich, although

not quite novel, is worthy of mention for its

utility and ingenuity. In s^u:h a ease we should

not hesitate to refer our readers to it. And
while we thus increase the interest of our pages,

greaterpublicity to their inventions (Knowledge
being a popular magazine) than is accorded by
the most excellent trade journals-.

I1IPR0TE5IENTS IN BRINSJIEAD PIAXOS.

PlANOPOETES have hitherto been regarded in a
double aspect—both as musical ins

as articles of household o
make bold to say that, with many people, the
latter consideration has predominated to such an
extent as to give rise to the practice, on the part
of unprincipled manufacturers, of enclosing worth-
less mechanisms—from a musical point of view

—

in cases constructed simply with a view to their

effective appearance. The purchasers of these
" musical boxes " soon discover, however, that

they have sacrificed their sense of sound to their

sense of sight, but too late in many cases to

remedy the evil ; for pianoforte-buying with most
people is an affair of once for all time rather

than an everyday occurrence.

With the idea of remedying to a great extent
this state of things, the well-known firm of Brins-

mead & Sons have introduced, and are exhibiting

at the Inventions Exhibition, an improvement in

the construction of pianos which cannot fail to

commend itself to all concerned. The pianoforte

is now manufactured by them and shown com-
plete, irrespective of the cabinet-work, which is

altogether a subsidiary after-consideration. It is

not merely the ordinary " Brinsmead " previous to

encasement that is exhibited, however, but a com-
plex development of the latest inventions of the firm,

resulting in a mechanical structure challenging
approval or condemnation on its merits as a tone-

producer alone, an inspection and study of which
convinces one that a forward step has been taken
by the manufacturers in the interests of the
musical art. The illustrations given herewith
show the front and back view of their Patent
Consolidated Iron Piano ; an examination of these
will present a better idea of the mechanical im-
provements effected than could be afforded by
mere verbal description.

Mr. E. A. Proctor's Lecture Tour.

1. LIFE OP WORLDS
2. THE SUX
3. THE MOON
4. THE UNIVERSE.

Subjects

:

5. COMETS AND METEORS
6. THE STAR DEPTHS
7. VOLCANOES.
8. THE GREAT PYRAMID.

Each Lecture is profusely illustrated.

An-angements are now being made for the delivery of Lectures
by Mr. Proctor. Communications respecting terms and vacant
dates should be addressed to the Manager of the Tour, Mr. JOHN
STUART, Royal Concert Hall, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

Sept. 21, 22, Harrogate; Sei)t. 23 24, 25, Ilkley; Sept. 28,20,
Berbv.

Oct. 2, Chester; Oct. 3, 17, Malvern; Oct. 6, d,

mouth ; Oct. 7, 10, 14, 16, Torquay ; Oct. 19, 22, 28,
Oct. 21, 26, 29, Southampton; Oct. 23, 27, 30, Winchesi
Marlborough College.

Nov. 2, Che3;fr; Nov. 4, Barnley; Nov. 9, StafTon
Streathara ; Nov. 12, Middlesbroug'h

;

Saltai

Dec. 2
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SWIFTLY-MOVING METEORS.*

rpil]'] earth is now traversing that part of her annual

JL Cdurse in which her northern hemisphere is most
(lircclly cxiHisrd tn meteoric downpour. The northern
lu;ini>liliri-f limy be compared at this season to an
umbrLlLi earriud somewhat in front by one who travels

through a rainstorm drifted by a wind which he is facing,

whereas in the spring months the northern hemisphere
is like an umbrella carried over the shoulders for pro-

tection against rain blown after the traveller. When we
face the drifting rain it comes down more sharply on us
than when we are retreating from it. So is it with the
earth ; and thus we have at this season a greater number
I if meteors falling on our northern hemisphere, and those

>vhich reach us fall on our air (the eartli's umbrella, one
might almost say, seeing that it in reality protects her
from the meteoric shower) more sharply than during the
months of spring.

At this season, then, the observers of meteors and
falling stars have more favourable opportunities than
during any other part of the year. And meteoric
observations are now much needed, for a discovery has
l)ccn announced respecting meteors which, if real, is one
of the most interesting ever made. But it needs very
eareful testing.

Every one knows, or should know, that meteors are
bodies which enter the earth's atmosphere from outside.

They had been travelling on orbits of planetary, perhaps
more than planetary, extent, with velocities even ex-

ceeding the swift rush of our earth on her annual course.

I'Jucountering her upon their way, they rushed into the
air which shields her from actual mischief, were caused
to glow by the friction arising as they swept through
this air at the rate of tliirty or forty miles per second,
"-nd, being vaporised by the intense heat, their careers
as separate bodies came to an end.

So swift have been the movements of all meteors yet
observed, that the motion of the observer as he is carried
I'ound the earth's axis (at the rate of ten or twelve

* I'roin the Timet of Sept. 10.

!" 1 rjf appreciibly

. ...lUvh. Thib
II iM 1 1 ,x display

I, I- I isted five or
' f the meteors has

Their " radiant
of their parallel

-J
ill I re. has remained

^t 1 ill the time,

111 V liM li the earth's

_n,l till ugh a right

xpicted, becOT

apj)reciabl_\ iim li n .i

point," or the '' v.uiinIiihj- jhhii

tracks, as seen jirojeeti.il on tin ~i n

in tlio same position amonic tin

although in six hours the dirn 1 1 n

rotation carries the observer l^ > li.i

angle. This, of course, was to hi

velocity of ten or twelve miles per minute is a3 nothing
compared with a velocity of thirty or forty miles per
second.

But it is quite different with the earth's motion of

revolution. This carries the observer along at the rate of

18^ miles per second. If the direction of this motion
changed while a shower of meteors lasted, then assuredly

we might expect that the apparent directions of the
meteors' courses would change too. We might, indeed,

be sure that they would change in a marked degree even
though the meteors were travelling along with the
greatest velocities meteors can have when crossing the
earth's path on any closed orbit—viz., twenty-six miles
per second.

Bat then the direction of the earth's motion around
the sun does not appreciably change during the usual

continuance of a display of falling stars. In a whole day
it only changes one degree, which is as nothing. It

takes three months to change through a right angle,

instead of six hours, the time during which the direction

of her motion of rotation changes by that amount. So
that it might have been supposed that we need never
look for any change in the apparent directic n of meteoric
motion on account of a change in the direction of the
earth's motion in her course around the sun.

Now, however, comes the announcement—or, rather,

the announcement has been in the air for full five years—
that there are meteors which pour in upon the earth in

the same unchanged direction for four or five months at

a stretch, some of these belonging to well-known systems,

or, rather, to systems supposed to be well known till this

strange discovery was made respecting them. Mr.
Denning, of Bristol, who has long been known as a
careful observer of meteors, stated in 1880 that he had
observed meteors coming night after night from the same
radiant point among the stars for several months in suc-

cession. It was pointed out immediately that if such
were the case, and such meteors travelled only with
ordinary meteoric velocities, the apparent persistence

of the radiant point proved incontcstably that the
meteors belonged to different ,-_\ -i iiu-. iml i.> :, .is Mv.
Denning supposed, to one ami i' The
reasoning on which this deiun I . Imt

demonstrative. It may be very i-' ! > _ "se

of tweuty-MX miles an hoiu- in :iu :iii\ ;i ry ^i? ,ll.v, I, n,

say from due north. Then it is rni hm i\ i:. I;i]i

changes her course through a iijlii r i , \si wilt

round, witli unchanging velnei

•rle, th n.l >

If. (

the

the ship uiis :it llr-i stiMmiui: 'lue in rtli, meeting the

wind, shn was ixfu'snl to an aiipifeiit north wind of

forty-four and a-lialf miles an hour. If she turned round
in a large are towards the east the wind would seem to
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grow less and less violent, and to come more and
more from the east, until when she was steaming due
east it would seem to come from somewhere about
north-east by north, and with a velocity of about
thirty-two miles an hour. If she still continued her
circuit the wind would gradually return in direction
towards the north, still diminishing more and more
in velocity till she was steaming due south, when the
wind would seem to reach her as a north wind having a
velocity of only seven and a-half miles an hour. Similar
changes would have been observed had she turned origi-
nally towards the west, the direction of the wind changing
apparently more and more to the west, till it was about
west by north (when she was steaming due west), then
becoming more and more northerly again, till it fippearcd
as a north wind of seven and a-half miles an hour. It is

manifest that if, instead of these changes, the wind rc-
aiained all the time apparently a north wind, that would
prove, not that the wind had really remained a north
wind, but that the wind had changed, the change by some
odd chance coinciding with the change in the ship's course
30 precisely as to leave the apparent wind all the time
northerly. An apparently north wind felt on a shij)

steaming rapidly eastwards must of necessity be a wind
with a good deal of west in it, and vice versA.

There is but one way of interpreting the steady con-
tinuance of a meteor shower in the same apparent direc-
tion while the earth is greatly changing her direction.
We have only to consider the illustration just used to
-see what that way is. If the velocity of the wind were
enormously greater than that of the ship, no change in
the ship's course would appreciably afPect the apparent
course of the wind. The ship might steam round and
ffound in a circle at the rate of one mile an hour witli-

,out noticeably aifecting the apparent direction of a wind
blowing steadily at the rate of fifty miles an hour. If

it were a north wind, it would seem a north wind
whether she steamed east or west north or south. Nor
would the northerly wind of fifty-one miles an hour she
-would seem to encounter when steaming due north seem
noticeably stronger than the northerly wind of forty-nine

miles an hour blowing over her when she was steaming
due south.

If this explanation were allowed in the case of those
meteors which Mr. Denniag believes he has observed to

pour in upon the earth in the same unchanged direction

for months in succession, then we should have to assume
that the real velocities of these bodies amounted to 200
or 300 miles per second at least. If so, they would
assuredly not be attendants on our sun. They must have
possessed the greater part of those enormous velocities

long before they reached our system, and they must be
carried away again by those excessive velocities into the
interstellar depths never to return, tmless actually cap-
tured by our earth or some other planet.

But, unfortunately for our peace of mind, neither

Mr. Denning, who brings his discovery of " stationary
radiants " before us, nor Colonel Tupman, who endorses
the discovery after long resisting it (and who has mathe-
matical knowledge for his guidance), will admit that such
enormous velocities exist. They trust in those multiple
observations of bright meteors in which one observer,

perhaps in Yorkshire, announces that the meteor track
ran from near such and such a star to near such and such
another star, and was traversed in about three-quarters

of a second; while another observer, say in Oxford-
.shire, notes that as seen from his more southerlj'

station the meteor track was different, the duration
of flight being estimated at about half a second. Such

observations are unsatisfactory-, fir there is nothing more
diflScult to estimate than the time in which a tody
suddenly appearing has rapidly traversed a certain track

before as suddenly disappearing. But on the strength of

such observations Mr. Denning and Colonel Tupman
practically reject the observations of stationary radiants

which they had seemed to accept. It is absolutely

certain that if meteors seem to come from the same
direction within a degree or so for months they must
travel much more swiftly than the earth. If, then, there

are no meteors travelling so rapidly, there can be none
which retain their ajinarLiit directions unchanged for

months.
The inquiry is one i f .Miiu-ulai- interest, because if there

are such swiftly travelling meteors we liave tn adopt
strange ideas as to their origin and i"

.
. i ;lieir

tremendous velocities. If there are n to

rely so confidently as heretofore on li, ;iiih

Messrs. Greg, Denning, Alex. Herselu!, .,,,.i ...i.v/., liuve

formed respecting the r.^.diiints of the various meteor
streams. In either case, it is clear thtit the meteoric
field of inquiry requires man}- new labourers.

MYSTERIES AXD MORALITIES.

Br Edward Clodd.

!f comparing the several plays on kindred subjects in

the four series of English Mysteries, one is sorely

ipted to continue extracts from them in detail, the

es, all ofmore so on account of 0;, r.ii

which, the recently-] :

been long out of j:: • l:

would, even if space [> :

of our readers, the majority

with a general idea of the clia

of these forerunners of the 1

sincerity, earnestness, skill, a

,,
.

. ejited, ha^
ji '1 abstract

- the patience

1 lie content
I .

;
rary ability

:. .. :, and of the

J « iiole, good taste

ith which the primitive dramatists converted Bible

story into Mystery Play. There are, however, among
the twenty-five or thirtj- {.ageant.-, yet unnoticed three

or four which demaial ;

:.'
' " nie account

of the Moralities is ji. :; : - -t inn of the

Three Kings ; The T r Pilate's

Wife; The Grucifi.viu.: :n,.\ i // /Hell.

In the first of these, the conceiiti.-n -f Herod as a

swaggering boaster is common to all the series. Xotably,

in the York variant, the most elaborate of the four, does

he in alliterative rhymed lines play the braggart :

—

Herod. The clowdes clapped in clerenes that ther clematis in-closis

(climates encloses)

.Tubiter and Jouis, Martis an>l Mercury emyde,
Haykand ouerc r :

-^ '' rcioyse?,*

Blonderande th'

V

"; I bidde.

The rakke o£ tiir 1'
: ; Iv I ridde,

Thondres full tlirallyo by tliousandes I thraw

That prit ;s to play in hym piMs (clicose

The prince of planetis th.',t proudelv is pi_'l;t

SaU brace furth his hemes that oiire bebk- Mitli.:s,

The mone at my myght he mosteres his my^ht

:

And kavssaris (emperors) in castellis cre'e lyndr
kythes (show),

* i.e., I ride on the wandering clou ?s.
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For I am
(The soil

Thani,'lni

Similarly alliterative :'(']i in the Coventry

In the Towneley play he boasts that

to him and " Sant Mahowne,J and, as

Chester, when a messenger ai

approach of the three king

f r o s at he ng tl at tl

1 self —
otl

ll}"

seek a cl I

Jewes an I 1

tl reate s tl

to lay atr 1 f 1 m
|1

nl
t B til 1 on c nit o

1 n t e t 1 g Tl e pi J

I the pageant of T
the Towneley se e

to tl probable

) 1 n b ng

1 t

J th

r not! e ay

J
of the vorld on Mercators P eject on befo e hm

Rrlo
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Sir, that comely comaundes hir youe too,

And sais, al nakid this nyght as sche napped,
With bene and with traye was sche trapped,

With a sweuene (dream) that swiftely hir swapped (struck)

Of one Jesu the juste man, the Jcwes will undo.

She beseches you as hir souerayne that symple to saue

Deme hym noght to deth, for drcde of vengeaunce.*

In the Coventry' play of The Crucifi.cion, Pilate, vacil-

lating and disquieted in mind, brings Jesus before the

crowd, who shout that they have "no kynge but the

Emperour alon." Here (says the stage direction) thei

.ml brtjnge Barabas to the barre, and Jhesu, and ij Jeivys

in here shertys bare-legijyd, and Jhesus standyng at the

harre betwyo;t them ; and Annas and Cayphas xal gon into

the cowncelle hous qwhan Pylat syttyth.f Barabbas is

freed, and Pilate delivers Jesus to scourging and death,

with, as the York play has it, " a harlott on aythir side

hym." This term, it may be noted, was originally

applied to either sex, and not always in a very bad sense,

being equivalent to our "fellow." The etymology is of

uncertain origin. Probably it comes from Old High
German Jcarl, a man.
The legend of Veronica,| one of the women who,

meeting Jesus sinking under the burden of the cross on

his way to Calvary, ofEeied him her handkerchief to wipe
the sweat from his brow, when his features were miracu-

lously imprinted on the handkerchief, is woven into the

plays.

In the Coventry, when, in the stage direction, sche

"'ii/pyth his face icith her herchy, Jesus says:—
Veronyca, thi whipyng doth me ese !

My face is clene that was blak to se :

I xal them kepe from alle mysese
That lokyn on thi kerohy and remembyr nie !

Then thei pidle Jhesu out of his clothis and leyn them,

togedyr ; and ther thei pullyn hym down and leyn along on

the eras, and after that naylyn hym thereon, while they

begin "dawncyn abowte the cros" amidst the mockings

of the onlookers, the lamentations of the women, and the

cry of the crucified to his " Padyr in hevyn." In both

the York and Towneley plays the scene was invested with

a grim realism by the stretching of the victim on the

cross, the knitting of knots to bind him, the driving of

nails through hands and feet, and the upraising of the

cross with noise of hammers as they fit it into the mortice

and set it fast with wedges. The drawing of lots for

the garment of Jesus is in the Towneley series made the

subject of a farcical play

—

Processus Talentorum, in which

Pilate delivers a prologue in lines half English, half

monkish Latin, boasting of his royal

but adding that "nomine valgari Pownce Pilat." He
then lies down to slnep, when three of the torturers of

Jesus enter to obtain his decision as to who is to have

the "cote," and on his awakening he haggles with

them to secure the " gowne " for himself, suggesting

* York Mysteries, p. 282.

t Coventry Mysteries, p. 314.

X For other legends of Veronica of. Cowper'.s Apoch, Gosj'ch. pp.

410, 434, 441, fp.

§ For sir Sesar was my sior,

And I sothely his sonnc
;

And my modir hight (named) I'ila that proude was o pight

(sets),

Pila that prowdc and Atus hir fadir he hight.

Yoi-l; M.l'., 271.

that they should draw cutts (lots) for it, to which they

agree, until he claims first draw :

—

Pilatus. We, me falles alle the fyrst, and forther'shalle ye.

Secundvs Tortor. Nay, drede you not doutles, for that do yc not,

O, he sekys as he wold dyssave us now we se.

Tercius Tortor then produces " thre dyse " * to the

throwing of which Pilate, after more haggling, agrees,

and although Tercius Tortor, by name Spili-payn, wins,

Pilate by coaxing and threatening sec;ures the garment,

the Tortores cursing the dice and moralising on the vice

of gambling

:

Tercius Tirrtm: What commys ot <ly- i:_ I m; -. -, "n hark after

But los of good in I I I'l ,! .1 oft tymes
•s slagli

Thu! ;i- if ther be

Pilate dismisses them with an artful compliment a.'

"most conyng clerkes," and commends them to the can
of Mahomet :

Mahowne n
He kepe yo.

)st myghty in castels and tow

,
lordynges, and alle youres.

And havys alle gud day.

Of these sacred dramas the Passion Play performed at

Ammergau, a village in the Bavarian mountains, is the

sole extant representative. When, about one hundred

years ago, the Prince-Archbishop of Salzburg forbade the

further performance of Mysteries and Miracle Plays, the

inhabitants of Ammergau were excepted from the pro-

hibition, that they might remain faithful to a vow made
in 1633, on the cessation of a dreadful plague, that the

Passion of Jesus should be performed every tenth year in

token of their thanksgiving. That performance has

taken place decennially ever since, the last occasion being

in 1880.

MERCURY IN A THREE-INCH
TELESCOPE.

Br A Fellow of the Royal Astroxomical Society.

[The delay in the appearance of this final paper of a series com-
menced on p. 201 of the first volume of Knowledge, has had its

origin wholly in the fact that for tlie last two years the planet

Mercury has been invisible in the instrument wljicli we have em-
ployed for the purposes of descripti^.n and illustr.ation : he having
been obscured by the strange halo which, certainly sinee the be-

ginniog of 1883, has sun-ounded and extended to so considerable a

distance from the Sun. It was not until the morning of Tuesday,
September 15, that we at length succeeded in obtaining an available

observation of the planet.]

MERCURY in a three-inch telescope is, to speak as

euphemistically as possible, a rather disappointing

object. Nor is the reason far to seek. Even in inferior

conjunction—when (save during the rare occasions of his

transit over the Sun's disc), he is, of course, invisible—his

diameter scarcely exceeds 10"
; while at the times of his

greatest elongation—east or west of the Sun, as the case

may be—his little crescent only measures some 7" from
cusp to cusp. Hence it becomes necessary to employ as

high a power as our telescope will bear to get any idea of

the planet's figure and general appearance ; while as to the

detail alleged in astronomical works to have been seen on
his surface, the possessor of such an instrament as that

with which our observations are made must be content

* Among the items of expense given this occurs. "Imp. iiij.

Jakkets of blake bokeram for the tormentors with nayles and dyse
upon them." IHssert. Cor. MySt., p. 16.
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to walk by faith, and not by sight. The explanation -which

wc gave on p. 92 of Vol. VI. of the phases exhibited by
Venus is equally applicable, mutatis mutandis, to those

shown by Mercury, and the reader is requested to

refresh his memory by a re-perusal of what was said

in the place cited, for the better apprehension of

what is to follow. Mercury then attained his greatest

elongation west of the Sun (p. 231) at 7 p.m. on the 18th,

and hence, at the date of our observation, he was about
three days and a half from it. A glance at the figure

will show tliat the illuminated portion of the planet

visible was decidedly smaller than it should theoretically

have been from the relative positions of the Sun, Earth,

and Merciiry. As may be imagined, however, some
attention is needed to detect this feature in so tiny a

crescent as the planet presents. The shading towards
the terminator, or apparent inner edge of the crescent, is

both considerable and ill-defined. Whether this has its

origin in the planet's atmosphere or not is by no means
easy to determine. The student, after scmtinising
Mercury, should turn his telescope upon Venus, the
brilliance of whose light stands out in striking contrast

to the comparatively feeble illumination of her inner

neighbour. Spots, streaks, Ac. (whence a hypothetical
rotation period has been deduced), and a blunting of at

least one of the horns of the crescentic planet have been
seen, either objectively or in imagination, by many obser-

vers; but, as we have hinted above, all such detail is hope-
lessly beyond the possessor of a small instrument.

As in the case of Venus, when Mercury is in or near
either of his nodes at the time of inferior conjunction,

he passes across the Sun's disc—or, as it is technically said,

" Transits " the Sun as a black spot. With too light an
eye-shade he shows well the notorious ligament or black

drop (concerning which so much has been written in

connection with transits of Venus) at his entry on and
exit from the Sun's face. An aureola or luminous ring

round the black disc of the planet has also been seen
while it has been crossing the Sur ; while several

observers of skill and repute have seen one, and even two,

whitish spots on the dark disc of the planet itself under
the same conditions. These phenomena are quite within
the reach of such a telescope as that whose use we are

pre-supposing ; but, unfortunately, the student will liavc

to wait some time before attempting to verify such
observations as those which we have just described, inas-

much as only two more Transits of Mercury will occur
during the present century : the first happening on
May 9, 1891, and the next on November 10, 1894.

At tlio Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, on Tuesday week, a tank con-
tainiiiK several thousand gallons of oil took lire. It was the oil in

which the tubes for the steel guns was tempered. All that could be
i\otn: was to remove and extinguish the burning wooden covers, and
to at once close down the boiling fat with sheets of iron covered
with ashes.

OUR HOUSEHOLD INSECTS.
By E. a. Butlee.

HYMENOPTERA.

THOUGH the order Hymenoptera is a very extensive
one, including, as it does, the bees, wasps, ants,

ichneumon flies, saw-flies, and gall-flies, it will not detain

us long, as only a very few of its members can legiti-

mately be claimed as household insects. Bees, saw-flies,

and gall-flies are so intimately associated with living

plants, that there is nothing to tempt them indoors, and
it is only amongst the parasitic ichneumon flies and their

allies, and the omnivorous ants and wasps, that we can
expect to meet with domestic examples.

We will first take the ants. Of these insects we have
one species that is found exclusively in houses ; it is not
a truly British insect, but has been imported with mer-
chandise ; it does not seem to have been noticed here
before the year 1828, nevertheless it has completely
established itself, and, having found supplies plentiful,

and the climate of our houses congenial to its taste, it

will no doubt remain with us. At different times it has
been known to English entomologists under a variety of

names. In the latest systematic work on this particular

group of insects, the "British Heterogyna and Fossorial

Hymenoptera " of Mr. Edward Saunders, it is called

Monomoriuiii Pharaonis, but it was formerly known a.'>

Myrmica molesta and Diplorkoptrum molestum.

Ants, as is well-known, are what are called social

insects, that is, they form large communities, which arc

something more than mere collections of many individual.s

of the same species living in close proximity to one
another (in which case they would be called gregarious,

but not social) ; they form well-organised societies, the
members of which share a common dwelling, and con
tribute to the common well-being by their united exer-

tions in erecting or excavating the abode, in providing
the common stock of food, and in rearing the young.
Insects which manifest this social instinct exhibit the

further peculiarity that the species is constituted not < f

two, but of three, distinct factors, which are frequently

called males, females, and neuters, though the last-

mentioned are more suitably denominated workers. As
far as British insects are concerned, the only truly social

species are ants, certain wasps, the humble bees, and the

hive bee, and it is only in these that the three so-called

sexes fire found. There is nothing comparable to the

worker in any other British insects, whether Hymenop-
terous or otherwise. In the highest development of the

social community, such as is met with in the hive-bee,

the males and females are simply concerned with the

propagation of the species, whilst the various labours f f

the community are performed by the workers, who are

themselves incapable of reproducing their kind, and nre

by some supposed to be a kind of ;iliii( i\ i feiiK,len.

Now in the ants, the males and friii:il. ^ ai,., [ i'iiii:ii '_v

at any rate, winged, but the workers mit :il\\a_\s w iu-l, --;

moreover, the males and workers -.wc usually smaller tliaii

the females, sometimes very much so, and the work* rs

are usually also smaller even than the males. The males
and females appear in the late summer or autumn, and
the former perish after pairing, so that their period of

perfect existence is a very short one. The females,

previous to undertaking the duties of maternity, lose

their wings, which either drop off spontaneously, or are

torn off by the workers. Winged ants, therefore, arc

only to be seen at certain seasons of the year, and the

majority of the wingless creatures that we commonly
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speak of as ants, and that are so frequently seen running

about on the ground, are merely the workers.

So much with respect to ants in genera). We may
now proceed to the study of the particular species above

retVn-L"l to—viz., MononwriuM Fharionis. It is a minute,

rcddisli insect, which, though apparently not yet distri-

buted throughout the country, being most plentiful in the

south-east, is nevertheless very abundant where it occurs,

and therefore, in consequence of its voracious habits, a

source of considerable annoyance. The worker (Fig. 1 ),

the only member of the community usually seen, is reddish-

yelltfw in colour, and is very minute, being scarcely -jV in.

in length, and so one of the smallest of our British ants.

There is a peculiarity in the abdomen of this little crea-

ture wliich at once reveals the family to which it belongs.

British ants are divisible into three families—the Formi-
ridr, the Poneridw, and the Mynnicidce. The last is

readily distinguished from the other two by the fact that

the first two joints of the abdomen are much narrowed, so

as to form what is called a " petiole," because it seems as

though the abdomen were united to the thorax by a kind
of stalk ; in the other two families it is only the first joint

that is modified in this waj'. Microscopical examination

shows that our present insect

has two lobes to the petiole,

therefore it belongs to the

Myrmicidiv. These two lobes

are considerably raised or

swollen above, so that when
the insect is viewed in profile

its contour presents a succes-

sion of elevations and depres-

A Fig. 2. —Side view of bodj- of

\
^

"""

The head is very large, and

\ the antennse are about half

\ as long as the whole body,

elbowed at the base, and
Fig. I.—Worker o£ llonomo- clubbed at the tip. Two black

rium Pharaonis. specks at the sides of the head
are the compound eyes, which,

for an insect, are unusually small in proportion to the

size of the head. The abdomen is smooth and shining,

but the rest of the insect is dull, in consequence of

the minute and close punctuation with which it is

covered.

The life-history of an ant is similar to that of a bee.

It commences life as an egg, which is very minute, as

might be expected from the small size even of the perfect

insect. The oval, yellowish-white objects so frequently

found in ants' nests in the summer, and popularly called
" ants' eggs," are not eggs at all—a conclusion the truth

of which a little thought would at once render apparent,

since they are as big as the insects themselves, and
therefore could not be their eggs. From the eggs are

hatched little footless maggots of a whitish or greyish

colour, which are tended and fed with great assiduity

by the patient workers.

In due course they become pupa;, in which condition

they resemble in shape the perfect insect, but have, as

usual, all their limbs folded up underneath them.
Previous to the assumption of this stage, some ants, such
as the Forviicidce, envelope themselves in an oval silken

cocoon, and thus acquire a resemblance to eggs ; and it is

these pupa;, thus enveloped, that constitute the so-called

"ants' eggs " referred to above. But the Mynnicidce, to

which our ]ircscut insect belongs, do not form cocoons,

l>uf
I "i

• i'l.ut this protection. The pupoe, since

th' ii l]iless even than the larva", equally

lu 1 I f tlie nurses, though there is now no
feci,,,- t-i i.' .Im„-.

When the insect is ready fm- it> ti,,;! .1, ., ,.
,

!,, re is

still more work for the nur.se^ ; ,
I

; i-sist

it out of its enveloping pellirlr. ti i, ;
, _ , its

cramped limbs, to lead it abuut llu ia,.-i, ;.:. 1 ^.i^Li-.iIly,

to introduce it to all the activities of it.s new life.

We have said that these little ants have a voracious

appetite ; this the householder who is unfortunate enough
to shelter colonies of them in his dwelling will soon find

out. Nothing edible comes amiss to them, but they are

specially partial to sweets and greasy snbstances. Cakes,

pastry, sugar, and dripping may perhaj s be said to be

their especial favourites. Any dainty little morsels which
the careful housewife has put away, as she thinks, in

safety, ready for future use, are soon found out by stray

members of the ant community ; the news is telegraphed

to the rest, and soon crowds are wending their way to the

feast. When once theyhave assembled in considerable num-
bers at the place of entertainment, it is difficult for

their human foe to know how to get rid of them ; they are

almost too small to be picked off by the finger, and the

operation, too, would be somewhat tedious ; an endeavour

to blow them off might have just the opposite effect to

that intended, and cause them to adhere to the somewhat
sticky compound they might be attacking : and altogether

it is not surprising that maledictions are often .showered

on their devoted heads, when they are caught iu the act

of pilfering.

It is extremely difficult to protect anything from

them : they are so small that they will insinuate them-

selves into the smallest possible openings and crevices,

and very little short of hermetical closing is of any avail

against them. Should they happen to invade the home
of an entomologist, he may well tremble for his treasures,

for dead insects are just as acceptable to them as cakes

or fruit. I remember having had in my young days

several painful experiences of this kind. On one occasion

I had just braced out on the setting-board a beautiful

specimen of the Wood Leopard Moth (the first of its kind

that had fallen to my lot), and had put it aside to dry
;

on looking at it the next morning I wa.s horrified at dis-

covering that two large holes had been excavated in its

great fat body, and that as a cabinet specimen it was
ruined ; the crowds of tiny red robbers clustered round

the insect, and, running over the board, told the tale of the

origin of the holes, and many were the corpses that fell

as an expiation. On other occasions I have had the

bodies of small moths completely eaten up by these

destructive little creatures while the specimens were

drying on the setting-boards.

Monoiiwriiiin is not the only foreign ant that has taken

up its quarters with us, though by far the commonest.

One or two others are found occasionally in hothouses,

the high temperature of which serves to remind them of

the tropical climate of their native regions.

(To he continued.)

The LAi,.\NDE-Cn.\PEEON Battery.—The Lalande-Cliaperon

(oxide o£ copper) battery has been adopted for exchange and line

service by the .Societe Generale des Telephones of I'aris

Gas at Paris.—The Parisian Company for Lighting and Heating

by Gas has announced a dividend at the rate of .SOJ per cent, upon

its share capital for 1881. The corresponding dividend for 1883

was at the still higher rate of 31 per cent.
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SELF-INHUMATION.
A CONTRIBUTION TO HUMAN HIBERNATION.

By Dr. "W. Ccrran.

(Continued frw

^ESCRIBING a Scmya.-i (ar

0. 217.)

DESCRIBING a Sa7iiia.-i (an ascetic) uamcd Cliandi

Churn, wlio " was in the habit of burying

liimself alive for tliree days each week " at one

time a Lahore journal

—

Pullic Opinion—intimates

that " the art of prolonging life to an incredible

degree without air or nourishment* was not un-

known to the ancients "
; and Bancroft ascribes many

of the wild adventures in which the early Spanish
colonisers of Florida engaged to their desire of regain-

ing the vigour of youth in old age through tlie waters of

some fabled well of which they had heard in the

interior. However that may have been, expectations of

the kind here contemplated were widely entertained in

India and elsewhere ; and Colonel Steiubaoh informs us

that a certain individual of this (Yogi) class " was covered

over and sewn up in waxcloth, like an Egyptian mummy
(in the reign of Runjeet Sing). He was then " placed

inside a large wooden case, which was stnmgly riveted

down, and sealed in several places with the Maharajah's

own seal. This was lowered into a previously made
brick vault, and the whole was covered with earth after

the manner of an ordinary grave. Corn was sown in

this earth, which sprang up during the period of his (the

Yogi's) interment ; an entire battalion was placed in

charge of it (the grave), four sentries mounting guard

over it during the day and eight in the night."

At the expiration of forty days he was disinterred, the

whole Court being, as before, present ; everything was
found in precisely the same state as it was left. " On
the case being opened, the Sunyasi was found in the

same sitting position, apparently lifeless. He was
speedily extricated from his covering, and hot bread was
applied to his head and feet. His body was also bathed

in hot water. After a couple of hours, incredible as it

must appear, the Sunyasi not only gave symptoms of re-

turning life, but, in the course of the day, though very

feeble, he was perfectly restored." Ho further adds that

"similar experiments were made upon the same indivi-

dual by two oificers in the Bengal Army, and with the

like result ;
" and there exists still in that city a strong

belief in the reality of these experiments and in the

practicability of this kind of self-imposed sepulture.

This story, or one so like as to be indistinguishable

from it, is vouched for or related in almost identical

terms by such different writers as old Martin Ilonigh-

biiger. Lieutenant Boileau, and Cuiitain Oslmriic. The
first of these, who, it maj' be hIimi-vciI, liail iicnillai-

opportunities of knowing the tnitli fi i Ins |i(isilii.n as

a physician at the Court of Lahore, tells us exia-essly

that " a faquier, named Haridasa, was put into a eliest

in presence of old Runjeet Sing, and buried in a garden

outside the city .... barley was sown on the ground,

and the place was enclosed with n wall and surrounded

by sentinels. On the foriirili .liy, wliieh was the time

fixed for his exhumation, a u' real imnilierof the authori-

ties, with General Ventura aii.l several Kuglishmcn . . . .

one of them a medical man, went, to tlie enclosure. The
chest was brought lip and openeil, and the fa(|nier was

found in the same position as they leel left liim, eold and

» Describing a race of Indians, evidently the Brahujiiis, whom he

lia<l heard of, Aulus Gellins speaks of them, " Noct. /" " =• '
--

" jjentuni apiul cxtrema'lTidiic nnllo cibatu
'— "

stiff." He was, however, resuscitated in due time, and

the Minister, Kajih Dliyan Sing, assured me (he con-

tinues) tliat he iiiinself kept this faquier four months

under the gr<niiid when he was at Jummoo, in the

Of Lieutenant Boileau's " Personal Narrative," which

treats of tlie same toi)ic, I know no more than is .said of

it ill ]'i-..fr,,M,r l)..w-,n],-s e.liii.in of .Sir H. L, Elliot's

W. G. (

li<- Hon.

ly other
liter his

I ma; ed to reproduce the following by

;„.l .A MLdie.l Jiirisiu-u-

-.irded us an authority on

1 practice in the courts of

ed for its erudite author-

auddis
y hav,

3Sing t]

poor fanatics, he says

that "in IsOs in the l'iirnc;ili district (near Calcutta), a

weaver undertook tu remain buried during the whole

period of a Mahomedan fast. A hole was du- in which

he seated himself; a bamboo ro(4' was neele over his

he.id, on which earth was piled lo the hei-litof abouti

,") ft. When taken out he was, of course, dead."

•At Bangalore, in 1781, a Yogee, considered by his.

a leirers to be 135 years old, annoimced that he w.oul,d

1.- either buried alive, or die in public on a certain day.

The l.oliee interfered, hut he died (all the sanuO, "with

strict ouncl ualit V." 'I'liis I'r.u-I ice i> iai\'.. 1 understand,

iliscounlellaliced'i.v the inliee :.1| .\er India, U istO

this iuterferenci-, 'doul.lless. r.iilier tli.in lo any educa-

tional improvement or missionary , N,r;ne. that we owe

the comparative infrequency of tln> olvei \ aiu e in these

our days, and I notice that the latest i-erl'enner in this

from lo- !•-
'

! r le.

• Ai >
;

I iitinues Dr. Chevers, "a Mahom-
inedan

|
r; i in iei liimself in a Cavity in the ground,

covered with boards and earth, but with a hollow

* • Thirty-five Years in the East," pp. 127-8.
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bamboo commimicating with the outer air. On the
following morning he was alive. On the second and
third mornings no answer was returned, and, on the
grave being npi'iied, 1k' «;is fnmid (,i l.r d.M.l." Dr.
Chevera justlv ussurlitr,, ilii^ n-irk wiili iIm' i-.liM-iims

practice of tlic S;llii;|i|li ( self s:icrilircl, mi'l :mI'Is l li:il "if
the devotee, Ini,,- I M ;iim1 siekly l.i e;.riT .-n his

usual avocuimi-, i, : i, ri..r;ited, well and gocd—he goes
to heaven in :i pirr<(il\ orthodox manner. If, on the
contrary, the ImhiIiui-i ulie acts successfully, he comes
forth to be \vui-.-,hij>pea ami fed for the rest of his life,"

and the alternative may be worth the risk at our would-
be saint's age, and in a country in which the struggle
for existence is so keen. Austerities of all kinds, and
the 1

regarded ^\ i t

seif-inflioted
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FOR SEPTEMBER (Second Map of Paik),

g the heavens as they appear at the followin;; liours :—

I

At 'J^ o'clock October 3. I At 8i o'clock October 15.

At 9 o'clock October 7. At ?| o'clock October 22.

I

At 8^ o'clock October 11.
|

At 8 o'clock October 26.

ulthougl B might make Cfrtain marks to serve in after-

times to recall ideas to Lis mind. These marks, on the

access of a second person, might become signs to him if a
convention were made between the two, and it is, there-

fore, apparent that convention, which plays so important
a. part in development of language, is present at its very
birth.

Thomson says :—"Language, in lis iiin.sf, ^-cTU'ral acco]'-

tation, might be described as n iiimli' nf ex |ii-cssiiii,' dur
thoughts by means of motions of t he Ii.kIn

; ii \miuIi1 thus
include spoken words, cries, invnluntnry LTistuiTS tlmt

indicate the feelings, even painting and sculpture, together

with those contrivances which replace speech in situa-

tions where it cannot be employed."* Ideas may be

communicated not only by sight and hearing, but also by

the other senses. Thus Laura Bridgeinan, who was both

blind and deaf, acquired a good education wholly through

the sense of touch, through -which alone she cmU re-

ceive instruction. I remember also read in lt a slrikin'_:ly

illustrative en.se in NNliieh a mnn, owiiic L- nirvuus

disei.se. l.ist :ill M-, -.:;..,:, , xr, |i . ii :, x. :> -• :11 area en

.Ir.i

and In

" Laws of Thought," e<l. 1860, p. 27.
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In the same
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1 I'v iho Canada
he liilfer passes
( ].a,r;illel to the

.0 of these prisms

OPTICAL RECREATIONS.
By " A Fellow of the Rotal Astronomical Society."

( Continued frmii j). 198.)

RESUMING now our description of polarising appa-

ratus, we may mention that there are two other

forma of it which act by refniction, the Nicol's prism

and the double-image iivisni, a very brlff (Ifsi-ri'iit inn of

which must suffice 1i.it. Tlir l.n,>,-v cohmsis ,.f a

long rhombohedron of Li1:miiI spur ( ul ili:/j-nn;,lly in a

particular direction, and with it.s cul f;icrs c.-iiiiiifi d in

their original position with Cauad i li;.!-; n. ;.fi.i' iluy

have been polished. The effect of tliis :,rr;.n/ri,.. i,t is

that a ray of light falling on the prism is splii i,s u.uul

into an ordinary' and an extraordinni-^

is reflected out at the side of (lie |ir

balsam, and so lost altogether, wliil.

through and emerges at the opposite^

incident ray. If light passes through
and is viewed at its emersion through
the rotation of the latter round the ray as an axis will

produce phenomena of the alternation of light and dark-

ness identical with those just described in connection

with the Tourmaline plates. In all these cases the

crystal through which the light first passes is called the

polariser ; that through which the polarised beam is

viewed, the analyser. The double-image prism men-
tioned above consists of two prisms, one of Iceland spar,

cut with its optic axis parallel to its refracting edge, and

the other of glass having a refracting angle equal to that

of the spar. As the ray, passing through the prism of

spar, falls on it perpendicular to its optical axis, the two
into which it is divided have the greatest pcssible sepa-

ration. The glass prism seems to neutralise the colours

produced by the crystal one. In this form the extraor-

dinary ray occupies the middle of the field, and the

ordinarj- ray revolves in a circle round it as the prism

rotates round the incident ray as an axi.s. Tliis is a vrry

handy form of analyser. It has another us<- altouctlur,

to which we shall have occasion to refer wlieu wo ceine

to deal with chromatics by-and-by.

So far we have spoken solely of polarisation by refrac-

tion, but rellectiou also is an active agent in its produc-

tion. In point of fact, almost all (save metallic) bodies

polarise the light they reflect, as may be seen by any

one who will look at the surfaces of still water, leaves, a

jioli.shcd table or pianoforte, &c., through a plate of

Toiu-maliiic or a Nicol's prism. Now it may very well

liappeu tiiaf the reader of these lines may, either for

economical reasons, or from the fact that he is resident

"far from the busy haunts of men" generally, and opticians

in particular, be unable to procure either of the simple

pieces of apparatus which we have endeavoured to make
intelligible. For the benefit of such, we have ourselves

constructed a simple—not to say rude—form of apparatus

for polarising light by reflecti.m f..r the purpose cf

description in this papca-, wliieh it needs but the most

rudimentary iiie.hinie.il iie.iiiireiin uis to make. Its

construction is slmwn in tlie li-iires wliich follow.

The materials we re.^nire are a tin canister with a

lid, such as are used to contain mustard, &c., and some

patent plate " used for photographic

legatives being >

vhich the sketcli

iiitable. Oui

a. h
in li t

diameter 1

Fig. 49, w:

We first cut a hole 11 1',
i

the bottom of the canisie,

hole put a bundle of ha

clined at an angle G P D

i I 1

canister, fro

ie!d disinfecting-

ii ' I' I wo turned

::: -a at A in

1.-, being removed.

in"- towards thi.s

s plates, G P, in-

the bottom PU.

o\it by th:

from which our illustr.'.t

of our plates = 4 in. a

2iin. The object of tilt

is that light is polari

at an angle of 54° 35' from th
"' " and refle.

perpendicular.

and into tliis fi:

way, before fix;

the can, the u

must, by th

-,a! ray enterm

ngle of 35 ' 25'

; be

. the othi

eflected up the
• side of the

out of the lid L we

nother piece of ourfrlass.

-3 blacken at the 1

lie glass, we cut slits S
othe

;e ef ^

thilt o lall 1

with the top of it.

candle in front

the tuljo, with tl

by eur n-ur,', an,l

thei.laekened niin

will grow luiu
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looking through a prism of Iceland spar at the sunset
'ight reflected from the windows of the Luxembourg
Palace, noted its disappearance and reappearance as he
rotated his prism.

(To he contimted.)

THE RIGHT WHALE OF THE NORTH
ATLANTIC.

AS every one knows, right whales were once very
common in the Gulf of Gascony, the dwellers

along which, in France as well as in Spain, appear to

have been the first Europeans to raise the fishery of these
monsters of the deep to the rank of a great industry.

Upon the coast of Cantabria are still to be seen the ruins
of the towers where watchers were stationed to give
notice of the appror.ch of the numerous whales that

visited these shores during winter, and the remains of

the furnaces where the fat was melted. Official docu-
ments and royal edicts of the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries speak of the whale fishery as an already ancient

industry. The majority cf the cities of the Spanish
coast - Fontarabia, Guetaria, Motrice, ic.—have figures

of whales or of fishing implements on their coat-of-arms.

The Basques were soon no longer content to fish for

whales on theii coasts, where" they were becoming .scarcer

and scarcer, but pur.sued them into the English Channel
and North Sea, and as far as to Iceland. Later on, at the
close of the fourteenth ccntiiry, they did not hesitate to

sail out upon the broad sea toward the quarter where
Cabot, a hundred years afterward, discovered Newfound-
land, and where they found the cetacean very abundant
during the summer months. Their success made rivals

for them, and in 1578 there were, on this part of the
ocean, three hundred ships—French, Spanish, Portu-
guese, and English.

Fishing upon the high sea is scarcely applicable to any
but the sperm and true whales—those whose back is

even, finless, and without a hump—the "right whales"
of fishermen (BaliTna, L. ; Eubahena, Gray; Leiohalrena,

Eschricht). The other cetaceans—the "finbacks" and
"humpbacks" of fishermen, and Bahnophra and Megap-
tera of naturalists—almost always sink when killed, and
are thus lost to the captors unless they are driven into a
bay, where the carcass, upon making its appearance on
the surface in a few days, can be towed to the shore and
cut up. It is very probable, then, that the cetaceans
that the old Basques fished for were sperm and right
whales, and especially the latter, which were much
commoner than the former in temperate or cold water.
As a consequence of the war against it, the whale

became more and more rare. In the seventeenth century
the seas in the vicinitj' of the pole, where navigators in
search of a north-east passage to India had sighted a
large number of the animals, which were remarkable
for their gigantic size, became the scene of the fishery.

A century later, the scene shifted to Baffin's Bay. Did
these whales and those that were formerly fished for

n the temperate part of the Atlantic belong to the
same species ? Upon the authority of Cuvier, when
cetology was scarcely beginning to get out of its

swaddling-clothes, zoologists answered in the affirma-

tive, giving as the reason why whales were no longer
found in the temperate zone that they had taken
refuge amid the ice of the poles in order to hide them-
selves from pursuit ! This is a gross error, which was
perpetuated for a long time, which is still found re-

peated in many books, and which has been com-
mitted not only concerning the right whales of the

North Atlantic, but also the various species of frni-

whales distributed through the different oceans. Tlu-

same causes have evei-ywhere produced the sami-

effects—the almost entire disappearance of the large,

utilisable cetaceans. No longer than thirty years ago
the whaling industry still occupied whole fleets; and
the Ariiericans, who had almost the entire monopoly
of it, repiutid with pride that their whaling vessels

placed in a line in sight of one another, would occupy
more than half of a great circle of the globe. In 185G
they still had 65.5 ships on the sea, but to-day th<^

industry is almost completely abandoned for lack cf

whales. Fishing is no longer done except by a few rare

ships from the ports of Scotland, that go out to the

Polar Sea for seals, and fish for whales incidentally. In

the large seas of the temperate zones, the South
Atlantic, the Pacific, and the Indian Ocean, where fifty

years ago a load of dil \v;is dV.fiiiiud in a very short time,

whales ;-,re now so r;ii'' tlmt it in:iy almost be said that

there ar^ none. It ha.s hwu s.iiil tliat the whales of these

seas fled towards the poles in order to escape man ; but

it is now well ascertained that the different species oi

right whales are quartered in spaces in which they

accomplish, according to the season, periodical naviga-

tions that are necessitated by need of food and the par-

turition of the females, and which their organisation

does not permit them to leave. If no more of them are

found, it is simply because they have been destroyed.

Moreover, the frosts of the poles have proved no more
of a barrier to whalemen than the heat of the tropics ;

every corner of the globe has been explored whithei-

ships could venture, even at the risk of a thousand

dangers. Just as soon as a new field was made known as

productive, everybody flocked thither, and it was soon

exhausted—a result that is explicable without recourse

to the theoiy of flights or migrations en 7nassf.

While regarding the polar whale, Balcna mysticetus,

L.) as the same as was formerly fished for in the tem-
perate North Atlantic, naturalists (Cuvier among them)
catalogued, under the name of B. glacialis, another

species which differed from B. mydicttus in its much
smaller size, its slenderer body, its much smaller head,

and its shorter mouth-plates ("whale-bone"), and
which inhabited the shores of Iceland and Norway.
The Icelanders called it Sletbak, the Dutch, Nordkaper,

and the French, Sarde—a name that the Basques gave to

the whale of the Gulf of Gascony. It is astonishing that

this name did not attract the attention of naturalist.s,

and that they did not ask whether the Shtbak of the
Icelanders, the Nordkaper of the Dutch, and the Sarde of

the Basques was the same animal. A discussion of the
old fishery narratives and of documents derived from the
Dutch and Norsmen answers yes. A Norse MS. of the
twelfth century, the Boyal Mirror, teaches us that the
Icelanders fished in the entire North Atlantic, and they
perfectly distinguished two species of right whales—one
at the north and the other at the south. They knew
besides that these animals never frequented the same
waters, and that the northerly limit of the one was the
southerly limit of the other.

If representatives of the southern species remained,
they must have been very rare, for one could traverse

and retraverse the North Atlantic without meeting a

single one of them. The case is cited of a right whale
stranded upon Ke Island, in February, 1680, and in 178.">

a whaleman harpooned one between this island and
Newfoundland. Cod fishermen have spoken raucU
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of whales in tlie vicinity of this island, but

not pronounced upon it. The whale of the Basques

was regarded as extinct, when, on the 14th January,

1854, a specimen, accompanied by a calf, showed itself

opposite San Sebastian. The mother succeeded in

escaping, but the calf was captured. Its external form
and a study of its skeleton convinced Eschricht that it

belonged to a peculiar species, differing completely

from B. iin/siicetas—hence the apellation B. Biscayinsis,

introduced by him into the nomenclature.

Five Balenida", either stranded or captured upon the

Atlantic coast of tlie United States between 1862 and

1883, iind rdnsiauivd at tirst by Prof. Cope as belonging

to a new spn-iis ( /.'. ' is,: rr/ica), have been found to differ

in nowise fniin ilir S:tii Scliustian specimen.

The cetac.'c;in.s tliat w cru called (jinXutytit by the Greeks

and balrna; by the Romans were doubtless large balse-

noptera that entered the Mediterranean, and, perhaps,

hales (which are sometimes met therein).

nd II [ght 1 - thff . ha
ted this sea,

there

when, to the great joy of cctologists, a feniak^ was

captured in the Bay of Taranto. The length of this was

about forty feet. Its relatively slender form, the small

size of its head (one-fifth the length of its body), and

the shortness of its mouth-plates (numbering 240 on

each side), the largest of which was only thirty inches,

its falcate pectorals, r,nd its black colour separated it

widely from B. mysticetus. Its stomach was entirely

empty, and it appeared to have suffered from a long fast.

In consequence of this peciiliarity, and from its resem-

blance to the whales of the [southern hemisphere. Prof.

Capellini, of Bologna, believed that it came from this

latter region. To him it was, perhaps, a representative

of the Indian Ocean species, one nearly unknown tn

naturalists, and one that no European museum had tlu-

remains of.

Among other objections to this manner of viewing it,

there is one that is very important, viz., it has been well

proved that the right whale never passes from one side

of the equator to the other, this being for it like a circle

of insuperable fire, and that, excejit in very rare cases,

it even keeps outside of the tropics. It was more natural

to see in the Taranto whale a North Atlantic species

that had strayed into the Mediterranean, and this wa>-

proved by a comparison with the San Sebastian calf

and other skeletons, and by a very complete study by

Prof. F. Gasco. According to the latter, the animal

could not have been more than three or four years old,

judging by its size, and assuming that the female of

7). his-r-dynisix (as shown by .several examples) wa.s

fifty fiet in leiiirth. A female of this size, taken by

the luirpeim (iff tlie coast of New Jersey, was towed

to New Yerk in the spring of 1882. This also had

a wholly black body. From the figure of it given

in the Bullttin of the American Museum of Natunil

History (May 1, 1883), it appears to have been more

massive than tho Taranto specimen. This relative

heaviness i.s, perh.aps, attributable to a difference of age

between the two individuals. In .short, compared with

known examples, it does not exceed the limits of indi-

vidual variation. Thus the whale of the Basques

(Sarde, Nordkaper, SUtbah, Bala-na liscayensis, Esch.,

B. cisarctica, Cope) still existss although represented,
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it is true, bj- a small number of individuals. It inhabits

the North Atlantic, and in winter frequents the coasts

of Europe, and in summer those of North America,

where probably the females are delivered. Iceland is its

northerly limit. It appears nearly certain that its

migrations take place entirely along the course of the Gulf

Stream.
For some time past the number of individuals has

sufficiently increased on the coasts of Soutli Carolina ami
Georgia to make it an object to fit out vessels for eaptur

ing them, and the operations of these have given rtsults

that are satisfactory to the eyes of the promoters, but

deplorable to those of naturalists. As its restoration

has been nipped in the bud, will not the species for ever

disappear r—H. Jonas, in " Scimce tt Xatiire."

(go £{5 I p.

By Richard A. Proctor.

The following illustrates Burns's " wad some pow'r
the giftie gie us. To see oursels as others see us !

" :

—

" The Edinburgh Reviewer of Spencer's ' First Prin-
ciples,' in January, 1884, thinks that something like the
following must have been omitted at the end of the
column on unconscious mistakes in writing and proof-

correcting, at ]i. 2.5:3, last week " :
—" 'Yet I myself, last

year, iirsl charged tlie rfvi,-n-.-r ..f a pet of mine with
intentionallv makinir h^h-'ik'' • f :> i|Unt:it i..n liv omitting
one of two'lincs ^vliirh l.ili , l.-l »irl, ilu-'.same four
words; and then, wli, n I ,:.uic~..l ih-.a 1 ought not to

have said that, I added thai he could not be" acquitted
of gross carelessness in passing over such a mistake in

the proofs—or words to that effect. I suppose I found
the temptation to dispose of a whole article in the
Ediiibxirgh by one good kick irresistible, and then I

had to let myself down easy when I saw that first kick
would not do. I never write hastily, as I was once
accused of doing.' "

Here we certainly hare a curious illustration of un-
conscious cerebration either by my correspondent or by
myself ; for if he is right, then in the interval which has
elapsed since the events above referred to took place, my
mind, unconsciously modifying them, I suppose, has pre-

.sented them to me in a very different aspect. My recol-

lection presents the matter as follows :—To begin with,
I by no means charged, or even thought of charging, the
Edinburgh Beviewer, with intentionally making nonsense
of a quotation by omitting two lines. My impression
after reading the review was that a strong sense of dislike

of Mr. Herbert Spencer's doctrines, had so far influenced
the mind of the reviewer, that he had not been careful to
understand fully what Mr. Spencers doctrine's were. I

know how it is myself in such cases. Having once
adopted the idea that a writer's views are utterly incor-

rect, I should be apt to misread and misjudge any work
of that writer's across which I might afterwards come.

Here is a case in point,—my friend Mr. Neison, in
letters to me had shown such want of knowledge about
elementary mathematical matters that I had (justly, be it

noticed) learned to regard his opinion on such things as

not likely to be correct. A short time after, he published
his excellent book on the " Moon," in which calculations
of a more or less abstruse character were introduced or

referred to as of his own making. I was so possessed

work uud study which would faii^; li.i\u L.ri:i;;ii •{ ilirice

the time, that—with the fairest iutuitioiis—I misjudged

his work, and wrote of it unfairly and unjustly.

I MAY rit another case' where I am myself interested,

w:i y. I wrote a fortnight or so ago an article

on tin- '• Ai \v Still- in Andromeda" for the Titncf:, which
a]ipe;:i-i(l witli a [iromptitude implying that it had
j)leased the Editor (I did not even have a proof of it).

>Vhen I read it myself, I was satisfied with it, as it

seemed to me at once correct and compact, as well as

happily worded and (I thought) effective. I was con-

firmed in the belief that it was not bad, by letters from

friends who had recognised it as mine, and <me letter

from a friend who had always carefully refrained from

expressing an opinion about my writings, but who on

this occasion said he had been moved to do so, as he

thought it my best bit of work yet, or words to that

effech Wliilo T was thus being led to view the article

somewliii < Mi!!|.l r.ntly (it appeared in last week's Ksow-
LEii.i '' '•

i use of these expressions of opinion),

I rrri '

i II from a much-regarded friend, whose
ojiiiii'': ; - :il\\;:i^ been of great weight with me, in

which tlie article was casually referred to as obviously by
So-and-So (So-aud-So being a person he loves not), with

the comment—"He can write more unparalleled rot about

astronomy than any living man." On this, considerably

tickled—though I felt that if my friend had known the

article was mine, and had found it atrocious, he

would have been heartily grieved to have seen bad work
from me—I wrote to another friend, equally valued, who
had recognised the article as obviously mine, asking him
for his frank opinion. His judgment went with those who
liked the article. He specially dwelt on the correct and

concise yet clear way in which astronomical facts were, in

his opinion, presented. Hence, though not necessarily

regarding the article as quite so satisfactory as I had at

first considered it,Iattribute its appearing as "unparalleled

rot " to my friend as the effect of his preconceived opinion

that it was written by a person who usually does write

considerable nonsense about astronomy,—this opinion

being based on external evidence. Certainly it was most
unlikely that I, being in Scarborough, on Saturday when
the news appeared (in the Times) to which my article

referred, and having, as my friend knew, much literary

and lecturing work on hand, should have found time to

write an article to appear in the Times of Tuesday.

Therefore, I think my friend did not read that article

very carefully, especially as there were some passages in

it which Mr. So-and-So would never have written,

—

while the closing paragraph presents the precise views,

maintained hitherto (with the same fulness) by no other,

which I had presented at the close of my lecture on

"Star Clouds, Star Mist, and Star Drift," at the Royal

Institution, in 1870.

I JUDGED that the Edinburgh Bevieiver, one of the

friends I esteem and value most, had read " First Prin-

ciples " with a feeling of prejudice which had prevented

his recognising the real value of Mr. Spencer's philo-

sophy. "With this feeling, he might readily have so

misunderstood the passage which was accidentally

garbled, as not to recognise the importance of the omitted

words. Their omission certainly made nonsense of the

pas.sage ; and therefore there was some degree of care-

lessness in overlooking the printers' mistake. If the
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r had really grasped Mr. Spencer's meaning, and
liad been considering that meaning when correcting jjroof,

he could not have overlooked the mistake. But, I am as

sure as I. am of my own esis(t'uci', tlmt I did nut use

the words " gross carelessness " nr wnnls Id tli;it cll'rct,

knowing as I do that my reiiinrks on tljc nviiw were

written with a strong feeling of re^Trl tli:it :i, friend

whom I esteem and whose powers I admire, sliould so

misinterpret and undervalue the philosopher whose
doctrine has been worth more to me and to many others

than that of any teacher who has drawn the breath of

life.

If my friend thinks that in describing my own
mistakes I intended to acquit myself of " carelessness,"

—

as he implies by using the word " yet " in the remarks
he imagines me making—he is quite mistaken. A
blunder is a blunder, explain it how one may : my
mistake in " Saturn " would not have been made if I

had kept my attention alive, and would have been cor-

rected if I had gone a second or third time over all my
marginal directions to the printers. So with the carious

blunder repeated page after page in my " Transits of

Venus " (First Edition). I ought to have detected and
corrected it.

It has not been to acquit myself of careles.sness, but

to show how readily mistakes may be made, and how
abundantly precautions should be used in writing and
correcting what one has written, that I described my own
experience. I believe a man may derive useful lessons

from his mistakes. And if his experience happens to be

exceptional (as my experience in scientific writing has

been) he may do good service by communicating such

lessons to others.

I BELIEVE, too, that it is useful to show by example, as

well as to inculcate by precept, the advantage of a little

frankness in admitting mistakes. Prof. Sylvester, the

mathematician, once laid down in Nature the principle,

as his in practice, that when any one has pointed out an
error or what he supposes to be an ei'ror in another's

writing or teaching, the passage so dealt with should

either be silently corrected or silently maintained. I

reject this principle as unworthy of the true student of

science. If any man, no matter what his standing or

position may be—were it even Mr. John Hampden

—

points out an error in anything I have written, I mean
to acknowledge openly that he is right and that I have
blundered. Where any man points out what he deems
an error, but what I either know or believe to be right, I

do not undertake to maintain my position by argument
(for all men cannot understand reasoning), but I mean in

such cases to .state openly that in my judgment my original

statement was sound and just.

The idea that there is dignity in silence in such cases,

I regard as absurd. There is no more dignity in such
silence than there is in the silent tenacity of the bull-dog,

or of the Tasmanian Devil. Thoiigh animal comparisons
arc not always satisfactory, one may in this case say that

the animal which remains silent till he sees his way to a
grip, is a less generous and a less dignified creature than
the animal who frankly announces his opinion, even
thougli it bo by a roar. Silence is fit company for

Treachery or for Dishonesty, not for Truth.

It has been said that controversy is alirai/s degrading.
It always is where on either side, or on both sides, it is

maintained with any other object but to get at the truth-

So also controver.sy is always idle, when one or other is

unable to understand his opponent. This applies even
where both are eminent and able. For example a con-

troversy between a Newton and a Shakespeare abi>nt

astronomy or about the drama would be idle, as \s ould a
controversy between a llundel an.l a Hu.xlev\.bout music

!-

Mr. .MiUtiMi Will,.

much and i kiiuw little aLuiit those subjects ; and, iu like

manner, a controvery between him and me about geo-

metrical optics (as about the " Ruddy Eclipsed Moon")
could be but of little use.

The controversy between Mes.srs. Herbert Spencer and
Frederick Harris.m about the Unknowable was another

case in point, for the latter never imderstood even what
it was about,—as he showed by his every argument and
his every suggestion. Yet controversy between men
who know their subject, and who wish to learn if pos-

sible the truth, is neither idle nor degrading, but very

much the reverse of both.

In passing, I may note that, whatever my regard for

Mr. Spencer's philosophy may be, whatever the debt of

gratitude I personally owe to him for the meaning and
the value which his philosophy have given to my life,

it canuot be said that I have been blindly ready to accept

all he has taught. I l.ave n jeeled "as iiuVuuiid the

nebular hypothesis of ly.yl.rr, ul,!.|, Mr. Sii.-nrer

values; I have, iu tlie,-v enliuiui,-;, |ioliiii,l ,,ut the

objections which, in uiy opmiuii, iuViilidale the theory

that the minor planets are the fragments of an exploded
world—a theory which Mr. Spencer has advocated ; and
in the very discussion with my friend, the "Edin-
burgh Reviewer," I dv.elt stn.nuU- on a vie\v re.sp.cting

the Laws of :\Iol ion Nsl.irh.to x.vtlio k;,-t,is n..t il.at

maintained bv -Mr. SiHiicr. It is" tli, r, fo; , a~ no m. re

disciple, following ],in. in all l.e teaol.o>. tli;,t 1 l,::Ve

expressed my sense of tin- value of Lis ii'niloSd, l,v. of
this I might say, ue.-e nol ihe v.ord, likely to iJ. mis-

religion. As a i.lulosoj.hy, "l hold it woi-tlm,- of the

dignity of reasoning man—at once clearer ;uid irofoinnler,

kinder and more considerate, braver in iii'hoklinj- riL'iit

and resisting injustice, and better calculatid if steadily

followed—to make men happier and better, tluiu any
which hitherto has been propovmded to the world.

I FIND from several letters that r
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system whicli are so obstinately maintained. Under a

strong and manly liead-master, -with a -well-cliosen staff,

a public scbool even wbere the fagging system is in full

swing, becomes a place where bullying must be done in

secret and where meanness hides its head ashamed. But
unfortunately not all head-masters are strong and resolute.

I PEEL bound, iu justice to Mr. Mattieu Williams, to

state that he has ox{)lained to me his idea that I had

adopted, or acctjited, his doctrine of the heated condition

of the giant planets [without one word of acknowledg-

ment]. He had not seen any earlier reference to that

view in my books than in an essay of mine published in

1872, whereas the first edition of his " Fuel of the Sun "

.ippeared in ISTO. I have explained to him, in turn,

that the theory is maintained in the first edition of my
" Other Worlds," written in 1869, and published early in

1870. This was preceded by my lectures at the Royal
Institution, Manchester, in November and December,

1869, wherein the same views were presented. I have

no doubt that the Syllabus of the series is still obtainable.

In saying this, I am not at all anxious about priority

being assigned to me. The general idea was Buffon's,

as I have always been careful to explain. What I

objected to was being pointed to as one who could be

guilty of the meanness of presenting another man's

theory as his own, and by omitting all reference to the

real author. I should not care to deserve such contempt
as I feel for any one capable of doing this.

What an odd mistake that experte credo of mine, for

< .cperto crede was ! It was not so far from my meaning
—after all—though a sheer accident (whether of printers'

or of mine own I know not).

Hebe is a rather odd coincidence. In Truth, for Aug.
27th, the following little paragraph (intended, I make no

doubt, for truth, but there is little truth, in truth, in this

paragraph in Truth) appeared :

—

Since t)ie Deluge, life "nas not been long enough for long whist,

except for maiden ladies wintering in watering-places. I'.ut now
short whist is threatened, since in Mr. Proctor's hands it has become
so painfully scientific as to be no longer a pastime. Mr. Proctor

could only find one decent player in America, nor is ho confident

;ibout that one. This speaks well for the comfort of life in the

t^tates ; for there is but one individual who is more intolerable than

the bad player, and that is the man who plays well and criticises

On the self-same day, the following paragraph from

my pen appeared in Knowledge :

—

" Cavendish " and hi.s school seem determined to prove that those

are mistaken who have said of Whirt, " Age cannot wither nor

custom stale its infinite variety " ; for they try to substitute a series

•and-dried Cavendish rules for that beautiful variety which is

lie charm of the game. If Whist developments as developed in this

lOok are adopted by Wliist players generally, then Whist will no

inger be a game, it may be a mental exercise, just as walking

long a pavement is bodily exercise; but there will be no game

of

can be no doubt it is so. "Cavendish" says, "It is

seldom good plaj^," which certainly means that to do it

systematically is bad play. But a man who has this bad
habit may be a fine player, all the same.

I AM at any rate free from one of the faults condemned
—very justly—in Truth. I do not have enough practice

to play well, or at any rate to my own satisfaction ; but,

whether or no, I never criticise a partner, or express an

opinion on the jjlay unless asked to. I think I may
truthfully say that I have never at the whist table said

one word at which any player present has even been

disposed to take exception.

TuE logic of the last sentence fjuoted from Tndh is

rather odd. Truth sremin-ly .-ays that if all players,

except in America, are liail, life in .\iiiii'iea must be very

comfortable; for there i- M-ar, . ly ::iiy ene (only in fact

just one person) more iutoleraLle than the Lad whist-

player.

A CORRESPONDENT asks whether the reviewer was not

mistaken who said recently in these columns that Mr.

Mivart was a believer in evolution : had not Mr. Mivart

opposed Darwin's theory ? Both statements are right.

Mr. Mivart has opposed the theory of natural selec-

tion ; and Mr. Mivart is a believer in the doctrine of

evolution.

Another correspondent calls my attention to the

perfectly preposterous article about the "New Star"
which recently appeared in the Daily Telegraph,—hx

which the idea that the new star is a new world is dealt

with as the true scientific teaching. It is absurd—but

did not Prof. Pritchard write in Good Words of the new
star in Corona, in 1866, as a " World in Flames"? I

should say that for one person who knows that no star is

a world—let it be what else it may—there are ten who
think the stars are all worlds. Let not any one be so

evil-disposed as to suggest here that probably ever star is

a whirled body.

The following remarks appear in the London cor-

respondence of several county papers :—

The a; t tlie
"

Of course, I hive never said I could only find one

«lecent player in America. On the contrary, I said in

the New York Tribune, that, in the only sitting I ever had

in New York I had met with several excellent players.

That these players showed severally a fault or two of style

<lid not prevent their being good players. I mentioned

(in the Neiv York Tribune also) that the best of them

liad the habit of holding up his Ace when King was led

by an opponent from King, Queen, and others. It may
seem, to those who do not know the game, very " painfully

scientific " to point out that this is bad play ; but there

I. !.:;',
I I

:i- I ii;ii ^-'i - ;i' I it made its appearance
two or three wf. : , jmcess as " now going

on," forgetful uf i!. .- > tlie light of the " new
star" must liave tala.a iIimi- iin- '>: \i n - ii reach us. This theory

is propounded in every book on astroiioiiix . Have Jlr. Proctor and
the other astronomers furgotteu it, or can it be that they reject the

orthodox notion that the changes in the new star are not taking

place now, but took place a few thousand years ago .' A correspond-

ent has already raised this interesting point, but so far no answer is

forthcoming.

It is hardly necessary for me to remind readers of Know-
ledge that in my article about this star (Sept. 11) I dealt

with the time question. Probably a hundred years ago

would be nearer the mark though than thousands of

years ago.

The following is from my "Popular Science Column "

in the Keivcastle Weekly Chronicle :—" My friend and

near kinsman, Mr. Thomas Foster, wrote a paper making
fun of the modern fashion of finding nature myths in

every ancient story, from the story of Adam and Eve
down to that of Cinderella and the glass shoe. In this

paper Mr. Foster suggested that the poem beginning,

'Hey diddle diddle, "the cat and the fiddle, the cow
jumped over the moon,' related in all probability to a

long since forgotten nature myth. He connected the
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1)1

ng words 'Hey diddle diddle '— through the equally

lysterious ' deedle deedle dumpkin '—witli the Humpty
pty who sat on a wall,— undoubtedly the setting

1, just a ' HickamoiEnd.y:

King's kitchen tlooi

heavens : with muc
(He will forgive me
.sense.) Now, does n
gravely tell us that 1

cat and the fiddle,'

myth, and in all seriousness assure u.f, as i'oster had
laughingly said before, that the cow jumping over the
raocm, the little dog, &c., are astronomical references ?

Traly Thackeray must have had this joke in his thoughts

Ic, the

when he the 1]

Ipsarjae

THE FACE OP THE SKY.
Feom Sept. 25 to Oct. 9.

By F.R.A.S.

JO opportunity should be neglected of observing the

1> spots, facufic, &c. the face of the uiglit
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The Kashmiris (except those of tlie m ry

kind of sandal made of tanned leathir, r. s

the Roman sandal, uv, r akiTid of L.w ! . i i ,

and very loose ar '
- ^'

sock or stocking :

'

Lahort Valley i

or three days, 1 , :
,

wearer either mak.s l.iinsclf ..r i.;;ivli;.s.> a

penny. The patlis leading to some of tlieir favourite places of

pilgrimage are strewn with sucli discarded sandals.

In the Anglo-Saxon department of the British Museum are leather

sandals, or rather fragments of them, which are similar in character
to those now worn by the upper and middle classes in Kashmir.
AVhy should we not endeavour to work on these lines ?

The grass sandals we could not reproduce, neither would they be
suitable to our climate ; but in the course of a month or two, when
I expect to return to England, I will endeavour to have a pair of

sandals made, similar to those which I brought from Kashmir a few
years ago, and send them to the editor of Knowledge to be ex-

hibited by him, or sent to Prof. Mattieu Williams, or to any one
who is likely to take up the idea and make such rational foot-

covering the fashion ; for, unless this can be accomplished, no
amount of preaching or teaching will have an effect upon either

shoemakers or their customers. Cosmopolitan.

MUSICAL TEMPEEAMENT.

[193G]—I send a diagram of a comparative view of just intona-

tion and equal temperament : the form new, the substance

bon-owed from Mr. Ellis's Additions, Appendix XIX., to Helmholst's
" Sensations of tone," &c.

A sfiarp

A flat
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DOUBLE HEAKING.

[1937]— I do not remember to have seen Knowledge any

1 Iv half a tone.

) tlie'left, the

C. H.

" ' Thut's it ; and ii good time them 'ere kebriolays 'ad of it. In
'.')! there warn't no 'busses, you see, nor no hunderground railway,

Ev.Tv sinijli" stntr-nii^nt above is false. [Even about nndergroimd

ouiiiiii, .; i liar object. Were we before i'cimL.ii .'

lii.l:i-. 1^17, u-i! I went to sell. H,l (in tlie -.unr [.lacO, I found

class, wa.s called f'<A///«.v, in alhiNi.ii ' - ', fnr a private

Bridge near midnight (the engin.' lia\iii;.j l.n'rri, ,nid tlic company
being too nigg.ardly to felcgr.aph for a fro'^h one). I had some
difficulty in getting a cab (I should have expected to be taken for a
" fogy "had I even seemed to /;ji07V the word " cabriolet "). A driver

said'^ " Will a coa<-li do. sir ? " I rememhcr it w.ns nothing like the

^"rX.: ''' -.
. , ' now. Idonot

are from '-Cabby," P„l/ MaV Jludgrt, Sept.
r an interviewer, apparently, and on the staff.

nistake of ten years in the Fall M.ill IhuJgft.

A jMAON'ETIC T'MTSRET.L

he held his umbrella for a considerable time in an upright position
directly (or nearly) over the condnctor which conveys the elec-
tricity from the rail to the car, and that, consequently, that was
how it got magnetised.

^'''"" "'
i- ' lii,. in its teens, r asked you whether

lites of Cranus can be accounted
I

; : L^ rowed so.—R. 1'.) W. A.

When Kno

,S.AX GRE.AL.

[19-iO]-In letter 1931 "San Greal" (Holy diet) should be "San
Greal " (Holy di.sh). " Grail " is derived from Low Latin cratella

(not cratclta), diminution of crater, a bowl. The sentence pre-
ceding (" Icel. Dictionary ") requires quotation marks.

There is no need of a far-fetched et}-molog>- for "Grail"; its

derivation follows a rule to which there are no real exceptions
in the French langnnge. "The Latin medial t undergoes two
sucee-^-^i' lein-'f- • ( 1 ) it becomes d in old French

; (2) this d dis-

appi'.ii- :i~ il' u -rir niMjriginal Latin rfv and then the two vowels
whirli .111 together are contracted Medial
Latin '

! I rich up to about the middle of the eleventh
df of that century this d is softened into a
ering to the two English tk sounds
exceptions." (Introduction to Brachet's

"Etymological French Dictionary.")

The following are a few examples :

—

Grail (holy dish) from cratella.
i

Noel from natalis.

Grail (service-book) from gradale. ' Jloelle „ medulla.
" '"

ticula. ' Vielle

udelis.

, Fouiller „ fodiculare.

patella.

T. Common.
[I was unable to correct Mr. Common's former letter, proof of

which unfortunately reached me too late.—K. P.l

TWO-SPEED GEARING.

[1941]— I rep-et that I was not able to reply immediately to

"G. W. G.'s " inquiry respecting the Crypto Dynamic two-speed
gear. I have had several opportunities of trying this gear, and
think so highly of it tliat I am having a machine made especially to

apply it to—one of the new front-steering tandems by Starley i:

I shall also V

neutralised.

a Humber front-steerer

: r to any other two-speed gearing
' ity with which it can be changed

1 c ,
o,. This is a very strong point, as

; lost tliat the advantage gained is almost
John Beowning.

LETTERS RECEIVED AND .'^HORT .ANSWERS.
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did E )r do n

. ir French friend right. Ti.:

Knowledge is to be difftn
" gross errors " ; those who i

series, but would have done
Editor objected to these

]

suggestion as to respoiiMliil

sponsibility. Most cert.ui.

On the other subject Sh;;

lines beginning "Tlicr.

forgotter

, 3, 4 h

n this in his • uf >

odd idea of yours that the rising of the tid'i

fatal facility of explanation ! But •' pickled
mine, you say, you were tickled to find t

attributing to me the foible of omnisciti:*

learn that the Saturday Berien- would say .

sion of opinion, even doubtingly, ser\es tli< >
' '

' rsal knowledge. But peopU- > i

•! -
' iv me before 1881.—Your
: . i_l,t. Not my fault if you

.
: .'irsi; that you thought

-J ! i 1 synopsis ; but monthly
>\x tliink you have pointed out
ink otherwise. K. had such a

y better without it. The acting
tron;_'!y ; but a misunderstood
lifiii in, and nobody admits re-

il'l'ij mil cannot be admitted.

It is a pity you "have
-t • :.n ever knew." I fear

urrect. The points numbered
astronomers, and would have
iduals " I explain as depending
.ugh known that the extent of

xaggeratcd. Humboldt dwells

A saying by Button, however,
Whi

es the a

Ilerie ied, 11 o belie

and\V. H. Jokes.—Few letters can now appe;
yours is not suitable fur an article. It is most certain, however,
that the mind of the infant cannot be compared to a sheet of paper.

Heredity is now an established scientific fact. Tliis does not prevent
what you advise in the way of training from being desirable. But
your advice would appear better in a non-scientific paper.—" OSB
WHO," &c.—Oh ! but excuse me

;
you attributed to me a \vish to see

the R. Ast. Soc. crmnble, as it were, into nothing before my
imagined attacks. I hare "written some rather sharp remarks"
about squabbles in the R. Ast. Soc. ; but that is not attacking the

Society, rather the other way. I passed some of the plcasantest

hours of my life at the meetings of the Society before the squabbles

bogan ; I know, too, that many like myself withdrew from the

meetings because of them, and that the meetings are now, for that

reason, very poorly attended. Some actually left the Society because

so much of its time was occupied, and so unpleasantly, with the
fijht over the endowment question. The best friends of the

Society did as I did,—deprecating squabbles, especially about
personal matters, money, position, and so forth. Ton repeat

that I got into a "mess" of some sort! I repeat that I

know nothing of any mess. An anonymous writer, making use

of knowledge which only Mr. L. should have possessed, led me
into an erroneous belief as to the source whence his remarks came.
By indicating my belief openly, I got that error corrected, at no
expense to any one, except temporary annoyance perhaps to

Mr. L., for which his own mistake in communicating what he
shjuld have kept to himself was responsible. If you imagine that

it cost me anything to accept his explanation, you judge me
wrongly—doubtless from internal evidence. You mistake in sup-

posing "that we admit anonymous letters into our columns. A letter

which appears anonymously is not necessarily anonymous. All

honest writers send their names to us,—" not necessarily for publi-

cation " as the form ha? it, "but as a guarantee of good
fiith " : keeping back the name, in the case of a letter

relating to personal matters, is a guarantee of bad faith

:

about the surest I know. Not knowing what was said

aboat the Vegetarian Society, I do not know whether it was
insulting, as you say, or not. If it abused vegetarians as such, I am
sorry for it : because every man has a right to his opinions. But
if it ridiculed the way in which some vegetarians treat those who
do not agree with them, " I'm there." A letter, signed (name not

necessarily for publication) stating what seemed objectionable,

would have received attention.—Pebcy. Received.—Russell.
Known and noted.—GowRiE. I think of publishing the Dif. Cal.

papers soon: am away from my volumes of Knowledge and
cannot recollect when those papers appeared. I have no idea

liow myself to pronounce some of the star-names. I used to say

Atdebaran (pronouncing it Aldebiihran), and liked that even as the

old lady liked that sweet word Mesopotamia (as a boy my favourite

name was Monomotapa)—but now, having been sat upon, I say

Al Debaran). Does it matter much ?—Welshman. I prefer
" dullness " to " dulness ;

" and " defense " is better than " defence."

I also like " gotten," as " got " is an ugly sounding word. Americans
never use the redundant "got" so commonly used by Ds, as " I

have got" for "I have"—and I have gotten to dislike that re-

dundant " got " very much.—R. M. Hutchinson. Thanks for "magic
squares " ; but we must not put them in the last few numbers of

weekly Knowledge.—P. J. Bevebidge. Where you go wrong.

iWtscellanra.

The largest profit by a German railroad in 1883 was 9o9 per
cent, by the Right Bank of Oder Railroad. Four German roads

earned more than 8 per cent., two more than 7 per cent., but no
otlier earned as much as 6 per cent., while fourteen earned less than
3 per cent.

An American contemporary says: "Tlie I'iku's Peak Railway,
which is expected to be in operation this year, will be the most
notable piece of track in the world. It willmount 2,000 feet higher
than the Lima and Oroya Railway, in Peru. It is now in operation

to a point over 12,000 feet above "the sea level. The entire thirty

miles of its length will be a succession of complicated curves and
grades, with no piece of straight track longer than 300 feet. The
maximum grade will be 316 feet to the mile, and the average grade
270 feet. The line will abound in curves from .")00 feet to 1,000 feet

long, in which the radius changes every chain."

On the 3rd inst. the ground suddenly sank quite 10 ft. for eight

vards on the towin.e-path of the River Weaver, close to the town of

'Northwich. The water rushed in, forming a lake. The Wheat-
sheaf Hotel, ckisf to the place, has just been raised 3 ft. after

subsiding. Soon after the collapse of the towing-path a more
alarming subsidence occurrtd in the same npi<rhbourhood. Under-
neath a coachbuildcr's in Ca.*tle-stn-i t. a thorouL-lifare recently

restored at much expense by the c-i
; . , a ;-'reat quan-

tity of earth suddenly disappear!.;, ; . rtion of the

foundation wall and tlie adjacent i. :
.iito achasiii.

Thebuil'din ' '

'

e chas I, othei

ted clay

. ,im of which

: Harbour, called

o the desired

ONE of t

Dimond Reef, is composed of indur
presented unusual difficulties in the way
depth, and is now being removed by means or me aiinuon oi

powerful streams of water forced against the bottom by hydraulic

dredgers. The mean velocity of the water discharged from the

special mechanism used for the purpose is about 7,000 ft. per minute,

and the Xautical Gazette reports that this "is sufficient to force

the earth and clay at the bottom into suspension, to be carried out

by the ebbing ti.ie, which is the only time these hydraulic ploughs

are used. After tjiu clay is washed away, the boulders are removed
by grappling-irons. This method has been so successful that it is

being applied to tliat portion of the bar in Gednev Channel, which
wiirsccure a dc].th of 28ft. at low water for a width of 480ft.

At the point selecte<l for this work the bar is about 4,000 ft. in

width, and the ebbing tide has a mean velocity of one and a-half

The British Association.—In the Mathcni:;tii:;il and Physical

Science Section, the " Relative merits of iron ,, ;
r ,^I.r^^:! f-r

telegraph lines" formed the subject of a
i

.i 'I I'

Preece, of the General Post-office. He rcii::i
'

i
--

office had recently erected a copper wire bet«' • i
-

;
i i. ... u-

castle, weighing 1001b. per mile, with a view .. Usi.i.^- ii^ .ulm-

against the ordinary iron wire, which weighed 100 lb. per mile.

The cost of each "was about the same. As regards speed of

working, the copper showed decided superiority, the speed being—
for simplex working, copper, 414; iron, 345 : for duplex working,

copper, 270; iron, 237 words per minute. Copp" showed itself

more susceptible to rapid reversal of electric cnrrcnts than iron.

Hence it was better for fast-speed working and for telephones.

The progress made by the Post-office in inii.roving the rate of

working of the Wheatstone automatic appaiatus was shown by the

fact that while in 1877 the rate was 80 words per minute, in 1880

it was 170, in 1883 it was 250, and now it had reached 430 words

per minute.
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A^i:,r,

(But tmi)i^t Column.

WHIST STRATEGY.*

list is like a campaign in t

establislied, and Ijrought in by means of a re-entering card in one of

the other suits, even though the long trump may have to be erst

employed in getting one of the leads required for establishing the

before leading
, plai, of thi-

.t suit:

-t .' It is generally

iiLT up the command
usually essential to

only fail

properly,

In all s

1 games illustrates

ich cases as these. By the old-

ill the good cards before leading
t :!„'. of strength on their side, not

, but lose the odd trick. Playing
I'hist strategy, they make five by

111 '1 ' liold on as long as you can to such protection as

111 the adversaries' long suit, and retard as long as

\ M, .,,1, I „. , .iiactionof trumps. When you get the chance make
I'luM u:iiuui„' cards you have which would else fall to the enemies'

The second doubly-played hand of our series illustrates the

general considerations which have to be attended to in playing

against a strong and long suit supported by strength in trumps,

riaying correctl}-, YZ resist the bringing in of the long suit, by
retaining the King-card in the suit till the strong trump hand is

exhausted in it. They thus only lose the odd trick, whereas they

lose three tricks if they play otherwise.

(To le continued.)

In a , in 188.'5, the highest rate of profit on a railway was
t. by the Emperor Ferdinand Northern, and the next
. while three others earned more than 8 per cent., two

1 II . mil seven others more than 6 percent. But
iliin 3 per cent., twenty less than 2 per
in 1 per cent. In Poland the Warsaw and

isidor the case where i

id a long suit, the othci
and thoir few trumps ab

' ^"' ' ''^ the typ--
I' nid we have the strategy for br
ill the strategy for preventing si

m the author's forthcoi
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Mr. R. A. Proctor's Lecture Tour.

2 THE SUN
3 THE MOON
4 THE LNnERSE

Eaih Lectur

THE STVR DEPTHS
7 TOLC \NOE&
8 THE GRE\1 PYRAMID.

16 profubely illusfratcd.

^.rraDgementa are now being made for the delivery of Lectures
liy Mr Proctor Communicatione respecting terms and vacant
Jates should be addressed to the Manager of the Tour, Mr JOHN
"TUART Rovil C onoert Hall, St Leonards on Sea.
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The Philosophy of ClothinK. XVIII. The? New Telegraph Tariff. By

THE PHILOSOPHY OF CLOTHING.
Bt "W. Mattiku Willums.

HEADGEAR AND OLD FASHIONS.

ON tlio philosophy of head-gear but little need be
said. " Man's bare back " is so exceptional, that it

has been regarded as a puzzle by some biologists
; but

when wo note that the position of the top of a man's
head is, relatively to absorption and radiation, the same
as that of a quadruped's back, the anomaly vanishes.

In both cases that part which has the greatest need for

such protection is the best protected naturally.

Fii-st as regards radiation. Bodies radiate equally in

all directions, nevertheless, if a warm body shaped like

the trunk of an animal were placed on the ground on a
clear, cold night, it would not cool down equally on all

sides. If placed upright the head would soon be the

coolest. If lying on its side, the upper side correspond-

ing to the back of the animal would cool more rapidly

my other part. The reason of this is that aH bodii

of th.

.r.l.s

of c

s..,lto

veil :

nrth itself. Those parts
i-iil radiation would be
iilili([nely, it is true, as

(lie part presented to

the clear sky would radiate inti. n\yxvi

little indeed in return; thercforr, the nitui-.il liciU-rctain

ing apparatus is most dem;iu(lcil (ui UkiI |i;mI cif tlic

animal which is subject to ix'riiriuliculai- ex |iosuii' /., .,

the top of the head of man and back of .luadnip.ds.

But the hair does more than this. It mtv, s us a pni-

tection against the excessive heat of the direct solar ray.s.

These, coming from above, again demand the greater

supply of hair on the part which is perpendicularly ex-

posed. This demand is further increased by the fact

that the brain and the spine are the most delicate organs

of the body, and the most liable to serious injury from
excess of heat. In the recent Soudan expedition, where
our men were maliing roads and doing other work that

exposed the back to the direct r.vdi ition of a tropical sun,

they wore provided with special spino-protcctoi-fl. Many
thousands of lung })ads to be woru along the spine, and

bick
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nothing serious,

protection of Loi\i

The fashion of cl

I attempted to trt_-;;

tlic sliwuUl find

e a 1 flic

v. r, ;i few general principles bearing

on this part of the subj, et that may be briefly stated.

One of these is that clothing should never have the

character of bandages, should never interfere -with the

free and natural movement of the body. When I was a

young man no male person was admissible in " good

society" without a "cravat" or "stock." I painfully

remember my own struggles against this despicable, con-

ventional tyranny, and the abominatiims with buckles

behind, which.in spite of my revoluti II r, ;

'. !;-,

I was sometimes compelled to wear.

off, liberated my imprisoned neck, :i

and tui-neddown the ear-cutting'and -i I
:

jin

collar, I was sneered at as a conceited pujipy, mimicking
Lord Byron. Now I can dispense with any necktie what-

ever, have done so for more than twenty years past, and am
no longer insulted. I name this as one of the evidences

of rational progress and the dethronement of the fashion-

fiend as regards our sex. Thirty years ago we were all

obliged to strap down our trousers under our boots,

and to wear those abominations called "Wellingtons."

Then it was absolutely necessary for a young man
to mutilate his face daily with a surgical instrument

called a razor. If he did not his moral character was
assailed, and all the ordinary avenues for earning a

respectable livelihood were closed against him. A City
clerk would have been subject to instant dismissal if he
wore a moustache ; a curate with a beard would have
beea admonished by the bishop, and rising in the Church
was- impossible to such a disreputable person. A bearded

barrister cotild not have obtained a brief. Only one
Bri'ti=i^ e~r«(-i'" -ney dared to elect a bearded representa-

tive. 1 'i • e, Birmingham. Muntz's beard was a

frr 1
!•_ 1 of the subsequent political career of

Would tii;i.t 1 could speak in like t: n - .
'

. .iici-

pation of woman ! Her stays to-day, i;ig

of steel and whalebone, are like our ,-
j i,l,

but they are far more mischievous, li: i _ : nne

this subject and that of the moral [iliili .S"| hy i

.'

f. male
fashions until my next and concluding paper.

THE BIRTH OF WORLDS.*
rew stp.r in Andromeda has been popularly

e 1 I - 1 1'ebably a new world. This, whatever
'i ssuradly is uot. Id like manner the

u Crown was popularly regarded
...1 in Mn,nce)a ria i

spltul ui-\ 1 1

exception'il i ^ngt

period If the

tien Cotus verc s i

sU tht star-, m the he-wens when
splendour So would Eta Argus, an

• From the Ttmti

«uh IIlt^hl

I bablj of vtry long
iful in thpc^nstelh

so-called new star in the Xea-thern Crown. Indeed, if we
regard the nebula in Andromeda as lying further away
than the faintest star visible to the naked eye, then, were
we brijughf sn mucli nearer that its distance was only that

of a 111- '-eei jiinel. -1 ;,
1 1 1

e «o!'a sfcZZa (probably but a

s^ //

'

I

I out recently in its midst

W"ie M I ly visible instead of needing

Xi.iiler ilii >;;:i-, n^.v iiuy other new variable, or

temjier.try .star ever observed, can be said to have thrown
the l a-t lijlit en the birth of worlds. Certainly, if

the 1 elml.T liy;. thesis cf Lnplace represents the real

way i \',l,i-li ,- l.r sysfeiii- e"i- f"'-,ned, no new star has
thrown lielit iiii-n iliat pi-^e, ->. ,r pessibly can ; for the

proe, -- iiiiij' .1 l.y I.a]il:' ijivolved no catastrophes.
1' \' ;- ,1

* '1'. !! .-
I

: - -ler leaving nebulous
1

1
(iff as commonly

I
; its as they shrank

I

•

lit, and the various

fi-:e- I .1, for they were all

trie Laplace imagined

U" I iii'tter such as the

su'l'l' -

/
' t we call a new star

necessarily implies.

It might be well, however, if the interest excited by
the new star, though it may throw no new light on

Laplace's hypothesis should direct some degree of atten-

tion to the very remarkable defects which any astronomer

who knows ought of physics, or any physicist who knows
much of astronomy, cannot fail to recognise in that

r.^markable S].eeu'a'i !!. .\- t 1 l,y the effective way
in which sonn f a'nt ystem, for which the

theory of er-e-it, li nut appear to be

explained by Ln] 1 - ' -. many astronomers

overlook the startliii. I. '' upt

at the outset. On tl are

iliiiily ; they know
t s appear to require

ell are also required

be quite impossible)

knowledge ef "'"

seen at once

only that at'

(but which n I'iiys

they know little.

Let us consider how the theory of Laplace was
sugiresietl and what the theevy icinired, premising that

do, that n

tha
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^wcll, Pierce, tlie Boii.lh

I

that the Saturaiau :

,;.,ti IlUes, like Siiuds „n

miillidi'l . Iv:
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blood, arose and left the house. He walked about an
fighth of a mile, and then got upon a horse-car while
in motion and took a seat inside. When called iipon

by the conductor to explain the nature of hi.s injury,

he could not speak, although he knew what he wanted
to say. After riding about three-quarters of a mile he
was put off the car by the conductor. He distinctly re-

membered having swung himself from the car with the

aid of his right hand. After walking about an eighth
of a mile farther, he stood upon the corner of the street

till a policeman came and conducted him about one-third

of a mile to the station-house. There he was questioned
by the officer in command, but was unable to speak. Not
long after he became unconscious. He was admitted into

the hospital at about 8 a.m., when his wound, from which
l)rain-matter was oozing, was dressed antiseptically.

Preparatory to the operation, the patient's scalp was
shaved. He was then etherized. A flap of gutta-percha
tissue was fastened to his forehead to protect his eyes
from the antiseptic solution of bichloride of mercury, 1

part to 1,000 of water, with which the parts were to

be irrigated during the operation. The bullet-hole, of

email size, was very nearly in the centre of the fore-

head. The skin at the right margin of the opening
was more ragged than at the left side. The epidermis
was blistered off for a little distance from the opening.

There were no powder grains in the skin. The soft parts

To ascertain the direction of the wound through the
soft parts and bone beneath, a silver probe with a
large knob was passed into the wound perpendicularly

to the surface of tlie skull. To pass the probe throiigh

^he opening in the bono I found it necessary to direct

its course outward at an angle slightly divergent from
the median plane of the head. In passing the probe
thus far, the right margin of the opening in the skull

was felt to have a depressed shelving-edge. An incision

an inch and three-quarters long was then made from
below upward to the centre of the bullet-liole. This
incision was parallel to the median line, and just to the

left of it.

[Here follows an account, occupying three long columns,

of the operation for tracing the path of the bullet (which

had passed to the back of the skull, and had thence been

deflected towards the left), and extracting the bullet

when found. The account is full of matter interesting

only to surgeons.]

The operation was completed in about four hours from
its commencement, the greater portion of the time having
been spent in stopping the cerebral hsemorrhage. The
following-named members of the house staff were present

at- the operation : Dr. R. T. Morris, Dr. J. R. Conway,
junr.. Dr. W. W. French, Dr. J. H. Woodward, Dr. H. N.
Williams, Dr. P. Oppenheimer, Dr. H. S. Wildman, Dr.

H. Herman, Dr. H Biggs, Dr. E. Hurd, Dr. C. F. Roberts,

,and Dr. W. G. Rutherford.

The patient's general condition after the operation was
about the same as when it was undertaken. He was
transferred to the Sturgis Pavilion, special orders being

given that he should not be allowed to suffer from reten-

tion of urine, and that pain should be relieved by suffi-

cient doses of morphine.
At nine o'clock p.m. the patient's temperature was

101° Fahr., his pul.se 120, and respiration 32. A hypo-
dermic of Magendie's solution of morphine, seven minims,
was given ; his urine was drawn by gum-elastic catheter.

January 25.—The patient is in about the same condi-

tion as before the operation. He is semi-comatose, still

hyperKsthetic upon the left side of the body, and irritable

when aroused. He drinks milk with an apparent relish,

and puts out his tongue when told to do so.

[From this time onward there was a gradual improve-
ment and final recovery.]

In treating the hernias cerebri it was my aim to deal

gently with them, at the same time keeping the wounds
aseptic. In the period of their formation no pressure

was made upon the brain protrusions. I looked upon
their production as in part duo to swelling of the cerebral

tissue as a result of its injury, and based my non-inter-

ference upon the intolerance to pressure of acutely

swollen or inflamed wounded tissues. From this point

of view, the openings, of considerable size, in the skull

were a benefit in the treatment of the deep brain injury

in its early stage rather than a disadvantage. In a later

stage, however, when the brain protrusions had reached
their greatest size and the course of the wounds had
become chronic, I thought it advisable to aid the
recession of the hen its by gentle and evenly applied

pressure.

On May 22, 1884, I exhibited Knorr at Bellevue
Hospital to a number of physicians. He was then, so

far as could be judged, in perfect health. Apart from
the scars upon the patient, the only abnormality discover-

able was a limitation of the visual field for green and red

observed by Dr. W. F. Mittendorf. Inasmuch as this

feature was common to both eyes, it is questionable

whether it was caused by the injury.

The bullet entered at the centre of the forehead, an
inch and a quarter above the upper level of the eye-

brows ; it passed in a straight line through the brain, and
was then deflected to its place of lodgment—an inch and
a half to the left of the posterior medain line. The probe

having been passed through, the straight portion of the

wound was eliminated in the further search for the bullet.

The probe was then passed through the deflected course

after the same method as employed for the exploration

of a tortuous wound. The bullet could have been fol-

lowed about three inches farther upon its deflected

course till arrested by the tentorium, the end of the

probe being exposed by a second counter-opening in the

skull.

The bullet cut upon the superior longitudinal sinus

and penetrated the brain in the first frontal convolution,

just at the edge of the hemisphere, win re tlu^ convex
surface joins the inner surface; tr,ivtr>ii)L;- tin' I'lMJn-

substance of the hemisphere, it emeri^iMl mihI lul-rd in

the superior parietal convolution. The ilistmicd liitwcen

the two openings in the brain, in a straight lino, was six

inches and a quarter.

In order to locate the injured cerebral artery with

reference to the course of the ball, I carefully marked
upon a cadaver the points of entrance and emergence of

the bullet. I then removed a section of the skull to

enable me to pass a straight-edged, long knife through
the brain, in a straight line between these points. Upon
removal of the brain, it was found that the cut in the

first frontal convolution was down to a large branch of

the anterior cerebral artery, lying about half an inch

from the surface.of the brain.

The patient left the hospital, where he had for a hmg
time been retained simply for observation, on June 30,

1884.

About August 1 the patient went back to work at his

old employment in a butcher's shop. He remained at

work during the exceptionally hot weather in the early

part of September.
On September 12, between twelve and one o'clock in

the morning, Knorr received a heavy blow in the anterior
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vAj, and he
nVlnck and

soar from the elbow of the iiiuii \\

sleeping. Knorr states that he miIVi

the head for half-an-hour, -svhi n it

fell asleep again. He awoke at alio

noticed, with wonder, hi.s ri'.,^li( ii.i

flex upon the arm. He tried 1.. lu.l

left hand, but failed. Then lils n-
ujj. Then his left upper and low

spectively, became affected in the

remembered being asked what was tlio matter, and thai

he could not speak, but screamed, and then lost con
Bciousness. The convulsive movements were so energetic

that the patient was thrown from his bed upon the floor.

The same day he went to work, but did not feel well.

The physician who attinded him duriiit,' my aliscnce

from the city lav.scriliu.l (Nviiitv -imIiis 'nf l.n.T.ii.l,. of

potas
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murderers, unbelievers, and the like. He chuckles at
this, knowing full well how soon he will fill hell again.

For I sch.all turne thamo fytc I trow.

But Jcsu-

e(w( ie)*

! M M 1) myne aungell " to
"-"•""""'

' '^ !:, I! i Irs] lite Satan'sprayer to
^f'''">ii'i

:
! ]|' ho " synkcs to helle pitte.'-' Jesus then

'"'I- ^' I' 'i- i i nl Adam and the rest to Paradise, while
!;'! Mill I

! 'i^rave " redy to rise vppe-right."
'" 'I"' <'ii'-irr jilay, Satan announces to his " hell-

liouuds" tl.r intended visit of .Jesus, but the distin-
guishing feature ..f this pageant is in the conclusion,
which was i-robably added as a satire against vices of the
day, notably iu this case against the cheating practised
liy tavern-keepers. A woman who had been in that
business addresses Sir Sathanas, sergeant of hell, after
Jesus had harrowed it, and tells him how she had de-
frauded her customers with bad wines and short measure,
adding that she will stay and keep him company.f

Mulier.
\\'o be to tlie tvme when I came lieare.
WofuU am 1 with theu to dweU,
Sh- Sathanas, sergantc of hell

;

Endless paincs and sorows cruell
I suffer in this place.

Some tynie I was a ta\-emer,
A gentil gossippe and a tapstere

;

Of wjTie and ale a trustie bre^\er,
Which wo hath me wroughte

:

Of < inne- I kept no tru.o measuer
^f

1 1
I I 1 I 1 1 1. i^auer

IhoughJ(.-ii 1
1 1. in3c(cnmpanv),

Yet shall th. 1 ^ ith mc
"

According to old legend, Enoch and Eli -s^ere the sole
occitpants of P.^radise, and in ancient paintings and
tapestries representing that abode these two only were
depicted. In the early English iJoem on the " Land of
Cockayne " the 's^^iter jeers at the solitude of Paradise,
and at the dull and sorro-s^ ful life its two tenants mu.st

Heh and i nok also
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ing portion in the opposite half or hemisphere ; in fact,

that structurally, and in part functionally, the excito-

motor areas should be regarded as dual. I then showed
that duality of mental function in the highest sense, i.e.,

the simultaneous correct performance of two totally

dificrent voluntary acts, was impossible provided that
such correct performance necessitated the concentration
of the attention on each subject.

You quote the case of Prof. Morse, who " could draw
simiiltaneously two different objects with
either hand," as invalidating my argument, since such an
act would suggest the possibility of the two (highest)

cortical - motor areas functionalising at once. Now a
good many people, myself included, can perform this

feat ; but in every instance where I have carefully

examined the performance I find that the two pictures

are not drawn "simultaneously," in the strictly accurate
language of scientific experiment—that there is always a

fraction of a second's interval in time between the move-
ments of the hands when these dittV-r at all. We know,
further, that -2 of a second is sullicient interval of time
to allow of alternation in the efferent discharge from the
two halves of the brain, while I need scarcely add that

the ordinary bystander does not appreciate so small an
interval of time. As you say truly, it is possible to
practise synchronism in actions, and the old schoolboy
trick of slapping horizontally the chest with one hand
while the other is rubbed up and down is a familiar
example of the fact; but this very word "practice"
introduces us at once into an absolutely different field of

phenomena to those I dealt with in my lecture. It means
that an action, at first voluntary, becomes automatic, or,

as we should more correctly say, it belongs to a lower
grade of simpler, because more often repeated, reflex

actions in which the attention is scarcely, if at all,

required for their correct performance.
My experiments and statements refer solely to the

investigation of purely voluntary phenomena, in which
the attention had to be fully concentrated on each
problem that was brought before it.

I found, as the result of a large number of experiments
(some hundred.s) performed bj- other people as well as

myself, that two such efforts of volition could not be
Jierformod correctly at absolutely the .^;ime moment of

time, and the test I r.r. A I u^y\\. :^.^ ..{•^v I..;,--

continued attempts, ih ly

"practice." May I In :
:;

i

- :

Morse was started li\ ,i -1^

ircle and i 'gl^'.

his f^ ' .-lues within the domain of exact

scieniiih > \,,. ;
'.;... :,i.

Further, yi.u .,a_\ that we " do not know that when we
are trying to do simultaneously two different things, the
two different sides of the brain are called into action."

Permit me to say on this point tliat wc actually do know
(from clinical evidence, some of which 1 i|uott(l in mv
lecture) that the fii'o halv, . of tlic In-:, in iut .o,;!-. .1 ili

such actions as my o.\|-oiiinciit invoKo, ai,<l \sr now
know the parts conccrncil as \\A\ as wc do tlic niaclilncrv

of the circulation of tlu' Mood.
Passin^^' fiMiii ihis pari of your article to the question

of the evidence \\eileii\e from our visual apparatus, I

am afr.iid 1 scarcely fulluw you in your remarks about
" working the eyes " as iinalogous to working our hands,

for we have, of course, absolutely no voluntary power over
our eyes {e.g., in focussing them, itc). But if I under-
stand you rightly, you would further seek to show that

your mind must be dual, because it geta simultaneously
two different messages from your eyes, owing to

their focal distances being different.* This very

fact of peo))Ie seeing perfectly well with one de-

fective eye for so many years without discovering

any difference is a fact strongly in support of my views,

for it is well known that the (single) mind ignores the

false evidence from the defective eye. The " double

vision," as you call it, of every person is a splendid

example of the unity of function in the nervous system

while the apparatus is duplex in structure. We normally

only get one idea from our two eyes—we cannot con-

centrate our gaze on two objects at once, however hard

we try, consequently the attention is never concerned

with more than one thing at a time. Further, we now
know (from clinical evidence) that, although there ifl

a sight centre in each half of the brain, each is

educated simply as its fellow, and therefore if one is

destroyed the person knows what he sees just as well

as before, showing clearly that although the apparatus

is double its function is single. The case of Prof. Ball

similarly shows clearly that the brain is dual, that under

certain circumstances of disease one sensory perceptive

area may be irritated, the other remaining at rest. Such
a patient will, therefore, imagine he hears voices talking

to him, and he will answer and act accordingly, but the

conversation, Ac, is alternate—there is no double mental

action here, any more than when two persons talk alter-

nately to one another.

I greatly regret that the necessities of a lecture pre-

vented my elaborating my argument, or, perhaps, you

would have seen that I am reaUy in perfect agreement

with yourself in regarding the brain as a dual machine,

my only contention being that in a purelij cohmtary act

its function is single.

SURGERY FOR PIANOFORTE
PLAYERS.

rpHE most earnest advocates admit that evolution

J. is an extremely slow process : that it produces

wonderful results, but that its operations occupy a

corresponding amount of time. Certain it is, that the

process is not keeping pace with the requirements of

modern times, and that the artificial development of the

human faculties has of late taken p-eeclcnce over the

natural results of time.

llclmholtz, after makim,' an cxl,au>iive study of the

human eye, declared that slu ukl he receive an optical

instrument of man's makiuu' which contained so many
defects as the eve, he should be justified in returning it

to the m.annf:ictuvers. But it is tlusc very defects

which luivc stiiiiulatea lua:.'- ii „ n i ;n to hud a remedy.

So eonipleielN has tlu .; .f
;

' ! s come to his

assistance that, with the i
.

;

, f s . n- in microscope

and tele^eoI,e. lie is [lexv. ^
.

•

I
!'

' _ !: eajuble at once

svsteni. Vet no pro-re.>, exee| i, |erii,.l>, u'l the_power

of discri

1

'•'

a[v
hi Id is probably

to that of his

In other directions, however, man may be improving.

His hands, from their constant use of sensitive instru,-

* Not quite this. I used double vision only as au iUustrntim of

brain action j not as an example of it. I certainly did not suppose

it was a different mind which recessed the imperfect images given

by the shortsighted eye.—R. P. . -
. •
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country may be gathered fro

changes and extensions pertai

The spring of last year sa^\

preparations, and at tliat f i

located on tlu Ml' - f '

in St. Martin i
,

working G- i

^Mth 230 p
politai:

ion of the

tral Office.

„ nt of the

puei natK

Pd ; tubt;

rease. It, how-
which furnish

lew, or fourth,

burdened

worked by a staff uf 3i attendants.

"Within the past eighteen months 172 new -svires have

bejn erected, -is of them beiiv^ single-nc.dle circuits, 122

Morse sounder or printer circuits, and 2 Wheatstone
automatic circuits; 95 provincial towns and 77 metro-

politan offices are involved in these extensions. Besides

these, many existiag circuits have been duplexed, or their

carrj'ing capacity in some other way increased ; so that

at the present time there are altogether 908 sets of

apparatus, of which 151 are single-needles, 591 Morse
sounders and printers (307, or more than half of them,
being duplexed), 57 Wheatstone automatic instruments

(all of them duplexed), 18 quadrnplex instruments, and 4

AVTieatstone ABC instruments. Num
have also been made to the number of j;

The instrument-room as it existed la

capable of accommodating so large an hv

ever, contains a series of long tables

together 2,885 ft. of desk-space. A i

floor has been added, and its single

1,400 ft. of instrument-tables, which
already with 468 sets of apparatus working to the offices

in the metropolitan district. The staff has been
largely increased, and at the present time numbers nearly

two thousand.

The large central hall, on the ground floor of the
building, has been appropriated for the pneumatic tubes,

the removal of which fi-om the instrument-room in-

creases the possible accommodation there very consider-

ably.

The new wires which have been erected have been, in

the main, carried along the high roads, comparatively
few extensions having been made on the various railway
routes. "Road" wires now span the country in all

directions, the recent additions including eighteen wires

to the north, pursuing a path known as the east coast

route, through Biggleswade, Baldock, Peterborough,
Doncaster, Xewcastle, &c. One of these wires working
to Newcastle is of hard-drawn copper, the cost of which,
on account of its thinness, is about the same as that of

an iron wire, while the working capacity is considerably

higher. Mr. Preece, in a paper read at the recent meet-
ing of the British Association, ventured the opinion that

copper responds more readily to rapid changes of electric

currents than iron. He suggested that the magnetic
susceptibilit)- of the iron is the cause of this, the

magnetism of the iron acting as a kind of drag on the

currents. The paragraph in last week's " Miscellanea "

reveals that the copper wire is capable of transmitting

hile an iron wire can only carry

; north, known as the west coast

w ith eighteen wires, the road

I \ AVeedon, Stafford, Nantwich,

[. udon by -nh.it is called the

II tin. u.h Slough, Reading,
'

I '
N 1, f.nd thence on to

I I he Southwestern
^ li-liur}, ^\here it

I , Plymouth,
1 lit .smaller

1 d South-

1 of the
London in

I. >N ( t the details

ir wirk has been
irds cf 20,000
I) those already

I r the auticipa-

( u the numbei-
lismittLd will h-

HUMAN REMAINS FOrXD NEAR
MEXICO.

By Mariano de la Barcexa.

y, 18S4, some excavations were
us of dj-namite, at the foot of

of

at the

IN the month of Jr

being made, by
the small hill known as "P</7o» de los Bams,'' some four

kilometres east of the City of Mexico. The excavations

were made with the object of qtiarrj-ing building stone

for the ^klilitnry Slmoting School, which is bein;

structed near tl;- 1'. r, n nr.l iiivIm- r'^;.- --ii] crvis

Colonel Dial \
'

beginning of . i

:
• :iiiiong the

rocks looseni.4 1;. i!m' >!;.; ':[!'.' -•!:! 1 ;ii^ \vi_-re to be
found, and he aci-ordinglv collected and delivered them
to the Minister of Public Works, Don Carlos Pacheco,

who appointed the writer to make a study of them.

The preliminarj- examination being made, I presented

them to the Mexican Society of Natural History, giving

at the same time public notice of so important a

discovery.

Some days afterwards T explored the formation in

which the bones were fotmd, continuing my studies with
the co-operation of Don Antonio del Castillo, professor

ited to take jiart in my investi-

p a rei>ijrt which has lately beengations ; both

published

The human
formed of silii

5Ie:

IS are firmly imbedded in a rock

ilcareous tufa, very hard and of a

The cranium, with the lower

and upper maxilla; and fragments of the collar-bone,

vertebra, ribs and bones from the upper and lower

limbs are exposed. The bones lie in disonler, proving

that the rock in which the skeleton was fnund suffered

an upheaval before consolidation, a circumstance which

an examination of the ground further verifies. The
bones present a yellowi.sh appearance, and the character-

istic aspects of fossilisation, it being noteworthy that
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tliey are not coated with layers of the calcareous rock

as is observed in the recent deposits, but are firmly

imbedded in the stone, which also fills the cells of the

Several distinct formations and re

localitj- whore the bones were found

;

rises the small hill, " del Peiwn," eoi

porphyries ; on the base to the i

a clearly recent formation made
marl, and ceramical remains, \\\

are modern, and in the lower

Under this recent f..;

cks are seen in the

towards the centre

isisting of volcanic

jrth there appear first

,p of vegetable earth,

eh in the upper part

belong to the Aztec
nation are the calca-

e toward the northern

esplanade which sur-

metres above the actual

level of the waters of Lake Tezcoco. The layer of

hardened rock does not extend with regularity the whole
distance from the before-mentioned edge to the foot of

the hill, some intervening spaces occurring in which thf

These layers (

boundary, formi

rounds the hill,

e end of a

and i

rock does not

with recent ground. This
appearance of the layers of

this rock was upheaved afte

bones, by the igneous r.ieks i

bourhood of the hill, fni-ini

is also verified by th(

found in different directions

In order to clearly establish th

of the human bones might h:

method would be to find some a

the same formation which won
:ige of the layers of that calearei

notwithstanding the manj- scm'

yet been possible to find any t

neither has there been fouml i-

other remains that might indi' :

clearly modern, as among them
were the human bones, roots con'

-some small indeterminable lacu

the same calenreous substance.

genera whicb
waters, it h:

being filled

istauce, as well as the

eous tufa, prove that

lejjosit of the human
iMp out in the neigh-

kes. This upheaval
imall veins which are

the ground.

age which the deposit

re, the best scientific

inial fossil remains in

1 distinctly mark the

is Toek ; but until now,
1|. - -r:. ..]'. it ;

..f t.species on ac

which they were tound.

In the region to the .south of th

calcareous rocks are seen, and thicke

ground with remains of Aztoe eerani

Not being, therefore, abl.' to utilis.

data for determining < lie i-.-r of il,,

e must fall back on the iii>|ii ri ioi

t animals

;

he only things found
ted into menilite, and

i lacustrine shells formed by
lice. These shells belong to

Quaternary as well as present

ipossible to determine their

bad state of preservation in

Two far

hill more modern
depiosits of recent

the pula'ontological

e eMeai-eous layers,

f 1 1,.' -round.

the for ].r,

iid :,

and the

bones a

that eo

thr

'

Il th.. ,

the lak

In the first" eiise it eouM 1 1

by a violent filtration of tli^ ,

tion ; but nowhere in the vallr\

to be found of a crack or oji. ;;

waters could have escaped, and v. 1

outside of the present level of thi

below, all the water would have disappeared.

ioned cither

low evapora-
i-e any traces

li which the

hi to appear

*s. if it were
If the

lowering of levi 1 /. 4'

wouldbemor.. ,: I'
,

conquest of 'M^ \ i

have notably ili]..;u. !

elapsed in order thai :

three metres to its ) r

long. What is most i

due to volcanic action ;
t

has been discovered in

occupied by the harden-

are to be seen in differ.

aporation, a theory which
ise from the time of the

',t the submerged surfaces

tiirii- Tieeessary to have
lake might fall

have been very
the upheaval is

,.hiil now no basalt

i ruoath the place

, Jvkes of that rock

the foot of t

hill, and even the volcanic musses which constitute it are

found upheaved and inclined, demonstrating the succession

of geological phenomena in that vicinity.

Let us now trace the origin of the silicificd calcareous

rock in which the bones were found, and which is different

from the majority of the lacustrine rocks which occupy

the valley of Mexico, these latter being, for the most

part, thick and extensive layers of pumice, tufas, marls,

volcanic ashes, clays, and alluvioi!^.

In order to proceed with mor.- e-,iainty in this inves-

tio-ation, I compared the ( ;!^a^el.u^ rock in question with

those which re>ei!;hh 1
:• n -. from other parts of Mexico,

and found it -
usidered similar to those

which are clear' ' ' ' liermal origin.

The hot-wat,i- .Ilia.' ulaah exists in the eastern part

of the hill del refion forms sel '-i similar

to the silicified calcareous tufa :
u a small

scale, and their formation is >- hide the

belief that this sprin.j- could ha\

.

.: immediate

surroundings of the hill with deposits of such magnitude.

"What ismostprohahle is, that in remote times there were

great emissions of niiii,iMl thermal waters through dif-

ferent fissures, and m several directions, whose appearance

was simultaneous with the basaltic masses that form

dykes at the foot of the hill, as in the faces of the rocks

sedimentations similar to the referred ones are perceived,

there being, furtlien.iore, many small veins which cut

through the Ija^ali ie iaa». . and even the calcareous rock.

By this it is seou that a ^eries of vocanic phenomena

must have taken place in that spot, beginning before the

human remains were deposited, and which further con-

tinued when the material which received them was but

little con.solidated.

The succession of these phenomena took place, without

doubt, in the following wtiy :
—

L Emissic-in of thermal waters and appearance of ba-

saltic rocks, upheaving the masses that formed the hill.

These waters mixed with those of the lake which sur-

rounded the hill and extended over a lar-e area of the

valley of ilexico ; the calcareous depo.-its gi-.idually ac-

cumulated around the hill, and beii)- snll >..f. the human
; (i.'i

. ^Vhe the

\\hieh were left after this upheaval,

h ; M>its were formed, which i]

It 1>

Of Mr

of two metres above the present ground among rocks of

the hill del Tepeyac, north of the City of Mexico.
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TliegeolcvI.Ml -;.. MM (Mirrs ,f (!,.- rvmt ,aioe dvUr-

mincd, and ii"i '' i> i li if i li.- |.:ihr.inl .il."_;i,-;i! ilii a

agCof tliaf"".!.!. ., . U , , l.. I. Inluvr,! I l,:,t II ,l,Ust b.-nf

remote .11111(11111 \, c.iisiili nn- ilir circuin^siiinec-s which
the mentioin'il rncl^s |ii-. m-iI , ;is will us tlio geological

phcnomemi «hirh h:iyr i\,. v.- I ;,krn
]
1;mv ami ..f which no

notice is given in tli,' lii, i-L-lvi^hlcs m- hMditious of the

ancient Mexicans.

This consideration alone is enough to believe that the

man of the PefKui is pre-historic. The odontological

characteristics indicate that this man belonged to an

unmixed race, the teeth being set with regularity and
corresponding perfectly the upper with the lower. They

eculiarity besides, that the canine teeth are

mt have Ihe sam ^
.,

•

sent the

not conical,

peculiarity othe ^eth found
of tlir

The I si.

a

sof the limbs are those

ry stature, and from the

must have been about

between this hill and (In- 'I'l
[
r

The excavations continue a

Pefion, with the object of qu;.

.i.ppearance of the. teeth t

f jrty years old.

The greater part of the cranium liaving been destroyed,

it was not po.ssible to (htci-iniiu' its iliaiiutii's and thus

classify it. The strati-iMpliiral a,nii lil Imln^iral rliarac-

teristics of the groimd sconi to indicatr that the furiaa-

tion belongs to the ujiper Cjuaternary, or at least to the

base of the present geological age.

It may as well be remarked that at the foot of the

steep slope of the Tcpeyac hill, near the place where the

calcareous si'dinnnts arc tw be si eu among the rocks of

the hill, as was ]
nvinlI^ly nn ni iiiud, .some excavations

were made, and ri-..fissMr |),,n Anl^nio del Castillo found
various bones of Qualcriiaiv anlnials enveloped in a cal-

careous rock similar to iliat. .f tlic I'enon. The distance

nearly three miles.

foot of the hill del

g building stone, and
this will allow in the course of time some other data to

be discovered which will clearly mark the geological age
of the event ; a tooth of a mastodon or an object of the

present age would at once bo the landmark assigning it a
tixed page in the history of the earth. The authenticity

of the fossil is not only determined by the report of

Seflor ObregQn and the identity of the rock which con-

tains the remains with the blocks that are being at present

quarried at the foot of the hill, but I, mj'self, have
determined this authenticity, having found part of the

human remains still imbedded in tlic ground rock.

I will conclude by mentioning other facts that indicate

the antiquity of man in the valley of Mexico. Twelve
years ago, in executing some works for the drainage of

the valley, in the direction of Tequisquiac, numerous
deposits were discovered belonging to Quaternary animals,

such as elephants, mastodons, glyptodons, &c., and among
one of these deposits a fossil bone was found carved by
human hand and imitating an animal's head. Unfortu-
nately no care was taken to determine if it was found
simultaneously with the bones of the Quaternary animals.

The appearance of the carved bone, and of the cuts and
incisions which it has, denote a remarkable antiquity, and
it has characteristics of fossilisation. Two years ago I

discovered some remains of ancient ceramics in the

pumice tufa which is under the basaltic lava formation
found in the south-eastera part of the valley of Mexico

;

the lava occupies a large area, and in some points its

thickness is over two metres. No tradition makes any
mention of this volcanic cataclysm before the existence of

man in the valley of Mexico.

new tliat ;

pological

have.

e, at jircsent, all the data I can give relative

iKI I'.non. On my return to Mexico I will

iiha fun lu-r investigation of the ground where
•ry was made, and will communicate anything

lay be found, in order to determine the anthro-

mportance which these hum

FIRST STAR LESSONS.

Br R.:cuARD A. Pkoctor.

1'^HE constellations included in the twenty-four maps
of this series are numbered throughout as foUowa

(the names being omitted on the maps, to clear these aa

fai as possible from all that might render the star-

groniiing less distinct) :

—

22. Cancer, the Crab (th»

cluster is the Beehive).

23. Leo, the Lion (a, Regulua).

24. Virgo, the Virgin (o, Spica).

25. Libra, the Scales.

26. OphiucMis, the Serpent

Holder.

27. Aquila, the Eagle {a,Altair}.

28. Delphinun, the Dolphin.

29. Aquariu!!,the Water Carrier,

30. Pisces, tlie Fishes.

31. Cetus, the Sea Monster (o,

Mira, remarkable va-

riable).

82. Eridan-us, the Rtcer.

33. Orion, the Giant Hunter
(o, Betelgeux; l3, Rigeiy.

- " -
r, the Lesser Vog-

. Vrsa Minor, the Little Bear
(a, the Pole Star).

. Draco, the Dragon (a,

Thuba,i)

. Cephevs, King Cepheus.
!. Cassiopeia, the Lady in the

Chair.

: Perseus, the Champion (ji,

Algol, famous variable).

1. Auri'ia, the Charioteer (a,

C'apella)
' " " the Greater

Bear (a,
ft, the Fointe

\. Canes Venatici, the Hunting
Dogs (a. Cor Caroli).

1. Coma Berenices, Queen

I. Bootes, the Herdsman (a,

. Corona Borealis, the Nor-
thern Crown.

t. Serpens, the Serpent.

!. Hercules, the Kneeler.

!. Lyra, the Lyre {a, Vega).
I. Cygnus, the Sivan (a,

Arided; l3,Albires).
i. Pegasus, the Winged Horse.

. Andromeda, the Chained
Lady.

1. Triangula, the Triangles.
>. Aries, the Ram.
I. Taurus, the Bull (a. Aide-

biiran ; t), Alcyone, chief

Pleiad).

. Gemini, the Twira (a,

Castor ; /3, Pollux).

(a, Procyon).

i. Hydra, the Sea, Serpent (a,

Alphard).
1. Crater, the Cup (a, Alkes).
'. Corvus, the Crow.

1. Scorpio, the Scorpion (a,

Antares).
I. SagittariTis, the Archer.

I. Capricornus, the Sea Goat.

.. Piscis Australis, the Sow-

them fish (a, Fomai-
haut).

. Lepus, the Hare.
;. Columba, the Dove.

,. Canis Major, the Greater

Dog (a. Sinus).
i. Argo, the Ship.

The Satellite of Neptune.—From similar observa-

tions of Neptune's satellite Prof. Hall obtains for Neptuna

1

-19092+64

computing the mean distance of the satellite at 16"'2699i.

N =184°-314±0°-1233

I =120-052±01019
Period =5-876839 mean solar days.

Newcomb's value =5-8769 so that the correction is

very slight. Prof. Hall found the satellite an easy objpect

with the great refractor (26 inches in aperture) whea
more than 10" from Neptune. He looked in vain, during
1881-1884 for any other satellite.

The Satellites of Uranis.—From a careful dis-

of the movements of Oberon and Titania, the sa-
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At 10 oVlwk...
At 9J o'clock...

At 9Jo'cl)ck...

NIGHT SKY FOR OCTOBER (Fikst Map

Showing the heavens as lliey appear at the following hoii

tolcr 7.
I

A* 9^ o'clock October in. I

tolerll. At 9 o'clock October 22.

tolcr l."i.
I

At 8J o'clock October 2«.
|

.t 81 o'clock...

.t 8i o'clock...

.tS o'clock...

tuUites of Uranus, Prof. Asapli Hall, of the Wasliingtou
Observatory, deduces the following results :—

Mass of Uranus= 22Qg2H,r27

The mass of the sun being the unit.

Prof. Hall obt,'iin(Kl results so closely accordant as regards

the position of the planes of the orbits of Titania and
Obenin, that ho thinks we may fairly regard tliese planes

:i8 coincident. Ho obtains for this common plane the
following elements of position, N being the longitude of

the ascending node, I the inclination, t the i

The vain

putations

3 li>83-0:-

N=165"-812 + 0'^-0142<

1= 75-300-0-0014<

s of the mean distances a, assui

Oberon, o=41"-15
Titania, a= 31 4t)

Careful se.ircli was made with the

new satellites during the favourable c

1884, but none were found.

great refractor

ppositions of 18)
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ROPE RAILWAY AT GENOA.*

THE construction of a rope railway on the Agudio
system, at Genoa, from Balzaneto to the Madona

della Guardia, has been sanctioned by the Minister of
Public Works. One of the most important features in
this scheme, and in which it differs from the line now in
operation, on the Agudio plan, from Turin to the
Supur-;i, i> tliiit no stationary engine wiU be re-

<juireil. ii> Mr. A_rudio, the engineer, intends utilising

the power .^f tiie same h.comotive that will be em-
ployed for bringing the train from iJal/.uueto to the
foot of the incline to the S.iini ,,arv, a vertical height
of 700 metres (2,296 feet). 'I'liis pow. r ^^illbe trans-
mitted, as is the case witl, tlie .Sui-.-rga line, by
an endless wire rope, driven at a high" sliced, to a
.specially-constructed apparatus, or " locomotore," which
receives the energy thus conveyed to it, and utilises it

for the direct haulage of the train. In this way, one of
the principal drawbacks in the application of this system
will bo avoided, as the traffic on such lines is very
variable, and the expense of keeping a stationary engine
of at least 2^)0 horse-power forms a serious item in the
working expenses, and especially so on week-days or
during the winter months, when the traffic must be small.
The locomotive, which will weigh about twenty-six tons,

will, after having brought the train from Genoa to the
foot of the incline, be disconnected, and taken on to a
siding, where, by a suitable arrangement, it will be lifted

off the rails, and its driving-wheels will, bear on and be
supported by other wheels revolving in fixed bearinj-s

placed below the level of the rails. The motion of tlie

driving-wheels of the engine will be thus conuuunicat.d
to the wheels below, which, being connected by suitable
gearing with the pullies for driving the rope, will thus
transmit the energy developed by the locomotive to the
" locomotore," or driving-car attached to the train, and
use it for hauling \ip the train.

Under these conditions, the locomotive will, whilst
working as a fixed engine, no longer have a large propor-
tion of its power absorbed in drawing its own dead
weight, and, therefore, if only 150 horse-power are
utilised whilst di-awing the train, consisting of three
passenger carriages, containing 150 persons, its useful
power will easily be increased to 250 horse-power when it

uo longer has a dead weight of twenty-six tons to drag.

L I YE-B URI AL.
Bv Dr. W. CiREAN.

THE origin of sacrifice, human and otherwise, is lost

in the dim obscurity of the past. When first we
liear of it in connection with the sacrificial acts of Cain
and Abel it is spoken of as a familiar thing, a matter of
course, and its previous enactment or existence is taken
for granted. It was subsequently practised as a part of
the ceremonial observance or law of the Jews, and other
primitive or pagan worships, and it is now, as every one
knows, the mainstay and corner-stone of the Greek,
Roman, and other Christian denominations or rituals.

That human beings were formerly s.crifiofd to appea.-^e

theangerof some offended god, or rLMi-w ;. li 1"
,

,-. a

leprosy, small-pox, epilepsy, &c., i- .'

They were also sacrificed for the imri
'

:
i,

ravages of the plague, enabling tlirir \. ::i' ~ i- ,:,--

come their enemies in battle, and bring back fertility to

their exhausted fields or flocks.* It would not, indeed, be
easy to define the conditions under which they were not

resorted to at one time or another by different tribes or

peoples, and the whole subject is learnedly discussed in the
" Victimse Humanre " of Jacob Gensius, of Groninghen,
to which I am indebted for some of the illustrations

recorded below. It is certain from this and other
sources that the enforced or voluntary live-burial of

human beings formed no inconsiderable part of these

cruel rites.

That interruption to the true eourse of conjugal love

that is caused by the death of ilie liusbainl was probably
the first cause of these immolations. The bereaved wife
could not or would not survive In r liusbaml. The family
crone or the family priest was at hand to encourage her
in the practice of this laudable vow or wish ; and
Pomponius Mela expressly tells ns that the wives of the
polygamous Scythians contended amongst themselves as

to which of them sliould first bo buried along with her
lord and master. Herodotus and Lucian are equally

explicit in their ascription of a similar spirit of conten-

tion to the wives of the Thraciaus and Thrausians ; and
it is now generally understood that the original idea of

sate was simply that of sending a favourite wife to keep
company with her husband r.fter death. When the

ancient Sc}-tliians buried a king—says Mr. Wheelerf

—

they strangled one of his concubines and buried her with
him, tocf-ether with his cup-bearer, groom, Ac. Amongst
the Thracians there existed a s'tiU more significant

custom. ]']verv Thracian had several wives, and when-
t.\-er a man died a sharp contest ensued between his

wives as to which of them he loved the bast. She who
by her vows or wailings enlisted the largest amount of

sympathy or support from the assembled crowd of conr-

tiers won the coveted prize, and marched exultingly to

her horrid doom.
Peter Martyr —w In i ]< f\ sj-eeial opportunities of

knowing the faets i I' : -. il : 1 1 a ancient Americans
buried the livinL; hal. :

•'' jra.ve with its dead
mother; and Saxo ( ; ra' .'a ,! i a , informs us that an
acquaintance of his, one Asmuudus, had himself shut np
in the tomb that covered the remains of his friend Avitus.

Similar stories are told by travellers of the struggles that

took place for this privilege among the retainers of

certain African kings. The main incident of the play of

"The Illustrious Stranger" turns upon an episode of

this kind ; audit i.s, I fear, ]iretty eertain that similar

scenes may still be witnessed at tin' Court of Dahomey
and elsewhere in the inleiaoi- ,1 tlait il.a'k continent.

Mai
ad pr h>.st several

' Another and, I believe, an erroneous motive lias been assigned
by Mr. John Morley for the employment of this pnictice among
savages. Alluding to the treatm'^rt .

f ^;.- <,..,r...-.i Xorthcote by
Lord .Salisbury, he is reported ill t a I

-^ ' '\ 14th last, to

old people had lived long enough, a iclicacy not
to recognise this fact themselvc>. ,

a
, .ike a choice

between strangulation and being buri> 4 alive, tlieii, witliout further

ceremonv, the tribe took the matter into their own h.ands " and
buried their recalcitrant old kinsfolk alive. Thev did no such thing,

Mr. Jlorlpy. They were not such fools as yr,„ take them to be, and

^"
-!'. a'.M v\".a 'f,' J^-oa ri^-aa''-'-

'^'' ".'
' "iaal - savag "of

'

:• a - I ;
.

..,.:,,• :,;,
i , Hot SUrO that
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frieuds or relative's; and -wc kiKMv frMu l.i,\, I'liny.

Juvenal, and a host of other Hdiiuui \. v.i
i ,

ini i In-

vestal virgins wlio committed tin lu,-' :.
,

. .1

victimis obrwchantur, ut hoc difussiuiu: acdi:.. hue (incu^-

iitatis) e.qnantur; et divinae irae rvatii6 Iwo jlayitio

contractus solveretur.

Herodotus further mentions that Amestris, one of the

wives of Darius, who would appear to be losing her hold
through advancing years on the affections of that monarch,
caused fourteen of the children of her principal nobles to

be buried alive, " ad referendam," as this writer quaintly

puts it, " pro se gratiam deo ;
" and Porphyry ascribes a

similar custom to an Arabian tribe, which he calls the

Deomactii. Readers of Horace will remember that his

witch, Canidia, buried the boy she had stolen up to his

chin, so that she might be thus the better enabled to

extract a love-potion out of his marrow and liver ; and,

describing the eunuchs of Peru and the houses in which
the so-called " Daughters of the Sun " were secluded, old

Purchas says (his " Pilgrimage," p. 883) that "if any of

the Mamacomas—the young virgin nuns—or Aellas were
found to have trespassed against their honour, it was an
inevitable chastisement to bury them alive, or to put
them to death by some other cruel torment."

Dwelling on some of the strange scenes he witnessed
on his arrival in India, soon after our first settlement
at Surat, Dr. John Fryer says ("An Account of India."

London: Triibner. Page 378) that, "atHubly, in this

kingdom, are a cast called Liugints, whose wives ....
are set in the same pit (with their dead husbands),

^
[) to the sh '

monies perform

the pit filled 1

would, after al

od, 1

ai^pe:

I their

earth

leck.s ^ lllni,

Aim

I thi^

a purely vulunliirN arl, iii:isiiiiicli ;is ilic doomed
widow might liaw "

^r;,|H.l ttiih 1 1

1',

if .slir eluise. But
then she wo>iM i.r>.li:',lil v Ijave become an oixtcast, or

worse; and it is ;t :iuy linua case of Hobson's choice

between live lMiri:il .mmI IIm- burning. Superstition of

the grossest eh;M-,irt. r cmilil alone reconcile a frail

woman to such a dreadful altermii i\v m- (irdrnl ; but it

is, we know, capable of even woi-sc tliin-s t li:in tljis ; and
" the facility with which men and wunu n p. i-suaelc them-
selves of a religious sanction for what they wish to do,

however cruel and iniquitous, is not," says General

Sleeman,* " unhappily, peculiar to any class or any
creed."

Touching its enforcement as a punishment as contra-

distinguished from its ceremonial ur sacrificial uses, tin

recorcl is necessarily more scanty. I have only beci

to collect a few cases in point, but many ethers

doubtless have escaped notice carent ijuia \:;ir

and the perpetrators of such hellish bailnriiii

either unknown to fame or they shrink froiu [lul^

Moreover, live-burial as a punishment is now unkuo

ible

to the past i-allni

tions of this deal li

rating the obsin

surmount. Sale ,

Koran," Tegg's . .

of Hira, .

."'.
. in

mate comiiaiilnns,

aslee]), (n lie Imrin
•

', r,.i'

n to

may ^

of red-h

Tibet. Fr. Gruber, the Jesuit, as quoted by Mr.
Clements Markham,* is my authority in regard to the

lormer, and as to the latter Horace de la Penna, another

Jesuit, says that " if the death of one of the parties (to a

fight) is immediate on the quarrel, thej-—the neighbours

or authorities—take and bind the murderer to it, and

after twenty-four hours bury both the dead and the

living together."

Coming nearer home, we find a very similar state of

things. Thus, describing the customs of Ladak—now in

Cashmere territory—Cunninghamf says that,. " in cases of

killing in a scuffle in Ladak, the custom . . . was to

bind the homicide to the corpse, and at the end of twenty-

four hours to cast the living and dead together into the

river "
; but if this was not at hand, a hole in the ground

took its place. Punishment in the East must, if it would

be effectual, be short, sharp, and decisive, and those

French or Italian adventurers—Avitabile, J Ventura, &c.

—who kejit the tuvlmleiit Punjabees in order for so many
years under Itiuijiri Sin_', tlinroughly understood this

necessity, anil aeie.l upt.. it. But this is not the place

for a review of their „,.dus .>!•, randi, and dwelling on the

spirit and determination with which the once famous
Begum Sumroo had raised herself from the doubtful

position of a dancing-girl at the Mogul Court of Delhi to

the musnud (throne) of Sirdhana, near Meerut, General

Sleeman says "The Kaiubles and Recollections of a

Bengal Oilleer," vol. ii. p. :1S5—that, "while she was
encamped with the army at iluttra, news was one day

brought Iier that two skive-girls had set fire to her house

at Agra, in order that they might make off with their

pai-aniuurs, two soldiers of the guard she had left in

eharge. These hou.ses had thatched roofs, and contained

all her valuables, and the widow.s, wives, and children of

her principal officers. The fire had been put out witli

much difficulty and great loss of property, and the two
slave-girls . . . were brought out to the Begum's tent.

She had the aff'air investigated in the usual summary
form ; and their guilt being proved to the satisfaction o£

all present, she had them flogged till they were senseless.

* " Narratives of the Missions of George
Manning," pp. 299-300 and 325.

f
" Ladak," by A. Cunningham, p. 263, and describing the

and Thomas

I we have to look

for such illustr.a-

ailablc. Ennmc-

A Journey tliroiigh the Kingdom of Oude," vol. ii. p. 250.
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SOME BOOKS ON OUR TABLE.

Ecolution vithnut Natural Selection. By CnAiaEs
Dixon. (London: R. H. Porter. 188.5.)—The reader

who takes up Mr. Dixon's little hook in the hope or ex-

pectation that it iswrittiii lo cr.nfute thi' iniiMri>h;,ble

tlieory of Charles Darisiii, will find liim.Mlf rurmusly
mistaken. Rather does i(s milhcr set hiniself t..supi'le-

meut that theory, and to clear up eevtiiiii ditll.-iilt ies

expressed in cotmeetion -with it by its imnmrliil ..rij in;il'.r.

Particularly does Mr. Dixon insist up-n tie- rir.vl ui

isolation in the origination of species, and, in'stnlatin'.,'

a primeevai Polar centre, whcnei- life radiated, shows
how this factor would opiiaie m tlie in-i.diK linn of new
forms of life. Climatic iiilliiriKas. simi d s'lretion, and
interbreeding, are dealt with in sueeessinii as ni-iginating

species.- Ne s"lnr iiltr^i • , j'idnuL, and (Hir anther has

this small volume wortliy of perusal by the philosophical

naturalist.

Wild Life in Canam and Ganjam. By Gordon S.

PORBES. (London: Swan Sonnenschein i Co. 188.3.)—

In a modest and unassuming way, and without the

slightest effort to bo fine or flowery, Mr. Forbes gives us

his experiences gained as magistrate and collector succes-

.sively in Canara and Ganjam, taking mainly the form of

hunting adventures. His hunting stories differ in no
material respect from those of the multitude of Indian
shikaris who have given their adventures to the world,

but incidentally he furni.shes, pleasantly enough, informa-

tion as to certain districts and their inhabitants witli

which the ordinary English reader is far from being
familiar. The illustrations, executed in some form of

chromography, show skies, seas, and lakes so blue, grass

and trees so green, and sunsets of such unparalleled

brilliance, as would almost have made Turner tear liis

hair with envy.

Programme of Tecknoloqical Exam imil i^'i/ •:. >'.>,-/./(

1885-86. City and Guilds 'of London Inst it utc fnr the

Advancement of Technical Education. (London : rh'csliaiu

College.)—So far as we have been able to test this

Syllabus, the course of study prescribed, and the character

of the examinations iiroposed to be held in the various sub-

jects to the teaching of which the Institute is devoted,

would seem to be well chosen and most efficient. It is

much to be hoped that the percentage of rejected

candidates will be very much in defect of what it has
been in the case of the examinations so far conducted by
the Institute since its formation.

Uandhooh of Practical Telegraphy. By R. S. Cullf.v.

Eighth Edition. (London : Longmans, Green, & Co.

1885.)—The fact that this work has reached its eighth

edition is proof positive of its general utility and excel-

lence. The new edition, as compared with the preceding
one, is almost a new book, a large portion of it having
been re-written, in order to bring the handbook up to

date. The recent improvements in quadruples and fast-

speed automatic apparatus are ably dealt with ; indeed,

to get as near as jiossible to the existing state of affairs,

the author, who long since was compelled by his ad-

vanced age to sever himself from actual work, has secured
the invaluable aid of Messrs. Graves, Precce, and Chap-
man. Although the book still remains to be written
wliich shall teach the telegraphist all he ought to know.

Mr. Culley's effort is far and away superior to anything

else in the market, so far at least as the Briiisb operator

is concerned.

Mamial of Tdegraplg. By W. Williams, Superinten-

dent of the Indian Government Telegraphs. (London :

Longmans, Green, k Co. 1885.)-—The great difference

between this and the work previously noticed, affords

considerable evidence of the extent of the field which
will have to be covered by the author who succeeds in

embracing the whole subject of telegraphy in a single

work. The volume under notice has been written by
order of the Director-General of Telegraphs in India,

and is based on the substance of tlic papers on technical

subjects set by the author at the General Examinations

of the Indian Telegraph Department. These .subjects

embrace a general descrij)tion of the various instruments,

batteries, and circuits which the telegraph official may
be called upon to deal with ; faults which may be met
with, and their remedy ; testing, and the electrical

lihciainicna, wliicli interfere with communication- The
work aflerds a means ef self-education, and forms a text-

book of ready reference. A study of the manual cannot

fail to reveal to the reader something of the different

considerations under which telegraphy is carried on in

India as compared with England. Wo should have been

pleased to see a few more illustrations; but, all things

taken into consideration, the work is a highly creditable

one, and worthy of study by every one interested in the

J,i the Watchfs of the Nlqht. Poems (in eighteen

volumes). By Mrs.' Hor.ACE 'Dobell. Vols. 7 and 8.

(Loudon : Remington & Co. 1885.)—If Mrs. Dobell has

sometimes been dismal and depressing in previous volumes
of this series (and .she has on occa.sion been very dismal

indeed)—in those before us she is really and truly "like

Niobe, all tears." Her verse trickles smoothly along, but

in her endeavour to be pathctie she simply becomes
lachrymose—a very difl'crt ni thin- indeed.

The Strange Story vf /:-'./. »/.^ A^., by Miss H. H.
COODE. (London: Grittitli, b'arran, Okeden, and Welsh).
— Sensational as are the three stories of which Miss

Coode's little book is made up, they never degenerate

into vulgarity, nor into the mere blood-and-murder type

of narrative, 'which but too often forms the modem sub-

stitute for the quieter and more decorous novel of oxa

fathers. In the second tale, " The Necromancer's Hand,"
a weird idea is very cleverly worked out, and the end is

decidedly " creepy." Readers in search of a sensation

might do much worse than invest the modest price of

Miss Coode's brochure in its purchase.

"VVe liave aNo on on^ table TA- .r.-irnal of Botany, del
etTrr, /' ~~ :' '! V : Y' Medical Press and
Circuit , / : ,

/ ^ \ '',, The Tricyclist,

Whcli:. ,
/ '

/:,'-, :'; L'Keho (with

two ]K^,:^- .le\,.!, .1 e.
' . r ,

, Z'; /. 7" A,;,erican

Natu,-.:i ,11 ' " ef matter

of inti I ; :
;

'

' I'ligland

Gossij^ (contains a cidumn of " >
,

'

Monthly (Rangoon), The Little <

Leeds Mercury, William Weshi
a7td Scientific Booh Circular, 'I .

!' -,
,

the lioyal 'lAver Friendly Society, and Lirr .j- .s'e,',-

Catalogue.

It is estimated that the number of passenpors carried by all the

railroads in all p.arts of the world hi 1i(82 wa.s 2,-100.«W,()00. or an
average of 6,500,000 a day.
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ixiliary to tlie wind, to which he also

;s appositely, it may lie utilised as an aid.

Edward Madge.

8H0WER OF SNAILS

f 194o]— \11 \ me to say a few words respecting the shower of

1 Ills which your correspon lent B Revnol Is sui poses to hive

fallen in Pembroke Dockyard on the 3rd inst Tht«e snail wl i h
he says literally covered the gro nd h \e b en seen fjr peks

pievioubtotlisdate aidlavcnod ul t been there foi } cars 11 e) arc

of a small species the lar"-est not cxcppI nn- tl r p "! tl nf nn r 1

in diameter The plot f r f lib 111
they abound) is al out t I 1

possible in\L ti£,ated tl

the story was false tho Mi I

As isual ifter 1 eavy r n tl 111 It 1 II
I
lice I cm issure you thons ii ds w ere cained awa) and tho san Is

> t remain to be seen S J K

4. Cni\rsE MOTH

[19i6]-I ha before n
llonn in throas;Ii a h le in

c the foreign le

gthe His ippe r'

a tl e table a moth whicl has j is

J apcr w in 1 w s of a temple on thi

f PekiDf, ire in th 1 al it o

\ hole bo Ij from the 1 ea 1 to t

inches in length He differ h
een bv 1 1^ i g a thick b nch of

. f his boh Tic e are fa, lirl

\ery much 1 ke a hoi e& mane af

-.everal 1 air piotrude abo c

biu h 1 ajpaicnth to fr "l tei

attack on the moth f i 1

head hi wl olc body at oi c

; forn rds bnngii g tl e

H

TWIN PWPI 1

also a dandehoi

his children when youn^ t

had beautiful httle more
doors. His children art

perfect I shall be great!

the sandals like those of t:

made, as I should like to si

They maj bt sci t to my i

I shall Ic ilcit,d tj 1

Cosra poht n mivf \u

will send me
iittn Is hanng
tiuncd above.

ire \\ C , and

> LALLIh

LETTERS RECEIVED AND SHORT ANSWERS

Be\ BRIDGE As near as I can make it out was in

as a form of expression needing to be separated from the

t and without the slightest reference tc

r letters Quous jue Tandem
lespondent how you could im£

s of Columbus s egg could refer

, ever f ui d ^ ' '

Howev
wfar/wi

the ignature of

jine tl at a remark on

J our particular view
re s nest) I really am
1 excuse for trying my
sponsible for the objeo

) Darwin s theoryti ity of your infinitn 1} accusal \e charge

ai 1 vour defence of jour objection thereto vc

It ad I b It pleases you and it sati lies me—that I was quite right

in remarking that jou m sundeistood Dxrnm Because he did not

think It necessary to explain that bj mall alvantages he did not

mean mflnitelj small advantages because in fact he treated his

r a lei as reasonable beings—j o feel free to attnbute to him the

vbburlt of assertino-tl at no matter how mall ome difference mar
1 e it will eventually pro luce a large iifierence lecau eagiraffewith

I neek ne incl 1 nger than hi fellows ha 1 a real advantage in

blow igand tl i tellint, then ck of oaraffes became ev entually as

lung swes them—tl erefore a g rafEe witl a neck one millionth

of an inch longer thai its fell vs uul 1 1 ave had a better chance

of sur ivmg and miUi nths f inch n ay 1 ave been ad led according

to Dirwin till eveutualh tl e f 11 ta n accrued Darwin dil not

draw the line a v where becau e no doul t 1 a'.^ m d his readers

to 1 ave some de>=-ree of rea onug power n 1 to be able to Iraw it

fortlemsel es As a mere matter of fict it is 1 i us tl t the

develoim nt of a fimte alvaitaf in a hnite u ml r of tei (anl

I SI
I pose yon do not imagii e the i imber of cneration of any

anim 1 from the begmnino- ot it rice to tl e end or till now to be

mtin te) mu t demonstrably ha e require I tnite step not tl e mfini

tes mal one vo imagine Ai d ni v I would ask ^ o i wh it offence

eitl er I or the r 1 f Tn w l d E 1 av con n t ri tl t mv
time an I the 1

I
i 1 ^

C0MMLNH.TO1

d greeof ir j 1 11

Tlo e cs avs wern j r te I n \ r in

iredeiic Harr on bit the latter objected (

we consider tl e figure he presented) so M '

Spencer s reque t cancelled the votun e I

al t Air Sp ncer d o ssion of r 1 1

not br ke 1 1 ut he h is

Tlree v\eekh kicks and 1

has not 1 a; j d o 1 of

Knowledgi. monthlv
?orry I xj

r witlo
\

, 8iv> tliat a medical friend of m
the pa sage you quoti
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callyno; tlu ,, . :,i ,., , i,

attacks on n-l]i.N(.u m ilic m
careful to show wliat v<ju

religions ; / liope to show w
You see we differ widely.—
really a shower of snails,

just that view of Mr. Si^. i -

I certainly agree wiili >

notion which would In t

mouse. Try makinfrliii :
.

t about thc-

lie adverse

MMi.pstogm-
..Illy ruff opCH
.u board when
hand leading

Last of Weekly Knowledge ('• I'ui

you will perceive that with serial ii

with letters pouring in bj' the busli.

of yours still in hand—I fear thi-

1 the sense of appearing, I have 1

ch thanks ! "),

i.it be closed
;

md a number
out of hand
a quantity of

matter. I certainly don't propose to publish a supplementary
number for outstanding letters, of the class which killed Cock
Robin. ?,. The cbnrdi idea won't hold : inconsistent with kno'

opa, :. pri t, to (h

Icauic energy ?

no sense or degree explains its non-i' i :
ii m i i - i'

Kail was wron?. But, for myself, I il.. •,
,

how a man calls his stars. There is enougl. ;i;:. :.i
, i ,i i, w. i.;

without bringing the poor stars in. Of cour.^e witli tlieiilamts wc
must be more' careful. Fortunately there is only one planet over
which one can go wrong fas ninety-nine out of a Inindred do,

—

saying Uranus inst-ead of tJrSnus) ; for no one I suppose will speak
of Jew Peter.—E. B. V. Our column for queries of that sort long
since closed.—QuosQUE Tandem. Permit me to explain that my
bad writing, causing some one looking up, or partially recalling

(imperfectly it would seem) the passage, led to the very remarkable
Latinity of my reply to you.

#ur WBWt Column.
By "Five of Clubs."

OK WHIST STRATEGY.*
(_C(mtimiedfromj>. 27Q}.

THE third class of cases to be considered is when the suits are
unequally divided in length, and \ictory or safety depends on

success in either ruffing from one hand while partner's hand retains
defensive trump strength, or in establishing a cross-ruff. A contest
of this kind is interesting and instructive. Nearly always we find
that the hasty attempt to make tricks by ruffing through the early
lead of a singleton or from a suit of two defeats itself. The enemy
see their danger early, and by leading trumps put an end to your
ruffing tactics. A cross-ruff can scarcely ever be secured by over-
hasty leads from short suits. Where there is a fair chance of a
cross-ruff, it is quite commonly lost though a singleton lead.

The third and fourth of our doubly-played hands illustrate the play
of hands in which the suits are irregularly distributed. In the
former four tricks are lost by tlie lead from a singleton, while by
correct play only the odd trick is lost. In the latter, a cross-ruff is

on the cards for A B, and if they secure it by correct play they win
four by cards : but A leading over hastily to secure a ruff, the cross-
ruff is missed, and A B lose two by cards.

It often happens that two suits are equally distributed between
the hands, one hand only having more than three cards, while the
other two suits are irregularly distributed. Again it often happens
that, while the hands of two players, partners or otherwise, are
very unevenly distributed, those of the two others are hands of
three-card suits and one four-card suit. Success in securing
victory or safety often depends on the early recognition of such
peculiarities of arrangement.

..led a

.liich one of

-_..!,'
I

: .
- ^ ,.i!i;. i. 1 iM .

.1.11.1 best card must maVie

tin- Miit, but will fall if tin- third best is led througVi

1 the left of the best, it will only fall if led from.

a noting where the strength lies in the various suits.

ly in the game, yon can judge

it: if it

Beca
By retaining the inferences ii

which cards to retain an.l v,li:

King-card in a suit wbi. ';

see such a card held, ai,. i i . w n awsy in another suit

of which that small c:. 1.1 • .1 protection. To take a

very simple illustration. Mill.. :-. '''" ^'li.i trumps arc all out the

cards arranged as follows, X knowing where the Spades lie and
that all the Diamonds are out except his Ace:—

i? holds: Spades-9, 5; Hearts—K.
I" holds .? holds

Hearts—Q, Kn, 10. Spades— S, 2 ; Diamonds—A.
^ holds: Hcarts-4, 3, 2.

A leads a Heart, B winning with tlie King ; if now Z discards

his Diamond Ace he must make a trick in Spades ; but if he discards

the Deuce of Spades both the remaining tricks go to B.
A winning card or an extra trump which if retained will compel

you to win a trick and then lead from a tenace or up to the enemy's
tenace should if possible be got rid of. Suppose for instance the

following arrangement (Hearts trumps) :

—

Bi hand: Hearts— d ; Spades—Q, 9, 3.

I's hand : Zs hand

:

Hearts— 3
;

Hearts— 10, 8
;

Spades—5

;

Spades— 7

;

Clubs—A, 4. Clubs—9.

A'& hand : Hearts—Kn, 9, 2 ; Spades— 10.

1' leads Club ace, B trumps with the four, if plays Club nine ; if

now A discards the Spade Ten, he must win the next trick, and lead

from his tenace, losing one trick in trumps. But if A discards the
small trump, B wins the next trick with the Spade Queen, and A
makes both the remaining tricks, Z'f. minor tenace being led

through. Observe that a trick is gained in this way, even though
Z hold the major tenace and A the minor. If for instance

k holds Queen' Ten, instead of Ten Eight, then by discord-

ing the Spade, A is obliged to take the next trick and lead

up to Z's major tenace, losing both the remaining tricks; but if

he discards the trump Two, undertrumjiiiig his partner, B makes
the next trick with the Spade Queen, and leading through Z's

major tenace, A makes one more trick. If instead of holding thi.

above hand, A held Knave and Ten of Hearts and Spade King and
Ten, his proper play to the first round would be Spade King, so that

B would win the next trick with the Spade Queen.
Throwing away thus a winning card is called playing the Grand

Coup. It is akin in principle to the lead of the losing card from
the major tenace guarded (best, third best, and small card).
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^nv CfjeSd Column*

By Mei'iiisto.

THE SCOTCH GAMRIT.

WE herewith give a few examples of our attempt at meeting
tlie attack of 7. Q to Q2 in tliis Opening. The actual

games played have, however, not been sufficiently numerous to

enable us to form a definite opinion as to the merits of Black's

•defence.

ILLUSTRATIVE GAME :

2. Kt to KB3

15. B to K.-J

6. 1' to QBIJ

7. Q to Q2

QtoB3
KKt to K2

very risky n rill be remembered, led i

^ame in the encounter between Blaokburne and (iun^

Hereford. Black, however, in that game contimud «itlii

In the present instance, however. Black gives \ii) tw,i I'.uvii

hope of profiting by his superior development liitil '

further thoroughly tested this variation, we -.li.ml.l w>\

pronounce in its favour.

8. KttoKIS BxB
9. QxB

10. Kt X Br
11. KtxP
12. PxKt
13. Q to B3
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il'lion of such of the many
In our readers. Where it

is quoted, to enable those

c the specification from the

ii-Iane. We shall, generally

; luti-

e which,
's utility

happens that an article comes under our

although not quite novel, is worthy of mention

amd ingenuity. In such a cane we should not hei

our readers to it. And while tve thus increase the interest oj

our pages, we at the same time assist the inventors by giving

greater publicity to their inventions (Knowledge being a popular

magazine) than is accorded by
''^ •"

St excellent i

HEATINCJ BURKEK.

(Patent No 7,121. 1884.)—In this invention, by Mr. S. Siadaway,

o£ 9, George-street, West Bromwich, a plate is fi.xcil just above the

frame as shown, leaving a snjall orifice all ronml between the tw<.

A

ot „is to be 1.,'nitecl Gas is -iipphul tluougli

1^ through a hole beneath the inlet jet fui 1'

Inn one gas inlet jet may be use il

POLARIMETEE.

!,fi99, 18S4.]"-Tn this instrument, patented by TIio

ical metlioils, uud when pioiicily mountud i.s said to

^-^^^

eye. The hilE wave phte of quartz irqmi . ]<\\t

ofthewoikman and i lnactlcall^ unoltui i I he

accompanying lUu tiation shows a clu | j- i ilii.s

system it is graduated with \erniei to ic i 1 in i. . .ui I lia.s

an adjustment to vary the illumination of the field. Another

instniment with rackwork adjustments is also made Tlie .adv.antages

of the instrument arc decrease of cost, and the fact that mono-

to .1 cui.ic.l i,.ui u|„ :, u:,,.. ; ,u ih>, Upturn .,1 Ihr lubc a ball valve
is arraiigud, opcuin„' downwards only. When the plunger is forced

down among the clothes the included air closes the valve, and is

forced through them.

expose the glued j.aii. to iIil lifihi. ihu prupoilioii u. uiohiuui

will vary with circumstancus ; but for most purposes about o

fiftieth of the amount of glue will suffice.

Mr. B. A. Proctor's Lecture Tour.

1. LIFE OP WORLDS
2. THE SUN
3. THE MOON
i. THE UNIVERSE.

5. COMETS AND METEORS
G. THE STAR DEPTHS
7. VOLCANOES.
8. THE GREAT PYRAMID.

.rofnsely illus

Communications respecting terms and vacant dates should be
addressed to the Manager of the Tour, Mr. JOHN STUART,
Royal Concert Hall, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

Oct. 2, Chester ; Oct. 3, 17, Malvern ; Oct. 6, 9, 12, 13, Ply-

mouth ; Oct. 7, 10, 14, IG, Torquay; Oct. 19, 22, 28, Salisbury;

Oct. 21, 26, 29, Southampton; Oct. £3, 27, 30, Winchester. Oct. 31,

Marlborough College.

Nov. 2, Chester ; Nov. 3, 5, 7, Southport ; Nov. -4, Burnley

;

Nov. 9, Stafford ; Nov. 10, Streathara ; Nov. 12, Middlesbrough

:

Nov. 17, Darwen ; Nov. 19, Saltaire ; Nov. 23, Bow and Bromley
Institute ; Nov. 24, Trowbridge ; Nov. 25, 28, Bath ; Nov. 26, 30,

Clifton.

Dec. 2, 5, Bath ; Dec. 4, Clifton ; Dec. 7, 8, 9, Croydon ; Dec. 11,

Chester; Dec. 14, Dorchester ; Dec. 13, Weymouth; Dec. 16, 17,

18, 19, Leamington.
Jan. 12, Hull; Jan. 15, Stockton; Jan. 20, Bradford; Jan. 27.

Busby (Glasgow).
Feb. 3, Alexandria; Feb. 4, Rothesay; Feb. 5, Chester; Feb.

6, 20, Malvern; Feb. 9, 12, 19, Cheltenham; Feb. 10, Walsall;
Feb. 11, Wolverhampton; Feb. 15, Upper Clapton; Feb. 18, 25,

London Institution ; Feb. 22, Sutton Coldfield.

March 1, 3, 5, Maidstone; March 3 (afternoon) and March 6
(afternoon), Tnnbridge Wells.

Contexts of No. 204-.

U,,™1 R.,-,x.a.i,„„. (i//,,,.) By
r E.A.S 269
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the precise working of our drugs, our dieting, our nursing.

Tliere is always room for the unseen and unknown and
unsearchable. There is no check on the freedom of

earnest prayer, however scientific may be the process

which the healing art shall prescribe.

The religious student, over and above his sense of the

dignity of his subject, will have further the sense that in

a very marked degree he approaches to the spii'itual

world, and to Him who made and rules it. He will

realise that he is dealing with what is not physical only,

and this will give to all his researches a thoughtful,

reverent, self controlled character which will show itself

The very purpose of the profession is to alleviate

liuman suffering. Sj-mpathy with suffering is the

characteristic and the essence of the profession. The
physician and the surgeon ought to be—how very often

they are—the tenderest, the most merciful, the most
sympathising of men.

It is, no doubt, often necessary in the practice of medi-
cine to inflict pain in order to save life, or in order to

jirevent still greater pain which is seen to be approaching.

It may, perhaps, be necessary, in the investigation of

medical science, to inflict severe pain on the lower animals
while searching into the nature of their bodily powers in

order to compare them with our own. But in every case

the true physician or surgeon, remembering the supreme
purpose for which he lives, will insist on retaining his

own tenderness of feeling, will inflict no severe pain that

he can by any possibility avoid, will make what pain he
inflicts as brief (if it may be so, as instantaneous) as he
can possibly make it, will never repeat pain for the mere
purpose of the greater certainty of his conclusions, will

refuse altogether to inflict pain even for the highest

scientific ends if the degree of it be so excessive as to

make him feel that nothing would ever induce him to

submit to it himseK or make him think it just that a

stronger being than he should inflict it on him. Nothing
can justify him in ceasing to be a man in order to become
a more effective scientific instrument of research, nor can
the religious investigator surrender that sympathy with
all suffering which is his highest title to the respect of

himself and fellows.

THOUGHT AND LANGUAGE.
By Ada S. Ballin.

xvirr.

IN a former article, treating of the origin of the
various signs current among different nations,

as expressions of negation and afiirmation,* I showed
how natural signs had, by abbreviation, become con-

ventional. I have again alluded to it for the purpose
of pointing out that the same process which influences

the gesture language, is one of the chief causes of change
in verbal language at large. All words are more or less

traceable to a sensuous origin. Even words apparently so

purely symbolic as the isronouns are found to be mutilated
forms of concejjtual words. Thus the relative pronoun
in Chinese was once a substantive meaning place; and
the Hebrew ashei; which signifies as, that, or which, is

related to athar in Aramaic, which means a place; in

Assyrian, asru. The Assyrian mala, as many as, is really

a substantive meaning fulness, connected with the Hebrew
maleh, full. The Ethiopia lali and cli/a, which, com-
bined with sufl&xes, express the nominative and accusative
of the personal pronoun, formerly signified

ctitrails. The Malay itlun, I, in Lampong still means
a man ; and in Kawi I and a man are represented by the
same word ngwang. In Japanese the same word may
serve for all three persons, and was originally a sub-
stantive meaning servant, worshipper, or something
similar. In Chinese for I it is only polite to say ts'il

;

the thief, and mine and thine are respectively tsidn, lad,

and ling, nohle. In Greek, 6lt 6 ai>'ip, this inan here, is

an equivalent for I.

Words from constant use get worn down, like coins,

and their original meanings become effaced ; they
dwindle into mere enclitics—" empty words," as the
Chinese call them, and are attached as prefixes or

suffixes to other words, the meaning of which they serve
to modify. Thus the Hebrew Let, house, abbreviated,

becomes the prefix b, meaning in. It is thus that what
the ancients called secondary words were derived from
the primary.

Although the processes of phonetic decay were not
dreamed of until quite modem times, the principle was
clearly understood many centuries ago. This is evident
from the "Dialogue Cratylus,' in which Plato shows a true

grasp of the nature of language and mastery of the sub-
ject as far as the knowledge of one language—Greek-
could enable the philosopher to infer anything about
language ia general. In this marvellous work three
distinct theories of language, which were probably
current in the various schools of the time, are set forth.

These may be called— 1, the Divine; 2, the conven-
tional ; and 3, the natural. Thus Cratylus is represented
as believing that a superhuman power gave things their

first names, which are, therefore, necessarily their true
names. On the other hand, Hermogenes maintains that

names are given purely by convention and the habits of

the users, and in support of this argument instances the
fact that in different cities and countries different names
are used for the same things. While Socrates holds that
language is natural and also conventional, a position in

which he is strengthened by all the facts of modern
linguistic science.

Just as natural signs by abbreviation and other
changes, brought about by carelessness in their per-

formance, may become conventional ; so by phonetic
change may the origin of words be obscured, and what
may be called natural words become conventiunal.

In his interesting commentary on this " Dialogue,"
Jowett remarks :

—" In a sense, Cratylus is right in saying
that things have by nature names, for nature is not opposed
either to art or law. But vocal imitation, like any other

copy, may be imperfectly executed, and in this way an
element of chance or convention enters in. There is

much which is accidental or exceptional in language.

Some words have their original meaning so obscured that

they require to be heljjed out bj- convention. But, still,

the true name is that which has a natural meaning.
Thus nature, art, chance, all combine in the formation of

language ; and the three views respectively propounded
by Hermogenes, Socrates, and Cratylus, may be described

as the conventional, the artificial or rational, and the

natural. And this view of Socrates is the meeting-point

of the other two, just as conceistualLsm is the meeting-
point of nominalism and realism."*

The great stumbling-block in the way of the progress

of the science of language, as it has been in so many other

sciences, is the endeavour to simplify in theory to an
extent not warranted by the facts at hand. Thus various

schools of philologists have maintained different theories

" Dialogues of Plato," Vol. I., p. 622-3.
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of the origin of language, each accounting for it hy one

cause and ignoring all other influences. We haVe had
the Onomatopcctic, or imitative theory; the Inter-

jectioual, which maintains that language is derived

from the imitation of interjections ; and, finally. Max
Miiller's theory that, as everytliing in Nature produces

certain sounds or rings, language has its origin in this.

The first two theories have been nicknamed by Max
Miiller the Bow-wow and Pooh-pooh theories ; while, in

revenge, Prof. Whitney has called the last the Ding-
dong theory. These nicknames perhaps show better than

anything else the utter contempt in which each party

holds the hypotheses of the others, yet each has a certain

amount of right on his side, and all might bo reconciled

to each other, and from the materials of their own form
a theory which would be in accordance with all the facts

in our possession if they woiild only be convinced that,

into a great and Lv>m|ilir;itia iiiutter like that under dis-

This tr ••
:
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a model of liberal thought and clear exposition of a diffi-

cult point. He continues :

—

" Neither is Plato wrong in supposing that an clement

of design and art enters into langun^e. Tlio rrcativc

power abating is supplemented liy iimccliaiii.Ml ]avr( ^s.
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Poetry and pliilosoi>liy llir-n i,\.. m-o ih- i w o yro:it

formative principles of l:i!i--i! "jo wliin ilny Iimno piissoil

their first stage, of wli i.li, ns f iln- i't < iii\riitiou of

the arts in general, wo only ^nio-miii odn j. n mv. Ami
mythology is a link bet \\mn i In in o.n. n.nt in : tin- vi-iMo

and the invislblo, uui 11 m im; ili iln- -.ninn.ni,. oMiiior
falls away, and tin- -.nMiMno -f i'-' in- - i
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world of the idon ;,nd I In- oli|: i ,,f .^. n-n 1 .- n. mn -, oom-
plete. At a l:itor poviod l.nln mid nivnonn.r. -istrr ;ii-ls,

preserve and enlarge the decaying instinct of l:inguagc

by rule and method, which they gather from analysis

and observation." *

THE ECLIPSED MOON SUNLIT.
By RiCHAKD A. Proctor.

FROM letters which have reached me I find that the
illumination of the moon during central lunar

eclipse is not understood by many, who yet have read
the usual explanation as given by Sir John Herschel and
by others. What I did a little time ago in the way of

* Vol. I., p. G45.

was found by some to

to them how imperfect

had been tlifir ]irevioiis knowledge of the matter, and
In ', ini ri;' >

*^ Id 1 - - -- f their notions respecting

i'. I !: d ': ' 1 this mu.st be .so. For
lin n -ions which I had pro-

jM 1 1 to s:ij-, which I had

the '. ' -rly that the

gener.il lund the usual

exjjlaiiit il mistakes by
others who might h;ive bnon expected not only to foUow
understandingly the correct (but incomplete) explanation

given by Sir John Herschel, but to be capalsle of inter-

preting the matter for themselves.

I propose now to consider, not those circumstances

which I dealt with before, but the preliminarj^ explana-

tion, which I assumed before to have been to some degree

ninstered and understood. I deem it a duty to do this,

:ind to do it in these closing numbers of the weekly
K\-\vi.EDGE, because many seem to imagine that the

matter is in some degree in dispute ; whereas the only

difficulty there really is in the matter is to make that

clear which everyone acquainted with the laws of

geometrical and physical optics knows to be true.

Mr. Williams, indeed, considers that he has been

entirely misunderstood by me, a supposition natural

enough in such ca
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from every p.irt of the sun reacli nearly the whole of the

moon's surface even then), that in point of fact the sun
would be absolutely visible, though distorted, from every

part of the moon's surface at the time of central total lunar

eclipse, is regarded as incredible. Yet it is the simple

truth.

This is precisely the fact which I not only took for

<i;ranted, bat which I treated—in my former papers—as a

fact which should be obvious to every one likely to be

studying this subject at all. The only difficulty I could

see—in fact the only difficulty there is, but it is much
more troublesome than I imagined — is a difficulty

which would quite as much trouble an unsound reasoner

in trying to determine whether the sun would be visible

through the effects of refraction after he had really set

in the geometrical sense. If we did not actually see the

sun in this way, I imagine we should find many persons

capable of clearly proving that the sun could not be so

seen, or only by a very small portion of his light. One
of these—misapprehending perhaps an explanation by
Sir John Herschel—might reason thus :

—

Fig. 1.

Suppose H E to be the plane of the horizon, and piit

HA to represent the air at H (it is a little wild to

represent the air by a straight line, but Herschel, who
unfortunately seems to have had little skill in planning

diagrams, represents the earth herself by a straight line

in the corresponding part of his explanation of the ruddy

eclipsed moon) E, the eye of an observer. Then if a ray

S A from the sun S below the horizon is refracted in the

direction A E, it will reach the observer at E, but only

just that ray ; for a ray S a will be refracted to e far on

one side of him, and a ray S a! will be refracted to e' far

on the other side of him. Therefore he will get but the

merest fraction of the sun's light, and to say that he will

.actually see the sun, (apart from atmospheric absorption)

as well as if the sun were above the horizon is absurd on

the face of it. And so forth.

Only, as a matter of fact we see the sun, and so this

false reasoning never gets fairly started,—as the cor-

responding false reasoning about the ruddy eclipsed moon
very naturally has been.

Now let us consider the real facts iu regard to the

Fig-. 2.

Let the lines in Fig. 2 be supposed to represent rays

coming from a point on the sun, very far away on the

left to the earth E and the moon M at the time of total

eclipse. The rays which come through the atmosphere
at a and a', just touching the earth are bent through an
angle of about 3-t' as they enter and as much as they pass

out, so that they are deflected through an angle of about

68' in all and cross at a point as c which lies on the line

E M, not far from the moon M, because the angle o M E
(or more precisely because the angle whose sine is E a -^

E M) is only about 58', whereas the angle a o E is about
68'. Rays which pass higher up, as at h and h' are de-

flected less, and cross as at c', on E il produced, farther

and farther ;i\vay till we get no deflection at all and the

r.iys siiii |'1\ I ill lie on straight lines diver^aug fr.im the

parti- I

:

"
: , thesun weare consiileriu-. If fi, V,

ai-i' ;i

'

'i I miles where the atmospheric density

is r.'lii' I r li ill, the deflection will b? about one half

what it is at the sea-level, or the angle & c' E about 34°,

so that rays travelling so high in our air would pass

considerably bey<md the moon when she is situated as

shown in Fig. 2, supposed to correspond to the time

when the particular point on the sun considered is

just centrally beyond the earth supposed to be seen from
the moon.

So far we have what Sir John Herschel has pointed

out, in the passage whose full meaning has been so

strangely misunderstood. The moon at M gets but a

small proportion of the rays carried around the earth in

the way shown. In fact as we know that she subtends

about 32' as seen from the earth, she only gets those rays,

of the particular set illustrated above which are deflected

within 16' on either side of 58',—that is, which are

deflected between 42' and 68' (none are deflected between
68' and 74', the necessaiy angle to just reach the lower

edge of the moon from near a and the higher edge from

If we suppose rays from the middle of the sun's disc

(as seen from the earth or moon) dealt with in Fig. 2, it

is easy to make the same figure by a slight addition

illustrate the case for rays from points on the edge of

that disc. For a line from the edge to E (that is,

from either point on the edge of the solar disc in

the plane of our figure) would be inclined either

in direction E w or 'Em', where the angle wEwi
(bisected by E M) is the angle subtended by the

sun's disc. We shall be near enough to the truth in

putting m and m' on the outline of the moon at M. Then,

instead of encumbering our figure and our minds by

I

drawing a complete set of rays for each or for either of

I these directions, all we need do is to regard the set of

I

rays already drawn as corresponding to either case, and

setting a moon at tti and at m' as shown. For either of

these moons, the case is illustrated in which the par-

1 ticular point on the sun's surface dealt with lies at

the edge of the sun's disc as seen from the earth or

Now in reality this—so far as a general explanation of

the illumination of the moon's surface during totality is

concerned—ought to be enough. Sir John Herschel was

content to give even less in the way of explanation and

illustijation. Yet he showed clearlj' enough all that is

really essential.

But strangely enough this explanation has been

altogether misapprehended. It has been supposed to

show that the moon can receive scarcely anj- light from

the sun by the actual deflection of solar rays towards her,

that the light thus received counts for little or

!ompared with such illumination as the moon
-roin oiiv te-rr,sirial twili-ht tj-low. from the

\

nothin

burnishinLT of i

nation. Tl '

2, the sun l.pi

reduced in aj'p;

which is seen, f

rcui siiu iluii mucu ic^a noki than usual

1, but still that it is his very own self

s certainly as the setting sun is seen by
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us after geometrical sunset is completed,* this, which is

really shown by the above explanation, remains with
many a matter not only hard to see, but actually to be
denied as absurd on the face of things.

The difficulty commonly presents itself in this way.
If by the bending power of the earth's air rays from a
particular part of the sun's disc are deflected to the
moon, then rays from another part of the sun's disc must
be deflected away from the moon

; how then can all parts

of the sun's disc bo visible from the moon ? Added to

which comes another difficulty, based on a different mis-
apprehension,—If light from every part of the sun
reached the moon she would not be in eclipse at all, but
shine as brightly as ever.

Let us see how the matter really is :—

-

Suppose first that s a is a ray from the lowest point s

of the sun S (lowest considered with reference to the

figure) to the earth's atmosphere at a and so deflected as

to pass to the moon at M. Then it is obvious that a ray

s'a from the highest point s', will be carried as to m, and
not reach the moon at all. But a ray from s' to some
point b' in the atmosphere above a, will be deflected

precisely to M. Thus an eye placed at M would see the

part s' of the sun in the direction M &', and the part « in

the direction M a, and all intermediate points on the

face s S s in directions intermediate to M a and M b.

Thus the diameter of the sun's disc from s to s' (the

semicircle s S s' in reality would be transformed into a

short straight line a b' on the edge of the earth's disc as

seen from M. In like manner the same diameter of the

sun's disc would also be transformed into a short straight

line a'b on the opposite edge of the earth's disc, by rays

following courses ranging from s' a' M to s b M. Imagining
the plane of the figure to revolve on the straight line

S E M, we get the same result for every diameter of the

sun's disc,—or the sun transformed into a ring around

the earth, in the manner already dealt with (all but these

preliminary and I had supposed nearly obvious con-

siderations).

Here we have supposed the moon in apogee. If she is

nearer the earth the point s on the sun will not be

rendered visible by refraction at a, which would carry it

above the moon. A ray from some point p, near to s

would be so carried, and the arc p S s' would be visible at

a transformed into a straight lino as ii b', while a cor-

responding arc p' S s would be visible at a transformed

into a straight line as a' b. The wliole sun would be

visible, but not evcrj part of the sun doiibly visible as in

the former case.

These rays thus falling on the moon are rays of actual

sunlight, not different from the rays by which wo see

the setting sun except in having some of them traversed

a greater range of terrestrial atmosphere, and so having
suffered more absorption, and making the ring into which
the sun is transformed or distorted look, at least along

its inner edge, much ruddier than our setting sun usually

looks. I say " some of them," because clearly the rays

3 globe has

which like s' b' M have only traversed the higher regions
of our air would not suffer absorption in anything like

the same degree.

And here, in passing, let me remark that Mr. Ran-
yards idea that the parts of our air above the highest
range of clouds may be (or as he suggested must be) the
parts chiefly acting in carrying sunlight to the moon
duriuo- tnlal crli|.„., is inwlmissible. The refractive

powir . r ;iir i> iKMily jiroportional to its density. At a
heiiflii 'if

.'I'l iiiiliv^ 1 lie air will not deflect the sun's rays

more than :i\\ us aln'udy mentioned, and in central total

eclipse this wouhl not suffice to bring a ray of sunlight

to the moon. For, as supposed to be geometrically
measured from the moon (one cannot say "seen " because
it would be hidden), the edge of the sun's disc at the
time of central eclipse would be more than 40' from the
edge of the earth's disc. Probably the highest part of

the air effective at that time in bringing the sun into

view would be not more than two and a half miles above
the sea-level, and it could not be more than three miles.

Clouds float much higher than that. If further proof

were needed, it would be found in the raddy colour of

the eclipsed moon, which shows that usually the light

she then receives has traversed the lower strata of our

This in reality is a sufficient solution of the problem
of the ruddy-eclipsed moon. At least the solution is

sufficient when combined with such an inquiry into the

amount of illumination which the moon would receive,

as I gave in former papers. What else I then wrote was
chiefly an elaboration of the necessary part of the ex-

planation, by an investigation of the actual nature of the

distortions of detail which the sun's face would undergo.

(To be concUuU'd l?i our next.)

OPTICAL RECREATIONS.
By a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Societt.

(_Contimtcdfrotii2>. 270.)

SO far we have only spoken of light and darkness as

the results of polarisation. It remains briefly to

touch upon the gorgeous chromatic phenomena exhibited

when light thus altered in its character traverses certain

minerals and organic substances. We will, first of all,

say something of the phenomena themselves, and then
endeavour to afford, very shortly indofil, ;is luucli nf an
explanation of their cause as can be givtu witlimit the

employment of mathematics. The mineral known as

Selenite will supply us with material for tlic I'xpiriments

we are about to make. It is the cr3-stalline form of

gypsum (from which Plaster of Paris is m;wle by burning
it). Crystals of it are very common in the London clay

of the Isle of Sheppey, whence we ourselvis have obtained

numerous specimens. Very well, then : obtaining

one of these crystals we .shall find that it is of a slab-

like form, and is made up of innumerable thin plates,

which may be split off with a sharp penknife. Let us

that the rhombs in Ki,'. 17, tho lounu;"
vy

Pig. I'J A, it w,ml,l In. put lln-ou-h tlu- slit S, squar

to the axis of the tin cyliiulor), and upon now lookin

through the second rhomb or slice of tourmaline, (
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into our little mirror, C, we sliall see tlie field lighted
with the most lovely colours. We have said colours,

because the chances are considerably against the beginner
splitting off a film of identical thickness in all its parts
from the selenite. Should he succeed in obtaining one
of the same thickness throughout, then will the colouring
of the field of view be homogeneous. In the first case,

he will get patches of the most vivid and gorgeous yellow,

blue, red, and green, &c.,—in the latter one of such
colours alone. Now let us turn our analyser slowly round
through 4-5°, and we shall find the colours, or colour,

gradually fade until the light will pass through the film

seemingly unaltered. Proceeding now to rotate the
analyser through another 45°, the colours will begin to

reappear, hi'.t they will be comi)lementartj to the original

ones ; that is to say, if the plate transmitted green
light in the first position of the analyser, it will now let

red light through. If it appeared blue originally, it will

now seem yellow, and so on ; the colours thus exhibited
always being those which, mixed together, form ordinary
white light. As the rotation is continued, the changes
described will recur (of course, in reversed order) until
the analyser has been turned 360° round the ray of light

as an axis. Mica, if suflBciently thin, will exhibit similar
phenomena, as will thin slices of quill or horn, tartaric

acid crystallised on a plate of glass, the frost ferns on the
window-panes in winter, and numerous other substances.
Let us, iu conclusion, see whether we cannot obtain some
general idea of the manner in which these most striking
and beautiful appearances are produced.

If we remove the analyser, and look at the beam of

light proceeding from the polarizer through our film of

selenite or other material alone, we shall see such light ab-
solutely uncoloured. Hence it is obvious that the analysis

of this whole light, or its separation into colours, is

effected by the analyser. Now, selenite is a doubly re-

fracting ciystal, and when the polarised ray enters it, it

is resolved into two rays, vibrating at right angles to

each other. These rays are differently bent ; and bending
in a refracting medium means going more slowly, the ray
which is the more bent being the tardier of the two.
From this it will be readily seen that one of these rays may
get half a wave-length, or any odd number of half-wave
lengths, ahead of the other (Vol. VII., p. 321), and that,

as formerly explained (loc. cit.'), they may inferfere. A
little further consideration, though, will .show that while
these rays are composed of vibrations occurring at right
angles to each other, it is physicallj- impossible that
interference can occur. But the analyser twists the two
jilanes of vibration into coincidence, so that the waves
can now destroy each other. Selenite, or any other doubly-
refracting material, has, of course, a sensible thickness, and
we have seen formerly (Vol. VII., p. 541) that waves of

red light are much longer than those of blue. Conse-
f[uently we shall require a thicker plate of selenite to

retard the red rays sufficiently to extinguish them than
we shall if we want to blot out the blue rays. Hence,
when these longer waves have been neutralised by inter-

ference, the plate of selenite will shine with the colours
produced by the shorter ones. Vice-versd, when the
shorter waves have been annihilated, the longer waves
will get through the analyser, and the colour of the
field be derived from the less refrangible end of the
spectrum.

Into the exquisite phenomena of circular and elliptical

polarisation, it is impossible to enter here. An account
of these must be sought in works specially devoted to
the subject. All we have essayed to do is to introduce
the student to the practice of some remarkable experi-

ments which may be performed at little or no cost ; and
which serve to admit us to a nearer view of the intimate
nature of Light.

OUR HOUSEHOLD INSECTS.
By E. a. Butler.

HYMENOPTERA.

(^Continuedfrom page 264).

THE ants referred to in our last paper are genuine
household insects, spending the whole of their lives

in the shelter of our abodes, breeding amongst us, and
bringing up their extensive families year after year in

the same spot, as long as provisions are plentiful in the

immediate neighbourhood. But this is not the case with
the wasps, the next section of the Hymenoptera which
will engage our attention. It is true that occasionally

their nests are found in outhouses or lofts, or under the

eaves of thatched roofs ; but this is exceptional, and, as a

rule, they enter our houses only in their adult condition;

still, they are then such tiresome pests—at least, in

imagination, if not always in reality—that we cannot

forbear to grant them a place amongst our household

insects.

Notwithstanding the popular prejudice against wasps,

there are many points of interest in connection with
them. Their economy is remarkable, and inferior in

interest only to that of bees and ants ; their courage is

certainly extraordinary ; and though they are frequently

an annoyance to us through their intrusive habits, yet

there are, as we shall presently see, some counterbalancing

advantages following from their mode of life ; and, finally,

their character is not really quite so black as it has been

painted. That tlicy aru ur.t, as some people seem to

suppose, actu:;ii>l |.\ :,!, i;-,-ri.i .11 ilil>' I
,'

-

' 1 1
1 1 y to human

kind has bun, :^
.

. .
:

M i - rvers who,

like Sir Join, I, '

I ., ^

'

. i
:

l-ii- habits,

and have fuuuJ u j.>;.v.:,iL;u lu i.iuiu iIilui and make pets

of them, and to induce even such fiury-tempcrcd beings

calmly to feed out of their hands and to crawl over their

persons without bringing their murderous weapons into

requisition. Indeed, one observer. Dr. Ormerod, expressed

his opinion that they are much less fickle and more reliable

than bees—an opinion, however, which will probably not

be generally endorsed.

They will rarely attack unless provoked, and, though
it is not easy to maintain a philosophic comjiosure and

indifference when a wasp is buzzing roimd one's head, yet

such would no doubt be the best policy ; at any rate, the

violent flourishes and dashes so often made against them
with handkerchiefs, knives, or what not are more likely

to irritate than to drive away insects so renowned for

valour. Of course, when we attack their citadel, they

will at once assume the offensive (as who would not ?),

and fight to the death for house and home. Very hot or

windy weather, too, seems to bring out whatever spite-

fulness they possess, hut this also is a psychological

experience not altogether foreign even to Eomo sajyiens

himself

!

In distinguishing wasi^s from other Hymenoptera no

reliance must be placed on the mere presence of yellow

bands on the bodj-, for though all wasjis, of whatever

habits, have these, such a style of ornamentation is by
no means confined to them, but is of frequent occurrence

throughout the whole order. But there is a certain pecu-

liarity of the wings that will at once separate a wasp
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from tlie crowds of other yellow-banded insects. All

wasps have four wings, and this will serve to distinguish

them from certain two-winged flies of the order Diptera,
with which they are sometimes confounded, but will not
distinguish them from other Hymenoptera, as four is the

natural number of wings in this group. But the anterior

wings are folded longitudinally in repose, i.e., when a

wasp closes its wings it not merely lays them along its

back, as a bee would do, but also folds each fore-wing
along a line running from its attachment to the thorax to

the middle of the outermost or rounded edge of the wing
(Fig. 1), the lower and more flexible part being bent

under the rest, so that the wing becomes only half as

broad as before.

In consequence of this peculiarity, the name Diplop-

tera, or " doubled-wings," is given to that section of the

order which contains all the wasps, and by this pecu-

liarity they may at once be distinguished from all other

Hymenoptera. One would naturally suppose that there

must be some connection between this curious habit and
the economy of the insects—something to account for so

strange a departure from the general practice of the

order ; but if there be, it has yet to be discovered.

Our British wasps are of two totally distinct kinds.

Those that usually obtrude themselves upon our notice

are the social wasps, of the family Vespiclw, and, like the

ants and other social insects, they exhibit the peculiarities

of the three so-called sexes, the common abode, and the

common labour for the common welfare. But besides

these there are the solitary wasps, of the family Eumt tudir,

which, from their habits of burrowing ia sandy banks,

are often called Saud "Wasps and Mason Wasps. These
have but two sexes, do not form large communities, and,

after having provisioned their nest with food sufficient

to last the whole lifetime of the larva;, leave their young
to take care of themselves. They are less robiist than
the Vespidoe, and though still yellow-banded, have a
much larger proportion of black about their bodies.

It is only very occasionally that we find solitary wasps
in our houses ; their young feed upon small caterpillars

and other insects, and the chief business of the parents'

life is to provide a stock of these, so that they have not

the temptation to intrude on our privacy which the

Vesindiv have, for the latter are almost omnivorous, and
there arc plenty of things in our houses which suit their

taste admirably. The solitary wasps of the genus
Odijnerus do, however, sometimes construct their small

nests in the most outlandish places. The nests consist

of separate cells, each closed in and complete in itself,

and devoted to the use of a .single grub. Each contains

an egg and a store of little caterpillars, each stung by
the mother wasp sufficiently to prevent it from being at

all lively, but not sufficiently to cause it to die and
•shrivel up.

T1m-> litil.- .lu-iri's of cells have been f.m

otlu 1 1
!>

. i5i IS, inside the lock of a k

will r- ,
1 .

, I

',
I iiMling the noise and ilislm-l

by (til- p;i: Mil-- ;iihI r(>passing of persons cdiiti

in and out of the kitchen, the mother built (

brood, provisioned them, and sealed them

young went through all their motamoi 1

1

.
f Jl\

,

appearing in the' kitchen ^^h(n the} i i'.

perfect form, to the no small surprise > I i

In the keyhole of an eight-day cl < no
family was brought up, appearing to be in no way dis-

turbed by the ticking or periodical winding-up of the
clock. They have also been found in the drawer of an
old-fashioned looking-glass, in the folds of a piece of

paper that had fallen behind some books, in hollow
reeds used as thatch, and in the barrels of a pistol that

was hanging invitingly on a post. In all these cases,

accident furnished the insects with cavities ready made,
and saved them the trouble of excavating their own
burrows. These wasps are also sometimes seen in win-
dows, buzzing about, apparently endeavouring to discover

why a medium so transparent as glass should yet be able

so successfully to bar their exit into the outer world.

The abdomen of an Odyncr-us is of a very curious shape.

In all the wasps, the first segment seems more or less like

a cap on the succeeding ones, but this is much more
markedly the case in the solitary than in the social

species. In the genus Odynerus the abdomen bears a

ludicrous resemblance to a peg-top surmounted by a polo

cap which is rather too small for it (Fig. 2). The second

segment is of enormous size compa
with the succeeding ones, and being very
convex above, forms the head of the top.

This segment is black, except the hind
border, which is yellow, and the s

ceeding segments are more or less deeply ['

margined with the same colour. The ^

basal segment, i.e., the cap, is also fur-

nished with a yellow marginal band,

the shape of which is an important aid in

the identification of the species. The
folded wings and the top-shaped abdomen Fig. 2.—Abdomen
are quite sufficient to enable any one to "f Odynerus.

recognise a sand -wasp.
The Vespida; or social wasps, which are much more

frequently seen in our houses, we must reserve for the
nest paper.

(To he continued.)

THE YOUNG ELECTRICIAN.

By W. Slixoo.

(Cmiii7ived from p. 219).

EX. CIX.—Before leaving tlic i,"' - > '
' ' "-

scopes there are one or t«" j" n '

do to overlook. Nothing was sail in t'

about a base for the iustrununt (.U.-c:.:.. . -.- -- it

essential to have one, as it can he simply ^tu^d on the

table, or any other dry substance. IIowiviv, there 13

onie danger of damaging the leaves when canning the

iistrument from place to place if there is nothing to ex-

lude currents of air. Fig. 64 gives a general idea of a
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base that will prove as useful as any. It consists simply
of a piece of board, say tbree-quarters of an inch thick and
one to two inches larger than the instrument. The board
may be square or round, and in it cut, or have cut by some
friend in possession of a lathe, a circular groove a quarter
Cif an inch deep and about the same width. The groove
should be of such a diameter that the glass may stand in
it without touching either side of it. iLaving placed the
glass in position, pour into the groove some liquefied
paraflan wax until the level of the board is reached.
This is simply to lightly cement the wood and glass
together to permit of the instrument being carried about,
and to exclude moisture, etc. Feet may be provided by

'^

screwing pieces of wood of equal thickness on to the
under side of the piece of board. The thickness need
only be sufficient to allow the fingers to pass underneath
the base for lifting purposes.

For my own part I rarely use a base, but, before com-
mencing to work my electroscope, lay it carefully on its
side before the fire, to dry the glass and expel as much
of the moist air as iiossible. Something of the kind
should be done before fixing the glass on to the base, or
the instrument is likely to prove of little use on account
of the confined moisture.

Ex. ex.—Another plan, which I have frequently and
satisfactorily resorted to, is to provide the stopper (D,
Fig. 61) with two holes, as shown in section in Fig. 65,
where A B C D is the stopper and WW the brass rod or
wire. The second hole is bored parallel to it and of such
a width, say a quarter of an inch, as to allow a piece of
glass tubing, G G', to fit tightly. The tubing, it will be
seen, is sealed at one end. The object is to enable one to
drive out the damp air by gently warming the instrament
when in the ordinary vertical jjosition, the piece of tubing
being withdrawn to permit the escape. When the warm-
ing is finished the tubing may be restored, and a further
supply of moist air, which would otherwise find its way
in, excluded. Where the cemented base is used the piece
of tubing may be also cemented in (after the drying
operation) by means of shellac varnish, &c., as it will
rarely require to be withdrawn.

Ex. CXI.—To seal up the end of a piece of glass-
tubing is a matter of little diflSculty. All that is neces-
sary is to hold a piece of ordinary glass-tubing over a gas

Fig. 6C

or spirit flame, placing one hand, J „^ uuc uituu at A (Fig. 66) and the
~^^.. at B, and revolving the glass gently in the flame,
'hich we will suppose to be a't or under C. When the

|

flame turns decidedly yellow

regarded as having been mor
then be withdrawn from the

both hands. The diamater of

be diminished, and may be
As we at present only reqi

pulling should be done as quickly
required to produce a long tapei

uldur, the glass maybe
l.ss snftrmMl. It should
r .iimI |iiilK(l apart with
lulii' « ill in consequence

e as .small as we wish,

a short, taper point, the
possible. If it were

vtvy fine hair-like

tube, the pulling should be gradual, but equably n
tained. A great deal depends upon the shape of the
flame employed. When a short taper is required, only a
narrow flame, such as that from a small spirit-lamp,

should be used. But for most purposes, such as bending,

long tapers, &c., a good batswing gas flame answers as

well as anything, the glass being placed in the plane of

the flame, that is, so that the greatest possible length of

glass is heated. The reasons for this are too apparent to

need detailing. It should be borne in mind that the

glass should be thoroughly dried before being placed in

the flame, as the smallest drop of water falling on the
heated part is sufiicient to fracture it. The glass should
also be kept revolving during the whole of the time it is

over the flame, or it will be unequably heated, and will,

therefore, only extend badly, possibly it will break.

Condensing Electroscopes.

Ex. CXII. Fig. 67 illustrates a useful addition which
may be applied to our electroscope. It is known as a
" condensing " plate, and consists primarily of a piece of

sheet metal provided with an insulating handle, and
having its under face coated more or less perfectly with
an insulating material. The plate AB may be of tinned

iron or any other metal, but brass looks best and costs

but very little. It should be of the same size as the

plate or cover of the electroscojie (A, Fig. 61), and may be

of the same thickness. In the centre of it a small piece of

half-inch brass tubing C D should be soldered (Ex. XI.
to XIV). The length of the tubing need not be more
than half an inch. Then procure a piece of glass tubing,

G G', five or six inches long, and about three-eighths of

an inch in diameter ; the end G of the glass should be

sealed by revolving it in a good strong flame,

holding it in a slightly inclined position, so

that the glass will have a tendency to run down. If

need be, the sealing may be assisted by using a piece of

glass in the other hand and working the end G there-

with. When the sealing operation is completed the end

G' of the tubing should be placed in the soldered cup C D
and cemented in with a little plaster of Paris. When
the latter is dry the handle G G' should be coated with a

layer of shellac varnish, whereby a good insulating handle

is insured. If the sealing cannot be accomplished by
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fusing the glass, the tube may bo plugged with a small

piece of dry wood or with a little plaster of Pari.s, and
then well coated with shellac; or, instead of either of

these, a stout test-tube may be employed, inverting it and
cementing the open end. It only remains now to coat

the under surface of A B with shellac varnish and the

apparatus is complete. With it many interesting and
instructive experiments can be performed.

Ex. CXIII. A more elaborate, but in some cases more
useful form of condensing electroscope is illustrated in

Fig. 68, where CDEF is a wooden base about three-

quarters of an inch thick, six inches wide, and fifteen or

eighteen inches long. L is our electroscope (Fig. 61),

W W, the wire bent so that the plate A becomes vertical

instead of horizontal. B is the condensing plate illus-

trated in Fig. 67, a piece of quarter inch glass rod being

used instead of the piece of tubing GG. The rod is bent

similarly to W, and the lower end fastened by plaster of

Paris into a foot made by soldering a piece of brass tubing

on to a piece of brass, K, which slides over the two strips

of brass HH and LL, screwed along the middle of the

base, the strips being half an inch wide and long

enough to reach from within an inch or so of the

electroscope to the opposite end F D of th i base ; they

need not be more than a sixteenth of an inch thick ; they

should be a quarter of an inch apart ; but before being

fixed, the wood separating them should be cut out with

a chisel and saw, a slot being thereby made a quarter

of an inch wide and equal in length to the brass strips.

Similar strips should also be screwed on to the correspond-

ing portion of the under side of the base. The foot-piece,

K, has to support B and the glass rod, and must also offer

facilities for changing the distance between the plate A
and B. To do this satisfactorily, K should present a ver-

tical section, as shown in Fig. 69. This may be easily

made. Cut two pieces of sheet brsiss, an eighth of an inch

thick and measuring three-quarters of an inch wide by
an inch long. These form the upper and lower pieces, A B
and D C, which slide over H 11, L L, and the correspond-

ing underneath pieces rospectivtdy. C is a piece of brass

a quarter of an inchtliick, an in.^h long, and sevon-oi-hths

of an inch wide, the width being just a tritle in excess of

the distance between the upper surfaces of the strips

H H L L, and the lower surfaces of the strips beneath.

A B and D E, being screwed or soldered on to C, a very

ettioient foot, K, is at once provided and the movable

plate, B, can be easily placed at any distance from A,

within the range of the instrument. The foot might

also be made from a solid piece of brass, filing out the

necessary portions. When it is desired to connect B to

earth, the back surface may be touched with the finger,

or a piece of loose chain (Ex. VIII.) may be passed round

the piece of brass tubing into which the upper end of G
is cemented. It would be as well to coat G G with shellac

varnish.

Ex. CXIV. A makeshift which I have occasionally

resorted to with advantage when hard up for an electro-

scope, and when the necessary materials are not to hand,

Fig. 69. Fig. 70.

is illustrated in Fig. 70. An ordinary wooden retort

stand is used, or (as is here shown) a wooden base A is

provided with a wooden rod B ; two pieces of wood are

screwed together on opposite sides of the rod, so as to

clamp it securely, and at the same time to hold in position

at C a piece of well-insulated (gutta-percha covered)

wire D E bared at the extremities, the upper end D being

bent in to a loop so as to prevent the extremity acting

as a point and discharging any electricity produced in

the instrument. The lower end E is bent at right angles,

the extreme point being turned back, and a gold or

Dutch-metal leaf hung over the wire so that the two

pendant parts are of equal length. Any open-mouthed

jar, such as the receiver of an air-pump, a pickle-bottle,

&c., placed on the base and the leaves suspended within

it completes the apparatus, which for temporary purposes

will do all that can be fairly expected of it.

There are very many interesting and instructive ex-

periments which may be performed with the electroscope:

some of them I liave already dealt with ; those pertaining

to the condensing form of the apparatus should, in a

measure, su-'cst" themselves. In the main, they turn

on flic .[ucsti..!. . f induction, and it is to be hoped that

with the- :ip|. 11 iiii^ so far constructed, the Young Elec-

triciiiii will ri-<- ni iny a pleasant hour during the fast-

The destruction of Flood Rock, near Hell G.itc, the preparations

for which were detailed in a recent issue of Knowledge, was to

h.ive been effected yesterday, but, owing, it is said, to slight imper-

fections in the insulation of wires, used to complete the electrical

firing circuit, the explosion has been postponed untU Saturday.
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IIYSTERIES AND MORALITIES.
By Edward Clodd.

CONCLUSION.

THE introduction of Moralities dates from the reign of

Henry VI., that is, about the middle of the fifteenth

century. The personification of abstract qualities -which

had already found its way into the Mysteries* was a

necessary element as the religious plays became less his-

torical and more didactic in character, and the popularity

of Moralities obviously quickened, because they were
admirable vehicles for attacks upon or defence of current

beliefs and superstitions, and could readily concern

themselves with the social, political, and religious ques-

tions of the time, expressing through their allegorical

character the thoughts of men's minds upon these topics.

The earliest extant English Moralities are in manu-
script, and of these Mr. Paj-ne Collier gives interesting

abstracts in his " History of Dramatic Poetry."t whilst

Mr. Carew Hazlitt, in the additions which he has made
to the re-issue of Dodsley's " Old Plays," has supplied

us with several valuable specimens. The moral play with
which that edition opens is not so early as was once held,

but is especially interesting, as setting forth the advan-
tage of the pursuit of natural knowledge. It is entitled,
" A New Interlude and a Mery of the Nature of the Four
Elements (i.e., the earth, the water, the air, and fire),

and is assigned to the early part of the sixteenth century.

The "Messenger," a name usually given to the pro-

logue, is followed by Natm-a Naturata, who discourses,

it must be admitted very tediously, to Humanity, upon
the ethereal region of the heavens and the lower region

of the earth, and counsels him to study these. Humanity
is, however, beguiled by Sensual Appetite, but, at the
last, accepts Nature's reproof. The only known copy of

the play is imperfect, the middle and concluding leaves
being lost.

Of a still earlier date, although printed in 1522, is the
'_' Propre Newe Interlude of the Worlde and the Chylde,"
in which the several stages of human life are repre-

sented, Man appearing successively as Infans, Wanton,
Lust and Lykynge, Mauhode and Age. Perseverance
recites to him the " Twelve Articles of the Faith " and
"The Commandments Ten," when Age signifies his

adhesion, and is thereupon named Repentance. J
In the more important " Morall-playe of Everyman,"

we meet with some admirable moral teaching in associa-

tion with expositions of the Roman Catholic religion, the
defence of which appeai-s to have been one of the objects
of the play. Everyman is the representative of the
human race, and is summoned by Death, already per-

sonified in the Coventry plays as the messenger of God,
to appear before the Divine tribunal, and bring his " book
of counte," for

" a reckoning he will need have
Without any lenger respite."

In his fear, Everyman asks his friends—Fellowship,
Kindred, Goods, Strength, Beauty, and others

—

to accom-
pany him ; but they one by one forsake him when they
learn who has summoned him ; and in his despair he
betakes himself to Good Deeds, " who is so weak that she
cannot stand, verily." She upbraids him for neglect, but
leads him to her sister Knowledge, who takes him to the
holy man Confession. Everyman then does penance,
receives the sacrament, and, with comforting words from

* Vide KNOWLEDGE, p. 219, Sept. 11, 1885.

+ Vol. II., pp. 200—21G.

J Dodsley, vol. i., p. 273.

Good Deeds, expires, \^1le^eupon the Doctor who has
attended him steps forward and delivers the moral :

—

An Act was passed in the reign of Henry VIII., for-

bidding any person to " play in interludes, siug or rhyme
any matter contrary to the doctrine of the Church of

Rome." This was repealed under Edward VI., and
accordingly among the Moral Plays of his time we have,

in " Lusty Juventus," a defence of the Bible against

tradition and the superstitions of the Romish Church.
The " parsonages that speake " are "Messenger, Lusty
Juventus, Good Counsaill, Knowledge, Sathan the devyll,

his son Hypocrisie, Felowship, Abhominable Lyvying,
and Cm. J'.-; ^[ir.ifull Promises." Lusty Juventus repre-

sents tlu' ' fraili 'u- of youth," of " nature prone to vyce,"
and is Ifl astr.iv Iv ;i gay woman, Abhominable Lyvyng,
but tinully ivciuiiiied by good Counsaill. The edifying

speeches of Good Counsaill and Knowledge are fortified

with Bible references by no means contributory to the
rhythm, as thus :

—

The prophet David saith, that the man is blessed
Which doth e.xercise himsel in the law of the Lord,
And doth not follow the ^Yay of the wicked

;

As the first psalm doth plainly record
;

The fourscore and thirteenth psalm thereunto doth accortL

Jly meaning is, as Christ saith in the sixth chapter of Matthew,
To do to him as you would be done to.

I will show you what Saint Paul doth declare
In his Epistle to the Hebrews and the tenth cbapter.f

Satan is wittily represented as lamenting the downfall
of the old religion : " ful well," he says,

I know the cause,

That my estimacion doth thus decay
;

The olde people would beleve stil in my lawes.

But the yonger sort leade them a contrary way.
They wyU not beleve, they playnly say,

In old traditions and made bv men.
But they wyll lyve as the Scripture teacheth them.

Hypocrisie recites a long list of the mummeries by
which he had deceived men "since the world began" :

Holy cardinals, holy popes,
Holy vestments, holy copes,

Holy pardons, holy beads.

Holy saints, holy images.
With holy, holy blood.

Holy stocks, holy stones.

Holy clouts, holy bones.
Holy was, holy lead.

Holy water, holy bread,

Holy brooches, holy rings,

Holy kneeling, holy censings,

And a himdred trim-trams mo.j

But such contempt was not confined to the Protestants.

In John Heywood's " Enterlude of the Four P's," i.e., a
Palmer, a Pardoner, a 'Poticary, and a Pedlar, the author,

although a staunch Catholic, flings some coarse satire

against the relic-mongers. The play itself is amusing as

hinging on a disptite between the four characters as to

who could tell the biggest lie. The credit falls to the

Palmer, who remarks incidentally that he never saw a
woman out of patience, whereupon the others, taken off

their guard, declare it to be the greatest lie they ever
heard. It is through the Pardoner that Heywood directs

* Collier, II., 228.

t Dodslev, Vol. I., pp, 5.5, 59.

J Dodsley, Vol. II., pp. 65-6.
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his attack on the religious frauds of the mendicant friars.

He represents him as exhibiting wine drunk at the

wedding of Adam and Eve ;
" a box full of humble bees

that stung Eve as she sat on her knees tasting the fruit

to her forbidden;" a slipper of one of the Seven

Sleepers ;
the jaw-bone of AH Saints ; a buttock-bone

of the Holy Ghost ; and "the great toe of the Trinity,"

on which the 'Poticary remarks :

—

I pray you turn that relic about

:

Either "the Trinity had the gout,

Or else, because it is tliree toes iu one,

God made it as much as three toes alone.»

Mr. Herbert Spencer, in his Study of Sociolugij, refer^

to an illuminated missal in the possession of Mr. Huth,

in which the Trinity is represented by three persons

standing in one pair of boots. Heywood's satire is

justified by the disclosures made in his time in the report

of the Commissioners appointed by Thomas Cromwell to

inquire into the state of the monasteries,! and by the

currency of legends such as that gravely related of St.

Clara de Monte Falconis :—

•

That after her death there was found in her gall a plain

testimony of the Holy Trinity, consisting of three balls o£ equal

figure, colour, and size, and of equal weight, one weighing the

weight of two and also of three, yet all three weighing no more
than one 1

But we pass beyond the assigned limits of our subject in re-

ferring to the Interlitdes, so called because they were played

in the intervals of banquets and other festivities, since

these fill the gap between the Moral-play and the regular

drama. The abstract characters of the former were slowly

displaced by concrete figures from history, the portrayal of

whose actions came so much nearer men's " business and

bosoms " in those stirring times than any life of prophet,

warrior,or kingof a remote past and unsubstantial age, how-

ever crowded with supernatural detail. In addition to this,

the institution fell into disrepute by reason of the indecency

and buffoonery which were no longer in harmnnj- with the

improving taste of the people. So the reliLj-iiais drar.-ia

passed from the hands of the guilds to those uf tlie sfi-nlling

player in town and country fairs, and the bans cf the

heralds to the "walk up, walk up " of the puppet show-

man. In the S^irctafor of March IG, 1711, Steele intimates

that Powell the showman exhibited religious subjects

with his puppets under the little piazza in Covent Garden,

and talks of " his next opera of Snsmtnah or Innocence

betrayed, whieh will be exhibited next week with a pair of

new EUliys," while the following droll specimen from

Strutt's Sports and rastlmes also evidences to the per-

formance of Mj-steries in this country as late as the

eighteenth century:—
" Jli/ 1,,-r M,r;.jh-i y/, ',•;,; ;,«;,.,(. At ITeallv's booili, over against the

ofU,

Carden of Eden,
avadisc.

* " Dodslcy," Vol. I., p. 362.

t Langton sends to Cromwell, among other reliques, Our Ladies

-ship

8. Joseph and Mary flew away by night upon an ass.

9. King Herod's cruelty ; his men's spears laden with children.

10. Rich Dives invites his friends, and orders his porter to keep

the beggars from his gate.

11. Poor Lazarus comes a begging at rich Dives' gate, and the

dogs lick his sores.

12. The good angel and death contend for Lazarus's life.

13. Kich Dives is taken sick and dieth. He is buried in great

solemnity.
14. Kich Dives in hell, and Lazarus in Abraham's bosom, seen in

a most glorious object, all in machines descending in a throne,

guarded with multitudes of angels, with the breaking of the clouds,

discovering the palace of tlie sun, in double and treble prospects, to

the admiration of all spectators. Likewise several rich and large

figures, with dances. ji-"_'s, s:iralii:iiiii>, antirks, and country dances

betwt rsof Sir John

.lis ..f ^

Spendall and I

exposed. Perf'^; '-ma..

Enough, lin/,. 1 :
li'l cited to show

that the Minicle I'lay has an mtei-e.^t lu.i .-. L-nl, f r tlie

antiquarian as for the student ofcukiir i' ' /.

-

ledge of the manifold causes which ce-

moral development of England durinir '' ''''
' 'i,

fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries "''''I'l ' ' '" O'

imperfect if we omitted the i

on a people among whom
began to be circulated as late as tne sixieiuui et]uiir_).

It at least iiowerfully aifeeted human conduct in

supplying men with" concej.tions, rude and false

though wc now know them to have been, of a

divine government of the world and a tribunal at

which they would at the last be judged, but at the

same time it did quite otherwi.-:e than contribute

to the permanence of anyone fa-in if theology. In

view of the political and jm i •
,' \\hich in

England precipitated the Re f. * easy to

apportion to the religious pi i -1 their

share in the dethronement ef '.1 in the

substitution of the anthoritv nf i;,. WW'..- Ir that of

the Church, whirl, pi-ovrd to be but an rxehange of

fetters; enough that

whei it s. Fo
nd loe:thought cannot be litei

tation of the Deity in a linen coat a;

only quicken the advance of conception-

to surround Him with the limitations of i'er

LIVE STOCK IX EUROPE.

t

THE United States Consul in ('
;

' ' " -it

the subject of the live St o, , , --a;

the number of hornrd eaitle tl: i

'

mated :,1 al. .,: '.-:. - '.' \ "

Denmark rankiu- first on the list with 7."<5 head of

horned e.iitle im- 1,000 inhabitants, next Servia with

609, then Norway with 562, and, lastlj', Sweden with

483. France may be taken as representing the European

average, whilst below the average come Great Britain,

Spain Belnuni, Creece, Portn-al. rtnd Italv- Of sheep,

S'l-Nia h.u^v:\:u^'^ il '

'

' --'-••, -•• •-ly, 2,200

I'','',',.'
':

' i."
'

l;. .luA-e'the

' the Monasteries. Camden
t JouriMl ofSoeictij of Art*.
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lowest in rank being Holland, Switzerland, and Belg:
with 121 head. Of swine, Servia has relatively also

largest number, namely, 1,062 head, whilst Sp
follows next, has only 272, then D(
Portugal, Austria, Ro)

the

1th 263;
ly being all

bout the average, and the
the lowest in rank being
id Norway, with only 56
of the total numbers of

the different countries, it will be found
decided superiority, taking all

;ether. This country, including

above the average,

remaining countries beh
Sweden, Holland, Italy

head. In an examinat
live stock

that Russ
classes of

Poland and Finland, in the year 1876, possessed

25,0CO,0OO head of horned cattle, 45,000,000 sheep,

10,000,000 swine, and 17,000,000 horses. The in-

crease during the last twenty years has been greatest

in sheep— about 20 per cent.; whereas the increase

of horned cattle and swine has only been about -i per
cent. ; and horses have remained stationary. Next to

Russia, Germany has the largest number of homed
cattle — about 15,000,000, of sheep 25,000,000, of

swine 7,000,000, and of horses 3,000,000. In Prussia
there has been, of late years, a considerable increase
in all classes of animals ; in Saxony and Baden it has
been stationary ; while in Bavaria, Wiirtemberg,
Hesse, and Oldenburg there has been a falling oS.

Austria, with Hungary, ranks third on the list, so

far as horned cattle and swine are concerned, respec-

tively with 12,000,000 and 7,000,000; in the second
rank as regards horses, namely, 3,000,000, but only in

the sixth rank as regards sheep, -nith 20,000,000. After
Austria, France has the next largest number of horned
cattle, about 11,000,000 head, while it only occupies the
fourth place for sheep and swine, namely, 24,000,000 and
5,000,000, and 2,000,000 horses. From 1850 to 1872
there was a considerable falling oS in horned cattle in

France, but in later years there has been a steady im-
provement. Great Britain follows next in regard to

horned cattle, namely, with 9,000,000 head ; but, in

respect to sheep, stands second on the list with 32,000,000
;

she takes the fourth rank in respect to horses, viz., with
2,750,000, but for swine only the sixth rank, with
4,000,000. Live stock in Great Britain has fallen ofE very
considerably of late years ; for example, from 1874 to

1880 there was a decrease of 500,000 head of cattle,

4,000,000 sheep, and 750,000 swine. Italy ranks last

with respect to homed cattle, with 3,500,000 head,
1,000,000 horses, 9,000,000 sheep, and 3,750,000 swine.
Of late years there has been a falling-off in the number
of horned cattle, but sheep .show an increase. In Holland
the absolute number of live stock may be given as
1,500,000 head of cattle, 1,000,000 sheep, 500,000 swine,
and 300,000 horses. The cattle interest in this country
is of considerably more importance than the culture of
cereals, about 40 per cent, of the land area being devoted
to meadow and grass land. Denmark, in the cattle census
of 1881, was stated to possess about 347,500 horses,
1,470,000 head of horned cattle, 1,548,600 sheep and
lambs, and 527,000 swine. These figures, as compared
with the previous census of 1876, show a very consider-
able increase in horned cattle and swine, while there is a
diminution in the number of horses to the extent of 5,000,
and in sheep of 170,000. In Norway, where the cattle
interest is of more importance than cereal culture, the
number of horned cattle is given at about 1,000,000 head,
sheep at about 1,700,000, but of swine not more than
about 100,000. Lastly, Sweden appears with 2,000,000
head of horned cattle, 1,500,000 sheep, 500,000 horses, and
450,000 swine. Taking the extra European countries.

the United States comes first with its enormous and
steadily- increasing amount of live stock, which, not-

withstanding the large annual increase of population
from natural causes as well as from the great tide of emi-
gration annually pouring into the country, has been fully

able to keep pace with its relative position to the popu-
lation. According to the latest returns, the number of

horned cattle in 1882 amounted to 41,000,000; of sheep
and lambs, 49,000,000; horses, 11,000,000; and swine,
43,000,000. From Canada there are no later census
returns than those of 1871, when the numbers given were
2,700,000 head of homed cattle, about 3,000,000 sheep,
and 1,500,000 swine. South America has relatively a
larger number of animals even than the United States,

especially the La Plata States are noted for their

enormous hordes. Statistics place the number of

horned cattle at 19,500,000 head, with 70,000,000
sheep, and about 500,000 swine. In the Pampas the
homed cattle are estimated at 30,000,000. In Algeria
the number of live stock in 1879 was stated as 1,200,000
head of horned cattle, and about 9,000,000 sheep. Aa
regards Australia, the stock of animals in these colonies

has received a very great increase during the last ten

years. In the census of 1878, horned cattle are stated

as 7,400,000, as compared with 4,700,000 in 1876 ; sheep,

61,000,000, against 51,000,000; and swine, 815,000,
against 695,000. The proportion of live stock to every
1,000 inhabitants is very large, being as much as 2,800
head for horned cattle, 23,400 for sheep, and 310 for

riEST STAR LESSONS.
By Richard A. Peoctoe.

1'"HE constellations included i

of this series are numbere
(the names being omitted on thi

fai as possible from all that

grouping less distinct) :

—

1. Vrsa Minor, the little Bear
(a, the Pule Star).

2. Drnco, the Dragon (a,

Thuban)

5. Perseus, the Champion (/3,

Algol, famous variable).

6. Auriqa, the Charioteer (a,

Capella)

7. Ursi the Greater
Bear (a, /3, the Po

8. Canes Venatici, the Hv/nting

Dogs (a, Cor Caroli).

9. Coma Berenices, Queen
Berenice's Hair.

10. Bootes, the Herdsman (a,

11. Corona Borealis, the Nor-
thern Croum.

12. Serpens, the Serpent.

13. Hercules, the Kneeler.

14. Lyra, the Lyre (a, Vega).

15. Cygnus, the Swarv (a,

Arided ; /3, Alhires).

16. Pegasus, the Winged Horse.

17. Andromeda, the Chained
Lady.

18. Triangula, the Triangles.

19. Aries, the Ram.
20. Taurus, the Bull (a, Alde-

haran ; ij, Alcyone, chief

Pleiad).

21. Gemini, the Twins (a,

Castor; ^, Pollux).

I the twenty-four maps
I throughout as follows

maps, to clear these as

night render the star-

Cancer, the Crab (the

cluster is the Beehive).

Leo, the Lion {a, Regulus).

Tirgo, the Virgin (o, Spica).

Libra, the Scales.

Ophiuchris, the Serpent

Holder.

Aquila, the Eagle (a,Altair}.

Delphinu^, the Dolphin.

Aquarius, the Water Carrier.

Pisces, the Fishes.

Cetw, the Sea Monster (o,

Mira, remarkable va-

riable).

Eridanus, the River.

Orion, the Giant Hunter
{a, Belelgeux; l3, Rigel).

Canis Mtnor, the Lesser Dog
(a, Protyon).

Hydra, the Sea Serpent (o,

Alphard).
Crater, the Cup (a. Allies).

Corvus, the Crow.

Scorpio, the Scorpion (o,

Antares).

Sagittarius, the Archer.

CapHcornus, the Sea Goat.

Piscis Australis, the Sott-

them Fish (a, Fomal-
haut).

Lepus, the Hare.
Columba, the Dore.

Cants Major, the Greater

Dog (a, Siriui).

Argo, the Ship.
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NIGHT SKY FOR OCTOBER (Second Map of Pair),

Showing tlie heavens as they appear at the following liours :
—

At 10 o'clock October 22. I At IlJ uVl.i.k November 3. I At 8i o'clock November H.
At 9i o'clock October 26. At ;i i.Vlock November 7. At 8^ o'clock November 18.

At 9.} o'clock October 30.
|

At «J o'clock November 10.
|

At 8 o'clock November 22.

EARTHQUAKES.
. Proctor.

of Pliito Oiat tlio

I

their accumulated ofFences called for new judjrments,

! Then the gods took counsel tosrcther, and unable to bear

j

with the multiplied iniquities of the human race, swepfi

them frcmi the earth in some great cataclysm, or sent a

I

devouring ilanu- to consume thcni, or shook the solitl

(".rtli until hills and iiioiiiitaiiis fell upon and crushc-tJ

the r\ il |in.|H.nMli,s of men, ;.imI .-leaiise.! the ciftli fr.:in
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we fiud theories of this sort prevalent. In the Institute

of Menu the Hindoos are taught that at the end of each
of those cycles of ages which arc termed the "days of
BiMliiM-.- :,1I f,.r::,- ,,r i;,-., ,.,v ,L -.r>;ved from the earth
liy ;i Ljr. I' . .i.!'i

I
iii I '1,1 liy a deluge which

inui. 1 - - '. :i\' -
'

1
' ilical legends of tlir

Chiiu'^r 1',1'iT in .-ii'iiiiir vi^w-, wlnrli appear also in the
Babylonian and Tcrsian csmo-nnics. The Chaldeans
taught that when the planets are all conjoined in

Capricorn the earth will be overwhelmed by a flood, and
that wlii'ii ;i, ciijunction of this sort takes place in

Can.. ' i>-
.

..•' '

N ill be destroyed by fire.

Ill i ~ :. je when the network of telegraphy
briii_~ 111 ,i,ii> I ilie earth into close intercommunica-
tion, we are iioi iiKcly to tr,ice, even in the most wide-
.spread disasters, the approaching destruction of oiir

globe. The same day which brings the intelligence of
.some desolating catastrophe brings evidence also that the
devastation is but local. We are seldom informed of

simultaneous, or nearly simultaneous, events happening
ia. widely-separated regions of the earth's sui-face.

Accordingly, we are seldom led to dread the occurrence
of any widely-devastating series of catastrophes.

"We have heard a great deal lately of certain specula-
tions—recently ventilated by an American philosopher

—

which threaten the earth with complete annihilation.
Accordintr to these views there is one great danger to
which we are at all times liable—the risk, namely, that
some large volcanic vent should bo formed beneath the
bosom of ocean. Through this vent the sea would rush
into the interior of the earth, and being forthwith con-
verted into steam by the intense subterranean heat,
would rend the massive shell on which we live into a
thousand fragments.
Whether it is possible or not that such an event as

this should take place, I shall not here stay to inc^uire.

Let it suffice that the risk—if there be any—is no greater
now than it has been any time during thousands of past

But certainly, if there is any sourrc fr-m which the
inhabitants of the earth nia" ii i- .lly dread the
occurrences of widely dev:i>i _ .lies, it is

from earthquakes. It is ii i i i :
'

i V full six
months after the great ear: In p; \ .-! Lisbon, Dr.
Johnson refused to believe in the occurrence of so terrible
;v catastrophe. " He spoke half jestingly," Macaulay
thought—it is not easy to see on what grounds. To us
it seems far more probable that Johnson heard with
natural wonder and awe of the destructive effects of this
fearful convulsion ; and that for awhile he could scarcely
believe that the extent of the disaster had not been exag-
gerated. It would be well if, indeed, the powers of
earthquakes were less tremendous than they have been
repeatedly shown to be. " There is," says Humboldt,
"no other outward manifestation of force known to us

—

the murderous inventions of our own race included

—

through which, in the brief period of a few seconds or
minutes, a larger number of human beings have been
destroyed than by earthquakes." Lightning and storm,
war and plague, are but weak and inefficient agents of
destruction in comparison with the earth's internal forces.
And as earthquakes surpass all other phenomena as

agents of sudden destruction, so the impression which
they produce on those who for the first time experience
their effects is peculiarly and indescribably awful. jSIen

of reputed courage speak of a feeling of " intolerable
dread " produced by the shocks of an earthquake, "even
when unaccompanied by subterannean noises." The
impression is not that of simple fear but a feeling of

absolute pain. The reason seems for awhile to have
lost the power of separating real from imaginary causes
of terror. The lower animals, also, are thrown into a
stiitc of tt iror and distress. "Swine and dogs," says
1 1 uiiilw Ml ,

" are particularly affected by the phenomenon
' f . :iitli.|i; ikes." And he adds that "the very crocodiles
if tlic Orinoco, otherwise as dumb as our little lizards,

leave the shaken bed of the stream and run bellowing
into the woods."
Humboldt s explanation of the peculiar sensations of

alarm and awe produced by an earthquake upon those
who for the first time experience the effects of the
phenomenon is in all probability the correct one. " The
impression here is not," he says, "the consequence of

the recollection of destructive catastrophes presented to

our imagination by narratives of historical events ; what
seizes us so wonderfully is the disabuse of that innate
faith in the fixity of the solid and sure-set foundations of

the earth. From eai-ly childhood we are habituated to

the contrast between the mobile element water and the
immobility of the soil on which we stand. All the
evidences of our senses have confirmed this belief. But
when suddenly the grouml liegins to rock beneath us, the
feeling of an unknown inystcrious power in nature
coming into operation and shaking the solid globe arises

in the mind. Tlic illusinn of the whole of our earlier

life is annihilated in an instant."

Use habituates tlic mind to the shocks of earthquake.
Humboldt found himself able after awhile to give a

close and philosophic scrutiny to the circumstances
attending the phenomenon which had at first impressed
him so startlingly. And he tells us that the inhabitants

of Peru think scarcely more of a moderate shock of

earthquake than is thought of a hail-storm in the tem-

Tet the annals of earthquakes are sufficient to give
rise to a feeling of dread, founded, not merely on the
novelty of the event, but on a knowledge of the powers
of the earth's internal heavings. The narratives of some
of the great earthquakes afford fearful evidence on this

point.

In the first shock of the great earthquake of Lisbon
(November, 1755) the city was shaken to its foimdations.

The houses were swung to and fro so violently that the
upper stories fell at once, causing a terrible loss of life.

Thousands rushed to the great square in front of St.

Paul's Church, to escape the reach of the tottering ruins.

It was the festival of All Saints, and all the churches
had been crowded with worshippers. But when the
terrified inhabitants reached the square, they found that

the great church of St. Paul's was already in ruins, and
the immense multitude which had thronged its sacred

precincts were iavolvel in its destruction.^. Such of the
congregations of the different churches as had escaped
rushed to the banks of the Tagus for safety. There were
to be seen priests in their sacerdotal vestments, and an
immense crowd of people of all ranks and ages, praying

to Heaven for mercy. As they prayed there came the

second shock, scarcely less terrible than the first. The
church on the top of St. Catherine's Hill was rocked to

and fro till it fell, crushing in its fall a great multitude
which had sought that height for safety.

But ,1 f r 1 r. ti rrible catastrophe was at hand. As
the In: 1

" '

; sounded with the Miserere of the
tcrriiii I

: who had crowded thither for safety,

there \>. ;^ :r ii 1,1 ]iass over the wide expanse of the
stream (here four miles broad) a strange heaving swell,

though no wind stirred the air. The waters seemed to

be drawn away to meet a vast wave which was now first
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observed to be bearing down upon the devoted crowd.

They strove to fly, but the wave swept too rapidly

onwards. The whole multitude was overwhelmed in p..

moment. A magnificent quay, lately built at a great

expense, was engulfed with all who had crowded ou it for

refuge. Numberless vessels, also, which were anchored on
the river and were now full of terrified people—seeking

on an unstable element the security which the solid earth

denied them—were sucked down by the tremendous
wave, and not a trace of them was ever afterwards

A third shock followed, and again the river was swept
by a gigantic wave. So violently was the river moved
that vessels which had been riding at anchor in deep

water were flung upon the dry ground. Other shocks

and other inroads of the river-water followed, each

working fresh destruction, insomuch that many began to

believe that "the city of Lisbon was doomed to be en-

tirely swept fi'om the face of the earth."

It would be out of place to describe here at length how
fire and pestilence came su

desolation begun by the cartl

rible story has been nan-a

remains to be mentioned giv

the terrible energy of the enr

The mountains Arrabida,

Cintra, some of the la

rely to complete the

But -

, for

3 of

e shaken fi-o:

• very foundations, they opened at their summits,

and huge masses were flung into the neighbouring
valleys. Flames and smoke were emitted from the open-

ings. But much farther away the effects of the great

convulsions were experienced. It has been computed,
says Humboldt, that a portion of the earth's surface four

times greater than the whole extent of Europe was
simultaneously shaken. On the coasts of Sweden and
on the shores of the Baltic, far away across the Atlantic

to the Antigua Islands, at Barbadoes and Martinique,

and still further off in the great Canadian Lakes, the

movement was sensibly felt. A vast wave of inky black-

ness swept over the West Indian seas, rising twenty feet

above the level of the highest tides. In Algeria the earth

was as violently shaken as in Portugal, and eight leagues

from Morocco a village with 8,000 inhabitants was
swallowed up.

Thi shocks felt at sea were so violent that captains who
experienced them thought their ships had stmck the solid

hip 120 miles to the west of St. Vincent was
so violently si

perpendieulai

Loch Lomom
apparent can
vibration of the

e thnnvn hM a

LUal l,k.L llI -

;e hiiving travelled from
Lisbon to Scotland at the rate of twenty miles a minute !

It has been calculated that in Lisbon alone 60,000
persons perished within the brief space of six minutes.

But there have been other earthquakes in which even
this terrible destruction of life has been surpassed. In
1693, 100,000 persons fell victims to the gi-eat Sicilian

earthquake, and upwards of 300,000 persons are supposed
to have perished in the great earthquakes which desolated

Antioch in the sixth and seventh centuries. It has been
estimated that within the last 4,000 years five or six

millions of human beings have pciished through the
eilects of cartluiuakcs.

It is related that in the great earthquake of 1747 all

the inhabitants of the town of Callao were destroyed,

save one. The man who escaped, standing on a fort

which overlooked the harbour, saw the sea retire to a

distance and then return like a vast mountain in height.

" He heard a cry of Miserere rise from all parts of the

city," and in a moment all was silent—where the town
had once flourished there was a wide sea. But the same
wave which overwhelmed the town drove past him a

small boat, into which he fl.ung himself, and so was

THE COLmiBIA TYPE-WRITER.
By John Beowxixg.

TYPE-WRITERS have just recently been making
rapid strides, and they are now within a measurable

distance of general adoption.

About thirty years ago I planned and began making a

type-writer, and I do not suppose I was by any means
the first person the idea occurred to. My attention was

distracted from this idea by the charms of the spectro-

scope, and I have never returned to the subject since.

But I have watched the production of the various type-

writers with very lively interest, and used one occasion-

ally for several years.

When I first adopted a type-writer I dispensed with

the services of a shorthand clerk ; but I soon found that

no type-writer could arrange books and papers for me,

and I therefore engaged one again. Yet I would never

write any amount of matter with a pen in future if I could

get a thoroughly-satisfactory type-writer. The Remington

was brought out some years since, and it has been

extensively adopted, and had it not been for the high

price, about £20, it would doubtless have been still more
generally used.

Since the Remington we have had the Caligraph

machine, constructed on the same plan, containing some
improvements.

Still more rrcentlr we have hr.d several tvpe-writers

of a smaller >i/e. innl ne.r,. .>- .. -Tni.-al in frice. The
Hall iiiaeliiur is iH r;aM>- aiiJ ,tiai,;.!, and the price i.s

only £S. Ss. 1 ha,ve no e.\p. rieiiee if this machine, but

I shnuld think that it would be ditticult to write with it

quickly.

'Ife^^

^^

'^t

have not been able

sight of it, so that

icusively, I am not

The Anglo-Amcriean fvie

to see, though I have tri,.l i

although it" has I.eeu ailv,r

sure whether it is really in ll,e market.

The latest type-uritcr intn..lueecl, and I should think,

take it all round, the best, is the Columbia. In this

machine the type is on the rim of a small wheel. When

• It must be remarked, liowevcr, that Sir Charles Lvell estimates

the number of the saved at 200, " of whom twenty-two were saved

on a small fragment of tlie fort of Vera Cruz, which remained as the

only memorial of the town after this dreadful inundation."
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the type- wheel is turned by means of a straight handle,

held between the fingers, a hand points to the letter

which is in the position for printing on a dial ; simply

depressing the handle then prints the letter on the paper,

and raising the handle again moves the paper-carrier

forward, and inks the type for the next operation. The

act of depressing the handle locks the type-wheel, so that

it cannot turn while the letter is being printed.

Excellent letterpress copies, two in number, may be

made from the writing done with the Columbia; but

six perfect copies may be obtained at one operation on

the machine itself by using thin paper and carbon paper

alternately.

The Columbia Type-writer weighs less than six

pounds, and the price, with one wheel of type, in case

complete, is only £5. 5s. ; with two wheels of type, to

print both capitals and small letters, the price is £6. Gs.

I have printed a few pages with the machine, and I

find it very easy to use. When I have had some

amount of practice with it, I will report further respecting

the speed which may be attained, as this is an all-

important consideration.

THE FACE OP THE SKY.

IKOM Oct 9 TO Oct 23

B\ F R \ S

mPOTS an 1 i

I M
I
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Oct. 20 in 1 11

will be for all in ti

M r

, s in\i U hull til next fortnight
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evening, and ab nit a quarter past S win n

Hence he IS fairly hu'li "P bv midnight He ^uij....l.>.= ... .^..

Ariangle with t and 4 Uemint luiu Neptune remains in the o'd bl

region in Taurus The Aloon enterb her first quarter at Ih 20

•rultat f I

full

. 1 sta

Oct •)h 22 6m
; the period

n 'Virgo, but
is travelling

at night :

covered by our notes

at 7 o'clock thib e\en

through Libra until 4

1

narrow northern stri] it 2 ti 60 m
in the early morning t 1

>>s which she

in Sagittariub until i h i in [ in n tl li ll it which hour she

crosseb into Capncornus shi 1 avis i 4 r ri us for Aquanus at

9 a.m. on the 17th ant Miirmstji lis s it ! 1 m on the 20tb

Her pasbage through tins hu,i, c ns^ell iti 11 is n t t impleted unti

4 p.m on the 2iTd when she pasbes into the northwest corner of

€etus bht ib btiU there at midmght on the 25rd

The CI

the juncti

.square evi i

equal train
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expanded its figures by 50,667 430

I business ai

nl 1 iilnav

^ the Elevated bad

By RiciiAKD A. Proctor.

I HOPE, in the next number, wliicli will be the last

weekly number of Knowledge, to give a full account of

the probable form in which the first monthly number of

Knowlkdge will appear. At present I note only that it

will contain, besides the letter mentioned in the next

paragraph (which many will regard as its chief attraction),

an article by Mr. Grant Allen, on "Nature's Way of

Spreading Seeds"; the opening paper of a series by
Mr. Clodd, on " Tlie Story of Creation"; a paper by a

Fellow of the Astronomical Society, on "Colour"; the

beginning of a series of papers by Mr. Mattieu Williams

on " Coal" (in its commercial aspect), a subject which ho

has in a special manner made his own ; a paper on " Indian

Myths," by Stella Occidens ; and probably a paper by

Miss Ballin, on " Thought." I have not yet heard from

other regular contributors. I begin a series of papers on

the " Southern Skies," illustrated by maps prepared for

the latitudes of Melbourne, Sydney, Cape Town, Dunedin,

and other important southern cities ; in fact, suitable for

Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania, Cape Colony, &c.,

and likely to interest northern people who wish to know
more than the books teach about the celestial phenomena
of the southern skies. I also begin a series of papers on

the religion of science. The "Face of the Sky" would

no longer have the fitness which it had in Knowledge as

a weekly ; but monthly astronomical announcements will

be made, and, perhnj s, ncircLs I'f each past month's

celestial phenomena. ( 'h.-.s.s v, ill cuitiuue under the able

management of " Mcphi.stn," who Im.s recently achieved

such noteworthy succe.s.s ; aiul "Mogul," the skilful

Whist-player, has promised a series of papers on Whist
which cannot but be of great interest.

In the first monthly number of Knowledge there will

appear a long and most interesting letter by Sir John
Herschel, written in the year 1869, and hitherto unpub-
lished. It relates to my own inquiries, then little more
than begun, and presents in clear terms his ideas at that

time, when—in the fulness of years but also in the

fulness of his power.s—he was resting after the close of

his long and noble series of astronomical labours.

I propose to follow up that letter by some others in

which Sir John Herschel discussed the theories which
his father had enunciated. I hope hereafter to be able

to publish in connected form some of the more important

of the elder Herschel's papers. This is much needed.

In ner^rly every work on general astronomy which has

been published during the last half-century, a certain

theory of the stellar universe is described and illustrated.

According to this theory the system of stars forms a

figure which has been compared to a cloven flat disc.

Near the centre of the disc is the sun, while around the

sun a small circle is drawn, which is intended to represent

a sphere enclosing all stars visible to the unaided eye. The
portion outside represents a section of the cloven disc of

stars,—the single extension on one side corresponding to

the enormous array of the stars whose united lustre pro-

duces the light of the Milky Way where that stream is

single, while the double extension on the opposite side

corresponds to the arrays of stars producing the two
streams into which along one-half of its course the Milky
Way is divided. The theory and the illustration are
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butli referred, quite justly, to Sir Wm. Herscliel, and the

reader is further informed that according to the views
accepted by astronomers of our time the system of stars

really has the figure assigned to it by the theory so fully

and so frequently described and illustrated.

Yet, surprising as it may seem, the theory referred to

is one which Sir William Herschel himself has
distinctly rejected, as not in accordance with the

evidence he obtained during the progress of his re-

searches. This " generally accepted theory " with which
every reader of even the most elementary treatises on
astronomy is familiar, is one which no astronomer who
has read Sir William Herschel's works through can
possibly accept as the true theory of the sidereal system.

I know nothing which in a more marked manner illus-

trates the careless way in which our astronomical text-

books are prepared than this,—that a theory which its

own deviser rejected as unsound, has been presented over
and over again as embodying nearly all that is known
about the general structure of the sidereal heavens. One
writer has borrowed the theory from another—neither

inquiring into its real merits nor being at the pains to

study the papers of the great astronomer who first pro-

pounded it ; until at length it has come to pass that the
few who have ventured to challenge the theory have
been regarded as little less rash than the paradoxists who
are always overthrowing the theory of gravitation.

I REMEMBER Well tho awe-struck—almost horror-.struok

—looks with which many of the Fellows of that very

Society which might be expected to know best what
Herschel taught, regarded me when I said that a greater

astronomer than the propounder of the theory had over-

thrown it. " Sir Wm. Herschel put forvyard this

theory of the stars," I remarked, " but it was attacked

and overthrown more than a quarter of a century later

by an astronomer of greater experience, by an observer

far more skilful, by a theoriser at once more daring and
more cautious. This man, the greatest observational

astronomer that has ever lived, and excepting Newton
himself, the astronomer who has most profoundly affected

the views of men respecting the celestial depths, has pro-

nounced that the theory of the star-system which appears

in almost all the astronomical text-books of our day is not

a sound one, because not based on trustworthy hypotheses.

The astronomer who thus proved that Sir Wm. Herschel

had been wrong was Sir Wm. Herschel himself. The
appeal is from Sir Wm. Herschel in 1785, the most skilful

and laborious observer of his day, to Sir Wm. Herschel a

quarter of a century later, compared with whom, the

Herschel of 1785, groat as he was, was yet but a beginner."

Many, if not most of those to whom I addressed these

remarks, considered (I know well) that either I was mis-

taken or else that I was drawing somewhat largely on my
imagination.

I WAS not aware when I thus addressed the Royal
"

;al Society that the German astronomer Wm.

g the e

. H.T.schri ,lin

of t spri

of the result to which those labours had led :
—" Nous

parvenons done au r^sultat peut-etre inattendu mais
incontestable, que le systeme de Herschtl, enonce en 1785

sur Varrangement de la Voie Lactee, s'ecroule de toutes

parts, d'apres les recherches ulterieures de Vauteur ; et que

Herschel lui-meme I'a entiirement ahandonni.

It is strange that the country in which the elder

Herschel received his scientific training should know so

little of his works. We have to turn to German literature

to obtain a satisfactory, thoughnot quite cnnijilcti' npf-mnit

of Sir Wm. Herschel's researches. Hi- • ii i - rly

papers are written indeed in our langui'i • .li'>

would read them must search through 1 1
,

.

1 1 ,

,

i n i 1 1 1
1

i y -

seven of the lliirtv-nine volumes of the - i'liii-.soiihic'Ml

Tr,inis:utinii,," |,ul.lished between the years 1760 and

1818. Kn-liii^i liiis not done what Wilhelm Struve

urged lier to <l(i. She has not yet honoured herself by
" honouring the memory of her greatest astronomer," so

far as to publish " at least a complete and systematic

edition of his works."* Nor again has the position

which the work of the younger Herschel bears with

respect to the labours of the father been adequately

presented in any English treatise on astronomy, the

subject being one which would naturally not receive at

his own hands—in his fine " Outlines of Astronomy "

—

either exhaustive or sufficiently appreciative treatment.

A CORRESPONDENT sends us the following amusing letter

from the Berhy Daily Telegraph, together with an article

about the Derby ghosts from the same paper,—asking if

we can wonder there are ghosts at Derby :

—

SiK,--A correspondent in your Tuesday niglit's issue presents ns

with a sample of Mr. Proctor's statements, some of which are

taught in our schools to the rising generation. Just imagine the

editor of Knowledge being lauded and applauded for such burn-

ing imaginative utterances as the following:—That the earth, sun,

and moon are planets, requiring millions of years' process to advance

to the stage he states the moon to be in, " decrepid." Will the

reader just compare this with the Mosaic account found in Genesis,

that not quite sLx thousand years ago God created on the fourth

day two great lights, sun and moon, to rule day and night, also for

signs and for seasons. Thus the moon cannot be the sun's senior

by twelve hours. Yet we are expected to believe it millions of

years. I respect my Bible too much for that, and have learned to

value its statements as true. Mr. Proctor also pretends to describe

the roarings of a cyclone in the sun, also to give its velocity ai

miles per second. Headers, think of these st

these things can be determined on a body
miles distant, a distance which no human e

most powerful aid. If the sun was double i1

sand times the brilliancy they say it is, oni

It of o t of n

its, and ask how
letT-five millions of

can reach witli the

iize and of ten thou-

uillion miles would

!•:. T, Tatlok.

Although of course such letters reflect discredit where

they appear, I fancy Derby is well on a level with the

best towns in England for general intelligence and educa-

tion. My audiences there, both when I lectured recently,

and when I lectured for the Gilchrist Fund, were among
the best I have addressed.

•essfal hits

ii.crease of

tion of the ncu
be expected,

greater on tho 1

work, being fur

that tlie incr<-:u

all, felt in the

considerably roi

s made' abundantly evident to the
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THUNDERBOLTS.
[1919]—I have frequently been struck by the fact of thnnderbolts

falling during violent storms, and of their simultaneous appearance

with flashes of lightning.

That masses of matter occasionally accompany the electric fluid

when it reaches the earth there is no question ; they have been

seen and described as " balls of fire," and I have in my possession

one that fell some time ago at Casterton, in Westmoreland.
It was seen to fall during a violent thunderstorm, and, killing a

sheep en route, buried itself about six feet below the surface, and
when dug out shortly after it was still hot. In appearance it much
resembles a volcanic bomb ; it is about the size of a large cocoa-nut,

weighs over 12 lbs., and seems to be composed of a hard ferrugi-

nous quartzite. I have not yet submitted it to a technical analysis,

but hope to do so shortly.
" There is an external shell of about an

inch in thickness, and this contains a nucleus of the s,ame shape and
material as the shell, but is q\iite independent of it, so that the

one is easily separated from the other ; I attribute this separation

of the parts to an unequal cooling of the mass.

I have often wondered from whence thunderbolts were derived,

and why they always fall as " balls of fire " accompanied by flashes

of lightning.

It occurs to me that if ten millions of meteorites enter onr atmo-
sphere daily (vide Knowledge, Feb. 8, 1884), and become dissi-

pated into vapour on coming into contact with our air, that some
of these bodies might chance to survive the ordeal of passing

through the more rarified zones and reach the earth, if only an
airless passage could be obtained during the latter part of their

journey.

By recent observations made on luminous meteors the height of

the atmosphere is calculated to extend to about 200 miles. The
pressure of the air at the sea-level being about 15 lb. per square

inch (subject to variation), the density at a distance of 200 miles

must be almost nil ; in point of fact, at about 3 miles from the

surface the pressure of air is reduced to 7^ lb., while at a little over

6 miles it is only 3| lb. per square inch, for " as the elevation
_.„-^, i:__,

;^jj_ Ijjg ciensity and pressure

fina
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fully taken its place as a practical and a useful art. If one learns

to breathe properly even long-continued speech is made easy.

Proper breathing may cure loss of voice, clergyman's sore throat, and
many forms of stammering.

" Kolokol'' has only to rrfcr i., ^h . V. T.. im'.'. ];•, \ -i ,. n.'-

road, West Kensington, to ;ji i !;i. i'l.,',
I :.\ ,] M :'

! ;!S

taught me breathing, an'l I i :
,

too, his book OU " Voice, S>i:)_, ,.: ;-. ,. ..;, ... !. ..:,'ix

Browne. As Mr. Behnke knnv.~ i,..iL:,:,' .
i liii^ 1<.||. i, I

. ,i:i,. ^ -:iv

whether he or anyone else woulil speculate in tlie manner proposcii.

I should think such a course would no more assure a cure than it

would if taken by a fever patient with his physician. There is a
lini

" Kolokol" p'^ii

parents shouM

lie will notice i wonderful chingi i

mering imU disappear while Icarnui
viz., inexperienced peisons should i

diaphragmatic breathing to excess

the din

b, added-

,D STLDEM

THE BIRTH OF WORLDS
[1952]—If the formation and the decay of planetary systems be by

the processes of progression and of retrogression, of e\ olution and of

devolution, then one important consideration has been neglected
by those who have speculated on the nebula, and on the sudden
appearance of stars, and that is that light as light, has no external

existence •nhatever Light is not of the stais, but is the effect of

mechanical vibrations, propagated by their action, impinging on
the sentient e}0 It is therefore piobable that there m n, be centio
of systems, now m process of development, th it have not vet the

power of communicating to the ciKum mil u nt (.IIni sufhcicut

vibratory activity to produce tht cii f 1 I i lunnncvts
and not until the) shall possess tli i ti.nct 1il

revealed unto men This consul i <
i uiit f. i a

dawning advent to i fuller da\ m 1

1

it hunnn
eyes; may it not ilso help to sjU i i i tli stai in

Andromeda 1 \\ ( w L Thomas
[These stais, how ev er, alw ays " go m again How about that 1

—
E. r.]

3IEECUR\ B'i DAY K\D THE RED GLOW
[1953]—On the jth of this month the planet Mercuiy at transit

by day became visible with mv instiument for the first time for

more than two yexrs, and has been daily visible since The copper
halo round tlie sun, which has existed for the same peuod and
which has during the last six weeks diminished so as to be hardly
observable, became considerably bnghtei again during a week of

absolutelv cloudless weather from the 13th inst The foie glow
and afterglow have returned with increased splendour (iccom
panied almost each day by the pink arch in the opposite horizon)

beginning on the 2nd to the 5th, and again from the luth to th

23rd, that of the J2nd being finer than anv vet si en Irr < u

tinuing for one and a halt houis aftei sunset the .low cxtLnilin

along the northein horizon for some distante Both tlie foie t,li>u

and after glow of the 22nd, as also the aftei glow of the 2nd, oth,

and 23rd, were accompanied bj bnght ravs of red running up half

way to the zenith

I may add that the new star in Andromeda has been distinctl)

visible to the naked eye here, until the increasing moonlight
prevented its being seen M F W.

Partenkirehcn, 1 iv xria. Sept 2s

IllTFRS RrrFIVED AJnD SHORT ANSWERS

" abutere " for " abuti ''

;

tainly not mine, nor the

far as I am concerned y
translation in a not verj

t I a cunipo-

is followed by an ablative, I am sure I have no objection.

Those are not the ,only mistakes you have made. But now if you
supposed me really sensitive, you should have suggested the alter-

native that I must have written my replies very badly, and so

perhaps sent the " reader '' to look up—more or less hurriedly and
so imperfectly—the original passage, or to recall it imperfectly from
memory, or perhaps to correct it from his inner conscioiLsness. You
would have been nearer the truth that way. Yet, sensitive though
I seem to be, according to your judgment, I could liave borne even
that terrible sarcasm, knowing that I wTOte in pencil in a joggling

tram Albeit I can write prettv badlv when the spirit moves me,
w ithout being joggled at all W ill this do ' \ et I w ould wager a
brass farthing, if I had one, you will ta/c the last word which von
ask for so piteously —There aie so manj things I do not know
that I see no "gibe in telling vou that vou are quite mistaken
about meteors not moving under attraction Let them move as fast

as they mav their paths must be curved As to the Saturday
Heiieti, the opinion I expressed here is universal among weU
informed persons One may say of the class of wrriters they
employ something akin to w hat was once said of a paradoxist,

—

He IS only a chemist among astronomers, only an astronomer
among chemists and both only among those who are neither
—Facibbat No, the second patientiam was not a prnters
error the first was I_ the second case I was quoting
the error The other mistake was A Putv too Then

t the I And s

ning of

I shall sc n>pr t t lli

—small blame to tliem
rhat if I mav be permit I

pioof of the article in qii

—F ( 1 Do not kn.n

from the little I have li

a trustworthj book
fairly trustworthj His
unsound Of course in

I H V I am sorry th
seemed to express no opiii

his case I e .

id h IV e been writing replies

\ eov il—besides sending off

c V 1 1 1 nre I left W aterloo

,

I ml 1 cinnot make out
I be^t thcv may;

1 tlie special form of
\ nothin^' about the

11 t hiving seen any
1 KNOV^ LEDGE Itself

_ion of Geology,"
M \v it was scarcely

t n ivcn IS

1 1 st without .uiim il food, any
ill work if low fed The indi-

lusc of the stored up energy

heijiniuH
J

approaching en 1 i C vm i klj Know li i>i l w i inn ini ci d th in then
was room for, it all other letters had been excluded You know
little about " the gift of editing ' if you suppose it includes putting '
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lived a month or tu^ .hi .i -im':, ,..,;:,!, ,ii,i \. |-;. ij.

Should not care to ail- .
: i

i, ,.
i ; , ;

: :i nfheat
without experimental i

-ii
, .vhcre

Thanksfor list of en.L:,. il n.
i

, -
, ,,, , i:,,.(iiice

word). It was not 1 -.,; i.,i ..;; ;,.i „,aLUi ..i a L..iu.i a.iijlit be
put into a cocked hat. I du not know thu capacity of a cuckecl hat,
or believe comets to be so utterly insignificant anyway. From
experiments made by Prof. Wright, of Yale, it appears probable that
finely-divided cosmical dust in vacuo would be rendered incan-
descent, and in part vapourised.—W. Aston. I believe no such
works exist. But for reference I may mention the edition of the
" Encyc. Brit." preceding the present.—W. C. T. You deem me
more altruistic than I am. Knowledge has changed in form
chiefly because I could not longer stand the burden. My time and
work since Knowledge started were simply ffii-en ,nra;/. Com-
puting at the average value of my time to myself, I find" the gift
was a large one. I could afEord to make it no longer.—Omega. 1
am away from books of reference, and am unable to give you the
ftle of any book of logarithms giving what you require.—
A COEBESPONDENT (whose initials liave unfortunatelv been torn
off MS.) asks whether Dr. Ball's or Mr. Lockyer'.s astronomy is the
more trustworthy. I have seen no edition of the latter v\-ork

except the first, which was full of blunders (used for the supply of
awful examples at Cambridge), and the American edition, which
has been carefully corrected. Anything Dr. Ball writes may be
regarded as thoroughly trustworthy. Or course he makes mistakes
as we all do ; but not from insufficient knowledge or power.

—

C. Caeus Wilson. I should attribute the red sunsets to meteor
dust. As regards thunderbolts, &c., I imagine that though electrical
phenomena may often accompany the downfall of a large
meteorite, no mass could possibly fall like a meteorite because of
electrical disturbance.—J. L. Polack. You ask why do we deal
with the 2/9 of 4/11 before the 3/5 H- 2/9, when considering the
expression 3/5 -i- 2/9 of 4/11. If you were told you were to receive
3/5 of a certain sum, and also 2/9 of 4/11 of the sum, would you
begin to determine your share by adding 3/5 to 2/9 ? 'What earthly
meaning would such a process have? You would first find
what 3/5 of the sum amounted to, then what 2/9 of 4/11 of the
sum amounted to, and then you would add the amounts together.—
G. E. In about four hours I could give you about as much advice as
you require. It would probably be all wrong, as I have no means of
knowing your aptitude for the study on which you propose to enter.
On the whole, it will be better to suppose your letter received a few
weeks later, when no earthly power will persuade me to answer a
question in Knowledge. — N. E. B. Thanks for the curious
example of mental inequality. Possibly Guillemin's "Heavens,"
translated by Mrs. Lockyer, edited by Mr. Lockyer, and corrected
by myself, might suit you. You are quite right about books
of anuntrustworthy sort being read as if by authorities. Glad to have
made that ruddy eclipse matter clear. There was a curious example
there of mental inequality, for that writer cannot even now see what is
clear to many who have not half his acquaintance with some scientific
matters. But such slips are unfortunate. As you for instance, in
botany, your special subject, see blunders at once and want to
know whether books on other subjects are as untrustworthy, so
may many feel in studying papers on other subjects in which a
writer is supposed to be proficient, after seeing that such a writer
may have been very positive and even dogmatic when altogether in
error. For that reason I regard the correction and ready admission
of error as the sacred duty of a teacher of science. It" is also, like
honesty, good policy ; but that is a mere accident of the position.—
•T. Russell, C, Qy.^ Qy'. That quotation was marred altogether not
a little

: by that printer'sdevil, or (which is the same thing) that devil
of a printer

: not identified, so this is not personal. Would like well to
lecture at Kingsbridge

; but do not know how it may be managed.

—

Jas. Mbbedith, K. T. M., Constant Subscribeb, J. M. Allen,
Albert Howell, L. Means, Wbamed One, Thos. Svnington,
and others Glad to find the proposed curtailment of correspond-
ence meets your views.—G. Hailey. Apply to publishers.—J.
BOEBODAILE. Oh why do you send us such nonsense? Abuse
science to your's heart's content ; but post your packet of nonsense
in a pump, or a stove, or in any chance opening in a quarry. You
will get just as much relief, and no one else will be troubled.

—

COMMENTATOE. That must have been the acting editor, for I
never read such a paper.—Jas. Fraser, Jun.—One is an altera-
tion of direction, the other of distance. Deflect a telescope through a
very small angle, and it will bear on a widely different point on the
horizon; but shift it ten feet, keeping its direction unchanged,
and no appreciable efltect will be produced.—X. Ah ! You think
any nonsense, even the rubbish written bv Parallax, a Lady Matlip-
matician, John Hampden, and other foolish persons, might lie

written by any one who is an admirer of Herbert Spencer. Interest-
ing information truly ! Possibly you do not know what nonsense
those three Iiave written. The middle one in particular was a
twaddler "of the first water," having little claim to cither half of
her assumed name.

(^iir Jnbrntors* Column.

fCe give here, week by week, a terse description of such of the many
inventions as we think may be of use to our readers. Where it

is possible, the number of the patent is quoted, to enable those

who desire fuller information to procure the specification from the

Patent Office in Cursitor-street, Chancery-lane. We shall, generally

speaking, confine ourselves

often happens that an article comes under o

although not quite novel, is worthy of mentii

and ingenuity. In such a case we should not

our readers to it. And while we thus increo

ir pages ! the s ! the

iventions; but H

e which,

s utility

being a popular

rade journaU,

THE COMBINATION EASEL DESK.

This desk, introduced by DaM.l r:,ii:,, ,. ii,, Small Heath,
Birmingham, is the result of" car. f, I

:

:< i|uirements of
an art-student. It is very light, -ii :

i art, there being
no complicated machinery of any ,..;,, ,, ,. It is rendered
equally applicable for drawing, paint. i.y, ul,.;, -a.^delling, or writing
by the raising and adjustment of the desk toji.

The top of the desk is hung with hinges upon the front side, and
is adjusted to any desired slope by means of a toothed rack. On
the front edge of the desk top is a movable ledge, consisting of a
bar of metal in which are slots of an [_ shape, through which pins
are made to pass, and by which it is fixed to the top. This ledge
forms a rest for the dravring-board, canvas, or cast, whilst, when
not required for that purpose, it can, by means of the vertical and
longitudinal slots be depressed below the level of the desk-top,
leaving the top free from projection for writing purposes. A movable
and adjustable light metal frame, for holding copies, objects, casts,

&c., is fixed to the back part of tlie desk-top, and is so constructed
that it may be adjusted to any inclination to the desk-top, or, for con-
venience, be lowered down behind it out of the way. This is effected by
means of a slot, pin, axle, and quadrant rack, so that by lifting the
whole rail the length of the slot the student is enabled to place the
copy or cast in the best position for work. One advantage of this
frame is that the object to be copied, whether drawing or cast, is

not foreshortened, but can always be kept at right angles to the
student's eye. On the left-hand side of the desk is provided a space
for the reception of drawing-boards when not in use, and also a
receptacle for pencils, instruments. Sec. There is also a water-pot
for colouring purposes, carried in a fixed or swinging bracket, and
fixed to one of the legs, or on the side rail of the desk, according to
choice, and a hole is left in the desk-top at the back and on the
right-hand side for the reception of this pot, so that it may be used
when the desk-top is not inclined. The desk is said to be fast
gaining popularity in the Mi.Uands, for its simplicity and
practical adaptability to tlie requirements of an art student.

PORTABLE C.UIERA STAND.

Mb. Asheoed has patented a portable camera stand, in which
each leg is composed of three pieces ; one forming, when ex-
tended, the bottom half of the leg slides between the other two
pieces. On the inner sides of the pieces which form the upper half
of leg grooves are cut dovetail in shape, and on each side of the
sliding piece are corresponding pieces to fit in these grooves. Two
brass dips fasten together the lower end of the upper half of stand,
and a brass screw with milled nut passes through the upper end to
fasten the leg to the head. Across the upper end of sliding piece
are cut two grooves, one on each side, about an inch wide; into these
grooves are fitted two cheeks which extend across the sliding piece
on to the two pieces which form the upper half of leg. Right
tlirough these (the sliding piece and cheeks) is passed a brass screw
with milled head, and at the back is fastened the nut. By merely
loosening this screw the sliding part may be moved freely up and

again be fastened in any required positioi ""
-

head is made trianguli

ears, the width of which
Across these ears grooves
Underneath the head an
so tliat when the metal

lape, and has three hollow projecting

responds with the sliding part of leg.

cut to fit the screws in top part of leg.

ross tliese grooves are placed springs,

I in top end of legs are pushed along
safely by the springs until released.

The advantages claimed for this stand are its firmness, portability,

the facility with which it is set up and taken down, simplicity of
manipulation, and the fact that having a long slide, it can be
used on the side of a hill or on any uneven ground as easily as on
the flat.
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'ar more in vogue
33 at cards which
intelligence of a
;hat much better

(Bnr OTftist Column.
-By "Five of CLUna."*

HOME WHIST.

THERE is no reason why Whist should not be far

as a home game than those mere chant
seem regarded as the only games suited t

family party. My own experience has shov
Whist can be played in the home circle than an average club table
will supply; while Home Whist is free from the annoyances and
rudenesses too often observable in Club Whist. Unfortunately,
Whist played at home is usually, for want of a little instruction in

Whist principles, so very bad, that few care to sit down to it. My
chief object in this little treatise is to show how Home Whist may
be made at once interesting and profitable : intei-esting because of

tlie wonderful variety and beauty of the game itself
;
profitable

because, while it is an amusing recreation, it is one which has the
great advantage of taxing skill and exciting pleasant and wholesome
emulation.
At the outset, I must make a few remarks on the laws of the

game, on the best plan for obtaining that due observance of

the laws without which Whist loses half its interest, and on the
method of playing which is best suited for home play.

Club players, who are usually most unequal in skill as well as in
that care which should almost wholly obviate occasion for referring
to the code, are very strict in exacting penalties for mistakes,
whether of omission or of commission. The long list of laws
which they require to know {nhiety-mie !) would be quite out of
place in Home Whist, as also would be the squabbles which these
multitudinous laws appear to engender. (My own belief is that
the stakes played for in clubs, whether guinea points or only
shilling or sixpenny points are in question, are the real cause of

most of the disputes and of much of the bad temper too often
shown in club play.)

Yet there can be no doubt that, to be really enjoyable. Whist
should be played strictly. Home players should try to show, by
strict attention to the rules, that money stakes are not essential, as

most Whist players contend, to the enjoyment of sound Wliist.

Therefore, without adopting the complicated, ill-worded, and in

some respects imperfect code used in clubs,f let us consider a few
rules, in accordance with the accepted code, but suited for home
play.

In family play, it is best to arrange the players accoi-ding to some
system agreed on beforehand, instead of cutting for partners. Thus,
either a systematic rotation of arrangements may be adopted, each
player having each of the rest for partner in succession, or else,

where there are always the same four, the same pair may for a long
spell of time be matched against the other two.

In cutting for deal the lowest card wins the deal; a.\\A for this

purpose the cards range in value thus : Ace, lowest ; then two, three,

ice, to Knave, Queen, and King, highest.

It is best to use two packs. Dealer's partner makes and .shuffles

the cards, and places them on his (own) right, ready for the next
dealer. The dealer may shuffle the cards afresh if he likes, before
placing the pack beside the player on his right to be cut.

Any mistake in dealing which cannot be corrected without count-

my partner takes a trick with the Ace and I hold the King of the
suit, I may show him by leading that King, when it is not my turn,

the way to a great game : in this case it is not sufficient to call on
my partner to lead instead ; it is only right and proper to call

upon him to lead some other suit, if the adversaries wish. So in

all such cases the rigour of the law may be properly applied ; for

nothing tends more to impair the harmony of Home Whist than
the loss of tricks, be they few or many, through an inadvertence of

one of the adversaries. Instead of "saying in such a case after-

wards : " It was not right to show that card, for it put your partner

the way to make a trick or tricks which otherivise we should
' home play, is to say at once, but

partner too much " (showing how
l;.it your mistake may not cause

II nt the risk that we may gain a

ed," the proper thin

pleasantly :
" That canl tells

trick orso throu-li , :
n

If a player tliruw !,i i; : In- table supposing the game won
or lost, those caul-, ; I il i.^, ' >

i liil) Whist, may be called; and I

have seen cases whore a surr. game li;is been lost through this bad
habit, and others where a game not really lost has been made a
lost game by the enemy calling the cards in destructive order.

In Home Whist, or wherever tlie play is not for money, all

that should be required, where a player throws down his cards

claiming a won game, is that he should show how the game
may be surely won against any phiy, even though it could
not be won if the enemy named in particular order the cards

he was to lead. And in like manner if a player throws down
his cards under the impression that the game is lost, his partner,

if he sees a way by which the game might have been saved, should

be entitled, in Home Whist, to save the game if he can against the

best play by the enemy,—only this must be done independently of

knowledge gained by the exposure of the cards. Of course, this is

heresy to many club players, who regard the saving or winning o£

a game by calling the cards in such cases as among the choicest

treats Whist affords. But Home Whist should be a more generous
game. It is a good rule, though, never to expose the cards, except

in absolutely certain cases.

(To he continued.)

Stoopid.—(Since you 7vish to be so called.) Can you give any
•eason for playing Heart Ace (in second line of play), when Heart
Six will take the trick ? I cannot.

ing tl

It i

r alto ng the n of r e thai )rd ii

An Eclipse op tice Sun.—To convey anything like an adequate
idea of the effect of an eclipse on different minds, the writer can
hardlv do better than describe the eclipse he witnessed in Egypt in

1881'." On the banks of the Nile, about one mile north of the to«Ti

of Sohag, a large concourse of spectators was assembled to wit-

ness the forthcoming spectacle. A small party of these spectators

were gathered around a number of instruments, doubly protected

from the injurious sand-winds by stockades of rushes and by tents.

A space extending about 300 yards, and enclosed on each side by
the Nile and the outskirts of a -rove of acacia tre^s, scarcely 200

yards away, was guarded I>\ a l.il\ -f Fj\i:'
;

'"!
I'l '.o-

tion was only wanted from ii. i

'

:'.>•

been less inform. J , ;
i'

:
u

soldiei little 1
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^ur Ctjrss Column*
By Mepuisto.

DIFFICULT POSITIOXS.

THE foUowing neat End Game study, according to an American
contemporary, originated in a match game played at New

York :—

Black

This is a position which may easily occur "^'

"

.and K to K3. If Black plavs K to Bi'

P X P, P X P. K to Kt2 the game x\ ould b.

opposition. But Black can nin in the foil

PtoRl PtolM:
K to E3 K to B6

and whatever White does, Black will be enabled to gain a
checking, and Queen first, and win.

l^\4 W^ 1 i

I

J

I i

The above posiiiuu ^^.^..,.^.:.... .. _ ; ^t k. From the

nature of the position our readers v.iil rca^liiy r.roguise this to be

a game at the odds of Pawn and move. White has driven the Kt
back to K sq. by P to K5, and has taken advantage of Black

Castling prematurely, in order to direct his attack against the weak
K side. Black seeks to engage \\liite's attention on the Q side,

where he threatens to displace the B from his advantageous

position by P to B5, or to play P x P followed on Kt retaking by
B to B4. The game proceeded with :

—
10. Kt to KKt5 B X Kt

This is forced. If Black plays P to Kt3, White c;in reply

11. KtxRP, andif K x Kt White mates in four moves, beginning

with 12. Q to R5 (ch). Then again, if Black plays 10. P to KE3,
White would continue with 11. Q to E5.

11. B X B Q to B2
This move serves the object of attack. Black thereby threatening

the KP after P x QP. True, White can attack the Q by Kt to Kt5,

but then the Q plavs to Q2, threatening P to B5.

12. Q to K5
An ill-judged move. White intended forcing Black to advance his

KKtP, so that after retiring his Q, he should be able to attack the

P by P to Bo. The strategy is good in itself, but did not take

It of Black's obvious intention against Whites

oKt4

and Black won.
effort at a conn
moves. \Vhite,

PxP
Kt to QB3

Black's play shows that his si

r attack, which he combined with his defending
n the other hand, lost the game by not pressing

nis auaiK wiin sudicient visour in a position in which he could
easj!., ;, ;. -;,me. Thus, either on his 10th or
Uil - liis B, could have forced a win.
Sill . it seems not often enough to be
kii'. It is very seldom indeed that Black
lia..^ i;,. ,.,:- ..1 111. CO.. u II!.- diiin.k i.-.sulting in similar positions from
B X lii', Kt lu Kto, aiid Q to P.S. In this game. White ought to
have continued as follows :

—

10. BxP(ch) KxB
Of course neither K to R sq. nor K to B2 would do anv good, on
account of 1 1. Kt to Kt5 (ch), &c.

11. KttoKt.5(ch) BxKt
If K to Kt sq., then 12. Q to Ro could force Black to take the Kt.

Neither is K to Kt3 feasible, onaccoimt of 12. P to R5 (ch).

12. P X B (ch) K to Kt sq.

13. Q to Ro
Threatening 14. P to Kt6 and mate on R8. This leaves Black
absolutely no resource but

RtoBl
So far 'UTiite mentally analysed the position on his 10th move, and
seeing no immediate win he abandoned 10. BxPorll. B x P in

favour of his adopted continuation. But he could soon obtain a
winning advantage by

14."PtoKKt4 RtoBG
1.5. PtoKtG K to Bsq.
16. B to Kt5 and wins.

Mr. B. A. Proctor's Lecture Tour.

. LIFE OF WORLDS
;. THE SUN
1. THE MOON
,. THE UNIVERSE.

5. COMETS AND METEORS
6. THE STAR DEPTHS
7. VOLCANOES.
8. THE GREAT PYRAMID.

rofusely illustraied.

Communications respecting terms and vacant dates should be
addressed to the Manager of the Tour, Mr. JOHN STUART,
Royal Concert Hall, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

Oct. 17, Malvern; Oct. 12, 13, Plymouth; Oct. 10, 14, 16,

Torquay; Oct. 19, 22, 28, Salisbury; Oct. 21, 26, 29, Southamp-
ton ; Oct. 23, 27, 30, Winchester. 0"ct. 31, Marlborough College.

Nov. 2, Chester; Nov. 3, 5, 7, Southport; Nov. 4, Burnley;
Nov. 9, Stafford; Nov. 10, Streatham ; Nov. 11, 13, Sunderland;
Nov. 12, Middlesbrough; Nov. 17, Darwen; Nov. 19, Saltaire;

Nov. 23, Bow and Bromley Institute; Nov. 24, Trowbridge;
Nov. 2.5, 2S, Bath ; Nov. 26, 30, Clifton.

Dec. 2, n, B.'ith ; Dec. 4, Clifton ; Dec. 7, 8, 9, Croydon; Dec. 11,

Chester; Dec. 14, Dorchester; Dec. 15, Weymonth; Dec. 16, 17,

18, 19, Leamington.
Jan. 4, G, 8, Barrow-in-Furness: Jan. 12, Hull; Jan. 15,

Stockton; Jan. 2G, Bradford; Jan. 27, Busby (Glasgow); Jan.

28, 29, 30, Edinburgh.
Feb. 1, 2, Edinburgh; Feb. 3, Alexandria; Feb. 4, Rothesay;

Feb. 5, Chester; Feb. 6, 20, Malvern; Feb. 9, 12, 19, Cheltenham;
Feb. 10, Walsall; Feb. 11, Wolverhampton; Feb. 15, Upper
Clapton; Feb. 18, 25, London Institution; Feb. 22, Sutton

Coldfield.

March 1, 3, 5, Maidstone ; March 3 (afternoon) and March
(afternoon), Tunbridge Wells; March 9, IX, 13, 16, Belfast.

S^OTICES.
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The Eclipsed Moou Sun

THE ECLIPSED MOON SUNLIT.

fur rays through each layer of the :vir above the scar

level. And, as an imagined observer at M could not

possibly get Funlight proceeding as from a focus at c or

c', a vague .sort of mystery spreads itself over the whole
inquiry. How can he get light from those parts of the

sun T^hich are obstinately bent on making their rays

focus at c or c' or anywhere except at 51, where the

student sujiposes that a focus is wanted (which is very

fir ni(l( td from being the case) ?

Tins difficulty, or rather this bundle of difficulties, han

it.s orii,an m a double mistake. Firs! ilure is im; idea

that an atmosphere like the i:.:ii '

:
' A -..k

if it were a spherical shell, ;
'f

some such substance as glass; ,.: i

'!••

idea that a spherical lens— re-\i; Jtd i- .s :i

focus. As matters of fact :—i'ir,st, the dilicruul density

of the atmosphere at different heights causes it to be as

unlike a spherical lens, or a shell of 8nrh a \<--r.°, in i(s

action, as a concave lens is un'i' :

' vA

secondly, a sphere, though it !i

'

)«

passing near its centre, has ;i 'iv

rays which pass through diffi'!;' i ' •
•''

foci are not centrally situated, like the foriis fr r.-.-jK

tr.iversing the sphere centrally.

The second point does not concern us much, except in

so far as it serves to measure the incorrectness of the

ideas commonly entertained about the action of r, spbn*
as a lens. ^~ut the fir.st is of essential importance.

{('o,U i^dfro, 17.)

THERE remain some points which apparently confuse

even " men who can render a reason "—for most of

their views at any rate.

In the first place, to see an object, even in a distorted

form it is necessary that we should do more than merely
gei light from it. Rays starting from each point of an
object must be gathered into a focus on the retina of the

eye if thi'.t point is to be discerned as such ; and by the

combination of such focal images of the different points

of an object there is formed on the retina an image of the
object, more or less correct in its proportions. This is

true whether the object is looked at directly, or through
various media, and whether these be diffuse or fonned into

particular .shapes, as lenses, mirrors, and so forth. And
though we need not e.xpect anything like jk rfict vision in

the case of the sun supposed to be seen tlimujli t!ir .-irth's

atmosphei-e from a point on the moun's surfnci' during
total eclipse, yet we ought to be able to show that each
point of the sun would be visible as such, with suitable

focal adjustment of an imagined lunar eye : (the adjust-

ment would be different for diffei-ent points, and that
would prevent distinct vision of the ring-shaped image of

the sun as a whole, but any zone for which the eye were
adjusted would be visible.)

Thu.s, suppose" E E', Fig. 4, to repr.'sent the earth,

S A a c, S' A' a' c the course of two rays from a point on
the sun throtigh the air along the curved liius A <;, A' «',

just grazin- the snrf:nT -f tlir .;.ril, • li,. .^i^iosite

points E a'Ml V. . hipI n'.-in.: :i! • :' ' ;i cf

sBlc', 6-'B'///, W two IMys fmn, iIm .:,;;,,
i~

i.,: ...-snig

above E and E' at the same height ami crossing C c pro-

Now, if B 6&'B' were a homogeneous sphere, the foci

for the rays S .\, S' A', s B, s' B', would not be on C c'. The
rays S .\,'s 1> ; fi > r refraction might convei-ge to a point

B' to a corrresponding point A',

nf r at the : fn-

Now here comes in what has proved an exasperating
difficulty. Some etudonts imagine tliat c (Fig. 2) is the
f( cus for all rays skirting the earth's atmosphere as at a
and a', a different focns Bomewhere along cc' resulting

s to

tllr ; .\ has :

,:d

.ady

S' A', than the last ray

of till" s.iiiiLL,' sun ytst. iday with the tii-st ray of the

rising sun llir day after to-morrow.

But uuder the actual circumstances of the case, the

emergent rays ac,h c\ do not tend to a focus on that side
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(it all. The ray 6 c' having suffered less deflection than

the ray a c, these rays, which had already been slightly

divergent when they fell on the air at A and B, are now
become more divergent, and proceed from a virtual focus

situated as at /, only much farther away relatively from
the earth. Similarly the rays S' A', s' B' after refraction

along the curved courses A' a' and B' &', emerge on the

tracks a! c and i'c', as from a focus (virtual) at /'.

Taking all the rays from the given point on the sun,

iuclined in the same degree as S A, sB (or rays between
these), and S' A', s B' (or rays between these) to the line

from that point to C, c, and c', we find a ring of foci,

such as f and /'; (to avoid confusion, the ring is

not shown as the ring Zr h' is). In other words
the point is transformed into a ring. But of course

it would only be seen as a ring to an eye suitably

placed on the axial line C c c' .) The case corresponds to

I hat of the sun's centre supposed to be centrally- behind

the earth, in my former treatment of the problem.) Any-
where else within the region into which the rays are

deflected, the point would be seen either as one point, or

as two points on opposite sides of the sun. Thus to an
tye at p, one point would be seen as at / close to the

earth's edge, and no other ; to a point at q one point

would be seen as at /, slightly above the earth's surface,

,ind no other ; to an eye at p', where the rays a c, V c'

cross, one point would be seen as at / close to the earth's

edge, another as at/' slightly above the earth's surface,

but no more. To an eye at c the point would be trans-

formed into a focal ring close to the outline of the earth's

disc ; while to an eye at c' the point would also be trans-

formed into a focal ring, but it would not be quite close

to the earth's outline.

This we had already recognised (see my former papers)

in another way.
The above explanation shows also in what degree the

amount of light received from the sun will be diminished.

For in whatever degree the already slightly divergent

beam of light s B S A is made more divergent at its emer-
gence in the form of the beam 6 c' ac, its illuminating

power for any surface exposed to it is correspondingly

reduced. But since it maj' be shown that the apparent
area of any small portion of the sun's surface is diminished
when thus seen through ^-^r air, in precisely the same
degree that the area-divergence* of the beams of light from
it is increased, it follows that in this case as in all such
eases, the intrinsic lustre of the surface is not affected

except by absorption.

I incline to think that the fundamental error in Mr.
Williams's inquiry into this matter has lain in the sup-
(josition that rays undergoing horizontal refraction at the
surface of a sphere, that is falling on it tangentially or

grazingly, pass in almost as grazingly as they enter, and
then suffer total reflection. There is a passage in

Brewster's " Optics " which I remember perplexed me
very much when I read that work as a boy, in which he
speaks of rays under certain conditions being totally

reflected inside a sphere and afterwards undergoing
repeated reflections and never getting out. I forget

the actual wording ; but I am inclined to think there

was a real mistake on Brewster's part, not misun-
derstanding on mine. (The passage was only a casual

remark.) Anyhow it is certain that no light which
can get into a sphere of any substance can possibly

suffer total reflection inside the sphere—for the simple
reason that it can only get in at an angle not exceeding
the critical angle, even if it falls tangentially; and at

• As distinguislicd from ir di\ergence.

angle it enters, at the f angle must it

Fig.-,.

Thus if RA, Fig. 5, is a ray incident tangen-
tially on the sphere A B K at A, refracted according
to the law of sines* in direction AB, it will emerge
tangentially at B in direction B R'. For, producing the
tangents R A and R' B to meet at T, it is obvious that

the angle B A T is equal to the angle A BT'; and as

B A T is the critical angle so also is A B T. The ray
then which has got in, will get out again, along t.ingent

B R'. Some light will of course be lost by reflection at

B, just as some was lost at A. There always is reflec-

tion where there is refraction. Bitt total reflection only
occurs beyond the critical angle.

Thus we can always get light through the very edge
of a sphere even of flint-glass or diamond. (Any one who
doubts can get a sphere of diamond and try, forwarding
to me afterwards as a jircseut for pointing this out—

a

one-inch sphere will do very well). The experiment can
be tried with a globular decanter full of water. (T/uV
need not be forwarded to me ; but indeed that wou.ld

follow at once from reflection. With a large globe, as a
globular fish-bowl, the eye can even be so set that a
distant luminous object— as the sun—would be altered

into a ring by tangential refractions (an opaque bodj-

filling up the middle of the globe will prevent the direct

image of the sun being seen at the same time, as it

otherwise would ; only the whole ring could not be seen
at a single view, forming too large an optical field).

Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9 show the course of tangentially incident
parallel rays : for water (refractive iudex 1-3.3), Fig. 6;
glass with refractive index 1-5, Fig. 7

;
glass with

refractive index 2 (very heav^- flint-glass) Fig. 8; and
air, supposed of uniform density, in i-aciio, with refractive

index (O A : L) = 1-00028 Fig. 9, only A B ought to

be much shorter, being' really an arc of only 3"^ 10'.

An eye placed anywhere along B T in any of these

cases will get light tangentially from B, in fact sec the
remote source of light (supposed to be far away on
the left) in the direction T B. An eye anywhere along

* There is something to my mind rather clumsy in Brewster's
way of dealing with refraction tlirougli a sphere. Tiie little circles

at incidence and emergence—as I remember them- introduce quite

unnecessary complexity. Thus in the above case all we have to do
is to describe a circle L D F with radius L such, that ratio A :

L = ^ : 1 (/J being the refractive index) and to draw a chord
ALB tangent to this circle : A D is the direction in which the ray
R A is refracted. Sec.
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B' T' will see the object in the direction T' B.' In the

case of a water-globe, an eye set at the place where B T,

B'T' cross, would see the object converted into a ring of

light all round the apparent edge of the sphere, if the
angle B E B' were not larger than the angular range of

the optical field. (A fly's multiple eye set at E would so

see the remote source of light.)

Fig. 8

Of c

Fig. 9.*

the case illustrated by Fig. 9 an eye
set where B T, B' T' intersects, would very conveniently

see the remote source of light. This is akin to the

case of the earth's atmosphere during a Inuar ruliiJSi',

but the varying density of the air causes tlir i-.Liinii

whence the sun can be wholly seen in ring fi.iin (m 1„.

much larger than it otherwise would be : an eye bti

fui'ther away would see a ring image by higher layers

—

that is all.

Fig. 10.

We may, however, even in the case of shells of glass

—

were it even flint glas-s—see a light turned into a ring in

the way illustrated in Fig. 10—where C represents the
flame of a candle, seen through a shell of crown glass by
an eye at E. (A shell of crown glass must have a thickness
fijual to one-third the radius of the complete sphere.) For
water—as anyone can in a minute try with a globular

decanter full of water—the experiment is still more con-

venient. (Stand a rod upright in the bottle if you wish
to prevent the direct image of the flame from being seen.)

In this case, a .shell as in Fig. 10 would require to have
a thickness equal to one-fouvtli Ihr ratlin- nf the sphere.

But in all siich cases the light ,<,,,., tai;j. nt liilly from A
and A'. [It is interesting t" m t r tliai \s liile a point of

light may be thus changed ini'i wliai 1^ . ];s like a very
tine thread of light at the vi nj i^uhhiiis ,j tlip glohe, the
rays by which the point is thus seiii have approached
(he centre by a full fourth of thr gldln/s radius.]

The mistake miist not be made of regarding E in

Fig. 6, or C in Fig. 10, as foci, for they have no focal

character. Still less must one imagine E and C in Fig. 10
to be as conjugate foci to each other.

And now a word of explanation as to my reason for

clearing up this whole subject till the last doubt or
difficulty has been (as I trust) removed,—even at the
risk of seeming censorious in regard to statements of

opinion by my friend Mr. Mattieu Williams. On

* In order to rentier Fig. 9 [ crfectly clear, tlic reader should
draw straight lines A L B, A' V 1!', which were .iccidentally omitted
ill the drawing.

this particular subject, or rather on that part of it

about which I have written here, I am well within
my own ground. Mr. Williams was outside his, though
not knowing it. There are many subjects in which,
were I to venture, I should be on his ground and outside
my own. It is very easy to fall into errors in so ventur-
ing, errors even which might be easily twisted so as to
seem to imply ignnranr.' 'n a _u~,ser sense than mere
want of knowledge. 1 I m i sample a mistake
of my own—too sillv ,

: s Americans would
say—("I will [cirr. ai I -.,, , v seem to see,

hut T ;. ii; , . ,

i If, against
wlni I n fling, and
the ; iiceit [or

rudii,
'

-Dealing
with hyi'otheticul cxplo.sinu.s >A mixed 'oxygen and
hydrogen in the sun, I said they would create an inrush,

because the water formed would occupy much less space
than the gases had occupied- forgetting that it would
be water in the form of steam, (that is, a vapour, not
a liquid), which would really be formed—and though
there would be, I believe, a diminution of volume, it

•would be nothing like what I had fondly imagined and
carelessly suggested.

If readers, including Mr. Williams, will kindly under-
stand that I have corrected him (and on a minor point
my friend Mr. Ranyard) only as I wish others to correct

me, or as, failing that, I will try to correct myself (only I

always feel free to scoff a little at my own mistakes), they
will not I think misjudge my discussion of the Ruddy
Eclipsed Moon. They will see that if I have been tenax

propositi, I have wished at any rate to he Justus also,

—

just as I ought to be.* Po.ssibly it may further serve

the purpose of showing the spirit in which I strongly

feel that all scientific inquiry should proceed.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF CLOTHING.
By W. Mattiki- Williams.

XVIII.—COKSETS AND FK.MALP: FAhHIOSS.

rilHE evils of clothing having the character of bandages
JL were referred to at the conclusion of my last paper.

Such banila^'es not only interfere with the free and
natural na-Ni an ais of the body, but in jroiorticn to

tluia \- they interfere witli fi..' tr.in--] im-
tioii f .

" There is still anetla . , vil, !. ni: ago
point : I , .\ndrew Combe (" Pliysicingy aj'plied

toil' ' I i:
; a-ation"'). Speaking of female di-ess,

he > I

' tiuhtness with which it is made to

fit >
I lart^of the body, not only is the iu-

b\it 1

ed.

rds

one organ wit la ui all ^a IT : iiaj-, nor act rightly without

all sharing in the luiulii."

I commend these wise \sii\ls to the consideration of

ladies who are considering whether or not they shall

take the really very important step of discarding corsets

and heavy hip-supported skirts. Their whole personal

welfare, their capacity to enjoy life and perform its duties,

* But onght you to jest a: —Printer's dent.
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iind consequeutlj- iheir influence on othei-s also, are con-

cerned by reason tf this inter-relation of the organic
functions.

This brings me to the subject of stays and tight lacing.

Many of my readers possibly expect that I shall repro-

duce the well-known picture of the Yenus di Medici
contrasted with that of a tight-laced cripple (a Venus di

Mcretrice'), showing how the ribs are crushed in jiist

where they should expand, and the consequent derange-
ment of the thoracic and abdominal viscera ; but I abstain

from thus wasting my time or otherwise arguing
against such practices, knowing well that the excep-

tionally few women who now deform themselves by such
mechanical violence are below the reach of reason.

Besides this, the suicide they perpetrate is beneficial to

society ; it promotes " the survival of the fittest." If

such women lived to be mothers of families their like

would be multiplied and occuisy the places of the more
worthy. If they only take rope enough

—

i.e., pull hard
enough at the staylaces—they will die early ; if they pull

not quite hard enough for this they may survive a little

longer, get married, and die in childbirth ; or a little less

still, they may sujvive this ordeal, but have premature
or stillborn children. No woman who is so devoured by
insensate vanity as to deform herself by tight-lacing is

Kt to become a wife and a mother.

There is, however, another use more usually made of

stays or corsets which stands quite apart from tight-

lacing, and which still prevails among a large majority
iif the best of women, but which nevertheless is an un-
mitigated evil. I allude to the common practice of

wearing stays as "a support."

A glance at the human skeleton shows that the internal

:.bdominal organs, or viscera, are mainly supported by
the basin-shaped expansion of the hip-bones—the pelvis

—while the head and shoulders, the arms, and the bulk
of the trunk are all held up by a comparatively slender

stick of bone (the backbone), which, on further examina-
tion, is found to consist of twenty-four pieces, not rigidly

attached by dovetailing or otherwise, but somewhat
unstably united by intervening layers of flexible cartilage.

Standing alone, it is not able to hold itself upright, but
yields and bends over by its own weight if inclined in

rhe least degree on either side. Added to this, it is

i-urved considerably.

How, then, is it that man is able to maintain the erect

position during life, and—if healthy—to do this so easily?

1 1 is by means of a system of muscles attached to the
processes or projections of this back-bone. Some of these
proceed directly from the processes to the edge of the
[lelvis, and act in a manner that has been justly compared
to that of the shrouds and stays that hold the masts, and
with them the sails of a ship, in their places in spite of

the great overthrowing strain which a strong wind exerts
upon the sails. Other muscles are variously arranged,
forming the fleshy mass of the back, &.C., and combine,
with the above-named, not only to stay but at the same
lime, by their alternate contractions and extensions, to
execute the movements of the body.

These muscles, like those of the limbs, require daily
regular exercise, in order that they may retain their
normal healthy amount of energy or power. This exercise
must consist of their full contraction and extension.

It must be evident to any intelligent woman that if

.-ilie surrounds her body with a closely-fitting scaffolding

of whalebone and steel-busks, or any similar scaffolding
or stiff bandage, the free action, the healthy exercise of

Mic muscles concerned in the support and flexure of the
body must be impeded in proportion to the rigidity of

such bandage. If the lijii! . .
••' i- -irnilarl}- bandaged

and its muscles similar 1\ :
w mid .soon become

weaker than the left— :Il! m fact; if the legs

were similarly treated ili- \ - ii:i \\' 'J-l, in the course of

time, become unable to walk a single mile.

Thus it is that the practice of wearing stays, com-
menced in girlhood, merely in blind obedience to custom
(forwarded in many cases by the girl's desire to be woman-
like, as little boys smoke pipes and cigarettes to appear
manly) produces the weakne.ss that in after life creates

the demand for their continuance. The case is just

analogous to that of snuff taking, smoking, and other bad
habits, which create a special weakness temporarily

relieved and permanently exaggerated by their continu-

ance. The snuff-taker, when deprived of his box, is

miserably depressed. Had he never began snuff-taking

he would suffer no such depression. The stay-wearer

when deprived of her stays feels miserably weak and
flaccid. Had she never worn stays she would suffer no
such misery.

The remedy is the same in both cases. Resolution is

demanded ; the consequences of the vice must be endured
for awhile, until the artificially weakened organs recover

their healthy tone. I am told by emancipated ladies that

they found the struggle much less severe than they
had anticipated. This will probably be found in all cases

where the abandonment of stays is accomj)anied with
the adoption of divided underskirts of far less weight
than the ordinarj" strata, and with the other suitable

under-clothing now so well understood by dress reformers.

I must not leave this part of the subject without a

word in recommendation of those admirable knitted body
garments known as " Cardigan jackets." Made of pure
wool, they combine nearly all the qualities demanded
theoretically in ideally perfect clothing. During a

recent visit to Scotland, I was much pleased to see they

are still worn there bj- school-girls and sensible women
as commonly as when I lived there more than thirty

years ago. The school-girls then knitted them for them-

selves. I hope they continue to do so.

They are suitable for men as well as for women. The
only objection I have heard against them as men's gar-

ments is that they are worn by barmen and pot-boys.

This may have some force in the case of men whose
social position is doubtful, and whose avocation might,

therefore, be mistaken. But even in theii- case there is a

remedy. Let them wear Cardigan jackets made with
visible outside pockets. The barman wears a knitted

overall jacket without pockets, and tight at the wrists, as

a protection to his employer's till.

This is my last paper on this subject, and it may suit-

ably conclude with ;: few remarks on the moral philo-

sophy of clothing, especially of women's clothing. As
they devote so large a proportion of their moral energies

so much thought and earnest feeling, to the .subject, and
this from an early age, its educating influence on the for-

mation of their character must be considerable ; and
their conduct in reference to this subject may be fairlj-

regarded as a prominent indication of character.

What, then, must be our verdict if we analyse this

influence, and apply this test for the determination of

whether the intellectual conclusions and practical conduct

of women generally are or are not b?.sed upon fixed

intellectual and moral principles.

What are the principles, are there any principles, or

any idea of principles, or respect for principle, regulating

the mind and conduct of women (I mean average, not

exceptional, women) in the very engrossing business of

the selection and general conduct of dre.S3 ?
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unable to find any beyond that of a blind

3e to some invisible, absolutely occult, dictator-

ship of fashion. The question is not what is desirable to

wear, on either sanitary, economical, or artistic grounds,

but simjily what is worn, or what is likely to be worn
presently. It is not merely a game of follow my leader,

but the following of an absolutely unknown loader. Who
is the dictator or designer of those caricatures that appear
in the foshion-books, the ladies' newsiiaj.ers, &c. ? It is

an invisible, unknown ring of millinery traders, whose
business is simply to lead their victims on from one
absurdity to another, never allowing any to be permanent,
lest the poor sheep should fail to be fleeced at each suc-

ceeding season by continuing to wear the dresses or

bonnets of the last

These fluctuations ;iri'

pretensions to a basis if]

reason, or any other eleiii

absurdity. One day i(

I of the slightest basis or

i;il idiivonience, good taste,

capaljle of alleviating their

that the elegance of

skirt is proportionate to its circumference and outward
projection, and complex machinery of iron hooping is

invented to distend it. So long as the fetish of fashion

maintains this decree its worshijipers are compelled to

admire the abomination, and actually pervert their

natural sense of beauty sufiiciently to do so. Presently

the invisible Moloch orders that skirts shall be narrowed,

shall be limp and clinging to the legs, shall be extended
behind in hideous humps and trails. Then these become
admired, and the proprietor of a dozen yards of humps
and draggle of costly material is envied by her poorer

sisters who cannot afford to stir up the dust or sweep the

mud with more than two or three yards. The " duck of

a bonnet" of to-day is the vulgar "fright" of next

season, and not the smallest approach to any rational

excuse can be pleaded for the change of taste. It is

simply morbid. What a chaos of contradictions must
infest and stultify the intellect of women who are

subjected to this continuous training in inconsistency !

Besides this undermining of the judgment there is the

degrading bondage of ever following the folly of the

foolish, and never daring to act independently.

Nobody can desire more earnestly than I do to see the

views of John Stuart Mill concerning female suffrage

fried out ; but I dare not advocate their adopt]'

fearing that v

as changeable as their ih

that if they had vi^ds

would enslave them f^r

tually as milliners, (Ir.s:

makers, ifcc, at present sii<

them. If they have not

independence to enable t

becoming style of dress,

to it, are they likely to u

itical propriety will be
t'rsonal elegance, and
political wire-pullers

L the
urijilesfur Ihe

have any prin iples

they have no approach to ti:

of their taste, are tiny lll^

the government of lie ii- |hi

If they continue to defonu i lulr heads and sprain ilieir

ankles at the dictation of rarisiaii tiiillinevs, are we ui.t

justified in fearing that they may fnlldw the llmi u il inns

of Parisian politics, or bow dciu ii to sonir ni h, i- :mi il.i--,,u>

dictatorship. It would be fatal to the nation if an im-

portant proportion of the constituency were capable of

being led blindly, submissively, and unthinkingly by an
outside interested dictatorship, such as that which
governs the senseless fluctuations of fashion in female

dress and so easily enslaves the whole sex.

Let not the gentlest of my " gentle readers " mis-

understand me ; I am not railing against
i
retty dresses,

pretty bonnets, pretty ribbons, or any other really pretty

decorations for pretty women—and all women are pretty,

more or less. On the contrary, I maintain that beauty

being one of the natural attributes of woman, she is

bound to cherish and cultivate it most religiously. Due
and proper attention to dress is one of the domestic

duties of all women, especially of married women. The
wife who neglects her home dre.ss fails in one of lit r

duties to her husband. But such dress should be de-

signed in accordance with the fixed principles of good

taste and suitability to occupations and means. The
cheapest dress of the poorest woman may be tasteful and

elegant ; the dress of the kitchen, of the nursery, or the

drawing-room may all have these attributes combined

with suitability. But the fulfilment of these conditions

of good taste is obviously impossible if the pattern of

dress is compulsorily changed from season to season in

obedience to mere caprice, void of any element of that

progressive improvement which alone should be the

motive of every change.

PIONEER PASSENGER RAILWAY.
FIFTY-FIVE years have elapsed since the opening of

what may be regarded as the first passenger railway

ever constructed La this or any other country.

Although the Stockton and Darlington line was the

first railway ever constructed in England, having been

opened on September 27, 1825, it was primarily

intended and used for the transit of coal, lime,

and bricks from the interior to the seaboard. It

is true that, in the following month, a passenger

coach was placed on the line, drawn by one horse,

and performing one journey daily between the two

towns, travelling at the rate of about nine miles au

hour. The waggons containing coal and other mer-

chandise were drawn by a locomotive built by George

Stephenson, the maximum speed being from ten to

twelve miles an hour. The 15th of September, 1830,

will therefore be remembered, for all time, as the

day on which travelling by steam - power on a large

scale was inaugurated, in the opening of the Liver-

pool and Manchester Railway, where the complete

success of the locomotive steam-engine was ac-

complished; the "Northumbrian" engine, on that

occasion, with tie Duke of Wellington and other

list iiiuiiislnd visitors in the train, attainiig a speed

..1 Hill IV six miles fin hour. Following upon the

o| I iiln_r of the Liverpool and Mi.nchestcr line, the

coiisiniri ion of railways in different parts of the country

i;'|iiill\ sni-eeeded each other, and it is iateresting to look

III \sliai lias been accomplished in this branch of ent

-

iie( i-ini^- iluring the last half-century, not only as regards

our own country, but also in Europe and other foreign

regions. Confining our notice to the United Kingdom,

we find, according to the last official return, brought,

down to the close of the year 1884, that the autli.-rised

c.ipllal in respect of the lines now open. .1 f r t: iVo wa-s

;i,i 1 1, at |.oriod, .£742,417,327, and the a: .

'

._ 1. . f

iMlhNax- 17,512 miles, which will shori :
;i, ,•

inerease.l by the completion of the sr\
.
r ,

a Inie.s

now in course of construction. The total outlay in the

construction of the lines now oi)en, down to the end of

last year, was £628,276,016, and the estimated further

expenditure during the present year is upwards of

£12,000,000. What may be classed as the fifteen leading

lines, which have from time to time ftbsorbed so many
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if the smaller r.iilways into their respective sy.-stems,

represent £644,246,350 of the total capital of the various
lines open, leaving- £78,718,559 as the capital of the
icmaining lesser lines. The fifteen leading lines,

us above named, have an aggregate length of

13,475 miles, an analysis showing that, as respects

mileage, the Great Western Company stands at the
liead, while the London and North-Western Company
has the largest amount of capital, being £101,771,907,
with a mileage 1,794 miles in length. As re-

gards capital, the Midland Company is next in

limount, with £76,549,267, and 1,270 miles of rail-

way. The capital of the Great Western Company is

£75,108,424, and its length of railway 2,301 miles.

Then follow the North - Eastern, with a capital of

£57,650,895, and 1,536 miles of railway; the Great
Eastern, capital £41,087,103, and 919 miles of rail-

way; the Caledonian, capital £36,324,700, and 772
miles ; the Great Northern, capital £35,380,050, and 949
miles ; Lancashire and Yorkshire, capital £41,852,949,
and 496 miles ; North British, capital £33,576,211, and
984 miles ; Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire,

capital £27,248,627, and 291 miles; London, Chatham,
and Dover, capital £25,634,008, and 176 miles ; London
and Brighton, capital £23,768,899, and 455 miles ; Sonth-
Bastern, capital £21,915,824, and 385 miles ; London and
South-Western, capital £29,455,931, and 818 miles ; and
Glasgow and South-Western, capital £13,921,570, and
330 miles.— 27ie Times.

NITRIFICATION.

By E. W. Prevost, Ph.D.

THERE are several questions which are frequently
asked by an inquiring person possessing scientific

proclivities ; whenever he sees or hears of natural phe-
nomena which have not been explained to him, but
which he thinks are capable of explanation, he launches
out with "How does that happen r " "What makes it

do that? " But siich questions as these are most generally
asked of phenomena occurring above ground, or if fi.sked

of anything taking place below ground, it is usually in
connection with something more or less visible ; as, for
example, the inquirer is aware that after a grain of

wheat is sown, it will sprout and grow; his ques-
tions are therefore directed to the cause of its 15| rout-
ing, and the food of the future plant, <fec. But
concerning that which to the general observer is in-

visible there is but little curiosity evinced, and it is to

one of these invisible phenomena that I now wish to

direct the reader's attention, for although the phe-
nomena referred to has been known for many years past,

yet it is only quite recently that the true explanation
has been forthcoming.

I have in previous articles referred to those consti-

tuents of the soil on which the plant, when growing,
feeds

; and I also showed that all the food derived from
the soil must be in a state of solution. My object now
is to direct special attention to the very important food,
nitrogen, which exists in at least two forms of combina-
tion, both of which are soluble in water, but one is of use
to and is absorbed by the plants, wliilst the other must
be converted into the first, utlidwiM' it i,-, of no use.
For the first form nitrogen is eiuiibiiird wuh oxygen, and
exists as nitric acid combined with lime (calcium nitrate),

and in general it is spoken of as the "nitric acid" in
the .soil ; the second appenrs as a compound of amnr.onia,

111. -

•

I . ,.il,e .supply

.ry :: |! .
, iIm.iv is also

ilriiri. u•'^. :h,.| i!,:it is to be

y c.f the .salt itself, and the in-

let ain nitrates, as it does most
iiseqnence of all this is, that

where llie iiitroneu i^ eoinliined with hydrogen, and it is,

Irepe::t, iiilliis f.imi th;it nitrogen is not acceptable to

large quantity of " niti-ie neiJ " ('n ii riii ,-') .xisls in any
soil, because the demu
being barely sufficient

a further reason for

found in the very miIi

capability of the eurLl

other compoumls ; tli
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much of the must valuable material is to be found con-

stantly, and at all times of the year, but mere especially

during wet, wintry weather, in the drainage waters.

Whence, then, comes this nitric acid, which, if there were
not an unfailing and continuous source, would so soon

be absent from our soils 1 The knowledge that com-
poimds of ammonia may be converted into nitric acid

—

that, under certain conditions, oxygen may replace hy-
drogen—is not of very recent date, but the cause of this

conversion in the soil has been ascertained only during

the last few years.

It was not until 1877 that Sehldsinfr and Miintz showed
that this process of eunvei-si..ii. m.w called nitrification,

was due to an organised f(.niii ui , mid our more extended
information is very lui't^ely ihu- t^ Mr. Warington, at

Rothamsted. It would occupy a far greater space than
the editor can spare to describe fully all the results which
Mr. Warington has obtained, so that it must suffice to

state in as few words as possible the chief points. That
the ferment shall grow it is necessary that nitrogen in some
form other than that of nitrates be present. The process

is slow at 0° C. (32° F.), increases as the temperature
ri.ses up to 35° C. (91° F.), at which point the action is at

its maximum, after which it decreases until 55° C.

(l.'-.r F.) is reached, when it ceases altogether. Like all

other ferments, antiseptics are fatal to its action. The
nitrogen in sewage or soil heated to the boiling-point of

water will no longer be converted into nitric acid as the

ferment is killed, but if some fresh soil be introduced

into the sterilised liquid, then nitrification recommences.
Knowing now these the chief points in the discovery, let

us sec what effect the conditions under which nitrifica-

tion proceeds has upon the soil in a field. Taking it,

therefore, that we have abundant proof that it is to the

nitrogenous compounds in the soil that we have to look

for thi' supply of nitrates, are we to believe that nitrifica-

tion proceeds aetivelv all tlie year round, when in winter

the Jilauts liardlv 'jn.w and require but very little

nitrnireii, and \v1m".u -reat Ic.s wnuld oeeur through the

:luable

;
fi.r . fur

1 the

ground is frozen there is no formation of nitric acid; in

the lower stratum of soil, when the temperature has not

fallen below 0° C, there is, of course, some nitric acid

being produced. Part of this may be absorbed by roots

of the crop in the land, whilst the rest will most probably

be lost.

Being acquainted as we arc, and as I have pointed out

in a previous article, with tlie valuable changes taking

place in the soil during winter and svimmer, we are now
more able to appreciate one of the disadvantages of per-

mitting a field to lie fallow— j'.e., to carry no crop during

winter and summer. I do not wish to argue that fields

should not lie fallow, for there are very many benefits

derived from such a state of affairs, but I am anxious to

point out clearly that there is a loss incurred. In the

summer the temperature is high, and consequent active

nitrification takes place ; but as there is no crop to take
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up the nitric acid, the first rains wash it all away ; then,

again, all the winter through, if it is mild and wet, there

is a constant loss, which is reduced when the weather
hardens, and the ground temperature falls to 0° C. The
natural remedy is always to keep something growing on
the land ; but this is not advisable on some classes of soil

;

and as other and great benefits accrue from a bare fallow,

the advantages may, perhaps, more than balance the dis-

advantages ; more than this I shall not say, as I might
enter within the bounds of a controversy unacceptable to

the readers of Knowledge.

EARTHQUAKE REGIONS.
Bt Richaed a. Proctoe.

EARTHQUAKES occur in all regions adjacent to active

volcanoes. Thus the neighbourhood of Vesuvius,
Etna, and Teneriffe is infested by subterranean convulsions,

which also are frequent over the neighbourhood of the

Greek Archipelago, and in Syria. In fact it seems pro-

bable that the whole of the Mediterranean basin and the
surrounding lands for a distance of many miles from
its shores form a single earthquake district, whereof
Teneriffe, Vesuvius, Etna, StromboH, the Archipelagic

and the Syrian volcanoes are the safety-valves. Then
there is another earthquake region surrounding Hecla
or—some say— extending in a long line from the Jan
Mayen volcano, through Hecla, the Azores, and the

Cape Verde Islands, to St. Helena and Tristan d'Acimha.
Japan, Sumatra, Java, and the islands of the East
Indian Archipelago are liable to fearful earthqiiakes,

—

some of the most destructive of which have occurred
within the past few years. In the West Indies there is

another earthquake region, to which must be referred

those which have recently taken jjlace. Probably this

district belongs to the great earthi|iiukf i-tgiou in

Columbia and Peru, around the celcliratiil vnlcinioes

Cotopaxi and Chimborazo. The .south- west irn district

of the United States is also liable to earthquake
shocks, apparently referable to the great Mexican
volcanoes. There is one region of the earth in which
subterranean shocks occur which cannot be referred to

the neighbourhood of volcanic vents. Upper India and
parts of Western India are liable to frequent earthquakes,

insomuch that between the years 1800 and 1842 no less

than 162 earthquakes were recorded in these places.

Undoubtedly we may trace these disturbances to the

great mountain chains which traverse this part of Asia.

The subterranean forces which upheaved the great
Hiniahiyan range, for instance, may be assumed to be
still ixisttiil, though now for a while dormant, or
" pi iIi;l| >,

" s;i\ s Sir John Herschel, " expended in main-
tai?iini;- till' liiiiiiilnyas at their present elevation."

On the othur hand there are some regions wholly fi-ee

from earthquake shocks. Among such may be mentioned
the great alluvial plains of America east of the Andes,
the plains on the north-ea.st of Eurojie, and the northern
parts of Asia. There are monuments, natural and arti-

ficial, which prove the absolute fixity of some regions.

The slightest shock would have flung down that strange
mass which is perched upon the .summit of the Peter
Dot to mountain, 1,500 feet above the sea-level. Pompcy's.
Pillar justifies the assertion of Strabo that Egypt has
long been free from earthquakes ; thougli nothing short
of subterranean convulsion could have flung down the
more ancient obelisks which lie prostrate amidst tlic

sands of Western I^ower Egypt. Even that masterpiico

of Egyptian labour, the Great Pyramid, though sur-

passing all other human erections in stability, shows un-

mistakable evidence of the slow action of subterranean

forces*. In Mexico, again, in the very centre seemingly

of earth-rocking forces, there is a region in which rocks

of grotesque figure attest the perfect immunity which
the region has enjoyed even from inconsiderable shocks.

The Cheese-ring in Devonshire is another instance of the

kind of evidence we are considering.

And as there are instances of regions near to a dis-

turbed district which yet are free from shocks, so there

are spots liable to frequent shocks though the neigh-

bouring country for miles on every side is seldom (if

ever) disturbed. Such is the district—very limited in

extent—near Comrie, in Perth, where a year scarcely

ever passes without a shock being experienced.

It would seem also as if regions free from subterranean

disturbance for many centuries must not count upon
permanent immunitj'. For a violent earthquake will

often open out, as it were, a passage for subterranean

impulses to new regions. " The circles of concussion

enlarge," says Humboldt, "in cfmsequence of a single

extremely violent shock." Since Cumana was destroyed

(December 14, 1797) every shock of the southern coast

is felt in the peninsula of Maniguarez, which before

suffered no disturbance. Again, in the successive

earthquakes which traversed (in ISll-l.'i) the valley

of the Mississippi, Arkansas, and Oliin rivt rs, it was
noteworthy how the motion travelled furtlur and farther

northward on each occasion. It seemed as if the subter-

ranean forces were gradually breaking a way through

successive barriers.

THE COLOSSAL ELEPHANT OF CONEY
ISLAND.t

THE reputation that the American people have long

had of always doing everything on the grandest

possible scale has lately received a very substantial con-

firmation in the two monuments that have recently been

bestowed upon this country. The Washington Monu-
ment and the statue of Liberty are the greatest works of

art in height and magnitude that have been raised by

the hands of man since the Tower of Babe). In addition

to these there is a third monument, facetiously styled

the eighth wonder of the world, that has recently been

raised in the neighbourhood of New York, that for one

I'eason deserves to be named in the same connection witii

the foregoing—namely, on account of its size. The
Colossal Elephant at Coney Island has not been favoured

been
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Y^i t\^j

It was designed and built under the ptrsonal super-
vision of the architect, Mi J Mibon Kirb}, of \.thutic

City, New Jersey. It was first intcndtd to mike it

> abxndoncd, and
r with tht purj)oso of

•onccits, 4c, while the

iwdih, as it lb termed.

The elephmt :

hotel, but later this idc

«lecided to construct the
using it as an auditorium for

platform on the top, or the h

would serve as an obser\ itory

structed of wood throughout, and is covered with sheet-
tin. The total length from the trunk to the back
part of the hind legs is 150 ft. The platform of the
howdah is 88 ft. from the ground, and the total height
to top of crescent on flag-pole is 150 ft. The height
from ground to body, when standing immediately under-
neath, is 24 ft. The legs are 18 ft. in diameter, and the
two hind legs are provided with circular stairways
liv^ing to and from the rooms above.
The first room reached in passing up the stairs is

jermed the stomach-room, and is dignified with this

mil of C >nc^ I I vn 1

title, not because it is provided with thi wherewithal to

chetr the inner mm, but owin^ to its special location

I

in the bodj of the beast The different rooms m the

I
animal are likewise christened after thur particular

loc ition, as the thigli-room, briin room, hip room, &c.

The gi xnd hall, or auditorium, is reached upon iscend-

I

inr the stairs, and this is found to be \erj spacious md
I airy, the ceiling being ^erj high md slightly dome-
shaped. A gallery passes all round the hall. At the

further end of it a flight of steps lead to what forms, in

fact, a continuation of the main hall, only on a higher

plane. The main hall is 80 ft. long and 32 ft. wide,

while the upper part of the main hall is 36ft. long and
triangular in shape. There are thirty-four rooms in the

structure in all, which are located principally between
the walls of the hall and the outer walls of the structure.

Most of them are quite small, and are very extraordinary

in shape, their walls conforming to the shape withou
of that particular section of the colossus. The eyes
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which form the windows of two of these rooms, are 4 ft.

in diameter. The tusks are 36 ft. long and 5 ft. 8 in. in

diameter.

In laying the foundation of the structure the builders

met with some difficulty, owing to the instability of the

soil, it being simply a sandy beach. Piles were driven

to a great depth, and a solid platform was raised on top

of the piles and secured firmly thereon. A second plat-

form, which was designed to bear the direct weight of

the colossus, was constructed above this, and was sup-

ported on vertical timbers strengthened by inclined

braces reaching to the platform, with a view of resisting

great lateral as well as vertical strains.

After the foundations were completed, work was
commenced ujaon the visible portion of the building, the

legs being the first point of attack. Yellow pine posts,

12 by 16 inches, were first raised above the platform,

and, being bolted to the fluoring beneath, were made self-

supporting. Two posts, 42 ft. long, were thus raised in

each leg, and twelve smaller timbers, placed in a circle

so as to inclose the main posts, were also bolted to the

platform in a similar manner to form the outer wall of

the leg. These timbers were joined at the top by
connecting beams.

Cranes were mounted on the platforms thus formed,

to which the material was raised as the work progressed.

The difficulties increased, however, with the work, and

it became necessary to secure the services of the

most skilled workmen. Not only was this so on

account of the dizzy height that the structure attained,

but to the necessity of conforming the construction to

the peculiar emergencies that arose, it being requisite

to form nearly all the parts on the spot, under the

immediate personal supervision of the architect. The
weight of the structure is carried, as may be seen by
the engraving, by five supports, the four legs and the

trunk.

Commencing at what is now the flooring of the main
liall, trusses were raised on each side and at the two ends

of the hall, and these trusses (the bottom chords corre-

sponding with the floor and the top chords with the ceiling

of the hall) constitute the principal support of the ribs.

It will be seen from this that what might be termed an
immense box girder was formed, the ends of which are

supported by the front and hind legs respectively.

The ribs weigh directly upon tlie upper chords at the

four corners, but at other points the ribs bear away from
the chords, owing to the enlargement of the body under
(he howdah. At these points it was necessary to extend

the vertical and horizontal members of each truss from
the wall and ceiling until they intersected with ribs. In

.iddition to thi.s,an arched rib, corresponding to the back-

bone, is carried from the main support of the hind legs to

t he neck of the monster, where it bears indirectly upon
the vertical support of the front legs. The ribs in the

l)ody of the colossus are forty in number, and each consists

(if six sections bolted firmly together. As they serve to

Ljive consistency and rigidity to the whole structure,

iliey form an important element in its construction,

They are about 7 in. in width, and are placed 2 ft. apart,

measuring from centre to centre. The head framing is

similar in general construction to that of the body, and
is supported by the trunk and forward supports of the
front legs. It is provided with twelve ribs. Great diffi-

lulty was experienced in raising the ears and adjusting
I hem in position in the head. This was principally due
to their enormous weight—some six tons each—and the
•.'leat height to which they had to be raised, and the diffi-

culty of securing such an enormous mass securely to the

drums which had been prepared to receive them in each

side of the head. In addition to being bolted firmly in

position at these points, iron rods were extended from

the main trusses within through the ears at two points

below the drum. The ears are some 34 ft. long by 20 ft.

The architect depends upon the enormous weight of

the elephant, and upon iron rods that pass from the

trusses above, through the legs, and connect with the

foundation platform, to hold the colossus in its position.

He has kindly furnished us with a few statistics that

may be of interest. The colossus, he informs us, weighs

about 100,000 tons. It contains 1,500,000 square feet of

timber, and 700 kegs of nails were consumed in its

construction. In addition to this, 7 tons of bolts were

disposed of, and it required 35,000 square feet of tin

to cover its surface. In size it compares favourably

with many of the large hotels and other structures in

its neighbourhood; and some idea of its magnitude may
be had by comparing it with Jumbo, which is drawn

in scale by its side, and which would find plenty of

room for a promenade within one of the legs of the

RATIONAL DRESS.

WE quote the following interesting paragraphs from

the reports of the Rational Dress Society :—
Miss Sharman Crawford, a member of the Committee,

who passed last winter in America, brings an encouraging

report of the interest taken there in dress reform.

For the present, however, the reform in that country

is almost exclusively limited to underclothing, in which

department boneless bodices as a substitute for corsets

are a conspicuous feature. The weight of the fashion-

able skirt is generally deplored, but the contumely to

which ladies who adopted the Bloomer dress were

subjected impelled many to submit unwillingly, as the

lesser evil, to the dresses of the prevailing mode, and

by these the divided skirt has been welcomed as afford-

ing in a considerable degree a solution of the perplexing

problem of the reconciliation of personal comfort and

public approval.

In San Francisco, where Miss Sharman Crawford gave

a drawing-room lecture on the subject of Dress Reform,

an urgent request for patterns of the divided skirt she

wore was made by the ladies present. In Boston, too,

she found the divided skirt regarded with much favour,

and there also the patterns of the dress were much
solicited.

In America the prevalence of rational ideas in refer-

ence to shoes was also clearly shown by printed labels

bearing the inscription " Common Sense Heels " fre-

quently seen in the windows of shoemakers' shops.

In California several ladies accustomed to riding con-

stantly complained of the unnecessary fatigue to which

they were subjected by the use of the side-saddle, and

several said that on mountain excursions in the summer-

time they frequently rodo with ordinary saddles, adopt-

ing for the occasion a kind of Bloomer costume. Not

only did this departure from conventional rule give them

increased security and relief from the cramping effects

due to a constrained position for several consecutive

hours, but their horses derived great benefit from

the removal of that unequal pressure which so often

renders the side-saddle an instrument of torture to

So serious has been the injury inflicted on horses by

side-saddles, that in one town in California a livery stable-
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keeper refused to supply ladies with any horses for

riding. Trom her own experience during an Algerian
riding-tour, Miss Sharman Crawford confirmed the
disabling effects of side-saddles on horses, and also the
personal benefit derived from adopting a more natural
position.

The Committee desire to civll the special attention of

the Society to this point, and to the dependence of

"I'ational riding " upon reform of a "rational" kind in

dress.

Miss Sharman Crawford reports that a curious

instance of tyranny and intolerance in regard to feminine
attire occurred lately in America. Some ladies in a

town in the State of Montana, adopted for outdoor
wear a long, loose gown ungirt around the waist, some-
what resembling the Mother Hubbard Mantle. Not only
were the wearers of the dress hooted in the streets,

but, in deference to public opinion, which affirmed that
jiurity of morals was incompatible with such looseness

of attire, the objectionable innovation was suppressed hy

municipal decree. The newspapers which announced
the fact found no fault with the Mayor's action, nor did
any editor seem to find anything ludicrous in the infer-

ence to be drawn; namely, that tight-fitting jackets

were henceforth legally recognised as the visible evidence

of high principles and moral worth. The attention of

the Mayor of Philadelphia was likewise called to the

fact that ladies in his municipality were wearing the

Mother Hubbard costume. His worship was, however,
of opinion that the matter did not necessitate an official

The English press still continues to discuss the subject

of dress reform with unflagging interest, and as all the

Rational Dress Society's members may not have seen the

articles which have appeared in various papers on the

question, your committee append a few extracts from
letters, &c., recently published, which will probably

interest the champions of Reform.
In comment on an article which appeared in the Daily

News disparaging the artists of the present day, a member
of the Rational Dress Society writes as follows to the

editor of the Daily News :
—" Sir,—Is not your brightly-

written leader on our unsuccessful artists a little hard
on them ? In one way, at all events, they have fallen upon
evil days. The costume of their time is contemptible.

The streets should be their schools—would have been
so in Florence, in Venice, in the Low Countries, in

times past. The artist had but then to draw fairly well

a figure as he saw it, and behold a picture ! For costume
was then picturesque. If, however, he only drew faith-

fully what I saw a few days ago in Mayfair, he would
pourtray a young girl who, between padding in some
places and pinching-in in others, had come to resemble a

stuffed pincushion. She could not walk. She literally

tottered, owing to her pointed-toed and high-heeled shoes,

her severe lacing, and cumbersome skirts. Think of the

difference between sitters who came to Vandyke, and
those, though they be their lineal descendants, who sit

for their portraits to day ! .... I will try to make a

faithful picture in words of a lady, an earnest devotee

of fashion, one who is a type of many women, and I

ask you what inspiration can a painter draw from her

r.nd others of her kind 1 Her waist, which is down
among her digestive organs—or physiology lies—measures

seventeen, or at most eighteen inches ; whereas the waist

1 f the little Medician Venus is twenty-six .... She
wears a crinolette or dress-improver, looking like what is

known in architecture as a flying buttress. I involuntarily

shudder lest she may snap at the narrowest point, but she

does not, she does not even make moan .... She knows
she is in the fashion, ' II faut souffrir pour etre,' not
' belle,' for no one with an eye for the beautiful could
call her so, but ' a la mode.' I'erlin] s n pniiittT of sardonic

humour might give her grotesipir cntliiii' n jilace in a

new 'Dance of Death' .... lint whi! there in her
to gratify the artist's eye's lii-miv if f- . in Rather
defoi-mity. Flowing drapery? Oli, no, nnhing but the
solid edification of that wretched tlyiug buttress. Grace
of motion 1 Not so much as is possible to a Dutch doll

!

Could Giotto have inveiiteil his Icjvely 'dancing girls'

had he looked on the r.-rau.:- m London in this year
of grace 1885? \V1m i

' ., n Guido's 'Hours'
have been under such k '

;
:

_

'<
: iul circumstances as

oursl Is there not s' mi . xm , fur our unsuccessful

artists'?"

A correspondent of the Fall Mall Gazette, in a letter

headed " Ladies' Dress, Esthetic and Artistic," says :

—

"If we can teach the right principles that underlie

all good forms of dress, that is as much as we can

aim at. Taste is an individual possession, and as rare

as any other artistic gift. What above all things we
desire is to preserve the proper proportions of the

"human figiire while allowing as much freedom and
ease of motion as possible .... Being much interested

in the efforts of the promoters of the Rational Dress
movement I should like to add that the inconvenience

of their dress is owing, not to its eccentricity, but to the

necessitj- they are under of trying to make the divided

skirt look as though it were not divided, on account of

the intolerance of the British public. I trust the timo'

will not be long before we may be allowed to wear a
walking dress that is at once useful, comfortable, and
artistic."

In an article in the Pall Mall Gazette of May 21st, a

member of the Rational Dress Society writes as follows :

•

—" We of the Rational Dress Society look down as from
a proud eminence on those writers who have been

pleading in your columns for frills versus furbelows, and
puffs versus no puffs. As much misapprehension exists

with regard to the costume of the Rational Dress Society,

and especially respecting the diial skirt, I wish to

describe it with what may be even wearisome minute-
ness. The skirt is by no means the only reform we
advocate, but it is the only thing in our programme
which is a departure from received notions. The skii-f

should quite clear the ground. Each half of the dual

skirt should be a yard or three (|uarters (! a yard at the

ankle. Our S. . :. i;> r- ihim : m 1 1,;, H >l.irt and the

uuderclothiiij i
'

;
i i I ,.: iiiiing round

the hips, S" M\ '

~

d the waist,

or, if prefei-i-i i|, I:.m|„^ . r Imi tii,- cini Im ,m /, n en a bodice

to correspond with buttonholes en the -kirt. If the

weight of the skirts be hung from the waist, and not

supported, as reason would dictate, bj' the bony framework
of the body, it causes displacement of internal organs.

For the top part of the dress, our Society favours any

loose body or jacket, but forbids bands, ligatures, or

pressure of any sort, from below the fixed ribs to the

top of the hips. In .air ,. siuinr, the weight of clothing

is minimised, becau-i ilir ilii:! -l^iiis clothe the body
fully and evenly, few. r i::!!!.!!!!^ : re needed, and each

garment is of a siraph r f. rm, r, .|uiriii-- much less stuff

to make it. We arc far fn.in >;i\ In- tl; ; ,.ur costume

is absolute perfection, but as.' inmni;.]!! tlmt we hav.'

devised a di-ess by which i... int.ii;;'! rgan can be

injured, no muscle cranipe.l, no unj^eniLi.t of the body
impeded, and to which the wearer may add as much
grace and beauty as her own good taste may suggest."
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Bv Richard A. Proctor.

THE'arratgements described in last week's "Gossip"
will be carried out in the first monthly number of Know-
ledge. Mr. Jerome Han'ison is preparing a paper on the
" Geology of London," and Mr. Butler one on an insect

(if attractive household character. Mr. Slack will not I

know desert us ; and though his subjects are micro-

•^copical, then- interest is quite otherwise. As several

readers have at sundry times asked me to introduce into

t he pages of Knowledge a portrait of the Conductor of

that widely-read paper, I have thought that the first

number of the new series would bo a suitable opportunity.

So many engravings (sometimes from the same photo-

LCraph) have I'resented mc in aspects ranging from the

utterly feroci' 'US to the sweetlj' sniggering, that I have
thought (not knowing which of these is right, or if any
of them cat; be) that a Luxotype reproduction from a
photograph in ML\ssr.-. Elliott & Fry's " Gallery

"

(which they have kindly given me leave to ase for this

parpose) would probably be more correct. I imagine,

however, thut my work is a better portraiture of all that

readers care to know of mc than any picture.

And by til
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Alpine Winter in its Medical Aspects. By A. Tdckeu

Wise, M.D., L.R.C.P., <tc. Second Eclitiou. (London :

J. & A. Churchill. 1885.)—This is the second edition of
Dr. Wise's "Alpine Winter Cure," of which we were able
to speak favourably on p. 346 of Vol. VI. A considtv-
able amount of additional information will be found in
it, and its perusal may be commended to all who suffer
from incipient phthisis or " a weak chest."

Practical Chemistry, ivilh Notes and Questions on Theo-
retical Chemistry. By William Ripper. Second Edition.
(London: Wm. Isbister. 1885.)—Professedly " adapted
to the revised syllabus of the Science and Art Depart-
ment for the elementary stage of Inorganic Chemistry,"
Mr. Ripper's work is worthy of more attention than that
generally accorded to a mere cram book. Both the
practical and theoretical portion of it seem well and

French Course, by G. H. Williams, M.A. IIow to Teach
Beading, by _T. J. Livesey. The Art Student's Second
Grade Practical Geometry, by John Lowees, revised by
George Brown. Poetry for Eecitation. Parts I., II.,

III., and IV. (London : Moffat & Paige).—These edu-
cational books are all good of their kind. The " Practical
Geometry," in particular, seems well adapted to its

purpose.

What is a Lady? (London : Griffith, Farran, Okeden,
& Welsh. 1885.)—In days when we may see advertise-
ments that "A yoiing lady wishes a situation in a
baker's shop," the question put in the title of this
brochure may seem not to admit of any very immedia' e
or definite reply; but it will be safe to say that the
woman who will fulfil the requirements, and obey the
precepts of its anonymous authoress, cannot fail to be
recognised as a lady in the best and truest sense of that
much-abused word.

Heart or Brain ?—Bj the author of " Before I Began
to Speak." (London : Fleet Printing Works.)— Forty
mortal pages does this anonymous author devote to show-
ing that it is the brain and not the heart which is the
seat of affections and desires ! It would pay him hand-
somely to show at, say, a shilling a head, educated people
now-a-days who really think that their mental impulses
come from a muscular force-pump.

As it was Written.—Bj Sidney Luska. (London:
Cassell & Co.)—Mr. Luska's astonishing novel suggests
the idea that it is the hurriedly-written morning's record
of a nightmare incident on a heavy supper of underdone
pork-chops.

Sheet of Maps to Illustrate the Caroline Islands dis-
pute between Germany and Spain. (London and Edin-
burgh

: W. & A. K. Johnston. 1885.) Engraved with
admirable clearness, this capital sheet of maps should
be obtained by everybody interested in the question of
the sovereignty of the Caroline Islands. Its value is

greatly in excess of its moderate price.

We have also on our table, The Ka7isas City Review,
At Home Among the Atoms, The Child's Pictorial, Pro-
gress. From the Messrs. Cassell: Gassell's Household
Guide, CasseU's Popular Gardening, Library of English
Literature, The Countries of the World, Our Own Country,
The Book of Health, and European Butterflies (as beau-
tiful as ever). The Seventh Annual Beport of the Bulwich
College Scientific Society, India's Interest in the British
Ballot-box, Howard Association Beport, Oct. 1, 1885,
The Sanitary News, Electricite, Le FranUin, Naiuren,
Beligious Opinion, and the American Druggist.

THE FACE OF TUE SKY.

fpHE Sun i,i;:> .

XL of "TheSiai- u: i

on October 25 ut ;ii. .im.

in uo legitimate scu»u \ .

to Venus with his tremei

red gibbous disc, may 1"

midnight, but as his dian

no detail can be made lu

Kegulus and/1 Leoni iti i

if Regulus li>

ual for spots and facula;. The
)iind delineated on Maps X. and
;• Jlininiacf Algol will eccuv

Urat itill ii

lOh. 5m. p.m., at a vertical angle of 11.")°; to reappear at her
dark limb at 10 h. 26 m. at an angle of 164^ from her vertex. When
these notes begin the Jloon is in Pisces, but at -1 o'clock this after-

for Aries at 5 a.m. to-ni.:in',., Mi'l iiiM:i;,,.in \;,- ii.i il s a tn. un

the 25th, when she cru> I
i' > hi. I

~ h.Mliiiii,'

through the last-named ' - :"i', I'in.

on the 27th on the coniit ..!;! ' -ii. i
•

: a | i-i- - ting

region of Orion. At 8 a.m. on the :.'Stli .slie ciiicins fmm the other
side of this in Gemini; whence, at 11 p.m. on the 2'Jth, she passe.s

into Cancer. At 11 a.m. on the 31st she quits Cancer for Leo, in

her passage through which she descends at 9 p.m. on November 1st

into Sextans ; emerging however in Leo again at 1 o'clock the next
morning. She finally leaves Leo for Virgo at 1 a.m. on the 3rd, and
occupies until 3 h. 30 m. a.m. on the 6th in crossing the last-named
constellation. Then she enters Libra, where we leave her.

i¥li5rrllanfa.

A COPT of the new Library Map of the Colony of Victoria has
been forwarded by the publisher, Mr. A. Johnston, of 6, Paternoster-
buildings, E.G., to the Queen who has been pleased, we may reason-
ably assume, to accept the present.

Messrs. Bolckow, Vaughan, & Co., have come upon a thick
bed of salt at their bore-hole near Eston Jetty, to the east of Mid-
dlesbrough. The salt was reached at a depth of 1,550 ft., and
already 62 ft. have been pierced through without reaching the
bottom of the bed.

E.XTENSIVE fires have been wasting !
. ;,m'- ' :a^rps of wheat

lands in Dakota. On many large fa- 1:, n-s have been
destroyed. These fires have ragcil '! a n.r hundreds
of miles along the Northern Pacilia liaa.ia;,. i,. ai I irainard west-
ward beyond Bismarck.

The Diamond Fields.—It appears that the production of the
South African diamond fields in July was, in round figures, 170,000

8s. 5d. per cf '
"" "hich realised £156,000, or 18s. 5d. per carat. In October,

1882, the production was 211,746 carats, which realised £355,315,
or 33s. 7d. per carat. The reduction in the monthly production
and the selling price has not, upon the whole, been so great as
appears from this comparison, as the output has fluctuated a good
deal from month to month : nevertheless, the general tendency of
the selling price appears tn In- d.nvnwaids, and the production has
also been effected by stiina- fall- df icf. It took the various
diamond mines of the woili i\'. > aim ari. s, prior to 1870, to produce
less diamonds than the Kiialu 1 1. \ -li.-tiiat has placed upon the
markets during the last fifteen yeais. In view of this fact, and in

view also of the gradual decline in the selling price, the conviction
is forced upon us that the South African diamond fields have been
permitted to produce too rapidly. The existing state of affairs is

forcing amalgamation upon
_ the various South African diamond

mining companies; this may have the effect of decreasing the
output, but it is believed that the diamond trade will ultimately be
brought into a healthier condition by it.—En/fineerhig.
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" Let knowledge gi-ow from

ons should he addrc

:> not responsille for the opinions of correspondents,
nces, Cheques, and Post-Ofice Orders should be made
ssRs. Wyman & Sons.

ARE PLANTS SENTIENT BEINGS .'

[i;i,-.l 1
M:.ii - :n^ :iL'u I satisfied myself that trees were an

ottli.'ViM- I : i.it.aion, and exhibited their knowledge
iiotL'i". :i

:
I

lis to the ground on the liillside as thev

Tiie paniiaiui-. wliich has a creeping stem, throws downwf
buttress routs a> supports, and, as a remarliable illustration

lianian growing on the edge of a gorge threw down great support
roots to save itself from precipitation Into the depth below.
Each of these plants must have been aware of the riskines:

its position, in taking steps to secure its safety.

Plants are aware of injuries to their structure, and take ei

steps to repair them. Gash any tree, and it will at once,
slowly, set about repairing the mischief. Gash the pnndanus,
it will inevitably develop a root at the spot. T mriv lnTf nn
singular aflinity in the reparation of injury bi i \, . . i; il- i :ii l.i

and our common house-lizard, the gecko. "T1i. :
<

it drops its tail, and its unconcern at the loss, ;ii' .

not the strange fact I am about to describe. Oi„- ,i;n | i
,;;, .

the wall a lizard with two tails ; drawing nigh, quietly, 1 saw t

the new tail had been pushed out on the scar of an injury,
Fig. 1 shows tlic curious residt. Apropos to tail-dropping, tlie i

Fig. 1 I-'ig. 2.

Let us return to the plants. The following fact shows that thi \

must be endowed with something approacliing siglit or smell, .i

very exalted touch. Train a creeper uji a threo-ioot polr. and hi ii

run six inches above and throw oul .xiil'iii.; t.Mihil-: ha n .'

another pole two inches beyond iIji
|

-

/

and then mark how soon the ni u
i

, i

astonished how soon the new supi"',: i, i ,
, ,. i,i-,wi, ai.i iipi

priatcd. What guided that plant ?

Again, all plants arc aware of the ditlerencc butweeu darkness

audlight, and everyone is familiar with the blancliing effects oi

ris also with tlie fact that plants in
light.

; :<-tly cognisant of pain; out here, the

' ""^ >'"• "•'- ^o undergo lh.- — ' ' ^--'I'ing for
:, ; a huge ln;tiigular gash is • structure

Jill the crown of leaves, whiuii - nom the
,.'1; next year, the poor tree i- i, ^j.; side,

-1. ;.th the year's growth, audit ret ].:'
i

•

I..- opposite
.-irle, and thus, as it advances towards oM a_'.-, it- ::r:i cful stem is
converted into a jagged zig-zag (Fig. 2).

This serration is entirely due to the poor plant edging away from
tl]e cruel knife. An equally familiar illustration of the sensibility
nf plants to i);iin or irritation is seen in the common sensitive plant
(
Mimdsu s'lisifirii) which shrinks nervously from tlie faintest touch,

Till n tin r • is the well-known irritability of Venus' fly-trap, asso-
ciatiil with its alleged carnivorous tendencies. These are also
attributed to the sticky and humble Srosera, or sun-dew.
That the capture of insects by both plants is simply accidental,

and in no way contributory to their sustenance, is easily proved by
keeping them under glass shades, where they are as" vigorous as
when at large in the hothouse.

All plants are, more or less, sensible to bad odours or irritant
fumes, and in their presence the Mimosa seimtiea shuts up shop at

jr fiowt

I used to be told at school that trees at home slied their leaves on
the approach of winter because the increasing cold drove inwards
the sap, and the leaves thus deprived of their life-blood dropped off.

Against this theory may be urged the fact that, in India,
trees cast their leaves at the commencement of tlie hot weather,
when the tree is laden with sap. In my humble opinion, leaf-

shedding is simply analogous to moulting among birds
; perhaps

also to skin-slieilcling among reptiles and larvic. Some plants, of
weak i 1 1 1

. 1
;

I
. I

, . . 1 1
1

1

1 1 1 1 1 in apparently sensele-ss movements. The
leaves ,,i , ,: r li (I forget its name and am away from
mybi.nk citation

;
and we are all familiar with the

Thr stribu mgn:
e desic

:s of plan

. k's skull, and, in the place of the e
li ruthlessly attach themselves to any
eed-pods of certain plants—the balsam,
all gardeners, and arc clearly indicative

itiiig the seeds. Nay, there is as much
which sticks its barb into the trouser of
-lly, which deposits its egg within reach
I

: or in the cuckoo, which drops its egg

estra, distinguished in some by regular
acacias discharge gum ; the cannabis
-resin in the shape of charas, a most

'lea) not only discharges gum arable, but
lischarge of liquid catechu. The neem
times, and the dischanre is regarded as

And sore surprised them all.

with all our efforts to destroy these figs
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ble.— EOMEo.
Ill tightly tied

•enerable, fine

v.tthrxt humble rulH-rkiiov.s vriy nsvU wl.al it is at.out. At huiue

ilie whole tuheris cut up for planting ; out here it tells us :—•' Give

congenial soil, and you need only plant my eyes, retaining my body

for TOur food."'

l"saw this exemplified at Darjiling, where potatoes flourish mar-

vellously, and where I saw the peelings of my kitchen growing

freely in the ditch into which they had been cast.

If this hint wore taken at home, what an enormous saving of food

iliere would be.

I trust that after the facts I have adduced, an answer in the

affirmative will be conceded to the question at the head of my
naxj&T K- l'- HcTCniNSOX, M.D.

THE i i:-^ i>~ "F Ml

.

[1955]- In your c.\

write, "These stars,!.

that?" Well! accordi.:^^, - >

suns, after being born, "conni!^

I'limacterics of activity will gnu 1:

Xow, may it not be possible thn t :
i

;

fast suns as well as slow suns.' ''

which rush to their culmination

I here not be, in fact, difference's i

devolution of snns ? And may i

star? I trust, sir, that both y
will perfectly understand that I

suggestions.—W. C.4.VE T)iOM.\s.

[I do not say nay. As the Frcnclini

things are possible.—R. P.]

I- (lo9'i) you
How about

and all other

iiieda be a fait

"(. this journal

iig speculative

ATJDEOGRArilV.

u for your notice of my little book. But when

T :. \- follovi nthe

i
':;Veiin the application of

,1 ,
. DiGAMMA.

his writings. [Xorh;uoI. Did not the reviewer, though, say just

what you do about the application of his remark ? I fancy I recall

something of the sort. I have not seen your book.—R. P.]

TO GET THE FI.1>

[1957]-Reply to "Nigel's- -

i.tDGE, p. 300. To get the flesn .

him out in a fgood attitude, bur;.

nest, neautiful preparations of s

rsE.

HOW TKADESMEX CALCULATE TERCENTAGES.

UlySi^li ^M I, w 1 , iliat a brief criticism in KNOWLEDGE
: tl'e mo.; ;

I'olesmcn calculate their percentage

hie foil i-.vi!!- iL.i:i!,'.; -11 oi faith (so to speak) is that of an

intelligent traveller lui m. important trading concern in London,

and is supported by the opinion of one of the most extensive trades-

iiicu in the metropolis. I give the statement word for word.
" If I purchase an article for 10s. and sell it for £100, 1 assert

that I get a profit of 99.} per cent, exactly on the transaction."

I am informed that London tradesmen consider any other mode
of calculating profits misleading. I will thank you for an authori-

tative expression of your views.

I enclose my card, but not for publi'^ation

r.

gn myself,

EWIGE JUDE.

'/). unless adding
The profit is of

eiici. What the

It if his selling

. But of course

of profit on the

Analysis and
- reputed to bo
1- for that point,
s :s sound.— 1!.

i^Sii

did so write

. (This very moment
just above, I intended to write nititi.) As
satisfied I did not write that, because thei.'

mind to such a mistake. Most likely tlie a

led the " reader " to correct what Ik : 1

.

the MS. might e.xplain-some mi.
belonging to another line, might ha

the reader. You are probably iir.t av.a

suggest corrections (in French tins y. i

where notes like my replies, hurriedly

(nine-tenths written in express trains ;

speed), and set up usually without my
question, a "reader" would not hesitate t

his judgment what seemed wrong, especi

not easily decipherable. No one could il'

rienced examiner," attribute to me. Hov.-

be infinitive in the sentence—" Quo usrine 1

patientia nostra"? followerl as tiearii- :,c
i

effrenata jaetahit :

infinitive in the f:

following the imy
shows that the v

you could not crci

of the "Fungor,
fondness for the

a pignut," anyway
small modicum of

mpetative. imt lutiir. . Iicative. If

ith a schoolboy's knov. a-lge of Latin,

utor, vcscor," &c.. i
'

. of Cicero's

tion in re, and like ;.::ails ("worth
ight at least uive :; - edit for some

ke me contemptible. .V :., which you

attribute to me,- a perfect lamb, :Mr. Wei: : -The answer

which shocked you so related to manners, not t.i morals. A man
applies to a woman in these columns the grossest term one can

well think of (not actually using the word, but sending readers to

"Othello" to find and apply it, which was rather worse), and



Ocr. IG, 1665.]
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(2Pur WBl)iit Column.

By "Five of Cldbs." *

W^

the score of the other side, or to be paitl>

and partly added to the latter—is remor-.

is impossible to d^ ' \

it is a good plan tn <

ract three from the bi.\.ic ul li.i i^w.KHig

;he score of his partner. This puts the chief

but properly inflicts a loss on liis partner,

s a trick is gained wrongfully by a revoke.

more than a trick is gained, and' sometimes
effect to a gain of two by each of the

by a loss of three by the actual revoker, and of one
i very fair average compensation for the effects of

> not lead as >

player, and one fro

loss on the revoki

because in most c

Sometimes, of cour

nothing ; but what

by his partner, is

Lastly, so far as the Whist code is concerned, let home players,

if they wi.sh to play a decent game, and avoid an annoying and
mischievous practice, give up the privilege accorded by Law 91,

that a player may demand to see the last trick turned, at any
time before the current trick is turned and quitted. Let players of

Home Whist determine that if, through inattention, they find

themselves unable to remember the cards which fell to the last

tricks, they will put up with the consequences, and play more care-

fully in future.

A few words here on tlie etiquette of Whist, which I regard as

more impun.i: ! ,
•-!; ilio laws, in the home game. Nothing

more disiiin :i:ie lover of the noble game of Wliist

than the i:ii. avoids anything which can give his

partner iiitim . ;< ;,- ) i :i\able from the actual progress of the

play, and aiiuhiuy hv uhich the adversaries may be wrongfully

misled. The offences "to be specially avoided are these :—
1. Looking gloomily at a bad hand, or the reverse.

2. Smiling complacently over a good oi

3. Expressing disapproval when part
wish.

i. Expressing approval when he does.

."). Pretending to hesitate when you have but one card you can

play, or when you can have no doubt as to your play.

6. Showing by any movement that you know how a trick must
fall, when you can only know this because you hold a particular

card or cards.

7. Showing by any movement that your partner need not take a

trick which you know (but he may not know) to be yours.

8. Looking at the opponents' cards.

9. Letting your own cards be visible.

10. FOEGETTINO, OE ACTING AS IF YOU HAD FOBGOTTEX,
THAT Whist is a game intended for rela.xation and
DIVERSION.
With regard to the method of playing, I would make the fol-

lowing remarks :— It is well to keep a score, not for each evening's

play only, but running on from day to day ; and in this score the

number of points made by each player should be entered, as also

the number of revokes, exposed cards, and other like delinquencies

:

such a record has the effect of keeping the play strict and metho-
dical, without the degrading tendencies which money stakes, how-
ever small, necessarily have. It it well to count only half honours

in home play,— that is, one instead of two for three honours, and
two instead of four for all the honours. Omitting to count honours

at all eliminates still more the chance element, and is in my
opinion better yet, considered by itself. But as players ha\e
often to be met who count honours, it is necessary to keep

in the way of noting them : and in the long run the influence

:> in this matter equalises

lay for rubbers in the umi

ore the enemy has scored

noticed that wlieu tlie full number of players cannot
,'rther, single duiuniy is an excellent card game for

ible (Uiinmy a capital ^rauie for two. Both games are

isome in the extreme when played, as they too often

attention to the principles of Wliist strategy. But
t interesting when played properly. Nothing tends

•ove the Whist-player "than an occasional turn at

Mr. B. A. Proctor's Lecture Tour.

.. LIFE OF WORLDS
!. THE SUN
I. THE MOON
I. THE UNIVERSE.

Suhjeets

:

5. COMETS AND METEORS
6. THE STAR DEPTHS
7. VOLCANOES.
8. THE GREAT PYRAMID.

Each Lecture is profusely illustrated.

Communications respecting terms and vacant dates should be
addressed to the Manager of the Tour, Mr. JOHN STUART,
Royal Concert Hall, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

Oct. 17, Malvern; Cc'.19, 22, 28, Salisburv ; Oct. 21, 26, 2P,

Southampton; Oct. ?3, 27, 30, Winchester; Oct. 31, Marlborough
College.

Nov. 2, Chester; Nov. 3, 5, 7, Southport; Nov. 4, Bnrulev

;

Nov. 9, Stafford; Nov. 10, Streathara ; Nov. 11, 13, Sunderland

;

Nov. 12, Middlesbrough; Nov. 17, Darwen ; Nov. 19, Saltaire

;

Nov. 23, Bow and Bromley Institute; Nov. 24, Trowbridge;
Nov. 25, 28, Bath; Nov. 2G, 30, Clifton.

Dec. 2, 5, Bath ; Dec. 4, Clifton ; Dec. 7, 8, 9, Croydon ; Dec. 11,

Chester; Dec. 14, Dorchester ; Dec. 3 5, Weymouth; Dec. 16, 17,

18, 19, Leamington.
Jan. 4, C, 8, Barrow-in-Furness ; Jan. 12, Hull; Jan. 15,

Stockton; Jan. 26, Bradford; Jan. 27, Busby (Glasgow); Jan.

28, 29, 30, Edinburgh.
Feb. 1, 2, Edinburgh ; Feb. 3, Alexandria ; Feb. 4, Rothesay ;

Feb. 5, Chester; Feb. 6, 20, Malvern ; Feb. 9, 12, 19, Cheltenham
;

Feb. 10, Walsall ; Feb. 11, Wolverhampton ; Feb. 15, Upper
Clapton; Feb. 18, 25, London Institution; Feb. 22, Suttou

Coldfield.

March 1, 3, 5, Maidstone; March 3 (afternoon) and March
(afternoon), Tnnbridge Wells; March 9, 11, 13, 16, Belfast.

PsrtXLVII. (S-rt.-mlor, 18
blished from July to Oit. 16, 18f5,

bed are to be had, price h. each

tie, indei, and caee) for 3». each

TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
The terms of Annnal Subscription to lie nicnthly iisue of KjrowUDOl u

idies, China, 4c. Wid Brindisi) .'..'.'..."."..

All subscriptions are payal ie in adTai
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